PREFACE

The completion of this book after eight years of intense labor comes with feelings of great joy and sadness. The joy accompanies the relief of a task accomplished. I think if I had really known the work involved in writing such a book I would have hesitated to begin. Nonetheless, I am glad that I did do my part in the writing of this book. It forced me to confront issues that I might otherwise have avoided.

The sadness I feel is that my co-author, mentor, colleague, and good friend Ray Dillard is not present to savor this moment with me. Ray died of a heart attack on October 1, 1993, at the age of forty-nine, just three months before the writing was concluded.

It was a privilege to work with him at the seminary, to travel with him as we spoke at churches and academic institutions, and to write this book with him over the years. At his death we had only a handful of smaller chapters to finish.
He had already completed the rest of his assignment, and he was able to interact with all of my material.

Some months before he died, Ray and I had a conversation about the dedication of the book. There was no question to whom we would dedicate it. Our wives, Ann Dillard and Alice Longman, have supported us throughout our careers. Without their help and encouragement, we could never have completed this study.

We also want to thank our children—Joel, Jonathan, and Joshua Dillard and Tremper (IV), Timothy, and Andrew Longman—six boys who have kept us on our toes and brought great happiness into our lives.

Ray taught at Westminster Theological Seminary from 1971 until 1993, and I have been there since 1980. I cannot imagine a better environment for a teaching and writing career. The administration is supportive and creative, the faculty is friendly and incredibly competent, and the students are interested and interesting, coming from over thirty different countries. We also thank the seminary for providing financial and moral support over the years.

In addition, we appreciate the confidence that Zondervan has extended to us by asking us to write this book. In particular, we thank Stan Gundry, Len
Goss, and Ed van der Maas. A student, William L. Stroup Jr., did an excellent job helping me at the proofreading stage.

I am thankful that this book was not a mere academic exercise. Ray and I believe that the Bible is God’s Word. We thus hope that our work will serve the church in helping students and ministers understand that Word better in all of its literary beauty and theological power. So lastly, and most important, I thank God for allowing us the opportunity and giving us the strength to bring this work to completion.

Tremper Longman III Westminster Theological Seminary
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1. Introduction
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**The Genre**

The genre of introduction has a well-established place in the field of Old Testament studies. It is one of the first volumes that serious students of the Bible encounter in their quest to understand the text. Its very title connotes the preliminary nature of its subject matter. As E. J. Young, the authors’ distinguished predecessor at Westminster Theological Seminary, commented, the word derives from the Latin *introducere* that means “to lead in” or “to introduce” (Young, *IOT*, 15).

It is thus the purpose of this introduction, like all introductions, to acquaint the reader with information that is important to know in order to read the books of the Old Testament with understanding. In more contemporary terminology, our goal is to provide the student with resources needed to achieve reading competence (J. Culler, *Structuralist Poetics: Structuralism, Linguistics, and the Study of Literature* [Cornell, 1975], 113-30).

There have been many introductions written during the history of biblical studies. The history of the genre may be found elsewhere (Young, *IOT*, 15-37, and Childs, *IOTS*, 27-47); it will not be repeated here.
Nevertheless, we will recount a few of the major transitional points to give the reader a feel for the evolution of the genre and to provide a framework for the present volume.

The church fathers did not write what we would recognize today as introductions to the Old Testament, but they did deal with topics that would later occupy volumes that go by that name. Thus Jerome, Augustine, Origen, and others wrote concerning authorship, literary style, canons, text, and theological issues. Their comments, however, may be found in scattered locations and not in any single volume.

Childs and Young disagree over the date of the first true modern Old Testament introduction. The latter (IOT, 18) attributes it to Michael Walther (A.D. 1636) because of his distinction between matters of general and special introduction (see below). Childs, on the other hand, dates it later with J. G. Eichhorn, whose three-volume Einleitung was first published between 1780 and 1783. The difference reflects the theological disagreement between Young, who as a conservative acknowledges the work of Walther, who held a high view of inspiration, and Childs, a critic (though moderate), who requires the advent of the critical method to find the first “truly modern, historical critical Introduction” (IOTS, 35).

In the twentieth century the introduction continued its evolution along the lines of the development of the discipline as a whole. Thus after Wellhausen
introduced the documentary hypothesis, all succeeding introductions had to take his theory into account (see 2. Genesis, HISTORICAL BACKGROUND, Composition and Authorship, pp. 38-48). The same is true with later developments, including form criticism and tradition criticism.

While mainstream introductions agree in their acceptance of critical methodology, there are differences among them. These differences may be observed in a sampling of the introductions that are still in use. The introduction by Eissfeldt represents classic German criticism. Much of his work is devoted to reconstructing the history of the composition of the individual sections of the Bible. Although his work is idiosyncratic in detail, Eissfeldt devotes detailed attention to a source analysis of the Pentateuch. In the critical tradition, Rendtorff adopts a somewhat different approach in that he follows in the line of Noth and von Rad to present a more historical analysis of the Pentateuch. B. S. Childs, on the other hand, brackets many of these questions of the historical development of the individual books in order to delineate the canonical function of the books.

The preceding paragraphs describe the general contours of mainstream Old Testament studies. Specifically, they delineate the developments of critical Protestant Old Testament studies in Europe, Britain, and the United States. Protestant scholarship was mainstream because ever since the early part of the nineteenth century this approach to the text controlled most of the large churches and virtually every major academic post. The majority of Catholic and Jewish scholars who were writing and teaching at this time also accepted many of the tenets that were developed by these Protestant scholars.

Nonetheless, there was still a small but determined group of conservative Protestant scholars who were active in the field and produced Old
Testament introductions. The four most significant works are by Young, Archer, Harrison, and LaSor-Bush-Hubbard. They differ in length, areas of interest, and, though they are all conservative in their approach to the text, theology. A characteristic of conservative scholarship as represented in most of these volumes is an apologetic interest. This concern is represented least in the LaSor-Bush-Hubbard volume, but conservative scholars have felt it necessary to direct much of their discussion toward combating the historical-critical method and in particular a source analysis of the Pentateuch.

The Purpose of the Present Volume

The above discussion provides a backdrop for a description of the purposes and aims of the present volume. The following comments provide a guide to the plan of this introduction and give a rationale for the approach adopted here. We highlight the direction of this introduction and also some of the ways in which it differs from typical introductions.

Theological Perspective

In the first place, this introduction represents a Protestant and evangelical approach to the text. This theological orientation will become immediately
obvious in the discussion of various critical issues. An evangelical doctrine of Scripture, however, does not answer all hermeneutical and interpretive questions, nor does it prevent us from learning from the tradition of historical criticism. Indeed, our introduction will provide example after example of dependence on the previous labors of scholars in both the evangelical and critical camps. Many of the issues that have divided evangelical and critical scholars are as contested today as in the past, but we appear to be entering a new era of communication and mutual respect about which we can all be grateful. This introduction will depart from many of the well-entrenched conclusions of critical study, but it will do so with respect and not with rancor. What does it mean to write an introduction from an evangelical perspective? Among other things, it means treating the text as the church has received it. While not denying the possibility of sources and the history of development of individual biblical books, the focus of this introduction will be squarely on the finished form of the canonical text. This approach dovetails with recent interests in canonical theology and literary study of the Bible. The similarities, however, though welcome, are in some sense superficial, since most critical scholars who take a synchronic approach to the text merely bracket diachronic issues for the moment. Childs is a good example. He is careful never to disown typical historical criticism, while in his introduction and elsewhere he downplays these concerns in order to highlight the canonical role that the Bible plays in theology and the church. His commentary on Exodus (Childs 1974) is a prime example of both his synchronic and diachronic concerns. They are both present but are not integrated with one another.

Scope

Old Testament introduction is often subdivided into two areas: general and special introduction. General introduction treats topics that cover the whole testament, issues such as text and canon. Special introduction
handles individual books. Our introduction will focus on special introduction and will proceed book by book. The order adopted will be that recognized by readers of the Bible in English. This differs from a number of introductions that follow the order of the Hebrew Bible in the Masoretic tradition (for instance, the introductions by Young and Childs).

Most of the introductions mentioned above concentrate on historical questions surrounding a biblical book. This diachronic impulse crosses the conservative-critical line. Issues such as who wrote the book and when, the history of the development of the text, and the historical background of its contents are typical. These are important problems that will be treated here as well when necessary. Nonetheless, there are other equally important topics that help introduce the reader to the books of the Old Testament. For instance, the literary genre, shape, and style of a book are essential keys to its proper interpretation. In addition, while a book of the Bible may have been produced separately from the rest of the canon, its meaning now resides in the context of the other books of the Old Testament and, for Christians, the New Testament.
Accordingly, we will reflect at some length on the theological message of the book within its broader canonical context. In conclusion, these three general topics will constitute the discussion in each chapter: historical background, literary analysis, and theological message. We will give general introductions to these three topics in the second part of the chapter.

By now our readers may be asking how we intend to cover all of these topics while keeping the introduction to a reasonable length. We feel that it is important, especially if the book is to be used effectively in the classroom, to limit its size. There is one area that will get less coverage than is found in some other introductions and that is the history of research. Except in some critical areas such as source analysis of the Pentateuch (and even here the discussion is brief), we will feature only the high points in research and mention representative scholars rather than attempt an exhaustive delineation of past scholarship. We will, of course, be careful to give credit to those whose research has enlightened us. Furthermore, the bibliographies refer to the works that can lead interested students to the history of research on any given book. In regard to the bibliographies, it will be noticed that a premium is placed on books and articles written in English. In part, this signals the end of the period of time when German scholarship was considered the vanguard in the field. But, more significantly, it is part of our attempt to tailor these bibliographies for the English-speaking seminary student. Foreign language references are added to the bibliographies only when they are crucial for the discussion.

The Major Topics

As we said, each chapter deals with the historical background, literary analysis, and theological message of the book under discussion. The rest of this introductory chapter is devoted to explicating these three topics.
What follows will allow readers to understand the orientation of the authors and will also allow the authors to refer back to these more general statements.

While these three topics are treated separately, it must be born in mind that they function in a fully integrated manner in the biblical text (Sternberg). The history has theological meaning; the theology is based on historical events. The texts that narrate this theological history or historicized theology are fittingly described as literary art.

**HISTORICAL BACKGROUND**

**Bibliography**
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**Cautions**

Even new Bible readers hear the warning to read the Bible “in its context” and not to treat passages in an isolated fashion. However, many understand the context to be literary only and then forget to read the Bible in its historical context, that is, the time period in which it was written and about which it narrates.

One cause is the misunderstanding that describes the Bible as a timeless book. The Bible is a timeless book only in the sense that it has impact on every generation. The books of the Bible are also culture-bound. They were written for people in antiquity in a language and culture and with literary conventions that they understood.

As modern readers, we are distanced from the events that motivated the writings of the book. So, even though the authority of the Bible is focused on the text and not on the events which it narrates, it is still of the utmost importance to read the Bible in the light of the time period from which it comes.

As such, the books of the Bible are careful to signal their relative age. Not every book is able to be dated with precision, but, with little exception, each book informs the reader of its time of composition and describes events of a historical character.
While ignorance of the historical context of the Bible threatens a correct understanding of the Bible, a second major danger confronts the reader. This danger is the imposition of contemporary, Western values on the historical writings of the Old Testament.

It is thus of great importance that we not only describe the value of a historical approach to the Old Testament but also explore the nature of Old Testament historiography.

**What Is History?**

In the first place it is important to differentiate history and historiography. The first refers to the events that have taken place in the past, and the second, to writing about the events. To ask whether a book is historical or not is a complex question. It could refer to the intention of an author or to his success in achieving his intention.

In this book, when we identify a biblical book’s genre as historical, we are asserting that the author’s intention is antiquarian. We must, however, go even further. A book may intend to be historical, but not be a history textbook in the modern sense of the word. In other words, history is different from a videotaped
representation of the past in that it involves a historian, one who must interpret these events for his contemporary audience. Indeed, as Howard has indicated (1993, 30), “Only that account is ‘history’ that attempts to impose some coherence on the past” and “all history writing is of necessity ‘perspectival,’ even ‘subjective,’ in the sense that it owes its shape to its author’s activity in selecting and communicating material” (1993, 35). The subjectivity involved in historical narration does not invalidate the historical intention, as some skeptics argue; rather, the interpreter of the biblical historian must take into account the latter’s perspective on the past.

Biblical history does have an antiquarian interest. The author(s) of the Pentateuch believed that God actually created the universe in the past, Abraham migrated from Mesopotamia to Palestine, Moses parted the Red Sea, David ascended the throne of Israel, the kingdom was divided under Solomon’s son, the Babylonians defeated the Israelites, Ezra and Nehemiah led a reform in the postexilic community. However, the historicity of these acts is assumed in that they are stated and not proved. The concern of the text is not to prove the history, but rather to impress the reader with the theological significance of these acts. History and theology are closely connected in the biblical text.

Indeed, biblical history is not objective history—that is, uninterpreted—history, but rather history narrated with a divine purpose. For this reason, commentators have referred to biblical history as “theological history,” “prophetic history,” and “covenantal history.” The last is especially appealing, because covenant is the primary divine-human relationship metaphor used in the Bible, and the Bible charts this relationship from the time of Adam and Eve (Genesis) through the time of consummation (Revelation).

Further, we must explore the relationship between history and fiction,
especially in the light of the work of scholars such as Alter (1981) who
tend to confuse the two. Alter observes the literary artifice of the history
books of the Bible and labels it “fictional history” or “historical fiction.” As
Long (1994, 66) points out, however, “fictionality is a possible but
misleading category for biblical historiography since after all an account
of something is not literally that something. But fiction is a genre that is
not constrained by any ‘something.’” He offers the adjective “artistic” in
the place of “fictional” to describe the “creative, though constrained,
target to depict and interpret significant events or sequences of events
from the past” (Long 1994, 66).

This issue leads to the question of historicity. Is it important that the
events actually took place in space and time in the past? Ramsey (1981;
see discussion in Long 1994, 83ff.) pointedly asks the question, “If
Jericho is not razed, is our faith in vain?”

The phrasing of the question lures one to a simplistic answer. The
destruction of Jericho has no direct bearing on our faith in Christ.
Nonetheless, indirectly the question is crucial. It certainly raises the issue
of the epistemological basis of our faith. Many people, even modern
people, will agree with Paul when he states, “If Christ is not raised, our
preaching is useless and so is your faith” (1 Cor. 15:14, the verse in
whose language Ramsey poses his question). Our knowledge of this
resurrection comes from the Bible, which
purports to be God’s Word and thus claims to be trustworthy. The Gospels present themselves as historical, though theological and artistic, accounts of the resurrection. The book of Joshua, as an example of an Old Testament historical book, also presents itself as an account of the past acts of God to save his people. On what basis, besides arbitrary modern sensibilities and desires, would we accept the teaching of the Gospels and reject the teaching of Joshua? Thus to suspect or reject the historical facticity of the razing of Jericho does indeed raise an obstacle to faith. The historicity of the historical books of the Old Testament is important because “the Bible makes numerous claims—explicitly and implicitly—concerning the factuality of the events it records. At the most fundamental level, at the central core of Christian beliefs, is the fact that Christ did indeed die for the sins of humanity and then rose from the grave in a great victory over death. This forms the ground and basis of our faith” (Howard 1993, 35).

**History and the Supernatural**

A major issue as one approaches the subject of history and the Bible is the occurrence of supernatural events. This immediately brings to the fore the role of the interpreter’s presuppositions.

In the Old Testament one reads of a bush that burns but is not destroyed, a donkey that speaks, dead people who live again, seas that part, the sun’s stopping in mid-sky, and more. If an interpreter approaches the Old Testament as he would any other book—that is, if he perceives it as written from a human vantage point, about human affairs—skepticism is warranted. A second interpreter, however, who admits the reality of God and who believes that God is the ultimate and guiding voice of the Bible will not have difficulty accepting the supernatural events of the Bible.
This is, of course, where the dialogue between conservative and critical scholars gets stalled. Nonetheless, conservatives must guard against the tendency to overhistoricize the Bible. Legitimate genre questions must be addressed in the interpretation of certain books. Why are there differences between the narration of the same events in Samuel-Kings over against Chronicles? What is the historical kernel of the Job story? Is Jonah history or parable? These issues will be addressed in later chapters.

**The Nature of Biblical Historiography**

Thus biblical history is not an objective reporting of purely human events. It is an impassioned account of God’s acts in history as he works in the world to save his people. Accordingly, it is “theological,” “prophetic,” “covenantal history.” The following traits characterize this history:

**Selectivity**. No history can tell everything about its subject. It would take longer to write about an event than it does to experience it if the historian’s goal
were to be comprehensive. Thus all history writing involves selectivity. What will be included and what excluded?

A look at the synoptic accounts of the history of David’s reign in Samuel-Kings and Chronicles illustrates the point. In the former, there is a long narrative about David’s sin with Bathsheba and her later role in the transition of the kingship to Solomon (2 Sam. 11-12; 1 Kings 1-2), but no mention of the woman by the Chronicler (except in the genealogy in 1 Chron. 3:5).

But selectivity is not only a necessity of space but also a part of the function and intention of the historiographer. The biblical historian is not interested in every aspect of the past, but focuses on the community of Israel (often as represented by its king). And although the community interests often find expression in the political and military life of the people of God, the historical books of the Old Testament are not interested in politics for its own sake, but only in how politics and military action impact Israel’s relationship with God.

One of the keys to a proper interpretation of biblical historical books is the discovery of the writers’ intention and how that affects their principle of selectivity. These issues will be addressed in the following chapters as we study specific books, but we can illustrate our point quickly, though not exhaustively, by comparing Samuel-Kings and Chronicles. Samuel-Kings emphasizes the sins of the kings of both Israel and Judah, particularly their rejection of the law of centralization. The role of the prophets is emphasized as is God’s delayed retribution. Our later chapters on Samuel and Kings will argue that the evidence indicates an exilic date for this book and an intention to answer the question “Why are we, God’s favored people, in exile?” So, for example, it fits into the purpose of this historian to include the Bathsheba account, which highlights David’s sins. On the other hand, Chronicles focuses on Judah
alone, minimizes the sins of the kings, and asks questions of Judah’s historical continuity with the past. There is also an emphasis in reporting on the temple. Once we discover that the time of composition of this historical work is the restoration period, we see that its principle of selectivity is driven by different questions: “What are we to do now that we are back in the land?” and “What is our connection with Israel in the past?”

**Emphasis**. This trait is closely connected to the previous one. Not all acts of God, not everything that occurred to Israel was equally important to the biblical historians. Some events are emphasized over others. Thus emphasis often supports the intention of the book in a way similar to that of the principle of selectivity. For instance, the emphasis on the temple in Chronicles in contrast to Samuel-Kings arises, in part at least, because of the fact that the temple was being rebuilt at the time. Thus through the use of emphasis and by drawing analogies with the past, the Chronicler shows the continuity between the people of God at the end of the period of the Old Testament and the people of God at the time of Moses and David.

But sometimes emphasis serves other, more didactic purposes. Of the many cities that were overrun at the time of the conquest, two stand out in the narrative in terms of emphasis: Jericho and Ai. These are emphasized because
they are first, but also because they are a paradigm for the proper waging of holy war. The lesson of Jericho (Josh. 6) is that obedience to the Lord results in military victory, while the lesson of Ai (Josh. 7) is that disobedience, even by a single individual, will grind the conquest to a halt.

**Order**. For the most part, biblical history follows a roughly chronological order. Much of it rehearses the history of Israel under the reigns of its various kings. However, chronology is not a straightjacket, as can be observed in a number of places in the narrative. Occasionally, other, often thematic, concerns take precedence.

For instance, 1 Samuel 16:14-23 recounts David’s early service to Saul as the musician whose gift soothed Saul’s tormented soul. The following chapter introduces David a second time as the one who defeats Goliath. The problem with the latter story is that when David is presented to Saul, the king does not recognize him (17:58); this would be strange if he had been serving in Saul’s court for a period of time. A probable explanation of this anomaly is that the text is not focused on chronological reporting but intends rather a dual topical introduction of David, who as a young man already manifested the gifts that would gain him renown as the sweet psalm-singer of Israel as well as the mighty warrior of the Lord.

**Application**. Already we have commented that the biblical historians make no attempt to be dispassionate. They were not modern historicists seeking the brute facts of history. On the contrary, they were prophets who mediated God’s Word to his people. They were the vehicles of God’s interpretation of his own holy acts.

As a matter of fact, it is not misleading to envision the historians of Israel as preachers. Their texts are the events. They apply them with zeal to the congregation of Israel. These texts are a wonderful integration of history, literature, morality, and theology.
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Since the Bible does have a historical intention, it makes claims about what happened in the past. Archaeology is the field of study that investigates the material remains of a culture to reconstruct its history. Thus two sources, the biblical text and the material remains recovered by archaeological study, make claims about the past.

The relationship between these two objects of study is highly disputed. Some would argue that archaeology is the handmaiden of biblical studies. The former is mute, so to give the remains voice we must turn to texts such as the Bible. Others object strongly to such a subservient role for the discipline (Dever), even rejecting the label of biblical archaeology in favor of the more neutral Syro-Palestinian archaeology.

This volume is not a biblical history, but we must address for a moment the hermeneutical issues involved in archaeology in order to assess its value in connection with biblical historiography. The issue is actually very complex, and the interested student should turn elsewhere for further study (see bibliography, 1. Introduction, BIBLICAL HISTORY AND ARCHAEOLOGY, Bibliography). However, for our purposes we can point out that the use of archaeology involves more than simply digging up artifacts and holding them up against the biblical facts.

We have already considered some of the issues involved on the textual side. For example, we are not presented with simple brute facts in the Bible. On the other side, we must point out that archaeological remains also need interpretation. This involves the presuppositions of the interpreter just as the interpreter of texts begins with certain
presuppositions. Indeed, the case can be made that archaeology is a more subjective discipline precisely because the objects are mute (with the exception of extrabiblical textual material, which is subject to the same issues as the interpretation of the biblical text) as opposed to the biblical text, which provides us with interpretation of events.

In the final analysis, it is much too simplistic to expect from archaeology either an independent verification of biblical claims or a certain scientific refutation of them. For a specific example, please see the discussion on the date of the Exodus (3. Exodus, HISTORICAL BACKGROUND, The Nature and Date of the Exodus).
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Stories and Poems

The Old Testament contains very little technical material. For the most part, its contents may be described under two rubrics: stories and poems. Certainly, there are items like the list of tribal boundaries in the second half of
Joshua or the description of the main sacrifices in the first chapter of Leviticus, the pentateuchal laws, and the seemingly endless genealogy that begins the book of Chronicles. Even these passages, however, are within the context of stories about Israel’s past and God’s great acts in their midst. We encounter nothing quite like our modern history or scientific textbooks and certainly nothing approaching a theological essay or confession. Surprisingly, we encounter stories and poems.

Stories and even poetry speak to a broader segment of the people of God than would a more technical and precise form of communication. Even the youngest and the uneducated can appreciate and understand the stories of Samson and Delilah, Esther, or Ruth. In addition, stories and poems do more than inform our intellect. They also arouse our emotions, appeal to our will, and stimulate our imagination in a way that a modern systematic theology cannot.

Since such a large amount of the Old Testament comes in the form of stories and poems, it is important to raise the question of interpretation before entering a survey of its various components. Cultures differ in their method of telling stories and writing poems, and as “foreign” interpreters we need to discover the conventions that governed the writing of the biblical authors. Thus we will offer an analysis of storytelling and poem writing in ancient Israel with the intention of developing a “reading strategy” for interpretation.

The Conventions of Old Testament Poetry

Poetry is highly stylized language that is usually easy to distinguish from prose stories. Poetry is an artificial language in the sense that it does not follow the normal rules for communication.

While there are characteristics of poetry, there is no single or even group
of defining traits. In rare instances, particularly in some of the prophets, it is difficult to tell whether the passage is poetic or highly stylized prose.

**Terseness.** The leading characteristic of poetry is terseness or conciseness. While prose is composed of sentences and paragraphs, poets use short clauses, grouped together by varying levels of repetition, and stanzas. As a result, poetic lines are very short. This trait becomes obvious in many English translations of the Bible, because the poetic material has wider margins.

Poetry says much in very few words. This economy of language comes about in various ways, the two most interesting being (1) the suppression of conjunctions and other particles and (2) a high frequency of imagery. The latter will be discussed below, but a note will be added here on the former. Conjunctions are short but important words that show the relationship between one clause and another. In poetry, however, they are used very sparingly, and intentionally so. They are often implied, as for instance in Psalm 23:1:

*The LORD is my shepherd*,

*I shall not be in want*.
There are no conjunctions here in the original, but a cause-effect relationship is implied: *Because* the Lord is my shepherd, *therefore* I shall not be in want.

The relative absence of conjunctions in poetry lends to its terseness and necessitates a slower, more meditative reading.

**Parallelism**. Most Hebrew poetry contains a high proportion of repetition. The most frequent type of repetition is within a poetic verse or line but may occur over wide distances within the psalm (see Ps. 8:1, 9). The repetition, while sometimes nearly synonymous, is rarely verbatim.

Parallelism is almost always present in poetry. It is also a linguistic ornament that is occasionally found in prose contexts. Thus it alone is not a sufficient criterion to define poetry. Wherever there is a high proportion of parallel lines, however, we can be certain that we are dealing with a poetic passage.

Parallel lines are not strictly identical; they are similar, yet different. Parallelism is not “saying the same thing using different words.” The different words of the second part of the parallelism advances the thought of the first part in some appreciable way. For example,

*I will praise you, O LORD, with all my heart*;

*I will tell of all your wonders*. (Ps. 9:1)

In the second part (also called the second colon) of this rather typical bicolon, the psalmist specifies the nature of his praise. He answers the question, How will I praise God? He will praise the Lord by witnessing to God’s great acts in history.
The proper way to interpret a parallel line, then, is to meditate on the relationship between its parts. Nothing can be assumed ahead of time except that the second and following cola will in some way elaborate or specify the thought of the first line (Kugel; Alter; Berlin; Longman 1988).

Parallelism is another reason to slow down and meditate on poetry. It takes some moments of reflection to determine the relationship between the cola and between the lines of a poem in the Old Testament.

**Meter**. Meter plays an important role in most poetry of the world. Greek and Latin poetry operate with definite metrical schemes. Thus it is not surprising that early exegetes, trained in classical rhetoric, sought to identify the metrical canons of Hebrew poems by using the categories of classical poetry (e.g., Josephus, Augustine, and Jerome).

The quest for the key to unlock the mysteries of biblical meter have continued unabated ever since. Bishop Lowth, in his magisterial work on Hebrew poetry in the eighteenth century, considered meter along with parallelism to be an essential trait of poetry. He could not discover, however, the particular type of
meter that was at work in biblical poetry and attributed his failure to his distance from the time of composition.

Lowth’s reticence did not hinder those who followed him. For over two hundred years various scholars have claimed that they have finally discovered metrical canons that allow us to scan and even to reconstruct poems. One has only to look at the text-critical apparatus to see how frequently an emendation is introduced metri causa (“for reasons of meter”).

The attitude of more recent scholars toward meter has largely changed. An increasing number have come to the conclusion that meter does not exist in Hebrew poetry (O’Connor 1980; Kugel 1981). Although some have continued to argue for metrical schemes (Stuart 1976), the view has been unable to convince many scholars (Longman 1982).

**Imagery**. Although images are found throughout the Bible, they occur with more frequency and intensity in the poetic portions. Imagery contributes to the compactness of poetry, because it allows the authors to communicate their message using fewer words.

Imagery is an indirect way of speaking or writing. Unlike direct statement, an image compares something or someone with another thing or someone else. For instance, note the Song of Songs 1:9:

*I liken you, my darling, to a mare harnessed to one of the chariots of Pharaoh.*

In this verse the speaker draws a comparison between two things: his beloved and a mare harnessed to a chariot of Pharaoh. The difference between the two objects in the comparison draws our attention and sets us thinking. The next step is to identify the comparison. In this particular
case, some historical background is necessary to understand the impact of the compliment. Research makes it clear that the chariots of Egypt used stallions, not mares. The presence of a mare would sexually excite the stallions. Pope points out in his commentary (1977, 336-41) that Israel knew of a battle tactic that called for the release of a mare among the enemy’s chariot horses to divert their attention.

In brief, then, poetry is characterized by a high proportion of imagery (Caird). Imagery is a further reason to slow down and meditate on a passage. Imagery excites our imagination. It is a way of saying much in a few words. Images also contribute substantially to the emotional texture of a passage.

**Conclusion.** Terseness, parallelism, and imagery are the most common characteristics of Hebrew poetry. It is necessary to become familiar with these conventions to interpret the Old Testament properly. Poetry, however, is not read by applying a rigid formula. Parallel lines take on many permutations, and while some images are common, others are unique and must be carefully studied in their context.
In addition, while these are the major poetic ornaments, there are many other devices used by the biblical poets. Handbooks on biblical poetry (Watson; Longman 1988) should be consulted for other devices that occur less frequently.

Hebrew poetry is not easy to read. This form requires one to slow down and reflect on the lines, their relationship, and their meaning. The effort is worth it. After all, so much of the Old Testament is poetic in form. Indeed, if all the poetry were gathered together into one location, the corpus would be longer than the New Testament.

The Conventions of Old Testament Stories

Although the Old Testament contains a considerable amount of poetry, it is written primarily in prose. Prose is closer to normal conversational language than is poetry. While cola and stanzas are the building blocks of a biblical poem, sentences and paragraphs are the stuff of prose. It is also true to say that prose, for the most part, is less “literary” than poetry. That is, there is less concern in prose for how something is said: the language is ordinarily not as “high” or formal, and fewer metaphors or other images are used.

It is a great mistake, however, to draw a sharp dichotomy between the prose and poetry of the Bible. Most of the narrative of the Old Testament is literarily shaped. Accordingly, the prose of the Old Testament resembles what we call the stories of literature and, not surprisingly, is amenable to a literary analysis.

A literary analysis applies the categories and methods of contemporary literary theory to discover the conventions of Hebrew literature. Alter (1983, 113-17) observed that
every culture, even every era in a particular culture, develops distinctive and sometimes intricate codes for telling its stories, involving everything from narrative point of view, procedures of description and characterization, the management of dialogue, to the ordering of time and the organization of plot.

A literary approach explores and makes explicit the conventions of biblical literature in order to understand the message it intends to carry. In the following few pages, we will outline the rudiments of a literary approach to Hebrew prose. This study should be supplemented by some of the more complete studies listed in the bibliography.

**Genre**. The concept of genre relates to both prose and poetry, though we have reserved a discussion of it until now. Genre is of crucial importance, since the reader’s identification of a text’s genre directs his or her reading strategy.

The study of genre recognizes that there are many different types of literature. Authors choose a vehicle through which they send a message to the reader, and the choice of genre signals to the reader “how to take” the message. A common and clear example is a text that begins “Once upon a time...” The author who begins his story in this way has deliberately sent a signal to the
reader through the use of a traditional formula. Educated readers and children know that they are not to read or hear the story that follows as a historically accurate tale, but as a fairy tale.

The Bible, however, is an ancient text, distanced from us not only by time but also by culture. Genre is one of the conventions that, as Alter described in the quote above, is specific to culture. We must study each biblical book to discern its genre and the implications for its interpretation. In this introductory chapter, we trace the broad outlines of genre study for the interpretation of the Old Testament (see outlines of genre study for the interpretation of the Old Testament [see Longman 1987, 76-83; 1988, 19-36 for more detail]). Each of the following chapters on the individual books of the Bible will include a discussion of the book’s genre.

**What Is a Genre?** A genre is a group of texts that bear one or more traits in common with each other. These texts may be similar in content, structure, phraseology, function, style, and/or mood.

When writers produce their text, they write in a literary context. That is, they do not produce literary works that are totally new, unrelated to anything that has been done before. They write in a tradition, which they may indeed stretch, but never break.

For instance, biographies vary considerably from one another, but by definition they are similar in subject matter—a person’s life. Short stories may have different subject matter, but they are united by their relative length and fictionality.

When all is said and done, though, it must be admitted that genre is a fluid category (Longman 1985). This fluidity is seen on two levels. In the first place, one text may belong to different genres on the same level of abstraction. A psalm like Psalm 20 may be categorized with either the
kingship songs or hymns. The Micaiah narrative (1 Kings 22; 2 Chron. 18) is simultaneously royal autobiography, battle report, and a story about prophetic efficacy.

In the second place, genres are fluid in that they exist at different levels of abstraction from the text. Since genres are defined by shared traits, there are different levels of genre, depending on the number of similarities with other texts. A broad genre will include many different texts that share a few traits in common. A narrow genre will contain a few texts with many traits in common.

Psalm 98 is a case in point. It is in the genre of “Hebrew poetry” by virtue of its parallelism, terseness, and imagery. On another level, it is in the narrower category of “hymn” because of its mood of unrestrained joy. On an even narrower level, it is a “divine warrior hymn” because it specifically extols God’s power as savior in a military situation.

The Significance of Genre in Interpretation. The study of genre has many important implications for interpretation (Longman 1985). Nonetheless, two stand out as most significant: genre as trigger to reading strategy and genre as second literary context.
Consciously or unconsciously, genre identification triggers expectations on the part of the reader. Indeed, it sets a whole reading strategy in motion. Consider the second stanza of Psalm 1:

\textit{Not so the wicked!}

\textit{They are like chaff that the wind blows away.}

\textit{the judgment,}

\textit{assembly of the righteous.}

For various reasons, we immediately recognize these lines as poetry. We expect the use of images and repetitions.

In another passage we read, “In the twelfth year of Ahaz king of Judah, Hoshea son of Elah became king of Israel in Samaria, and he reigned nine years” (2 Kings 17:1). This time our immediate reaction is that the passage is historical narrative, and we recognize that the author intends to communicate historical or chronological information.

We might have the same initial reaction to the following words of Jesus: “Two men went up to the temple to pray, one a Pharisee and the other a tax collector” (Luke 18:10). These words, however, are preceded by “Jesus told this parable.” Here we have an explicit genre signal that invokes a reading strategy significantly different from the one we adopted for the 2 Kings 17 passage. Jesus’ story is fictional. More specifically, it is didactic fiction—that is, it intends to impart a moral to the hearer or reader.

A second major benefit of the study of genre is that it provides a secondary literary context. This is summed up by N. Frye (1957, 247-48):
The purpose of criticism by genres is not so much to classify as to clarify... traditions and affinities, thereby bringing out a large number of literary relationships that would not be noticed as long as there were no context established for them.

In other words, the very practice of examining a collection of generically related texts will result in the illumination of each individual text. This result is particularly helpful for individual texts that are themselves difficult to understand but that may be elucidated by comparing them with clearer examples in the same genre.

For different reasons, then, it is important to discover the genre of a text. By prompting a reading strategy and ruling out false expectations and standards of judgment of text, genre classification represents an entree to the meaning of the text.

**The Dynamics of Narrative**. Space prohibits an extensive discussion of the dynamics of biblical narrative, but this short introduction may be

*Therefore the wicked will not stand in*

*nor sinners in the*
supplemented by a number of recent studies (Alter, Longman, Berlin, Sternberg). We will here deal with only a handful of selected topics, chosen because they reveal distinctive cultural conventions that provide an insight into reading strategy.

**Narrator and Point of View**. A description of the role of the narrator in a story is closely related to the issue of point of view. The narrator plays a pivotal role in shaping the reaction of the reader to the passage he or she is reading. The narrator achieves this response in a variety of ways, from presenting and withholding information from the reader to explicit commentary.

Narratives may be divided into first- and third-person narratives. In the former, the narrator is usually a character in the story and, as a result, presents a limited point of view. Third-person narrative refers to all the characters impersonally, and in this mode the narrator may display omniscience and omnipresence. Note that most narrative in the Bible is third-person omniscient narrative (the exceptions include, for example, part of Ezra-Nehemiah, Qohelet’s “autobiography” in Ecclesiastes, and the “we” passages in Acts). Rhoads and Michie (36) describe the narrator’s point of view in the gospel of Mark:

The narrator does not figure in the events of the story; speaks in the third person; is not bound by time or space in the telling of the story; is an implied invisible presence in every scene, capable of being anywhere to “recount” the action; displays full omniscience by narrating the thought, feelings, or sensory experiences of many characters; often turns from the story to give direct “asides” to the reader, explaining a custom or translating a word or commenting on the story; and narrates the story from one overarching ideological point of view.

This summary describes the bulk of biblical narrative. The voice of the
narrator is often the authoritative guide in the story, providing the point of view. The narrator directs the reader in his or her analysis and response to the events and characters of the story.

It has been pointed out that readers react to a third-person omniscient narrator with unconscious submissiveness. Rhoads and Michie note, “When the narrator is omniscient and invisible, readers tend to be unaware of the narrator’s biases, values, and conceptual view of the world” (39). The choice of such a powerfully persuasive literary device fits in with the Bible’s concern to proclaim an authoritative message.

**Plot and Character**. Plot and character are closely related and may be separated only for purposes of analysis. Henry James (quoted in Chatman, 112-13) related the two elements by asking, “What is character but the determination of incident? What is incident but the illustration of character?”

Descriptions of the dynamics of plot differ in detail among literary critics. The first and simplest is Aristotle’s: he describes a plot as having a beginning, middle, and end. P. Brooks (1984, 5) defines plot in the following helpful way:
“Plot is the principle of interconnectedness and intention which we cannot do without in moving through the discrete elements-incidents, episodes, actions—of a narrative.” Poythress (see Longman 1987, 92) provides a more sophisticated analysis of narrative, which may be represented graphically in the following way:

As a general rule, plot is thrust forward by conflict. The conflict generates interest in its resolution. The beginning of a story, with its introduction of conflict, thus pushes us through the middle toward the end, when conflict is resolved.

As one studies Old Testament stories, a helpful first step is to do a simple plot analysis. This study provides the frame for future analysis.

As mentioned above, characters form the gist of a plot. Some Bible readers will hesitate at this point. Should we treat David, Solomon, Ezra, Esther, Jonah—even Jesus—as characters? Such a move appears to equate biblical personages with King Arthur, Billy Budd, Felix Holt, or Captain Ahab and thus to reduce them to fictional beings.

To analyze David as a literary character in a text, however, is not to deny that he was a historical king or that the events reported in the books of Samuel and Kings are accurate. We must admit, however, that we have a selective account of the life of David and can agree that there is value in taking a close look at how the text portrays David and others. In other words, we must recognize that these accounts are shaped—that is, the Bible gives selective, emphasized, and interpreted accounts of historical events.

**Conclusion**. The prose narratives of the Old Testament are multifunctional. Most intend to impart historically accurate information
while leading the reader to a deeper theological understanding of the nature of God and his relationship with his people. The stories, for the most part, are carefully crafted literary works. There are differences between, say, the Joseph narrative and Leviticus in terms of literary intent and sophistication, but in most places we can detect a self-consciousness not only in what is said but also in how it is said. A literary analysis, while only a partial analysis, is helpful toward getting at the author’s meaning in a book or a passage of Scripture.

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE
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Each of the following chapters concludes with a section devoted to the book’s theological message. Since it is unusual for an introduction to include lengthy discussions of theology, allow us to explain. As stated above, we believe that the goal of Old Testament introduction is to prepare students to read its various books with understanding—that is, to provide the kind of preliminary background information that enables them to bridge the gap between the present time and the Old Testament’s ancient context. In the study of the Old Testament there are three main areas where this bridging must take place: history, literature, and theology.

In the first place, each book was written in a specific historical context and refers to history in the past and present. Since modern readers are divorced from this ancient context, introductions provide this kind of information as a matter of course. Second, the various books have different literary forms, and these literary forms are difficult for the modern reader to appreciate because the literary conventions of an ancient
culture differ from those of a modern one. Without implying a radical
separation of the three categories, however, it is appropriate to remark
that the purpose of the Bible is neither historical nor literary; it is
theological. Thus, third, we believe it is not only legitimate, but necessary,
to introduce students to the theological function of the various Old
Testament books in order to achieve reader competence.

It is true that the type of information we are providing in this third section
may be found elsewhere: monographs, journal articles, and especially
commentaries. But these are scattered resources, so there is value to
collecting brief statements of the theological message of each book of the
Old Testament in one volume.

Another approach at justifying the inclusion of theology in an Old
Testament introduction is simply to point out that the historical, literary,
and theological issues are intertwined and most profitably treated
together. In any case, the particular type of theological approach that is
taken in this introduction needs description, and to that we now turn.

Theology in Its Old Testament Context
Theology here refers to discourse about God, his nature, and, even more important, his relationship with his creatures. It asks the question, What does a book tell its readers about God and their relationship with him?

The first step toward a proper approach to a book’s theological purpose is to inquire about the message that is addressed to its ancient audience, the audience that first heard or read the book. What did they learn about God? Our discussion will be limited and will focus on what we have decided are the major themes of a book. This information is achieved when interpreters divorce themselves from their contemporary setting and imagine themselves to be part of the ancient setting of the book. This reading of the text obviously involves bracketing the illumination that the New Testament throws on the Old. Furthermore, as John Murray pointed out a number of years ago, biblical theology stands between exegesis and systematic theology. That is, the major themes of the biblical books are understood through careful exegesis of individual biblical texts. In addition, this study of biblical themes provides the data for the work of systematic theology.

A Center to Old Testament Theology?

Is there unity to the Old Testament message or is there irreconcilable diversity? This question has been at the center of recent theological inquiry into the Old Testament. Indeed, it is a question that has also been of critical importance to the wider discipline of biblical theology.

There have been many attempts, even in recent years, to present the theology of the Old Testament (Hasel). Among recent evangelical writers, this impulse has often taken the form of the study of one central motif under which, it is thought, the whole message of the Old Testament can be explained. God’s promise (Kaiser), his design (Martens), covenant (Robertson, McComiskey, Dumbrell), and theophany (Kline) are among
the most popular themes selected as a center to Old Testament theology.

Such attempts, however, have failed to persuade a majority of the scholarly community. It does not seem possible to subordinate all of biblical revelation under a single theme. Wisdom literature is the most recalcitrant. As a result, Old Testament theologians have questioned whether there is a center. The most productive response to this situation has come from those who argue that while there is an organic unity to biblical revelation, there is also a proper diversity. Poythress has labeled such an approach “multiperspectival.” A multiperspectival approach to biblical theology is more in keeping with the rich and subtle nature of biblical revelation.

The question that biblical theology asks is, What is the message of the Bible? A multiperspectival approach responds that the Bible is about God. The Old Testament in particular is a message from the God of Israel about the God of Israel. However, it is not about Yahweh in the abstract. There is very little, if any, abstract theologizing in the Old Testament. No, the Old Testament is a revelation about Yahweh in relationship with humankind, specifically with his chosen
people. Furthermore, this relationship is not so much described as it is narrated. There is a historical dimension to biblical revelation. Thus a proper biblical theology must take into account both the subject matter of the Bible, which is the divine-human relationship, and the fact that the Bible’s message is told through time.

Terrien has written a theology with Yahweh as a key, but such a center is too general. To say that the Old Testament is about God, even to say that it is about God in relationship with people, is not really informative. A multiperspectival approach to biblical theology takes account of the many-faceted nature of God’s relationship with his creatures. It notes, in particular, the variety of metaphors that emphasize different aspects of that relationship. No one metaphor is capable of capturing the richness of God’s nature or of the wonder of his relationship with his creatures. God’s compassion and love for his creatures lies behind the image of the mother-child relationship (Ps. 131) as well as the marriage metaphor (Song of Songs). His ability to guide his people lovingly is suggested by the shepherd-sheep image (Ps. 23). The Lord’s wisdom is displayed in the figure of Lady Wisdom (Prov. 8-9). God’s power and authority over his people are communicated through a wide variety of images including that of king (the covenant-treaty image finds its place here) and also the pervasive divine warrior theme.

Thus the most fruitful biblical-theological studies are those that focus on one of these important metaphors of the relationship and follow it from the beginning of biblical revelation to its end, from Genesis to Revelation. Many years ago Vos, the father of modern biblical theology, showed how revelation was a reflex to the history of redemption. Thus as God’s redemptive plan progressed through the ages, so the history of revelation unfolded.

**The Old Testament From the Perspective of the New Testament**
Each of the following chapters contains a section entitled “Approaching the New Testament.” Here one or more of the main themes of an Old Testament book are followed into the New Testament. There are many questions surrounding the relationship between the Old and New Testaments that are assumed here but discussed by others elsewhere (Vos, VanGemeren). A primary text encouraging such an approach is found in the gospel of Luke. In his post-resurrection appearance to two unnamed disciples, Jesus remarks, properly, “How foolish you are, and how slow of heart to believe all that the prophets have spoken! Did not the Christ have to suffer these things and then enter his glory?’ And beginning with Moses and all the Prophets, he explained to them what was said in all the Scriptures concerning himself” (Luke 24:25-27). Then again to the broader circle of disciples Jesus said, “This is what I told you while I was still with you: Everything must be fulfilled that is written about me in the Law of Moses, the Prophets and the Psalms” (v. 44).

Roger Beckwith (111-15) has persuasively shown that in both cases Christ is speaking of the entire Old Testament. In other words, the Old Testament does not simply provide proof texts for the coming Messiah. Its major themes point
forward to Christ’s coming suffering and glory. It is the hope of the authors that our readers learn to appreciate the Christocentric nature of the Old Testament.

2. Genesis

The opening book of the Bible appropriately begins with the phrase “In the beginning.” This phrase (Heb. tv`y\i\arEB [b`ersit, H8040]) is also used as the title of the book in Jewish tradition. Indeed, it is a book of beginnings or “origins” as its English title Genesis (derived from the Septuagint [Gen. 2:4a is its likely source]) suggests. Although infrequently cited elsewhere, the book is foundational to the rest of the Torah (the first five books of the Bible), to the Old Testament, and even to the New Testament.

These five books of the Torah share a unity of history, plot, and theme that draws them together, as does their traditional ascription to a single author— Moses (see below). Thus it will be impossible to completely isolate Genesis from the other four books in the following discussion of authorship, style, and theological message.

Genesis covers an immensely long period of time, longer perhaps than the rest of the Bible put together. It begins in the distant past of creation, an event about whose absolute date we cannot even speculate, through millennia to reach Abraham at the end of Gen. 11. At this point the story line slows down and focuses on four generations of the family of promise as they move from Mesopotamia to the land of promise, only to conclude the book in Egypt. Thus we have a book of foundations that spans a time period of unknown duration and follows the people of God as they travel from one end of the Near East to the other.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Composition and Authorship

The issue of the authorship of Genesis is inescapably intertwined with the question of the composition and origin of the entire Pentateuch. Thus this section on authorship will be longer than those found in other chapters, but it will serve as the basis for the following chapters. Even so, this
subject needs fuller treatment, and for this reason special attention will be given to secondary literature.

This issue is one that has severely divided conservative scholars from others. The focus of debate, to be defined below, is over Mosaic authorship. Debate, though, may be too strong a word, since nonconservative scholars quietly ignore those who still defend a traditional viewpoint on authorship (Eissfeldt, *OTI*, 166). In fairness, it must also be said that conservative Christians have been too quick to distance themselves from the possibility of sources and too closed to any evidence of significant post-Mosaic activity. The sharp division between conservatives and others has recently been softened by a stronger emphasis on the thematic unity of the Pentateuch by critics, while conservatives have been less hesitant to speak of sources (Ross, Wenham). Nonetheless, because of the nature and importance of the issue, we will describe both the traditional conservative and the critical positions, attempt to capture the present state of the discussion, and draw some final conclusions.
Text and Tradition

In a strict sense, the Torah is anonymous. Nowhere do these five books explicitly or implicitly claim that Moses is their exclusive author (Aalders, 5). On the other hand, early Jewish and Christian tradition (see Harrison, IOT, 497, who cites Ecclesiasticus 24:23, Philo, Josephus, the Mishnah, and the Talmud) is virtually unanimous in ascribing Genesis through Deuteronomy to him. On what grounds?

Although a connection is never specifically made between Moses and the present Torah (in the Torah), there are a number of references to his writing activity (Allis, 1-18). God commands him to record certain historical events (Exod. 17:14; Num. 33:2), and laws (Exod. 24:4; 34:27) as well as a song (Deut. 31:22, see Deut. 32). While Moses is not identified as the author of much of the Torah, the text does witness to the fact that he was the recipient of revelation and a witness to redemptive acts.

According to later biblical testimony, there was a book of the Law that was associated with Moses' name (Josh. 1:7, 8). Late in the history of Israel, the Israelites could refer to a “Book of Moses” (2 Chron. 25:4; Ezra 6:18; Neh. 13:1). These passages provide strong intrabiblical data for a Mosaic writing, while not being specific about its shape or scope. It is also clear that Jesus and the early church connected much, if not all, of the Torah with Moses (Matt. 19:7; 22:24; Mark 7:10; 12:26; John 1:17; 5:46; 7:23).

This evidence has led to the belief that Moses wrote the Torah. Nonetheless, this statement is always qualified by the admission that certain passages were added after Moses' death. The most obvious of these so-called post-Mosaica is Deuteronomy 34, the narrative of the death of Moses. Although even this chapter has been attributed to Moses
by some, most conservatives argue that it was a later addition, possibly added by Joshua (Archer, *SOTI*, 83), though more probably at a later date. Other passages that show indication of post-Mosaic origins include Genesis 11:31, which associates Abraham’s Ur with the Chaldeans (a tribe that dominated southern Mesopotamia in the first millennium), and Genesis 14:14, which mentions Dan, an ancient city known by this name only much later (see also Gen. 32:32; 35:31; 40:15; Deut. 3:14; 34:1, 6, 10). Besides these and other passages that were most likely written after the death of Moses, there are also passages that are awkward if they are ascribed to Moses (the so-called a-Mosaica). For instance, Numbers 12:3 refers to Moses as the most humble man who ever lived, scarcely a statement the world’s most humble man would make about himself.

Thus the conservative view has always been qualified, however subtly, by admitting non-Mosaic elements to the Torah. While in the minds of most, these non-Mosaic parts are few and far between, it does indicate that to speak of Moses as author of the Pentateuch is not the same as saying that every word is the result of his work. Since there are what appear to be obvious later additions, many conservatives speak in terms of the “essential authorship” of Moses. This expression vigorously affirms Moses as the author of the Torah, while also leaving open the possibility of later canonical additions.
Along with this, it must also be admitted that sources have been used in the composition of the Torah. The sources are rarely explicitly cited (see Num. 21:14, the “Book of the Wars of the LORD,” which was likely a post-Conquest document, and Exodus 24:7, “the Book of the Covenant”), but neither the biblical text nor the traditional doctrine of Scripture are contradicted by a widespread use of sources on the part of the biblical author.

**Historical-Critical Approaches**

Space will permit only the most general description of the historical-critical approach to the question of the composition of the Pentateuch. Detailed treatments of the development of the method and its conclusions are available in Kraus, Rogerson, and R. J. Thompson.

Although there were isolated individuals who early on questioned the literary coherence of Genesis through Deuteronomy, the most notable was the philosopher Spinoza (1632-1677). He was soon followed by J. Astruc (1684-1766), a physician who developed a simple criterion to differentiate two sources he believed were used in the composition of Genesis. By differentiating these sources on the basis of the use of the two names for God (Elohim and Yahweh), Astruc attempted to defend the Mosaic authorship of Genesis. His method, however, was soon divorced from his conclusions as scholars during the next century (most notably Eichhorn [professor at Gottingen from 1788 to 1827]) and beyond continued to search for sources. In the period that ended in 1880 a number of criteria had been developed in order to isolate four basic sources (and at this period they followed this order): the Jehovist source (J), the Elohistic source (E), the Priestly source (P), and the Deuteronomic source (D). None of these was directly associated with Moses.
The 1880s were a pivotal decade in the development of the historical-critical approach to the Pentateuch because this decade saw the publication of J. H. Wellhausen’s monumental *Prolegomena zur Geschichte Israels* (published in 1883, in English in 1885). Wellhausen’s work had a massive influence because, for the first time, he was able to associate the history of the development of the Pentateuch with the history of the development of Israelite religion in a way that convinced most of the leading scholars of Europe, England, and America, while pushing his critics (notably Hengstenberg and Delitzsch) to the margins of scholarship. Even today, with all of the basic criticisms of the documentary hypothesis (see below), to reject it is to be relegated to the realm of the “naive and arrogant” (Childs, 127).

The classic expression of the documentary hypothesis may be associated with Wellhausen’s viewpoint, though today very few scholars would consider themselves Wellhausian. Nonetheless, since it is his view against which everyone places his or her own opinion, it is helpful to describe it.

Wellhausen argued, in continuity with the scholarship that preceded him, that the Pentateuch was composed of four basic sources. These sources could be differentiated from one another on the basis of the following criteria:
1. The use of different divine names, particularly Yahweh (J) and Elohim.  
2. The existence of doublets, that is, the same basic story that is repeated more than once, though different characters may be involved. Doublets could be repeated accounts (e.g., the wife-sister stories, Gen. 12:10-20; 20; 26) or separate incidents serving the same purpose in the narrative context (e.g., Joseph’s dreams of stars and sheaves, Gen. 37:5-11).

3. Differences of style, including the use of two different names to designate the same person, tribe, or place (Reuel/Jethro; Horeb/Sinai; Jacob/Israel; Ishmaelites/Midianites).

4. Different theologies. For instance, J is commonly characterized as portraying God anthropomorphically; D presents a form of retribution theology; P is replete with priestly concerns and tends to emphasize the transcendence of God. The differing viewpoints in the putative documents are often alleged to show progression in Israel’s theology from animism, to henotheism, and finally to monotheism. Furthermore, traditional critical scholars see a chronological progression among the sources in terms of form of worship, e.g., the issue of centralization of worship. According to traditional criticism, J is unaware of centralization (Exod. 20:24-26); D calls for it (Deut. 12:1-26), and P assumes it (Exod. 25-40, Numbers, and Lev. 1-9).

On the basis of these criteria, Wellhausen differentiated the following sources (given with dates and descriptions):

**J**. By the time of Wellhausen, J was universally recognized as the earliest source. It had not been many years before his work, though, that E \(^1\), now called P, was considered the earliest. The characteristic that resulted in its name (Jehovist, Yahwist) is its use of the covenant name for God. Most critics assign J to the early monarchy, in the tenth or ninth...
century B.C. and, because of its positive references to Judah in texts like
Genesis 49:8-12, believe it originated there. J’s style is often
characterized as “clear and direct, but its simplicity is that of consummate
art” (Speiser, xxvii). In its style and in its theology, J contrasts most
sharply with P. While P focuses on God, J attends to man and earth. J
uses anthropomorphisms to describe God; for instance, God molds man
from the clay of the earth, and he walks with Adam in the Garden. J
begins in Genesis 2 (the so-called second creation account) and
continues through the book of Numbers, though it may include a few
verses in Deuteronomy. For a complete listing of passages associated
with J, consult Eissfeldt, OTI, 199-201. The literary critic Harold Bloom
has presented a provocative analysis of J in a form that has received a
wide readership. His view that J was a woman, perhaps even David’s
granddaughter, is pure speculation (Alter 1990).

E. While J is associated with God’s name Yahweh, E is identified by the
use of the more generic Elohim. This source is dated about a century
later than J (because it presumes the division of the kingdom, cf. Soggin,
107) and is given a northern setting (though Eissfeldt, OTI, 203, doubts
it). This latter opinion is inferred from what looks like an emphasis on
northern matters and northern

(E).
personalities, such as Joseph. In theology, E focuses more on “religious and moralistic” concerns (Harrison, *IOT*, 502). E is more fragmentary than J or P (and recent opinion is assigning more and more of E to J, see below). It opens with Genesis 15 and continues through Numbers 32, though a few passages in Deuteronomy are also assigned to E (see full list in Eissfeldt, *OTI*, 200-201).

**D.** One of Wellhausen’s contributions was to reverse the order of D and P (Rogerson, 266). Thus the third narrative strand isolated by classical source criticism is D (Deuteronomistic), associated in the Torah predominantly with the book from which it derives its name (see extensive discussion there). The core of the book of Deuteronomy is often identified as the document that was found in the temple during the reign of Josiah (2 Kings 22-23, but see Wenham, 1985). There are great debates over the form of the document found at this time, but in any case, almost all critics date D to the time of Josiah (late seventh century). While D rarely extends back to the first four books of the Torah, its influence is felt strongly through much of the canon. D’s theology will be explained in the chapter on the book of Deuteronomy.

**P.** P is perhaps the most distinctive of the four strands of the Pentateuch. Its concerns include chronology, genealogy, ritual, worship, and law—areas easily associated with the priesthood, and thus its name, Priestly source.

This source has traditionally been given a late date in the fifth or the fourth century and is related to the Exile and after. P reflects postexilic order of the priesthood and also that time period’s concern with obedience to the law. This date is for the collection that now constitutes P, since much of the material is believed to come from an earlier time. One argument used to support the late date of the source is the fact that P shows influence only on Chronicles, a book dated to the fifth century at
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the earliest (Eissfeldt, 208).

P is extensive throughout Genesis to Numbers. Great portions of these books are assigned to P, as are a few verses of Deuteronomy (see Eissfeldt, OTI, 188-89). They can stand side-by-side with other material from other sources (such as Gen. 1:1-2:4a = P and Gen. 2:4b-25 = J) or it interweaves with other sources (see traditional analysis of the flood narrative into J and P).

Recently, McEvenue has studied P’s style in the manner of New Criticism (close reading). He has argued against the typically negative assessments of P’s literary quality and theological contribution.

Some scholars conclude that P was not itself a continuous narrative source, but rather that “P” was the final redactor of the Pentateuch (see Wenham, xxxii, with bibliography).

**Redactors**. So far we have described the four main narrative sources in the Torah. These are not simply brought together side-by-side, but are creatively integrated with one another. Those responsible for the editing of the sources are commonly referred to as redactors or editors. These redactors were responsible for the growth of the tradition, as first of all J and E were joined, then D with JE,
and finally P with JED. The most important redactor would have been the last, since he put the distinctive cast on the final form of the Torah.

**ALTERNATIVE CRITICAL VIEWS**

The pages above have described the classical documentary hypothesis. As we will mention below, there are a number of variations on the theme, and indeed, there has been some fundamental questioning of the approach. Before evaluating the documentary hypothesis, however, three alternative critical views will be briefly described: (1) the fragmentary approach, (2) the supplementary approach, and (3) form criticism and tradition history.

**Fragmentary Approach**

The distinguishing characteristic of the documentary hypothesis (as a particular type of source analysis) is not that it postulates sources to explain the composition of the Pentateuch, but rather that these sources were originally four independent continuous narratives. The fragmentary approach denies that the sources had an original independent unity. The first scholars to describe such an approach seriously were A. Geddes, J. S. Vater, and W. M. L. de Wette (late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, see Rogerson, 35, 154-57). The documentary hypothesis has a far greater burden of proof—not only must it identify the sources for individual blocks of material (fragments), but it must also show that the fragments themselves originally belonged to the four continuous narratives the theory posits.

**Supplementary Approach**

Other scholars felt that there was a single basic document that was then supplemented either by a later author who used it or by a later redactor
who used one document (Grundschrift) as the base and another to supplement it. As developed by the early Ewald (nineteenth century) and others (including the early Delitzsch), E was understood to be the basic document and J was the text used to supplement it at a later date. Soon after that, however, E was divided into two separate documents (thereafter called E and P), thus resulting in more than one continuous document. Some recent studies (Wenham, see below), however, have returned to a form of supplementary hypothesis, based on the fact that E is rarely recognized as an independent source these days.

Form Criticism and Tradition Criticism

Influenced by the folklore studies of his day, H. Gunkel significantly altered the course of the study of the origin of the Pentateuch at least for a number of important German scholars (Longman 1985). Instead of documentary sources (whose existence he never contested), Gunkel focused on form-critical units, primarily saga in the Pentateuch. He posited their oral origin and their
development through time. In the next generation, his thought particularly influenced Noth, von Rad, and Westermann, all of whom (like Gunkel) continued to support the traditional documentary hypothesis. Noth, though, concentrated on what he considered to be the six basic themes of the Pentateuch:

1. Primeval History
2. Patriarchal stories
3. Exodus
4. Sinai
5. Wilderness Wanderings
6. Settlement

Noth argued that these six themes arose and developed independently, coming together only at a late stage. Von Rad agreed and drew attention to the absence of Sinai from the Exodus tradition. He cited Deuteronomy 26:5-10 (an early statement of faith that does not mention Sinai) as strong evidence that these two traditions had an independent history of development.

It was Rendtorff in the German tradition (OT, 160-63, and 1977, see also the Scandinavian school represented by I. Engnell, Critical Essays on the Old Testament, ed. J. T. Willis and H. Ringgren [London, 1970]), who recognized the incompatibility of tradition history and documentary approaches. In his work he describes how independent traditions are brought together into individual complexes of tradition (such as the different patriarchal stories—Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph). These were then combined into even larger complexes—the patriarchal narrative, with insertions uniting them. After this, the narratives were brought into even larger units by means of theological redaction and finally given a Deuteronomistic and Priestly revision.
Rendtorff is certainly correct to move away from a documentary approach that sees the present text as the awkward joining of different continuous documents. His approach takes into account the smoothness of the narrative in a way foreign to the older critical approach. But more recent literary approaches question the older approach, and indeed the tradition-critical approach, at an even deeper level.

EVALUATION OF THE CRITICAL APPROACH

The critical approach to the Pentateuch has always found conservative resistance from both Jewish and Christian circles. Incisive attacks on the method were rendered in the nineteenth century most notably by Hengstenberg and Delitzsch (who held a modified source approach himself), and in the twentieth century by O. T. Allis, U. Cassuto, K. Kitchen, and G. J. Wenham. All of these works may still be read today with great profit, though their most pointed criticisms are directed at Wellhausen, many of whose distinctive views are no longer live options. While the work of these scholars has often been unjustifiably ignored by the mainstream of biblical scholarship, it is gratifying to see their arguments reappearing (without acknowledgment) in recent criticism of traditional
pentateuchal studies from within critical circles (Whybray; Kikawada and Quinn). Indeed, at the present time traditional source criticism is on the wane in all circles. The cutting edge of scholarship is devoting less and less energy (there are exceptions; see Emerton) to the question of sources and more and more to the final composition of the Pentateuch and the individual books within it. This trend away from documentary analysis is attributable to two causes: (1) problems with the method and (2) newer and more holistic approaches to the text. These two are closely related. The problems have encouraged interpreters toward a holistic reading of the text, and a holistic reading of the text accentuates the problems. Nonetheless, the two points will be described separately.

Problems

Recent years have witnessed a surge of skepticism about the documentary hypothesis (Kikawada and Quinn; Whybray). In the first place, there is doubt concerning the criteria (listed above) used to separate the sources. For instance, the use of different divine names (particularly Elohim and Yahweh) may result from stylistic practice rather than the presence of sources. One alternative explanation is suggested by Kikawada and Quinn (19) who state:

When discussing aspects of primeval history appropriate to wisdom literature, he would use Elohim; when dealing with those aspects emphasizing specific revelations he would feel inclined to introduce Yahweh.

While it would be impossible to prove that every case of Elohim and Yahweh have this kind of intentional usage, it does cast suspicion on its use as a criterion for separating sources (see also Wenham in Millard and Wiseman, 157-88, for a third alternative). Furthermore, the use of multiple names for a god in a single text is reasonably common in
extrabiblical Near Eastern texts.

No one can deny the presence of doublets, similar or nearly similar stories, in the pentateuchal narratives. A quick reading of Genesis 12:10-20; 20; and 26 (actually a triplet!) is convincing enough. In each text, a patriarch protects himself in a foreign court by passing off his wife as his sister. Traditional criticism takes a source critical approach and assigns the first and the last to J, the middle story to E (Speiser, 91). Recent study on Semitic literary style suggests that such repetitions were consciously employed in the literature to achieve a certain effect. Alter’s studies show that these doublets are actually “a purposefully deployed literary convention” (50) that he names “type scenes.” Alter (see full discussion on 2. Genesis, EVALUATION OF THE CRITICAL APPROACH, Summary and Conclusions, pages 47-62 and Moberly, 31-32) defines a type scene as a commonly recurrent narrative pattern in which the author highlights similarities in order to draw the reader’s attention to the connection between the two stories. Alter contrasts this literary solution to the presence of “couplets” over against the source hypothesis. He is content to highlight the literary connections between the stories. Those who believe that God acts purposefully in history can see his hand behind the text as he shapes the events himself.
One can easily discern the difference in style between the storylike J and the more list-oriented, formal P. However, is this a difference in authorship or a difference in subject matter? And if one granted a difference of authorship (or more precisely, the use of existing sources for, say, genealogies), on what grounds should P be dated later than J?

Concerning the presence of two names for some places, people, or things, the solution is much the same as for doublets. The phenomenon has been noted in extrabiblical texts whose single authorship is beyond doubt (Harrison, *IOT*, 521-22; Kitchen), and in some cases a literary impulse may be at work (Alter, 131-47).

The last criterion is that of theological differences. Virtually no one today accepts Wellhausen’s idea that in the pages of the Old Testament one could trace a religious evolution from animism to henotheism to monotheism. His Hegelian presuppositions are all too well recognized and rejected by contemporary critics. Furthermore, Wellhausen was motivated by the Romantic desire to recover the ideal, primitive past, and he applied this concept to his study of the Bible. Today’s mindset is different for the most part. Even in the critical circles that are directly descended from Wellhausen, the focus of attention has shifted away from source analysis and toward the final form of the text. In addition, many of the theological differences that have been used to delineate sources may be interpreted in a different fashion and point in a different direction. For instance, going back to the issue of the centralization of worship (see above 2. Genesis, HISTORICAL BACKGROUND, Historical-Critical Approaches, p. 41) there is no question but that the Pentateuch records different attitudes toward the central altar. It is true that Exodus 20 assumes more than one place of worship, while Deuteronomy 12 calls for centralization and the texts in Leviticus and Numbers assume it. A close examination of Deuteronomy 12, however, indicates that the call was not
for an immediate centralization but one that would take effect when God had given them “rest from all [their] enemies around [them]” (Deut. 12:10). This condition did not arise until late in David’s reign (2 Sam. 7:1), and soon after that the temple was constructed. Until that time, the law in Exodus 20 was in effect, regulating the building of multiple altars. The laws in Leviticus and Numbers envision the time after the central sanctuary is built. (For an alternative harmonization, see McConville).

Besides the criteria themselves, the critical approach has always foundered on the failure to achieve consensus in the delineation of the sources. Apparently a subjective element is involved that casts doubt on the scientific basis for the method. This failure to achieve consensus is represented by the occasional division of source strata into multiple layers (see Smend’s J¹ and J²) that often occasions the appearance of new sigla (for instance, Eissfeldt’s \( L(\text{aienquelle}) \), Noth’s \( G(\text{rundschrift}) \), Fohrer’s N (for Nomadic), and Pfeiffer’s S (for Seir). A further indication of the collapse of the traditional documentary hypothesis is the widely expressed doubt that E was ever an independent source (Voz, Rudolph, Mowinckel, cf. Kaiser, \( IOT \), 42 n.18). Similar disagreements are also found in the dating of the sources. J has been dated to the period of Solomon by von Rad, though Schmidt would argue for the seventh century, and
van Seters (1992, 34) recently has advocated an exilic date. While most scholars believe P is postexilic, Haran has argued that it is to be associated with Hezekiah’s reforms in the eighth century B.C.

Although disconcerting, these disagreements do not disprove the existence of sources. They cast doubt on the possibility of clearly distinguishing the sources within the final form of the text and encourage interpreters to concentrate on that level.

Recent Literary Approaches to the Pentateuch

In the 1970s, but particularly in the 1980s and 1990s, an interest in the literary approach to the Bible has recaptured the attention of biblical scholars (see 1. Introduction, LITERARY ANALYSIS, chapter 1, Literary Analysis). This interest has reemphasized the literary quality of much biblical narrative, and in particular the narratives of the book of Genesis (Fokkelman, Clines, Kikawada and Quinn, Wenham, Whybray). The literary approach often brackets questions concerning origins and historical reference, and thus the issue of literary sources is put to the side by these researchers. Their results, however, demonstrate that the book of Genesis has a literary unity that displays artistic brilliance when judged according to the canons of its own Semitic culture.

These studies have had a debilitating effect on the practice of source criticism. While many feel that source analysis can go hand-in-hand with the literary approach, others recognize that it actually undercuts the possibility or at least the necessity to do source analysis. If the Joseph story, for instance, shows such a level of cohesiveness and literary excellence as it stands in the text, it is almost certainly not the result of a mechanical union of two diverse sources. A recent trend toward canonical criticism (Childs) also points to the importance of the text before us (not an earlier form of it) as the exegetically relevant object of
study (see Barton for the close connection between the literary approach and canonical criticism).

Summary and Conclusions

Among critical approaches to the question of the composition of the Pentateuch, the documentary hypothesis has held dominance for over two hundred years (since Eichhorn). It has been viewed with tremendous confidence as one of the “assured results of criticism” for over a century (since the work of Wellhausen). Surprisingly, it is today only loosely held as problems are recognized, alternatives given, and scholarly energy is expended in other directions. It is easy to predict that the next decade will witness some defense of the method, but these will likely be dying gasps of an approach whose relevance is no longer seen.

Dozeman (1989, 1) is correct when he characterizes the state of the question as a “creative period.” By this, he in part means that it is a period of transition away from the classic documentary hypothesis. It is difficult to say what the new consensus will be or even if a consensus will emerge, but it is certain
that the alternative will not be a return to a precritical acceptance of Mosaic authorship with only minute exceptions (the so-called a- and post-Mosaica) or to anything like a classic documentary approach. At the present time, it appears that critical scholarship is leaning in the direction of a tradition-historical approach along the lines represented by Rendtorff and by Dozeman. In any case, the concern will increasingly be on the final form of the text. Indeed, Dozeman’s thesis accentuates a positive picture of the work of the final redactors of the tradition.

On the other hand, the traditional evangelical position on the question of the composition of the Pentateuch is undergoing a subtle, but important shift as well. Evangelical scholars recognize that the Pentateuch contains pre-Mosaic sources as well as post-Mosaic glosses. Indeed, some are willing to identify the sources along the lines of the older documentary hypothesis. Wenham (1987, xxxvii-xlv), for instance, believes that P is an ancient source and that J is the final editor-author (and he implicitly allows that J is Moses). Ross (1988, 35 n.12), nevertheless, reverses the sigla, arguing that J is the source and P is Moses.

It should be clear that the evidence is elusive. The best interpretation of the data admits the presence of sources and indications of development without dogmatically delineating their scope or date. The post- and a-Mosaica display the presence of glosses; the question remains their extent.

In the final analysis, it is possible to affirm the substantial Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch in line with the occasional internal evidence and the strong external testimony, while allowing for earlier sources as well as later glosses and elaboration. It is in keeping with the evidence to remain open and non-dogmatic concerning the particulars of the composition (for instance, what is pre-Moses, Moses, post-Moses—see Christensen and Narucki, particularly 468, for some helpful analogies).
any case, our concern is the final form of the text, since that is what God has given the church as canon for its edification.

LITERARY ANALYSIS

Structure

The book of Genesis is a pie that may be cut in more than one way, depending on the perspective and interests of the reader. Perhaps the most fascinating structural device is the so-called *Toledoth* formula, which clearly displays the structure intended by the author of the final form of the text. The Hebrew phrase ṭ/dál]/ṭ hL,α¢´( ’elle4h to=l do=t[H9352]) occurs eleven times (Gen. 2:4; 5:1; 6:9; 10:1; 11:10; 11:27; 25:12; 25:19; 36:1; 36:9 [may be part of the same section signified by 36:1]; 37:2). The phrase has been translated a number of different ways including “these are the generations,” “this is the family history,” and “this is the account.” The phrase is followed by a personal name with the exception of the first occurrence, which names instead the “heavens and the earth.” Following this first occurrence, the narrative divides into the following sections: “these are the generations of” Adam, Noah, Noah’s sons, Shem, Terah, Ishmael, Isaac, Esau (the formula is given twice in this section, 36:1 and 9),
Jacob. Thus the book of Genesis has a prologue (1:1-2:3) followed by ten episodes. The person named is not necessarily the main character but the beginning point of the section that also closes with his death. This device, accordingly, provides a sense of unity to the book of Genesis that cuts across the hypothetical sources discussed in the previous section. Critical scholars associate the formula with P.

A second approach to the structure of Genesis considers the book’s transitions in terms of content and style. In the first place, it is possible to divide the book into two subsections: Genesis 1:1-11:32 and 12:1-50:26. The former is the Primeval History and covers the time between creation and the tower of Babel. These chapters cover an indeterminably long period of time in the far distant past. The second part of Genesis is characterized by a slowing down of the plot and a focus on one man, Abraham, and his family for four generations. These chapters are often called the patriarchal narratives and follow the movements of the people of promise from Abraham’s call in Genesis 12:1 to the death of Joseph at the end of the book. Both of these divisions of Genesis begin with a creation initiated by the word of God. In Genesis 1:1 God calls the universe into existence by the power of his word; in Genesis 12:1 God calls a special people into existence by the power of his word (Brueggemann, 105).

A further subdivision can be made within the second part of Genesis between the patriarchal narratives and the Joseph story. The former are episodic, short accounts of the events in the lives of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The Joseph story (Gen. 37; 39-50) is a connected plot, which recounts how Abraham’s family came to Egypt in the first place. The story continues in the book of Exodus (see 3. Exodus, THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE). It provides the transition between a family of seventy to seventy-five people that went down into Egypt and a nation that, four hundred years later, is poised on the edge of the Exodus.
The Genre of the Book of Genesis

Our focus in this section is on the book as a whole in its present canonical form. In the first place, this discussion does not deny the obvious variety within the book of Genesis, a variety observed as the reader moves from the broad temporal sweep and spatial scope of the first eleven chapters to the episodic patriarchal narratives and then finally to the storylike character of the Joseph account. Nor, in the second place, does it gainsay the variety of forms that compose the whole book: genealogy (ch. 5), battle report (ch. 14), poetic testament (ch. 49), and many others.

In spite of the obvious variety within the book, it is useful to reflect on the genre of the book as a whole. After all, it contains a unity of narrative plot that takes the reader from the creation of the world to the sojourn in Egypt. It recounts past events and does so with a chronological structure. This last sentence sounds like a definition of a work of history and indeed such a label makes sense of the generic signals that the reader encounters in the work.
Much of the book, for instance, is recounted using the so-called waw consecutive verbal form that is the basic characteristic of narrative in the Hebrew Bible (Aalders, 45). Furthermore, the frequent t/dle/T (to=lë do=lë, H9352) formulae that structure the book also indicate a historical impulse to the book. In addition, there are no dramatic genre shifts between the book of Genesis and the rest of the Pentateuch, and none between the Pentateuch and the so-called historical books that would lead us to read it in any other way than as history. Indeed, if we are speaking of the original intention of the biblical writer(s), the style of the book leaves little space to argue over the obvious conclusion that the author intended it to be read as a work of history that recounts what has taken place in the far-distant past.

We must emphasize that we are describing the intent of the book as far as it can be discerned from the text itself. It is possible that a book intends to be historical but fails to do so successfully. Nonetheless, a long tradition of scholarship in both Jewish and Christian circles supports the view that the narrative intends to impart information about events and characters of the far-distant past. Of course, Genesis, like all biblical history writing, may be described as “theological history,” in the sense defined in 1. Introduction, chapter 1.

It has been only in the twentieth century that alternative genres have been seriously proposed. (For a detailed account of critical attitudes toward Genesis in the twentieth century, see Van Seters 1992, 10-23.) This is the case, for instance, with Gunkel’s belief that Genesis is composed primarily of saga. Coats defines saga as “a long, prose, traditional narrative having an episodic structure developed around stereotyped themes or objects...The episodes narrate deeds or virtues from the past insofar as they contribute to the composition of the present narrator’s word” (1983, 319). While this definition is not inherently antagonistic toward a historical intention in the text, it is usually assumed
that such sagas “tend to consist of largely unhistorical accretions upon a possibly historical nucleus” (Moberly, 36). Other proposed genre labels for all or part of Genesis include novella, legend, fable, etiology, and myth (Coats, 5-10).

Such terms are obviously prejudicial to the historical intentionality of the book. They are, however, motivated more by modern interpreters’ unwillingness and inability to accept the reality of the world of Genesis than by a clear insight into the intention of the text.

Van Seters (1992) is an example of a recent critic who affirms the historical intentionality of Genesis (or at least of the Yahwist) by means of comparison with Greek historiography. Of course, this does not mean that he believes that the events that the Yahwist narrates actually took place in space and time.

The generic signals of the book require the reader to receive the book as an attempt to explain Israel’s past, a work of history. (See 1. Introduction, chapter 1 for a fuller description of biblical historiography.) Debates have raged over the accuracy of the account. The opening chapters have brought the Bible into conflict with science (see Blocher), while biblical scholars have locked horns over the extrabiblical evidence surrounding the patriarchal materials (most helpfully, see Selman).
The function of the history contained in Genesis is to provide a prologue and foundation of the founding of the nation of Israel and the giving of the law in the book of Exodus. It recounts how God chose Abraham and guided his family as his special people.

**Literary Artistry in Genesis**

As a result of the new interest in literary artistry and close reading of the Scriptures (see 1. Introduction, LITERARY ANALYSIS, Literary Analysis in chapter 1), Genesis has new found respect. Scholars cite the stories of Genesis as prime examples of sophisticated literary prose in the Bible. Space does not permit a lengthy discussion of the style of Genesis, but interested readers may consult the helpful studies of Alter, Berlin, and Fokkelman. Indeed, it is the recognition of the artistry of Genesis that has led commentators’ attention away from source studies (see above) and renewed interest in the overall theological message of the book.

One brief example must serve to illustrate the pervasive and profound literary artistry of the book of Genesis. Fokkelman’s close reading of the Tower of Babel story (Gen. 11:1-9) has revealed its intricate design. He begins his study by noting word plays throughout this short episode. Certain word groups are bound together by their similar sound: “let us make bricks” ([\(\text{yn} \pm \text{ibel}\)], [\(\text{bn}\)]), “bake them thoroughly” ([\(\text{rp} \pm \text{ec}\)], [\(\text{c}\)]), “tar” and “mortar” ([\(\text{re}\)], [\(\text{re}\)]). There is also an alliteration between “brick” ([\(\text{ibel}\)], [\(\text{bn}\) and “for stone” ([\(\text{a}\)], [\(\text{a}\) and H74]). These nearly similar sounds give the story a rhythmic quality to it that draws the reader’s attention not only to the content of the words but to the words themselves. Other repeated words also sound alike: “name” ([\(\text{vm}\)], [\(\text{vm}\)], [\(\text{vm}\)]).
“there/that place” (µv; , səmn, H9004), and “heaven” (µyIm&’v; , səmayiím, H9028). “The place” (µv; , səmn, H9004) is what the rebels use as a base for storming “heaven” (µyIm&’v; , səmayiím, H9028) in order to get a “name” (µve, səm, H9005) for themselves. God, however, reverses the situation because it is “from there” (Gen. 11:8) that he disperses the rebels and foils their plans. The ironic reversal of the rebels’ evil intentions is highlighted in more than one way by the artistic choice of words. Fokkelman lists the numerous words and phrases that appear in the story with the consonant cluster lbn (ⁿbl), all referring to the human rebellion against God. When God comes in judgment, he confuses (nbl, lbn) their language. The reversal of the consonants show the reversal that God’s judgment effected in the plans of the rebels. This reversal is also reflected in Fokkelman’s analysis of the chiastic structure of the story:

A Gen. 11:1
B 11:2
C 11:3a
A' 11:9 Unity of language (A) and place (B) and intensive communication (C) induce the men to plans and inventions (D) especially to building (E) a city and a tower (F). God’s intervention is the turning point (X). He watches the buildings (F’) people make (E’) and launches a counter plan (D’) because of which communication becomes impossible (C’) and the unity of place (B’) and language (A’) is broken. (Fokkelman)

Fokkelman’s analysis of Genesis 11:1-9 shows on a small scale what is true on a larger scale: Genesis is an artfully constructed piece of literature.

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

The book of Genesis, as the first book of the Torah and indeed as the opening work of the canon, is a book of foundations. It serves as an introduction to the Mosaic law, and it begins the history of redemption that occupies the rest of the Bible. While the plot imparts a unity to the
book, it is best to survey its theological message by examining its three major sections.

**Genesis 1-11: From Creation to the Tower of Babel**

The Bible may be described as a four-part symphony, moving from creation to the fall, then on to redemption and finally re-creation. The book of Genesis lays the foundation for the rest of the Bible by narrating briefly the first two movements, while beginning the third. The fourth movement is the subject of the last two chapters of the Bible (Rev. 21-22), and it is interesting to note the pervasive creation imagery in those chapters (Rev. 21:1, 5; 22:1-6). The end of history is like the beginning in that a harmonious and wonderful relationship with God is reestablished.

Thus the book of Genesis begins with the creation. It is striking to observe in the light of the discussions of the past century and a half how little the text is concerned with the process of creation. Creation is described in such a way as to
show God to be the sole cause behind the creation of the universe and of humankind. Genesis 1 and 2 reveal that God is the powerful Creator and also that men and women are his dependent creatures. The description of the creation in these chapters, however, does not allow us to be dogmatic over such questions as the length of time and order of God’s creative process (cf. the debates between those who hold to a twenty-four-hour, day-age, or framework hypothesis approach to Genesis 1). On the one hand, the passage definitely guards against a mythological or parabolic interpretation (see discussion of genre above, 2. Genesis, LITERARY ANALYSIS, The Genre of the Book of Genesis). On the other hand, the theme of Genesis 1 and 2 is not how God created, but that God created the creation, and that he made it from no preexistent stuff (creatio ex nihilo) in contrast to the beliefs of the other Near Eastern religions. There is a further emphasis on the fact that when God created creation he pronounced it good. The impact of this phrase may be seen when it is remembered that the book of Genesis was written at a time when the creation was anything but good; it was filled with sin and injustice. Thus the reader realizes that the present sinful world is not the result of God’s activity but of the activity of his creatures.

Indeed, Genesis 3-11 presents story after story that emphasizes the sin and rebellion of God’s creatures. Furthermore, these episodes narrate the rapid moral decline of humankind as time moves on. While sin spreads and increases, God reveals himself to be long-suffering and patient with his creation. Westermann (1964) has vividly shown this movement by noting the structure of the five principle stories of Genesis 3 through 11. He notes that there is a pattern of sin, followed by a judgment speech, and then the execution of God’s judgment. Men and women deserved death; however, from the time of their first sin (Gen. 2:17), God always reached out to them in a gracious way in order to mitigate the punishment.
While Westermann’s pattern may not hold up in detail under rigid scrutiny (note the double use of Gen. 6:8, 18ff. and 7:6-24), it nonetheless does reveal the important theological motifs of Genesis 3-11 (Clines 63). In the first place, sin intensifies as time progresses. “From Eden to Babel...there is an ever growing ‘avalanche’ of sin...a movement from disobedience to murder, to reckless killing, to titanic lust, to total corruption and violence, to the full disruption of humanity” (Clines, 65).

Second, the punishment for sin also increases. This intensification may be seen not only in the episodes themselves but also in the diminishing human life-span as attested by the genealogies (Gen. 5). Perhaps the most striking message of Genesis 3-11, however, is the overwhelming patience and love of God, who pours out blessing upon blessing on this rebellious people.

As Clines points out, however, this schema does not do justice to the importance of the flood narrative in Genesis 1-11. The flood climaxes God’s judgment against the rebellious people of the world. Indeed, by emphasizing the
importance of the flood, it is possible to recognize the connections between the creation account and the flood narrative, thus establishing a three-part pattern that moves from Creation to Uncreation then finally to Re-creation (Clines 73-76). The flood in essence takes one giant step backward in the creation process. The waters return the world to a state that may be described as “formless and empty” (Gen. 1:2). In other words, there is a reversal of creation. Noah and his family provide a link with the old creation order, but the language of the Noahic covenant (9:1-7) echoes the language of Genesis 1-2 in such a way as to see that Noah is in effect a new start. The similarities with the creation texts include the command to multiply (9:1, 7), the talk about mankind made in the image of God (v. 6), as well as God’s commands to reestablish the daily and seasonal cycles (8:22).

When such an emphasis is placed on the flood narrative, which after all is the longest episode in the first part of Genesis, then the Tower of Babel story seems anticlimactic. This short and artistically precise passage (Fokkelman), however, is the precursor to the Abraham story as the focus of the narrative moves from the entire world to one person who will found a new nation.

**Genesis 12-36, 38: The Patriarchal Narratives**

In a sense, these divisions are artificial. Note how Genesis 38 links the patriarchal narratives with the Joseph story. For purposes of description, however, we will treat these two parts separately.

Genesis 11:27-32 (the conclusion to the genealogy of Gen. 11:10-26) provides the link between the primeval history and the patriarchal narrative in that it narrates Abram’s move from Ur to Haran along with his father. It was in Haran that the Lord called Abraham in words whose importance reverberate through the canon:
Leave your country, your people and your father’s household and go to the land I will show you.

I will make you a great nation and I will bless you; I will make your name great, and you will be a blessing.

you I will curse;
and all peoples on earth will be blessed through you. (Gen. 12:1-3)

God promised Abram that he would have numerous descendants who would form a mighty nation, thus implying that he was to receive a gift of land

I will bless those who bless you, and whoever curses
from the Lord. Also, God told him that he would be blessed and would also serve as a channel of God’s blessing to others. On the basis of these promises, Abram left Haran and traveled to Palestine.

The stories that follow have the consistent theme of the fulfillment of these promises and the patriarchs’ reaction to them. Abraham’s life in particular focuses on his wavering faith toward God’s ability to fulfill his promises.

Each of the episodes of his life may be read as a reaction to God’s promises. For instance, when he first arrives in Palestine, Abram encounters an obstacle to the fulfillment of the promise of the land when the land experiences a famine that forces him to flee to Egypt (Gen. 12:10-20). He obviously does not trust God to care for him, for he forces Sarah to lie about her relationship with him in order to save his own life. By way of contrast, in the next story (ch. 13), Abraham responds with calm confidence that God is with him. The Lord has so prospered Abraham that he and Lot, his nephew, must find separate pasturage. Abraham could have grasped at the promise by claiming that God gave him the promise of the land, so he should have first choice. Instead, he turns to Lot and allows him to choose. As he might have expected, Lot chose the best land, the region around Sodom and Gomorrah (the attentive reader would connect this reference to Genesis 18 immediately). Abraham does not hesitate, but allows him to take this prime land.

This is not the end of the story, however. Later Abraham betrays his growing lack of confidence in God’s ability to fulfill the promises by trying to grasp at the promise of offspring by using means common in the ancient Near East for having a family in spite of barrenness (Gen. 15:3 [adopting a household slave]; ch. 16 [concubinage]). God, however, in his grace comes to Abraham several times in order to confirm his intention to
fulfill his promises (chs. 15, 17, 18). By waiting until Abraham and Sarah’s extreme old age to give them a child, God demonstrates that this child is truly a divine gift. Isaac is not the product of purely normal human means. After the birth of Isaac, Abraham demonstrates that at last he has come to a profound trust in God’s willingness and ability to fulfill his promises. In Genesis 22, God commands Abraham to take this son of the promise to Mount Moriah in order to sacrifice him. Abraham shows that he now trusts God completely when the narrative informs the reader that he silently and without complaint carried out God’s request. The reader is left to make the connection between the Mount Moriah of the sacrifice (Gen. 22:2) and the location of the future site of the temple (2 Chron. 3:1). In any case, the lives of Abraham and the other patriarchs illustrate for the reader the life of faith. They show how God works out his promises in spite of obstacles and threats to their fulfillment in order to show that they are divine gifts (Clines, 77-79).

**Genesis 37, 39-50: The Joseph Story**

The Joseph story, though different in style from that of the patriarchs, continues the theme of the patriarchal narratives—God overcomes obstacles to the fulfillment of the promise. In this case, the family of God is threatened by famine that could easily have brought all the promises to a rapid end.
Nonetheless, God wonderfully preserved his people through near-miraculous means.

Joseph himself gives us a theological grid through which to view the events of his life. After his father’s death, his brothers worry that Joseph will now take vengeance against them. They thus approach him, asking that he spare their lives. Joseph’s response indicates his awareness of God’s guiding hand in the course of his life: “Don’t be afraid. Am I in the place of God? You intended to harm me, but God intended it for good to accomplish what is now being done, the saving of many lives” (Gen. 50:19-20).

God reveals himself in the life and story of Joseph to be a God in control of even the details of history. From a human perspective, it appears that Joseph falls prey to ill luck as he moves from Palestine to Egypt and from Potiphar’s house to prison. Indeed, his life seems determined by those who seek to harm him, his brothers and Potiphar’s wife. Joseph, however, is aware that God is the one behind the events of his life. Furthermore, he knows that God has overruled the evil intentions of his brothers and others and raised him to a position within the government in order to bring about the salvation of his family and the continuation of the covenant promise.

This theme, that God overrules the wicked intentions of men and women in order to save his people, runs throughout the Old Testament, but perhaps nowhere more explicitly than in the Joseph narrative.

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

As might be expected from such a rich and varied book, it is impossible to exhaust its biblical-theological implications. At best, we can only be suggestive.
AN INTRODUCTION to the OLD TESTAMENT

Genesis 1-11. Creation, as has often been stated, is the foundation of all that follows. The Garden of Eden represents everything that men and women have lost due to their sin in the past and everything they yearn for in the present. The account of the fall (Gen. 3) triggers the whole history of redemption that concerns most of the rest of the Old and New Testament. The creation account, however, is particularly echoed in Revelation 21-22. The “new earth and new heavens” will reflect many of the features of the Garden of Eden, thus expressing the belief that the end will involve a restoration of the beginning.

The account of the Fall records not only God’s judgment but also the mitigation of that punishment. Perhaps most notable of all is his curse upon the serpent:

*Cursed are you above all the livestock and all the wild animals!*

*dust*

*You will crawl on your belly and you will eat*
all the days of your life.

the woman,

offspring and hers;

he will crush your head, and you will strike his heel. (Gen. 3:14-15)

This curse has come to be known as the Protoevangelium, the earliest statement of the gospel of salvation, though some dispute the appropriateness of this. That there is an ancient anticipation of Christ the deliverer here may be supported by the allusion to this curse in Romans 16:20 and the fact that the entire New Testament witnesses to Christ’s defeat of Satan on the cross (see Revelation 16:9 for the identification of the serpent with Satan). That defeat leads to the reversal of God’s judgment on humankind. In the same way, it is striking to read the account of the gift of the knowledge of foreign languages at Pentecost in the light of the Babel story.

**Genesis 12-36**. Theologically speaking, the centerpiece of this middle section of Genesis is the Abrahamic covenant. Here God promises Abraham descendants and lands and finally assures him that he will be a blessing to the nations. The Old Testament acknowledges that these promises are fulfilled in part within its own time frame as Isaac is born and from him descends the Israelite nation, as Israel itself occupies Palestine, and as individuals from the nations (Rahab, Naaman, Nebuchadnezzar) turn to Israel’s God. All of the promises of God, however, including those to Abraham “are ‘Yes’ in Christ” (2 Cor. 1:20),
and Christians are now considered “Abraham’s offspring” (Rom. 9:8). For a more detailed discussion of the relationship between the Abrahamic covenant and the new covenant, consult O. P. Robertson (1980).

Even further, however, the book of Hebrews (Heb. 11:8-19) draws our attention to Abraham’s life as a struggle of faith. As described above, Abraham received God’s promise and then struggled in the face of obstacles to the fulfillment of that promise. So Hebrews draws an analogy with Christians. They too have received the promise of God, but daily confront obstacles. Abraham is presented as an example in order to support the Christian reader in this struggle.

**Genesis 37-50.** Joseph recognized that he was not at the mercy of chance; he was deeply aware of God’s hand in his life, positioning him to serve as a deliverer of his people (Gen. 50:20). In this regard Joseph’s life foreshadows Jesus Christ. In the same way as Joseph, God overruled the intentions of wicked people in order to bring about deliverance. Jesus, after all, was crucified by people who only sought to destroy him. God, however, “intended it for good, to accomplish what is now being done, the saving of many lives” (Gen. 50:20; see

*And I will put enmity*
Acts 2:22-24). In the light of this truth that God overrules evil for good, the Christian may rest content in the well-known promise that “God works for the good of those who love him” (Rom. 8:28).

3. Exodus

As the second part of the Pentateuch, the book of Exodus continues the story that began in Genesis (see Fokkelman, 59-62). The Hebrew title for the book is “And these are the names” ( תְּנֵי הָעֵדָה, לֶאֱלֹהִים שֵׁם, the opening words of the book) and demonstrates the connection with Genesis in two ways. In the first place, the book begins with the conjunction “and,” showing that it is a continuation of a preceding narrative. Second, the opening phrase repeats a phrase in Genesis 46:8, both passages naming those “sons of Israel” who went down to Egypt at the time of Joseph. The concluding episode in Genesis (Gen. 50:22-26) also highlights the connection between Genesis and Exodus. At his death, Joseph requested that his bones be carried up from Egypt. When Israel finally left Egypt, the text mentions that Moses took the bones of Joseph (Exod. 13:19).

Thus, Exodus continues the story of Genesis. There is, however, a considerable time lapse between the two books. When the curtain closes in Genesis, the people of God are a moderate-sized extended family prospering in the land of Egypt. When the action begins in Exodus, they are a large group, nation-sized, living in bondage and cruel oppression.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Authorship and Composition

The authorship and composition of Exodus as part of the Pentateuch was covered in general in the preceding chapter. It remains only to point out a few items that relate specifically to Exodus.
According to traditional critical scholarship, the book of Exodus continues the three main sources that characterize the first four books of the Pentateuch, namely J, E, and P. As Noth remarked, though, “The literary relationships are rather more complicated than in Genesis” (Noth, 13). For one thing, it is very difficult to separate J and E. For another, though it is clear that P comes into its own particularly in the latter half of the book with its focus on cultic matters, it is difficult to tell whether it is a separate source or an extensive redaction. There is also the question of a possible Deuteronomistic redaction.

One important issue that comes up for the first time with the book of Exodus is the relationship between narrative and the corpora of Law. Within Exodus there are the Decalogue (Exod. 20:1-17) and the Book of the Covenant (Exod. 20:22-23:19). Whereas at one point the Decalogue was considered to come from E (and therefore contrasted with Deuteronomy 5 = J), most now believe that law (with the exception of Exodus 34 = J) is composed of independent compositions that were brought into the narrative at a later point.

On the other hand, scholars since Mendenhall have pointed to Hittite treaties with their integration of law and historical prologue in order to assert the integrity of the two parts. Recently, the Hittite treaty model has been criticized and even discounted due to, among other things, the fluidity of the genre, but the basic point that law flows from history stands intact.

In the light of our conclusion in the chapter on Genesis, it should be pointed out that Exodus witnesses to Mosaic writing activity explicitly in three chapters: Exodus 17:4; 24:4; 34:4, 27-29.

The Nature and Date of the Exodus
Read naturally and without an agenda, the biblical account gives a straightforward version of the Exodus at least in broad outline. The descendants of Abraham had grown into a mighty people in fulfillment of the divine promise (Gen. 12:1-3; 15:5). Indeed, we know that during the initial phase of the wilderness wanderings the males over twenty years of age numbered 603,550, according to the book of Numbers (Num. 1:46). This implies that the total population numbered in the millions. These people were living in state slavery, serving the interests of the pharaoh. God raised up Moses as their leader and used him to bring Israel out of Egypt’s grasp through miraculous wonders, plagues, and the Red Sea crossing. The book of Exodus also narrates the beginning of the wilderness wanderings, particularly the giving of the law at Sinai and the building of the tabernacle.

Two biblical texts are relevant to the date of the Exodus. The first and most direct statement is 1 Kings 6:1: “In the four hundred and eightieth year after the Israelites had come out of Egypt, in the fourth year of Solomon’s reign over Israel, in the month of Ziv, the second month, he began to build the temple of the LORD.” This passage places the Exodus 480 years before Solomon’s fourth regnal year, for which scholars are able to give an absolute date of 967 B.C. The date of the Exodus is then 1447 B.C. or thereabouts, allowing for the possibility of a rounded-off number (see Bimson, 81-86). The second relevant passage is
Judges 11:26 (Bimson, 86-111). The context is Jephthah’s negotiations with the king of Ammon. The latter is attempting to take back the area of Moab that he claims is his because Moab had previously been under Ammonite control. In response, Jephthah claims that Israel had held this area since they entered the land three hundred years before, thus placing the end of the wanderings three hundred years before his time. As we work our way back from this text to the time of the Exodus, we must admit that the evidence is not as compelling as the 1 Kings passage, since we are not as sure about Jephthah’s date as we are about Solomon’s. A close study of the chronological notices in the book of Judges allows the interpreter to arrive at an approximate date for Jephthah’s time period. The end result is that the Judges passage collaborates the 1 Kings passage in placing the Exodus in the fifteenth century B.C.

In the modern period, this picture of the Exodus and wilderness wanderings has been questioned and modified either slightly or radically, or it has been downright rejected. Among the questions that are raised against the biblical description of the Exodus is, in the first place, the number of people who left Egypt. Some argue that the Hebrew word translated “1000” is really a group measurement much smaller than one thousand (Mendenhall; Wenham). Others feel that the biblical account is hopelessly exaggerated and postulate that only a small group actually left Egypt. This small group, often associated with the Levites, joined a larger group in the land of Canaan, and the tradition of the Exodus became the tradition of the whole group. A second question concerns Moses. Is the tradition surrounding Moses accurate? At times, scholars have gone as far as to question the existence of Moses. Third, the date of the Exodus has frequently been challenged. Many date the Exodus much later than the biblical passages alluded to above seem to date it. Some reject outright the date given by the Bible in favor of a later date in the thirteenth or less frequently the twelfth or eleventh centuries as supported by some
archaeological study. Others adopt this later date but find an alternative explanation for the biblical passages in question (Kitchen, Harrison, *OTI*). The description of the tabernacle in the last part of the book has also been subject to question from a historical perspective. Many scholars argue that the tabernacle never existed and is simply a later projection of the temple back into the time of the wilderness.

These and other similar questions have led to alternative reconstructions of the Exodus and the conquest. The Exodus and the conquest are closely related, with the wilderness wanderings serving as the middle part of the three-part redemptive action by God. A full discussion, however, of the conquest may be found in the chapter on Joshua.

While there have been more radical approaches (see the description in Waltke), the most common solution to the questions raised about the Exodus is to date it in the thirteenth century and to argue that a smaller group actually left Egypt than that apparently described by the Bible.

There are two main reasons why a fifteenth-century date is often rejected, though the most natural reading of the biblical text places it there. The first is Exodus 1:11, which describes the Israelites as slave laborers who “built Pithom and Rameses as store cities for Pharaoh.” Archaeologists have identified these
two cities with Tell el-Maskhouta and Tanis respectively (Bimson, 37, citing Naville). These two sites show no occupation in the fifteenth century, and Naville has demonstrated that el-Maskhouta was built by Rameses II (ca. 1290-1224 B.C.). Also, the name of the city of Rameses is most naturally associated with the pharaoh of that name.

The second reason for dating the Exodus to the thirteenth century is the archaeological remains in Palestine that have been associated with the conquest by scholars like Albright, Wright, and Yadin. A whole series of sites shows destruction layers in the thirteenth century, and these have been identified with the incursion of Joshua and the Israelites into Palestine. The economically inferior habitations that arose on top of these destruction layers are taken as further indications that the seminomadic Israelites were the ones who destroyed and then settled the sites.

Before going on to give arguments for an early date of the Exodus, we will pause and deal with these two issues. Bimson has shown how uncertain it is to associate Rameses and Pithom with Tanis and Tell el-Maskhouta. He writes that “contemporary scholarship substantially favours Qantir as the site of Pi- Ra’messe” (Bimson, 42) and demonstrates that Qantir, unlike Tanis, evidences earlier (Middle Kingdom) occupation that allows for a fifteenth-century date for the site. The name of the city Rameses in Exodus 1:11 could, like that of Dan in Genesis 14:14, be the result of a later textual updating. Furthermore, Bimson shows the likelihood that the city of Pithom may be identified with either the site of Tell er-Retebah or Heliopolis, once again sites with a history earlier than the thirteenth century (Bimson, 47-48).

Bimson’s interpretation of the archaeological evidence is even more provocative in answer to the second argument used to deny a fifteenth-century date for the Exodus. He points out that there is no reason to
believe that the thirteenth-century destruction layers mentioned above should be identified with Joshua’s conquest. He rightly notes that there are many other candidates for the cause of the city burnings during the volatile period of Judges that identify earlier destruction layers with the supposed Egyptian attacks upon Hyksos fortifications in Palestine during the Middle Bronze period. He thus believes that a better harmonization between text and archaeology takes place when one associates the earlier destructions with the conquest by Joshua and brings their date down into the fifteenth century B.C. Bimson realizes that he cannot argue dogmatically for his conclusions due to the difficulty of interpreting archaeological evidence, but his alternative approach demonstrates that the dogmatic conclusions of proponents of a thirteenth-century date should be looked at skeptically.

Perhaps the most significant secondary argument (see Bimson, 67-80) for the late date of the Exodus is based on Nelson Glueck’s survey of the Transjordan region. In a series of studies done in the 1930s, Glueck published the results of his surface survey of the area across the Jordan. It was in this area, according to the book of Numbers, that the wandering Israelites encountered groups such as the Moabites and the Edomites. Glueck, however, claimed that there was no evidence of permanent habitation in this region from 1900 B.C. until 1300 B.C., thus adding fuel to the argument in favor of a late date. This survey
has been used by many up until the present day in order to cast aspersions on the biblical account of the Exodus and the conquest. Glueck’s survey, however, was a primitive one by today’s standards. He simply sent out his survey teams to map tells and to pick up a selection of sherd types from the top of the tell that he then used to date the periods of occupation. Today, it is recognized that some control must be placed on sherd selection—for instance, dividing the tell up into small squares and then selecting all the sherds of a certain percentage of the squares (randomly chosen by computer). Otherwise, the samplers are attracted only to certain types of sherds (colored or with certain types of rims) that seriously skew the dating. In addition, hard evidence against Glueck’s survey has come forth with the discovery of Middle Bronze tombs and architectural structures in the area around Ammon (Bimson, 70-71). Glueck’s survey should no longer be used as evidence against an early date of the Exodus.

In conclusion, the archaeological arguments that some take to lead inexorably toward a late date of the Exodus are questionable or wrong. If Bimson’s critical work does anything, it leads to a better perspective on archaeological results. They are not brute facts with which the biblical material must conform and that can prove or disprove the Bible. Archaeology rather produces evidence that, like the Bible, must be interpreted.

It is with such an understanding that Bimson presents his own reconstruction of the archaeological evidence as he asks whether it is capable of harmonization with the biblical material. He notes that there are two clusters of destruction layers in the towns said to have been destroyed by Joshua during the conquest, those dated to the thirteenth century and associated with the conquest by scholars like Albright, Wright, and Yadin, and those traditionally dated to the sixteenth century (Middle Bronze Age) and identified as the work of Egyptian armies as
they pursued the Hyksos into Palestine. Above, we observed how Bimson dissociates the conquest from the thirteenth-century evidence (and suggests the volatile period of the Judges). He goes further and critiques the flimsy evidence on which the earlier destruction layers are associated with the Hyksos and then argues that these layers should be dated in the fifteenth century and associated with Joshua’s conquest. Thus, Bimson states, “I have tried to show that the Conquest and the end of the MBA cities can both be dated in such a way that they are seen to be the same event” (229). He further notes that there is almost unanimous agreement between the biblical account of city destructions and the cities that demonstrate destruction layers in the fifteenth century (as suggested by Bimson, 230) as opposed to those cities that show destruction layers in the thirteenth. The only exception is Ai, which continues to vex any dating of the Exodus and perhaps involves a faulty site identification (Livingston; Bimson, 218-25).

Thus it appears that the archaeological evidence may be harmonized with the most natural reading of biblical texts that describe a fifteenth-century Exodus and conquest. The text, however, does not permit certainty on the subject. There are arguments for a late date for the Exodus (Harrison; Kitchen; Bright) and in favor of a smaller number of Israelite participants (Wenham) that treat the text with integrity. Thus we agree with the statement of Waltke (200) on the date of
the conquest (which, of course, is integrally connected with the date of the Exodus) that “the verdict non liquet must be accepted until more data puts the date of the conquest beyond reasonable doubt. If that be true, either date is an acceptable working hypothesis, and neither date should be held dogmatically.”

LITERARY ANALYSIS

While the book of Exodus is a continuation of Genesis (and much of the discussion in that chapter applies here), it is still helpful to isolate it and to examine its own structure, genre, and style.

Structure

Exodus may be divided in more than one way, depending on what the reader attends to in the book. For instance, Durham (xxx) correctly notes a three-part structure based on location:


Another equally fruitful analysis on the structure of the book, however, highlights the contents:


With this structure, we can clearly see the book’s concern with salvation, law, and worship.

God Saves Israel From Egyptian Bondage (Exod. 1:1-18:27)
section is the most action-filled part of the book. This is matched later only by chapters 32-34. Indeed, the Exodus account is one of the foundational stories of the Old Testament, narrating the paradigmatic salvation event of ancient Israel (see 3. Exodus, THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE).

The first chapter states the problem and introduces the conflict that propels the plot. The people of God are forced to be slaves in Egypt. Not only that, but the pharaoh so fears the Israelites that he attempts a ruthless form of population control (Exod. 1:18-22). The situation is dire, and in the second chapter we are introduced to the main human character of the book, Moses, whose name is perhaps rivaled only by those of Abraham and David in terms of importance in the Old Testament period.

Miraculous events surround the occasion of Moses’ birth and upbringing. Not only does God provide for his deliverance as an infant, but causes him to be
raised in the very household of Pharaoh. The narrative thus emphasizes that God is full of surprises as he works Israel’s salvation.

Chapters 3 and 4 are transitional as providential events push Moses out of Egypt and into the desert where he will spend most of the rest of his life. In the pivotal third chapter, Moses learns more about the nature of God as well as the focus of his own mission: to be God’s human agent of deliverance for Israel in Egypt.

Chapters 5 through 12 narrate Moses’s struggle with Pharaoh that is also a fight between deities, since Moses represents Yahweh and Pharaoh himself is thought to be one of the Egyptian gods. The reader observes God’s double-edged work as he saves his people Israel by judging the Egyptians. As the plagues occur one after another, they increase in intensity of destruction; they also more clearly distinguish between the Israelites, who are unaffected by the plagues and the Egyptians, who are struck hard. This culminates in the tenth plague with the death of the Egyptian firstborn, while the Israelites celebrate the Passover.

The first part of the book climaxes, however, in Exod. 13:17-15:21, the account of the departure from Egypt and the crossing of the Red Sea. It is here that God releases Israel from bondage and brings death upon the Egyptians. The Red Sea crossing is the epitome of God’s work of salvation, since in one and the same act God brings deliverance by splitting the sea and also judgment by causing the waters to close again. It is in this instance that God explicitly shows himself as the divine warrior for the first time (Exod. 15:3). His warring activity and his control over the sea have a background in ancient Near Eastern religion and speak polemically against paganism.

As Durham points out, the next chapters (Exod. 15:22-18:27) show a change of location. Israel moves from Egypt to the wilderness. This
location will remain stable in the narrative through the rest of the Pentateuch. The next move will be into the Promised Land with the conquest. From the start, a theme emerges that is characteristic of the wilderness narratives, the complaints and grumblings of the ungrateful people of Israel. They murmur against God, though they also see evidence of God’s presence in great power again and again.

**God Gives Israel His Law (Exod. 19:1-24:18)**. Three months after leaving Egypt Israel arrived at Mount Sinai, a location where they spend almost two years. Even more strikingly, the rest of the book of Exodus, all of Leviticus, and the first part of Numbers (through 10:11) take place at Sinai.

The first major event of significance at Sinai was the giving of the Law. The account begins with an awesome display of God’s presence. He appears on the mountain with smoke and fire (Exod. 19:16-19). The mountain becomes holy space because of his presence.

Moses ascends the mount and receives the Ten Commandments (Exod. 20:1-17) as well as the so-called Book of the Covenant (20:22-24:18). For the significance of these documents, see 3. Exodus, THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE.
God Commands Israel to Build the Tabernacle (Exod. 25:1-40:38). Much attention is devoted to the tabernacle in the Exodus narrative. Indeed, modern readers often find this section highly repetitious, especially since God’s directions to build the tabernacle and the execution of those plans are narrated in detail, using the same language in a command-fulfillment pattern. This is one of the keys to the structure of this third part of the book. It also highlights the importance of the tabernacle to the wilderness generation. These details are lovingly dwelt on because the tabernacle was the primary symbol of God’s presence with Israel.

Thus the section opens with an appeal for materials with which the tabernacle would be built (Exod. 25:1-9). The presence of these precious materials in the wilderness can be explained only as a result of the so-called plundering of the Egyptians (Exod. 12:33-35). In this way God provided the materials for his own house.

Most of the rest of the book is taken up with the instructions to build the various parts of the tabernacle, the furnishings of the tabernacle, and the vestments of the priests (Exod. 25:10-31:18) and also with the detailed narration of the execution of these commands (35:1-40:38).

Genre

In this section, we discuss the whole text and not the parts. The whole text of Exodus is made up of a number of different types of literature, including narrative, law, and poetry. What is the best way to describe the whole book?

As with so much of the Old Testament, the primary generic label for the book of Exodus is prophetic or theological history. The intention of the book is to inform its readers about God’s great acts in the past. This
history is called theological or prophetic in recognition of the fact that it is history with a particular intention to reveal the nature of God in his acts. Biblical historical narrative has a theological and didactic function, besides its historical intention (see Sternberg and Longman [1987] as well as 1. Introduction, chapter 1 on biblical historiography in this volume).

Exodus is somewhat different from many other books of history in the Bible because of the important role that law plays in it. It is not within the scope of this book to discuss the important work that has been done on a formal analysis of law (for discussion and bibliography, see Clark), but we will pause just long enough to point out the integration of narrative and legal materials in the book. The law is not just an appendage or separate part of the book but flows within the history of redemption (see 3. Exodus, THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE).

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

The book of Exodus, as we have seen, narrates the great events of the Exodus, the deliverance from Egyptian bondage, as well as the beginnings of the wilderness wanderings. Two of the most significant occurrences of the wanderings are also reported in the book: the giving of the law and the building of
the tabernacle. All three events—Exodus, law, and tabernacle—emphasize one important truth: God is present with Israel as its savior and king. We will now examine each of these three moments in the redemptive history of Israel to explore this broader theme of the presence of God.

**The Exodus From Egypt**

**Its Significance**. From the significance of the event itself as well as its reverberations through the canon, it is clear that the Exodus was God’s greatest act of salvation in the Old Testament. After all, the Israelites, God’s chosen people, were living in oppressive conditions in Egypt. They were treated as slaves and exploited as cheap labor. There are indications in the text that Israel had forgotten God during their sojourn in Egypt, but God had not forgotten them. Specifically, he remembered the Abrahamic covenant (Gen. 12:1-3; 15; 17), in which he promised the patriarch numerous descendants and a land of their own (12:1-3). The Israelites originally arrived in Egypt in fulfillment of that promise, since to stay in Palestine at the time of Jacob and Joseph would have resulted in death and famine, but at the time narrated by Exodus a generation of Egyptians existed that did not know Joseph. In the midst of these conditions, God raised up a deliverer through incredible circumstances. As happens so often in the Old Testament, God preserved his future deliverer’s life through great danger in his infancy (Exod. 1, 2). Not only did God preserve Moses’ life, but he did so in such a way that Moses was raised under the nose of Pharaoh himself (Exod. 2:5-7). God used Moses to bring Israel out of their Egyptian bondage.

That it is God who saves his people from bondage may be seen both from the plague accounts and the miraculous delivery from Pharaoh’s army at the sea. The ten plagues increase in intensity and scope as they climax in the final horrible scene of the death of the firstborn. Throughout
the plagues (but explicitly beginning with the fourth), the Israelites are clearly differentiated from the Egyptians. While the territory of the Egyptians is plunged into darkness (the ninth plague [Exod. 10:21-29]), “all the Israelites had light in the places where they lived” (v. 24). Most significantly, this differentiation takes place in the tenth plague, the death of the firstborn, an event commemorated in the Passover celebration (Exod. 12). Finally, Pharaoh reluctantly gave permission for Israel to leave. When Moses had first approached Pharaoh for permission to leave Egypt, Pharaoh responded by declaring, “I do not know the LORD and I will not let Israel go” (Exod. 5:2). After the ordeal of the plagues, Pharaoh knew that God was present with Israel and was sovereign over all that happens in Egypt.

Pharaoh’s permission for Israel to leave was reluctantly given, however, and soon Pharaoh reneged, leading his chariot troops to pursue them. It was at the sea that God manifested his powerful presence in a climactic way that was remembered in song both at the moment of deliverance (Exod. 15) and later (Ps. 77). It was then that God explicitly manifested himself as the divine warrior (Miller; Longman 1982; Longman and Reid 1995) for the first time:

*The LORD is a warrior* ;
the LORD is his Pharaoh’s chariots and his army he has hurled into The best of Pharaoh’s officers are drowned in the name. the sea. Red Sea. (Exod. 15:3, 4)

As mentioned above, the exodus deliverance was one that helped mold Israel’s self-understanding that they were God’s people. The significance of the event is clearly seen in the way that the Exodus theme is constantly reapplied throughout the Old Testament and into the New.

Indeed, this great act of salvation becomes in essence the paradigm for future deliverances. This is most noticeable as the prophets anticipate the Babylonian captivity and Israel’s ultimate restoration. In the minds of the prophets, the Babylonian captivity was going to be a second Egyptian captivity that would ultimately be followed by a wilderness trek back into the Promised Land (e.g., Isa. 35:5-10; 40:3-5; 43:14-21; Hos. 2:14-16). In fact, such a restoration took place after the decree of Cyrus and under the leadership of such men as Ezra and Nehemiah.

Approaching the New Testament. That more is to come is signaled by the opening of the gospel of Mark, which quotes Isaiah 40:3 as well as Malachi 3:1:

I will send my messenger ahead of you, who will prepare your way— for him.” (Mark 1:2, 3)

John the Baptist is then introduced as the one who came to prepare the way for Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ began his earthly ministry in the
wilderness, and the gospels clearly show that his life was a fulfillment of the Exodus.

The act that initiates Jesus’ ministry was his baptism. In analogy with the Exodus experience, baptism is Jesus’ Red Sea crossing (cf. 1 Cor. 10:1-6). Not surprisingly then, Jesus moved to the wilderness where he experienced forty days (corresponding to the forty years of wilderness wandering) of temptation (Matt. 4:1-11). Strikingly, the three temptations all relate to the temptations that Israel confronted in the wilderness. While Christ resisted temptation, however, Israel gave in to it. Jesus’ replies to Satan confirm the analogy since all are taken from Moses’s speech recorded in Deuteronomy (8:3; 6:13; 6:16), in which he admonishes Israel not to behave as they did in the wilderness. Jesus thus

*a voice of one calling in the desert*, “Prepare the way for the Lord, make straight paths
demonstrates to his followers that he is obedient precisely where the Israelites were rebellious.

The next major episode that corresponds to the wilderness temptations in the gospel of Matthew is the Sermon on the Mount. That Matthew locates the sermon on a mountain draws the reader’s attention because in Luke the sermon is given on a plain (Luke 6:17). While harmonization is possible between the two accounts, the mountain setting draws a close connection between Jesus’ sermon with its focus on law and the giving of the law on Mount Sinai.

Many other parallels may be drawn between the Israelite’s exodus experience and Christ’s earthly ministry (Stock, Dennison), but it all climaxed during his Passion. Jesus went to the cross during the time of Passover (Matt. 26:19; Mark 14:16; Luke 22:13). In essence, he became the Passover lamb who died for others (1 Cor. 5:7).

Thus in one sense Christ fulfilled the Exodus during his earthly ministry. In another sense, Christians today experience life as a wilderness wandering looking to the future for the rest that comes at the end of the Exodus (Heb. 3:7-4:13), the entering of the Promised Land (heaven).

**Mount Sinai—the Law of God (Exod. 19-24)**

**The Significance of the Law**. God made his presence as Savior known among the Israelites at the time of the Exodus and, in particular, at the crossing of the Red Sea. As the Israelites left the land of their slavery and went toward the Promised Land, God continued to be present with them. Perhaps the single most important occurrence during the journey took place just three months after their departure when they arrived at Mount Sinai. Here God made his powerful presence known to them again as he revealed his will to Israel through the law.
The episode that precedes the giving of the law emphasizes God’s holiness and the people’s sin (Exod. 19). God revealed himself in cloud, fire, and smoke. The mountain became a sacred place because of his presence. The people were required to ceremonially prepare themselves for an encounter with God, and only Moses and Aaron were permitted to approach the mountain.

God met with Israel at Sinai in order to give them his law, the written expression of his will for their corporate and individual life. While it is easy to think of the law as an isolated entity, it is crucial to recognize that the law was given within the context of the covenant. M. Kline has well observed that Exodus 19-24 is in the form of a covenant treaty document. The historical prologue (Exod. 20:2) identifies the author of the law as the one who has already saved them by his grace. Thus the law as found in Exodus 20-24 is not the basis of the divine-human relationship even during the Old Testament period but rather the guide for its maintenance. It is not the key to the establishment of a relationship with God, but rather to its continuance and well-being. In fact, the giving of the law is historically and canonically surrounded by God’s gracious acts as it looks back to the Exodus (which took place on the basis of the Abrahamic covenant), and it looks forward to the conquest and settlement of the Promised Land.
The law itself may be divided into two parts: the Ten Commandments and the Book of the Covenant. The Ten Commandments are given first (Exod. 20:3-17) and have the form of direct address to the hearer-reader. They cover the basics of the divine-human relationship (the first four) as well as human-human relationships (the last six). The various laws that compose the Book of the Covenant (the name is derived from Exod. 24:7) flow from the more basic principles enunciated in the Ten Commandments. They specify the Ten Commandments to the cultural and redemptive-historical moment of the people of God at the time of the Exodus. For instance, the law of the goring ox (Exod. 21:28-36) is a specification of the sixth commandment to an agrarian society and Exodus 23:10-13 spells out more fully the fourth commandment concerning the Sabbath.

**Approaching the New Testament**. Attempts, like those of a movement called theonomy, to impose the laws and penalties found in the Book of the Covenant to contemporary society (Bahnsen, Rushdoony) are ill-founded and dangerous (Longman 1990). They simply do not take into account the radically different cultural and, more importantly, redemptive-historical differences between Old Testament Israel and contemporary society. Unfortunately, theonomy is attractive to many Christians, particularly in Reformed and Pentecostal circles, who look with horror at the secularization of society and long for a more powerful Christian influence.

The law remains relevant for today, however, as the principles behind the various stipulations are summarized in a general way in the Ten Commandments. The Christian is not given a specification of the law in the New Testament along the lines of the Book of the Covenant or the other law codes of the Pentateuch. The Christian must think through contemporary ethical issues with the Ten Commandments as a guide. How does the commandment not to steal apply to computer theft? How
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does the commandment not to kill apply to the abortion pill? Nuclear arms?

The New Testament, of course, is not bereft of comments on law. Jesus shows that he is God himself as he deepens our understanding of the law in his Sermon on the Mount (Matt. 5-7). Certainly, the most startling news in the New Testament about the law is that Jesus Christ has freed his followers from the curse of the law (Rom. 7). Thus the law, which was never the means to a relationship with God, becomes for the Christian a guide to God’s will for his life.

The Tabernacle—God Dwells With His People (Exod. 25-40)

The Significance of the Tabernacle. The last section (Exod. 25-40) is taken up mostly by a discussion about the tabernacle. The tabernacle was God’s earthly dwelling during the period from Moses to David. As his dwelling, the tabernacle emphasizes God’s presence with his people, continuing a theme that has run throughout the book of Exodus.

To understand the significance of the tabernacle, it is good to be reminded of what has led up to its construction. When Adam and Eve were first created,
there was no need to meet with God in a special location. They met with God anywhere in the Garden of Eden. The fall, however, resulted in a fundamental alienation between God and his human creatures, so that no longer could they easily enter into his presence. After the fall, people could come before the Lord, but only at specially designated locations. During the period of the patriarchs, altars were constructed so that worship could be conducted by the head of the family (Gen. 12:8; 13:18). At the time of the Exodus, however, the people of God were no longer an extended family, but a mighty nation. Thus due to the redemptive-historical moment and the sociological situation of the Israelites, God commanded Moses to build a tabernacle so that he might be approached in worship.

The tabernacle had the form of a nomad’s tent. It was possible to take it down, pack it, and move it to the next location. This mobility was necessary because the people of God were wandering in the wilderness and unsettled in the land. The transition from the tabernacle to the temple, a more permanent dwelling for God, would take place only when the conquest of the land was completed at the time of Solomon (1 Kings 6-8).

During the period from Sinai to Solomon, the tabernacle served as the earthly dwelling of God. It was the place to which his people would go in order to meet with him. As the place of God’s special presence, the tabernacle was holy ground. The location, architectural design, building materials, and accessibility of the tabernacle all highlight the fact that a holy God dwelt in the midst of the Israelite people.

When Israel was encamped during the wilderness wanderings, the tabernacle was set up in the middle of the camp. Each tribe had its location surrounding it. The center of the camp, according to ancient Near Eastern tradition, was the place for the king’s tent. Since God was king of
Israel, his tent rightly was in the center. When the tent was taken down and Israel was on the march, the ark, which was located in the Holy of Holies of the tabernacle, led the way, just as a Near Eastern king would lead his army into battle.

The design of the tabernacle also pointed to the presence of a holy God in Israel’s midst. The tabernacle area was divided into different parts: for instance, a courtyard (Exod. 27:9-19), a Holy Place, and a Most Holy Place (26:31-35). As noted again below, there were gradations of holiness as one approached the tabernacle and then entered through these different parts. Outside of the camp of Israel was the realm of the Gentiles and the unclean. When an Israelite was ritually polluted, he or she had to go outside of the camp for a certain period of time. The camp itself was closer to the presence of God and was where all Israelites in covenant with the Lord dwelt. However, only the Levites were permitted to approach the area immediately surrounding the tabernacle. They were set apart for special service to the Lord. Crossing from the courtyard to the Holy Place and then finally to the Most Holy Place, one drew closer to the presence of God, and the ground became progressively more holy. This may be seen in the quality of the tabernacle materials as well as in the tabernacle’s accessibility.
There was a correlation between proximity to the Most Holy Place where the ark was kept and the preciousness of the materials used in tabernacle construction. This gradation may first of all be observed in the four coverings of the tabernacle. The outermost curtain was the most functional; it was a covering of the hides of sea cows (Exod. 26:14). Exposed to the elements, this water-repellent material was a perfect external covering for the tabernacle. In addition, layers of rams skins dyed red (v. 14) and goat hair (v. 7) also served to protect the contents of the building. The innermost curtain was a carefully and intricately crafted curtain of “finely twisted linen and blue, purple and scarlet yarn, with cherubim worked into them” (v. 1). This curtain is the one that could be seen from the inside of the tabernacle. Its skylike color and the presence of the heavenly creatures demonstrate that the tabernacle was considered to be heaven on earth. Thus the closer the material was to the ark, the more precious it was.

This principle is borne out for the metallic materials as well (Haran). Out in the courtyard, less precious materials like bronze and silver are found (Exod. 27:9-19). In the tabernacle itself, gold and the even more precious “pure gold” are used to construct the furniture of the tabernacle (the ark [Exod. 25:10-22], the table [25:23-30], and the lampstand [25:31-40]).

Thus the very materials of the tabernacle symbolically represent the fact that a holy God dwells in the midst of his people. Recourse to more fanciful and allegorical approaches to understand the symbolic function of the tabernacle (Keine, Soltau) are unnecessary and sound foolish.

Finally, the principle of accessibility to the tabernacle and its Most Holy Place also demonstrates the presence of God in the midst of Israel. There are circles of holiness surrounding the tabernacle:

**Figure 2: Circle of Holiness in the Tabernacle**
Outside of the camp was the realm of the Gentiles and the unclean. There were no special qualifications required for those in this space. However, only those who were in covenant with God and were ritually clean were permitted to move into the camp. Only Levites, who were specially consecrated to the service of the Lord, were permitted to set up their tents in the vicinity of the tabernacle, and they surrounded the site. The Levites, in other words, served to buffer the tabernacle from the rest of the camp. Even most Levites were not permitted to minister close to the tabernacle, however. This service was restricted to one family of Levites, the descendants of Aaron. Furthermore, the most holy place of all, the inner sanctum of the tabernacle where the ark was kept, was the most restricted space of all. Only the current high priest could enter, and he only once a year—on the Day of Atonement (Lev. 16).

Thus a variety of indications show that the tabernacle was God’s earthly home. It demonstrated to the Israelites that God was with them as they journeyed through the wilderness and as they settled in the Promised Land.

Approaching the New Testament. As a symbol of God’s presence with Israel, the tabernacle served an important function in the life and religion of the
people of God. However, it was a temporary institution. Under Solomon, the tabernacle was replaced by the temple. Now that the people of God were permanent dwellers in the land, God’s dwelling took on the form of a house rather than a nomad’s tent. All of the Old Testament symbols for God’s dwelling on earth, however, were provisional and temporary. They all pointed forward and anticipated the coming of Jesus Christ, God’s own Son, who “became flesh and tabernacled for a while among us” (John 1:14). Ultimately, the tabernacle and temple, which represented heaven on earth, looked forward to the merging of heaven and earth in the New Jerusalem (Rev. 21-22).

4. Leviticus

Leviticus is the third part of the Pentateuch. The concluding chapters of Exodus that focus on the construction of the tabernacle (Exod. 25-40) lead naturally to the opening of Leviticus, which describes the various sacrifices performed in the Holy Place (Lev. 1-7). The name Leviticus comes from the Septuagint via the Vulgate and highlights the main subject matter. The name means “pertaining to the Levites,” and although that tribe as such is not emphasized throughout the book, the priestly subject matter renders the title appropriate. The Hebrew title, like those of the other books of the Pentateuch, derives from the initial words of the book. Leviticus is thus wayyiqa4{ ar™:q]YIw" }, “And he called.”

The book of Leviticus is often seen by the church as irrelevant to the present day. In those few cases where it is considered significant, an allegorical interpretation is used to “bridge the gap” between the time of the Old Testament and today. A close study of its contents, however, will reveal its rich contribution to our understanding of God and the history of redemption without recourse to allegory.
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**HISTORICAL BACKGROUND**

The composition of Leviticus is integrally related to the composition of the entire Pentateuch. The following comments must be situated in the broader discussion found on 2. Genesis, HISTORICAL BACKGROUND, Historical-Critical Approaches, pages 40-48).

In the midst of the uncertainty about a source analysis of the Pentateuch, most critical scholars agree on the character and scope of P. It is not
surprising that virtually the whole of Leviticus is assigned to P. After all, its contents revolve around priestly matters of cult and law; even the sparse narrative sections (Lev. 8-10, 16) concern priestly matters.

Critical scholars, nevertheless, still have questions concerning the extent to which P, a late document, used earlier sources. The so-called Holiness Code, chapters 17-27, is a good example of an earlier source absorbed into the Priestly document. These chapters cohere by their structure and subject matter, and because of this many scholars feel that they were originally an independent composition. Indeed, many feel that the only original contributions by P are the infrequent narrative sections (8-10, 16, described by Wenham, 7). However, the critical consensus, going back to Julius Wellhausen, is that P is post-Deuteronomic and thus Josianic (seventh century) at the earliest (Levine, xxviii-xxix). A less radical but still nontraditional approach is represented by Kaufmann,

who argues that Leviticus is P but that P is neither postexilic nor post-Deuteronomy, though he would not go so far as to say that P is Mosaic.

For a defense of the traditional position on the composition of Leviticus, refer to the discussion above (2. Genesis, EVALUATION OF THE CRITICAL
APPROSSH, Problems, pp. 45-48). While Leviticus never claims to be authored by Moses, the internal testimony is quite strong that its contents were mediated through him to the people. The book opens with the phrase “The LORD called to Moses” (Lev. 1:1), and the expression “The LORD said to Moses” (occasionally adding “and to Aaron”) recurs at many transition points in the text (e.g., Lev. 4:1; 5:16; 6:1, 8, 19, 24; 11:1; 12:1; 13:1; 14:1, 33; 15:1; 16:1; 19:1; 20:1; 21:1; 24:1; 27:1 among other places). There are no clear indications that Leviticus contains late preexilic or postexilic materials (however, see Levine, xxix-xxx, for an opposing view).

LITERARY ANALYSIS

Genre

The high proportion of law in Leviticus should not obscure the narrative flow of the book. The initial episode sets the scene at the Tent of Meeting, where Moses hears God’s voice as he instructs him in how the Israelites should act. All the laws of the book have this narrative setting.

Also, though brief (Lev. 8-10, 16), there is nonlegal narrative in the book. All of this indicates that Leviticus continues the genre of the Pentateuch as a whole, that is, primarily instructional history. It intends to inform the reader about what went on in the past, in this case providing a historical background to the law. Indeed, as David Damrosch has pointed out, “the story exists for the sake of the laws which it frames” (66).

Structure

Leviticus may be outlined as follows:

I. Sacrificial Laws (Lev. 1:1-7:38)
A. Instruction for the Laity (1:1-6:7)
B. Instructions for the Priests (6:8-7:38)
II. Priestly Narrative (8:1-10:20)

A. The Formal Beginnings of the Priesthood (8:1-9:24)
B. The Limits on the Priesthood—Nadab and Abihu (10)
III. Laws to Protect Ritual Cleanness (11:1-16:34)

A. Dietary Prescriptions (11)
B. Birth Laws (12)
C. The Discernment and Cleansing of Skin Diseases (13-14)
D. Laws About Bodily Discharges (15)
E. The Day of Atonement (16)
IV. Holiness Code (17-27)

A. The Laws (17:1-24:23)
B. Blessings and Curses (26)
C. Gifts to the Lord (27)

Style
The single most obvious characteristic of the book is its clear and simple structure. The high incidence of law and ritual necessitates a straightforward presentation. The purpose of the book is to provide guidelines to priests and laypeople concerning appropriate behavior in the presence of a holy God, thus the emphasis is on communicating information, not on subtle or artificial literary plays.

Accordingly, Leviticus is among the least literary of the Old Testament books (contra Damrosch). This judgment is not a slight on the book, because the book does not intend to stimulate the reader’s aesthetic imagination to the same level as do other biblical books. Its interest to the original audience as well as to the contemporary reader is found elsewhere, for instance, in its theological ramifications.

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

Old Testament Context

The Holiness of God. The bulk of the book of Leviticus contains laws and rituals surrounding the formal worship of Israel. Among other topics, there is a description of sacrificial ritual and laws concerning dietary and sexual purity. Before getting lost in the details, it is important for us to discern behind all these laws and the central concepts of purity and cleanness the central teaching of the book—that God is holy. Standing as motivation behind the various commands is the divine statement “I am the LORD your God” (Lev. 18:2, 4, 5; 19:3-4, 10; 20:7). Furthermore, God is not only present, he is holy: “Therefore be holy, because I am holy” (11:45; see also 19:2; 20:26).

The book of Leviticus thus teaches that God is separate from the present world, and that only those who are also freed from the taint of sin are permitted into his presence.
In the following pages, we will observe how this works out in three important areas in Leviticus: the sacrificial system, the priesthood, and purity. Although this is not an exhaustive analysis of all the contents of Leviticus, it will give an indication of the overall theological message of the book.

**The Sacrificial System**. The book of Leviticus opens with a long consideration of sacrifice (chs. 1-7). This emphasis on sacrifice is not at all surprising since it is the most important activity of formal worship during the Old Testament period. What is striking from our contemporary perspective is the little interest in explicating the meaning or significance of the ritual; the focus is on description. Apparently, the meaning of the rite was understood by the original audience, lay and priestly, and all that was necessary was a reminder of proper procedure. Fortunately, for us, we are able to infer the meaning of sacrifice as a whole and the individual sacrifices by the symbolism of the acts and also by their use in worship.
The examination of individual sacrifices that follows leads to a covenantal interpretation of sacrifice in Israel. Covenant refers to the relationship that exists between God and his people Israel. This covenant relationship is related to sacrifice in three ways. First of all, we will see that sacrifice is a gift on the part of the worshiper to his covenant Lord. Second, a number of sacrifices include a notion of communion or fellowship between covenant partners. Last, and perhaps most important, sacrifice plays a major role in healing rifts in the covenant relationship. This function is frequently described by the technical theological term expiation. Gordon Wenham (26) graphically illustrates this last function with the following diagram:

When the covenant relationship was broken through certain types of offenses, repentant Israelites could seek God’s forgiveness by offering a substitute to take the penalty of their sin. In this way, sacrifice served as the divinely sanctioned means for restoring covenant relationship.

Sacrifice thus fits in very closely with the overarching theological concept of God’s holiness. God is holy and cannot tolerate the presence of sin and uncleanness. Sacrifice is a way of making the unholy pure again and restoring fellowship in the presence of God. It allows the unclean who have been forced from the presence of God to return once again to the camp that is the realm of the holy.

As we will observe, sacrifice often, but not always, focuses on the blood of the victim. Some critical scholars speak of this as a magical understanding of sacrifice, and some evangelical readers of the Old Testament seem to have this idea also when they insist on the translation “blood” rather than its symbolical referent, death. It is the death of the sacrificial victim that renders the rite effective, and the manipulation of the blood highlights the death that stands in the place of the sinner who
Burnt offering (Lev. 1). The common English name for this sacrifice comes directly from the Greek translation; the Hebrew term means “ascending” (ḥl;[q, ḥl, H6592) and derives from the fact that the fragrant aroma of the sacrifice rises up to heaven in the form of smoke.

The worshiper was to bring an unblemished animal to the priests, and the former was to prepare it for sacrifice. There may have been more than one reason for the requirement of an unblemished animal, but it certainly disallowed anyone from bringing in a deformed animal and thus going through the form of the sacrifice without paying any real price.

The purpose of the sacrifice, however, was not to impoverish anyone. Indeed, the law allowed for the substitution of less expensive forms of sacrifice, most likely dependent on the economic status of the worshiper:

Cattle (1:3-9) Sheep and goats (vv. 10-13)
Birds (vv. 14-17)

The burnt offering was a sacrifice that was concerned with expiation of sins. Here the technical term “to make atonement for” (רְפַ'ק; kîppeâr, H4105) is used (Lev. 1:4). There is a debate over the etymology of this term that is applicable to more than one form of sacrifice. While some relate the term to the verb “to ransom” (רְפַ'קו; ko perder, H4111), others associate it with Akkadian “to cleanse” (kuppuru; see discussion in Wenham 1979, 28). While Levine leans toward the latter, he is correct to argue that the meaning and significance of the term have taken on a technical force in the context of Leviticus. For a full technical discussion, see Kiuchi, 87-109.

In further support of the expiatory function of this sacrifice, the rite of laying a hand on the head of the sacrificial victim is rightly interpreted as an act of identification between the worshiper and the victim before the latter is slaughtered.

The sacrifice, however, was also a gift to God. With the exception of the skin, which went to the priests (Lev. 7:8), the whole sacrifice was burned and dedicated to the Lord.

The burnt offering was probably the most frequently occurring sacrifice, though it was often made in association with the next two (Exod. 29:38-41; Num. 6:11-12; 28:2-8; 2 Chron. 29:20-24).

Grain offering (Lev. 2; 6:14-23). The grain offering gets its name from its main ingredient, fine flour. Two other components are oil and incense. Only a small portion of the flour and the oil were combined with all of the incense and burned as a gift to the Lord. The incense provided a pleasant smell to the sacrifice, but it was withheld from the rest of the flour and oil that was given to the priests for their sustenance.
This sacrifice emphasizes the gift function mentioned above. Indeed, as is often pointed out, the term “grain offering” (ḥēn‘āmi, minhāḇ H4966) may be and often is translated “tribute” (e.g., Judg. 3:15, 17-18; 2 Sam. 8:6; 1 Kings 4:21). The offering was a gift made to the sovereign Lord of the covenant.

It was most often performed in accompaniment with the whole burnt offering that preceded it (Exod. 29:40-41; Num. 15:1-10; 28:5-8). The description of the sacrifice is divided into three subcategories:

- Uncooked grain offering (2:1-3)
- Cooked grain offering (vv. 4-10)
- Other types of grain offering (vv. 11-16)

Fellowship offering (Lev. 3; 7:11-38). The Hebrew term for this sacrifice (µl,v&; sâlem H8968) comes from the common Hebrew word that means “peace” (µ/lv; sâlem H8934), thus many English translations refer to this as the “peace offering.” The alternate rendering, “fellowship offering,” is based on...
the fact that this sacrifice is predominately for fellowship between both
the worshiper and God and among the worshipers.

The term “peace” has a definite covenant significance in the Scriptures,
denoting the “whole” relationship that exists between covenant partners.
The corporate meal that is the outcome of this sacrifice is a celebration of
that relationship. Everyone gets a piece of this offering—the Lord (Lev.
3:3-4), the priest (7:28), and the worshipers.

While the gift function of the sacrifice is accentuated, we should not miss
the fact that the sacrifice is a gift and an act of expiation. The latter may
be seen in the ritual of placing the hands on the head of the sacrificial
animal (Lev. 3:2).

Like the previous two chapters, this chapter may also be subdivided into
three parts describing different forms that the sacrifice can take. The
worshiper may offer any of the following animals:

Cattle (3:1-5) Sheep (vv. 6-11) Goats (vv. 12-17)

**Purification offering** (Lev. 4:1-5:13; 6:24-30). The purification offering,
sometimes known as the sin offering (τακιατ', H2633, see Kiuchi),
obviously has to do with the removal of sin. As we have already seen,
however, it is not the only sacrifice that has an expiatory function. The
distinction here has to do with the fact that it is effective for those who
have sinned unintentionally. Some instances of unintentional sins may be
found in 5:1-6 and a distinction between unintentional and “high-handed”
sins may be found in Numbers 15:22-31.

The type of sacrifice here is dependent on the status of the offender.
From greater to lesser, this sacrifice is for:
The priest (4:3-12) The Israelite community (vv. 13-21) The Israelite community leader (vv. 22-26) The Israelite layperson (vv. 27-35)

**Guilt offering** ([Lev. 5:14-6:7; 7:1-10]). The guilt offering has much in common with the sin offering. The examples given for the former, however, are restricted to offenses against the “things of the Lord”—that is, the *sancta* (Milgrom). This sacrifice requires an additional payment of 20 percent, which makes up for the offense. This characteristic leads Milgrom and Wenham to dub this sacrifice the reparation offering.

**Priesthood**. In addition to sacrifice, priesthood is a major concern of this book. Indeed, it appears that the name Leviticus points to its heavy emphasis on the priesthood. Much of the book is instruction to priests or to laypeople as they interact with priests. The brief narrative sections focus on the ordination of the
priesthood and present a story of the dangers inherent in the responsibilities of the priesthood.

While it is true that a full understanding of the theology of priesthood must take into account much of the Old Testament, Leviticus provides a core of information for our understanding of the priesthood.

In the first place, the teaching on priesthood in the book of Leviticus accentuates the overall theme of God’s holiness. After all, the priests spend much of their time in the presence of the Holy One. As a result, much of their behavior is regulated by the fact that they too must be holy.

We can see this in their ordination (Lev. 8). The ordination service set Aaron and his children apart for special service to the Lord. Their investiture in priestly clothing as well as their being sprinkled with oil identifies them with the tabernacle that is a place set apart for the presence of God’s holiness (Kline). They also offer sacrifices to atone for their sins. In this way, they themselves become holy.

After their ordination, the priests then begin their service of protecting the holiness of the camp through sacrifice (Lev. 1-7; 9). The book of Leviticus also warns the priests that they must be very strict in their behavior while in the presence of a holy God. When two sons of Aaron, Nadab and Abihu, offered “strange fire” before the Lord (ch. 10), they were immediately consumed, and God proclaimed:

Among those who approach me

I will show myself holy;

in the sight of all the people I will be honored.
Many of the laws in Leviticus were directed toward the priests so that they might preserve their holiness (Lev. 21-22). It was also a part of their duty to teach the Israelites the law (2 Chron. 17:7-9) so that they could protect God’s holiness in the camp. As God says to Aaron in Leviticus 10:11, “You must teach the Israelites all the decrees the LORD has given them through Moses.”

Thus in brief we may summarize the main function of the priesthood according to the book of Leviticus: They were to protect the holiness of God in the camp.

**Purity**. A major concern of the laws of Leviticus has to do with cultic purity, also called cleanness. Food (ch. 11), childbirth (ch. 12), skin diseases and mildew (chs. 13-14), and discharges (ch. 15) are a few among the many topics that are treated in the book in connection with cleanness.

God was present with Israel; the purity of the camp had to be maintained. These laws guided Israel and the guardians of God’s holiness, the priests, as to how to keep the camp pure.
At the center of the camp stood the tabernacle, in which the ark, the primary symbol of God’s presence, resided. From this spot, there were different levels of holiness represented, among other things, by exclusion of certain classes of people (see Figure 2 on page 70).

Everyone and anyone might dwell outside the camp; it was the realm of the unclean and Gentiles. Only Israelites were permitted to dwell in the camp. Levites functioned as a buffer between the camp at large and the tabernacle, while only the priests were permitted to go into the tabernacle itself. Leviticus 16 tells about the one time a year in which the high priest alone was to go into the Holy of Holies to perform a rite of expiation.

The point at issue in this section, however, concerns the distinction between the clean and the unclean. The priest was responsible to distinguish the two and to know who could dwell in the camp and who was required to go outside of the camp so as not to offend God.

Many explanations have been offered as to the rationale behind the purity laws of Leviticus. One favorite interpretation is that God was protecting the health of Israel through these laws. He was protecting them, for instance, from birth defects due to incest by the laws in Leviticus 18 and 20. In addition, he was protecting them from illness in the kosher laws of Leviticus 11. While there may be some truth to this approach, it does not provide a holistic rationale for interpreting these laws. Some of the foods are not unhealthful. Among other reasons (Wenham, 166-67), the fact that Jesus Christ declared these foods clean indicates that it is more than hygiene at issue here.

A second common interpretation of these laws fits them into the effort to keep Israel separate from idolatry. Not much of the law, however, can be explained in this way. Perhaps the most potent animal symbol in Canaan at this time was the bull, which, for Baal worshipers, was a symbol of
Baal; because of this cultic interpretation it is difficult to understand why the bull was not proscribed in Israel.

Gordon Wenham is most helpful in his discussion of these laws (18-25; 166-77). He bases his insights on the work of the anthropologist Mary Douglas who insists that “holiness means more than separation to divine service. It means wholeness and completeness” (Wenham, 23). Thus those animals that are in conformity with the natural order of creation are clean, whereas those animals that seem to confuse kinds are considered unclean. In Douglas’s words, “Holiness requires that individuals shall conform to the class to which they belong” (Douglas, 53). Accordingly, the laws of Leviticus 11 may be understood in this way:

Those creatures which in some way transgress the boundaries are unclean. Thus fish without fins and scales are unclean (Lev. 11:10; Deut. 14:10). Insects which fly but which have many legs are unclean, whereas locusts which have wings and only two hopping legs are clean (Lev. 11:20-23). Animals with an indeterminate form of motion, i.e., which “swarm,” are unclean (Lev. 11:41-44).
APPREACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

What is the enduring value of the book of Leviticus? This question has plagued Jewish and Christian readers for centuries. For the former, the loss of the temple raises the issue, but the continuation of dietary laws (kashrut) and the hope that some day temple worship will start again and so provide at least a partial answer (Levine). For the Christian, the book of Hebrews provides guidance in that it presents Jesus Christ as the perfect High Priest who offers himself as the perfect sacrifice. As it says in Hebrews 9:26: “But now he has appeared once for all at the end of the ages to do away with sin by the sacrifice of himself.”

Jesus is the ultimate High Priest. By contrasting the regular Old Testament priesthood with the mysterious figure of Melchizedek, the author of Hebrews also solves the problem of Jesus’ non-Levitical background (Lev. 7:14). In any case, the Aaronic priesthood and the Old Testament sacrificial system all anticipated a greater reality, namely Jesus Christ as final priest and sufficient sacrifice (Heb. 4:14-5:10; 7-10; see also Rom. 8:3; Eph. 5:1).

5. Numbers

The descriptive, yet prosaic title Numbers (derived from the Septuagint [Arithmoi, Ariqmoi]) has contributed to a general lack of interest in the book by the Christian community at large. The title conjures up thoughts of censuses and other lists. Indeed, there are many such in the book (Num. 1; 3:15-31; 7:10-83; 26:5-51; 28-29; 31:32-52), but even these are not devoid of theological interest (see below). Furthermore, there is much of immediate interest in the narratives (Balaam—Num. 22-24) and laws of Numbers.

In Jewish circles the book goes by the name “In the wilderness”
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( rBâ'd“miB] , bê midbar , H4497, the fifth word in the text). This title names the setting of the entire book as the Israelites move from Sinai (Num. 1:12) to the wilderness of Paran (10:12) and finally to the plains of Moab (22:1; 36:13). Like Exodus and Leviticus, Numbers begins with the conjunction “and,” showing the continuity that exists between the books of the Pentateuch.

Numbers serves an important role as it narrates the transition from the old generation that left Egypt and sinned in the desert to the new generation that stands on the brink of the Promised Land. The book thus presents the reader with a vision of new beginnings and hope.
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**Monographs and Articles**


**HISTORICAL BACKGROUND**

**Authorship and Composition**

Numbers is a continuation of the preceding three books, thus falling into the same general pattern of composition for the rest of the Pentateuch (see 2. Genesis, HISTORICAL BACKGROUND, Historical-Critical...
AN INTRODUCTION to the OLD TESTAMENT Approaches, pp. 40-48). Within Numbers itself, there is only a single reference to Mosaic writing activity (Num. 33:1-2). Throughout the book, however, it is noted that Moses is the recipient of the divine revelation that forms the substance of the book (a few instances are 1:1; 2:1; 4:1). The fact that the book refers to Moses in the third person rather than the first person does not invalidate Mosaic authorship (contra Gray, xxix-xxx) since this reflects customary writing style in ancient times (so Harrison 1990, 23-24).

Numbers also contains some material that is most naturally understood as post-Mosaic additions. These include the short poem that is taken from the “Book of the Wars of the Lord” (Num. 21:14). Also Numbers 32:34-42 describes the building activity on the part of the two and one-half tribes that settled in the Transjordan after the conquest. This section is best taken as a post-Mosaic expansion of the chapter. The notorious passage in which Moses is described as the most humble man ever to live (Num. 12:3), while capable of a rather strained
argument in favor of a Mosaic origin, is also most naturally read as a non-Mosaic gloss.

Furthermore, it must be said that Moses likely utilized source material in his composition of the book. The census accounts in Numbers 1 and 26, while contemporary, surely had a life prior to and independent of the book of Numbers. It is also possible that the Balaam story was an independent narrative incorporated into Moses’ work.

This analysis of Numbers is in keeping with our characterization of the Pentateuch as a whole. That is, it is essentially Mosaic but includes source material and glosses. After all this is said, we must remember that we cannot be precise or certain about our reconstruction of the composition of pentateuchal books. It is fruitless to speculate about it more carefully in the manner of most source criticism.

Before surveying the history of critical opinion on Numbers, we may briefly mention a new, intriguing line of argumentation presented by R. K. Harrison (1990, 15-21). He elucidates evidence for the existence of a class of annalists or scribes (scribae) by citing Numbers 1:16-18 and Joshua 1:10. He believes that these scribes were charged with the responsibility of not only recording the census lists but also keeping account of events. While this theory is interesting and possible, the evidence is capable of more than one interpretation and must remain hypothetical. That such record keeping was likely is, however, beyond doubt.

The critical study of Numbers has a long history. Olson has provided a masterful synthesis of the main movements of that study over the past one hundred years (Olson, 9-30). He describes three main phases. The first began with A. Dillmann’s commentary written in 1886 in which he applied Wellhausen’s documentary hypothesis to the book (for
Wellhausen, see above 2. Genesis, HISTORICAL BACKGROUND, Historical-Critical Approaches, pp. 40-42). Ever since and up to the present day, Numbers has been characterized as a work in which P predominates. Budd (xviii), for instance, summarizes contemporary opinion in this way:

In the book of Numbers there is very general acceptance of a total priestly contribution in the following chapters—Num. 1-9, 15, 17-19, 26-31, 33-36— and of a substantial influence in 10, 13-14, 16, 20, 25, 32. The only chapters lacking such influence would appear to be 11-12, 21-24.

Those sections that are not identified with P are associated with JE. While some earlier researchers tried to differentiate J from E in Numbers, it is now seen as difficult to do so. According to critical reconstructions, D plays only a minor role in the book of Numbers.

The second stage of modern study of Numbers began with Gressmann’s form-critical study (1913). Gressmann was applying the method of his mentor H. Gunkel. Subsequent applications of form criticism to Numbers have been associated with a source critical approach, but, as Olson has pointed out (19), by concentrating on the individual episodes’ preliterary structure, there was an
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increasing openness to the antiquity of the material, even that embedded in the late P source.

The third stage builds on the previous two and is associated with the influence of M. Noth. His commentary on Numbers first appeared in 1966. He advocated a traditio-historical study of the five major themes of the Pentateuch and felt that there was a lengthy oral stage where these five themes developed independently before they were brought together in a literary form. Thus his analysis is extremely complex and led him to the conclusion that “the book lacks unity, and it is difficult to see any pattern in its construction” (quoted in Olson, 21). For an application of Noth’s approach to a specific tradition, see Coats.

LITERARY ANALYSIS

Genre

What impresses one about Numbers is its generic variability. That is, the reader encounters many different types of literature from beginning to end. Milgrom (xiii) lists a number of genres with examples: “narrative (Num. 4:1-3), poetry (21:17-18), prophecy (24:3-9), victory song (21:27-30), prayer (12:13), blessing (6:24-26), lampoon (22:22-35), diplomatic letter (21:14-19), civil law (27:1-11), cultic law (15:7-21), oracular decision (15:32-36), census list (26:1-51), temple archive (7:10-88), itinerary (33:1-49).” The sheer diversity of materials can confuse modern readers and render understanding difficult. Most of these genres, however, exist within the broader context of the instructional history writing that characterizes the Pentateuch as a whole. Indeed, due to its integral connection with the rest of the Pentateuch (especially Leviticus) the genre of the book as a whole can be discussed only in relationship to its broader literary context. All of the above categories describe the genre of isolated episodes of the
text. Upon closer examination we may say that they occur within the broader contexts of narrative and law. For instance, the poem that Milgrom cites in Num. 21 is part of a narrative as are the oracular decision, the prophecy, the victory song, the prayer, the blessing, the diplomatic letter, the census list, the temple archive, and the itinerary. The civil and cultic laws are, of course, both part of the broader genre category of “law.” Indeed, as Baroody has pointed out, “the dozen major shifts back and forth (from narrative to law), not counting the short passages of narrative implementation within the legal sections are almost dizzying” (p. 126). Moreover, as in Leviticus, the law finds its setting in the narrative. In this way, it is best to identify the genre of Numbers as instructional history writing.

Structure

Numbers’ generic variability and its associated episodic nature make delineating the structure extremely difficult. Olson (31) surveys forty-six commentaries and uncovers twenty-four proposed outlines for the book. The different structures arise as scholars take their cues from different elements.
within the text. Perhaps the two most common suggestions are based on chronology and geography.

Milgrom (xi) divides Numbers into three parts based on chronology:

Num. 1:1-10:11: From the first day of the second month of the wilderness wandering to the nineteenth.
:10-36:13: Five months during the fortieth year in the wilderness :12-21:9: Undated but falls within the forty years

Thus Numbers brings the reader from the beginning to the end of the forty years of wilderness wandering.

In another attempt, Milgrom (xiii) illustrates the topographical structure to the book once again in three parts. He notes that there are forty stations of the journey mentioned in three main phases:


Budd (xvii), on the other hand, gives a topical outline:

Num. 1:1-9:14: Constituting the community at Sinai
:15-25:18:

The journey—its setbacks and success :1-35:34: Final preparations for settlement While none of these schemes are persuasive in the final analysis as the intended structure of the book, they all give insightful perspectives on its contents. They throw light on the time and setting of the book. The recent study by Olson more significantly reveals an outline of Numbers that highlights its theological message. In this section we will describe the structure, while in the next we will present its theological
Olson’s first step is to show that Numbers is both a part of the Pentateuch and also a distinct unit within it (43-53). He points to the tradition of the text in Hebrew and Greek transmission as well as rabbinic quotations to demonstrate the antiquity of Numbers as a separate book. This external evidence is supported by Olson’s demonstration that each book within the Pentateuch, including Numbers, has a clear introduction and conclusion that marks them off from each other.

Next, Olson studies the importance of the two census lists in the book (Num. 1 and 26). He concludes that these are the structural pillars of the book, marking off the two wilderness generations. Numbers 1-25 tells the story of the first generation—the generation that sinned by doubting the Lord’s power to help
them against the inhabitants of Palestine. This generation died in the wilderness and was replaced by their descendants, those represented by the census in Numbers 26. The book concludes with a narration of their rise. Indeed, the title of Olson’s book captures the theological significance of Numbers that is revealed by paying attention to this important structural marker: The Death of the Old and the Rise of the New. The outline that follows is taken from Olson (118-20):


A. The Preparation and Inauguration of the March of the Holy People of Israel (1:1-10:36)
B. The Cycle of Rebellion, Death, and Deliverance of the Holy People of Israel With Elements of Hope but Ultimate Failure and Death (11:1-25:18)
II. The Birth of the New: The Second Generation of God’s People Out of Egypt As They Prepare to Enter the Promised Land (Num. 26:1-36:13)

A. The Preparation and Organization of the New Holy People of God As They Prepare to Enter the Promised Land (26:1-36:13)

B. Will This Second Generation Be Faithful and Enter the Promised Land (Promise) or Rebel and Fail as the First Generation (Warning)?

Style

The book of Numbers is not among the literary high points of the Old Testament. This assessment is certainly true from the perspective of modern literary tastes, and nothing we know would lead us to expect that ancient tastes were any different. For this reason, Numbers has not been the subject of much aesthetic analysis.

While this must be admitted for fear of overextending our literary appreciation of the Bible, it must also be recognized that parts of the book are interesting from a literary point of view. Readers should note that the narrative sections of the book (especially the story of Balaam [Num. 22-24]) are as artistically pleasing as the stories found in such well-studied books as Genesis and Samuel. These narratives are amenable to the same kind of analysis as the other prose stories of the Old Testament (see 1. Introduction, LITERARY ANALYSIS, The Conventions of Old Testament Stories, pp. 29-34).

The above analysis of the book is not to be taken negatively. Just because a book is in the Bible does not mean that it has to be a literary masterpiece. The Bible is more than a collection of good stories, and
Numbers has a crucial message to communicate (see below). Furthermore, even those parts of the book that are not as appealing to our literary sense utilize recognizable literary conventions. Milgrom is very sensitive to these in his commentary:

The individual pericopes of Numbers manifest design. Their main structural device is chiasm and introversion. Also evidenced are such artifices as parallel panels, subscripts and repetitive resumptions, prolepses, and septenary enumerations. The pericopes are linked to each other by associative terms and themes and to similar narratives in Exodus by the same itinerary formula. (xxxi)
Milgrom backs up these observations with numerous examples (xxx-xxx and throughout the commentary). He highlights chiasm and introversion as the most prevalent structuring device in the book. He cites Num. 14:2; 30:15; 30:17; and 33:52-56 as examples of chiasm on a micro-level, while mentioning 5:11-31; 31; and 32 as three examples of longer chasms. A second structural device is “parallel patterns.” Instead of a crossing pattern like chiasm (ABCDC’B’A’), this method gives two lists side by side (ABCDABCD). Examples include chapters 11 and 12, each chapter paralleling the other in structure. Among the remaining devices that he mentions, the most interesting is the septenary repetition. Here “a word or phrase is repeated seven times” (xxxi). He notes that in chapter 32 five words are each used seven times, obviously not a coincidence (see also his discussion on 492-94).

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

Olson’s structural analysis of Numbers is a prelude to his understanding of its theology. Numbers narrates an important transition in the history of redemption as it records the death of the first wilderness generation (the subject of the first twenty-five chapters) and its replacement by the second generation (Num. 26-36).

The story of the first part of the book is, therefore, a story of sin and judgment. Lay and priestly leaders rebel against Moses, God’s appointed leader (Num. 12, 16-17). The people are constantly grumbling against God’s provision in the wilderness (e.g., Num. 11). It is, however, the spy story, recorded in Numbers 13-14, that triggers God’s judgment, with the result that the first generation was doomed to die in the wilderness and not see the Promised Land. Only two spies who believed that God was able to bring them into the land, Caleb and Joshua, were exempted from this judgment (Num. 26:26-35).
Nonetheless, God continued to provide for the Israelites in the wilderness, and they continued to rebel and complain. Even Moses, according to an enigmatic passage (Num. 20:1-13), displeased the Lord and was not permitted to enter the land of promise.

Nonetheless, God continued to treat the Israelites as his special people. This status is highlighted in the Balaam narrative (Num. 22-24). Balaam, a non-Israelite prophet (now known from extrabiblical texts [see Hackett]), is called in by Balak the king of Moab to curse the Israelites as they come near his land. Balaam, though, blesses Israel because of the intervention of God. Even with all of this divine care and concern, Israel continues to turn against their God, and the section ends with God’s people turning against the Lord by worshiping a local manifestation of the god Baal.

While the first section of the book concentrates on the judgment of the first generation, Olson argues that the second part (Num. 26-36) “is basically positive and hopeful” (151). No one who was an adult at the time of the spies’ report was still alive. A new generation now stood before the Lord, and the time was right for entering the Promised Land. Thus, as Olson points out, the contents of these chapters is definitely positive:
After all the deaths of the first generation, not one death of a member of the second generation is recorded. Military engagements are successful (Numbers 28), potential crises are resolved (Numbers 32), and laws which look forward to the future life in the land of Canaan are promulgated (Numbers 34). The threat remains, but the promise of the future is the dominant note which is sounded at the end of the book. (151)

It is on this note of expectant hope that the book ends. Note that the hope never turns into certainty. That is, the hope of the second generation is an untried hope. This generation too will face severe threats to its faith (see 7. Joshua), and it remains to be seen how they will respond.

Olson suggests that the abiding significance of the book of Numbers is that it “functions as a paradigm for every succeeding generation of God’s people” (183). It “invites every generation to put itself in the place of the new generation” (183).

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

God Stays Involved

Numbers illustrates one of the main themes of the whole Bible. The sin of the first generation could have led to the end of the story of redemption and the destruction of the people of God. But God does not abandon his people even in their rebellion and sin. As Milgrom nicely puts it: “The principal actor in Numbers is Yahweh. Even under extreme provocation, he keeps his covenant with Israel, guides them through the wilderness and provides for their needs” (xxxvii). God stays involved with his people because of his covenant love for them.
The New Testament continues this theme. Indeed, the New Testament is its climax. The Old Testament is simply a prelude to what happens on the cross. God’s people continued to turn against him, but still he sent his Son, Jesus Christ, whom they treated brutally (Mark 12:1-12). Nonetheless, God did not abandon his people but provided hope for them in the salvation offered by Jesus Christ.

Each generation of Christians should place themselves in the position of the new generation of the book of Numbers. God has acted redemptively in our midst, and by so doing, he has given our lives meaning and hope. Just like the Numbers generation, we are called upon to respond to God’s grace with obedience.

The Wilderness Theme

The wilderness provides the background for most of Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy. As explained in chapter 3 (3. Exodus), the exodus- wilderness wanderings-conquest theme is an important one that reverberates throughout the Bible. For more information about this important theological

God’s Holiness

The book also continues the important theme of God’s presence and his holiness. This may be observed in the care with which the text deals with the place of the Levites as guardians of God’s holiness (Num. 3), especially in their responsibility to transport the tabernacle and its furniture (Num. 4). Many of the laws presented throughout Numbers are there to assure the purity of the camp. The biblical-theological theme of God’s presence and his holiness has already been explored in chapter 4, and the interested reader may turn there (4. Leviticus, THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE, Old Testament Context, p. 76).

6. Deuteronomy

The name of this book of the Bible comes from a Greek compound that means “second law” or “repetition of the law.” Ironically it derives from a misunderstanding in the Septuagint of a Hebrew phrase in Deuteronomy 17:18, where the king is instructed to make a “copy of this law.” Although the title of the book rests on a mistranslation in the Septuagint, it is nevertheless a fortuitous error since Deuteronomy contains a second version of the law delivered on Mount Sinai as recorded in Exodus, Leviticus, and Numbers.

The book consists largely of a series of addresses delivered on the plains of Moab by Moses. Moses led the people in a covenant renewal before they undertook the wars of conquest for the land promised to the fathers; he prepared the people for his imminent death.
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**Monographs and Articles**


### HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

This section deals with the authorship of Deuteronomy, its historical background, and issues in the history of interpretation.

The book of Deuteronomy is largely a record of the speeches of Moses delivered shortly before his death east of the Jordan. In form it is the
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record of a covenant renewal ceremony on the plains of Moab where Israel once again affirmed its allegiance to God and its national commitment to keep his law (Deut. 29:1-31:29). In some respects Deuteronomy is also “the last will and testament of Moses.” In addition to reiterating the covenant made earlier at Sinai (29:1), the book prepared Israel primarily for two major issues that the nation would soon face: (1) life without Moses and (2) the wars for the conquest of the land. Substantial portions of the book provide for the orderly governance of Israel after Moses’ death through a system of judges and courts, the priests and Levites, kings, and prophets (Deut. 16:18-18:22). More than any other book of the Pentateuch, Deuteronomy prepares the nation for the wars of conquest by stipulating laws governing holy war (chs. 7, 20).

Jewish and Christian tradition alike in precritical periods assigned the authorship of the book to Moses. Scattered comments among Jewish and Christian commentators showed awareness of a series of passages that were often described as “post-” or “a-Mosaica.” These were viewed as isolated insertions into the text by later editors who added a comment here and there to update or clarify geographical (Deut. 2:10-11, 20-23; 3:9, 11, 13b-14) or historical (10:6-9) information. The superscription to the book says that it contains the
words Moses spoke to all Israel “on the other side of the Jordan” (1:1); this requires, then, that the superscription was written by someone on the western side of the Jordan at a later point after Moses’ death east of the Jordan. Obviously Moses was not responsible for the account of his own death (ch. 34). Apart from these sorts of questions, the book was accepted as the work of Moses’ hands. Toward the end of the book, frequent reference is made to the written character of the covenant document that Moses had produced (27:3, 8; 28:58; 29:21, 29; 30:10, 19; 31:24).

With the rise of the Enlightenment and the development of historical-critical approaches to the Bible, Deuteronomy was quickly severed from historical contact with Moses. Although many continued to defend the essentially Mosaic origin of the book, critical scholarship assigned to Deuteronomy a crucial role in its efforts to recover a history of Israel’s religion that was in fact quite different from what the text itself presented. The amount of literature on Deuteronomy is enormous, and a bewildering array of opinions and options have been suggested for the historical setting and development of the book. Any effort to collate and summarize will unavoidably oversimplify. We will sketch some of the highlights of the history of critical research roughly in chronological order, though describing particular positions may take us beyond the chronological bounds in the outline below.

In the Nineteenth Century

The identification of Deuteronomy with the book of the law found in the temple during Josiah’s reign had been suggested as early as Jerome (A.D. 342-420). However, with the rise of rationalism, in 1805 W. M. L. de Wette laid the cornerstone for later developments in pentateuchal criticism by identifying Deuteronomy as Josiah’s law book. Subsequent efforts to date
the putative sources of the Pentateuch (J, E, D, P) would array these sources before or after D (Deuteronomy) depending on whether or not the individual source presumed a knowledge of the law as propounded in D. Assigning Deuteronomy to the late seventh-century B.C. would become a linchpin for critical scholarship in the heyday of source criticism. Deuteronomy’s link with Moses was all but completely severed.

There was good reason to suggest that Josiah’s lawbook was either Deuteronomy itself or some earlier-alternate edition of material that eventually became the book. The book of Kings was widely recognized to have been influenced by the laws of Deuteronomy in general. Features of Josiah’s response to the lawbook suggest his acting under the influence of laws largely unique to Deuteronomy. (1) Deuteronomy 12 required the destruction of Canaanite high places and conducting worship at a centralized sanctuary, and Josiah follows these provisions (2 Kings 23:4-20). (2) Whereas Exodus 12 provided for observing Passover in the confines of the family, Deuteronomy 16 set the observance at the central sanctuary. Passover under Josiah was observed in accord with the specifications of Deuteronomy 16 instead of those in Exodus 12 (2 Kings 23:21-22). (3) Deuteronomy also enjoined the elimination of mediums,
spiritists, and diviners from Israel; Israel was not to hear the will of God through these means, but rather through the prophets (Deut. 18:14-22). Josiah removed the mediums and spiritists in order to fulfill the requirements of the lawbook (2 Kings 23:24) and sought direction from a prophetess (23:14). (4) The book presented to Josiah contained a series of curses (2 Kings 22:13, 19), probably those in Deuteronomy 28. (5) Deuteronomy requires of kings in Israel that they rule in accordance with a copy of the law (Deut. 17:18-19), precisely the action attributed to Josiah (2 Kings 22:11; 23:2-3). (6) The lawbook was identified as a “book of the covenant” (23:2), confirmed when later critical studies demonstrated the structural affinities between Deuteronomy and covenants written in the ancient Near East. (7) The Kings account also reflects the “name theology” of Deuteronomy (Deut. 12:5, 11; 2 Kings 23:27) and reiterates the inevitability of divine judgment as already announced in Deuteronomy (Deut. 31:24-29; 2 Kings 22:16-20; 23:26-27).

By insisting that the date of the book’s discovery in the temple was also its approximate date of composition and then for this reason assigning a seventh-century date either to the book of Deuteronomy or to an initial phase of its composition, critical scholarship was forced by and large to regard the book as a pious fraud, possibly developed by Josiah and his partisans to legitimate his bid for authority and the extension of Jerusalem’s sway over the outlying areas.

In the Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries

Largely satisfied that they had successfully identified the major sources underlying the Pentateuch, critical scholars turned to investigating the underlying strata within Deuteronomy itself. C. Steuernagel (1923) and W. Staerck (1924) both sought to isolate redactional layers in the book on the basis of changes in the form of address between second person
singular and plural forms. The earlier stratum of material was thought to have used the singular forms. G. A. Smith (1918) in his commentary had also examined this variation between singular and plural and had concluded that it may reflect different hands, but was not sufficiently clear to isolate distinct documents. This distinction between singular and plural second person forms of address has continued to play a role in research into the redactional history of the book to this day. Nicholson (1967, 22-36) uses the change from second person singular to plural as his main criterion for isolating Ur-deuteronomy from later deuteronomistic additions; Mayes (1979, 35-37) is more cautious in using this same approach.

S. R. Driver (1895) provided a thorough investigation of issues concerning Mosaic authorship. He identified apparent contradictions between Deuteronomy and Genesis-Numbers, contrasted the differences in particular laws, described the style of Deuteronomy in contrast to the other books, concluded that Deuteronomy must be from a period subsequent to Moses, and associated it with Josiah’s reform. In addition to Deuteronomy’s unique laws regarding centralized worship or provision for different requirements for observing Passover, proponents of the classical documentary hypothesis isolated pentateuchal sources, depending in part on their respective views of the relationship between
priests and Levites. The role of the priesthood came to be associated with the tribe of Levi sometime during the monarchy, so that in Deuteronomy (from the seventh century) all Levites were priests (Deut. 18:1-8; 21:5; 33:8-11), whereas in the Priestly stratum of the Pentateuch (a later stratum), there was a sharp distinction between the roles of the priests (descended from Aaron) and their subordinate assistants, the Levites.

Specific enactments differ in Deuteronomy from the other legal texts; for critical scholarship, these differences required a different author and setting from the other law codes. For example, in the law regarding the seduction of a virgin who is not engaged to be married, Exodus allows the father to refuse the marriage of the two parties (Exod. 22:17), whereas Deuteronomy requires the marriage and prohibits any future divorce (Deut. 22:28-29). The reason for observing the Sabbath in Exodus (Exod. 20:11) is God’s own rest after creation; in Deuteronomy (Deut. 5:15), it is to remember Israel’s enslavement in Egypt. In Leviticus (Lev. 17:3-5) all slaughter of animals, even for purposes of domestic consumption, is clearly sacrificial; in Deuteronomy (Deut. 12:15-17), as a consequence of centralizing worship in one location, provision is made for profane slaughter away from the sanctuary. The tithe is reserved for the Levites in the other law codes (Num. 18:21-24; Lev. 27:30-33), whereas in Deuteronomy (Deut. 14:22-29) a portion is consumed by the offerer and his family. On the whole the laws in Deuteronomy were regarded as reflecting a more “humanitarian” approach than found in other legal corpora (Weinfeld 1972, 282-97).

G. von Rad supplemented the traditional critical criteria for source analysis with an interest in theological themes and issues (tradition history). Von Rad argued that the Exodus and Sinai traditions were originally independent of one another. He concluded that the Sinai
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materials originally had a cultic setting in a covenant renewal ceremony at Shechem. For von Rad both the Book of the Covenant (Exod. 19-24) and Deuteronomy reflected the same cultic occasion. Because Deuteronomy was largely hortatory (addresses, homilies, and admonitions to a group of people) and consisted in the main of preached law, he suggested that the book originated among the Levites. Because it was addressed to all Israel, emphasized the role of Shechem (Deut. 27), and opposed Baalism, he suggested an origin in the northern kingdom. Some portion of the book was taken to Judah and revised to serve as the basis for Josiah’s reform. It received further elaboration during the Exile. Although the polished book as we have it is fairly late, it contains many ancient materials.

Because the Levites and priests were presented as “preachers” or “teachers” of the law (Deut. 33:10; Lev. 10:11; 2 Chron. 15:3; 17:7-9; Jer. 18:18; Mal. 2:7; Hos. 4:6), the hortatory character of Deuteronomy would naturally suggest an origin among Levites. Others, however, suggested that Deuteronomy developed among Israel’s prophets. The book presents Moses as the ideal prophet (Deut. 18:14-22); other prophetic books (Hosea, Jeremiah) show marked connections with Deuteronomy. Ur-Deuteronomy allegedly developed in the North and had an antimonarchial tone, reflecting the preaching of the prophets. A prophetic origin for the book was suggested by, among others, Wellhausen,
Driver, Alt, and most recently Nicholson (1967, 76). Weinfeld (1972, 55) argued against the Levitical origin of the book: for the Levites to argue for centralization of worship would have been to undercut their jobs at the local sanctuaries; instead, Weinfeld called attention to the affinities of Deuteronomy with wisdom literature and argued for a setting in the wisdom traditions of Israel. Hoppe (1983) rejected the earlier efforts to determine the circle from which Deuteronomy emerged and argued instead that it should be assigned to the elders of Israel. Ultimately all of the major authority centers in Israel (Levites, prophets, elders, sages at the royal court) have been suggested as possible sources for the book.

From Mid-twentieth Century to the Present

In 1943 M. Noth first published his thesis that Deuteronomy through Kings constituted in the main a single history largely the product of a single author. Noth contended that this exilic deuteronomistic historian (Dtr) took over the Deuteronomic code in roughly the form we now have it in Deuteronomy 4:44- 30:20 (1981, 16). Scholars had long noted that the book appears to have two historical introductions (chs. 1-3 or 4 and 5-11). Noth argued that Deuteronomy 1-3 (or 4) did not contain the introduction to the book of Deuteronomy itself, but rather the introduction to the entirety of the Deuteronomistic History (DH). Noth contended that the core of the book could be found in the you-singular and you-plural passages, which were then supplemented through a process of gradual growth and elaboration that resulted primarily from the oral reading and exposition of the law (31:9-13). Noth’s thesis had a monumental impact on all research to follow, and his views commonly serve as a starting point for subsequent writers. According to Noth, although Deuteronomy in its present form dates from the exilic period, it contains many ancient materials.

During this period researchers also began to notice that the literary
structure found in ancient Near Eastern treaties between nations also resembled the structure of Deuteronomy. M. G. Kline (1963) argued that the book of Deuteronomy was specifically constructed along the lines of a second-millennium international treaty as distinct from the treaty pattern during the Assyrian period in the first millennium. As a consequence, Kline provided a strong argument for the antiquity of Deuteronomy. Although not all have followed Kline’s argument, the relationship of Deuteronomy to ancient Near Eastern covenants and treaties has continued to play a large role in scholarship. See the discussion under “Literary Analysis,” 1. Introduction, LITERARY ANALYSIS.

Biblical scholarship in the past two decades has turned increasingly to synchronic readings of biblical books. In synchronic approaches scholars are more interested in the books as they now exist rather than in reconstructing the underlying sources or the history of composition.

Literary approaches assume that the book is a unity and attempt to explain the author’s rhetorical strategy and compositional techniques (see Polzin 1980; McConville 1984 and 1994; Lohfink 1963). Items that traditional criticism regarded as clues to the redactional layers of a composite work often become in literary analysis evidence for sophisticated handling of complex theological
issues in a unified manner. For example, McConville (1984) has explained the peculiarities of the cultic laws in Deuteronomy in terms of the theology of the book, i.e., within the context of Deuteronomy as a whole rather than as evidence of composite composition. Polzin’s (1983) analysis cuts across the presumed distinctions between deuteronomic (Ur-deuteronomy) and deuteronomistic (later additions to the DH) material.

There is no clear consensus on most issues surrounding Deuteronomy. Issues of date and authorship are tightly bound up with questions of the relationship of the book to the remainder of the Deuteronomistic History (Joshua- Kings), the relevance of the treaty parallels for genre and setting, questions of provenance (from the North? from Levites, prophets, sages?), and the issue of the relationship of the book to Josiah’s reforms.

LITERARY ANALYSIS

The literary features of Deuteronomy have been explored from a number of different vantage points, not all of which are equally important or helpful.

Deuteronomy as Treaty

Following the preliminary explorations of others, Meredith Kline (1963) proposed that the book of Deuteronomy had the same outline and structure as the international treaties known from the Hittite culture of the second millennium B.C.

Table 3

The Treaties and Deuteronomy
I. Preamble (Deut. 1:1-5)

II. Historical Prologue (1:6-3:29)

III. Stipulations (chs. 4-26)

A. Basic (4:1-11:32)

B. Detailed (12:1-26:19)

IV. Curses and Blessings, Ratification (chs. 27-30)

V. Succession Arrangements (chs. 31-34)

A. Invocation of Witnesses

B. Provision of Public Reading

Kline argued that the treaty relationship between a conquering king and a subject people was the paradigm used to define the relationship between
God as suzerain lord and his vassal people Israel. The parties were identified in the treaty preamble. In the second millennium treaties, this was followed by a historical prologue in which the past relationship between the suzerain and the vassal was recounted, emphasizing the beneficence of the king to his servant. The stipulations contained the detailed laws agreed to by the vassal in his submission to the suzerain. The most prominent demand was for the exclusive allegiance of the vassal to his covenant lord. The stipulations ordinarily included provisions for the tribute the vassal was to bring to his lord; in the context of Israel’s relationship with Yahweh, this tribute consisted in part of the required offerings and sacrifices specified in the cultic laws. The second-millennium treaties then included a lengthy list of blessings and cursings that would follow obedience or disobedience to the covenant stipulations. These blessings and cursings were invoked in the names of the gods of both suzerain and vassal; the gods were invoked as witnesses to the oaths accompanying ratification.

In God’s covenant with Israel there could be no thought of invoking third-party deities to witness the ratification of the covenant; instead, “heaven and earth” are called to fulfill this function (Deut. 4:26; 30:19; 31:28). The treaties included provisions for future public readings of the covenant document in order to remind both suzerain and vassal of their duties under its provisions (31:9-22). The treaties contained provisions for the vassal’s sons to succeed their father (vv. 1-8). Duplicate copies of the treaty document were made (“two tables of the law”—Exod. 34:1, 28; Deut. 10:1-5; 17:18-19; 31:24-26), one each to be deposited in the respective sanctuaries of the suzerain and vassal. Since this sanctuary was one and the same in the covenant between God and Israel, the tablets were placed in the ark.
Because of its strong affinities with the structure of second-millennium treaties as opposed to the structure of treaties known from the first millennium, Kline’s argument provided a *prima facie* case for a date for Deuteronomy close to the period of Moses instead of at a later time such as the seventh century. Treaties from the Assyrian period did not contain the historical prologue. Instead of listing both curses and blessings, the Assyrian treaties mentioned only the maledictions to be inflicted on the disobedient vassal. The requirement that a copy of the treaty be deposited in the sanctuary of both suzerain and vassal is not found in the first millennium documents. In the Hittite treaties the demand that the vassal love (be faithful to) the suzerain is accompanied by assurances of the suzerain’s affection (fidelity), but this is not found in the Assyrian treaties. To be sure, these items could all be gaps in the documentary evidence—a future archaeological excavation could unearth Assyrian treaty texts in which these elements were present. Of the five major Assyrian treaties, three are damaged at that point in the tablets where a historical prologue could have occurred (see Weinfeld 1972, 63-65, 67-69). However, on the whole, Deuteronomy does show clear affinities with extrabiblical treaty
documents, and more specifically with those of the second millennium; it is fairly clear that Deuteronomy was well described as a “covenant” (Deut. 29:9, 12, 14, 21) document.

A number of scholars have taken similar approaches to that advocated by Kline (Craigie 1976). Kitchen (1989) and Wenham (1969) concur in the pervasive influence of the treaty forms on Deuteronomy, but also regard it as a fusion of treaty forms with the structure of ancient Near Eastern law codes. Weinfeld (1972, 146-57) finds a similar convergence of law code and treaty forms.

Others have disputed the identification of distinctive and different treaty forms in the first and second millennia (McCarthy 1978). Weinfeld acknowledges the treaty structure of Deuteronomy, but argues that the book is following the structure of first-millennium treaties, particularly as known from the vassal treaties of Esarhaddon. Weinfeld’s primary argument (1972, 121-22) is that the curses at the end of the Assyrian treaties are invoked in the order of the Assyrian pantheon. In one of these treaties, the order of subjects in the curses resembles the sequence of subject matter in the curses of Deuteronomy 28, a fact that Weinfeld regards as strong evidence for a first-millennium date for Deuteronomy. However, these parallels are far from exact and pertain only to a general level of subject matter.

This debate about the structure of Deuteronomy and its relationship to extrabiblical documents is far from over. Future study of the book must give renewed attention to this issue.

**Deuteronomy as Polity**

If Deuteronomy was in fact a treaty-covenant document, as well as
having features of a law code, it in effect became the “constitution” of ancient Israel. It was the written deposit that defined her social order, the codification of her legal principles and juridical procedures, and her self-understanding under the rule of God. As a document it administered the covenant life of God’s people. Although not himself concerned to define Deuteronomy as a treaty text, McBride (1987) called attention to many features of this “deuteronomic constitutionalism.” He highlighted the way in which Deuteronomy sought to empower and protect segments of the population most vulnerable to abuse. McBride argued that Deuteronomy should be understood as the archetype and forerunner of modern Western constitutionalism.

Deuteronomy as Speech

Deuteronomy has long been understood as a series of three addresses by Moses to Israel on the plains of Moab. Each address begins by specifying the location and setting in which it was given: “east of the Jordan in the territory of Moab” (Deut. 1:5), “in the valley near Beth Peor east of the Jordan” (4:44-49), and “in Moab” (29:1)—all three may well refer to the same locale. Moses’ first
address (chs. 1-4) is oriented toward the past and recounts Israel’s journey to the border of the land. The second address (chs. 5-28) is oriented to the future and concerns Israel’s life under the law in the land. In the third address (chs. 29-32), the nation is led in covenant renewal. These addresses are then supplemented with an account of Moses’ death (chs. 33-34).

R. Polzin (1981, 1983, 1987) has pioneered a literary approach to Deuteronomy that concentrates on speech analysis. There are two dominant voices in the book of Deuteronomy, those of Moses and God. For most of the book Moses speaks alone, himself the hearer and reporter of God’s words. Whereas earlier traditional readings of the book had identified a series of post- and a-Mosaica as the result of largely random editorial activity, Polzin finds instead a third voice in the book: it is not that scribes occasionally glossed the book from historical points later than Moses, but rather that a narrator (in the Exile, according to Polzin) has provided a framework for the book and occasionally breaks into the narration in his own voice. This third voice, the narrator’s voice, is heard in only fifty-six verses (Deut. 1:1-5; 2:10-12, 20-23; 3:9, 11, 13b-14; 4:41-5:1a; 10:6-7, 9; 27:1a, 9a, 11; 28:69; 29:1; 31:1, 7a, 9-10a, 14a, 14c-16a, 22-23a, 24-25, 30; 32:44-45, 48; 33:1; 34:1-4a, 5-12). However, the effect of these “frame breaks” in which the narrator’s presence is felt is to make the narrator himself a voice as reliable and authoritative as Moses. In this way the narrator in effect prepares the reader to accept his authoritative reporting of the history of Israel in the remainder of the Deuteronomistic History (DH) from Joshua through Kings. In this way the narrator becomes as important and necessary to his contemporaries as Moses was to the wilderness generation. In Deuteronomy reported speech predominates, and narration is at a minimum; in the remainder of the DH, this proportion is reversed, but only after the reader has already been prepared for this authoritative narrator in the book of Deuteronomy. Just as Moses alone knew God face to face (34:10), so it is the narrator who
alone really knows Moses. Both Moses and the narrator become the conveyors of an authoritative word of God to Israel.

Deuteronomy as Exposition of the Decalogue

Kaufman (1978/79) suggested that the book of Deuteronomy was structured to elucidate the underlying moral principles set forth in the Ten Commandments; Walton (1987) has sought to establish the validity of this suggestion. Walton groups the Ten Commandments around four major issues, each of which is expounded and clarified in the further legal portions of Deuteronomy. For example, the third commandment’s prohibition against misuse of God’s name is explicated in other ways that reflect on the necessity to take God seriously (Deut. 13:1-14:21) by not tolerating false prophets (13:1-5) or wickedness even among family and friends or whole towns (13:6-18). Taking God seriously, respecting his name, includes observing Israel’s special dietary laws (14:1-21). The commandment not to profane God’s name has its analog in the ninth commandment, which forbids bearing false witness against others. The
ninth commandment is in turn expounded through examples of false accusation and other issues of relationships among neighbors (24:8-16).

This sort of approach to Deuteronomy is fertile ground for reflection on ethical questions. It shows how all parts of the law are to varying degrees mutually implicit and interpenetrating in any of the commandments. Yet it is not clear that this structure was actually intended by the author-compiler of the book; Walton (1987:219), for example, struggles with the thematic connections needed for this system of classification particularly in reference to the seventh commandment. The book does not provide explicit signals that this was the author’s intention, and it would naturally be the case that individual laws would be particular legal enactments of the more general commandments.

Even so, this approach does help one to understand some of the differences between Deuteronomy and the other pentateuchal law codes. The concern in Deuteronomy is more hortatory—it is exhortation more than legislation—so that its provisions tend to be less technical or specific than other codes. Deuteronomy is more interested in the “spirit” than the “letter” of the law.

**Deuteronomy as Music**

Christensen (1991, lv-lxii) has argued that Deuteronomy is a didactic poem composed to be read publicly to music in ancient Israel in a cultic setting. There is little doubt that Deuteronomy had a setting within Israel’s cult: a “covenant renewal” was itself a profoundly religious event, and the Levites were commanded to read Moses’ lawbook periodically in connection with the observance of the Feast of Tabernacles (Deut. 31:9-11).
Deuteronomy does contain one explicit song (“The Song of Moses”—Deut. 32), which Moses wanted taught to the nation (31:19, 30); another long poem recording his blessing on the individual tribes may well have had a musical setting at some point. It is also true that the boundary between Hebrew prose and poetry is fluid rather than hard and fast.

Christensen (1991, lix) also argues from general anthropology that music and poetry are common media for transmitting cultural traditions among virtually all so-called preliterate peoples. Furthermore, the system of accents in the Masoretic text does provide musical instruction for the oral recitation or chanting of the text.

In spite of these arguments and others from comparative literature, it remains to be seen how scholars will evaluate Christensen’s suggestion. On the surface it appears rather idiosyncratic and improbable. The presentation of the lawbook before Josiah and the citizens of Jerusalem appears to have been “reading” rather than a “musical” event (2 Kings 22:10; 23:2; 2 Chron. 34:18, 30), all the more remarkable in light of the Chronicler’s penchant for describing the activity of the Levitical choirs. Ezra’s recitation of the law to the postexilic community also lacks evidence for its having any distinctly musical aspect (Neh. 8:3). Moses’ own instructions that the lawbook be read (Deut. 31:11) distinguish...
it from the song that was to be sung (31:19). There is no real question that Deuteronomy is largely written in a *Hofstil*—a high style; portions may well have been put to liturgical use prior to the time that an accentual system was devised to guide the chanting of the text. However, there is insufficient data to suggest that the earliest stages of the composition were musical or intended to be so.

**THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE**

In some respects Deuteronomy portrays what an ideal Israel would be. It presents an Israel with “one God, one people, one land, one sanctuary, and one law.” Its theological contributions are intimately bound up with some of the distinctive concerns that set it apart from the remainder of the Pentateuch.

**Israel in Deuteronomy**

The covenant between God and Israel made at Sinai and renewed on the plains of Moab before Moses’ death presumes an Israel that is a united, unified people. Deuteronomy does not urge or exhort unity among the people, rather it assumes it. The nation exists—it receives its national identity—as a people in covenant with Yahweh. It is a nation set apart and defined by its adherence to this covenant (Deut. 5:1-3; 6:1-25). It was to be an enduring relationship, regularly renewed in successive generations. The covenant into which Israel had entered was not simply the legal acquiescence to a detailed contract, but rather a living relationship that required the loving commitment of both parties (6:5; 7:9, 12-13; 11:1, 13, 22; 13:3; 33:3).

Israel’s unified existence is reflected also in the book’s practice of referring to members of the people as “brothers” ( µyjia‘, ’ahi$m; H278, for example, Deut. 1:16; 3:18, 20; 10:9; 15:3, 7, 9, 11; 17:20; 18:15, 18).
This designation intentionally disregards the tribal and other divisions that characterized the nation in favor of treating it as an undifferentiated unity.

Deuteronomy also understands Israel as an elect nation, chosen by God (Deut. 4:37; 7:6-7; 10:15; 14:2). God not only chose Israel, but he also chose the king (17:15), the priests (18:5; 21:5), and the place where he was to be worshiped (sixteen out of twenty times the verb “choose” is used in chapters 12-26—McConville 1984, 30). The book emphasizes the sovereign initiative of Israel’s covenant Lord, one who chose them out of his own mysterious love (7:7-8). The nation owes its very existence to that gracious sovereign initiative; this grace calls for a response of loving obedience on the part of the nation. Israel is a unique nation, a nation in covenant with the Creator and their redeemer. This covenant permeates the entirety of the book, even its literary structure (above).

God’s Name in Deuteronomy

Deuteronomy refers to the name of God twenty-one times. Although God’s name as a means of his revealing himself is not unique to Deuteronomy, critical scholarship (e.g., von Rad 1953, 37-38) has commonly found in this
characteristic emphasis of the book a theological corrective to earlier and cruder concepts that God himself was somehow actually present in Israel’s shrines. Deuteronomy is presented as in some way “demythologizing” the divine presence—what is present is not God himself (for he dwells in heaven), but his “name.” This theology is commonly said to have developed in Israel after either the loss of the ark or the division of the kingdom when the northern tribes no longer had access to this important object.

McConville (1979) has shown, however, that the contexts in which the “name” is invoked are ordinarily ones of personal devotion and relationship, i.e., where covenant is the overarching theological theme, in contrast to God’s presence in his “glory,” a more universal and dramatic denotation. To proclaim God’s name is to make open declaration of his character as revealed in his actions toward his people (Deut. 32:3).

A similar expression is found twice in the Amarna letters from the second half of the second millennium B.C. (de Vaux 1967; Mayes 1979, 224). King Abdu-Heba “set his name in the land of Jerusalem.” This expression suggests both ownership and conquest. For God to place his name on a place or nation is also to imply his ownership—of the world, of Israel, and of her land. In Deuteronomy, where the emphasis is on possessing the land and on Israel’s covenant with God, expressing God’s presence through his “name” reminds the nation of his ownership and dominion. Rather than diminish or correct the notion of God’s presence, God’s name in Deuteronomy affirms the very real presence of God in the fullness of his character and covenantal commitment to those on whom he had set that name.

**God’s Word in Deuteronomy**

In Deuteronomy the word of God is authoritative and it is written. As a
covenant document, the words of the “book of the law” that Moses wrote
governed, structured, and defined the nation’s relationship with her
suzerain Lord and with one another. The book reaffirms in Israel the idea
of a “canon,” a collection of written materials by which the life of the
nation would be administered.

Originally the nation had heard the actual voice of God at Sinai, but the
terror of this event prompted the people to plead that they not repeat the
experience. So God committed the declaration of his word to human
beings—first to Moses (Deut. 5:22-33) and then to a succession of
prophets who would follow his model (18:14-22). These prophets would
be distinguished from false prophets by their adherence to the covenant
(13:1-5) and by the fulfillment of their utterances (18:21-22). As the word
of the all-powerful sovereign of the universe, God’s word in the mouth of
Moses and the prophets would not fail—what he revealed would come to
pass. It was Moses the great prophet who also foresaw that Israel would
not heed the demands of her covenant with God, but would turn away
(31:27-29). In this sense Deuteronomy itself becomes a prophecy for
which the remainder of the Deuteronomistic History is the fulfillment.
God’s word in the book is not only the written documents that govern life
under the covenant; it is
also the authoritative preaching and teaching of Moses and those who would come after him.

Centralization of Worship

Deuteronomy repeatedly describes Israel’s worship at “the place the LORD your God will choose” (Deut. 12:5, 11, 14, 18, 21, 26; 14:23-25; 15:20; 16:2, 6, 11, 15; 17:8, 10; 18:6; 26:2). In critical scholarship this choice of a single place for Israel’s worship has traditionally been associated with Josiah’s effort to centralize worship in Jerusalem. Some regard the insistence on centralization at one locality as a later insertion into earlier deuteronomic materials; for example, Halpern (1981) distinguishes between an earlier stratum that was ambiguous about centralization and a later one that eliminated this ambiguity. There is no serious question that in the record from the time of David onward, both the books of Samuel and Kings would identify Jerusalem as the chosen site for this exclusive sanctuary.

Is the centralization of worship at one site a sufficient criterion to insist on a late date for the book, or are there other explanations that would be compatible with an earlier date for the material? Some have argued that Deuteronomy 12 could have a distributive sense that would allow for a number of “central sanctuaries” to exist at the same time among the various tribes, none of which was to be the “sole sanctuary” (McConville 1984, 36).

It is difficult to escape the fact that the language of Deuteronomy 12:5 envisages a single site among the tribes. Centralization of worship reflects Deuteronomy’s ideal picture of “one God, one people, one sanctuary.” “Centralization,” however, is somewhat a misnomer. Israel’s worship was to some degree always centralized at those shrines where the ark was kept (e.g., Bethel and Shiloh; cf. McConville 1984, 23-29;
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Thompson 1974, 36-37). The ark was the preeminent representation of God’s presence; wherever the ark was, God’s “name” was also there. If Deuteronomy were limiting worship to Jerusalem alone, then the altar at Shechem (ch. 27) would make little sense. The primary contrast in Deuteronomy 12 is between the multiplicity of “places” where the Canaanites worshiped as they chose (12:1-3) and “the place” that God would choose (12:5—McConville 1984, 29-38). Just as God had chosen the nation, so also he would choose the place and the character of worship there. What is new in the later choice of Jerusalem is not the idea of centralization itself, but rather that Israel would now have a permanent sanctuary instead of a portable one. Worshiping God at the place he had chosen and in the way he had prescribed was but one part of Israel’s covenant allegiance; it reflected at a national level the status of Israel as a treasured people (7:6; 14:2; 26:18), set apart as holy to the Lord. But this law did not eliminate the possibility that the chosen place might change at various times.

Retribution and the Land in Deuteronomy
The land is repeatedly described as “the land that the God of your fathers is giving to you.” Once again the book emphasizes the prior action and initiative of the Lord in his gracious provision for Israel in accord with his promises to the fathers. In 131 of the 167 times the verb “give” occurs in the book, the subject of the action is Yahweh (McConville 1984, 12). The gracious and multiple gifts of God to his people are a sustained theme.

But God’s giving also requires a response from Israel. Possessing the land in the first place and keeping it in the second are both tied to Israel’s obedience to God’s commands (Deut. 4:25; 6:18; 8:1; 11:8-9, 18-21; 16:20). This theme of conditionality is commonly linked to the deuteronomistic theology of retribution (4:25-31; 11:26-28; 28:1-2; 30:15-20). Obedience to the righteous commands of God not only will result in possessing and keeping the land, but also will bring prosperity and well-being, whereas disobedience issues in disaster, disease, death, and the loss of the land.

This unresolved tension between God’s gracious promise-gift to Israel and the conditionality of her inheritance prompted F. M. Cross to propose his solution of a double redaction of the Deuteronomistic History: one a preexilic edition at the time of Josiah emphasizing God’s grace and faithfulness, and the other emphasizing conditionality, updated later in light of the disastrous events that had led to the Exile. This approach, however, eviscerates Deuteronomy and the DH. It turns the putative first edition of the DH into a “failed sermon, one whose basic ideology was shown to be deficient by subsequent events of history.” It makes the present text of the DH a seriously flawed product since the editor of the second edition ideologically undercut his sources but could not identify and remove the underlying tensions introduced by his own work. It seems premised on the notion that the theological reflection of ancient Israel was insufficiently sophisticated to handle a complex and multifaceted issue.
However, this is to misunderstand Deuteronomy. Here law and grace are held in an unrelieved tension, the very tension that energizes the remainder of the Deuteronomic History. What was to become of Israel? Which would prevail— threat or promise? Deuteronomy is far more capable of a depth and subtlety in its theological reasoning than modern scholars have been prone to recognize, far more than the flat and pat ideology behind either of Cross’s proposed editions. The tension between law and grace is an essential ingredient in Deuteronomy and the DH rather than the end product of secondary editorial tampering.

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

Few books of the Old Testament have had as great an impact on the authors of the New Testament as Deuteronomy. It is one of the four Old Testament books cited most frequently in the New Testament.

Deuteronomy had spoken of a day when God would raise up a prophet like Moses (Deut. 18:14-22). Although the context suggests that a succession of numerous prophets was also in view, the language in the passage in reference to this prophet is all in the singular. When the book ends by saying that there had
never been a prophet like Moses (34:10), a simple syllogism influenced Jewish interpreters:

. God will raise up a prophet like Moses (chp. 18).

. There has not been a prophet like Moses (ch. 34).

Therefore, we must keep looking for such a prophet.

This syllogism formed the background for much of the speculation among the Jews as they encountered John the Baptist (John 1:21) and Jesus. Jesus had fed them with bread and meat, just as Moses had done in the wilderness; he must be the prophet who would do the signs and wonders that Moses had done (Deut. 34:11-12; John 6:14). When Jesus promised an unfailing stream of life-giving water, the crowd remembered the miracles of Moses in the wilderness and the promise of a prophet who would perform such deeds (John 7:40). Peter and Stephen would leave no doubt in anyone’s mind that Jesus was the prophet like Moses (Acts 3:22; 7:37).

Jesus’ own insistence that he and the Father are one (John 10:30; 17:21-23) should be understood on the backdrop of the great central confession of Israel’s faith in the Shema ‘[m’; , H9048]: “Hear O Israel: the LORD our God, the LORD is one” (Deut. 6:4). The Old Testament does not often use the title Father in reference to God, but this pervasive practice in the New Testament, especially in John’s gospel, is probably to be traced to Deuteronomy (1:31; 8:5; 32:6). Jesus also made direct appeal to Deuteronomy as he repulsed Satan during his temptation in the wilderness (Deut. 6:13, 16; 8:3; Matt. 4:1-10). As the embodiment of faithful Israel, Jesus would live by every word out of the mouth of God; he
would succeed in Israel’s mission, whereas the nation itself had failed. As a righteous king he would not amass great wealth or think of himself more highly than his brothers, but rather would rule in accord with the commandments of God (Deut. 17:14-20). As God’s Spirit had hovered over the creation (Gen. 1:2) and over Israel in the wilderness (Deut. 32:10-11), so Jesus sought to gather his people beneath his wings (Matt. 23:37; Luke 13:34). The pervasive concern of Deuteronomy (e.g., Deut. 15:1, 9) with the classes of society vulnerable to abuse and exploitation is reflected in the ministry of Jesus to the widows and the poor. Jesus reiterates the greatest commandment (Deut. 6:5; Matt. 22:37-40).

Just as Israel had been chosen as the least among the nations (Deut. 7:6-7), so the church is chosen among the weak, the foolish, and the lowly (1 Cor. 1:26-30). Just as Israel had been the treasured possession of God (Deut. 7:6;
14:2; 26:18; cf. Exod. 19:5), so the new Israel would be his treasure (Eph. 1:14; Titus 2:14; 1 Peter 2:9).

This new Israel has its central sanctuary in the heavenly Zion (Heb. 12:18-24). Just as God had committed his word to human agents in Deuteronomy—to Moses (Deut. 5:22-33) and to the prophets (18:14-22)—so also the church assembles to hear God speaking from heaven as it hears the preaching of his Word (Heb. 12:25-28). God is a consuming fire, both for Israel and for the church (Deut. 4:24; Heb. 12:29). Just as Israel needed a mediator in the divine presence (Deut. 5:27), so the church has a righteous mediator in Jesus (Heb. 4:14-16).

The early church saw in itself the recreation of an ideal Israel. Just as Israel was portrayed in Deuteronomy as a unity having one God, one people, one land, one sanctuary, and one law, so the church is exhorted to a similar unity, for there is one body, one Spirit, one hope, one Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God and Father of all (Eph. 4:4-5). Jesus prayed that his people might be one (John 17:11).

7. Joshua

The greatest act of salvation history in the Old Testament was not the Exodus alone. The Exodus was just one half of a great redemptive complex. God had not promised his people only that he would redeem them from bondage, but also that he would give them the land he promised to the fathers as their inheritance (Gen. 12:2-3; 15:18-21). The great work of redemption from bondage in Egypt cannot be separated from the inheritance of land that God had promised. The book of Joshua takes us into that inheritance: it describes the conquest and distribution of the land.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Authorship and Historical Period

In this section we will consider authorship and the historical period together. As with all of the historical books of the Old Testament, the author of Joshua remains anonymous. Decisions about the authorship and date at which the book was written are thoroughly bound up with larger historical and theological questions.

Although the Talmud (Baba’ Bathra 15a) said that “Joshua wrote his own book” apart from the account of his death, the internal evidence of the book itself makes this improbable. The recurring phrase “to this day” (4:9; 5:9; 6:25; 7:26; 8:28-29; 9:27; 10:27; 13:13; 15:63; 16:10—see Childs 1963) suggests that some time had passed between the events narrated and the writing of the record. Further, during at least one stage of the book’s composition, the author was
using previously written sources describing the earlier events (10:13), placing the author at a time later than this earlier writing. Two different approaches to the question of authorship have dominated the discussion.

A Literary Critical Approach

In the heyday of traditional pentateuchal criticism, some scholars believed they could trace vestiges of the original pentateuchal sources (J, E, D, and P) into the book of Joshua. Instead of speaking of a “pentateuch” of five books, these scholars posited a “hexateuch” of six books, the Law plus Joshua. Since the patriarchal promises of possessing the land were so important in the Pentateuch, how could this body of literature end without reporting the realization of this promise? Judges 1 contains an account of the conquest at some tension with Joshua 1-12; since Judges 1 was assigned by many to J, the Yahwist source, then Joshua 1-12 must have contained an alternative record of the conquest, identified in part as the work of E, the Elohist. The lists of towns and cities (Josh. 13-22), and especially those concerned with Levitical cities and the cities of refuge, were largely assigned to P, the priestly writer. The extensive language and theology of the book of Deuteronomy found throughout Joshua also meant that the book had at least one redaction by that school. This debate and its various permutations dominated the scholarly discussion of the book during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. By and large, however, scholars have now abandoned the attempt to find the pentateuchal source documents in Joshua. The E (Elohist) source has become extremely elusive (even illusory) in the Pentateuch itself, much less materials beyond the Pentateuch.

A Tradition-Historical Approach

Rather than trace individual literary sources, scholars taking a tradition-
historical approach sought to identify smaller units underlying the larger narrative complexes. Scholars in this school were influenced by the notion that stories were tied to particular localities (*Ortsgebundenheit*) where they were transmitted, elaborated, and gathered. These stories were largely etiological stories, stories that provided the rationale for a current state of affairs. Examples of the sorts of questions that produced etiological stories would be “Daddy, why does our family/tribe live here?” (a question prompting a report of conquest or migration) or “Daddy, why do the Gibeonites serve Israel at the tabernacle?” (a question prompting the narrative in Joshua 9). M. Noth considered chapters 1-9 as largely etiological stories from Benjamite sources in and around Gilgal, chapter 10 from Ephraim, chapter 11 from Galilean traditions, and chapter 12 as an independent narrative. These stories and scattered information from the various tribes and regions were united around the man Joshua. Noth attributed chapters 13-19 to two documentary sources, a list of tribal boundaries from the time of the judges and a later list from the time of Josiah. Both Noth and Alt assigned a higher degree of antiquity to the city and boundary lists than any earlier scholars.
Traditions from the area of Shechem (Josh. 24) and Shiloh (Josh. 18-22) also were included in the book.

Noth’s greatest contribution, however, was his argument that the “former prophets” of the Hebrew canon had more in common with Deuteronomy than with any other putative pentateuchal sources. Noth identified these books as the Deuteronomistic History, a single composition embracing Joshua through Kings (see below under 7. Joshua, THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE).

Research into the composition of Joshua is complicated by a couple of larger questions: (1) the date of the Exodus and conquest; (2) the nature of the conquest.

**Date of the Exodus and Conquest**. There is little doubt from the evidence of the biblical text itself that the Exodus and conquest should be set in the second half of the fifteenth century and the early fourteenth. Solomon began construction of the temple 480 years after the Exodus (1 Kings 6:1), making the date for the Exodus approximately 1446 B.C. Unless one dodges the demands of this date by making it a stylized figure (perhaps for twelve generations) or a total that represents sums including concurrent years, this chronological note requires a fifteenth-century date for the Exodus. If the judge Jephthah is assigned a date (c. 1100 B.C.) a century or so before the appearance of the monarchy in Israel, his boast to the Ammonites that Israel had been in the land for 300 years (Judg. 11:26) would mean the conquest began around 1400 B.C., after the 40 years in the wilderness. According to 1 Chronicles 6:33-37, there were at least eighteen generations between Korah at the time of the Exodus and Heman, the musician in David’s court; allowing for approximately 25 years to each generation, the figure is close to 480 years between the Exodus and Solomon.
However, many scholars argue that this “early date” cannot be reconciled with the archaeological record, and instead they assign a date for the Exodus to the mid-thirteenth century (c. 1250 B.C., the “late date”). At issue is the position of many archaeologists that Jericho, Ai, and Hazor do not show evidence of a destruction level from the early fourteenth century, whereas destruction layers from burning are evident in other Palestinian sites (Lachish, Bethel, Eglon, Debir, Hazor, etc.) from the thirteenth century. Assuming that the Israelite arrival was a military conquest, archaeologists look for evidence of extensive destruction and therefore commonly associate these destruction levels with an Israelite invasion and insist on a thirteenth-century date for the conquest.

The main difficulty in identifying these destruction levels with the Israelite invasion, however, is the biblical text itself (Merrill 1982). The military practice of Israel and the accounts of her conquests support a very different picture, that of driving out the inhabitants in order to preserve their cities for Israelite use (Deut. 6:10-11; 19:1-2). The nations were to be driven out and their shrines destroyed (Exod. 23:23-30; Num. 33:50-56), but there is no mention of the destruction of cities (Deut. 20:10-20) apart from Jericho, Ai, and Hazor (Josh. 6:24; 8:28; 10:1; 11:13). Israel “took” many cities and repopulated them, but did not burn them (Josh. 11:10-13). Burn levels at a large number of excavations in Israel cannot then be used to establish the date of the conquest.
Nevertheless, Jericho, Ai, and Hazor were burned, and the evidence from these excavations remains difficult. For generations K. Kenyon’s conclusions have dominated the interpretation of the ruins at Jericho. She argued that Jericho was destroyed at the end of the Middle Bronze period (c. 1550 B.C.) and remained unoccupied in the Late Bronze period (1550-1200 B.C.), the time traditionally associated with the Israelite conquest. Kenyon found no evidence of an Israelite invasion. However, recent reassessments of the data have spawned a vigorous debate (cf. Wood 1990 and Bienkowski 1990); B. Wood finds the ruins of toppled walls, which he dates to around 1400 B.C., a fact that would comport remarkably well with the biblical data. The excavations at Hazor revealed an extensive destruction of that city in stratum 1a, and the excavator (Y. Yadin) identified this destruction with the Israelite conquest c. 1230 B.C.

As of yet, there is no clear evidence of a destruction that could be associated with an earlier date for Israel’s burning of the city. At Ai the excavators found a gap in the settlement of the site between Early Bronze III (c. 2300 B.C.) and Iron I (c. 1200 B.C.); this gap left no trace of the Late Bronze town presupposed in the biblical account (Josh. 7). Other scholars have disputed the identification of biblical Ai with the site at et-Tell (Livingston 1970, 1971). The development of hundreds of new settlements in Israel around 1200 B.C. favors a late date for the conquest. On the whole the archaeological data will not settle the question of the date of the conquest (Waltke 1990). Today’s archaeology too often becomes tomorrow’s footnote about earlier mistaken efforts. One can only hope that further excavation will eventually put the question of date beyond reasonable doubt.

**The Nature of the Conquest**. The book of Joshua presents the account of a unified effort by the tribes of Israel under Joshua’s leadership to conquer the land in accord with a prearranged plan of conquest. After his commissioning, the book proceeds to recount the conquest of Jericho and Ai (Josh. 2-8), the southern campaign (chs. 9-10), the northern
campaign (ch. 11), a summary of conquered cities (ch. 12), the distribution of the land among the tribes (chs. 13-22), and Joshua’s death (chs. 23-24). The whole gives the impression of a fairly straightforward narrative of historical events.

Scholars, however, found this record difficult to accept as actual history. This was in large measure due to the tension within the biblical narrative between the claims of total victory from a unified assault (Josh. 11:23; 18:1; 21:43-44) and evidence that territory was instead conquered by individual tribes over a period of time without their being able to eradicate the indigenous population (15:13-19, 63; 16:10; 17:11-13; 19:47; Judg. 1). This difficulty has spawned alternatives to viewing the conquest as a mass invasion. (1) *An immigration model*. Alt (1959, 1966) noted a strong Egyptian presence and influence in Canaan during the Middle Kingdom (c. 2000-1800 B.C.), but that after the Hyksos period, the data from New Kingdom (c. 1580-1350 B.C.) inscriptions showed the emergence of powerful ethnic city states in the region. In his view Israel entered the land through a peaceful infiltration into the hill country where the sparse population could not withstand the eventual development of an Israeliite state. Noth, Weippert (1971) and others largely followed Alt’s observations. Noth concluded
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that the various legends and records of individual regions were only later integrated into an account of common origins and a joint conquest. This approach is characterized by great skepticism regarding the historical validity of the biblical account and basically eliminates any notion of a “conquest,” even though the conquest of the land is deeply embedded in a variety of biblical materials. It remains an unsubstantiated, somewhat ad hoc construal of the data.

(2) A peasant revolt model. Where Alt had appealed primarily to extrabiblical texts, the revolt model appeals primarily to the social sciences. Mendenhall (1962, 1976) and Gottwald (1979) proposed instead a socio-political model in which the great feudal city states ruled by a foreign military aristocracy were overthrown by a peasant’s revolt triggered in part by a small number of slave-labor captives (Israel) who escaped Egypt in the thirteenth century. These agrarian serfs allied with other oppressed groups to overthrow their oppressors; they adopted the Yahwistic faith as a religious expression of egalitarian hopes for freedom. This model is highly speculative and has little direct support from biblical or extrabiblical materials. One has the impression that a preconceived model is controlling the reading of the texts rather than developing from them.

Others have viewed the tension between a total conquest and an incomplete conquest as evidence of redactional layers or vestiges of contradictory sources, one redactor more oriented to grace and promise, and another to law and condition. Yet this tension is deeply embedded in Deuteronomy itself: God will give the land, but Israel will not keep the covenant (Deut. 31:15-18, 27-29). The intimations of Israel’s failure to remove the indigenous peoples set the stage for the growing influence of idolatry that will eventually consume the nation (Deut. 31:20-21). Literary-critical suggestions of contradictory sources or redactions underestimate the profundity of the theological questions raised in the Deuteronomic History and in Joshua in particular. K. L. Younger’s study (1990, 197-240)
of Joshua 9-12 in comparison with other ancient Near Eastern conquest accounts has shown that the various elements in the biblical narrative are also found in the extrabiblical accounts, including hyperbolic statements of absolute total conquest (1990, 241-43, 248; J. G. McConville 1993). The result of these debates has been a wide range of assessments about the historicity and date of the book of Joshua. In some reconstructions of the history of the book’s development, independently circulating oral narratives (“traditions”) were only tied to the man Joshua as a way of uniting these diverse materials, and one can have little confidence in the factuality of the material. Dates have been assigned to the book as late as the postexilic period, when the issue of possessing the land was again before Israel. Conservative scholars have commonly assigned a time not long after the events (Woudstra 1981) or early in the monarchy (Harrison 1969, 673). Making such determinations is very difficult. While one may reject the negative skepticism of the more critical approaches, a distinction is still necessary between the date of sources and the later editor(s) who produced the book in its present form. The book does share the viewpoint of the Deuteronomistic History (Joshua-Kings) and could reflect
some compositional or editorial work as late as the exilic editor of Kings (2 Kings 25:27-30).

**Literary Analysis**

The book of Joshua should be read firmly as a part of its narrative context. Just as Deuteronomy ended with the death of Moses, so the book of Joshua culminates in the death of Joshua. It began “after the death of Moses,” and the book of Judges will begin “after the death of Joshua” (Josh. 1:1; Judg. 1:1; 2 Sam. 1:1; cf. Gunn 1987, 102). Joshua is the literary bridge between Israel’s wilderness experience and the narrative of struggles in the early years of occupying the land (Judges).

Chapters 1-12 are narrative accounts of Israel’s military conquest of the land; they are filled with vivid details of battles, success and failure, victory and defeat. The army of Israel spreads through the land almost as fast as the news of their victories (Josh. 9:3; 10:1; 11:1). It is a narrative that revels in God’s power exercised in behalf of the nation. God would fight for Israel and bring her to possess the land that he had sworn to the fathers.

In chapters 13-22 we move from achieving what was promised to enjoying it. Here the writer’s strategy shifts from dramatic accounts of warfare to the rhetoric of listing and ordering; narrative progress is slowed for a more static, administrative prose (Gunn 1987, 103). The stability and unity of “the people,” the new reality of an Israel in its inheritance, is portrayed through lists of the tribes and clans and their territorial allotments.

Chapters 23-24 round out the narrative with the renewal of Israel’s ancient covenant with God, Joshua’s dismissing the people to enjoy their inheritance, and the death of Joshua. The parallels with Moses are not to
be missed: at his life’s end Israel’s ancient covenant was renewed (Deut. 26:16-19; 29:1-32:47) and the people were sent to possess their inheritance. But there is a new note at the end of Joshua, a gap that prepares the way for the narrative in Judges: at the death of Moses, preparations had been made for the transfer of leadership to Joshua (Deut. 31:1-8; 34:9), but at the death of Joshua, no provisions are made for a succession to leadership. We are left with the people in the land, but without a leader to guide them so that they will serve the Lord. What will become of this situation? That is the story of Judges.

Deeply embedded in almost every part of the Bible is a tension between the holiness of God and his graciousness. As a holy God he demands compliance with his law and sets before human beings choices of obedience or disobedience on which are conditioned blessing or judgment. As a merciful, gracious, and compassionate God, he makes unconditional promises reflecting the grace and favor he has set on his people. But what of the land? Is it the inheritance that accompanies redemption from Egypt, the unconditional promise of God to the fathers? Or is it possessed only on condition of obedience? Is it a unilateral grant because of God’s own oath, fulfilled in his fighting for Israel so that not one word of all God’s promises has failed (Josh. 11:23; 21:43-45; 23:14-15)? Or is it an incomplete inheritance, an incomplete conquest, one in which the
nations remain in the land (13:13; 15:63; 16:10; 17:11-12) and Israel’s continued possession there is tied to faithfulness (23:6-8; cf. Deut. 20:17-18)? In the gap between the language of fulfillment and the language of incompletion, these basic questions arise (Gunn 1987, 109): Is the gift of the land unconditional? Or will the punishment consequent on the nation’s failure to keep God’s commands override the promises? Moses in Deuteronomy had already described the national penchant for backsliding and the disaster that would eventually befall them (Deut. 31:27-29). The Lord who is abundant in mercy, forgiving and slow to anger (Deut. 5:8-10; Num. 14:18), will not let sin go unpunished. Israel would begin to emulate the Canaanites who remained in the land, and she would be driven from the land for the same reasons they were (Deut. 18:9-12; 2 Kings 17:8-18; 21:3-15). The dynamics that would eventually lead to exile are already in place in Joshua; the book cannot be understood apart from this larger context. Rather than a tension introduced through contradictory editors, this issue drives the narrative forward in ways already intimated in Deuteronomy.

H. J. Koorevaar (1990) analyzes the book of Joshua in four main sections, each dominated by a particular Hebrew word and concept: (1) going over ( rb'; , ‘אֵבָר, H6296, Josh. 1:1-5:12), (2) taking ( qj';, laqah[ , H4374, 5:13-12:24); (3) dividing ( ql', , hָּלָק , H2745, 13:1-21:45); (4) worshiping ( db';, ‘אָבַד , H6268, 22:1-33). Those who read Hebrew will recognize the play on Hebrew word pairs, which are formed from similar consonants. Koorevaar (1990, 290) sees 18:1 as a crucial point in the book: setting up the tent of meeting at Shiloh signals bringing the whole land under Israel’s control and the establishment of a place where Yahweh had chosen to dwell.

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE
The major influence on the theology of the book of Joshua is Deuteronomy. In addition to the important tension between law and grace already present in that book, Wenham (1971) identifies five major theological motifs that bind Deuteronomy and Joshua together. Beyond these five motifs, the influence of the language and perspective of Deuteronomy is everywhere present in the book.

Holy War

Deuteronomy spelled out the principles of holy war under which Israel was to engage in battle (Deut. 7:1-26; 20:1-20; 21:10-14; 25:17-19). The book of Joshua illustrates these principles of holy war in the accounts of the conquest of Jericho and Ai (Josh. 2, 6, 8, 10, 11) and in failure to follow these principles in the initial attack on Ai and in the treaty with the Gibeonites (chs. 7, 9). These accounts include battlefield speeches (Josh. 1:6, 9; 6:2; 8:1; 10:8; 11:6), Yahweh’s fighting for Israel and striking terror into the hearts of the enemy (Josh. 2:9, 24; 5:1; 9:24; 10:21), and reports of national obedience to divine command. Failure to keep the command of God results in defeat and in divine judgment on Achan and his family (Deut. 7:25-26; Josh. 7). Yahweh was present for Israel’s
warfare when Joshua met the commander of the heavenly armies (5:13-15). Apart from the Gibeonites and a few other peoples that remained, the Canaanite peoples were placed under the ban and eradicated from the land (Deut. 7:1-5; Josh. 6:21; 8:24-25; 10:10, 28-40; 11:11, 14, 21; cf. 9:16-18).

The Land

Deuteronomy is set on the edge of the Promised Land; it was in effect the last will and testament of Moses and prepared the nation to take possession of what was promised (Deut. 1:8; 6:10, 18; 7:8). The book of Joshua records the conquest of the land (Josh. 1-12) and its distribution among the tribes (chs. 13-23). For the writer of the book, the chapters devoted to the distribution of the land (chs. 13-22) are tantamount to a hymn of praise to God for giving to Israel that which he had promised.

The Unity of Israel

Deuteronomy regularly addresses itself to “all Israel” (e.g., Deut. 5:1, 3; 11:6; 29:9), and a similar view of Israel pervades the book of Joshua (e.g., Josh. 3:7, 17; 4:14; 7:23-24; 24:1). All the tribes participate in punishing transgression (Deut. 13:10; Josh. 7:25) and in the nation’s war of conquest. The nation was a union of twelve tribes acting in concert (18:2), each receiving a part of the inheritance (chs. 13-21), each commemorated in the pile of stones near Gilgal (ch. 4). The trans-Jordan tribes erect an altar as a visible symbol of their unity with the other tribes (ch. 22).

The Role of Joshua

Deuteronomy presents Joshua as the divinely chosen successor to
Moses and as the one who was to lead Israel into the land (e.g., Deut. 1:38; 3:21, 28; 31:3; 34:9). The book of Joshua portrays him in this role. Joshua assumes the military leadership that had once belonged to Moses and rules in accordance with the book of the law that Moses had written (Josh. 1:8-9). Joshua in effect completes the work of Moses by bringing the people into their inheritance. The people recognize Joshua as Moses’ successor (1:17; 4:14). Aspects of the crossing of the Red Sea are reenacted under Joshua’s leadership (Josh. 3-4). Like Moses, Joshua removes his shoes in the presence of God (5:15; Exod. 3:5) and intercedes for the nation when they have sinned (Josh. 7:7-9; cf. Deut. 9:25-29). Joshua leads the nation in the observance of the Passover, just as Moses did (5:10-11). Both men are paired in their military roles: Joshua 12:1-6 lists the victories of Moses; 12:7-24, the victories under Joshua. Both make provisions for the allotment of the land: Joshua 13:8-32 lists the allotment of the land specified by Moses; 14:1 begins the report of allotments under Joshua.

The Covenant
Scholarship in recent decades has come to recognize that Deuteronomy resembles in many respects the treaties between kings and nations of the ancient Near East. Many elements of this treaty (or covenant) form are found in the book. The book of Deuteronomy presents itself as “the book of the law” (Deut. 31:26), the document containing the pledges and stipulations of Israel’s covenant with her God. This covenant would be administered in accord with the terms of this written document. The book of Joshua is concerned to show life under this “book of the law” (Josh. 1:8-9). It stresses the authority of the law of Moses in the national history by reporting ways in which the commandments of Moses served as a standard for conduct (e.g., Josh. 1:13; 4:10; 8:30-35; 9:24). Joshua leads the nation in covenant renewal at Mount Gerizim and Mount Ebal (Josh. 8) in accordance with the specific command of Moses (Deut. 27:1-8).

Even where the commands of Moses are not specifically mentioned, detailed obedience to the provisions of Deuteronomy undergird the various reports. Since Israel has been tricked by the Gibeonites, the provisions of Deuteronomy 20:10-11 serve to define the relationship between Israel and that nation (Josh. 9:23-27). The bodies of five slain kings are removed from the trees where they had been hung before sunset (Josh. 10:27), in accordance with the provisions of Deuteronomy 21:23. Achan is punished in accordance with provisions of Deuteronomy (Josh. 7:25; Deut. 13). Both curses and blessings are set before Israel at the time of Joshua’s death, just as they had summed up the stipulations of the law in Israel’s covenant at the time of Moses’ death (Josh. 23:14-16; Deut. 28). At the time of his death, Joshua, like Moses, was certain that the nation would not keep the covenant (24:19-20; Deut. 31:15-29).

The influence of Deuteronomy is felt in many other ways as well. The Anakim are wiped out as promised (Josh. 11:21; Deut. 9:2). No one can withstand Israel (Josh. 1:5; Deut. 11:25). The “hornet” expels the enemy (Josh. 24:12; Deut. 7:20).
The name Jesus is but a Greek writing of the Hebrew name Joshua, so it is not surprising to see the New Testament drawing many parallels between Israel under Joshua’s leadership and the formation of a new Israel under Jesus. Particularly the writer of the book of Hebrews makes frequent use of these connections (Heb. 4:8).

The Promised Rest

Joshua was leading Israel into their inheritance, into their rest (Deut. 3:20; 12:10; 25:19; Josh. 1:13, 15; 14:15; 21:44; 22:4; 23:1). But at best, it was a temporary rest from enemies, for Israel would have many more foes in the centuries ahead. Although Yahweh had secured an inheritance for his people, it could still be taken away from them, and eventually would be when both northern and southern kingdoms were carried into exile. There is an open-endedness to the book of Joshua (Woudstra 1981, 33): the people have an inheritance, but
there is land still as yet not possessed (Josh. 13:1-7; 15:63; 17:12). From the vantage of the New Testament, Joshua’s successes were only partial at best, and therefore they pointed beyond themselves to a time when Joshua’s greater namesake, Jesus, would bring God’s people into an inheritance that could not be taken away from them (1 Peter 1:3-5). Jesus would provide the rest Joshua had not attained (Heb. 3:11, 18; 4:1-11).

Models of Faith

The people of Israel at the battle of Jericho and Rahab the prostitute are presented as models of faith, examples of those who were looking for a country (Heb. 11:30-31; 11:14-16), but who did not attain what was promised (11:39-40), because God had planned something better.

God’s Warrior

According to the New Testament, Jesus is not only Joshua’s greater namesake, but he is also the Divine Warrior (Longman 1982; Longman and Reid 1995), the captain of the Lord’s army who fights in behalf of his people and achieves victory for them (Josh. 5:13-15; Rev. 19:11-16). The inheritance he gives is not a stretch of rocky land in the eastern Mediterranean, but rather renewed heavens and earth and a heavenly city (Rev. 21:1-2).

The Conquest

Many have also drawn a comparison between Joshua and the book of Acts. After redemption from Egypt in the Exodus Israel began the conquest of her inheritance; after the redemptive work of Jesus at the cross, his people move forward to conquer the world in his name. Israel enjoyed an earthly inheritance and an earthly kingdom, but the kingdom...
of which the church is a part is spiritual and heavenly.

8. Judges

The book of Judges traces the period between the death of Joshua and the rise of the monarchy in Israel. In some respects the title of the book is a bit misleading to English readers. The “judges” were not primarily judicial officials; rather, they were military leaders and clan chieftans who appeared periodically in different areas among the tribes to effect deliverance from enemies threatening parts of Israel. The book is in many respects a dialogue about a relationship: the relationship between God and Israel. A loving heavenly Father would not rescind his election of Israel—he had pledged himself to the descendants of Abraham irrevocably. Yet how can a holy God who demands the allegiance and submission of his people tolerate their continuing sin and rebellion? Several of
the judges are portrayed as deeply flawed human beings chosen to
deliver a deeply flawed nation. Every reader of the book learns that God
is long-suffering and compassionate; every reader cannot but see
aspects of his or her own life refracted in the characters of the narrative.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

This section deals with the authorship of Judges, its historical period, and issues in the history of interpretation.

The book of Judges is set against the period between the death of Joshua and the rise of the monarchy. This was the period of large ethnic migrations throughout the Near East in the second half of the second millennium B.C. It was a period that saw the demise of some great cultures (e.g., the Hittites in Asia Minor, the Minoans, and the Myceneans), the onset of the Iron Age in the Near East, and the arrival of the Philistines in the coastal plain.
As with all of the Old Testament historical books, the author of Judges remains anonymous. The author clearly lived at some point after the monarchy had begun in Israel (Judg. 17:6; 18:1; 19:1; 21:25). The only other overt clue to the date of composition is found in Judges 18:30-31, where the writer states that the priests who descended from Jonathan son of Moses continued to serve until the captivity of the land and that Micah’s idols continued in use for as long as the ark was in Shiloh. But these verses are themselves somewhat ambiguous. The following are some views regarding the “captivity of the land”: (1) Many scholars view the entirety of Deuteronomy-2 Kings as from the hand of an exilic author-compiler, so that the captivity of the land would be understood as a reference to the Babylonian captivity and thus suggests a date as late as the sixth century. (2) The captivity of the land could refer to the captivity of the region around Dan, the time when this part of Israel basically ceased to exist as part of the nation. The Israelite sanctuary at Dan would have survived until the Assyrian invasion under Tiglath-pileser III (c. 733 B.C., 1 Kings 15:29-30) or the deportation of the population by Sargon after the fall of Samaria (722 B.C.). This argues for a date in the eighth century B.C. (3) It is also possible that the captivity of the land refers either to (a) the Philistine incursions during the time the ark was at Shiloh (1 Sam. 4:1-11) or (b) a time shortly after the death of Saul when David was ruling over Judah and descendants of Saul held a truncated kingdom in Transjordan, the remainder falling to Philistine domination. The destruction of Shiloh is remembered in Jeremiah 7:12, 14; 26:6; and Psalm 78:60. This last approach favors a fairly early date for the book.

The closing chapters of the book are written with a distinctive political viewpoint that is also relevant for dating. The account of Micah’s idols and the migration of the tribe of Dan (Judg. 17-18) suggests that the author was making a point about idolatry in the northern tribes. Micah’s shrine and idols were initially located in the hill country of Ephraim (presumably near Bethel—17:1; 18:2) and were then purloined and
installed in Dan. The author may be making the point that the northern tribes were always involved in idolatry: from a point in time after the schism and after the erection of golden calves in Dan and Bethel by Jeroboam, the author could in effect be saying, “Look, this is no surprise—those tribes were always prone to false worship and idolatry.” The date of the book would then be after the schism.

The account of the Levite and his concubine (Judg. 19) and the subsequent war against Benjamin (chs. 20-21) also makes a few political points that broadly bear on the date of the book. In the earlier story a Levite left Bethlehem to live in the hill country of Ephraim. Here a Levite from the hill country of Ephraim travels to Bethlehem to retrieve his concubine from her father’s house. In Bethlehem he is treated royally and shown every courtesy. As he sets out with his concubine and servant for the return trip, the Levite is unwilling to stop in a city Israel had not conquered (Jebus or Jerusalem) and travels on to Gibeah in Benjamin before turning aside for the night. In Gibeah (the hometown of Saul) his party is not shown any hospitality by the native citizens of the town; however, a man from Ephraim finally comes to his aid. The Levite and his party are then confronted by great evil, evil reminiscent of Sodom
and Gomorrah (Judg. 19:22-26; cf. Gen. 19:1-11). After the death of the concubine the Levite rallies the tribes to war against Benjamin. Underlying the details of the story is somewhat of a political allegory addressed to those from Ephraim and the northern tribes: Who will treat you well? (Someone from Bethlehem.) Who will treat you poorly? (Someone from Gibeah.) Who will remove the aliens from Jebus and make it safe? Everyone reading the story knows that David and his lineage were from Bethlehem and that David had made Jebus/Jerusalem a safe city. The story appears to advocate loyalty from the northern tribes to a family from Bethlehem, rather than to a family from the corrupt Gibeah (Saul and his descendants). This historical account is strongly pro-David and anti-Saul, suggesting a setting fairly early in the monarchic period. The internal evidence of the book therefore suggests a setting sometime shortly after the schism and possibly as late as the sixth century B.C. Traditional scholarship commonly advocated a date as early as the end of the reign of Saul or early in the Davidic period (see Davis 1978, 24, 80-82, 130-31).

Much of critical scholarship has been characteristically preoccupied with the history of the book’s composition. Some advocates of the documentary hypothesis in the Pentateuch sought to trace the putative pentateuchal sources into both Joshua and Judges. This approach has now all but been abandoned in these books, largely due to the influence of M. Noth’s monumental thesis in 1943 regarding the “Deuteronomistic History” (DH).

Noth argued that the books of Deuteronomy through 2 Kings formed a single distinct theological and literary work reporting the history of Israel from the Exodus to the Exile, and he rejected the effort to trace pentateuchal sources into this material. Although Noth’s argument is more complex than we can detail here, Noth essentially held that a single author-compiler of the DH had combined two bodies of earlier literature to
fashion his account of the judges: (1) a series of narratives about tribal heroes was integrated with (2) a list of judges (the “minor judges”). For Noth, these “minor judges” (Judg. 10:1-5; 12:7-15) were established leaders of a tribal confederacy (an “amphictyony”) and had primarily sacral duties at a central shrine; when this putative list of minor judges was combined with the narratives of tribal heroes, these heroes then also became known as “judges.” The author then provided this material with a theological and chronological framework as part of the larger DH. Noth also identified a number of passages as accretions to the narrative added by later editors. Noth tried to isolate the language and ideology of his Deuteronomist (Dtr) from the post-Dtr additions. For example, he regarded the promonarchial outlook of Judges 17-21 as a later addition to Dtr’s work, in contrast to a purportedly antimonarchial tone in the cyclical stories of the judges.

Subsequent scholarship has raised serious questions about the existence of an amphictyony in Israel. Furthermore, what little is known about the minor judges suggests that they were instead military leaders and clan chieftains quite like the major judges (Hauser 1975; Mullen 1982). The period of the judges was characterized by the kind of regional independence and autonomy that was found also among the contemporary Canaanite city-states (Hauser 1979); no
single religious or political office provided cohesiveness, and affiliation among the tribes appears to have been rather loose.

Commentaries since the time of Noth have largely accepted his thesis of the existence of a DH and the place of Judges within it. Various scholars have modified Noth’s theory to some degree. Richter (1964) argued for three separate redactions of material in the book, starting with a northern Israelite “book of deliverers” (Retterbuch), which was expanded by at least two later redactions before its incorporation into the DH. Dietrich (1977) and Smend (1971) identified a basic Deuteronomist (Dtr G) revised by prophetic (Dtr P) and monistic (Dtr N) editors. Viejola examined the attitudes to the monarchy in these three alleged redactions and concluded that Judges 17-21 is part of DtrG and not later accretions; this would integrate these final chapters into the central concerns of the book. Another approach to the DH is associated with the name of Frank Cross and his students. Cross identified two primary redactional layers in the DH, a Dtr 1 from the time of Josiah and a Dtr 2 from the time of the Exile. The primary criterion for isolating the respective editions was attitudes to the monarchy: unconditional promises belonged to the preexilic period and the optimistic climate at the time of Josiah, whereas passages emphasizing conditionality belonged to the exilic edition after the monarchy had ended in disaster. All of these approaches have the common understanding that the book is composed of a variety of sources/editions that have different ideologies and vocabulary whereby the history of composition can be reconstructed.

More recent scholarship has shown less interest in recovering the compositional history of the DH and has instead turned to synchronic methods (literary criticism, narrative analysis, rhetorical criticism) that read the text as a coherent literary unit that is ideologically and theologically unified. Authors taking this approach are more interested in questions of organization, imagery and themes, characterization, plot
development, ideology, and point of view. Instead of fragmenting the text as it stands into earlier and later materials, these approaches emphasize the overall design, coherence, and authorial skill of the text read as a unity (see Lilley 1967; Gros Louis 1974; Webb 1987; Klein 1988). The number of strong female characters in the book (Deborah, Jael, Sisera’s mother, Jephthah’s daughter, Samson’s wives) and the frequent occurrence of incidents reflecting relationships between the genders have prompted a number of feminist readings as well (M. Bal 1988a, 1988b). See the discussion under 8. Judges, LITERARY STRUCTURE below.

The chronological notices in the book have also been a subject of considerable debate since they bear on the question of the date of the Exodus. When these notices are added together, they total to a period of 410 years between the invasion of the land and the death of Samson (LaSor; Bush; Hubbard 1982, 220). This figure is reasonably close to the figure of 480 years between the Exodus and the start of temple construction; for this reason it may be thought to favor an early date for the Exodus, as does Jephthah’s statement in Judges 11:26. However, the narrator of Judges has not provided information about the length of the various periods of Israel’s apostasy between the judges, and unless one assumes that these periods of apostasy overlapped the number...
of years during which a judge was said to have been active, the total length of time in the book probably exceeds the time between the conquest and the death of Samson, regardless of whether one opts for an early or late date for the Exodus. For this reason several of the judgeships probably overlapped in different regions of Israel, but there is insufficient data to reconstruct this arrangement.

The ancient Greek translations of Judges preserve two distinct text types for the book, and research has concentrated on (1) whether they are two distinct translations or whether one is a revision of the other, (2) the classification and identification of the manuscript groups, and (3) which represents the earliest recoverable Greek translation. See Bodine (1980) for the current state of this investigation.

LITERARY STRUCTURE

Most scholars are agreed that the book contains three distinct sections: a prologue (Judg. 1:1-2:5), a center (2:6-16:31), and an epilogue or appendix (17:1-21:25) consisting of two main stories.

The Prologue

The book begins by recapitulating the death of Joshua recorded in Joshua 24:29-31 and reporting how the conquest continued after his death (Judg. 1:1-36); the legacy of Joshua has already begun to break down (Childs 1979, 261). The angel of the Lord announces that, because of God’s displeasure about Israel’s having entered into alliances with the indigenous peoples, Israel would be unable to drive them out of the land; these nations would remain as “thorns in [their] sides” (2:1-5). However, the function of this introductory material is not simply to tie the ongoing history to the earlier account in Joshua. It sets the stage for the narratives
to follow, in which Israel will be repeatedly oppressed by the surrounding and remaining peoples (3:1-5). A book that begins with the tribes co-operating in conquest (1:1) will end with the tribes united against one of their own (chs. 20-21). The failure to conquer Jerusalem (1:19-21) will have ominous consequences at the end of the story (19:10-13).

Klein (1988, 11-21), as the title of her book implies, sees Judges as a tour de force of irony resulting from two different perspectives on events: that of Yahweh and that of the people. This difference in perspective is set up in the prologue to the book where two accounts present respectively the people’s perspective on the conquest (Judg. 1:1-36) and Yahweh’s perspective on it (2:1-3:6). Webb (1987, 81-122) also sees 1:1-3:6 as the introduction to the book; it establishes the theme of the whole composition, the question of why the Canaanites were not completely driven from the land.

The Center
Any reader who has even a cursory acquaintance with the book of Judges is familiar with the series of stories that make up the core of the book (Judg. 2:6-16:31). The accounts of the major judges (Othniel, Ehud, Deborah, Gideon, Jephthah, and Samson) are among the most familiar stories in the Bible. This section of the book is often described as having a “cyclical” view of history due to the predominant framework that unites the various accounts. This framework is introduced in the preface to the accounts of the judges (2:6-3:6). The preface summarizes the pattern of the accounts that follow. A number of recurring phrases or motifs make up this framework (Greenspan 1986), though it is not found in full form for all the judges:
This recurring sequence of sin-oppression-deliverance is often called “cyclical.” But this designation is somewhat misleading if it is understood to imply that each “cycle” is more or less aimless or equal to all the others. A better way to describe it would be as a “downward spiral”: it is not that each cycle is more or less a repeat of the earlier ones; rather, there is a deterioration in the quality of the judges and the effect of their leadership. A quick survey of the major judges will demonstrate this.

Othniel (Judg. 3:7-11) appears first as the model of what a judge should be. He is raised up by God and invested with his Spirit; he was an able warrior when Joshua lived (Josh. 15:13-19), and he leads Israel in successful warfare as Joshua did.

In the case of Ehud (Judg. 3:12-30), however, several important items are missing. The author does not tell us that God raised him up as he had done with Othniel; nor does Ehud enjoy investiture with the Spirit of God, and he does not “judge” Israel. We know only that he is “left-handed,” a trait found among many in Benjamin (20:16; 1 Chron. 12:2), even though “Benjamin” in Hebrew means “son of my right hand.” Ehud delivers Israel by deceit and treachery, and the text is silent about Yahweh’s will and relationship to him.

Deborah (Judg. 4:1-5:31) was a prophetess as she judged Israel. But in spite of her accomplishments and those of Jael, her judgeship raises questions about the failure of male leadership in Israel. Both Barak and Sisera lose the glory that should have been theirs to a woman (4:9). Is Israel unable to produce worthy male champions to lead in her wars for the land? Victory once again is
less a feat of arms than a product of treachery. Jael, who finally destroys Sisera, is neither a judge nor a prophetess and only half-Israelite (vv. 11, 17; 5:24). Rather than extolling a nation acting in concert and in faith, Deborah’s song includes curses against other tribes that did not join the battle (5:15b-18, 23). The account anticipates the factionalism and intertribal disunity that was ultimately to culminate in the final episodes of the book (chs. 20-21).

Gideon the farmer (Judg. 6:1-9:56) is slow to recognize and respond to God’s call for him to lead Israel; three miracles are required to convince the reluctant Gideon. And his obedience, when it does come, is not exactly courageous: he does tear down the Baal altar and the Asherah pole in his community as God commanded—but he is still a bit the coward and skeptic, and he does it at night (6:25-27; Klein 1988, 54). Although Gideon earns the sobriquet Jerub-baal (“Let Baal contend [with him]”—6:32), he himself eventually succumbs to false worship that leads Israel astray (8:22-27). After the great battle when Gideon’s three hundred prevail over a far greater number through faithful obedience, Gideon seems to forget the whole point of the exercise (7:2) and calls up his reserves, an army of thirty-two thousand (vv. 3, 24). A great victory once again erupts in factional rivalry and quarreling among the tribes and clans (8:1-9). Beyond the victory God had promised and given, Gideon pursues a personal vendetta (vv. 10-21). The story had begun with concern about the seed Israel had sown for her crops (6:2); Gideon had sown his own seed widely and had seventy sons, including one by a concubine from Shechem (8:31).

After Gideon’s death, Israel again does wrong (Judg. 8:33-35), and one anticipates the appearance of another judge/deliverer. But not so! Instead, Abimelel, Gideon’s son by a concubine, attempts to seize power. God does not raise him up or call him to office. A story that began with concern about plant life (6:2-6) turns to Jotham’s fable about the
trees and bushes (9:7-15). The intertribal rivalry (8:1-9) during Gideon’s
time becomes now intrafamily strife and murder. In spite of the good that
Gideon did for Israel, his son becomes not a deliverer but an oppressor,
not a servant to the nation but a murderer of Israelites and of his own
family.

Jephthah is the next major figure in the book. The account portrays
something of the conflict within God himself about his relationship with
Israel (Webb 1987, 48). They sin and provoke him to anger (Judg. 10:6-
16), so much so that he swears he will deliver them no more (v. 13). And
yet he has committed himself to Israel so completely that he becomes
himself vexed and indignant about their suffering (v. 16). Jephthah
appears on the scene, but Yahweh has retired from the scene. Full of self-
interest, Jephthah negotiates his way to power from his position as an
outcast (11:1-11). Although God’s Spirit had already come upon him for
the battle with Ammon (v. 29), Jephthah makes a rash and redundant
vow (v. 30), as if more were needed to secure the victory. The one who
had been so calculating in his self-interest ends up destroying that which
he counted most dear, his only child (11:34-40). Once again a victory
erupts into intertribal squabbling and regional rivalry (12:1-6).

Samson is the last of the major judges. But he is a shadow of what a
judge was supposed to be. He is full of self-indulgence and refuses to
control his
sexual appetite. Samson’s proclivity for foreign women has become metaphorical for Israel itself, unwilling to resist going whoring after the enticement of foreign gods (Judg. 2:17; 8:27, 33). Although, like Israel, he had been set apart to God from his birth (13:5), Samson would not fulfill his potential. Intermarriage with the Canaanites violated the command to drive them from the land (3:5-6). How could Samson succeed as the leader of Israel? He was more successful in death than in life (16:30).

Leadership like that of these judges would not secure the land for Israel. Self-interest, self-indulgence, and all the sins that provoked God’s anger with Israel also characterized her leaders. The legacy of a unified Israel left by Joshua has disintegrated into factional and regional rivalries. Conditions promoting religious and political chaos call for a different kind of leadership if Israel is to secure the land. Will having kings make the difference (Judg. 17:6; 18:1; 19:1; 21:23)? Will kingship be a solution for both the religious (chs. 17-18) and social (chs. 19-21) ills of the nation? The last two stories (see preceding section) prepare the way for a turn to the monarchy in Israel’s ongoing relationship with her God; the story continues in Samuel and Kings.

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

The themes and subject matter of Judges provide narrative exploration of two major theological questions.

1. Grace and law, conditionality and unconditionality. Throughout the Deuteronomic History (Joshua-Kings), the narrator explores and probes the nature of God’s relationship with Israel. Will God’s holiness and his demand for obedience to his commands override his promises to Israel? Or will his irrevocable commitment to the nation, his gracious promises to the patriarchs, mean that he will somehow overlook their sin? As much as theologians may seek to establish the priority of law over grace or grace
over law, the book of Judges will not settle this question. What Judges
gives the reader is not a systematic theology, but rather the history of a
relationship. Judges leaves us with a paradox: God’s relationship with
Israel is at once both conditional and unconditional. He will not remove
his favor, but Israel must live in obedience and faith to inherit the
promise. It is this very tension that more than anything else propels the
entire narrative.

2. The administration of God’s rule over his people. God was to be
Israel’s king and lord (Judg. 8:23). But how would his rule over his
chosen people be expressed in history? The book of Judges shows
clearly that decentralized rule, even blessed with periodic divine
intervention in the nation’s leadership and wars, would not produce a holy
nation. Moses knew that Israel would someday have a king (Deut. 17:14-
20), and Judges prepares for the transition to monarchy. Would kingship,
already laden with the possibilities for abuse (Judg. 9), make a difference? The book prepares us for kingship as the next and
inevitable step. Israel is enmeshed in regional and tribal factionalism—will
kingship make the difference? The great national experiment with the
judges had not worked. How else is Israel to secure the land and remain
in it? Will a
monarchy finally manage to drive out the Canaanites? End the anarchy? Keep the purity of national allegiance to Yahweh?

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

What a collection of human beings in the book of Judges! Strange heroes they are—a reluctant farmer, a prophetess, a left-handed assassin, a bastard bandit, a sex-addicted Nazirite, and others. It is easy at a distance to point out the foibles and failures of the leading characters in this downwardly spiraling story. But lest we get too proud, Paul reminds us, “That is what some of you were” (1 Cor. 6:11). With similar mixtures of ignorance, frail obedience, and tangled motives, we, like them, were “washed, sanctified, and justified” by the grace of God. For all of their flaws, we are to learn from their faith. For it was in faith that Gideon, Barak, Jephthah, and Samson “conquered kingdoms, administered justice, and gained what was promised” (Heb. 11:32-33).

In spite of their failures, their faith was not misplaced. They become a part of that great cloud of witnesses calling for us to persevere and to fix our eyes on Jesus (Heb. 12:1-2). We too need a champion to fight our battles for us, one raised up by God and invested with his Spirit in full measure; we too need a leader to secure for us the inheritance that God has promised, one who will perfect our faith.

9. Ruth

The book of Ruth is a brief lull in the midst of a storm (Fewell and Gunn, 11). In modern versions of the Bible it occurs right after the book of Judges, the time period in which the story is set, and right before 1 and 2 Samuel, which it serves as an introduction. In contrast to Judges, however, Ruth narrates the account of the moral strength of its characters, and its plot resolves peacefully. Over against Samuel with its
familial and national politics and strife, Ruth’s sexual intrigue has a blissful rather than a destructive ending.

On first reading, the book’s plot is simple, clear, short, yet engaging, once again in contrast with the surrounding narratives.

Although not all the characters are courageous, they are admirable, even noble. No one can be called evil in the book of Ruth. Nonetheless, behind the simplicity and clarity stand a number of difficult issues that must be addressed in order to read the book with understanding.
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**HISTORICAL BACKGROUND**
Date, Authorship, and Purpose

The superscription (Ruth 1:1) to the book of Ruth places it in the period of the Judges (see below). The book says nothing, however, about its date of composition nor about who wrote it. Nonetheless, scholars attempt to date the book by internal considerations, but these lead to no clear conclusion. While recent work tends to prefer a preexilic date (contra the analysis of Berquist, 23), scholars of a previous generation have argued in favor of a postexilic one. The issue of dating the book is closely connected to the purpose of the book, so we must treat these topics together.

Arguments in favor of a late date include the following:
1. The book is said to contain Aramaisms. But this argument, which at one time was considered powerful and was applied to a number of different biblical
books, is no longer held in high esteem. The more we learn about the currency of Aramaic as early as the late second millennium, the less the appearance of similar words and phrases influence our dating of the book.

2. Scholars point to a clash between Ruth’s presentation of certain legal customs (the levirate and the shoe-removal ceremony) and their mention in Deuteronomy. In Ruth, the shoe removal ceremony is considered obsolete, so it must be considerably after Deuteronomy (Deut. 25:9, dated by such critics to Josiah’s reform [late seventh century B.C.], and the levirate as it is described in Ruth seems a misapplication of the law, implying a long enough period of time for misunderstanding to set in. With Hubbard (1987, 26-27, 48-63) we reject the collocation of the deuteronomic laws with the situation in Ruth on the following grounds: In the first place, although similar, the two shoe-removal ceremonies apply to different situations, and, second, it is the kinsman-redeemer law and not the levirate at play in Ruth.

3. Links between the superscription and deuteronomic theology and between the genealogy (Ruth 4:18-22) and priestly language lead those who date the deuteronomic theology to the Exile and the priestly theology to the postexilic period to consider Ruth to be a late book. Over against these views, many critical scholars argue that P and D, while finalized late in history, preserve early traditions.

4. Some argue that Ruth’s appearance in the third part of the Hebrew canon, the Writings (Ketubim), indicate a postexilic origin. However, Beckwith has effectively demonstrated that inclusion in the Writings does not necessarily mean that a book is late, since there are other reasons than date for the grouping (see Beckwith, 138-53).

But perhaps the main reason why many want to date Ruth to a late
period of Israel’s history arises from an analysis of the book’s purpose. Ruth presents the picture of a devoted Moabite woman, whose sacrificial love rescues an Israelite family from oblivion and leads to the glory of the kingship of David. In the eyes of many, the message of this book contrasts sharply with the harsh postexilic policies of Ezra (Ezra 10) and Nehemiah (Neh. 13:23-27). Thus, as an alternative vision, the book of Ruth must be dated to the same period of time: the postexilic period.

However, there are a number of weaknesses with this hypothesis. For one, the book of Ruth does not have a polemical tone. Even when the opportunity clearly presents itself, there is no explicit condemnation of the type of policy mandated by Ezra and Nehemiah. For instance, when the unnamed kinsman-redeemer refuses to marry Ruth, the book implicitly shames him (Ruth 4:6), an embarrassment easily avoided and turned to pride if he had insisted that a marriage with a Moabite were somehow improper.

The weaknesses with this approach to the book have become apparent to most scholars, and it is not a widely held position. On the contrary, a reexamination of the book’s purpose reveals its probable preexilic setting.

Hubbard writes of two related purposes to the book. The first is pervasive throughout, and that is the theme of God’s providential salvation of Elimelech’s family (see 9. Ruth, THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE below). More to the point of
date, God’s providence results in the birth of Obed, who was the
grandfather of David. The genealogy that charts this connection begins
with Perez (Gen. 38:27-30), the son of Judah by Tamar (who also had to overcome obstacles in
order to continue the family line). According to Hubbard (42), “the book
has a political purpose: to win popular acceptance of David’s rule by
appeal to the continuity of Yahweh’s guidance in the lives of Israel’s
ancestors and David.”

When would such a political purpose have most utility? Hubbard reviews
the possibilities and observes that David’s time is fitting. However, he
notes that the only obstacle to this setting is found in Ruth 4:7, which
indicates that the book was written at a time when written legal
documents were the norm and when the shoe-removal custom was
forgotten. Hubbard suggests that 4:7 is a literary device (see below 9.
Ruth, HISTORICAL BACKGROUND, Legal Traditions), but still favors
Solomonic authorship because of this verse. However, he allows for a
time of composition at the time of David and points out that the need was
certainly there for the following reasons: First, supporters of the house of
Saul likely viewed David as a royal interloper and so his kingship needed
“legitimation.” Second, foreigners were a large part of David’s power
base. Ruth, a paradigm of a foreigner’s commitment to Israel and
Yahweh, would serve such a situation well. “Foreigners who adopt
Yahweh and outdo the Israelites in hesed [ds,j&, , H2876] merit
acceptance as full-fledged Israelites” (45).

We may not be dogmatic about this conclusion. It is based on
circumstantial evidence, but the best solution to the purpose of the book
of Ruth leads us to favor a preexilic date for its composition.

The Talmud identifies Samuel as the author, but he lived too early.
Tischler (1993) proposes that the author was a woman, because the
book shows signs of being written with a woman’s concerns in mind. She admits, however, that men are capable of writing empathetically, so her hypothesis may not be proved, though it is attractive.

**Legal Traditions**

The plot of the book turns on a number of legal traditions that, while rooted in the Old Testament, provide some problems for interpretation, since they are not applied as we might think from their parallels in the Pentateuch.

However, Ruth is not a legal document; it is a narrative. Although rooted in history, the actual application of laws and customs may be ignored in real-life situations. Further, ancient law codes were not exhaustive or comprehensive. They gave general principles with flexibility as they are applied to specific situations (Hubbard, 48-51).

Such issues are important to keep in mind as we look at the application of legal principles in the book. We will illustrate the issue by examining one of the disputed laws. Ruth proposed marriage to Boaz in Ruth 3, based on his role as “kinsman-redeemer” or la’G: ָ, go4e4l, H1457 (see Lev. 25:25-30, 47-55; cf. Jer. 32:1-15). But quick reference to the relevant laws indicates that marriage to a deceased relative’s wife is not among the obligations of such a redeemer. This should not lead us to a negative conclusion regarding the historicity of the book.
of Ruth, however. The story’s credibility to its original audience requires that the law have this application. It is most likely that the obligations of the la'G: (ג04הל) extend beyond that specified in the pentateuchal laws and “encompassed a variety of duties in support of weakened relatives, particularly the dead” (Hubbard, 52).

LITERARY ANALYSIS

Genre

Gunkel’s study was pivotal in the course of the literary analysis of the book. He felt that the book as it stood was a novella, deriving from earlier saga, and implying fictionality. Others (Campbell, 3-4, 9-10; Hubbard, 47-48; Howard, 126-27) prefer “short story” and often add the adjective “historical.” We remain unpersuaded that the highly artistic narration signals a nonhistorical text (see 1. Introduction, HISTORICAL BACKGROUND, chapter 1, Historical Background).

Structure

Tischler (1993, 151-53) has helpfully outlined the book as consisting of an introduction followed by five acts and a postlude:


Literary Style

Ruth has always attracted attention for the clarity and simplicity of its style. The plot engages the reader by virtue of its balance and drama.

But as Rauber (35) aptly stated, Ruth is “not a charming trifle; rather, we
are impressed by its great resonances. It is indeed a gem, but gem in the sense of a gathered and concentrated power, a bright clarity beneath a somewhat deceptive setting of lyric grace and simplicity.”

The plot’s setting and its major concerns heighten its charming simplicity. Ryken (669) notes that its interest in “home, family, religious devotion, earth, harvest, love, and nation” associate the book with pastoral literature.

Rauber further identifies the theme of “emptiness and fullness” as the heart of the narrative that seeks resolution in home and security. Green (56) observes that the field and its crops symbolize the woman and her needs. Naomi and Ruth’s emptiness corresponds to the famine that drives Naomi’s family away from Israel in the first place, though the latter precedes the former. The resolution
of the plot, a happy ending that probably lends support to the prejudice that the book is rather light weight, associates Ruth’s new fullness (marriage and fertility) with the harvest. Rauber insightfully points out that this conclusion is artfully anticipated at the end of two previous episodes (see Ruth 2:18 and 3:17) as Boaz gives an earnest of the harvest to Ruth to take home to Naomi. The connection between the episodes in chapters 2 and 3 are heightened by the narrative balance observed by Bertman.

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

Ruth appears to be an engaging story with little depth. At first glimpse its message appears ethical and not theological. The book promotes by example the virtues of loyalty, kindness, and generosity. Ruth demonstrates intense loyalty, and Orpah appears as a foil. Boaz incarnates kindness and generosity in contrast with the unnamed kinsman-redeemer. The message of the book could be characterized in this way: “Be loyal like Ruth and kind like Boaz, and God will reward you.” Good overcomes evil for nice people.

Such an inane reading distorts the book and misses its profound theological teaching. Hals and Prinsloo (contra Sasson, see 221 and elsewhere) explore the subtle theology of the book and locate its core teaching in the hidden and continuous providence of God. The narrative is subtle in its teaching about God and his ways in the world. As Hals and others have pointed out, while God’s name occurs twenty-three times in this brief book, the narrator uses it only twice. It is through this subtlety that the book instructs its readers concerning God’s ongoing work in the life of ordinary people.

Most striking and indicative of the book’s theology is Ruth 2:3b. There we read that Ruth “happened to come to the part of the field belonging to
Boaz.” As Hals points out, the verse means the exact opposite of what it seems to say. “The labeling of Ruth’s meeting with Boaz as ‘chance’ is nothing more than that no human intent was involved” (Hals, 12).

No supernatural events or miracles punctuate the book of Ruth, but the attentive reader finishes the book knowing that God’s hand guided the events of this story as directly as the story of the exodus from Egypt. In Prinsloo’s words, “Human action sometimes even replaces divine action. Nevertheless...there is a limit to human initiative and human initiative is futile without the divine blessing or action” (339). In this way, the book of Ruth functions similarly to the Joseph narrative and the book of Esther.

Furthermore, God’s hidden and continuous providence does more than highlight the wonderful rescue of Elimelech’s family. Although ordinary, the family produces one of the most important figures in Old Testament history: David. Thus the author says that David was a divine gift to Israel. In this way, the book of Ruth is analogous but not similar to the many stories in the Old Testament that narrate the births of other leaders of Israel. In each case, God provides the leader by overcoming tremendous obstacles (usually barrenness) to the birth (Isaac, Jacob, Samson, Samuel).
APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

Matthew’s genealogy reminds the reader that Ruth was the grandmother of David, but then continues by showing that the line of descent leads to Jesus. Only a handful of women are included in this genealogy: Tamar, Rahab, Ruth, and Mary. All of them had aspersions cast on them: whore, foreigner, unwed mother. But God used each of them to further the line that led to the Messiah.

Hals (17) provocatively calls the book of Ruth a “messianic history.” Tischler notes the parallels between Ruth and Mary, most notably their common setting: Bethlehem.

Rossow (1991, 17) further calls our attention to the parallel between Boaz as redeemer and Jesus Christ. Both voluntarily sacrificed themselves to redeem those in need.

But, in addition, we must note a continuity in God’s hidden, and marvelous providence as he redeems his people. It may be observed in the circumstances that led to the crucifixion of Christ. While to many in Jerusalem the crucifixion was just another execution and to those who nailed him to the cross it was an expression of their desire to kill him, God’s hidden hand was behind it. “This man was handed over to you by God’s set purpose and foreknowledge; and you, with the help of wicked men, put him to death by nailing him to the cross. But God raised him from the dead, freeing him from the agony of death, because it was impossible for death to keep its hold on him” (Acts 2:23-24).

10. Samuel

The book of Samuel tells the story primarily of three individuals: Samuel, Israel’s last judge; Saul, her first king; and David, the founder of a
AN INTRODUCTION to the OLD TESTAMENT
dynasty that would endure for over three centuries. It is a book about transition—transition from theocracy to monarchy. Under the theocracy God had provided the periodic leadership needed by the people; now leadership would be institutionalized and hereditary.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Authorship

Like all other biblical historians, the author of the book of Samuel remains anonymous. Samuel was originally one book; however, probably due to the great length of the material, the book was divided in the Septuagint into two parts (called 1 and 2 Kingdoms). The first part ends with the death of Saul, and the second is largely devoted to the reign of David. The book is named after the first major character in the narrative; Samuel's birth is recorded in the first chapter,
and his death in 1 Samuel 25 precludes the possibility that he wrote the book (cf. 1 Chron. 29:29-30). Since Samuel is part of the Deuteronomic History, most scholars view the final stages of its composition as the work of editors-authors during the period of the Exile; however, it is all but impossible to recover the compositional history of the book, and it may well have been produced in essentially its present form at a much earlier date.

History of Composition

Critical scholarship during the last century and a half devoted itself to unraveling the compositional history of the book. The approaches can be summarized under the various critical methods employed.

Source-critical Approaches. Some scholars searched for underlying sources in ways similar to the model provided by pentateuchal criticism. The usual criteria involving perceived repetitions, doublets, tensions, and contradictions were used to isolate earlier narrative strands. When did Saul first meet David—prior to the battle with Goliath (1 Sam. 17:31, 55-58) or when Saul was needing the comfort of music (16:14-23)? Who killed Goliath—David (17:50) or Elhanan (2 Sam. 21:19)? What was God’s attitude to instituting a monarchy in Israel—was it positive and approving (1 Sam. 9:15-16; 10:23-25) or negative and disapproving (8:4-22; 12:16-19)?

From these and similar tensions analysts sought to isolate and identify earlier narrative strands. Wellhausen, for example, identified two sources primarily depending on their respective attitudes to the monarchy. The earlier source was promonarchial in outlook and had a higher historical value; it reflected conditions during the monarchy when Israel still viewed kingship as the high point of national history. The later source reflected the experiences of Israel during and after the Exile, when the end results
of Israel’s experience with kingship were felt. It reflected the attitudes of
the Deuteronomist and was, therefore, antimonarchial in tone and, since
it was a late source, not of much historical value. For example, the
account of Saul’s rise to power contains seemingly contradictory attitudes
to the monarchy: a favorable outlook (1 Sam. 9:1-10:19; 11:1-11) and an

The dating proposed in Wellhausen’s approach has been challenged. A
number of scholars have argued that antimonarchial attitudes in Israel
are more probably set in the premonarchic period and reflect the actual
debate within Israel about the transition to a monarchy (Weiser 1962;
Tsevat 1980; Ishida
1977). Since Israel had formed her fundamental national institutions in
the premonarchic period, resistance to the monarchy is what one should
expect; reports of the tension between pro- and antimonarchial elements
accurately reflect the social conditions of the period. Antimonarchic
feeling could reflect a debate as far back as the days of Gideon (Judg.
8:22-9:57).

McCarthy (1973; cf. Long 1989, 174-75) pointed out that the sequence of
pro- versus antimonarchial passages follows an alternating pattern in the
text:
The more negative elements consistently occur in public assemblies, where opinion and counteropinion would be expected.

Although a source critical approach to this question has largely fallen into disrepute, B. Halpern (1981) attempted to revive it by assigning all passages in 1 Samuel 8-31 to either of two sources largely congruent with those identified in earlier scholarship.

Tradition-historical Approaches. Instead of two parallel and continuous sources, scholars taking a tradition-historical approach thought they could isolate previous collections of stories devoted to particular themes. L. Rost (1926; English 1982) identified a precanonical ark narrative (1 Sam. 4:1-7:1), a history of David’s rise to power (1 Sam. 16:14-2 Sam. 5:10), and a succession narrative (2 Sam. 9-20; 1 Kings 1-2) as the major subunits of Samuel. Although individual analyses have varied, the following source collections have been suggested by many.

1. Stories from the boyhood of Samuel (1 Sam. 1-3).
2. The ark narrative (1 Sam. 4:1-7:2—cf. Campbell, 1975; Miller and Roberts, 1977). It is often suggested that this narrative continued in the account of the ark’s transfer to Jerusalem (2 Sam. 6:1-15).

3. Stories about Samuel and Saul at Mizpah and Ramah (1 Sam. 7:3-12; 8:1-22; 10:17-27; 12:1-25; 15:1-35). These stories developed in particular locales and were largely anti-Saul or antimonarchy; prophetic oracles are prominent.

4. Stories of Samuel and Saul associated with Gilgal (1 Sam. 9:1-10:16; 13:1-14:46). Some assign portions of 1 Samuel 11, 15, 28, and 31 to this block of material. This putative source is generally more sympathetic to the monarchy and to Saul in particular.
5. A court history or succession narrative (2 Sam. 9-20; 1 Kings 1-2). It is rare to find as much unanimity among critical scholars as has attended the isolation and identification of the so-called Court History or Succession Narrative. It has generally been viewed as a very early, almost eye-witness, record of events during the reign of David. Rost’s thesis (1926) paved the way for succeeding generations of scholars to think in terms of relatively complete literary units covering segments of Israel’s history more or less laid end to end to compose the larger work, instead of the ongoing search for parallel narratives on the model of older pentateuchal criticism. In the Succession Narrative, a series of skillfully woven human interest stories concentrates on the relationship between David and his sons, specifically revolving around the issue of which son would succeed him to the throne. Efforts to assess this earlier material have included identification as history writing, political propaganda (Rost 1926 [trans 1982]; Whybray 1968; Wurthwein 1974), and wisdom literature (Whybray 1968). There has been much debate about the beginning of this source: although 2 Samuel 9 is widely accepted, the narrative includes numerous references to events recorded in 1 Samuel 16-2 Samuel 8.
6. An “appendix” (2 Sam. 21-24). The materials in 2 Samuel 21-24 are widely viewed as an intrusion to the Succession Narrative, separating the accession of Solomon (1 Kings 1-2) from the earlier narratives leading to that event. The materials in this appendix consist of two narratives, two lists, and two poems; they are chronologically dislocated and have their own internal chiastic structure as follows:

**A** Narrative: three years famine and death, averted by sacrifice (2 Sam. 21:1-14)

**B** David’s valiant troops (21:15-22)

**C** David’s song

**B’** David’s valiant troops (23:8-39)  **A’** Narrative: three days of plague and death, averted by sacrifice (ch. 24)

Beyond these larger narrative units commonly suggested by scholars, the authors-compilers of Samuel and the earlier narrative collections appear to have had access to other individual narratives, poetic compositions (1 Sam. 2:1-10; 15:22-23; 2 Sam. 1:17-27; 3:33-34; 22:1-5; 23:1-7), archival material such as lists and annals (1 Sam. 7:13-17; 14:47-52; 2 Sam. 3:2-5; 5:13-16; 8:15-18; 20:23-26; 23:8-19; 24:5-9), and material about prophetic oracles (1 Sam. 2:27-36; 3:11-14; 6:3-9; 8:7-18; 9:15-16; 10:17-19; 12:6-17, 20-25; 15:10-11; 17:45-47; 2 Sam. 7:3-17; 12:7-14; 24:11-13).

**Redaction-critical Approaches**. Building on the results of tradition-historical analysis, redaction criticism sought to identify distinct editions or editorial layers. M. Noth in effect carried through the methodological shift represented by Rost’s approach to the Succession Narrative. Noth (1943) detached Deuteronomy from the Pentateuch and identified it as the
ideological foundation and literary beginning of a unified history of Israel extending from the beginning of Deuteronomy through Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings. This “Deuteronomistic History” (DH) for Noth was the product of a single author writing during the Exile to explain why God had rejected Israel. This exilic author had indeed used earlier collections of materials, and some passages in the text of these books as they now stand were for Noth insertions made after the work of his Deuteronomist (Dtr), for example, the entire “appendix” (2 Sam. 21-24). Noth also identified some passages as the free compositions of the author himself; in Samuel the blocks of material from 1 Samuel 7:2-8:22 (the request for a king); 10:17-27a (the anointing of Saul at Mispah); and 12:1-25 (the summary speech of Samuel) were identified as compositions of Dtr. Noth’s emphasis was on the unified character of the DH, a sharp contrast to earlier source critical approaches. For Noth, Dtr’s contribution was entirely negative: he sought to explain the Exile and offered no hope for the future.

when delivered from Saul (ch. 22)

C’ David’s last song

(23:1-7)
Although Noth’s thesis was widely adopted and became the starting point for subsequent discussions, many scholars pointed out weaknesses in Noth’s approach. Most particularly Noth had not taken sufficient account of the importance of God’s promises to David throughout the DH. The eternality of the Davidic covenant suggested a note of optimism contrary to Noth’s negative reading. Noth had dismissed discordant material that suggested other than a negative thrust as material already found in Dtr’s sources and simply incorporated without revision or elimination.

In light of the unresolved tensions in Noth’s approach, other scholars sought to modify or refine the analysis. The efforts to perfect Noth’s thesis have taken many different directions. Two in particular served as models: the double redaction approach of F. M. Cross and many of his students, and the approach taken by Göttingen scholars Dietrich, Smend, and Viejola. Cross (1973) identified an initial edition of DH at the time of Josiah; it was written by a partisan of that king in order to support and legitimate Josiah’s reforms, and it was promonarchic and optimistic in tone. This initial edition was then supplemented by an exilic redactor who added the accounts of the remaining kings up to the Exile and edited earlier material; this second edition emphasized the conditionality of the Davidic promises and was more negative in outlook. Cross sought by this means to ease the tension between the conditionality and unconditionality of God’s promises to David.

Cross’s approach has been influential primarily in America. On the continent Göttingen scholars Dietrich, Smend, and Viejola identified three redactional layers, all after the fall of Jerusalem in 586 B.C. A first edition (Dtr G) provided the basic history; it was optimistic in tone and assumed that the conquest had been completed. A second redactor (Dtr P) inserted the prophetic stories. A third redactor (Dtr N) inserted the “nomistic” or legal materials; this level views the conquest as incomplete and the hold on the land as tenuous. Once again theological tensions are “resolved”
by supposed editorial layering. The fundamental question of why the sources could be ideologically consistent when the later editors were not is left unanswered. With redactional explanations the final edition ends up as an ideologically confused document, lacking the theological consistency and skill of its sources.

In recent decades sociological approaches have taken an increasingly important role in biblical studies. A number of scholars (e.g., Birch [1976], Flanagan [1988], Frick [1985]) have concentrated on the way in which the narrative betrays underlying sociological tensions. In particular, narratives such as the rise of the monarchy (1 Sam. 7-10), the plans for a temple (2 Sam. 7), and a census for purposes of taxation and conscription (2 Sam. 24) show the pressure toward centralization of political and religious power. These stories are juxtaposed with others that show resistance to centralization (1 Sam. 8; 2 Sam. 8, 24). The economic consequences of the centralization of religious and political power are also important: a monarchy meant taxation, corvee labor, and a standing military; the temple establishment had its own bureaucracy and the demand for offerings and contributions. Both monarchy and temple would drain resources from a subsistence agricultural economy like that of Iron Age Israel.
and could also encourage a class-stratified society. Centralization also meant reduced influence for traditional clan hierarchies in the face of a developing administrative bureaucracy. The quest for resources to maintain a centralized state also produced pressure for the military conquest of other states in order to provide additional wealth and affluence.

LITERARY STRUCTURE

Scholarly debate for decades has been preoccupied with questions of the ideology, date, extent, and secondary editing of the suggested sources, collections, or redactional layers. It has often seemed in scholarly debate that the purposes and ideology of these conjectured sources and layers have taken precedence over the ideology of the book as a whole. In some respects this is the inevitable consequence of a method that isolates earlier levels of material that were supposedly ideologically more consistent than the purportedly unharmonizable final work that betrays the competing and even opposing ideological tendencies of the various sources. More recent study has concentrated on the literary and aesthetic qualities of the text as it stands.

No book of the Bible has been the object of such intense interest to literary analysts as has Samuel. Studies of the narrative art and strategy abound (Fokkelman, Garsiel, Gros Louis, Gunn, Humphreys, Long, Miscall, Polzin). These have in common their devotion to questions about the ideology and literary excellence of Samuel as it now stands without recourse to hypothetical reconstruction of its literary history.

Although Samuel is made up almost exclusively of prose, a number of poetic sections are interspersed in the narrative. Two of these in particular provide a frame around the entire composition; these are Hannah’s prayer in 1 Samuel 2:1-10 and David’s songs in 2 Samuel 22:1-
23:7. Polzin (1989, 33-34) shows how the sentiments of the triumphant king merge with those of an exultant mother. Both compositions rejoice in deliverance from enemies (2:1; 22:3-4); celebrate God as a rock (2:2; 22:32); speak of Sheol (2:6; 22:6); and describe God’s thundering in the darkness (2:10; 22:14, 29), his protection of the faithful (2:9; 22:26), and his steadfast love for the Lord’s anointed (2:10; 22:51; 23:1). Hannah’s magnificat becomes a proleptic summary of the themes that fill the book as a whole: Hannah’s prophetic song looks forward to the emergence of kingship in Israel, a victory David will live to celebrate as historical reality. The sanctity and protection of the Lord’s anointed is among the unifying themes in the book (1 Sam. 16:3, 6, 12-13; 24:6; 26:9, 11, 16, 23; 2 Sam. 1:14, 16; 3:39; 19:21).

Hannah’s request for a son also anticipates the remainder of the book in other ways (Polzin 1989, 24-25). In 2 Samuel 1:17, 20, 27; 2:20, Hannah and Eli refer to her son as the one “asked” or “requested” from the Lord, the same Hebrew verbal root (la‘av; אָלַע H8626) common in the people’s request for a king (1 Sam. 8:10; 12:13, 17, 19). It is the same verbal root that underlies the name of Saul (lWav; שָׁוָא H8620—the one requested). Ironically Hannah explains Samuel’s name (1 Sam. 1:20) in a way that anticipates the appearance
of Saul. When God grants Hannah’s request for a son, the narrator finds in it an artistic prefiguring of the larger story about how and why God grants a king to Israel.

Another important theme in these narratives is the reversal of fortune. The rejection of Eli provides a rationale also for the rejection of Saul. Gunn (1980), Humphreys (1978), and Brueggemann (1990) find in Saul a star-crossed monarch whose rule began to end almost as soon as it began. Brueggemann regards Samuel as peevish and harsh in his dealings with Saul who is submissive and deferential to the prophet. Gunn (1980, 131) concludes that Saul is experiencing the “dark side” of God, whereas David experiences only the other side. These are readings that view Saul more as victim than as villain. Long, on the other hand, argues that the text presents a coherent rationale for the prophet’s rebuke of Israel’s first king (1 Sam. 13:13); the narrator presents Saul from the beginning as a hesitant and faltering monarch, hiding behind the baggage (1 Sam. 10:22, 27), failing to engage the Philistines (as done by Jonathan instead—1 Sam. 13:1-10), and paralyzed before Goliath (1 Sam. 17). For Long, God’s rejection of Israel’s first king was not an arbitrary dismissal for minor infractions, but rather was consistent with the goodness, holiness, and justice of God. The writer emphasizes the similarities between Saul and Jonathan, the king and his heir (cf. 1 Sam. 13:22), as a means of emphasizing the sharp differences in their characters. Saul’s inexorable decline is the countertheme to David’s rise.

Gunn’s analysis (1978, 87-111) of the narratives about David focuses on two primary themes: David as king and David as a man. In his first role as king, David acquires the kingdom and assures his tenure in office (the accounts about David and Saul, the rebellions of Absalom and Sheba) and founds a dynasty (the birth of Solomon, the rebellion of Adonijah, the elimination of other contenders and factions). These narratives are intertwined with the theme of David as a man: a husband and father.
(Michal, Bathsheba, Amnon, Absalom, Solomon, Adonijah). The accounts are overlaid with themes of sexuality and political intrigue. Sexuality is a motif in the accounts of the sin with Bathsheba, the death of the child from an adulterous union, one son’s rape of a half-sister, the competition for the father’s bedmate Abishag, Uriah’s refusal to visit his wife, the seizure of David’s concubines, and the childlessness of Saul’s daughter Michal. Violence and political intrigue are interspersed in the accounts of David’s wars, Saul’s attempts on David’s life, the violence of Joab and his brothers, the murder of Uriah, fratricide among David’s sons, the slaughter of the helpless Absalom, and David’s plans for the deaths of his enemies soon after his own death. The account of David’s relationship with Bathsheba not only prepares for the eventual accession of Solomon, but it also sets in motion a curse that will dog the remainder of David’s life: death and sexual outrage will follow, and “the sword will never depart from [his] house” (2 Sam. 12:10). The one word sword becomes a key term unifying aspects of the narrative from Samuel through Kings. The entire account of David is presented as the interplay of his public (kingship) and private (father, husband) roles as they impinge on the question of who will succeed him to the throne. Gunn (1978, 94-108) also accents the themes of giving and
grasping: whereas some accounts present David or other characters as somewhat passive in their roles, in others they seize or grasp at favor and power. For example, the king who will not seize the kingdom from Saul (2 Sam. 2-5) is nevertheless willing to seize a woman who is the object of his desire (Bathsheba); she who is seemingly passive in her seduction will later seize the kingdom for Solomon. Overall it is the story of how David gains the throne, loses it temporarily in the face of rebellions, only to regain it again, and then lose it in death. It is an intricate picture of human greatness and folly, of wisdom and sin, of faith and faithlessness, of contrasting perspectives and conflicting desires.

The aesthetic excellence of the overall work extends not just from its larger narrative structures but also to the smaller scale episodes and paragraphs. Fokkelman’s analysis is the most detailed, about thirteen pages of interpretive text for each page of his translation (Polzin 1989, 301). Only some short examples are possible here.

One of the more frequent compositional techniques used by the writer is the repetition of key words. For example, in 1 Samuel 15 the terms “hear, listen” (םָאָה, H9048) and “noise, voice” (לֵע, H7754) alternate: will Saul listen to the voice of God (15:1)? Saul claims that he did so (15:13), but Samuel hears the noise of the livestock (15:14) and judges that Saul has listened to the voice of the people rather than the voice of God (15:19-24). For another example, a single Hebrew root (דָּבָק, לּבֶד, H3883) conveys the related ideas of “be heavy” and “consider weighty, honor” and “glory.” In the narratives about Eli, the priest is described as “giving honor” to his sons instead of God (1 Sam. 2:29) by allowing them to fatten themselves on the choice parts of the offerings. God says, “Those who honor [‘ascrrib weight to’] me, I will honor, but those who despise me will be disdained [“considered light”] (2:30). Eli’s broken neck and death result from a fall because he was heavy (4:18), and the loss of the ark prompts the naming of his grandson
Ichabod ("glory, honor is no more").

The accounts also abound in irony. Neither Samuel’s nor Eli’s sons “know the Lord” (1 Sam. 2:12; 3:17). The faithful Uriah unknowingly honors an unfaithful king who has been unfaithful to him; he retains his ritual purity during warfare by refraining from sexual intercourse during time of war, only to be sent to his death in battle by a king who enjoyed sexual congress with Uriah’s wife instead of going to the battle (2 Sam. 11).

Repetition marks many passages. For example (Gunn 1979, 77) in 2 Samuel 2, Abner and the sons of Ishbosheth went out (2:1) and met at the pool of Gibeon together (2:2), and Joab and the servants of David went out (2:12-13) and fell together in combat (2:35)—here the repetition forms an inclusio around the entire story. Extended repetitions of vocabulary or themes in inverse order often form chiasms in the accounts; Fokkelman has identified many in the narratives of Samuel, similar to that long recognized in the so-called appendix (see above).

The stories of Samuel, Saul, and David have held a fascination in the history of literature, art, and homiletics perhaps beyond that of any other body of texts.
TEXT-CRITICAL ISSUES

Scholars have long suspected that the Masoretic Text of Samuel, though comparatively intact, is nevertheless among the least well transmitted books of the Bible. At many places there are significant divergences from the Hebrew text that was used by the translators of the Septuagint, and when the writer of Chronicles quotes Samuel, he also often appears to follow a text of Samuel different from the Masoretic Text. For generations scholars debated the merits of these variant readings. Was the Chronicler theologically editing the earlier text or following some independent source? Were the Septuagint translators incorporating their own theology, embellishing, or being careless—or were they carefully following a Hebrew text that differed from the MT?

With the discovery of the Qumran manuscripts and fragments, this debate was largely settled. Among three different fragmentary manuscripts of Samuel found in cave 4 at Qumran, two appeared in large measure to agree with the MT, whereas the bits and scraps of the third manuscript (what the worms had left) contained a text resembling the exemplar that was used by both the Chronicler and the Septuagint translators. The existence of an alternative Hebrew manuscript type (or types) was now no longer a question.

A few illustrations will suffice to provide the reader with an idea of the kinds of questions posed by the MT of Samuel. Consider an example from the text of 1 Samuel 14:41 as it is found in the MT and Septuagint.

The two translations are provided in English but with several indications of the underlying Hebrew highlighted in order to see how the differences developed. The eye of the Hebrew scribe at some point appears to have jumped from the first occurrence of the phrase “O Lord God of Israel” to the second, and then from the first occurrence to the command “give” to
the second, resulting in substantial omissions in the Hebrew text. The Hebrew word μυμτ, tmym underlies both the translation “Thummim” and “the right answer,” although translating “the right answer” is otherwise unattested as the meaning for this word; that is to say, the translation “right answer” is a somewhat artificial adjustment because the word Urim was missing from the Masoretic Text.

A similar example can be seen from 2 Samuel 5:21 and the parallel text at 1 Chronicles 14:12.

Scholars had often argued that the Chronicler edited his source in order to bring David’s actions into conformity with God’s commands about burning the foreign idols (Deut. 12:2-3). However, the Lucianic recension of the Septuagint for 2 Samuel 5:21 preserves a reading that agrees with the text of Chronicles. It is at least possible that the Chronicler here was following a text of Samuel that differed from the MT.

One more example will have to suffice for our purposes. In the account of David’s disastrous census, the Chronicler reports that David looked up and saw
the angel of the Lord standing between heaven and earth and extended over Jerusalem (1 Chron. 21:16). This note is missing in the parallel text in 2 Samuel 24, where it would have occurred in verse 16. Many have thought that the more developed angelology of the postexilic period was the reason for the Chronicler’s inclusion of this verse. However, the fragments of 4QSamb do contain this verse, once again suggesting that the Chronicler had at his disposal a version of Samuel somewhat different from the MT.

On a whole, the results of the Qumran discoveries for Samuel have been to increase interest in the text of Samuel that was presumably used by the Septuagint translators and the Chronicler. Ulrich (1978) discusses these issues at length.

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

Samuel is ordinarily described as part of the Deuteronomic History, that series of books from Joshua through Kings that applies the laws and worldview of Deuteronomy to the history of the nation. The influence of Deuteronomy can be felt in Samuel quite often at the level of phraseology and vocabulary. Three important theological concerns of Deuteronomy play a particular role in the book.

1. Deuteronomy envisaged a day when Israel would have a king (Deut. 17:14-20) and set forth the principles under which a king should rule. Israel did eventually ask for a king “like the nations around [them]” (Deut. 17:14; 1 Sam. 8:5, 20), and the book of Samuel records Israel’s initial experiments with monarchy. Both Deuteronomy and Samuel had warned about kings who amassed too much wealth and power (Deut. 17:16-17; 1 Sam. 8:10-18) and had proclaimed the responsibility of kings to obey the written commands of God (Deut. 17:18-19; 1 Sam. 10:25). What would kingship in Israel be like? Would these kings keep God’s commands and
not think more highly of themselves than of their fellow countrymen? The book of Judges had ended in anarchy—would things be better under a monarch?

2. Deuteronomy also spoke of a day when Israel would have rest from the enemies that surrounded her (Deut. 12:12); then God would choose one place to which his people would bring their offerings in worship (12:1-14, 20-25). The book of Samuel records the transition from the itinerating tabernacle to the first inklings that a temple would be built (2 Sam. 7:1-2). The choice of Jerusalem as the place for God’s house is inseparably tied to God’s choice of David. The house of David and the house of God are the ingredients for the remainder of the story in Kings.

3. Deuteronomy also presented a God who responded to his people: with blessing when they obeyed, but in judgment when they did not (Deut. 28). Although he was a God sovereign in all his ways, yet Israel would have many choices to make as individuals and as a nation. God would respond in accord with their choices. Throughout the narratives of Samuel the reader sees divine blessing and judgment in action. God rules over the affairs of history; he elects and foreordains the course of persons and nations (2 Sam. 7:7-9). But he is also a God who gives to human beings meaningful moral choices with far-reaching
consequences for themselves and others. God requires the obedience of all people and that they worship him alone (1 Sam. 7:3-4). Human beings do not escape the consequences of the moral order of the universe as established by its Creator; people suffer for their sins in accordance with divine retribution. But above and beyond the ebb and flow of human excess and folly, a sovereign God continues to work his gracious purpose toward his chosen people and chosen king.

Deuteronomy and the other books of the Deuteronomic History all contain unresolved tensions. In Joshua and Judges the primary tension between divine election, grace, and promises on the one hand and divine holiness, justice, and law on the other focuses on the conquest and possession of the land. Will all the land be Israel’s? Forever? In these earlier books this tension revolves around the complete vs. the partial conquest of the land, its status as gift from divine promises vs. its loss through disobedience.

In Samuel this tension between the grace and law of God is extended by its application to the question of monarchy. Possession of the land is now tied to kingship (2 Sam. 7:10-11). Will kingship help Israel to hold the land? God authorizes and selects Israel’s first two kings (Saul and David), but the request for a king is also simultaneously in some sense rejection of God’s own rule. What will kingship mean for the nation? God makes an irrevocable promise to David that he will never lack a descendant sitting on his throne (2 Sam. 7:16, 29), but by the end of the story in Kings, both land and kingship have been lost through disobedience. This very paradox, the tension between God’s promises and his justice, remains unrelieved throughout the Deuteronomic History. It is in fact the tension that drives the entire narrative forward.

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

Saul’s sins do not seem that much greater than David’s. How is it that
David can be described by the narrator as “a man after his [God’s] own heart” (1 Sam. 13:14)? Israel had looked at Saul’s height and musculature—there was no one like him among all the people (1 Sam. 10:24); although God had chosen Saul, he knew what was in his heart. Human beings might look at appearance and height, but God saw David’s heart. David’s heart was such that he would face Goliath virtually unarmed and would triumph through his faith, while Saul cowered in his tent (1 Sam. 17). The central demand of life in covenant with God, both from the mouth of Moses and Jesus, was to love him with the whole heart (Deut. 6:5; Mark 12:30).

Yet something happened to David along the way. When we first meet him in the text of Samuel he has taken a club to kill a bear and a lion for the sake of sheep (1 Sam. 17:34-35), but by the end of the book, he has decided that the sheep should die for him, though this time the sheep were people (2 Sam. 24:14, 17). David will not be the good shepherd that will give his life for the sheep—we must keep reading to find another (John 10:11).

One of the recurring themes in the book of Samuel is reference to the “Lord’s anointed” (1 Sam. 16:3, 6, 12-13; 24:6; 26:9, 11, 16, 23; 2 Sam. 1:14, 16;
3:39; 19:21). The Hebrew term j’yvim; [messiah, H5431] means “anointed one,” and the idea of a Messiah for Israel grows out of her ideology about a righteous king, one who would be like David. The Messiah as a figure is integrally involved in Israel’s unique understanding of her place in history: their awareness from the beginning that God had made them a chosen people to bring blessing to the nations. God had raised up great leaders and deliverers for Israel during her history, and he would yet do so again in the person of a Messiah. The failures of the kings that followed David set him in an increasingly favorable light, so that Israel’s hopes crystallized around the coming of a future David (Ezek. 34:23). Two groups of passages show this particular expectation most clearly—the royal psalms and Isaiah 7-12. The royal psalms center on a king who meets universal opposition, is victorious, and establishes righteous rule from Zion over the nations. His kingdom is peaceful, prosperous, everlasting, and faithful to the Lord. He is the friend of the poor and the enemy of the oppressor. He is the heir of the promises to David. He is himself divine (Ps. 45:6): like the angel of the Lord, he is both God and distinct from God. In the book of Immanuel (Isa. 7-12), the prophet speaks about the appearance of a wonder child who will be deliverer, world ruler, and righteous king. The writers of the New Testament see in Jesus the embodiment of a righteous king for Israel. They take pains to point to his descent from David (Matt. 1:1, 6, 17). The crowds and even the demons recognize him as the Son of David, the Messiah of Israel (Matt. 12:23; 20:30-31; 21:9, 15).

This tension between God’s electing love and his holy justice is resolved at the Cross: there one who embodied faithful Israel—one who had himself been all that God had intended for Israel to be, God’s chosen one, his own Son—bears the penalty of divine judgment for sin.

The longing for a child and for a righteous king and anointed one (1 Sam. 2:10) in Hannah’s song is heard again in Mary’s own magnificat as she
anticipates the birth of Israel’s king and Messiah (Luke 2:32-33, 46-55, 69). David had become the heir of God’s promise to Abraham that he would give him a great name (Gen. 12:2; 2 Sam. 7:9); David’s greater son receives a name above all others (Phil. 2:9-10). Just as David had once gone into single-handed combat with the great enemy of Israel (1 Sam. 17), so too Jesus would single-handedly triumph over the enemy of our souls.

11. Kings

Most modern translations follow the practice in the Septuagint and in Christian tradition of including Kings as part of a larger group of historical books beginning with Joshua and ending with Ezra-Nehemiah and Esther. The Hebrew Bible followed a different system of classification. It was divided into three sections: the law, the prophets, and the writings. The “prophets” were further subdivided into the “former” and “latter” prophets. The former prophets consisted
of Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings. These former prophets were followed in turn by the “latter prophets,” a division that included all the books ordinarily associated with the prophets (except for Daniel and Lamentations, both of which were in the third division, the writings).

For those accustomed to the way the books are grouped in modern translations, at first glance it is something of a surprise to find Joshua—Kings classified among the prophets. These books of historical narration are literarily quite different from what typifies the other prophetic books. Yet on further reflection, it is not difficult to understand why Kings was classified this way in the Hebrew Bible. (1) The deeds and exploits of a large number of prophets are recorded in Kings. We read there about Nathan, Ahijah, Jehu, Micaiah, Isaiah, Huldah, and several unnamed prophets, not to mention the extensive coverage of the ministries of Elijah and Elisha (1 Kings 17-2 Kings 6, 13). (2) The prophetic books also made use of the history recorded in Kings, citing it or some common source often at length almost verbatim (Jer. 52; 2 Kings 24:18-25:21; Isa. 36-39; 2 Kings 18:13-20:19). (3) The books of Chronicles may have influenced this classification. Some of the sources cited by the Chronicler suggest that the prophets also wrote historical narrative about the reigns of kings (1 Chron. 29:29; 2 Chron. 9:29; 12:15; 20:34; 26:27; 32:32). (4) The books of Joshua—Kings are often called the “Deuteronomic History” since they are written from a perspective strongly influenced by the book of Deuteronomy. The prophets, as Moses’ successors (Deut. 18), continued to record the history of Israel from the point where Deuteronomy ended (Deut. 1-4; 34); they demonstrated the historical realization of Moses’ prophetic curses on a disobedient nation (Deut. 28).

It is probably for these reasons that Jewish tradition identified Jeremiah as the author of Kings. The Talmud (Baba’ Bathra 15a) reports that “Jeremiah wrote his own book, the Book of Kings, and Lamentations.” Jeremiah was active at the time of the destruction of Jerusalem, and the
book bearing his name quotes extensively from the final chapters of Kings (see above) or from some other source both books used in common. Nevertheless, Jeremiah probably was not the actual author of Kings. Jeremiah went into Egypt after the destruction of Jerusalem (Jer. 43:1-8). Although we do not know what became of the prophet after his departure, the last few verses of Kings were most probably written by an anonymous writer in exile in Babylon (2 Kings 25:27-30). There is no way to substantiate the predictable conclusions of Jewish tradition regarding the authorship of the book. The actual compositional history of the book may have been rather complex; see below.

The English name of the book “Kings” comes from its title in the Hebrew Bible. The Septuagint identified the book as “3-4 Reigns” following on 1-2 Reigns (the Septuagint title for 1-2 Samuel). It is clear that the two books of Kings were originally one book. The break between the books in the middle of the account of Ahaziah appears artificial.
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**HISTORICAL BACKGROUND**

The book of Kings reports the history of Israel beginning with the transition of power from David to Solomon (c. 931 B.C.; 1 Kings 1:1-2:12) and ending with the release of Jehoiachin from prison during the Babylonian captivity (562-561 B.C.; 2 Kings 25:27-30). The book of Kings is marked by the same theological themes and vocabulary that characterized Joshua-Samuel, and these books together with Kings should be thought of as a single literary work. The report of the transition in power from David to Solomon continues the narrative of Samuel from 2 Samuel 20.

At least three major questions have dominated scholarly discussion of the book: (1) Who produced the book? How did it come into existence? And what was its purpose? (2) The ancient Greek translations differ significantly from the MT to varying degrees. What is the reliable text? (3) The author or compilers of this history obviously had particular interest in chronology. Yet on closer scrutiny, many of the chronological notices in the book appear mutually contradictory. How are we to understand or
evaluate the chronological notices?

The History of Composition

Extending the Pentateuchal Sources. For a time during the development and prominence of traditional source-critical analysis of the Pentateuch (largely the latter half of the nineteenth century), many interpreters of Kings thought they could identify the putative pentateuchal sources also in the historical books. Scholars thought that they could identify traces of J (the Yahwist) and E (the Elohist) sources through Judges and well into Kings. However, the fact that scholars taking this approach reached such widely divergent conclusions regarding the extent and nature of the sources proved to be the undoing of the theory. The pervasive influence of Deuteronomy in Joshua-Kings was not easily reconciled with the concept of a more mechanical union of sources that characterized the older source criticism. Attempts to trace the putative sources of the Pentateuch through the historical books have now been abandoned. Instead of the small number of continuous narrative sources identified by traditional source criticism, more recent scholarship explains the
wide variety of material found in Kings by suggesting that the compilers-authors used a larger number of independent sources in writing their accounts, approaches resembling more the “fragmentary” or “supplemental” approaches to pentateuchal composition.

**A Double Redaction**. Scholars identify the books from Joshua through Kings as the “Deuteronomic History” or “Deuteronomistic History” (DH). These books carry the imprint of the influence of Deuteronomy on their theology, themes, and vocabulary. Critical scholarship had assigned the date of Deuteronomy to the time of Josiah. The law book Josiah discovered in the temple (621 B.C.) required the centralization of Israel’s worship (Deut. 12), and so it was argued that Deuteronomy was in reality composed as a way to legitimate Josiah’s centralization of both political and religious power in Jerusalem. If this was the case, it was then argued that a partisan of Josiah’s reforms, a person possibly involved in the production of Deuteronomy itself, composed a history showing how Josiah had been the ideal king (Deut. 17:14-20), ruling in accord with the book of the law and following the example of David. The schism had disrupted a unified kingdom including both North and South. The historian began his history of Israel after the schism with the prophecy that a man named Josiah would rectify the evils perpetrated by Jeroboam (1 Kings 13:2), and he ended his account by showing how Josiah had accomplished this (2 Kings 23:15-20) and had restored the unity of the kingdom through his exercise of authority in the North. These mentions of Josiah are bookends around the period of the divided kingdom; they form an inclusio focusing on him. This focus on Josiah and his Deuteronomic reforms provided the occasion for producing the initial edition of the book.

A later historian who lived during the period of the Exile updated this earlier edition of the book (1) by providing the history following Josiah’s reform through Jehoiachin’s release from prison and (2) by adding his
interpretive concerns to the earlier edition. This second editor-compiler was concerned to provide a theological explanation for why the Exile had taken place. A number of passages presuppose the Exile and the destruction of Jerusalem, and these are ordinarily attributed to the redactor of this second edition of the book (1 Kings 5:4; 9:1-9; 11:9-13; 2 Kings 17:19-20; 20:17-18; 21:11-15; 22:15-20; 23:26-27; 24:2-4; 24:18-25:30). Although a number of scholars had earlier anticipated this “double redaction” hypothesis, it has been modified and given its classic expression in the work of F. Cross (1973, 274-89) and his student R. Nelson (1981). More recently I. Provan has also argued for a double redaction of the book. Provan agrees that the first edition was written during the reign of Josiah, and that the later edition was written during the Exile; however, he argues that the first edition included only the narrative through the reign of Hezekiah (1988, 171-73). Scholars arguing for two editions or redactions of the book ordinarily concentrate on linguistic and thematic-theological differences. DH1 (the Josianic edition) emphasized the eternality and unconditionality of the Davidic covenant (1 Kings 2:4, 24; 3:6-7; 6:12; 8:15-26; 9:5; 11:12-13, 32-39; 15:4-5; 2 Kings 8:19; 19:34; 20:6; 21:7-8) and, therefore, its ultimate fruition in the reign of Josiah. DH2
(the exilic edition), on the other hand, was written in light of the Exile and emphasized both the vulnerability of the nation due to the sin of the people and the conditionality of the covenant (Deut. 17:20; 1 Kings 2:4; 2 Kings 17:7-23; 21:8b, 10-16). Proponents of a double redaction also note shifts in the formulaic accession and death notices.

A Single Historian. M. Noth (1943; 2d ed., 1967; Engl. trans., 1981) rejected both the idea that the pentateuchal sources could be traced into the DH and the idea that there were two different stages in the composition of Kings. Noth was sufficiently impressed with the linguistic and thematic uniformity of the DH as to suggest that the DH was the unified product of a single author who also contributed Deuteronomy 1:1-4:43. Noth allowed that this single continuous narrative may have attracted subsequent fragmentary additions, but these were not continuous narratives such as posited by pentateuchal criticism, nor were they redactional layers. Instead, a single author selected from a wide variety of sources, which he accepted and modified to various degrees. This author introduced speeches at key points in his narrative (Josh. 12, 23; 1 Sam. 12; 1 Kings 8) in which important characters recapitulate the national history and offer advice concerning the actions of the people in the future. His purpose in writing was to account for divine retribution in the Exile. The author was showing how God had been at work in the life of the nation but also warning the people against disobedience and apostasy. Noth argued that the history had an essentially negative thrust, accounting for the Exile, and offered no hope or expectation of a return. Other scholars have agreed with Noth that the DH is a unified history from Joshua through Kings, but they have argued that the history does show hope for a return to the land and to divine favor (Wolff 1961; von Rad 1966).

McKenzie (1991) recognized the tendency of theories of redactional analysis to degenerate into increasingly complex redactional layers.
Following Cross, he argued for an edition of the DH at the time of Josiah that was supplemented by extensive post-Dtr additions (e.g., 1 Kings 13, 17-19, 20, 22; 2 Kings 2; 3:4-8:15; 13:14-25). These additions, however, in McKenzie’s opinion (1991, 135-45), do not exhibit the stylistic and thematic coherence that would allow them to be assigned to a single redactor—they are instead *ad hoc* miscellaneous insertions by an indeterminate number of later scribes. Although in a sense McKenzie could be viewed as following Noth in affirming the essential unity of the DH, he has done so by in effect exploding DH2 into uncounted smaller and disconnected fragments.

McConville (1989) argues that Kings is a unified composition. He warns against using the theological-thematic tensions in Kings as a key to redactional layers. Instead, he argues (33) that the DH shows an increasing gulf between the promise of land and its actual fulfillment in Israel’s experience. Through its ongoing disobedience the nation forfeits its right to the land and is subject to judgment. According to McConville, the book of Kings traces the increasing failure of flawed kingship. As the book develops, less and less appeal is made to the divine promise to David, and conversely, more attention is paid to the conditionality of the divine promise. McConville traces an increasing discrepancy.
between expectation and performance, so that rather than expect salvation for Judah through her Davidic king, the book leads the reader to expect the opposite. The piety of reforming kings was at best temporary and ineffectual in turning the nation from its course. The same steady downward spiral that characterizes the book of Judges also characterizes the book of Kings; alongside this downward spiral, there is the continual offering of divine grace to the repentant.

A Deuteronomic Circle. Other scholars envisaged a compositional history more complex than either a double redaction or a single author. The book of Kings grew within a Deuteronomic “school” or “circle.” First these tradents (bearers of tradition) produced a basic historical document. A later generation with the same philosophy of history added the stories about the prophets, and a yet later generation added material oriented to issues of keeping the law (Jones 1984, 1:42-43). Who were these anonymous tradents? Scholars have not agreed. Some have identified them as Levites or factions of the Jerusalem priesthood; others consider them to have been prophets, while still others suggest that they were the counselors and wise men of the Jerusalem royal court (Jones, 44-46). Others argue that they were not from a single social or career group, but rather from all segments of Israelite society, each preserving its distinctive interests while united as a movement through a common philosophy of history. Those scholars advocating this approach argue that it accounts for both the unity and diversity within Kings. The main weakness with the approach is that the stages and compilers remain highly amorphous and shadowy; it is an effort to explain one unknown (compositional history of Kings) by another unknown (a “school” or “circle”). It is tacitly an admission that the riddle of the compositional history of Kings cannot be easily answered. Perhaps the greatest salutary result of the approach is to recognize the presence of a Deuteronomic influence in Israel over a long period prior to the time of Josiah.
It is clear that the author(s)-compiler(s) of Kings used a wide variety of sources. The “annals of the kings of Judah” (e.g., 1 Kings 14:29; 15:7; 2 Kings 8:23; 12:29; 14:18; 24:5), “the annals of the kings of Israel” (e.g., 1 Kings 14:19; 15:31; 2 Kings 1:18; 10:34; 13:8, 12), and “the book of the acts of Solomon” (1 Kings 11:41) appear to have been the major sources. The fact that the writer refers his reader to these other materials is an indication that he was consciously selective about his material and was not attempting to be comprehensive (Jones 1984, 1:47). These source citations are genre signals that the writer of Kings intends that his work be understood to be as historical as his sources. It is probable that yet additional source material was also used, though not cited. For example, the extensive stories from the lives of Elijah and Elisha (1 Kings 17-2 Kings 6; 13:10-21) were probably not part of the apparently official “annals” used by the historian. The Elijah-Elisha stories may have come from some otherwise unknown prophetic work. Alternatively, the emphasis on the Baalism that flourished under the Omrides could suggest that the Elijah-Elisha stories were first written as part of a work legitimating the coup of Jehu and his suppression of Baalism (2 Kings 9-10). Such speculation is interesting, but we can have little
confidence in the results. Approaches to Kings that view it as the product of a single author at least have the fortuitous result of focusing attention on the final form of the text rather than on the quagmire of insolubles involved in its compositional history.

The Variant Texts

The variations between the Masoretic Text, the Greek translations and revisions, and the manuscript finds at Qumran suggest that there was some fluidity in the text of Kings prior to the emergence of the Masoretic Text as the received textual tradition for the Old Testament. Rather than view the differences as exclusively secondary variations on the tradition represented by the MT, scholars have identified some variants as part of a textual tradition that antedates the tradition represented by the MT. It is particularly the discovery of fragmentary texts of Samuel at Qumran that takes pride of place in this discussion. At Qumran at least one fragmentary Hebrew text of Samuel (4QSam b) appears to represent a textual tradition used by translators and revisers of the Septuagint. This would mean that the Septuagint translators were not necessarily freely editing their sources, but rather were following an alternative text to that represented by the MT. This fact has resulted in general in a more positive evaluation of other Greek variants from the MT, especially those preserved in the Lucianic recension. Shenkel (1968) argues that variations in the chronological notices in Kings may reflect a textual tradition older than the MT. The chronological notices in the Old Greek and the Lucianic recension largely agree against the MT in 1 Kings. However, in 2 Kings the Old Greek reflects the proto-Theodotion (kaige) recension, which largely agrees with the MT, whereas the Lucianic recension appears to retain the chronology of the Old Greek translation, based on a text of Kings at variance from the MT.

In other cases the Septuagint translators and subsequent revisers were
providing secondary exegesis of the Hebrew text that led to reordering and reinterpretation of some material (see Jones 1984, 1:7; Gooding 1967, 1969, 1972; Klein 1973, 1973). Extensive additions in the Septuagint account of the reigns of Solomon and Jeroboam (the so-called miscellanies, 3 Reigns 2:35a—o; 2:46a—I; 12:24a—z) represent midrashic embellishments on Solomon’s wisdom and efforts to further discredit Jeroboam.

The order of the chapters at 1 Kings 20-21 is also reversed in the Septuagint, possibly representing a secondary change in order to consolidate the accounts of the wars with Aram (1 Kings 20, 22).

In summary, it is clear that generalizations regarding the textual variants of Kings are risky. Some variants may reflect textual evidence older than the MT, whereas others are the secondary editing of translators and revisers. Each variant must be weighed in its own right.

The Chronological Notices
Chronology is the backbone of historical writing; indeed, without a sound chronology, history becomes decidedly invertebrate. The writers-compilers of the book of Kings had a marked interest in chronology. Chronological information comes in at least three distinct forms in the book. (1) The accession notices of a king in one kingdom are ordinarily synchronized with the regnal year of his contemporary in the other kingdom. For example, we read that Zimri became king for his week-long reign in the twenty-seventh year of Asa (1 Kings 16:15), or that Jehoram son of Jehoshaphat began his reign in the fifth year of Joram son of Ahab (2 Kings 8:16). (2) The accession notices also ordinarily state the length of the reign of the king. For example, Jehoram ruled eight years (2 Kings 8:17), and his father Jehoshaphat ruled twenty-five (1 Kings 22:42). (3) Periodically events in either kingdom are synchronized with events involving other nations. For example, Pharaoh Shishaq’s campaign into Judah and Israel took place in Rehoboam’s fifth year (1 Kings 14:25), and Assyria sent the northern kingdom into exile in Hoshea’s ninth year (2 Kings 17:6).

In working with the abundance of chronological notices in Kings, it is often helpful to distinguish between relative and absolute chronology. A relative chronology seeks to make sense of the chronological data as we have it in the book; events are synchronized in terms of events in the other kingdom or other lands. An absolute chronology attempts to tie this relative data to fixed points in the Gregorian calendar or some other calendar at use in the world today. For extrabiblical chronological data, two primary sources provide a fairly secure absolute chronology for the first millennium B.C. (1) The Greek astronomer Ptolemy, who lived in Alexandria in the second century A.D., in his Almagest provided the length of reign for ancient Near Eastern kings from his own time back to 747 B.C. He included solar, lunar, and planetary observations that make it possible to correlate his dates with an absolute calendar. (2) The Assyrian kings named years during their reigns by the names of
individuals they wished to honor; the person whose name was assigned to the year was the *limmu* or eponym of that year. These eponym lists also contain references to important events and some eclipses and therefore can also be tied to an absolute chronology through astronomical calculations. The *limmu* lists, when combined, provide the lengths of reigns for Assyrian kings from 649 B.C. back into the tenth century B.C. Happily these lists overlap the Ptolemaic canon by a century and serve mutually to corroborate the integrity of these records from opposite ends of the Fertile Crescent.

Yet in spite of the abundance of chronological data both from within and without the Bible, a coherent scheme for the chronology of the book of Kings has remained elusive. Many of the chronological notices seem overtly self-contradictory. For example, Ahaziah of Judah is said to have come to the throne both in the eleventh year of Joram of Israel (2 Kings 9:29) and in the twelfth (8:25). Joram of Israel began to reign in the eighteenth year of Jehoshaphat according to 2 Kings 3:1; but according to 1:17, he began to rule in the second year of Jehoram of Judah. This latter note would require that Jehoram of Judah have begun his rule before Joram of Israel, but according to 2 Kings 8:16, Jehoram of Judah came to the throne in the fifth year of Joram of Israel (Thiele
If one adds up the total of the lengths of reign assigned to kings in Judah and Israel, other problems emerge. For example, Ahaziah of Judah and Joram of Israel both died at about the same time during the coup of Jehu. But if one adds the total of the reigns for the kings from the schism to this point, in the south the total is 95 years, whereas in the north, it is a bit over 98 years. Similarly, the fall of the northern kingdom in the ninth year of Hoshea is synchronized with the sixth year of Hezekiah (2 Kings 18:10). Adding the totals for reigns from Jehu in Israel and Athaliah in Judah to the fall of the northern kingdom yields 143 years and 7 months in Israel, but 166 years in Judah (Thiele 1983, 36-37).

A large number of questions must be answered in order to untangle the riddle of the chronology for the period of the kingdoms. Was the system used for counting regnal years the same in both kingdoms or did the kingdoms follow different systems? Did the approach to recording chronological data remain the same throughout the history of either kingdom, or did it change at some point? If different systems were used, how would the scribes in one kingdom have recorded the years of a king in the other kingdom? What system may have been in use by the later compilers-editors of the book? Were there any interregna (periods without a king) in either kingdom, or were there co-regencies? When did the new year begin? Were years rounded off? If so, which way—up or down? What about the evidence of divergent textual traditions for the chronological notices in the Masoretic Text and in the Septuagint and its revisions (see above, 11. Kings, HISTORICAL BACKGROUND, The Variant Texts)? Space does not permit a full discussion of these questions. Numerous books and articles have been devoted to the topic. A few observations will have to suffice for our purposes.

The great empires (in Mesopotamia and Egypt) that surrounded Israel did follow different practices in reckoning lengths of reign. In Egypt,
antedating meant that a king’s first year of rule was counted from the month of his accession to the new year. On this basis, if a pharaoh came to the throne in the eleventh month of the year, year one of his rule consisted of only one month, and the second year of his rule began with the new year. In theory he may have been on the throne only two months, but would already be in the second year of his reign. In Mesopotamia, postdating was the practice. On this system, the period between the king’s accession and the new year was “the year of the beginning of kingship,” and year one of the rule only began with the new year. On this system, if a king came to the throne shortly after the new year, in theory he could have been on the throne twenty-three months and still be in the first year of his rule. It appears certain that at points in their respective histories the kingdoms of Israel and Judah differed on which practice they followed. Israel appears to have followed the practice of Egypt, a fact not surprising, as Jeroboam I had taken refuge there during Solomon’s rule (1 Kings 11:40; 12:2). The antedating system is known in Kings (2 Kings 25:27) and may have been used in Judah. Thiele argues that the kingdoms switched back and forth in their dating systems; this alternation enables him to account for some discrepancies.
There is also some uncertainty regarding the beginning of the new year in Judah and Israel. The Mishnah (Rosh ha-shanah 1:1) distinguishes between a royal New Year (“new year for kings”) that began in the spring in the month Nisan and a calendrical New Year (“new year for years”) that began in the fall in the month of Tishri. Scholars suspect that two different New Years were known in ancient Israel as well, but they differ widely on the impact this may have had on the chronological records of the kingdoms (Jones 1984, 1:16-17). Thiele argued that at least during some periods Israel began its regnal year with Tishri, and Judah with Nisan.

Many of the discrepancies in the chronological notices of the MT can be solved by positing a number of co-regencies in the kingdoms. By overlapping the number of years assigned to two kings, the total number of elapsed years can be reduced. Thiele argues that three co-regencies are specifically mentioned: (1) Omri and Tibni were both kings at the same time (1 Kings 16:21), (2) as were Jehoram and Jehoshaphat, and (3) Jotham and Azariah/Uzziah, due to the latter’s leprosy (2 Kings 15:5). Thiele goes on to suggest five other co-regencies with the accompanying double dating and overlapping reigns, though without corroboration from the biblical text itself. Using this device as needed, Thiele is able to make sense of the figures in the MT without recourse to the evidence of alternate texts in the Greek translations. One is left with the impression that Thiele has multiplied the cases of co-regencies in order to reconcile his system with the data of the MT rather than to follow the evidence within the text itself.

On the whole, the chronological notices in Kings remain something of an enigma. However, the Egyptian and Mesopotamian records do provide a rather firm absolute chronology for many events in the period of the kingdoms. These sources fix the following dates: (1) Ahab participated in the Battle of Qarqar in 853 B.C. (2) Jehu paid tribute to Shalmaneser III in

In spite of the problems and perplexities the chronological notes represent, it is important not to forget the literary and canonical function of these notices in the book of Kings. Childs (1979, 297-300) makes three observations on this issue. (1) The chronological notices establish a sequence in the historical experience of Israel. They provide a schema of continuity between the author’s own day and the past of the nation. (2) By including the chronological data from both kingdoms, the story of Israel is given a comprehensive character that establishes the interrelatedness of the kingdoms and embraces the whole of the people of God. (3) By synchronizing with events outside the two kingdoms, these notices also relate Israel’s experience to the history of the larger world. Although many problems regarding the chronology of Kings remain unresolved, it is clear that the chronological notices are a major device for structuring the history the book reports.
LITERARY ANALYSIS

After his account of the reign of Solomon (1 Kings 2:12-11:43), the writer reports events surrounding the schism (1 Kings 12-14). The bulk of the narrative is then devoted to a history of the two kingdoms in which the writer shuttles back and forth between accounts of the overlapping reigns of the kings in each kingdom (1 Kings 15-2 Kings 17). The account of the reign of a king in one kingdom is followed each time by the accounts of the reign of the king or kings in the other kingdom who came to the throne during his reign. For example, the account of Asa’s reign in Judah (1 Kings 15:9-24) is followed by the reigns in the North of Nadab, Baasha, Elah, Zimri, Omri, and Ahab (15:25-16:34), all of whom came to the throne during Asa’s reign. The reign of Jehoshaphat (1 Kings 22:41-50), the king who followed Asa in Judah, is taken up only after the report of Ahab’s death. The narrative cycles between reigns in the North and South until the northern kingdom is carried into exile by the Assyrians. Judah remains alone in the south as the spiritual successor of the kingdoms of Israel (2 Kings 18-25), and her history is reported until the Babylonian conquest, the destruction of Jerusalem, and Jehoiachin’s release from prison during captivity.

The accounts for the reigns of individual kings are presented with a framework that gives the book much of its distinctive literary character. The framework for each reign consists of an introductory and a concluding notice. These notices vary slightly from reign to reign and differ between Judah and Israel, but a standard repertoire of elements is fairly consistent.

*Introductory notices*. (1) Accession notice: as long as the two kingdoms co-exist, the accession of a king in one kingdom is synchronized with the regnal year of his contemporary in the other kingdom. (2) Age: for the kings of Judah, there is a statement of their age at the time of accession.
(3) Length of the reign: this total includes the years of any possible co-regency. For kings in Israel, the location of the royal capital is ordinarily also specified. (4) Ancestry: for the kings of Judah the name of the king’s mother is given, a fact reflecting the continuity of the Davidic succession in Judah. In Israel, on the other hand, the name of the king’s father is ordinarily given. (5) Theological or moral evaluation: these evaluations of the king’s piety are regularly formulaic; see below under 11. Kings, THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE. This basic theological evaluation is often followed by narrative elaboration to demonstrate its validity (e.g., 1 Kings 15:12-15; 22:53).

Concluding notices. (1) Source citation: other sources available for fuller information; see 11. Kings, HISTORICAL BACKGROUND, The History of Composition. The writer often makes short references to other interesting events or accomplishments during the reign; though not elaborated at this point in Kings, the writer of Chronicles commonly provides more comment on these items. (2) Death notice: the king’s death is reported. For kings of Judah this is ordinarily followed by reference to their burial, information not included for the kings of Israel. (3) Succession notice: the name of the royal son who succeeded his
father is given for kings of Judah and Israel, unless, as often in Israel, there was a usurper.

The writer of Kings is concerned about demonstrating the continuity of the Davidic dynasty in Judah as a demonstration of God’s faithfulness to his promises (2 Sam. 7). For this reason the entire characteristic framework is lacking for Athaliah—she was not counted among the rulers of Judah, but rather was viewed as a usurper and interloper.

Between these introductory and concluding notices the writer-compiler of Kings has incorporated a wide variety of materials. The kings are remembered for at least one important incident that took place during their reigns, most often in connection with some military action (e.g., 1 Kings 14:25-28; 15:16-22; 2 Kings 13:4-7), though not always (e.g., 1 Kings 16:24).

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

While browsing in a used bookstore, one might pick up a volume of world history. If the title page and publication information were missing, how would you determine when the book was written? Perhaps the best procedure would be to turn to the final pages of the book. If the book ended speaking of “the Great War” and “the war to end all wars” and did not go on to describe the events of World War II, it would probably be a safe assumption that this volume of world history was written sometime after 1917 and before 1940. One would scarcely write a world history without including some discussion of the second World War.

Kings is an anonymous work. But the above procedure helps to determine the time it was written. The book ends (2 Kings 25:27-30) describing Jehoiachin’s release from prison in the accession year of Amel-Marduk (562 B.C.). It does not show any awareness of the edict of Cyrus.
that sent the deported Judeans back to Jerusalem to rebuild their city and
temple (2 Chron. 36:22-23; Ezra 1:2-4). This fact, alongside the concern
of the book with the Exile (see 11. Kings, HISTORICAL BACKGROUND,
The History of Composition, A Double Redaction) establishes the fact
that the author-compiler of the book in essentially its present form lived
during the period of the Exile itself (586-539 B.C.).

Any historian selects his data in terms of both his own philosophy of
history and the perceived needs of his target audience. What issues
would have been particularly pressing for the exiles?

Much of the faith of Israel in the preexilic period was built around two
promises of God: (1) his choice of Jerusalem as his dwelling place, and
(2) his promises to David of an enduring dynasty. History had ratified the
national confidence in these promises. The dynasty of David had endured
for over three centuries. A century earlier God had confirmed his choice
of Zion by intervening to disperse the armies of Assyria that had come
against Hezekiah in Jerusalem (2 Kings 18:13-19:37). For the exiles,
however, these promises now had a hollow ring. There was no king ruling
in Jerusalem; the rightful successor to the throne had been taken into
captivity (2 Kings 24:8-17). The temple in Jerusalem had been reduced to
a smoking ruin. Had God failed? Was he not able to keep his
promises? Was Marduk, the god of the Babylonians, more powerful than Yahweh of Israel?

The writer of Kings sets out to explain the Exile and the destruction of Judah in a way that would rescue the faith of the people in the face of such questions. A quick reading of the book gives the impression that Kings is overall not an upbeat history, but rather that it records a downward spiral. Why should this be so? In part at least, it is because the writer is telling Israel that the Exile was not the result of a failure on God’s part, but rather, that God had acted to confirm his holiness by judging the nation for its transgressions. The Exile did not show that Yahweh lacked power—just the opposite: it was the proof that he was ruling over history and that the armies of Babylon were simply doing his bidding. The Deuteronomic History is largely a history of the nation’s failure to keep its covenant with God. “From the day their forefathers came out of Egypt until this day” (2 Kings 21:15) the people had provoked God through disobedience until he decreed disaster for them.

In this sense we might call the book of Kings another example of theodicy. Theodicy is literature that seeks to justify the way God has dealt with people; it vindicates divine nature in the face of evil. We ordinarily think of Job in this connection. Job had certain expectations about the nature of God, particularly the way he would reward a righteous individual. But what Job expected of God and what he experienced in his family and his own body were in tension with the expectation. Similarly Judah in the late preexilic period had certain expectations of God based on those two promises, but their experience belied their expectations. Just as Job was written to justify the way God had dealt with an individual, so Kings vindicates God’s actions toward a nation.

In order to show that the Exile was the product of the nation’s disobedience, the writer of Kings adopts a precise literary program. He
takes laws that are unique to the book of Deuteronomy as the spectacles through which he assesses the history of the nation. In this respect Kings is transparently “Deuteronomistic history.” Here are some of the laws from Deuteronomy that function so prominently in Kings.

**Centralization of Worship (Deut. 12)**

The book of Deuteronomy is set on the edge of the Promised Land, just before the conquest of the land was to commence. It prepared the nation for life without Moses and for the changes that would attend the nation’s entering the inheritance God had provided. During the wilderness period Israel had worshiped at a portable shrine; they packed up and moved the tabernacle when the nation moved. However, once they entered the land, God would choose one place to dwell (Deut. 12:5), and Israel was to bring her sacrifices, offerings, and gifts to that place (vv. 5-7). No longer would they do as they saw fit in any place they happened to be (vv. 8-14), but they would make offerings only at the place God chose. All other places of worship used by the previous inhabitants of the land were to be destroyed (vv. 1-4).
The writer of Kings uses this particular law to form the core of his theological evaluation of the kings of Israel and Judah. Once the kingdom had broken into north and south, almost the first act of Jeroboam in the North is to erect rival sanctuaries at Dan and Bethel in order to divert the religious affections of the northern tribes away from Jerusalem, the place that God had chosen (1 Kings 12:25-30). This transgression at the inception of the northern kingdom is used to measure almost all the subsequent kings of Israel. Almost all are condemned for following in “the sins of Jeroboam.” Even Zimri, who ruled for only one week, is condemned for “walking in the ways of Jeroboam” (1 Kings 16:19). Conversely, Omri, who represented perhaps the most able king the northern kingdom ever knew, is dismissed in a scant six verses, two of which concern his transgressions following the practice of Jeroboam (vv. 25-26). It is clear that the writer of Kings was not overly concerned with the kings’ military or political successes, but rather with the individual king’s faithfulness to the command of God.

One would think that obedience to the command about centralized worship would be easy in the southern kingdom, for after all, the Jerusalem temple was located in the capital of the southern kingdom. What could rival the temple in the religious affection of Judah? But alas, there were many rivals. Although Deuteronomy 12 commanded the destruction of all the high places and other sites of Canaanite worship, the high places continued to flourish and to compete with the Jerusalem temple. Although Solomon would be given wisdom from God at Gibeon, the writer of Kings is only being consistent with himself when he introduces the trip to that great high place with some reservations (1 Kings 3:3-4). The high places stole the heart of Solomon himself (11:7-13) and eventually cost him his kingdom. Those who followed Solomon were also similarly seduced, until ultimately the kingdom of Judah was itself destroyed. Just as the rival altars of Jeroboam were used by the
author to measure the kings of Israel, so the high places became the yardstick to measure the kings of Judah. Two of the kings (Hezekiah and Josiah) did it right: they were not only faithful to the Jerusalem temple, but also suppressed the high places. Another half dozen personally did what was right in the eyes of the Lord, but the high places continued to flourish during their reigns. Most of the remainder themselves participated in the cults that flourished at the high places.

This single command to worship God at the place of his choosing was used to measure the reign of almost all the kings of Israel and Judah. The results were disappointing, and eventually God would take his temple away from his people.

The Monarchy
A day would come when Israel would ask for a king, and there across the Jordan, Moses gives instruction and legislation about how kingship should function in Israel (Deut. 17:14-20). It was a good choice to name the book “Kings,” for it is a history of this institution in Israel and Judah. At least two important features of the provisions in Deuteronomy 17 are important to the book of Kings. First, the king is charged with the decision about the basic religious orientation of the nation (vv. 18-19). The book of Kings traces out what the kings of Israel and Judah did with this responsibility. Most particularly it was Josiah who ruled in accordance with a scroll that contained a copy of the law (2 Kings 22:8-23:25). Second, note that the continuation of kingship and dynastic succession in Israel are tied to the fidelity of the kings. Only through a life of obedience would they reign a long time over the kingdom of Israel (Deut. 17:20). Eventually the infidelity of the kings of both Israel and Judah would bring disaster to both kingdoms.

The influence of Deuteronomy on Kings is also seen in the virtual citation of Deuteronomy 17:16-17 as a description of conditions during Solomon’s rule (1 Kings 4:26; 9:19; 10:14-28; 11:3). Concern with the monarchy is a theme in the earlier books of the DH as well: the reigns of Saul and David are described in Samuel, and other passages raise the question of whether having a king is desirable (Judg. 9; 18:1; 19:1; 21:25; 1 Sam. 8; 12:13-15).

**The Efficacy of the Prophetic Word (Deut. 18:9-22)**

A number of passages in the Pentateuch mention prophets (Gen. 20:7; Exod. 4:15-17; 6:28-7:2; Num. 12:1-8; Deut. 13:1-5 (MT 2-6)), but it is only in Deuteronomy 18:21-22 that the test of a true prophet is defined as whether or not his prophesies come to pass. The power and fulfillment of the prophetic word is a frequent theme in Kings (e.g., 1 Kings 13:1-2, 5, 21, 26, 32; 15:29; 2 Kings 1:17; 7:1; 9:26, 36; 10:17). For an audience
that had witnessed what appeared to be the failure of God’s promises, the writer was concerned to reassure them that the Lord’s word remained powerful and true. For that matter, the Exile itself showed not that God had failed to keep his word, but that he had done what he had warned the nation he would do. He had brought against them the armies of Babylon, Aram, Moab, and Ammon “to destroy Judah, in accordance with the word of the Lord proclaimed by his servants the prophets” (2 Kings 24:2). Rather than undermine confidence in God’s promises, the Exile should establish that confidence. God had always been active in Israel’s history to confirm his word and promises, and this was no less true in the events that led to the destruction of Jerusalem.

The Fulfillment of the Curses for Covenant Breaking (Deut. 28)

Moses was the model prophet and the founder of the prophetic institution in Israel (Deut. 18:15, 18). If the words of the prophets came to pass, how much more so the words of Moses! Toward the end of Deuteronomy there is a chapter cataloging the blessings that would attend Israel’s life if she kept covenant with
God (28:1-14) and the curses that would come as a consequence of disobedience (28:15-68). It appears that the writer of the Deuteronomic History deliberately sought to demonstrate the historical realization of these curses in the life of the nation: disease (28:21-22; 2 Sam. 24), drought (Deut. 28:23-24; 1 Kings 17-18), cannibalism (Deut. 28:53-57; 2 Kings 6:24-30), and perhaps most important, exile and defeat (Deut. 28:36-37, 49-52; 2 Kings 17:24-32; 25:18-24). Josiah was concerned that all of the curses written in the book of the law would come to pass; Huldah assured him that they would not occur during his lifetime, but after his death (2 Kings 22:11-20). The Exile should not have come as a surprise to Israel—the writer of Kings is reminding his readers that Moses had long ago foretold that it would be so if the nation broke its covenant with God.

Other Examples

The influence of Deuteronomy in Kings is pervasive and appears at many other points. For example, a text in Deuteronomy is quoted in connection with events during the reign of Amaziah (Deut. 24:16; 2 Kings 14:6). The laws regarding Passover in Exodus 12:1-30 treat it as a celebration centered in the family; in Deuteronomy 16:1-7, however, it is a pilgrimage festival observed at the central sanctuary. When Kings describes the observance of Passover, it is in terms of the provisions in Deuteronomy (2 Kings 23:21-23).

It is important too to remember how the book ends. In a book that has so emphasized the power of God’s rule over history and his fulfilling both the threats and the promises he made through the prophets, what about the divine promise to David? The writer of Kings wants his readers to know that this promise too has not fallen. Although the stream of divine favor that had attended the Davidic line may now be down to a trickle, even in exile God has not forgotten David’s descendants (2 Kings 25:27-30).
God who had brought the Babylonians against Jerusalem could also cause them to show favor to a son of David. God has not forgotten his promise, even in a distant land and difficult circumstances. The book ends in the Exile, but with a muted note of hope—that God would continue to remember his promises to David.

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

In a book as large as Kings and touching so many themes and motifs of redemptive history, space does not permit an exhaustive description regarding how subsequent biblical authors in the New Testament have reflected on and developed themes of interest in the book. A couple examples will have to suffice.

The writer of Kings was concerned to demonstrate the historical reality of God’s faithfulness to his promises to David. He presents an unbroken dynasty maintained in Judah through about three and a half centuries. The book ends on this note of hope, that even during the Exile and under foreign domination, divine favor still attended David’s descendants. The New Testament shows that this same hope was alive in Israel during the days of Roman rule. The gospel writers are concerned to trace the Davidic ancestry of Jesus and his rightful claim to the

It is striking that the Old Testament itself ends remembering Elijah and proclaiming that he would come again (Mal. 4:56). The New Testament writers also make extensive use of the Elijah and Elisha narratives. Matthew provides a good example of how New Testament authors developed these materials.

Matthew draws literary parallels between the lives of Elijah and Elisha and the lives of John the Baptist and Jesus. He presents John as the fulfillment of Malachi’s prophecy that Elijah would come again (Mal. 4:5), and he presents Jesus as the new Elisha. The Jews of Jesus’ day apparently expected that Elijah would appear literally and physically from the grave, and so when John the Baptist was asked if he was Elijah, he replied, “I am not” (John 1:21). At least early in his ministry, John the Baptist does not appear to have been aware that he was fulfilling the role of the expected Elijah. On the other hand, Jesus described John as “the Elijah who was to come” (Matt. 11:14; 17:12), and Matthew goes out of his way to demonstrate how this was so.

1. Elijah was known for his distinctive style of dress. When Ahaziah sent messengers to inquire of Baal-Zebub, the god of Ekron, his messengers encountered a mysterious figure who sent them back to the king. When the king asked the messengers, “What kind of a man was it who came to meet you?” the messengers answered, “He was a man with a garment of hair and with a leather belt around his waist” (2 Kings 1:7-8). The king knew immediately from this rather minimal description that his messengers had encountered Elijah. When John the Baptist began his preaching, Matthew introduces him by saying, “John’s clothes were made
of camel’s hair, and he had a leather belt around his waist” (Matt. 3:4). This sartorial singularity recalled the memory of Elijah.

2. Both Elijah and John the Baptist faced a hostile political power throughout their lives. In particular, the main antagonist for both was a woman who was seeking their lives. For Elijah, it was Jezebel (1 Kings 19:2, 10, 14); for John, it was Herodias (Matt. 14:3-12).

3. Both Elijah and John the Baptist anointed their successors at the Jordan River. Elisha had accompanied Elijah to the Jordan, and he asked that a double portion of the spirit of Elijah also rest on him (2 Kings 2:9-14). When John baptized Jesus at the Jordan, he saw the heavens opened and the Spirit of God descending upon God’s Son (Matt. 3:13-17). Elijah was the forerunner of Elisha, just as John the Baptist was for Jesus. Luke notes this theme as well: when the birth of John the Baptist was foretold to his father Zechariah, the angel Gabriel said that John would “go before the Lord in the spirit and power of Elijah” and that John would fulfill the mission assigned to Elijah by Malachi, “to turn the hearts of the fathers to their children” (Luke 1:17; Mal. 4:6).

4. There is perhaps no section of the Old Testament that abounds in miracles as much as the Elisha narrative. Having given Elisha the double portion of the Spirit that he sought, God demonstrated his empowerment of the prophet and testified to the message he proclaimed through the miracles that accompanied Elisha’s ministry. Similarly, miracles abound when God himself
testifies to the ministry of his own Son (Heb. 2:3-4). The appearance of Elijah was supposed to inaugurate “that great and dreadful day of the Lord,” the day when God would judge evil while protecting and preserving his people. While John was in prison, he heard that Jesus was preaching and teaching in Galilee. So John sent messengers to ask Jesus, “Are you the one who was to come, or should we expect someone else?” Matthew reports that Jesus told John’s disciples, “Go back and report to John what you hear and see: the blind receive sight, the lame walk, those who have leprosy are cured, the deaf hear, the dead are raised, and the good news is preached to the poor” (Matt. 11:4-5). This list is largely a list of the miracles of Elisha: Elisha had restored sight to the blind (2 Kings 6:18-20), cured leprosy (ch. 5), restored the dead to life (4:32-37; 8:4-5; 13:21), and brought good news to the destitute (1-7; 7:1-2; 8:6). This list conflates the miracles of Elisha with those of the promised Servant of the Lord (Isa. 61:1-3). Jesus was in effect telling John, “Elijah’s successor has come. I am the one you are looking for.”

Matthew drew these parallels between Elijah and John, Elisha and Jesus. In doing this, Matthew provides one of a number of interpretive grids with which Christians can read this portion of the Old Testament. Other gospel writers used the Elijah-Elisha account in equally creative and helpful ways. For example, Kings itself presents a number of parallels between Elijah and Moses. Moses had also experienced the power of God on a mountain, only to find idolatry underway when he came down (Exod. 32; 1 Kings 18). Through Moses God had provided food and water for Israel during her forty years in the wilderness (Exod. 17, Num. 11, 20), just as he provided Elijah with food and beverage that sustained him for forty days (1 Kings 19:8). Moses had encountered God at Sinai, and now God leads the prophet to that same place (1 Kings 19). There, like Moses, Elijah would experience the presence of God in the wind, earthquake, and fire (cf. Exod. 19:16-19). The cave where Elijah took refuge (1 Kings 19:9) reminds us of the cleft in the rock that concealed Moses (Exod.
33:22). On that same mountain God would “pass by” both (vv. 19, 22; 1 Kings 19:11), and both would avoid looking at God (Exod. 33:22; 34:33; 1 Kings 19:13). Both would be sent back to their tasks, their commissions to serve God renewed (Exod. 33:12; 1 Kings 19:15-16). Both Moses and Elijah would complain that they had had enough and ask God to take their lives (Num. 11:15; 1 Kings 19:4; cf. Exod. 32:32), and God would appoint prophets as help for each (Num. 11:16-17, 25; 1 Kings 19:16-17).

Both Moses and Elijah would yet behold the glory of God and hear his voice another time on another mountain (Matt. 17:1-13). There the splendor of the godhead enveloped Jesus, the Son of God, the one who was “the radiance of God’s glory and the exact representation of his being” (Heb. 1:3). Like Elijah, Jesus had spent forty days in the wilderness (Matt. 4:2), but unlike Elijah, he did not succumb to despair.

Biblical authors also pair Elijah and Moses in reference to the Day of the Lord (Mal. 4:4-5), on the Mount of Transfiguration (Matt. 17:3-4; Mark 9:4-5; Luke 9:30-33), and in Revelation (Rev. 11:3-6). Moses represented the law, and Elijah, the prophets; in Jesus one greater than Moses and Elijah had come, and all the law and the prophets spoke of him (Luke 24:27).
12. Chronicles

In the Hebrew canon the two books of Chronicles are counted as one; they stand at the end of the Writings and are the last books in the Hebrew Bible. Their division into two and placement after the books of Kings in the English Bible are due to the influence of the LXX. The Hebrew name of the books is “events of the days” (µym`iY:h' yrY´Eb]DI, di bre= yaaßi m, H1821 + H3427). This same phrase is often used in the Bible to designate what appear to be official histories cited by the biblical historians (e.g., 1 Kings 14:19; 15:31; 16:5, 14, 20, 27). Chronicles is one of two books in the Bible to cover all of human history from creation to the author’s day; both Matthew and Chronicles use genealogies to accomplish this. In the introduction to his translation of Samuel and Kings, Jerome said the books contained “the chronicle of the whole of sacred history”; the practice of calling the books Chronicles derives from that statement.

In the LXX the Chronicles were called “the things omitted, left over” (Paralipomenon). This title was symptomatic. The Chronicles have long been among the most neglected books in the Hebrew Bible for a variety of reasons: (1) They were already in antiquity relegated to being merely a supplement to the information in Samuel and Kings. (2) Modern readers also find it difficult to get past the first nine chapters of what one writer called “Scriptural Sominex,” the genealogies of the tribes. (3) Since the books are among the latest books in the Old Testament, and the author-compiler lived at a time some distance from the events he narrated, critical scholarship has been quite skeptical about their historical worth.

In recent decades there has been a renewed interest in these books. Chronicles has a fascinating literary program and theological agenda in its own right.
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**HISTORICAL BACKGROUND**

The author-compiler of Chronicles did not choose to identify himself, so we are left to drawing inferences about him from what he wrote. He clearly lived in the post-exilic period since he reports the decree of Cyrus (2 Chron. 36:22-23). Two other passages help to establish the earliest date at which he could have written. Although there are some difficulties surrounding the passage, the genealogy of the Davidic royal family after the return runs at least two generations beyond Zerubbabel, who was active in the last quarter of the sixth century (1 Chron. 3:17-24). In 1 Chronicles 29:7 part of the people’s giving for the construction of the temple is reported in *darics*. The daric is a Persian coin named after Darius; it was not minted before 515 B.C., and sufficient time must be allowed for it to gain wide circulation as a monetary standard also in Judah. These two passages then suggest that the Chronicler could not have written before the mid-fifth century. It is more difficult to establish the latest date by which he would have written, though it is improbable that he wrote later than the beginning of the fourth century. Although not all would agree with this assessment, the book appears most naturally to
be the product of a single author; nevertheless, there is also the possibility of a further slight redaction or elaboration by a later reviser.

While the book does show the imprint of a single author’s vocabulary and theological perspective, the writer directs his readers to a wide variety of other sources; we know that he frequently quoted from Samuel-Kings at length and that he makes use of a number of other biblical books. Scholars are not agreed on the amount of his individual contribution versus the degree to which he simply quoted from other sources or the degree to which his own work was supplemented by later revisers. The book of Chronicles shows so much interest in the temple and particularly its Levitical personnel (1 Chron. 6; 9:2-34; 15:2-27; 23:2-6, 26-32; 24:30-31; 26:17-20; 28:13-21; 2 Chron. 5:4-12; 11:13-16; 13:9-10; 17:8; 19:8-11; 20:14, 19; 23:2-8, 18; 24:5-6, 11; 29:4-34; 30:15-27; 31:2-19; 34:9-13, 20; 35:3-18) that many have suggested that the author was himself a Levite, possibly a Levitical musician.
Since the mid-nineteenth century there has been a strong scholarly consensus that the books of Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah originally formed a single work. There were four major reasons for associating Chronicles with Ezra-Nehemiah: (1) Chronicles ends with the decree of Cyrus, and Ezra begins with it (2 Chron. 36:23; Ezra 1:1-4); this overlap was commonly viewed as evidence that the two histories were originally joined and that the text of Cyrus’s decree was repeated to show that connection at a time that the books were divided perhaps to fit within the confines of different scrolls. (2) The apocryphal book 1 Esdras quotes from 2 Chronicles 35 through much of Ezra-Nehemiah; the fact that this book joined Chronicles with Ezra-Nehemiah is understood as evidence of the original situation before the books were divided. (3) Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah share numerous features of vocabulary and syntax. (4) The books share a common ideology and theology, especially their concerns with the cult and the use of extensive lists.

Yet on closer scrutiny these arguments are not compelling. (1) The overlap due to the repetition of the decree of Cyrus could equally well represent an effort to join two works which were originally separate. (2) Scholars are not agreed that 1 Esdras represents the state of Chronicles-Ezra-Nehemiah before they were subsequently further developed and divided in the Hebrew Bible; many consider 1 Esdras to represent a secondary development rather than evidence for the unity of Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah. (3) It is not sufficient to show simply that Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah share much in linguistic data. These commonalities may show no more than the common linguistic substratum of fourth-century Jews living in Judah. Japhet (VT 18 [1968]: 330-71) has argued that there are a number of differences between Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah in terms of their distinctive choices of vocabulary and syntax for items that would otherwise ordinarily be considered synonymous. (4) There are also some important perspectival differences between Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah. For example, the weekly Sabbath, which
is so important in Ezra-Nehemiah (Neh. 9:14; 10:31; 13:15-22) plays no role in Chronicles. Conversely the Chronicler shows great interest in the prophets and reports many instances of their preaching, whereas Ezra-Nehemiah does not show a similar interest. The Davidic succession, an important theme in Chronicles, plays virtually no role in Ezra-Nehemiah. Whereas Ezra-Nehemiah shows some hostility toward those occupying the regions of the former northern kingdom Israel (Ezra 4-6; Neh. 2:19-20; 4:1-15; 6:1-14; 13:4-29), the Chronicler is much concerned to secure their participation in the life of the nation (1 Chron. 11:1-3; 12:23-40; 2 Chron. 19:4; 30:1-2; 34:6-7). “All Israel” acting together in concert is a prominent theme in Chronicles (see below, 12. Chronicles, LITERARY STRUCTURE AND THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE, The Genealogies (1 Chron. 1-9)). The Chronicler does not report Solomon’s sins involving his many wives, whereas Solomon is used as an example about the evil of mixed marriage in Nehemiah 13:26. In recent decades in the study of Chronicles the tide has been running against treating Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah as a unity; Williamson, Japhet, and Braun are prominent voices in the effort to sever that relationship. The ideology
and theology of Chronicles emerge in a different light when it is read on its own rather than as a part of Ezra-Nehemiah.

The Chronicler made use of a wide range of sources both biblical and extrabiblical. He quotes at length from Samuel and Kings and uses material from a number of other biblical books. The form in which the Chronicler cites these other books is occasionally at variance with the Masoretic Text, particularly in the case of Samuel where the Chronicler appears to have used a text similar to that used by translators and revisers of the LXX (Lemke, *HTR* 58 [1965]: 345-63). Whereas in Kings the sources to which the writer refers the reader appear to be primarily official records or histories (e.g., “the book of the annals of the kings of Judah” or “the book of the annals of the kings of Israel”), the Chronicler in contrast sends his readers largely to a variety of prophetic writings (e.g., “the records of Samuel the seer, the records of Nathan the prophet, and the records of Gad the seer” (1 Chron. 29:29), “the records of Shemaiah the prophet and of Iddo the seer that deal with genealogies” (2 Chron. 12:15), “the annotations of the prophet Iddo” (13:22). Two passages suggest that these were not independent works but were already integrated into a larger corpus (20:34; 32:32) and that the Chronicler may have cited this other source under the name of a prophet who ministered during the king’s reign. Since the Chronicler’s source citations always (with the exception of Josiah, 2 Chron. 35:27) occur in the same position as the source citation in the parallel account in Samuel-Kings, some consider the Chronicler to be directing his readers to Samuel-Kings itself.

**LITERARY STRUCTURE AND THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE**

The biblical historians were not only writing an account of their national history as it actually occurred, but they were also writing to address the theological issues of their contemporary audience. There is considerable interplay between the needs of the author’s generation and his selection
and presentation of data. The author of Kings lived during the Exile or very early in the postexilic period. His readers had in recent times experienced the destruction of Jerusalem and the end of the Davidic succession. For them the burning theological issues that had to be addressed if faith was to survive were “Has God failed?” “How could this have happened to us?” and “Is Marduk of Babylon really more powerful than Yahweh?” The writer of Kings sets himself to address these questions by showing that God has not failed but has fulfilled his warnings to the nation by bringing upon them the consequences of failing to obey the covenant. The Exile confirms the power of Yahweh rather than calling it into question.

The Chronicler lives at a later time than the writer of Kings. The needs of his audience are different. The restoration community is not asking “How could this have happened?” but rather it is asking questions about its relationship to its past: “In the judgment of the Exile, had God ended his covenant with Israel?” “Are we still the people of God?” “Is God still interested in us?” “What do God’s promises to Israel, Jerusalem, and David before the Exile have to do with us who live after?” So the Chronicler prepares yet another history of the nation, one that addresses a different set of questions than those that influenced Kings.
The book of Chronicles naturally divides into three larger sections: the genealogies (1 Chron. 1-9), the united monarchy under David and Solomon (1 Chron. 10-2 Chron. 9), the postschism kingdom (2 Chron. 10-36). In each of these sections the Chronicler varies his compositional technique; though there is, of course, a unitary theological thrust to the book, these larger units also reflect different theological emphases.

The Genealogies (1 Chron. 1-9)

Today’s Western readers are quite often discouraged from studying or even reading Chronicles because of what we consider its rather inauspicious beginning; the Chronicler and his audience would have looked at these nine chapters of genealogies through quite different eyes. For a generation asking about its relationship to Israel in the past, the genealogies directly address the question of the continuity of the restoration community with Israel of old. Using genealogies, the Chronicler relates his own generation to Adam (1 Chron. 1:1); for those wondering “Is God still interested in us?” the Chronicler gives a resounding “Yes! He always has been.” The genealogies speak of Israel’s continuity and her election as God’s people.

One of the most prominent themes in Chronicles is the writer’s concern with “all Israel” (e.g., 1 Chron. 9:1; 11:1, 10; 12:38; 14:8; 15:3, 28; 18:14; 2 Chron. 1:2; 7:8; 9:30; 10:3, 16; 12:1; 13:4, 15; 18:16; 24:5). At a time when the northern tribes had long been in exile, the Chronicler provides a genealogical listing for all the tribes (except Zebulun and Dan); in giving such a list, the Chronicler is (1) expressing his awareness of continuity with the larger number, (2) showing his concern to include the northern tribes rather than to exclude them, (3) suggesting that he regarded the schism as neither permanent nor desirable, and (4) possibly giving some expression to an eschatological hope for a revival of the nation in its largest extent.
The genealogies also had some very practical functions for the restoration community. They not only address the question of continuity with the past but also the question of legitimacy and legality in the present. Who was eligible for kingship or priesthood (Neh. 7:61-65)? Issues of social status, military obligation, land distribution, and hereditary rights are also in part addressed by genealogies.

Although these ancient genealogies may be somewhat of a “turn-off” to modern readers, the genealogies of the individual tribes contain many interesting features that repay the effort invested in studying them.

The United Monarchy (1 Chron. 10-2 Chron. 9)

When comparing the Chronicler’s account of David and Solomon with that in Samuel-Kings, perhaps the most striking difference is the material that the Chronicler has chosen to omit. With the exception of the account of David’s census (1 Chron. 21; cf 2 Sam. 24), the Chronicler has not recorded incidents that would in any way tarnish the image of David or Solomon. The Chronicler does not report the rival kingdom in the hands of a descendant of Saul during
David’s seven years at Hebron or David’s negotiations for rule over the northern tribes. He omits any account of the rebellion of Absalom and Adonijah and the actions of Amnon and Shimei; he makes no mention of David’s sins in connection with Bathsheba and Uriah. The Chronicler deletes the narrative of Solomon’s taking vengeance on David’s enemies (1 Kings 2) and does not report the sins of Solomon, which according to Kings were ultimately the reason for the break-up of the kingdom (1 Kings 11). Even the blame for the schism is shifted from Solomon to Jeroboam (2 Chron. 13:6-7).

In Chronicles David and Solomon are portrayed as glorious, obedient, all-conquering figures who enjoy not only divine blessing but also the support of all the nation. Instead of an aged, bedridden David who only saves the kingdom for Solomon at the last minute due to the promptings of Bathsheba and Nathan (1 Kings 1), the Chronicler shows a smooth transition of power without a ripple of dissent. David himself publicly announces Solomon’s appointment as his successor, an announcement greeted with enthusiastic and total support on the part of the people (1 Chron. 28:1-29:25), including the other sons of David, the officers of the army and others who had supported Adonijah’s attempted coup (1 Chron. 29:24; cf. 1 Kings 1:7-10). Whereas in Kings Solomon’s sins are a reason for the schism and Solomon is contrasted to his father David (1 Kings 11; cf. 11:11-13, 32-36), in Chronicles Rehoboam is commended for “walking in the ways of David and Solomon” (2 Chron. 11:17).

This idealization of the reigns of David and Solomon could be dismissed as a kind of glorification of the “good old days.” Yet when coupled with the Chronicler’s emphasis on God’s promise to David of an enduring dynasty (1 Chron. 17:11-14; 2 Chron. 13:5, 8; 21:7; 23:3), the Chronicler’s treatment of David and Solomon reflects a “messianic historiography.” David and Solomon in Chronicles are not just the David and Solomon who were, but the David and Solomon of the Chronicler’s
eschatological hope. At a time when Israel was subject to the Persians, the Chronicler still cherished hopes of a restoration of Davidic rule, and he describes the glorious rule of David and Solomon in the past in terms of his hope for the future.

Another feature of the Chronicler’s account of David and Solomon is that their reigns are presented primarily in terms of their involvement in the building of the temple. As soon as he was inaugurated, David was immediately concerned to move the ark to Jerusalem (1 Chron. 13-16). The Chronicler adds an extensive section concerning David’s preparations for the work he would leave to Solomon (chs. 22-27); even the public ceremonies surrounding the transfer of royal power concern primarily the construction of the temple (chs. 28-29). Whereas in Kings Solomon’s wisdom is wisdom for ruling (1 Kings 3:7-15; cf. 3:16-4:34), in Chronicles it is wisdom for building (cf. 2 Chron. 2:12 and its parallel at 1 Kings 5:7). Solomon receives wisdom at the altar built by Bezalel (2 Chron. 1:5) who had earlier built the tabernacle.

Another of the Chronicler’s most characteristic compositional techniques could be described as “recapitulative historiography.” The Chronicler seems to delight in taking an earlier incident from Israel’s history or from his own writings and using it as a paradigm or model to describe a subsequent situation. The
Chronicler takes the relationship between Moses and Joshua as a model for his presentation of the succession of David and Solomon (Williamson, *VT* 26 [1976]: 351-61). He also presents Solomon and the Tyrian craftsman Huram-abi as a second Bezalel and Oholiab. Bezalel is mentioned in only two books of the Bible: Chronicles and Exodus. Just as Bezalel was endowed with the spirit of wisdom for building the tabernacle, so also Solomon was endowed with the same spirit at the altar built by Bezalel (1 Chron. 2:20; 2 Chron. 1:5; cf. Exod. 35:30-31). Both Bezalel and Solomon were from the tribe of Judah (Exod. 35:30).

The Chronicler modifies the account in Kings in order to draw parallels between Huram-abi and Oholiab in four ways: (1) *Arrival time*. In the account in Kings, Huram appears in the narrative at a point when the construction of the temple itself has already been completed (1 Kings 7:13); the Chronicler brings him on the scene from the beginning, just as Oholiab was associated with Bezalel from the outset (2 Chron. 2:7, 13). (2) *Skill list*. In Kings Huram is a specialist in bronze (1 Kings 7:14) and he appears to make a large number of bronze castings (vv. 15-47). In Chronicles Huram-abi’s skill list is much longer, all but identical to the skill list of Bezalel and Oholiab (2 Chron. 2:7, 14; cf. Exod. 35:31-36:1). (3) *Name*. In Kings this Tyrian craftsman is called Hiram or Huram, but in Chronicles his name is given as Huram-abi. This additional element on the end of his name makes his name end the same way as did the name of Oholiab. (4) *Ancestry*. Where Kings reports that Huram was the child of a widow from Naphtali (1 Kings 7:14), the Chronicler identifies her as a widow of Dan; this gives Huram-abi the same ancestry as Oholiab (2 Chron. 2:14; cf. Exod. 35:34). While all of these differences can be reconciled fairly easily, it is important to see what the Chronicler is doing: by drawing parallels between the building of the tabernacle and the building of Solomon’s temple, he is enhancing the continuity between Israel of old and the generations that witnessed the building of the second temple.
Similar examples of patterned narratives can be found in the Chronicler’s treatment of the last four kings of Judah, his likening Hezekiah to a second Solomon, his drawing parallels between events at the time of Abijah and Ahaz (2 Chron. 13, 28), and his modeling Jehoshaphat after his father Asa.

The Post-Schism Kingdom (2 Chron. 10-36)

One of the major concerns in the book of Kings is to show the accumulating history of wrongdoing that led to the Exile; e.g., “They have done evil in my eyes and have provoked me to anger from the day their forefathers came out of Egypt until this day” (2 Kings 21:15). The exiles themselves were not altogether appreciative of this explanation; they complained that they were being punished for sins they had not committed: “The fathers eat sour grapes, and the children’s teeth are set on edge” (Jer. 31:29; Ezek. 18:2). When the Chronicler retells the history of Judah, he is concerned to show that punishment for sin is not always deferred, but rather each generation will experience blessing or judgment in terms of its own actions. This characteristic of the Chronicler is commonly known as his “theology of immediate retribution.” Although it is by no
means confined to his account of the post-schism kings, it is more frequently used there.

In a number of passages unique to Chronicles (i.e., not found in the parallel text of Samuel-Kings) the author specifically articulates the theme of an immediate divine response to precipitating events (1 Chron. 28:8-9; 2 Chron. 12:5; 15:2; 20:20). Although it is not the first such notice, 2 Chronicles 7:14 (the most widely known verse from Chronicles) is a programmatic statement of great importance. Solomon’s prayer at the dedication of the temple and God’s response to that prayer (2 Chron. 6:1-7:22) constitute a kind of “charter” for the subsequent history of the nation. The divine response to Solomon’s prayer is drawn almost verbatim from its parallel in 1 Kings 9:1-9, except that the Chronicler has added the material in 2 Chronicles 7:13-15. Here some vocabulary is used that will recur again and again as the Chronicler seeks to demonstrate the validity of his theology of immediate retribution. “Seeking God” (vr’D, drs, H2011; vq’B, bqs, H1335) becomes a touchstone for weal or woe (1 Chron. 10:13-14; 22:19; 28:9; 2 Chron. 11:16; 12:14; 14:4, 7; 15:2, 4, 12, 13, 15; 16:12; 17:4; 18:4; 19:3; 20:4; 22:9; 25:20; 26:5; 30:19; 31:21; 33:12; 34:3);


Not only these terms, but also their antonyms are common vehicles for the Chronicler’s convictions. The opposite responses to seeking God and humble oneself are introduced through the ‘zb, H6440: 1 Chron. 28:9, 20; 2 Chron. 7:19, 22; 12:1, 5; 13:10-11; 15:2; 21:10; 24:18, 20, 24; 28:6;
21:16-20; 26:16-23—contrast 32:24). Alongside cultic offenses and the failure to seek God and to humble oneself, foreign alliances represented failure to trust God and always resulted in judgment (16:2-9; 19:1-3; 20:35-37; 22:3-9; 25:7-13; 28:16-21; 32:31). In Chronicles wicked kings do not engage in building programs; they have no great number of wives and progeny, no great wealth, and command no great armies; these tokens of divine blessing are reserved to the pious.

In his emphasis on immediate retribution the Chronicler is warning the restoration community against any complacency or presumption that punishment might be deferred as it had been in the past. For a nation once again “serving the kingdoms of other lands” (2 Chron. 12:8), survival and blessing were found through seeking God and humbling oneself before him.

It is a shame that the Chronicles have been so generally neglected in the history of the church. The Chronicler was an able historian and theologian whose work deserves more earnest attention. Christian readers will find the books instructive in innumerable ways. At a macro-level the genealogies speak eloquently of the desire of believers to have their own names enrolled in the roster of God’s people (Dan. 12:1; Phil. 4:3; Rev. 3:5; 13:8). They will see in the glorious David and Solomon described in Chronicles an anticipation of the glory of David’s greater Son.

13. Ezra-Nehemiah

Although modern readers of the Bible are accustomed to treating the books of Ezra and Nehemiah separately, ancient tradition regards them as one (see below). The titles of the individual books reflect the two main characters of the book. Although they were strong and important men, the book in the final analysis actually focuses on the community as a
These books record the last events of the Old Testament period. They encompass the time from the immediate postexilic times (the decree of Cyrus, 539 B.C.) through the work of Nehemiah (end of the fifth century B.C.). Later tradition marks Ezra as the culmination of the Old Testament era and describes him as the one who completes the canon.

The books describe a time of transition. As Eskenazi indicates, it is a time when the community supersedes the elite leadership of the individual, a time when not just the temple but the whole city becomes holy ground, and a time when written documents supersede oral speeches in authority.
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**Monographs and Articles**


HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Authorship, Composition, and Date

Tradition cites Ezra as the author of the book (Baba’ Bathra 15a), but, although this is not impossible, concrete internal evidence is lacking. Archer (SOTI, 419-20), an exception to the modern consensus, argues that, since Ezra speaks in the first person in Ezra 8-10, he must have written the entire work (incorporating the Nehemiah Memoir).

In actuality, the issues of authorship, composition, and date are intertwined and quite complex. We begin with the issue of the composition of the book.

Unity of Ezra-Nehemiah. First, due to the common practice of printing the two books separately, we need to examine the evidence for their unity. Modern Hebrew Bibles and English versions print the books separately, obscuring the ancient unity of the books. Actually, it was not until the Middle Ages that the books were separated in Hebrew Bibles. Before that time, they were printed together and, when the Masoretes tallied the number of verses of the book, they did it for the combined Ezra-Nehemiah. They also identified Nehemiah 3:32 as the center of the book.
Origen is the first attested scholar to differentiate the two books, and Jerome’s Vulgate represents this position for the first time in an edition of the Bible (see Howard, 275; Williamson 1985, xxi).

We thus treat the books of Ezra and Nehemiah as a literary unity in the analysis to follow.

Connection With Chronicles. The next major issue is the connection of Ezra-Nehemiah with Chronicles. Since the time of L. Zunz in 1832 until recently, most scholars believed that Ezra-Nehemiah was written by the Chronicler. The most obvious key to the theory is the overlap between the end of Chronicles and the beginning of Ezra, but advocates of this position also point to linguistic and theological similarities between the two. Further, they also invoke the noncanonical 1 Esdras, which retells the same story as the end of 2 Chronicles and Ezra, and does so without showing a break between the two.
The arguments for and against the unity of Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah are too involved to repeat in detail here. For the position in favor of a close connection between the two, consult Ackroyd and see the summary in Eskenazi (1988, 14-32, and 1986), though it is not her position. However, it is fair to say that Japhet, Williamson, and others have forged a new consensus that divorces Ezra-Nehemiah from Chronicles. Upon evaluation of the evidence, we agree that Ezra-Nehemiah is a separate composition and will be treated as such in what follows.

Sources. It is obvious that the final redactor-author of Ezra-Nehemiah utilized sources in his composition. The shift in both parts of the book between first-person and third-person speech is a major indication of this. Later we will see that the shift to and from first-person narration has significant literary functions, but for now we concentrate on the phenomenon as an indication of sources. The two are not mutually exclusive. Howard (278-79) gives a helpful list of the major and minor sources found in the book:

**Major Sources**

. A historical review (Ezra 1-6)

. Ezra’s Memoirs (Ezra 7-10 and Neh. 8-10)

. Nehemiah’s Memoirs (Neh. 1-7 and 11-13)

**Minor Sources**

. Lists (Ezra 1:9-11; 2:7; 8:1-14; Neh. 3; 10:18-43;
AN INTRODUCTION to the OLD TESTAMENT

11:3-36;
12:1-26)

. Letters (Ezra 1:2-4; 4:11-16;
4:17-22; 5:7-
17; 6:2-5;
6:6-22; 7:12-
26)
Williamson (1985) persuasively argues that the composition of the books of Ezra-Nehemiah proceeded along the following lines: (1) the above sources were written close to the events about which they speak, (2) the Ezra Memoir and the Nehemiah Memoir are brought together, and then (3) Ezra 1-6 is added as an introduction to the whole work. The latter was composed of a variety of sources and indicates what happened from the time of Cyrus’s decree until the advent of Ezra and Nehemiah.

**Date**. Since we cannot identify a specific author, we may not be precise about the date. Of course, a major factor in giving even a proximate time period for the final composition of the book relies on our ability to fix a date for the events which are narrated in the book. While there is scholarly disagreement, we side with a traditional date for Ezra’s mission (458 B.C.), thus allowing us to fix a date as early as the turn of the century (400). However, it is possible that this marks the time when the Ezra and Nehemiah Memoirs were brought together, and it may not have been until a century later (300) that Ezra 1-6 wasprefaced to the book (see Williamson 1983 and 1985, xxxvi; Japhet 1982, 88).

**The Dates of the Missions of Ezra and Nehemiah**

Scholars agree about the date of Nehemiah’s mission to Jerusalem (see Klein, 370-72, for the information to follow). Nehemiah 1:1 reads, “In the month of Kislev in the twentieth year, while I was in the citadel of Susa...” Although no king’s name is given, it has been assumed that Nehemiah went to Jerusalem in the twentieth year of Artaxerxes I (465-425 B.C.). This intuition is now confirmed by a letter found among the Elephantine papyri. This letter is dated to 408 B.C. (the seventeenth year of Darius II). It was sent to Bagoas, who may have been the one to follow Nehemiah as governor of Yehud, and reference is made to Johanan the high priest (Neh. 12:10, 22), who was the second person to succeed Eliashib, who
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was a contemporary of Nehemiah (Neh. 3:1; 13:28). It was also sent to Sanballat's sons. Since these individuals represent the generation after Nehemiah, it is reasonable to place Nehemiah's work during the reign of Artaxerxes I. Thus the description of his work begins in 445 B.C. His first term of office was twelve years (Neh. 5:14).

While Nehemiah's mission is firmly dated, Ezra's is not. The textual notice is as extensive as Nehemiah's: "...during the reign of Artaxerxes, king of Persia, Ezra...came up from Babylon. Ezra arrived in Jerusalem in the fifth month of the seventh year of the king" (Ezra 7:1-8).

The traditional order, Ezra preceding Nehemiah, lends itself to identifying the king as Artaxerxes I, leading to a date of 458 B.C. for the beginning of his ministry. Of course, this would mean that Ezra would have been waiting for Nehemiah when the latter arrived in Jerusalem in 445. However, the fact that the books do not confirm any overlap between the two leaders has presented an obstacle to many scholars.

This problem led to two alternative constructions of the chronology: (1) dating Ezra to the seventh year of Artaxerxes II, which would place him in 398
B.C., or (2) emending the text to read “thirty-seventh” (thirty and seven begin with the same Hebrew consonant [v, shin]), thus dating Ezra to 428 B.C. Since most scholars object to such free emendation, the date 398 B.C. has been the most widely accepted alternative (see Emerton).

However, too much may be read into the lack of overlap between Ezra and Nehemiah in the biblical text. Ezra and Nehemiah were two different individuals with a common goal, to be sure, but also with different emphases. So it is not surprising to see a move back toward a traditional order and dating for the work of Ezra and Nehemiah in recent scholarship (Hoglund).

**Historical Period**

While the book focuses on the missions of Ezra and Nehemiah, it opens with the edict of Cyrus of Persia, who allows the exiles to return home. Then follows an account of the events that took place between 539 and ca. 515 B.C.

Of course, only a few people decide to make the journey back to the decimated homeland to rebuild city and temple. Those who choose to go follow the leadership of Zerubbabel, a descendant of David (although this information comes not from Ezra but from 1 Chronicles 3:19 and elsewhere), and Sheshbazzar (for the issue of the identity of the latter, see Japhet 1982).

Some evidence exists to indicate that this edict was part of an imperial strategy for many who were exiled under the rule of the Babylonians and, before that, the Assyrians. This policy led many to think of Persia as a liberator.

The Persian (Achaemenid) Empire organized itself into satrapies,
Palestine falling into one large satrapy called Beyond the River. Zerubbabel was governor of one of the districts within this satrapy, called Yehud.

The stated purpose of the return to Palestine was to rebuild the temple. The priests started by rebuilding the altar in order to initiate sacrificial worship (Ezra 3:1-6). The foundation was laid (vv. 10-13), but before the temple itself could be built, opposition arose. The opposition came in the form of those, perhaps from the north, who were already in the area when the Judeans arrived. They offered to assist in the rebuilding, but Zerubbabel and the other leaders refused their offers (Ezra 4:1-3). Hoglund (26-27) distinguishes this opposition from the Jewish-Samaritan rift that occurred some time later. Their response was to appeal to the Persian authorities to bring the rebuilding activity to a close.

The efforts to foil the rebuilding of the temple succeeded when Artaxerxes ordered that temple construction be halted (Ezra 4:18-22). It would not be completed until the reign of Darius, sometime around 515 B.C.

Ezra 7-Nehemiah 13 recounts the events of 458-433 B.C. (Howard, 284-85). During this time Ezra and Nehemiah return to Judah and lead the people in a spiritual and nationalist revival. The focus of the revitalization of Jerusalem is on the rebuilding of the walls.

Hoglund’s study illuminates the broader political-military context in which the missions of Ezra and Nehemiah need to be understood. Why would the Persian authorities encourage the rebuilding of the walls of a vassal city? This might well encourage later rebellion and thus come back to haunt them.
Hoglund connects the revitalization of Jerusalem with events in Egypt in the middle of the fifth century B.C. Most of our information for this revolt comes from the Greek historians Herodotus, Thucydides, Ctesias, Diodorus Siculus, and others. There is some disharmony in their accounts, and care must be taken in reconstructing the events, but in general the following picture emerges.

Xerxes died in 464 B.C., encouraging revolt in Egypt, a vassal state at the time. The revolutionary leaders were Inaros, the “Great Chief of Libu,” and Amyrtaeus, the “Great Chief of Meshwesh.”

They encountered Achaemenes, the satrap of Egypt and uncle of the new Persian king Artaxerxes I, in a battle at Papremis. The battle resulted in a great victory for the Egyptians. Achaemenes was killed, and the survivors fled to Memphis, where they dug in, expecting an onslaught.

The Greek Delian League, headed by Athens, saw this revolt as a golden opportunity to push its interests in the western Mediterranean. They thus entered the fray. Nonetheless the combined Egyptian and Greek forces could not penetrate and destroy the Persian stronghold in Memphis, giving the empire time to launch a counterattack.

This counterattack came in the form of an army led by Megabyzos who quashed the revolt and avenged the death of the king’s uncle.

Some scholars go on to speak of a revolt of Megabyzos who was enraged at what he considered to be the dishonorable treatment of the revolutionaries. But Hoglund (119-27) does not value this account, which is found only in Ctesias.

In spite of this, the picture that emerges from the data is that of an empire that has problems on its western flank. The Egyptians had revolted, and
the Greeks were looking for opportunities to weaken the Persians in this part of the world. The empire could use a strong friend to safeguard its interests, and the Palestine of Ezra and Nehemiah might have provided it. In answer to the question why the empire encouraged what amounted to a military strengthening of Jerusalem (by rebuilding the walls), Hoglund’s reply that the city could serve as a garrison against Egypt and Greek interests makes good sense. It also explains the shift from the earlier negative attitude of Artaxerxes I at the beginning of his reign toward the rebuilding of the city (Ezra 4:17-22; see Hoglund, 223).

LITERARY ANALYSIS

Genre

The books contain a number of earlier sources, most notably the memoirs of Ezra and Nehemiah (see below). But before taking a closer look at the parts, we will address the issue of the identification of the book as a whole.

With Eskenazi (1988, 7) and many others we agree that Ezra-Nehemiah is history writing. This genre identification is to be read in the light of the description of biblical historiography found in chapter 1 (1. Introduction, HISTORICAL BACKGROUND, pp. 20-26). Eskenazi is correct when she goes on to emphasize
the literary shaping of the book, but in our opinion this does not lessen the accuracy of the historical account.

This historical work is composed of a number of different sources that have their own generic shape. Letters, royal edicts, and lists, for instance, appear throughout the book. Most notable and attracting the most discussion are the first-person narrations of Ezra (Ezra 7-10; Neh. 8 [some add Neh. 9-10]) and Nehemiah (Neh. 1-7; sections of 12:27-43 and 13:4-31).

Both of these writings are called “Memoirs” in the literature, and they do bear a resemblance to this genre. A memoir is a first-person writing that is distinguished from autobiography in that “the memoirist writes of great events that he or she has observed or in which he or she has participated, whereas the autobiographer writes of the self who has observed and participated in the events” (Longman 1991, 42). Scholars have attempted an identification of the Nehemiah Memoir by comparing it to ancient Near Eastern royal inscriptions (so Mowinckel) or Egyptian tomb inscriptions (von Rad). Williamson offers the suggestion that both the Nehemiah and Ezra Memoirs were reports to the Persian court concerning activities in Jerusalem. Thus they are actually a “mixture of literary genres” (Williamson 1985, xxviii).

Structure

Howard (1993, 278) provides a rough outline based on the shift between first- and third-person narration in the book. It glosses over some of the fine points of the text but still is a helpful guide:

A Historical Review (Ezra 1-6) Ezra’s Memoirs, Part 1 (Ezra 7-10)
But it is Eskenazi (1988, 38) who follows the story line of the book most carefully. She finds the terminology of the structuralist scholar Bremond useful for her purposes. What follows is a translation of her outline into more accessible form:

I. The goal initiated: Cyrus’ decree to build the house of God (Ezra 1:1-4)

II. The community builds the house of God (Ezra 1:5-
Nehemiah 7:72)

A. Introduction: the people prepare to return to the land (Ezra 1:5-6)

B. The community returns and rebuilds altar and temple in the midst of opposition (Ezra 1:7-6:22)
C. Ezra and the people of God return to the land to build a community in the midst of the conflict surrounding intermarriage (Ezra 7:1-10:44)

D. Nehemiah returns to the land in order to rebuild the city wall in spite of opposition (Neh. 1:1-7:5)

E. Closure: the list of returnees (Nehemiah 7:6-7:72, which reiterates Ezra 2 and binds the whole together)

III. The goal reached: “the community celebrates the completion of the house of God according to Torah” (Neh. 7:73- 13:31).

Style

At first blush, Ezra-Nehemiah appears rather uninteresting from a literary perspective. The abrupt changes from first person to third person, the innumerable lists, and the frequent letters seem tedious. At times these seem to obscure the plot and characterization.

But a deeper analysis of the book’s subtle use of plot, characterization, and changing point of view reveals a depth and richness that grasps the reader’s attention (Eskenazi and Green are particularly helpful in literary matters).

Space will permit only a brief description of two of these subtleties. The first is the easily noted shifts between third-and first-person narration. This may be described on a source-critical level; that is, the book incorporates two earlier written memoirs. But a more attentive study uncovers the effect of the combination of the two perspectives. The first-person speech gives a personal or subjective viewpoint; the omniscient third-person narration is objective and authoritative (Eskenazi, 129-30). This insight permits comparison between the two viewpoints. Does the
objective narrator affirm the perspective of the first-person speakers?

This study leads to the second literary subtlety, and that is the contrastive characterization of Ezra and Nehemiah. In short, the omniscient narrator consistently affirms the viewpoint of Ezra while slightly distancing himself from that of Nehemiah. Not that Nehemiah is disdained by the narrator (some scholars overplay the contrast), but Nehemiah’s bold, self-aggrandizing statements are often subdued by the narrator’s assessment. This is important to observe because one of the purposes of the book is to downplay individual leaders in the interests of the entire community (see below).

The interplay of point of view, characterization, and plot contribute to the message of the book of Ezra-Nehemiah, and it is to that subject that we now turn.

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

Eskenazi does a masterful job of delineating three major themes in the book and then shows how they reverberate through the whole. These themes
indicate that the time period of Ezra and Nehemiah witnessed a transformation from a time of elite leaders, narrow holiness, and oral authority to a time of community, spreading holiness, and the authority of written documents. Adopting the language of Hegel, she notes a move from a poetic age to a prosaic one. She admirably does not denigrate this transition but rather speaks of the sanctification of the prosaic (1988, 1).

First, we see a shift from leaders to community. The Old Testament specializes in charismatic individuals: Abraham, Moses, Samuel, David, and Daniel are just a handful of examples. Indeed Ezra and Nehemiah are striking characters, but Eskenazi charts how these men are absorbed, Ezra willingly and Nehemiah reluctantly, into the community. It is the community that accomplishes the task of rebuilding the temple and wall of Jerusalem. It is the people who turn to the Lord in corporate allegiance at the end.

Second, holiness is no longer restricted to certain special places. This theme is especially clear when the temple is rebuilt. This is the goal of the return, and when the structure is finished and consecrated, we almost expect the book to end. However, the house of God is not built once the temple is finished (Ezra 6:15); it continues, and more of Jerusalem is built. When the walls are finished, they too are consecrated (not “dedicated,” so NIV, see Neh. 3:1) indicating that they were considered a part of a rebuilt “Holy City” (Neh. 11:1). Once temple, city, and walls are rebuilt, then come the “grand opening” ceremonies (Neh. 8-13, see Eskenazi 1988, 57).

The third major theme of the book, according to Eskenazi’s analysis, is the shift from oral to written authority. It is amazing to see the role of written documents in the book. Letters from kings initiate and stop action on both the level of actual events and the story. The most important written document, however, does not have human origin but is the Torah
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of Yahweh. The people rededicate themselves to this divinely given book at a great covenant renewal ceremony at the end of the book (Neh. 8-10).

While Eskenazi’s analysis is compelling and rich, it does not exhaust the theological message of this profound book. Green (1993) notes that Ezra-Nehemiah is a book about the building of “two walls.” Most obviously, we recognize “Nehemiah’s wall,” a wall that physically separates the people of God from their enemies, the unclean “Gentiles.” On the other hand, “Ezra’s wall,” the law of God that it was his mission to teach, erected a spiritual boundary between Israel and all other people. In essence, Ezra’s law, which included a strong emphasis on the prohibition of intermarriage, constituted a people fit to live within Nehemiah’s walls. At the end of the book of Ezra, we have a holy people dwelling in a holy city.

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

Ezra-Nehemiah has a surprising and, at first sight, awkward conclusion. It is almost as if Nehemiah 13 is a careless addition to the end of the book. After all, the climax of a holy people in a holy city has been reached and celebrated. The last chapter narrates a number of problems that Nehemiah had to handle.
One case involved the high priest Eliashib, who lent rooms in the temple to the non-Israelite Tobiah. Nehemiah had to throw him out in order to preserve the sanctity of the building (Neh. 13:4-9). Also the city officials failed to provide for the Levites, who then left the temple for the fields. Once again Nehemiah had to intervene (vv. 10-13). In addition, the men of Judah were breaking the Sabbath (vv. 14-22). But perhaps most frightening was the recurrence of intermarriage. Green (214) points to the significant mention of Solomon in this unit (vv. 26-27). The question is, Will Israel survive just to repeat the sins of the past? Intermarriage dragged Solomon and the entire nation into a vortex of doom that led to the Exile. Will the postexilic generation go the same way?

Thus the book of Ezra-Nehemiah concludes with an open question and a look to the future. Perfection, in a word, has not been reached (Eskenazi 1988, 126).

The New Testament takes us well beyond the world of Ezra-Nehemiah. In the words of Koch (197), “Ezra was realizing certain prophetic predictions in pre-eschatological steps which were different from eschatological perfections, and...he was using the Torah also as a book of promise.” For instance, Ezra-Nehemiah attests to the expansion of holiness beyond the confines of the temple to include the whole city of Jerusalem. Nonetheless, there remained a strong demarcation of the holy and the secular, the clean and the unclean. It is Jesus Christ who tears down the “wall of separation.” First of all, he tears apart the veil that separated the Holy of Holies from the rest of creation. Second, he demolishes the division of humanity that separated Jew from Gentile (Eph. 2:14-18).
14. Esther

In some respects the book of Esther may well be the most unusual book in the Old Testament. We ordinarily think of the Bible as preeminently a book revealing to us the nature of God, both through his attributes and through his deeds. Yet in the book of Esther God is not mentioned, nor is there reference to worshiping him through prayer or sacrifice. On its surface the book appears to be a thoroughly secular story of Jews who continue to live on in the Diaspora rather than identify with the restoration community back in Jerusalem. The account describes one more chapter in the recurring threats to the existence of the Jews and how that threat was met. Yet on closer inspection, as described below, the book is deeply involved with other chapters of biblical revelation.

The book has provoked a wide range of responses in the history of interpretation. On the one hand the famous Jewish scholar Maimonides (A.D. 1135-1204) considered Esther second only to the Torah in importance. The opposite extreme is illustrated by Luther’s famous statement that he was so hostile to Esther (and 2 Maccabees) “that I could wish they did not exist at all; for they judaize too greatly and have much pagan impropriety.” Esther is not listed
among the books in the Old Testament in the oldest canonical catalog (Bishop Melito). It is the only book of the Old Testament not found in the documents from Qumran, though this may reflect no more than an accident of discovery rather than rejection of its canonical status. The rabbis at Jamnia (c. A.D. 100) did discuss the canonical standing of the book, but more in an effort to justify the status quo, which received the book, rather than to decide the question of canonicity. Other sources, both Christian and Jewish, have questioned the canonical status of the book.

The history of the book’s composition, its purpose, historicity, and theology have all been vigorously debated. Often those pericopes where the Bible is curiously silent become the impetus for apocryphal stories. Such is certainly the case with Esther: apocryphal additions (which are included in the Roman Catholic canon) remove the book’s difficulties that arise from its failure to mention God or religious worship.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The author of Esther has chosen to remain anonymous. The events the book records are set in the reign of Xerxes (486-465 B.C.), and the initial version of the story was probably written not long after that; the author’s knowledge of Persian court life and the absence of Greek vocabulary favor a time before Alexander’s conquests. Some scholars have argued for a later date, for example,

OUTLINE

(ch. 4)

(ch. 8)
suggesting that the confrontation between Jew and Gentile in the book reflects the intense clash between Judaism and Hellenism in the Hasmonean period; the first historical reference to the book is from this period (2 Macc. 15:36, “Mordecai’s day”).

The purpose of the book in its present form is clearly to account for the origin of the Jewish festival of Purim (Esth. 9:18-10:3). The name of the festival derives from the Akkadian word *puru*, “lot” (Esth. 3:7), and refers to the lots cast by Haman.

As typical in so much biblical scholarship, scholars have not been content with the book’s explanation of its own origin, but rather have sought to read between the lines in order to recover some other inciting setting that produced a prototype of the book in a form later adapted by Jewish writers to their own purposes. A wide range of other etymologies have been suggested to explain the word Purim. Some scholars have suggested that the book represents Jewish historicizing of a Babylonian or Persian religious rite or festival; the names of Esther and Mordecai on this approach are associated with the Babylonian gods Ishtar and Marduk. Others regard the inciting occasion for the story as the conflict between the traditional religion of Babylon and the inauguration of the Persian cult of Mithra: Esther and Mordecai portray the religious struggle of the cults of Ishtar and Marduk with the religion of their Persian masters represented by Haman and Xerxes. Bickerman (1967, 171-240) called attention to many parallels between Esther and the *Arabian Nights* and considered Esther pure folklore.

Research into other explanations for the origin of the basic story is also tied to discussions of its compositional history. Numerous scholars have considered Esth. 9:20-10:3 a secondary expansion of the story and regard 9:18-19 as providing a more satisfactory conclusion; Jones (1978) argues to the contrary, that 9:20-10:3 is not an appendix, but an
introduction to the story, necessary to its symmetrical balance. Clines (1984) distinguishes five different stories: (1) a pre-Masoretic story; (2) a proto-Masoretic account without the appendix in 9:20-10:3; (3) the Masoretic account itself; (4) the later elaborations, which led to the LXX; and (5) the so-called alpha-text, which developed collateral to these in its own history stemming from the pre-Masoretic story. This alpha-text has often in the past been associated with the Lucianic recension. The LXX contains six major additions to the narrative: (1) the dream of Mordecai, (2) the edict of Artaxerxes, (3) the prayer of Mordecai, (4) the prayer of Esther, (5) another edict from Artaxerxes, and (6) an interpretation of Mordecai’s dream with reference to Purim. While the Hebrew version of the story contains 163 verses, the LXX contains 270, though it is clear that the additions were never part of the original story.

Classical and cuneiform sources by and large demonstrate the author’s familiarity with Persian mores and court life. Herodotus portrays Xerxes as an ill-tempered, impatient monarch with a wandering eye for women (Yamauchi 1980, 104). Herodotus also confirms that the Persian monarch was advised by seven counselors (Esth. 1:13-14; cf. Ezra 7:14). A cuneiform tablet from Borsippa near Babylon identifies one Marduka as a civil servant or minister at the court of Susa.
in the early years of Xerxes; some have identified this individual with Mordecai. Herodotus (3:125, 159; 4:43; cf. Esth. 2:23; 6:4; 7:9; 8:7; 9:14, 25) describes hanging (impalement) as a means of execution under the Persians, and he confirms (1:136) the degree to which a large number of sons was prized (Esth. 5:11; 9:7-10). Under the Persians the property of a traitor reverted to the crown (Herodotus 3:128-29; Josephus, Ant 11:17; Esth. 8:1). Excavations also confirm the lavish extent of the Persian palace.

On the other hand, the classical sources also present a number of problems with details in Esther. Esther was queen in the seventh to twelfth years of Xerxes’ reign. According to the Greek historians, Xerxes’ wife was named Amestris; though various efforts have been made to identify her with either Vashti or Esther (see, for example, Wright 1970 and Shea 1976), this problem cannot be considered resolved. Persian queens, according to Herodotus (3:84), had to be chosen from one of seven Persian families, a fact that would rule out the king’s choice of a Jew; however, this objection overlooks the fact that Amestris herself was the daughter of Otanes, not from one of the seven families, and that Darius too had married outside those families (Wright 1970:38). There are a number of other difficulties in reconciling details of the book with extrabiblical sources; however, these are all comparatively minor and even border on pettifogging.

LITERARY STRUCTURE

Genre

In recent decades the genre of Esther has been a focal point of study. Esther has traditionally been read as a straightforward historical narrative; this understanding is reflected in Esther’s position among the
historical books in the LXX and Christian Bibles. Many scholars have identified the book instead as a novella, a piece of short prose historical fiction. Recent research has also concentrated on the relation of the narrative to wisdom literature. Talmon (1963) notes a number of its features that are more characteristic of wisdom literature: (1) the anthropocentric concerns of the book and the lack of much attention paid to God, covenant, or cult; (2) the orientation to practical issues here and now as opposed to recitations of the past or eschatological expectation more characteristic of other biblical literature; and (3) the lack of specific concern with distinctively national motifs such as the land and the particularities of Jewish law. Some motifs in the story (such as the danger of alcohol abuse by kings, proper conduct in the presence of kings, or the danger of pride) also reflect themes dear to Proverbs (Prov. 14:35; 16:14-15, 18; 19:12; 20:2; 24:21; 25:6; 29:4; 31:4). In the Hebrew Bible Esther is found in the writings, the third and final part of the Old Testament, which contains primarily the poetic and wisdom books; Esther’s place in this group could reflect an awareness in antiquity of its proximity to wisdom literature.
A number of false dichotomies often seem to cloud discussion at this point. The evidence from the author’s considerable literary skill and his use of wisdom motifs is often viewed as in tension with the historicity of the story. Yet anyone recognizes that a historian or author always chooses data in terms of the perspective from which he writes; the fact that Esther as a narrative is carefully crafted does not unavoidably entail that the detail of the narrative is false or created from whole cloth. Nor does the presence of wisdom themes invalidate historical foundation; it is a truism that “we learn from history.” Yet on the other hand, one must recognize that biblical writers may of necessity have engaged in a certain amount of literary mimesis to lend color and interest to a story like Esther. This narrator clearly presents himself as chronicling actual events (Esth. 2:23; 10:2-3); while appreciating the wisdom motifs within the narrative, it would probably be wrong to view Esther as a kind of extended parable or as a “historicized wisdom tale.”

Two recent studies of the Esther story have concluded that the author was modeling his narrative on earlier events in Israel’s history. Gerleman noted a number of parallels between Esther and the Exodus account: both stories take place in foreign courts, involve threats against the Jews, include accounts of deliverance and vengeance against enemies, and are followed by the institution of an annual festival. The parallels at a macro-level are joined with parallels in details: both Esther and Moses were adopted (Esth. 2:9; Exod. 2:7); both concealed their identity as Jews (Esth. 2:10, 20; Exod. 2:6-10); in both narratives the Amalekites are foes of Israel (Esth. 3:1; Exod. 17:8-16). While these parallels are striking, there are numerous ways in which Esther and the Exodus narrative do not provide good parallels. Berg (1979, 6-7) argues that the following considerations undercut Gerleman’s thesis: the two books manifest a quite different attitude taken to the foreign monarchs; Moses does not work through the administration, but against it; whereas the goal of the Exodus narrative is escape from foreign dominion, no such desire to
escape Susa surfaces in Esther; in Esther the Jews save the life of the king, whereas in the Exodus account they are involved in the death of the pharaoh’s son; the fact that Moses’ identity was concealed is far less central to the story than the same fact in the Esther narrative.

Berg (1979, 123-42) proposes instead that the author of Esther was deliberately drawing parallels with the Joseph story (Gen. 37-48). She calls attention to the verbal parallels between Esth. 6:11 and Genesis 41:42-43, 3:4 and Genesis 39:10; 8:6 and Genesis 44:34; 2:3-4 and Genesis 41:34-37. The stories have similar structures: both concern Jewish heroes who rise to prominence in a foreign court and become the means by which the Jews are saved; both put the Jewish heroes in contact with royal officials; in both stories the disturbed sleep of the monarch results in the promotion of the hero (Esth. 6:1-3; Gen. 41); the reward of both Joseph and Mordecai includes a gift of garments and a ride through the city accompanied by a herald proclaiming royal favor (Esth. 6:7-11; Gen. 41:42-43); both Joseph and Esther reveal their Jewish identities in a banquet scene (Esth. 7:1-6; Gen. 45). Yet as with her own criticisms of Gerleman’s proposal, various of the parallels Berg suggests are not
compelling: there is no personal enemy corresponding to Haman threatening the Jews in the Joseph story; Joseph reveals his identity to his brothers, not to a king or in the presence of an enemy as Esther does. One would expect scenes of royal reward and investiture to have elements in common, so that the parallels between Esth. 6:7-11 and Genesis 41:42-43 may not be the product of conscious imitation. As in the case with Gerleman, the parallels Berg suggests are striking and informative, but probably insufficient to establish conscious imitation by the author of Esther.

**Literary Technique**

The writer of Esther took considerable delight in using irony, satire, and recurring motifs in writing his account. The resulting blend is a gem of a little story.

The author’s delight in *irony* is shown by his frequent reports of reversals of fortune. Particular actions or states of affairs often result in the opposite of the expected result, a theme specifically stated in Esth. 9:1, 22, 25. This literary device is called *peripety* (cf. Berg 1979, 104-6). Haman, who intends to destroy Mordecai and the Jews, ultimately destroys himself along with his own family. The gallows Haman erects for Mordecai becomes the instrument of his own demise. Haman’s edict would have plundered the wealth of the Jews, but the story ends with Haman’s wealth in Jewish hands. Haman, who writes the script for what he perceives would be his own glorification, becomes the royal agent to effect the glorification of Mordecai (Esth. 6:1-11). Haman for a time possessed the royal signet, but it eventually would be Mordecai’s to do with as he saw fit (Esth. 3:10; 8:8).

Alongside these items there are numerous smaller ironies within the story. Ahasuerus intends to show his power, but shows instead that he
cannot control his wife (Esth. 1); he intends to punish her by not allowing her to appear in his presence and so officially sanctions her refusal to appear. The unrewarded merit of Mordecai contrasts with the unmerited reward of Haman (Esth. 2:21-3:2). Haman conceals the identity of his intended victims, unaware that the identity of one victim has also been concealed (Esth. 2:10, 20; 3:8-9). Haman’s rage is provoked when Mordecai does not rise in his presence (Esth. 5:9), an ironic contrast to his earlier refusal to bow (3:2-6). The drinking of Haman and the king forms an ironic contrast to the fasting of the Jews (3:15; 4:1-3, 15-16). A decree initially celebrated with drinking (3:15) will ultimately bear fruit when Haman and the king drink together again (7:1-2).

Alongside the frequent use of irony, the author appears to take particular delight in satire directed toward the Persians, and Persian men in particular (Clines 1984, 31-22). The king issues a decree that men should rule in their houses when he himself is unable to master his own wife (Esth. 1:12, 21-22). The ruler of a vast empire is bested in the battle of the sexes by both of his wives. Xerxes himself seems befuddled by Vashti’s refusal (1:15), and the royal advisors likewise fear the emergence of a new feminism in the Persian empire (1:17-18). An entire bureaucracy surrounds the choice of a royal bedmate (2:1-
14), while shrewd and strong women effectively control the actions of their husbands. Esther effects decisions of state single-handedly; Zeresh both instructs her husband and speaks with insight and authority to the wounded male vanity of Haman (5:14; 6:13). The king who wanted to make a spectacle of his wife (1:11) ends up making a spectacle of himself (1:12; 2:1-2). The vaunted monarch whose law could not be changed (1:19; 8:8) is finessed and manipulated, the law not withstanding.

The story of Esther derives much of its literary beauty from the *recurring motifs* of which it is woven. Drinking and banqueting constitute one of the important themes in the book; important turns in the plot are ordinarily associated with banqueting (Esth. 1:3, 5, 8, 9; 2:18; 5:4-5, 8, 12; 6:14; 7:8; 8:17; 9:17-19, 22), and in one case its opposite, fasting (4:3, 15-18). Items of apparel are likewise an important motif (1:11; 2:13; 3:10; 4:1-4; 5:1; 6:8-11; 8:8, 15). The book shows a pervasive concern with law and legality (1:13, 15, 19; 2:1; 3:8-9, 14; 4:11, 16; 8:8, 13; 9:31-32; cf. Clines 1984, 16-22). Conflicts explicit and implicit are found throughout: between Xerxes and Vashti, between Xerxes’ power and his inability to control, between women competing for his attention, between the king and those seeking his death (2:21-23), between Haman and Mordecai, between the Jews and their enemies (Clines 1984, 10-11).

The writer also appears to delight in items that come in pairs. Esther is twice reported to have concealed her identity (Esth. 2:10, 20); three groups of banquets in the beginning, middle, and end of the story come in pairs (two given by Xerxes, two by Esther, and the double celebration of Purim). There are two lists of the king’s servants (1:10-14), two gatherings of the women (2:8, 19), two houses for the women (2:12-14), two fasts (4:3, 16), two consultations by Haman with his wife and friends (5:14; 6:13), two unscheduled appearances by Esther before the king.
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(5:2; 8:3), two investitures of Mordecai (6:7-11; 8:15), two times that Haman’s face is covered (6:12; 7:8), two references to Haman’s sons (5:11; 9:6-14), two appearances of Harbona (1:10; 7:9), two references to the subsiding of the king’s anger (2:1; 7:10), two references to the irrevocability of the Persian laws (1:19; 8:8), two days for the Jews to take vengeance (9:5-15); two letters instituting the commemoration of Purim (9:20-32). Reporting such “duplications” appears to be a favorite compositional technique for the writer.

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

The purpose of the canonical Esther is clearly related to its desire to account for the origin of Purim. But what does the book tell us about God? How does the book relate to the rest of the Bible?

Divine Sovereignty

These may seem like strange questions in reference to a book that does not so much as mention God. Yet here we encounter an aspect of the genius of the author of Esther. His story is built on an accumulating series of seeming coincidences, all of which are indispensable when the story reaches its moment.
of peak dramatic tension at the beginning of chapter 6. How “lucky” the Jews were that Esther was so attractive, that she was chosen over other possible candidates, that Mordecai overheard that assassination plot, that a record of Mordecai’s report of the assassination plans was written in the royal chronicles, that Esther had concealed her identity, that the king would have seen her without having called for her, that the king could not sleep that night, that he asked to have the annals read, that the scribe read from that incident several years earlier concerning Mordecai, that the king was wide awake enough to inquire as to whether he had rewarded Mordecai....Luck indeed! What the writer of Esther has done is to give us a story in which the main actor is not so much as mentioned— the presence of God is implied and understood throughout the story, so that these mounting coincidences are but the by-product of his rule over history and his providential care for his people. It is an extraordinary piece of literary genius that this author wrote a book that is about the actions and rule of God from beginning to end, and yet that God is not named on a single page of the story. For Jews at the author’s own time, and for all readers of the story in the centuries and millennia since, this story of divine providence and election has provided a message of comfort and assurance. God’s actions in history may be hidden; they are certainly not transparent to all. Yet in spite of our inability to understand divine purpose in all that transpires, none of it is beyond the reach of his hand.

This doctrine of divine sovereignty is fundamental to the book of Esther, but it is not a kind of fatalism. For where God’s actions and purposes are not transparent, the importance of human obedience and faithfulness becomes the more apparent. In this respect Esther 4:13-14 joins a number of other biblical texts that wonderfully integrate human responsibility and divine providence (for example, Joel 2:32 (MT 3:5); Matt. 26:24; Acts 2:23; 3:18-19).
Unfinished Business

The book of Esther is not a curious island in the midst of the biblical text, isolated from any contact with other events in the history of redemption recorded there. Quite to the contrary, the story of Esther is deeply involved with other events of redemptive history, most particularly with the ongoing conflict between Israel and the Amalekites. The genealogies of Haman and Mordecai introduce this conflict: Mordecai is identified as a Benjamite from the clan of Kish (Esth. 2:5), the father of Saul; Haman is a descendant of Agag (3:1), the Amalekite king against whom Saul had fought (1 Sam. 15). From the time of the Exodus there had been a history of conflict between Israel and the Amalekites; Moses had said, “The LORD will be at war with the Amalekites from generation to generation” (Exod. 17:16). Israel was charged with “blotting out the memory of Amalek from under heaven” (Deut. 25:17-19; Exod. 17:14; 1 Sam. 15:23). Intermittent conflict with the Amalekites dots the biblical record (Judg. 3:13; 5:14; 6:3, 33; 7:12; 10:12; 1 Sam. 27:8; 30:13-18; cf. Num. 24:20). Saul had been instructed by God to destroy the Amalekites (1 Sam. 15), but he disobeyed God; this incident between Saul, Agag, and the Amalekites would ultimately become the reason for Saul’s own defeat and the loss of his dynasty (1 Sam. 28:18). An
Amalekite would later claim that he had killed Saul (2 Sam. 1:8). Israel was still found fighting Amalekites in the days of Hezekiah (1 Chron. 4:43).

This conflict between the descendants of Saul and Agag is a continuation of the age-old antipathy between Israel and the Amalekites. Numerous details of the story of Esther can be understood on this background. It is this long-standing enmity between Israel and the Amalekites that accounts for Mordecai’s unwillingness to bow before Haman. This same enmity also explains why Haman, whose anger was originally directed only at Mordecai, would broaden the object of his wrath and seek to destroy all the Jews once he had learned that Mordecai was a Jew (Esth. 3:5-6). Haman’s decree for the total destruction of all Jews (3:13) is in effect his effort to do to Israel what Saul had failed to do to Amalek (1 Sam. 15:3). When the tables are turned in Esther and the Jews are authorized to take vengeance on their enemies, the Jews do not plunder the wealth of their victims (9:10, 15); the Jews at the time of Mordecai would not make the same mistake as Saul (1 Sam. 15:9-19). Israel’s having rest from her enemies is tied to the destruction of the Amalekites (Deut. 25:19); with this task completed, the Jews enjoy “rest from their enemies” (9:22).

Much of the book of Esther is taken up with the issue of the relationship of Jew and Gentile. This author wrote to a postexilic audience at a time when Israel had long known subservience to a variety of world powers: Assyria, Babylon, and Persia had held dominion, and others were yet to follow. Our author affirms that Jews need not be servile in a world dominated by gentile powers and that it remained possible to live rich lives while remaining loyal to Judaism. One readily appreciates why the book of Esther has remained so important in Judaism: in the face of a history of anti-Semitic pogroms, persecution, and the Holocaust, the book of Esther voices the confidence that “deliverance for the Jews will arise”
(Esth. 4:14) and that the nation will endure because the electing purpose of God will not fail.

**APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT**

Events in Susa threatened the continuity of God’s purposes in redemptive history. For Christian readers what is at stake in the book of Esther is not only the continued existence of the Jewish people, but also the appearance of the redeemer Messiah. Here in a distant city hundreds of miles and several centuries removed from events in Bethlehem God still providentially ruled the course of history and brought it steadily to the appearance of his own Son who would break down that barrier between Jew and Gentile (Gal. 3:28).

15. Job

Suffering is at the heart of the book of Job. Since all men and women know the experience of suffering, the book has universal appeal. Its message
cuts across time and culture. More specifically, the main character of the book suffers though he apparently is not the cause of his suffering. His physical ailments, accordingly, are compounded by mental anguish: “Why me? What have I done to deserve this fate?”

The book thus raises one of the most perplexing questions facing men and women: Are God’s ways just? This is the question of theodicy. However, although the book raises the issue, does it really answer it with anything more than a simple and implied affirmative?

Job is both deeply moving and incredibly complex. It is one of the most difficult books of the Old Testament to translate and thus also to interpret.
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**HISTORICAL BACKGROUND**

**Date and Authorship**

The book itself names no author and claims no definite date for its composition. It is therefore an anonymous work; any assertion about the author or date can only be inferred from the external evidence of the book.

The predominant scholarly opinion is that the book of Job is the result of a long process (for different views, see Zerafa, 29-54). Most scholars believe that the dialogues (Job 3-31) form the basis of the book. At a later point an older prose folktale was divided and used as a frame. Some of these scholars also argue that the speeches of Elihu and Yahweh and the poem to wisdom (ch. 28) were even later additions. There is actually very little agreement among the scholarly community as to what is original to the book and what was added and when (see below under 15. Job, LITERARY ANALYSIS, Analysis of Structure).

Conservative biblical scholars have a tendency to treat the book as an original literary whole, and some (Archer, *SOTI*, 464) are ready to cite the early Jewish tradition that the book was either authored or rewritten by Moses. This early date accords with the belief that a historical book is more likely to be reliable when it was written close to the event it describes. Since the book of Job is set in an early period, it is easier for some to believe it was also written early.

Other equally conservative scholars, however, have dated the book to the Solomonic period (Young) or the eighth century (Hartley) or have simply left the date open. The latter seems the wisest course in the light of the
lack of evidence.

**Historical Period**

While the date of composition is shrouded in mystery, there are some indications that guide us in setting the events of the book. Nevertheless, the historical background provides no firm clues for the date of composition. Driver and Gray (lxvi) state it well: “Since the author’s imagination extends to the setting of the poem, it is a mistake to infer the age of the *writer* from the circumstances of the *hero* of the book.”

The plot is definitely set in the patriarchal period. Job is a gentile patriarch much like Abraham. Job’s great wealth is measured in terms of the number of cattle in his possession and servants in his employ (Job 1:3; 42:12). He was also the head of a large family for whom he served as priest much as Abraham did for his family. For instance, Job offered sacrifices (1:5), an act unthinkable after the formal priesthood was established at Sinai. Furthermore, Job’s age exceeds those of the patriarchs. He lived 140 years after his restoration (42:16).

Most telling is that Job is a non-Israelite. Uz, while not definitely located, is clearly not within the boundaries of Israel (Clines 1989, 10-11). In terms of the progress of redemption, Job is best understood as having lived before the
Abrahamic covenant, which narrows the covenant community to a particular family.

The evidence, as mentioned above, situates the plot but not the time of composition of the book. There are some indications, none of them certain, that the book was written rather late in the history of Israel. Many want to argue from the lateness of the language of Job that the book was late. This line of argumentation, though, is quite precarious. There is no reason to doubt that, on occasion at least, the book may have been periodically updated. In any case, the evidence is so ambiguous that a formidable case has been put forward that the language is actually quite early, though not as early as Moses (Robertson).

Some of the religious ideas of the book are more likely to have appeared late in Israel’s history. While it is wrong, on the one hand, to subscribe to a rigid evolutionary view of the development of religious ideas in the Old Testament (a: la Wellhausen), it is also true that the Bible does slowly unfold truth as the history of redemption progresses. The developed angelology of the book, including a close look at Satan, is more likely to have come from a later period of Israel’s history.

In conclusion, while the setting of the book is without a doubt early, the date of composition is unknown. Fortunately, nothing significant is at stake in our lack of knowledge of an author or a date of composition for the book. (For the historicity of Job, see below under 15. Job, LITERARY BACKGROUND, Genre.)

**LITERARY ANALYSIS**

The type of literature of the book of Job does have precursors in the ancient Near East, but it is nonetheless unique in many ways. It is a book that has deeply influenced Western literature through the ages and has
itself captured the attention of literary critics.

An analysis of the book’s structure will lead to a look at its Near Eastern literary background and its genre.

**Structure**

The structure of the book as it now stands provides a clear outline:

Job 1-2. Prose prologue that introduces the characters and plot Job 3-31. Job’s dialogues with his three “friends” Job 3. Job’s lament

Analysis of Structure

It is important to elaborate a bit regarding this structure for two reasons. In the first place, the literary integrity of the book has been questioned throughout the modern period of biblical criticism. Some of the more serious of these objections need to be addressed. More importantly, however, it is the dynamic of the structure of the book that its genre and message may be readily seen.

The Prologue (Job 1-2). The book of Job has a sandwich structure. It begins with a prose preamble, continues with poetic dialogue and ends with a prose conclusion. The beginning and end are here called the prose frame. We will return to the epilogue later, but the critical issues associated with both will be dealt with in this section since they are so closely intertwined.

Some scholars have argued that the prose frame is the oldest of the various parts of the book of Job. Originally it was a simple folk tale that told the story of a man who was tested by God but remained faithful to him and as a result was rewarded with material blessings. Out of this story grew the present book.

Conservative scholars such as F. I. Andersen have shown that the present form of the prose sections presuppose the dialogues and Yahweh’s response. After all, the epilogue begins “after the LORD said these things to Job” and mentions the three friends. Those who believe that the prose story was originally independent respond that such verses are the result of “late redaction.” By having the redactor handy, however, it is impossible to disprove or to prove the hypothesis that the prose section was originally independent of the poetic.

It is equally impossible to prove their original unity by means of the logical
coherence of the story. It is possible that the smooth narrative flow from prologue through body to epilogue is the result of a long literary history or the result of single authorship. What is important is the function of the prologue and epilogue in the canonical shape of the book. Throughout the book there is a coherent theological message that runs form its prologue to the epilogue.

The prologue opens the narrative by introducing the main characters and the setting. It initiates the plot by raising the problem that needs a resolution: Job’s suffering despite his apparent innocence. The prologue also takes the reader behind the scenes into the very council chamber of God. We know what the characters do not; we know that Job is suffering as a test of his faithfulness to God.

Job’s Dialogue with His Three “Friends” (Job 3-31) . Job’s lament (Job 3) . The prologue introduces Job’s three friends at the end. However, before they speak, Job begins with the monologue in the form of a lament. He here bemoans his fate, even wondering why he was born. The form of this chapter is a lament similar in mood and structure to the individual laments found in the Psalter (Westermann).
The three cycles of dialogue (Job 4-27). The poetic nature of the dialogues is a signal that we are not reading transcripts of the conversation that took place between Job and his three friends. People in ancient times did not speak in poetic form to one another any more than we do today.

The highly literary nature of the dialogues is revealed by their structure. There are three cycles in each of which one of the friends addresses Job and then Job responds to each one in turn. The order is always Eliphaz, Bildad, then Zophar.

Note that at the end of the third cycle Bildad’s speech seems truncated; Zophar lacks a speech, and Job says things that simply contradict everything else he says (Job 27:13-23). The third cycle probably suffers from an error in textual transmission (see extended discussion in Zerafa) in that Job’s words in 27:13-23 are either a part of the Bildad speech or the missing Zophar speech. Even with this minor textual correction, however, the short speeches of the third cycle complete the process that was begun in the second—that is, a rapid shortening of the speeches. In this way, the dialogue communicates that the three friends ran out of arguments against Job. This literary device leads nicely to the speech of the frustrated Elihu (chs. 32-37).

The three friends represent the age-old wisdom of retribution theology. In their case, however, it has become quite rigid and mechanical. God blesses the righteous; he curses the wicked. If so, then if Job suffers, he must be a sinner in need of repentance (Job 4:7-11; 11:13-20).

Job reacts strongly against this line of reasoning. He is suffering, but not because of his sin. Job nowhere argues that he is totally without sin. He agrees with Bildad that no one can be righteous before God (Job 9:2), but
he questions whether he can get justice from God. He directly counters the wisdom of his friends in 9:21-24, and in this context he utters the bold words “He destroys both the blameless and the wicked.”

At the heart of the debate between Job and his three friends is the question, Who is wise? Who has the correct insight into Job’s suffering? Both Job and the friends set themselves up as sources of wisdom and ridicule the wisdom of the other (Job 11:12; 12:1-3, 12; 13:12; 15:1-13). As we will see, this question, “Who is wise?” dominates the whole book.

*The poem on divine wisdom* (*Job 28*). In chapter 28 Job has a moment of insight as he responds to Zophar’s speech (reconstructed from 27:13-23). In one of the most moving poems in the Old Testament, Job anticipates the conclusion of the book by ascribing all wisdom to God.

While the beauty and power of the poem are universally recognized, its place in the book has been debated vigorously. The poem appears intrusive to those who demand a strict logical order to Job’s thought. That is, he here bows before God’s superior wisdom but then complains again in the following three chapters. The final resolution requires God to speak from the whirlwind.
Nevertheless, even those who deny the originality of the chapter often ascribe its authorship to the same person who wrote the dialogues, but they suggest that it was written later in his life and added later.

The problem is not with the book of Job but with the insistence on a logical flow of thought. Job suffers. In chapter 28 he has a moment of insight, but under the burden of his suffering this soon passes and gives way to depression once again.

*Job’s last speech (Job 27-31).* In Job’s last words before the momentous conclusion he broods on how things were in the past when he enjoyed God’s blessings (29). He bemoans his present suffering and complains that God has turned a deaf ear toward him (30:20). He appeals to God once again, declaring that he is blameless and does not deserve the suffering that has come upon him.

*Elihu’s Monologue (Job 32-37).* At this point, Elihu steps in. Whereas the three friends represented the wisdom of the elders of the time, Elihu instead is the brash young man who thinks he has all the answers. He has waited patiently out of respect for age, expecting the three friends to resolve the issue with Job; but they have failed, and he can no longer remain silent (32:6-9). He cannot stand to see Job complacent in his pride (v. 2). In essence, he sets himself up as still another wise man (33:33).

But in spite of his claim that he has something new to say (Job 32:14), he comes back to the same old theology of retribution: Job suffers because he has sinned (34:11, 25-27, 37).

Two factors contribute to the common critical contention that the Elihu monologue is not original to the story. The first is that, while the three friends are addressed by God in the conclusion, Elihu is absent. As Barr
has insightfully commented, however, God may be ignoring Elihu as insignificant, in effect putting the brash young man in his place. The other objection to the theory that the monologue is a later addition is the fact that he says nothing new. But that is precisely the point. Human wisdom has run out; it is time for God to take the stage.

**Yahweh’s Speech and Job’s Response (Job 38-42:6)**. Throughout the dialogues, Job has hoped for an interview with God (Job 23:2-7). He finally gets his wish as God appears to him in the form of a storm. The stormlike form of God’s appearance is an indication that he is coming in judgment (Pss. 18, 29; Nahum 1).

Job had hoped for a divine interview in order to learn why he was suffering. Significantly, God never directly answers that question except to rebuke Job for casting aspersions on his divine reputation (Job 40:8): “Would you discredit my justice? Would you condemn me to justify yourself?”

Instead of directly justifying himself, God answers another question, that of the source of wisdom. As we have seen, this issue has been smoldering under the surface throughout the book. Now God provides the definitive answer: He alone is wise.
His first words from the storm set Job’s wisdom in its place and introduce the next few chapters as God asks Job a series of questions that only the Creator could possibly answer:

*Who is this that darkens my counsel with words without knowledge?*

*Brace yourself like a man; and I will question you, and you shall answer me.* (Job 38:2, 3)

The questions that follow demonstrate God’s full knowledge and control of the natural order that he created and contrast this with Job’s ignorance. The implication is that the same is true for the moral order as well. God knows, but Job is ignorant.

This conclusion to the questions of the source of wisdom is punctuated by a series of rhetorical questions that run through the divine speeches and ask about the source of wisdom more explicitly. Job 38:36-37 is illustrative (see also 39:14-18, 26):

*Who endowed the heart with wisdom or gave understanding to the mind?*  
*Who has the wisdom to count the clouds?*

Job recognizes the power of God’s speech and responds humbly and repentantly. He submits himself to the Almighty God of the universe and his will.
Epilogue (Job 42:7-17). The epilogue brings the story to a happy close. Job is reconciled with God and his fortune is restored to him. God blesses him and allows him to live a long life.

Job found favor in God’s eyes because, though he grew impatient with God, he did not “curse God and die” nor did he give in to the facile arguments of the friends. When confronted by God, Job appropriately responded with repentance and submission. As a result, he became an intercessor for his friends, who had advocated a false wisdom of mechanical retribution.

LITERARY BACKGROUND

For two reasons it is not surprising to find other Near Eastern writings that bear some similarities to the book of Job. In the first place, Job is wisdom
literature, and wisdom has an international flavor (Murphy, 9-12). In the second place, suffering, and particularly suffering in relationship to one’s piety, is an important and difficult question to all religious systems, not just that of the Bible.

It is possible to cite analogous texts from Sumer, Egypt, Babylonia, Ugarit, and India (Andersen, 23-32). Rather than taking an exhaustive look at a large number of these, we will concentrate on the Babylonian texts as illustrative of the similarities and differences between Job and the literature of other Near Eastern cultures.

The oldest of the comparable Babylonian texts is called *Ludlul bel nemeqi* (“I will praise the Lord of wisdom”) and is often referred to as the “Babylonian Job.” The main character of the story, Subsi-mesre-Sakkan, is a sufferer who complains about his plight because he has been blameless in his devotion to god and king. The form of the book is a monologue and the focus is on his restoration by Marduk. He never really questions the gods about his adversity. According to Lambert (21-62), who provides an excellent English translation, the text was written during the Kassite period in the middle of the second millennium B.C.

The second Babylonian text is later, probably written about 1000 B.C. It is commonly called the “Babylonian theodicy” (Lambert, 63-91). In form, it is a dialogue between a sufferer and a friend who represents the orthodox piety of Babylon. The sufferer questions the justice of the gods. The friend cautions him against blasphemy, but in the end comes around to the view that the gods made mankind perverse and:

...they harm a poor man like a thief, They lavish slander upon him and plot Making him suffer every evil like a criminal, because he has no protection.
Terrifyingly they bring him to his end, and extinguish him like a flame .
(lines 284-86)

In the light of these and similar texts, Job is not the first book written that addresses the question, Why do the righteous suffer? That question, however, is so pervasive that there is no need to posit any kind of actual connection between the Israelite and ancient Near Eastern exemplars. The author of Job may have known about the Babylonian texts, but we cannot be certain. In any case, Job is unique in so many ways.

F. I. Andersen (32) has stated it well:

his murder ,
Job stands far above its nearest competitors, in the coherence of its sustained treatment of the theme of human misery, in the scope of its many-sided examination of the problem, in the strength and clarity of its defiant moral monotheism, in the characterization of the protagonists, in the heights of its lyrical poetry, in its dramatic impact, and in the intellectual integrity with which it faces the “unintelligible burden” of human existence. In all this Job stands alone. Nothing we know before it provided a model, and nothing since, including its numerous imitations, has risen to the same heights. Comparison only serves to enhance the solitary greatness of the book of Job.

Genre

The Book of Job Is Unique. The above discussion of the structure and literary background of the book helps toward a genre identification. What kind of book is Job? This question is difficult because, as we have seen, there is nothing precisely like it.

In terms of content, the book could be called a theodicy, a justification of God’s way in the world. How can God be great and loving and allow an innocent man to suffer? But if it is a theodicy it raises the question without providing the expected answer. God’s response is that the answer is beyond the ken of men and women.

Perhaps a better designation of the genre of the book is “wisdom debate.” This describes both its form and the content (Zerafa). At the heart of the book is the question of the source of wisdom (see 15. Job, THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE), and the various parties represented in the book both claim it for themselves and dispute the wisdom of the others.

Is Job an Historical Book? This question appropriately belongs under a discussion of genre, since it asks the question whether Job is a historical
or a fictional book. However, the issue is not cut and dried, because a book may have a historical core without an intense concern for historical precision. We call such books historical fiction. It is important to bear in mind here that we are asking the question of generic intention, not historical accuracy. That is, does the book of Job intend to be a historical record of an actual event in the past and, if so, how precise does it intend to be?

A number of factors indicate that Job is not pure fiction, but is rooted in a historical event. The first lines of a text are often important for genre identification, since they set the tone for what follows. The first verse of Job is similar to the opening verses of Judges 17 and 1 Samuel 1, two passages with an indubitable intention to communicate historical events. Second, the man Job is mentioned three times outside of the book, two times (Ezek. 14:14, 20) along with two other historical figures from the Old Testament, Noah and Daniel.

Thus there is a definite historical intention in the book. We are to understand Job to be a real person who lived in the past and who suffered. Obviously, however, there is no way to prove or disprove Job’s existence outside
of the book that bears his name—for instance, through archaeological attestation.

Although Job intends to be historical, other signals from the book indicate that precision is not a high priority. For instance, the dialogues are all cast in poetic form. Clearly, then, since people did not normally speak to one another in poetic form (especially when in extreme distress), we have nothing like transcripts of the conversations that took place between the characters of the book. They may be accurate without being precise.

Poetry elevates the book from a specific historical event to a story with universal application. The book of Job is not simply a historical chronicle; it is wisdom that is to be applied to all who hear it.

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

Divine Wisdom

As our literary analysis uncovered, the question of wisdom is at the center of the book. The issue of the suffering of the innocent propels the story and is theologically important, but the question “Who is wise?” takes precedence in the unfolding of the plot.

While virtually all the characters of the book claim wisdom, it is only at the end that God speaks out of the whirlwind to settle the issue once and for all. There is no contest; no human has a legitimate claim. God alone is the source of wisdom, and he distributes wisdom as he sees fit.

The proper human response, then, is repentance and submission. As Job himself says:

*My ears had heard of you*
myself

but now my eyes have seen you.

Therefore I despise

and repent in dust and ashes. (Job 42:5, 6)

Such an approach to the book of Job is not popular among some modern interpreters. For instance, Curtis argues that Job’s statements and gestures are actually an insult toward God (see his 1979 article for his eccentric translation and interpretation of Job’s words). Plank’s comment that “out of the whirlwind comes only the belching of divine power that overwhelms the exhausted Job” (328) also illustrates this interpretive tendency. These scholars, however, fall into the trap of unabashedly reading a biblical book in the light of the contemporary “spirit of the age” (Z<gerist). Gordis noted this as a particular anger with the book of Job: it is common for an
interpreter to “create a Job in his own image and find in the book a voice for his own vision of life and its meaning” (xxxii). The view that Job comes to a heartfelt repentance of his own impatience toward God, no matter how right his defense against the three friends, is without doubt the correct interpretation of the original intention of the book, and it certainly fits in more appropriately with a canonical attitude of reverence toward God. That this flies in the face of contemporary impulses toward human autonomy is not important (see Newell for a defense of the traditional approach to Job’s response). I would even suggest that God’s comment that Job has spoken “what is right” (Job 42:7) refers specifically to the repentance that he expresses in his response to the Yahweh speeches.

Human Suffering

God answers Job’s question “Why do I suffer?” indirectly by answering the even more important question of suffering. After all, no one escapes the pain of life. We are all anxious for an insight into the reason for our plight and perhaps some easing of the anguish.

While God chooses not to reveal the answer to this question to his human creatures, we still learn much from this book about suffering. For instance, if we do not learn why we suffer, the book does disabuse one common belief, the so-called doctrine of retribution.

The basic premise of retribution as represented in the book by Eliphaz, Bildad, and Zophar is:

If you sin, then you will suffer.

Now, it must be admitted that there is some truth in this premise and that the Bible does teach that both obedience and sin have appropriate consequences. The covenant provides the framework for this by setting
forth laws that if obeyed are met by blessings, but if disobeyed, by curses (Deut. 28). The Deuteronomistic history books also subtly instruct that the sins of the kings led to the Exile. Proverbs teaches that those who follow God’s way, the way of wisdom, will “live in safety and be at ease, without fear of harm” (Prov. 2:33).

The three friends, however, went far beyond the generally true proposition that sin leads to suffering. They actually reversed the cause and effect to reach the belief that:

If you suffer, then you have sinned.

By reversing the cause and effect, they were saying that all suffering is explained by sin. Suffering becomes a telltale sign of sin. Job suffers; therefore he has sinned.

The book of Job is a canonical corrective against this type of faulty reasoning. It guards against an overreading and mechanical application of a proper biblical retribution theology. It does so by showing us a man who is suffering for a reason other than his sin. The reader has known since the
prologue that Job’s suffering is not caused by sin. He rather suffers for the same reason as the man who was born blind as recorded in John 9. Here the disciples see a blind man and their question reflects the same kind of retribution doctrine as that of the three friends: “Rabbi, who sinned, this man or his parents, that he was born blind?” Jesus’ response could also be applied to Job: “Neither this man nor his parents sinned, but this happened so that the work of God might be displayed in his life.” The difficult truth of Job and John 9 and 10 is that God is glorified through the suffering of his faithful servants.

The book of Job does not begin to explain all the reasons for suffering in the world. It rejects the retribution theory of the three friends as the only explanation of the origin of suffering. Job establishes once and for all that personal sin is not the only reason for suffering in this world.

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

The story of the relationship between God and human suffering does not end with the book of Job. Job teaches that God is in control; he reprimands the innocent sufferer for questioning his wisdom and power. Job appropriately responded with repentance.

The New Testament brings us to a deeper understanding of God’s dealings with suffering. In Jesus Christ he reveals his love toward his sinful creatures by sending his Son to die on the cross. Jesus Christ is the true innocent sufferer, the only one completely without sin. He voluntarily (as opposed to Job) submits himself to suffering for the benefit of sinful men and women. As Andersen states it (73), “That the Lord himself has embraced and absorbed the undeserved consequences of evil is the final answer to Job and all the Jobs of humanity.” In Jesus, God enters into the world of human suffering in order to redeem humanity. Jesus experienced the height of human suffering on the cross and he did
so without complaining. The early Christian community saw the connection between Job and Jesus and so it was a common practice to read the book of Job during Passion week (Delitzsch, 32).

Jesus’ death on the cross did not bring suffering of the Lord. Indeed, Christians are characterized by their sharing in the sufferings of the Lord. To say that Christians are removed from the evil and pain of the present world on the basis of their conversion is a perversion of the Gospel. In 2 Corinthians 1:3-11 Paul likens the suffering of Christians to that of Christ, in order to communicate the comfort that is also available from Christ. It is interesting that he goes on to describe the Christian community as a fellowship of suffering and comfort.

Thus the book of Job retains its power for contemporary Christians. It can now, however, be properly read only in the light of the suffering of the totally innocent sufferer, Jesus Christ.

16. Psalms
The book of Psalms has attracted more attention from Christians than any other Old Testament book. Its popularity dates back to the New Testament itself, where one finds frequent quotes and allusions to it. Christians today consider it the heart of the Old Testament. It is intellectually and emotionally stimulating. The piety and devotional mood that permeate the psalms and that find their origin in an intense personal relationship with God strikes a responsive chord among modern men and women. Certain phrases of the Psalter (e.g., “the LORD is my shepherd” [Ps. 23:1]) are familiar and reassuring. One feels at home in the Psalter.

When examined closely, however, the Psalter surprises us and we have difficulty understanding its message. For one thing, the individual psalms seem to be without a context, either historical or literary, in a way that is virtually unique to the Old Testament. In the second place, the attitude of the psalmist is occasionally hard to comprehend for a Christian who has been taught to recognize his own sin and also to love his enemies. For example:

\begin{quote}
Vindicate me, O LORD, for I have led a blameless life;

waving . (26:1)

repays you done to us—

against the rocks . (137:8, 9)
\end{quote}

The English name of the book comes to us from the Septuagint ( Υσαλμον, Psalms), via the Vulgate. The Greek word was used to translate the Hebrew word r/mz“mi ( mizmoּ, H4660) that comes from the verbal root rm’z: ( zaحار, H2376 [“to sing” or possibly “to pluck”]), which connects the book with music. The Hebrew title μיLihiT] ( Tehillim, H9335) means “praises” and highlights what is the dominant note (see
AN INTRODUCTION to the OLD TESTAMENT

below for qualification) of the book.
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**HISTORICAL BACKGROUND**

**Introduction**

A description of the historical background of the Psalms is difficult to provide, for two reasons. First, the book is obviously a collection rather than a unified composition. Second, the individual psalms themselves are
The canonical book of Psalms comprises 150 separate compositions. These poems were not written at one time, but over a long period. Indeed, if one takes the titles as serious indications of setting (see below), then at least one psalm (Ps. 90) dates as early as the time of Moses, while internal indications point to a postexilic date for others (for instance, Ps. 126). This is a time spread of close to one thousand years. From this perspective the historical background of the Psalms is the history of the nation of Israel.

The historical background of the book is further complicated by strong evidence that the book as a whole and the individual psalms that are a part of it were open to adaptation during the whole Old Testament period. In regard to the book as a whole, it is clear that as individual psalms were added to the collection they were not simply appended to the end. Psalm 72:20 concludes the second book of the Psalter in this way: “This concludes the prayers of David son of Jesse.” We are to assume that at one point in the history of the transmission of the Psalter only Davidic psalms preceded this statement and no Davidic psalms appeared after it. As a matter of fact, in the present state of the Psalter there are a number of non-Davidic psalms (even Psalm 72 itself!) before this verse and a
number of Davidic psalms that follow it. This verse provides solid
evidence that psalms were interwoven into the book and not simply
added at the end.

Close study of individual psalms demonstrates that they too were subject
to “updating” during the canonical period. If one takes seriously the
authorship title of Psalm 69, dating that psalm to the time of David, and
then reads the last three verses (Pss. 34-36) that are most at home in an
exilic time period, we observe that even individual psalms were open-
ended, or dynamic, during the canonical period.

Nonetheless, some scholars have not recognized the dynamic character
of the Psalter and have directed their attention toward the historical
background of individual psalms. As a matter of fact, many commentaries
on the Psalms attempt to recover the historical situation out of which a
psalm originated by the analysis of the content of the psalm. Such
attempts rarely persuade the rest of the scholarly community, so it is not
unusual to find vast disagreements concerning the historical background
of individual psalms. As one example, some scholars date Psalm 98 to
the time of the Exodus on the basis of certain terms that are used
elsewhere to describe God’s victory over the Egyptians at the Red Sea
(“marvelous things” and “his right hand and his holy arm”). On the other
hand, Beyerlin (1977, 49) argues strenuously that Psalm 98 should be
dated to the time of the restoration because, in his opinion, the psalm
shows literary dependence on Isaiah.

Upon closer analysis, we must admit that such attempts to root individual
psalms in one historical event work against the intention of the psalms
themselves, which are nonspecific in terms of historical reference. This
situation may be demonstrated by comparing a psalm of deliverance from
the Psalms (Ps.
24) with a deliverance song from the historical books (Judg. 5). Judges 5
is deeply rooted in the events that took place in the Israelite defeat of the Canaanites toward the end of the second millennium B.C. Psalm 24 also celebrates a military victory as the army approached the gates of the city and praised its Lord who is “mighty in battle” (v. 8). One would, however, be hard pressed to identify the particular battle that was the cause for the writing of this psalm.

The historically nonspecific nature of the psalms is a function of their continued use in the worship of Israel. Before describing the relationship between the psalms and Israel’s worship, however, we must consider the titles of the Psalms.

Psalm Titles

The titles of the psalms are appropriately considered at this point because they are frequently used to give the psalms a more specific date. The nature and origin of the titles are tricky issues that must be handled with care and scholarly humility.

Description. Psalm titles are found at the beginning of individual psalms and give information about them. Titles can provide information concerning a
variety of matters including the psalm’s author, its historical background, its melody, its use in the worship of Israel, and occasionally other items. Much debate surrounds the titles. Most important, are they original to the psalm, and, if not, are they reliable guides to its origin and background?

**Authenticity of the Titles.** The question of the authenticity of the titles is perhaps one of the most difficult questions facing the interpreter of the psalms. Many commentators and even more preachers have constructed their ideas about a psalm around the historical situation presented in the title. Psalm 51 is perhaps the best and most well-known example. The title to Psalm 51 introduces the situation of the psalm in the following way:

When the prophet Nathan came to him after David had committed adultery with Bathsheba.

This title colors the way the rest of the psalm is read. The “I” of the psalm is David, and the transgression is his adultery with Bathsheba.

The historical titles also influence the interpretation of psalms that lack them. Scholars attempt to find the situation in the life of David or the history of Israel that best explains the psalm and then they interpret the psalm in the light of that event.

Due to its difficulty and importance, it is not surprising that this issue has resulted in heated disagreement. Some scholars assert that the titles are authentic and infallible (Kidner, 32-46), while others say they are neither (Mowinckel, Childs [IOTS]). E. J. Young (IOT 297-305) represents a mediating position when he argues that the psalm titles are not authentic but rather reflect early reliable tradition.

The question of the authenticity of the titles is, in the first place, the question of whether the titles were written by the inspired author of the
psalm at approximately the same time that the psalm itself was written. It is impossible to be dogmatic in answer to this question. On the one side, there is no textual evidence that the psalms ever lacked titles. Of course, this fact proves only that the titles were present by very late Old Testament times, not that they were composed at the time the psalms were written. In support of the contrary position, however, there is considerable circumstantial evidence that the psalm titles were later additions.

In the first place, while it is true that no early manuscript lacks all the titles, the evidence shows a rapid increase in the number of titles in the early history of transmission. The Syriac tradition even witnesses the rejection of Masoretic titles and the creation of new ones (Slomovic).

Second, the titles are written in the third person, even when the psalms themselves are first-person compositions (e.g., Pss. 3, 18, 51). Further, the historical titles, with only minor exceptions, share the same basic form (note particularly the use of the infinitive construct with the prefixed temporal preposition). The titles thus have the appearance of being later additions, though it is not inconceivable that David himself could have later added the titles.
More seriously, however, the titles occasionally appear at odds with the psalms with which they are associated. Psalm 30 is a case in point. The title places the setting of the psalm at the time of the “dedication” presumably of the temple, but the psalm itself has no apparent connection with the temple or any other “house.” Rather, it is the prayer of a man who has recovered from a near-fatal illness.

The best solution is to regard the titles as early reliable tradition concerning the authorship and setting of the psalms. The titles, however, should not be taken as original or canonical. This conclusion leads to a discussion of the authorship and setting of the Psalter.

**Authorship**. Many psalm titles contain the names of specific individuals: Asaph (12 times), the sons of Korah (11 times), Solomon (2 times), Jeduthun (4 times), and Heman, Etan, and Moses (1 time each). David’s name occurs some seventy-three times in the superscriptions. Traditionally, these names have been understood as designating authorship. Recent scholarship, however, has cast doubt on the validity of this assumption.

In the first place, the authorship titles, like the historical titles, are suspected of being late additions. Both multiply in the history of transmission of the Psalter. While the Hebrew textual tradition identifies seventy-three psalms as Davidic, this number rapidly increases in the Greek and Latin versions.

Second, some scholars register uncertainty over the function of the names found in the titles. The key to their function is located in the meaning of the preposition that introduces the names (the preposition אֵל, ה4200). Semitic prepositions have a wide semantic field and depend heavily on their immediate context in order to generate their meaning. Unfortunately, there is no context to speak of in the title of a
psalm. The preposition אל (אֵל, H4200) with the personal name David can theoretically be translated “by David,” “of David,” “about David,” and “for David.” In the Old Testament period, the meaning of the preposition would have been understood because there was clearly a set form to the titles.

A third reason why some scholars (at least in the past) have rejected Davidic authorship of the psalms is their rigid conception of the development of Hebrew religion. Such scholars deny that Israel could produce such an elevated expression of piety as early as the reign of David. This view is hardly ever held today because we know more about ancient poetry from other Semitic cultures.

These are the fundamental reasons why some reject Davidic authorship of the psalms that are ascribed to him. These fundamental reasons are buttressed by a number of subsidiary arguments such as the presence of Aramaisms in the psalms, references to the temple in Davidic psalms, and the use of the אל (אֵל, H4200) preposition in the Ugaritic Baal epic.

It is of course impossible to prove that each and every psalm attributed to David was written by him. But at the same time it is inconceivable, considering the strength of the biblical tradition surrounding David’s interest in and involvement with music in worship, that David did not write any of the psalms.
While it is possible to read the preposition אֵל (el, H4200) as denoting subject (“about David”) or style (“according to Davidic style”), the evidence strongly supports taking it as denoting authorship (“of David” or “by David”). Habakkuk 3 presents a psalm of the prophet Habakkuk that also begins with a title. Included in the title is the phrase “a prayer of Habakkuk.” In context this can only be understood as an attribution of origin or authorship. It is not a prayer “about Habakkuk.” Closer to the point, Psalm 18:1 presents an expanded title that indicates that authorship is meant by the יְיִים; (el david): “For the director of music. Of David the servant of the LORD. He sang to the LORD the words of this song when the LORD delivered him from the hand of all his enemies and from the hand of Saul.” This psalm title provides the expanded literary context that is lacking in the other titles and that enables us to see the function of the preposition in the titles.

The historical books strongly support a picture of David as vitally interested in singing in the setting of formal worship. David has a double introduction into public life, highlighting the two major contributions that he would make during his adult life. In 1 Samuel 17 David is introduced as a bold warrior of the Lord as he defeats Goliath. Immediately before (16:14-23), he appears in the narrative as a musician, hired to play soothing music before a mad Saul. David was the man who organized the musicians for the temple that would be built after his death (1 Chron. 25) and turned over songs to this chief musician (1 Chron. 16:7). Here indeed is the one who was named “Israel’s singer of songs” (2 Sam. 23:1; cf. also Amos 6:5).

Doubt concerning the possibility of Davidic authorship of any of the psalms is a carryover from the beginning of the century when it was felt that the type of piety that finds expression in the psalms could come about only in the postexilic period. Such rigid evolutionist approaches to the development of Israel’s religion have been discarded, and increasing
numbers of scholars are recognizing that many of the psalms are considerably earlier than previously thought.

Therefore, while the titles are not canonical, they may be reliable. Nonetheless, they are not important to the interpretation of individual psalms. Although the psalms arose out of a historically specific situation, they are purposely devoid of direct reference to it. Thus it is to work against the intention of the psalmist to interpret a psalm in the light of a reconstructed original event.

The psalms are historically nonspecific so that they may be continually used in Israel’s corporate and individual worship of God. The psalms are always relevant to the needs of the nations as well as to individual Israelites. Thus the suffering and persecuted Israelite may quickly identify with the “I” of Psalm 69, and the man who was just healed from a life-threatening illness has a model prayer in Psalm 30.

Social Setting

It is futile to reconstruct the elusive historical background of individual psalms. In place of it, the psalm interpreter must rather ask, How did this psalm function in the worship of Old Testament Israel? From the time of Sigmund
Mowinckel, it has been generally recognized that the Psalter functioned as the “hymnbook of ancient Israel.”

The most persuasive evidence of the use of the psalms in the context of worship comes from direct statements within the psalms themselves. For instance, some psalms provide their own setting by alluding to their use during a religious pilgrimage to the holy city of Jerusalem (or perhaps more specifically to the temple). In Psalm 34, the psalmist asks the question, “Who may ascend the hill of the LORD?” The assumption is that the worshiper intends to go to the temple mount. The last four verses of the psalm are composed of a dialogue between those approaching the city and the gatekeeper, the former requesting entrance into the city.

Other psalms witness to the worship setting of the psalms by direct statement. Psalm 5:7 states:

But I, by your great mercy, will come into your house;

temple.

Psalm 66 is a thanksgiving psalm. It is, accordingly, a psalm sung in response to God’s answering an earlier lament. In verses 13-15 the psalmist says that he will follow through on a promise he had made in the context of the lament:

I will come to your temple with burnt offerings spoke

in reverence will I bow down toward your holy

and fulfill my vows vows my lips promised and my mouth
when I was in I will sacrifice fat animals to you and an offering of I will
offer bulls and
to you —
rams;
goats.

These are just two examples of psalms that show an explicit connection with worship acts. They could be multiplied easily (Mowinckel, 2-22).

An analogy between the Psalter and a contemporary hymnbook is instructive. Many modern hymns arose as a result of a specific event in the life of a hymn writer, but the event remains hidden (at least without historical research)

trouble.
from the person who sings the song today. The hymn was written in such a way that it allows all who sing it to identify with it.

The psalms reflect many different reactions to life: joy, sadness, thanks, and calm meditation, to name but a few. The Israelite worshiper had a ready-made prayer for all of life’s vicissitudes.

The historical books give us occasional glimpses into the use of psalms. The two most notable instances are the psalms of Hannah and Jonah. In 1 Samuel 2, Hannah comes before the Lord with a joyful heart. God has answered her prayers, and she has given birth to a son, Samuel. She sings an exuberant song of praise to God. Upon close analysis, the psalm she sings bears many similarities with a specific song found in the Psalter, Psalm 113. Jonah, on the other hand, sings a song to the Lord in much different circumstances. After he is thrown overboard, he is swallowed by a “great fish” and thus is saved from drowning. As a result, he offers a thanksgiving psalm (Jonah 2) to the Lord. The content of his prayer is made up of a pastiche of quotations from the Psalter.

Some scholars are unsatisfied with a general setting for the psalms in the formal worship of Israel and seek a more specific occasion for their use. The best-known attempt to connect the majority of the psalms with a specific festival is that of Sigmund Mowinckel. Mowinckel was a student of Gunkel and accepted his teacher’s form-critical approach to the Psalms. However, he did not share Gunkel’s lack of appreciation for the Psalter’s role in the formal worship of Israel and, under the influence of contemporary anthropological theory (particularly that of Grunbeck), he sought to place the Psalter in the context of the worship of Israel. He believed that he had evidence to connect the book with the New Year’s celebration.

Not much is said in the Old Testament about a celebration of the New
Year, but Mowinckel noted that many of the themes of the Mesopotamian New Year (akištu) festival shared similarities with the Psalms. At the heart of the New Year’s festival is the ritual of the reenthronement of the king and also of the chief deity. In Mesopotamia Marduk was proclaimed head of the pantheon, and the human king, who had been symbolically divested of his royal power, again assumes the throne.

Accordingly, at the core of Mowinckel’s reconstruction of an Israelite New Year’s festival are the so-called enthronement psalms (Pss. 47, 93, 95-98). These are psalms that sing hymns to Yahweh, who is proclaimed king anew. Most of the remaining psalms would also find a home in this reconstructed festival. For instance, the laments would fit in with the part of the ritual where the king is divested of his royal prerogatives.

While providing the first and classic attempt to place the psalms in the context of a single festival, few people would follow Mowinckel today. The lack of evidence for such a festival in biblical tradition, combined with the tenuous nature of the evidence from within the Psalter, lead most to reject his approach. It appears to be an imposition of Mesopotamian religious thought on the biblical world.

Other attempts have been made to associate the Psalter as a whole with a particular festival. Notable is Kraus’s attempt to locate its use in a Zion festival.
whose intention is to celebrate the choice of Jerusalem as the place of God’s dwelling. More persuasive, because of the close connection between the psalms and the covenant concept, is Weiser’s reconstruction of a Covenant Festival. In the final analysis, however, it is best to simply say that the psalms were a vital part of the everyday public worship of God in ancient Israel.

Summary and Conclusion

The historical background of the Psalter as a whole and the individual psalms that constitute it is elusive. Psalms was a dynamic, growing, and changing book during the canonical period. The individual psalms were historically nonspecific in order to be always relevant for use in the formal worship of Israel. The titles are not original, but early; not canonical, but reliable.

LITERARY ANALYSIS

The literary structure of the book of Psalms is almost unique to the Hebrew Bible. With the exception of the Song of Songs, the Psalter is the only poetic anthology in the Scriptures. Also, the Psalms provide the classic examples of Hebrew poetry. Chapter 1 describes and analyzes Hebrew poetic style (1. Introduction, LITERARY ANALYSIS, pp. 26-29).

Genre

Since the book is an anthology, it is best to begin with an analysis of its parts. The canonical shape of the book contains 150 separate poetic compositions. These poems may be helpfully differentiated into seven basic genres (Longman 1988, 19-36). Exemplars of these seven genres are not systematically or chronologically arranged within the book as a whole. Indeed, upon first reading, the arrangement appears totally
The three most commonly occurring genres are characterized by the emotion that they express. They are hymns of joy, laments, and thanksgivings. These three genres relate very closely to the life of the worshiper. When the Israelite was in harmonious relationship with God and his or her circumstances, he or she would sing hymns of praise to God. When God seemed distant and the worshiper experienced distress, a lament was in order. When the lament was answered, the Israelite responded with a song of thanksgiving. W. Brueggemann (1984, 25-167) has helpfully categorized these three genres as songs of orientation, disorientation, and reorientation.

Our study will begin with an analysis of these three major genres found in the Psalter:

The Hymn. The characteristic genre of the Psalter is the hymn. The lament is more frequent, but the hymn dominates the tone of the book. The book’s Hebrew title witnesses to this statement, for μυλιήθ] (Tehillim, H9335) is translated “praises.” While hymns are relatively infrequent at the beginning of the
Psalter, they are in the majority at the end. Indeed, the Psalter concludes with a crescendo of praise with the five psalms (146-50) known as the Great Doxology.

The hymn is defined and, consequently, most easily recognized by its tone of exuberant praise to the Lord. It is evangelistic praise in that the psalmist calls others to join him or her:

*Shout for joy to the LORD, all the earth.*

*Serve the LORD with gladness;*

*with joyful songs.*

*us, and we are his;*

*come before him Know that the LORD is God.*

*It is he who made we are his people, the sheep of his pasture.* (Ps. 100:1-3)

The psalmist most often gives reasons for praise. As in the example found in Psalm 100, these reasons are not historically specific. Rather, they are general and even vague. The generality is intentional and allows the psalm to speak to later generations and in new situations.

*For the LORD is good and his love endures forever;*

*his faithfulness continues through all generations.* (v. 5)

Although the reasons are nonspecific in relationship to historical events, it
is possible to further divide the hymns into subgenres on the basis of the reason for praise. For instance, Psalm 29 sings praise to God because he is king (cf. Pss. 47, 93, 95, 96); Psalm 24 praises God because he won a victory over Israel’s enemies; Psalm 45 praises God in the context of a royal wedding; and Psalm 48 extols Zion as the place of God’s special presence (Pss. 46, 76, 87).

The Lament

_Hasten, O God, to save me;_

_O LORD, come quickly to help me. (Ps. 70:1)_

As we move from hymn to lament, we trade joy for sorrow. The psalmist experiences trouble in his or her life and turns to the Lord for aid. The trouble comes from three sources (Westermann 1981, 181-94), and laments may be differentiated on the basis of the source of the trouble, though it is not unusual that all three are present in a single psalm.
The trouble may come from the “enemy.” The enemy is human and seeks to harm, even to kill the psalmist:

I am in the midst of lions;

I lie among ravenous beasts — men whose teeth are spears and sharp swords. (Ps. 57:4)

The enemy is not specified in the psalms. Names are not given; concrete charges are not lodged. The psalms are forever relevant to new situations.

Again, the trouble may come from the psalmist himself. He reacts poorly to the pain that he is experiencing:

I am poured out like water,

and all my bones are out of joint. My heart has turned to wax;

within me. My strength is dried up like a potsherd,

sticks to the roof of my mouth;

dust of death. (Ps. 22:14-15)

Psalm 13:2 graphically pictures this internal struggle:

arrows,

whose tongues are
it has melted away

and my tongue
you lay me in the

How long must I

wrestle with my thoughts and every day have sorrow in my heart?

However, most frightening to the psalmist is the struggle with God himself. He feels abandoned by God in the midst of his persecution, doubt, or pain:

For I eat ashes as my food and mingle my drink because of your great wrath, for you have taken me up and thrown me aside. (Ps. 102:9-10)

with tears
The lament is, accordingly, easily recognized by the mood of the psalm. It is a song of disorientation, of abandonment, distress, pain, and suffering.

Laments also have a distinctive structure composed of seven basic elements:

- Invocation
- Plea to God for help
- Complaints
- Confession of sin or an assertion of innocence
- Curse of enemies (imprecation)
- Confidence in God’s response
- Hymn or blessing

Very few psalms evidence all seven elements (and even fewer in this precise order), but any lament will contain more than one.

Psalm 28 provides a good short illustration. The psalm begins with an invocation and plea to God for help:

_To you I call, O LORD my Rock_;

do _not turn a deaf ear to me_. (v. 1a)

Afterwards, he complains that he is treated like the wicked:

_Do not drag me away with the wicked_,

_with those who do evil_. (3a)

_Repay them for their deeds_

He curses his enemies:
and for their evil

work ...(v. 4)

At the end, the psalmist asserts his confidence in God and sings his praise:

Praise be to the LORD,

for he has heard my cry for mercy ....

The LORD is the strength of his people,

a fortress of salvation for his anointed one. (vv. 6-8)

A common characteristic of the lament is that it turns to praise at the end. Gunkel and his followers believed that this mixing of sorrow and joy was evidence that a psalm was late (his *Mischgattung*). This view emanates from a rigid conception of genre (Longman 1985). One alternative interpretation is that the lament was brought to the priest who then spoke a word of assurance to the psalmist. The assurance was not recorded in the psalm, but allowed the worshiper to respond in trust and praise.

In any case, the turning from sorrow to joy at the end of many laments is an indication that the psalmist knew that God was a God who answers prayer. Thanksgiving psalms are also a witness to that truth.

**Thanksgiving Psalms**. After the prayer of lament was answered by God, the psalmist returned to offer his thanks. The thanksgiving psalm is closely related to the hymn and often sounds like a hymn at the beginning. The difference may be seen in the specific focus of the praise: the psalmist praises the Lord for delivering him from distress. Because of this, Brueggemann would rightly call these psalms songs of reorientation.
Psalm 18 begins like a hymn:

I love you, O LORD, my strength.

The LORD is my rock, my fortress and my deliverer;

my God is my rock in whom I take refuge. (v. 1)
In verses 4-6, however, the psalmist flashes back to the time of his distress when he called to the Lord for help:

\textit{The cords of death entangled me ;}

\textit{the torrents of destruction overwhelmed me .}

\textit{The cords of the grave coiled around me ;}

\textit{the snares of death confronted me .}

\textit{In my distress I called to the LORD ;}

\textit{I cried to my God for help .} (v. 5)

Psalm 18 is similar to other thanksgiving psalms in that the bulk of the song is devoted to recounting God’s deliverance and praising the Lord for that deliverance:

\textit{He reached down from on high and took hold of me ;}

\textit{he drew me out of deep waters .}

\textit{He rescued me}

\textit{from my powerful enemy ,}

\textit{from my foes, who were too strong for me .} (vv. 16-17)

The thanksgiving psalm is a witness to the Lord’s goodness and power. It praises the Lord’s name in front of the congregation and leads the rest of
the congregation to praise his name:

*The LORD lives!*

*Praise be to my Rock!*

*Exalted be God my Savior!*  

*Therefore I will praise you among the nations, O LORD;*

*I will sing praises to your name.* (vv. 46, 49)
Praise, lament, and thanks: these are the three major genres of the Psalter. It is helpful to go on now and recognize some of the lesser attested genres. We will examine four: Psalms of Confidence, Psalms of Remembrance, Wisdom Psalms, and Kingship Psalms.

Psalms of Confidence. As the name implies, psalms of confidence are recognized by the trust that the worshiper expresses in God as protector. Hymns and laments contain assertions of confidence in God, but this note takes on a dominant role in approximately nine psalms (Pss. 11, 16, 23, 27, 62, 91, 121, 125, 131).

While not having a distinctive structure, this genre is noted for its use of striking metaphors of God as a compassionate refuge. God is a shepherd (Ps. 23), a mother bird who covers her children with her wings (Ps. 91), and a stronghold and a light (Ps. 27).

Psalms of Remembrance. Memory plays a key role in the Psalter. The thanksgiving psalms recount to the congregation prayers that have been answered in the past. Many hymns and laments call to mind God’s past acts of deliverance. Such reminders build confidence in God. He has shown himself in the past to be a reliable savior; he will do so in the present.

Not surprisingly, a few psalms may be grouped into a separate genre on the basis of their preoccupation with God’s great redemptive acts in the past. These redemptive acts are recalled to build confidence in the present. Examples of this genre are Psalms 78, 105, 106, 135, 136.

Wisdom Psalms. Some psalms share themes and concerns with the part of the Old Testament canon that we classify as wisdom literature (particularly Job, Proverbs, Song of Songs, and Ecclesiastes). For instance, Proverbs is noted for its sharp antitheses between the wise and the foolish and the righteous and the wicked. The righteous wise are blessed, while the wicked fools are cursed. Psalm 1 functions as the entrance into the worship of God that is the Psalms by making this fundamental distinction and has been correctly categorized as a wisdom psalm:

Blessed is the man

who does not walk in the counsel of the wicked
or stand in the way

of sinners or sit in the seat of scoffers .... (v. 1)

For the LORD watches over the way of the righteous,
but the way of the wicked will perish. (v. 6)

Scholars have also noted the close relationship between wisdom and law. Both concern right behavior within the community of God. Psalm 119 features lengthy praise of the law of God. Accordingly, it too is rightly classified as a wisdom psalm.

Other wisdom psalms include such diverse poems as Psalms 45 and 73. Psalm 45 is a royal marriage psalm and bears a number of similarities to the love poems of the Song of Songs. Psalm 73 deals with doubt and skepticism and, accordingly, may be profitably compared with the book of Ecclesiastes.

Kingship Psalms. No one doubts a close connection between the Psalms and the Israelite king. Scholars do debate, however, such issues as the theology and ideology of kingship implicit in the Psalter as well as the number of psalms to associate with the institution of kingship (Eaton).

The difficulty lies in the identity of the unnamed “I” in a number of the psalms. The first-person speaker in Psalm 3 never explicitly identifies himself as the king of Israel. Nevertheless, a close reading provides evidence that Psalm 3 is a kingship psalm. For instance, the conflict between the first-person speaker and the “enemy” is more than a personal struggle:

O LORD, how many are my foes!

tens of thousands drawn up against me on every side. (vv. 1-2, 5-6)

The royal character of these psalms is heightened by the titles, many of
which designate David as the author.

*How many rise up against me!*

*Many are saying of*

*God will not deliver him."

*I wake again, because the LORD sustains me."

*I will not fear the*

*me,*

*I lie down and*

*sleep;*
Without attempting to delineate each and every psalm that emanates from the royal court, we must recognize two basic types of kingship psalms in the Psalter: (1) psalms that extol God as king and (2) psalms that extol the ruler of Israel as king.

Divine kingship psalms received much attention in the wake of S. Mowinckel’s assertion that they provided the key to the function of the Psalter. Mowinckel used these psalms to reconstruct an annual divine reenthronement ceremony in Israel similar to the Babylonian New Year’s Festival. Such a reconstruction has been severely criticized (Kraus, Weiser) and the hypothesis rejected. Nonetheless, the divine kingship psalms are still some of the most studied poems in the Psalter.

God is proclaimed king, not only of Israel but also of the cosmos (Ps. 24:1- 2; 95:1-5). A close connection may be observed between the proclamation of God as king and military victory. God wins the victory for his people in battle, and they respond by praising him as their king:

_Sing to the LORD a new song,
his holy arm
for he has done marvelous things; his right hand and
have worked salvation for him._ (Ps. 98:1)

In Israel the human king was God’s son, his servant. When the people requested a king, it was out of the lack of trust in God as deliverer (1 Sam. 8:7). In spite of the people’s sin, God provided a king. Samuel made certain that the people understood that the human king was a pale reflection of the divine king; he did so through the celebration of a
covenant renewal ceremony (1 Sam. 12; see R. Vannoy). The monarchy does not replace, but furthers, the theocracy.

A number of psalms, therefore, focus attention on the human king. Psalm 21 provides a good example, particularly in the first few verses:

O LORD, the king rejoices in your strength.

him the desire of his heart

How great is his joy in the victories you and have not withheld the request of his give!

You have granted lips.
You welcomed him

with rich blessings and placed a crown of pure gold on his head. (vv. 1-3)

The Structure of the Psalter

The book of Psalms as we know it is composed of 150 separate poetic compositions. There is evidence that some psalms that are now separated were actually written as a single poem. For instance, Psalms 9 and 10 together constitute a single alphabetic acrostic, and in the Septuagint they appear as one psalm. In addition, a recurring refrain unites Psalms 42 and 43 and thus these should also be considered a single poem. Despite our inability to determine with absolute certainty the exact number of psalms, it is clearly true that the uniqueness of the Psalter is in part its nonnarrative structure.

Scholars have proposed various schemes to justify the present order of the psalms in the book but none have been persuasive. Franz Delitzsch proposed a “catch word” structure. That is, each psalm picked up a key word or phrase from the preceding psalm. Other scholars have suggested a liturgical structure. In other words, the Psalter would have been read in the synagogue in a one- or three-year cycle according to the structure of the book as a whole.

The evidence supports a picture of the Psalter as an open, dynamic book during the canonical period. Individual psalms were composed and added over a thousand-year period. It appears that occasionally groups of psalms were added to the Psalter at one time. The most common grouping within the Psalter is based on authorship. Psalms 42-49 are psalms of the “sons of Korah.” Most scholars believe, rightly, that this reference is not to the biological descendants of Korah, but rather to his occupational descendants, that is the line of apprentices who follow one
another in musical service in the temple. A second such group of psalms are those attributed to Asaph (Pss. 50, 73-83). Asaph is mentioned in 1 Chronicles 15:17 as one who sang before the ark as it was moved from Obed-Edom’s house to Jerusalem. His family is mentioned as one of three who served the Lord with their musical abilities (1 Chron. 25:1-9).

David’s songs constitute the most well-known group of psalms based on authorship. At one time David’s psalms constituted a single group (Ps. 72:20), but in the course of the formation of the canonical book non-Davidic psalms were inserted into this collection, and other Davidic psalms, which for some reason were not included with the initial group, were added later and so appear after Psalm 72. Such evidence clearly witnesses to the open, dynamic character of the Psalter.

A second type of grouping found in the book of Psalms is that based on cultic function. Psalms 120 to 134 are each classified as “a song of ascent.” Much debate surrounds the significance of the title. Most probably, these psalms were used primarily during a religious pilgrimage to Jerusalem and more specifically to the temple.
It is even possible to discern psalms that are grouped together, united not by a common title but by a common content. Psalms 93 and 95-99 each proclaim God as King of the universe. Clearly, these psalms were either brought into the Psalter at the same time or, as they were individually added over time, were placed together in this section because of their similarities.

Before moving on from our identification of occasional structures within the Psalter, mention should be made of the division of the Psalter as a whole into five “books” (Pss. 1-41, 42-72, 73-89, 90-106, 107-150). The five books each conclude with a doxology and vary in preference of divine name. That is, Book I has a clear preference for the divine name Yahweh (it occurs 272 times, while Elohim occurs a mere 15 times), while in Book II the preference is reversed (Yahweh occurs 74 times; Elohim 207 times). It is impossible to determine why the Books were divided where they were. The fivefold division is an attempt to mirror the fivefold Pentateuch.

Thus certain psalms are grouped together on the basis of similarity in authorship, content, or function. Nonetheless, these groups are occasional, and no overall organizational structure to the book may be observed. The last word has not yet been said. While an overall, formal structure may not be discovered in the Psalter, there are what appear to be intentional movements and placements within the book as a whole.

The most interesting movement is that from a predominance of laments to that of hymns. Reading through the book of Psalms, one comes away with the impression that the expression of joy is the predominant mood. This overall impression explains why the Hebrew title of the book is μυλητά (Tehillim, H9335), “Songs of Joy.” It is disconcerting, therefore, to discover that laments far outnumber hymns in the Psalter. However, the hymns are proportionally greater at the conclusion of the book. Thus
the overall impression of joy comes both from the movements within the Psalter and from the intentional placement of the last five psalms. Psalms 146-50, placed at the end of the book, provide a Great Doxology (as these psalms have been traditionally known).

Noting that the final form of the Psalter shows evidence of an intentional placement of psalms at the end leads us back to the opening of the book. It has long been noticed that the first psalm provides an appropriate introduction to the whole book. Psalm 1, is fairly unusual in that it is a wisdom psalm that makes a sharp distinction between the wicked and the righteous. As one enters the sanctuary of the Psalter (see under 16. Psalms, THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE), the worshiper is confronted with the basic choice of wickedness and righteousness.

The peculiar structure of the Psalter has some basic implications for the exegesis of the book. The most obvious is that most psalms do not have a normal literary context. Except under rare circumstances, it is inappropriate to exegete a psalm in the literary context of the psalms that precede and follow it. On the positive side, the structure of the Psalter shows the need for genre analysis. The primary literary context for the study of a psalm, therefore, is not the psalms that border it, but the psalms that are generically similar to it.

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE
Introduction

A discussion of the theological message of the Psalter is difficult for two reasons. First, the book is composed of 150 individual compositions and, accordingly, does not present a systematically developed argument. Second, as will be more fully explored below, the psalms are prayers sung to God; thus they present us with the words of the congregation addressed to God, rather than the Word of God addressed to the people of Israel. How, then, is it possible to speak of the theological concerns of the Psalter?

It is true that the Psalter does not present us with a neatly developed systematic theology. The psalms do not progressively unfold the character of God or the nature of his relationship with human beings from its beginning to its end. However, the psalms are a rich source for theological teaching and reflection. While it is correct to say that the Psalter’s theology is not systematic, we must be quick, on the other side, to affirm that it is extensive—so extensive, in fact, that the Psalter is a “microcosm” of the teaching of the whole Old Testament. In the well-known words of Martin Luther, the book of Psalms is “a little Bible, and the summary of the Old Testament.” Therefore, the real difficulty in a discussion of the theology of the Psalter is not lack of subject matter, but the realization that the theology of the Psalter is coextensive with the theology of the Old Testament.

The other potential stumbling block to a theology of the Psalter is that it is a book composed primarily of prayers. Men and women cry out to God. In this regard, the Psalms may be contrasted with the bulk of the Old Testament. In the prophets, for instance, we clearly hear the voice of God as he addressed the community through his chosen mediator (cf. the familiar phrase “thus says the Lord”). Many conclude from this contrast that the book of Psalms presents us with the human response to the
divine encounter. Thus, while instructive, the teaching is not normative theology. Many people support such a view of the Psalter with an appeal to the curses of the psalms (Ps. 69:22-29; 109:6-21). God is not teaching his people to hate his enemies, is he? After all, elsewhere God teaches that his people should love their enemies.

It is incontestably true that the psalms are prayers, not oracles. However, their inclusion in the canon attests to their nature as the Word of God. After all, though the divine presence is much clearer in the prophets and even the historical books, these words also were delivered through the mediation of human beings. Further, not every prayer of Israel is found in the Psalter. The prayers of the Psalter are the prayers accepted by the priests into the formal worship of Israel (1 Chron. 16:4-38).

Thus it is meaningful to discuss the theology of the Psalter. However, we must bear in mind that the book’s theology is extensive, but not systematic, that it is confessional and doxological, not abstract.

**Covenantal Prayerbook**
Since a theology of the Psalter is coextensive with a theology of the Old Testament, a discussion of the former will be more suggestive than exhaustive. At the heart of the Psalms, as well as of the Old Testament, is the divine-human encounter. To put it another way, relationship between God and human beings is the focus of the Old Testament and the book of Psalms. This relationship is described by means of a variety of images of God: shepherd, warrior, father, mother, king, husband, to name a few. Each emphasizes a particular aspect of God’s relationship with his people.

Without demeaning the variety of images and perspectives with which the Old Testament provides the reader, a good case can be made that covenant is the most extensively used metaphor of relationship. There is no doubt that the people of God understood themselves to be in a covenant relationship with God from the time of their founding father Abraham (Gen. 15 and 17), through Moses (Exod. 19-24) and David (2 Sam. 7).

Thus, while the psalmist pours out his heart before the Lord in prayers of joy and sorrow, he understands himself to be in an intimate relationship with God. He knows that he is in covenant with the God of the universe.

The nature of the covenant and its literary and conceptual relationship with ancient Near Eastern treaties are discussed elsewhere (6. Deuteronomy, LITERARY ANALYSIS, pp. 97-99). It must further be admitted that the term covenant ( CyrÎ³B, bêîrîť, H1382) is explicitly used in only twelve psalms (it is a major theme in only Psalms 89 and 132). Nonetheless, we cannot ignore the fact that the psalmists speak out in the context of the covenant. These are people who speak to God and about God on the basis of being in a covenant relationship with him. Thus covenant is a concept that ties together many strands of the theology of the Psalms. We cannot hope to cover the topic exhaustively, but five
selected topics will be treated for illustrative purposes.

**Zion**. God made his presence known in a special way on Mount Zion. It was on this mountain on the northern boundary of David’s Jerusalem that Solomon constructed the temple. As the repository of the ark of the covenant, as well as other objects that symbolized God’s presence, the temple represented God’s intimate relationship with Israel.

As such, Zion itself is a frequent object of praise in the Psalms. Psalm 48 is a moving example of a “Zion” psalm that praises God by lovingly describing his holy dwelling place:

*Great is the LORD, and most worthy of praise*,

*in the city of our God, his holy mountain*.

*It is beautiful in its

*the joy of the whole earth*.

*loftiness*,
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Like the utmost

God is in her

he has shown himself to be her fortress.
(vv. 1-3)

The holiness that pertains to Zion is frequently widened to include the whole city of Jerusalem with the result that that city is often extolled in the Psalms as well:

Jerusalem is built like a city

tribes go up,

of the LORD according to the statute given to Israel. (Ps. 122:3-4)

In all of this, it is important to remember that Zion and Jerusalem are not holy in and of themselves. Rather, they are holy because God has chosen to make his presence known there in a special way. It is from Zion that his blessings go forth.

History. History plays a key role in biblical covenants. The relationship between God and his people has a background that is recited at times of covenant formation and renewal (Exod. 20:2; Deut. 1:6-4:49; Josh. 24:2-13; 1 Sam. 12:8-15).

Historical memory is significant in the Psalms as well. God’s past acts of deliverance and love toward his people are constantly called to mind by the psalmist. The people of God find occasion in them for joy (Ps. 98:1-3). They also call his merciful acts to mind as they are in the midst of trouble and distress (Ps. 77). While many psalms have a historical component, a select number of
psalms (described above as psalms of remembrance [pp. 221]) have as their principle aim the recounting of God’s historical works (Pss. 78, 105, 106, 136).

heights of Zaphon is Mount Zion, the city of the Great King. citadels; that is closely compacted together. That is where the tribes of the LORD, to praise the name
Thus God’s covenantal presence is not abstract, mystical, or individual. God enters into the realm of history and acts on Israel’s behalf. The psalmist finds frequent occasions to extol God’s work in space and time.

**Law**. God imposes on his people certain obligations that take the form of law. God gave the law to Israel after he had entered into a covenantal relationship with that nation and with the history of salvation as the background. This pattern may be clearly seen in the book of Exodus. Before the Ten Commandments and the rest of the Mosaic laws are given to the people, God delivered the people from Egyptian bondage. Law comes within and not before God enters into relationship with his people.

It is within this covenantal relationship that the psalmist extols the law and presses upon the people their obligation to keep it. Certain psalms take up the law as their main concern. Psalm 1 advises close adherence to the law, not by command but by the description of the blessings that flow to the one who keeps the law. Psalm 19 follows in the same vein but also evokes powerful images to describe the benefits of the law:

*They are more precious than gold,*

*than honey,*

*than honey from the comb.* (v. 10)

Perhaps the most well-known psalm that extols the law of God is 119. This “Giant Psalm” of twenty-two stanzas (176 verses) expresses the most intense love for the law found in the Bible:

*Oh, how I love your law!*

*I meditate on it all day long.*
than much pure gold; they are sweeter

Your commands make me wiser than

my enemies,

for they are ever

with me.

But it is not just in these few psalms that covenantal obligation is brought to the fore. The psalmist continually exhorts the congregation to an obedient response to God. He frequently turns to the congregation and addresses it in an imperative mood. The exhortation is often to worship God, to praise him for all that he has done (Ps. 31:4-5).
Kingship. The king stands behind the covenant. The covenant, like a treaty, is agreed upon by two kings representing their people. The vassal treaty, which is the model for the divine-human covenant in the Old Testament, is a political relationship between a king who represents a politically superior state and a less powerful king who subordinates himself and his people to the great king. In Old Testament covenants, God is the Great King, and Israel, represented by the Davidic king, is the servant nation.

It is not unexpected, therefore, that kingship is a major theme in the Psalter. On the one hand, a number of psalms extol God as king (Pss. 47, 93, 95-99). He is the King not only of Israel but of the entire universe, and the whole universe owes him praise (96:1). After all, he created all that exists (95:3-5).

On the other hand, the human king also plays a highly important role in the Psalter. He is the one whom God has chosen to lead his people and to mediate his kingship to them (Ps. 2). A number of psalms are explicitly connected with the royal theme since the king is the subject (e.g., 20, 21). A number of other psalms are clearly connected with the human king by virtue of their title and the language that is used to describe the speaker. For instance, in Psalm 3 the number of foes and their ferocity suggests that the king is in view here (J. Eaton). This assertion is supported by the title that claims Davidic authorship.

Psalm 2, most likely a coronation psalm (Craigie, 62-69), reveals the relationship between God as king enthroned in heaven (v. 4) and the anointed king who rules and prospers with his blessing (vv. 6-9). The latter reflects the glory of the former. God protects and blesses his anointed human king in the face of hostile opposition.

The relationship between the king and God has been a topic of intense
research in recent years. Prominent interpreters of the Psalms (Mowinckel and the Scandinavian school) argued that there was a close relationship between the human king and God, some even claiming that the psalms presented a divine king. The primary argument used to support this position was from the ideology of kingship supposedly current in the broader ancient Near East. Such extreme views are no longer current in Psalms research. In the words of H.-J. Kraus (1986, 111), “It is beyond doubt that in Israel’s worship the king was not the object of veneration. Not even rudiments can be found of any veneration offered to him.” The king, while playing an important function in the religion of Israel and the Psalms, is nonetheless a human servant of God.

**Warfare**. The language of battle permeates the Psalter. It is possible to recognize various psalms that are prayers sung before, during, and after a battle (Longman 1982 and 1985). Behind these psalms is the biblical concept of holy war with its connection to the covenant between God and Israel.

In an ancient Near Eastern treaty the Great King would make two promises to the vassal. First, he would attack the vassal if he rebelled against him. Second, he would come to the defense of any loyal vassal who was set upon. We see the same dynamic operative between God and Israel throughout the Old Testament. He comes as a warrior to fight on behalf of his obedient
people (Exod. 15; Judg. 5; Josh. 6), and he fights against them when they rebel (Josh. 7-8; 1 Sam. 4-5; Lamentations). Israel’s warfare in the Old Testament is holy because it is Yahweh who leads them into battle. He is the one who lays down the ground rules for Israel’s warfare (Deut. 7, 20).

Psalm 7 is representative of a prayer before Israel enters into warfare. The psalmist calls on God to deliver him from his enemies (vv. 1-2). It is typical in the prebattle psalms for the psalmist to directly address God and call for his aid:

_Arise, O LORD, in your anger; rise up against the rage of my enemies._

*decrees justice*. (Ps. 7:6)

God is frequently named with martial images (shield, v. 10) and is pictured as a soldier preparing for battle (vv. 12-13).

When the psalmist is in the midst of warfare, he turns to the Lord to express his trust in him as he faces great dangers. Psalm 91 finds its most appropriate setting in the war camp at night between battles. The psalmist faces the danger of battle (vv. 5-7) and pestilence (v. 6). Yet, he feels perfectly secure in God, his shelter and shadow (v. 1).

Finally, when the warfare is over, Israel recognized that God was the one who provided the victory. Psalm 98 contains three stanzas. The first celebrates the victory that God has accomplished for his people in the presence of the nations (vv. 1-3). As a result of the victory, God is proclaimed a king (vv. 4-6) and coming judge (vv. 7-9).

Many psalms find their primary setting in warfare. These psalms are motivated by the ideology of holy war and frequently present an
awesome picture of God as the Divine Warrior:

*The LORD thundered from heaven; the voice of the Most High resounded.*

*and scattered the enemies,*

*great bolts of lightning and routed them.* (Ps. 18:13-14)

**Polemical Function of the Psalms**

A modern-day pitfall is to think of the book of Psalms as a collection of timeless poetry. On the contrary, the psalms are well entrenched in their contemporary milieu. Their relevance to the time period of their composition may be clearly seen in their polemical edge.

One of the major dangers facing Israel during the period covered by the Old Testament was apostasy. Many Israelites were attracted to the gods and

*Awake, my God;*

*He shot his arrows*
goddesses of the ancient Near East, particularly the Canaanite deities. The biblical historical accounts themselves indicate that Baal worship was particularly tempting to them.

The psalms speak to this danger in many subtle ways. Psalm 29 is a particularly rich example of a psalm that extols Yahweh at the implicit expense of Baal (Cross, Craigie). The modern reader is apt to miss the theological polemics of the psalm unless the psalm is read very carefully and with some knowledge of Canaanite religion.

Many of the details of Psalm 29 remind us of a Canaanite poem. It shares many traits with the type of poetry discovered at Ugarit. In the first place, the psalm is unusually heavy with tricola, and its parallelism is very repetitive. These are characteristics of Ugaritic poetry as contrasted with Hebrew. The psalm opens with an exhortation to the “mighty ones” (NIV). In Hebrew this phrase is μηλ-iae νςΕβ] ( bενε=ειλ , H1201 + H446) more strictly translated as “sons of God” and resembling the Ugaritic expression bn ‘ilm (also “sons of god”), which in that context refers to the divine assembly. The geographical references (vv. 6, 8) all reflect a northern orientation, the region toward Ugarit and other Canaanite enclaves.

Besides the details of the psalm, the imagery associated with Yahweh bears a striking resemblance to the descriptions of Baal in the Ugaritic texts. Yahweh is imaged in the psalm as a powerful storm cloud. His lightning and thunder (“voice”) shake the landscape. Baal’s specialty among the gods of Canaan was rain and fertility. The point of Psalm 29 appears to be that it is Yahweh, not Baal, who is behind the power of the rains. That a connection between Yahweh and Baal is being consciously and polemically drawn by the psalmist is confirmed by the concluding image of God sitting on a throne that is situated above a flood. This reminds us of the well-known episode in the Baal epic in which Baal
defeats the Sea (Yam) and then occupies himself with the building of his royal palace.

Psalm 29 is illustrative of a fairly common phenomenon of allusions to Near Eastern mythological images that are found in the psalms. This is not to be interpreted as a kind of crass borrowing from Near Eastern religion. Rather, we are to understand the occurrence of these images as intentional and polemic. Far from showing that the psalmists are the intentional promulgators of a broad Near Eastern religion, it shows their authors’ concern to promote the exclusive worship of Yahweh over the other nonexistent gods and goddesses of the ancient Near East.

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

Luke 24 recounts the postresurrection appearances of Jesus. In the latter half of the chapter Jesus met with his frightened disciples. They were surprised at his appearance. In response to their doubts, he appealed to the Scripture: “This is what I told you while I was still with you: Everything must be fulfilled that is written about me in the Law of Moses, the Prophets and the Psalms” (v. 44). What is important for our present study is the mention of the Psalms. From the
context it is clear that Jesus is referring not only to the book we call Psalms but more generally to the third part of the canon of the Hebrew Bible (Beckwith, 111-12). Nonetheless, the reference also obviously includes the book of Psalms. Jesus is saying in no uncertain terms that the book of Psalms anticipated him and that his coming in some sense fulfilled that book.

The New Testament writers recognized this connection between Jesus and the Psalms. The book of Psalms vies only with Isaiah for frequency of citation in the pages of the New Testament (Harman and Kistemaker). Of course, the New Testament cites the Psalms to support many different teachings and not just Christological ones. In Romans 3, Paul alludes to a number of passages from the Psalter to establish his arguments. He asserts, for instance, that God is completely faithful (v. 4, citing Ps. 51:4) and that man is totally sinful (vv. 10b-18), citing a number of psalms and including a short passage from Isaiah.

However, of present interest to us is the large number of times the New Testament authors cite the Psalms to establish the identity of Jesus as Messiah and Son of God. For more extensive discussion, the work of Harman and Kistemaker may be consulted, but a brief example is found in Acts 4. Here Peter speaks to the Jewish leaders who are questioning them and describes the rejection and then the glorification of Jesus. He bolsters his argument by citing Psalm 118:22, saying, “He is the stone you builders rejected, which has become the capstone” (Acts 4:11). Jesus is the stone rejected and then placed in the most significant position in the building.

It is important to realize that psalms are not prophetic in the narrow sense. In some circles it is believed that a small number of very significant psalms have no Old Testament referent, but apply only to the coming Messiah. Examples include Psalms 2, 16, 22, 69, and 110.
Indeed these psalms are particularly important psalms if for no other reason than the New Testament writers quote them more than any other psalm. However, they too have an Old Testament context. Psalm 2, for instance, is clearly a coronation psalm (Craigie 1983, 64-69), and Psalm 69 admits guilt on the part of the psalmist that would make it inappropriate as a prophetic statement of the sinless Christ (v. 5).

How then are the psalms fulfilled in Christ? There are two premises on which the connection between the psalms and Jesus is built. The first is the relationship between the psalmist and Jesus. The speaker in many of the psalms is the Davidic king. Further, the Davidic king is often the focus of a psalm. We must remember at this point some facts about the theology of kingship in Israel. The Israelite king is the human reflection of the kingship of God. He rules because God established him as ruler. This is particularly the case with David, with whom God made a special covenant (2 Sam. 7), establishing his kingship and his dynasty. It is, accordingly, significant that so much of the Psalter is connected with the institution of kingship in Israel and more specifically with David and his dynasty.

As we turn to the New Testament, we see the fulfillment of the promise of the Davidic covenant that a son of David will sit forever on the throne. That promise is fulfilled in the person of Jesus Christ who, according to Paul, “as to this human nature was a descendant of David” (Rom. 1:3).
Thus Luke 1:31-33 records the following blessing upon Mary:

You will be with child and give birth to a son, and you are to give him the name Jesus. He will be great and will be called the Son of the Most High. The Lord God will give him the throne of his father David, and he will reign over the house of Jacob forever; his kingdom will never end. (Luke 1:31-33; cf. Ps. 89:3-4)

In addition, Jesus is anticipated in the Psalter because he is the Son of God. The psalms are offered to God, and, as the second person of the Trinity, Jesus is the appropriate object of our praise and lament.

The author of Hebrews sets the pattern. In the first chapter, where he cites a number of Old Testament passages to show Christ’s superiority to the angels, he includes Psalm 102:25-27 in reference to Jesus (see Heb. 1:8):

In the beginning, O Lord, you laid the foundations of the earth.

and the heavens

are the work of your hands.

They will perish, but you remain; they will all wear out You will roll them up like a robe; like a garment they But you remain the same, and your years will

like a garment.

will be changed.

never end. (Heb. 1:10-12)
In its Old Testament context, this psalm was sung to Yahweh. From a New Testament perspective, it is correctly sung to Jesus on the grounds that Jesus, while fully human, is fully God and worthy of divine praise.

On these grounds and following the New Testament examples, it is legitimate to read the Psalms from a Christological perspective. Clowney (1973 and 1978) has written briefly, but suggestively, on a generic approach to a Christian reading of the Psalms. From that perspective, he states that the Psalms are properly thought of as the prayers of Jesus (Heb. 2:12) and prayers to Jesus. Thus, for example, the hymns as the songs of Jesus indicate his glorification and may be sung to him to glorify him. The laments indicate his humiliation (and are so applied by the New Testament authors), and they may be prayed to him as expressions of the sufferings of modern Christians.

17. Proverbs
Proverbs is the focus of attention in a number of Christian circles at the present time. Our age has become increasingly absorbed with interest in ourselves and how we relate to others, and many feel that this book provides divinely given help in understanding human personality and behavior.

Proverbs, though, is, in another sense, out of the mainstream of the Old Testament. There are no references to the great acts of redemption or to the covenant, and there is very little explicit talk about God. This absence of explicit religious language has led some to speak of the content of the book as “secular” wisdom.
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**HISTORICAL BACKGROUND**

**Authorship**

As our literary analysis will demonstrate, the book of Proverbs is an anthology composed of a number of texts from different authors and various time periods. Frequently, the sections are marked by captions that indicate authorship. They cite a group called “the wise” (Prov. 22:17; 24:23), Agur (30:1), King Lemuel (31:1), and Solomon (1:1; 10:1; 25:1) as sources of the wisdom of the book. Only Proverbs 1:8-9:18 and 31:10-31
are without an explicit authorship attribution. Proverbs 1:1-7 serves as an extended superscription and introduction to the book that connects authorship to Solomon, but does not claim it for the section itself.

It is Solomon’s role in the book that has attracted the most attention, not only because so much of the book is connected with his name (Prov. 10:1-22:16; 25:1-29:27), but also because the book opens with what looks at first blush like a superscription that attributes the entire book to him. From the conservative side, there has always been the tendency to argue that Solomon was responsible for more of the book than it explicitly gives him credit for. G. Archer, for instance, believed that 1:1, while covering the whole book, also ascribed Solomonic authorship to 1:8-9:18, while arguing that the king assembled the “sayings of the wise,” which Archer accordingly insisted (without evidence) came from a time period before Solomon (Archer, SOTI, 476-77). On the other hand, on the far left, some critical scholars assert that nothing in Proverbs may be directly attributed to Solomon (Toy, xix-xx) and that his role in the book is the result of his legendary wisdom.

As usual, the hard evidence of the book leads to something between the two extremes, and this is the position of the majority of conservative and some
present-day critical scholars. Following the information given by the captions, it is best to limit Solomon’s contribution to 10:1-22:16 and 25:1-29:27. However, these sections still constitute the single major contribution of the book, and perhaps the earliest portion. Thus it is certainly appropriate for the first verse to identify Solomon as the main contributor and initiator of the anthology. After all, Solomon’s connections with biblical wisdom is a major theme of the historical narrative concerning his reign as found in the book of Kings. He prays for and receives wisdom from God (1 Kings 3:1-15); he then demonstrates that wisdom in a practical case (vv. 16-28). His wisdom far surpasses that of those in the rest of the world (1 Kings 4:29-31), amazing even the Queen of Sheba who travels a long distance to confirm what she has heard about him (1 Kings 10:1-13). His wisdom led to a prodigious production of proverbs; 1 Kings 4:32 declares that three thousand are attributed to him.

Nothing much is known about the other authors named in the book. Agur and Lemuel are names that occur only once and with very little additional information. The “wise” are anonymous, though their designation may indicate that they were professional scholars perhaps serving the court.

The only other group named in the book are the “men of Hezekiah.” While early Jewish tradition may have ascribed authorship of the book to them (“Hezekiah and his company wrote the Proverbs,” Baba, Bathra 15a), Proverbs 25:1 clearly gives them a scribal and perhaps redactional role.

Date

As an anthology, Proverbs was written over a long period of time. How long is not clear, since there are anonymous sections as well as a mention of authors about whom we know nothing outside of the book. Indeed, we are on firm ground only with those sections ascribed to
Solomon (10th century B.C.) and with the redactional activity of Hezekiah’s men (ca. 700 B.C.). Since the work of the latter is limited to one small portion of the book, it is reasonable to infer that there was a later redactional stage that arranged the entire book and provided the short introduction (Prov. 1:1-7). The exact date of this final editing is not known.

It is virtually impossible to date, even relatively, the writing of the other parts of the book. It is often argued that 1:8-9:18 is the latest part of the book. Scholars cite the more complex and longer style (Proverbs 2 is a single sentence, according to some), the more explicitly religious perspective (and specifically the personification of wisdom) as well as the supposed latenness of some words (particularly חַפַּשׂ, 'eṭn, H355, “linens,” in Proverbs 7:16 [see McKane, Scott, Soggin, IOT, 384]). The first two arguments (presented most forcefully by McKane) have been resisted by von Rad (1972, 24-50) who believes they are a figment of the form critic’s imagination, while the last runs into the difficulties of any linguistic argument for dating—the evidence is not abundant enough to give any certainty. Kayatz (1966) has suggested recently that the differences between 1:8-9:18 and the rest of the book have more to do with style than chronology.
LITERARY ANALYSIS

Literary Structure

Proverbs is a book with a clear-cut general outline. In the first place, we can observe a distinction between Proverbs 1-9 and 10-31. As a general characterization, the first part contains extended wisdom discourses, while most of the latter part is composed of the short, pithy sayings we usually associate with the name of the book. We are able to go further and distinguish sections within these two parts of the book. Indeed, the final editor has provided the reader with captions or other signals at the head of each section. We thus recognize that the book of Proverbs is in actuality a collection or anthology.

Outline

Preamble (Prov.


(22:17-24:34)

Lemuel (31:1-9)

Virtuous Woman (31:10-31)

ANALYSIS OF THE CONTENTS

Preamble

The preamble performs three functions. First, it presents the reader with the superscription for the whole book (Prov. 1:1). In the first verse, Solomon is named as the source of wisdom found in the book. While this
statement cannot be construed to imply that Solomon wrote the whole book (see 17. Proverbs, HISTORICAL BACKGROUND, Authorship), it nonetheless indicates that he played a major role in its formation. Second, the preamble clearly states the purpose of the book (vv. 2-6). Proverbs functions to impart wisdom to both the simple and the wise. Young men were the particular audience of the book when it was first composed. The aim of the book, then, is to lay a foundation and offer some specific guidance to young men as they seek their way in the real world. Last, and perhaps more significant, the preamble offers the basis on which the

1:1-7)

Extended Solomonic Proverbs Sayings of the Wise Sayings of Agur Sayings of King Poem to the

(30)
rest of the book depends (v. 7). The presupposition of all wisdom is the fear of God. In other words, according to the author of the preamble, relationship precedes ethics.

**Extended Discourses on Wisdom (Prov. 1:8-9:18)**

The opening chapters are radically different from the later ones in terms of form. While the last part of the book is dominated by the characteristic proverb form of short (predominantly bicola) aphorisms, the first nine chapters contain longer wisdom sayings. The discourses have two forms; either a teacher addresses his son (probably his disciple rather than his biological son), as for instance in 1:8-19, or personified wisdom speaks for herself (Prov. 1:20-33).

There has been much disagreement about the exact division and structure of this section. In one of the most complete studies of the subject, Whybray (1968) identifies ten discourses, while more traditional interpreters find fifteen (Bullock, 174-75). In perhaps one of the most original analyses of the subject, Skehan (9-14) argues that some of the discourses are a frame (chs. 1, 8, and 9) to seven others (chs. 2-7), and these he identifies as the “seven pillars” of Lady Wisdom’s house (9:1).

The most serious difficulty with Skehan’s interpretation is that there is no reason for taking what appears to be two separate discourses in the first chapter (Prov. 1:8-19; 1:20-33) as part of a frame. Indeed, it is difficult to make hard-and-fast decisions concerning divisions between some sections. Fortunately, it is not important to separate the discourses to understand the section.

The discourses serve as the hermeneutical guide to the interpretation of the rest of the book. They provide the religious underpinnings for the
proverbs that follow in chapter 10 and following (see below under 17. Proverbs, THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE).

Since the discourses serve in this way and since they are a more complex literary form than the material to follow, these chapters are often taken as one of the latest additions to the book. However, it is not necessarily true that literary forms move from simple to complex (von Rad, 27-28), and, while it is equally dangerous to insist on Solomonic dating, one must be careful about being dogmatic about a late date.


Two captions (Prov. 10:1; 25:1) identify Solomon as the author of the proverbs found in these sections. In the second, the men of Hezekiah have a role in the transmission of the text (see 17. Proverbs, HISTORICAL BACKGROUND, Authorship).

In terms of form, these sections are composed almost totally of short, two-phrased parallel lines (bicola), though occasionally there is an expanded wisdom meditation (Prov. 27:20-27). It is interesting that there is a concentration of antithetical parallelism (perhaps as much as 90 percent in the first collection, cf. von Rad, 28), in which the same truth is examined from opposite perspectives:
The heart of the righteous weighs its answers, but the mouth of the wicked gushes evil. (Prov. 15:28)

The use of the antithetical form fits in nicely with one of the main themes of these proverbs: the contrast between the righteous wise and the wicked fool.

It is difficult to read and absorb large numbers of these proverbs because of their compactness. In short compass, they express observations about human experience, imparting an intensity that calls for prolonged reflection. This intensity is heightened by the extensive use of metaphor and simile, which also requires unpacking by the reader.

Although intense, proverbs do not always express a profound truth. Indeed, sometimes the proverbial form creates a new perspective and interest on a rather mundane point. For instance, common observation concludes that a lazy person likes to stay put and not go outside where he or she might encounter work, but Proverbs 22:13 captures our attention with an aphorism containing a compact narrative:

The sluggard says, “There is a lion outside!”

or, “I will be murdered in the street!”

The structure of the individual proverbs also complicates reading large numbers of them at one sitting. At least on a surface reading, the proverbs appear to have a random order. A saying about drunkards (Prov. 20:1) is followed by proverbs about the king’s wrath (v. 2), avoiding quarrels (v. 3), and sloth (v. 4). While there are some signs of grouping (sayings about the king [25:2-7] and about a fool and his folly [26:1-12]), it
is more common that proverbs about a particular subject are scattered throughout the collection (for instance, on sloth 10:4, 5, 26; 12:24 et al.).

Two recent studies have demonstrated some level of order in the structure of Proverbs. Hildebrandt (1988) has argued that 124 verses in chapters 10-29 (out of a possible 595) are bound together into “proverbial pairs” on the basis of either semantics (often a catchword), theme, or syntax. Second, van Leeuwen has examined chapters 25-27 and has concluded through structural, poetic, and semantic analysis that these chapters form a single “proverb poem.” He suggests that other parts of the book will yield the same results.

**Sayings of the Wise (Prov. 22:17-24:34)**

This section is clearly demarcated by the caption in Prov. 22:17 in which the speaker addresses the readers and exhorts them to listen to the “sayings of
the wise.” The section is brought to an end by the caption that introduces the next division of the book (25:10). There are two separate parts to the sayings of the wise, divided by an explanatory note: “These also are sayings of the wise” (24:23). The sayings of the wise cover many of the same topics as the Solomonic proverbs: sensitivity toward the poor (22:22-23); the transitory nature of riches (23:4-5); avoiding the wayward woman (23:26-28); ridicule of the lazy person (24:30-34). However, this short section contains a greater variety of literary forms than the Solomonic section. There are a few bicola (22:28; 23:9), but many of the discourses are longer.

Much has been written about the relationship between this section, especially the first part, with the Egyptian instruction genre, particularly the Instruction of Amenemopet (ANET, 421-25). The latter was first introduced to the scholarly world by E. A. W. Budge in 1924 (though it came to light in 1888). While Budge recognized some similarities between Proverbs and Amenemopet, it was A. Erman (1924) who first argued at some length that there was a definite connection between the two texts. He believed that the Hebrew text was dependent on the Egyptian on the basis of connections between words and phrases. He used this connection to emend the text of Proverbs to bring it into closer connection with the Egyptian text. He was followed by many other biblical scholars (H. Gressmann, E. Sellin, and P. Humbert). On the other hand, some scholars were of a mind to reverse the relationships and were willing to argue that the Egyptian text is dependent on the book of Proverbs (W. O. E. Oesterley, R. O. Kevin, E. Drioton). In support of their thesis, they pointed to alleged Semitisms in the Egyptian text and made much of the “higher” level of morality in Amenemopet as compared to other Egyptian texts.

That there is some kind of relationship between the two texts is hard to deny. This connection may be illustrated with a couple of examples:
Do not move an ancient boundary stone set up by your forefathers. (Prov. 22:28)

Do not carry off the landmark at the boundaries of the arable land, Nor disturb the position of the measuring-cord....(excerpted from chapter 6 of Amenemopet)

Do not wear yourself out to get rich; have the wisdom to show restraint.

Sprout wings like an eagle. (Prov. 23:4-5)

Cast but a glance at riches, and they are gone,

for they will surely and fly off to the sky
Cast not thy heart in pursuit of riches. Place not thy heart upon externals ... they (riches) have made themselves And are flown away to the heavens.

(excerpted from

wings like geese

chapter 8 of Amenemopet)

These and many other connections show a relationship of some sort between the two texts (see ANET, 424-46 for a list of connections). There are even similarities in their structure. Amenemopet is divided into thirty brief chapters, while the introduction to the first part of the sayings of the wise mentions “thirty sayings” (Prov. 22:20, assuming a commonly accepted emendation).

However, although there is a close relationship, the two texts are simply copies of one another. G. Bryce (1980) has moved the discussion away from an issue of “borrowing,” noting that the Proverbs text “adapts, assimilates, and/or integrates” the Egyptian material to its own worldview.

The similarities between the texts may be at least in part explained by the international character of wisdom that is recognized even within the Bible itself (1 Kings 4:29-34). The wise men of Israel knew the writings of Egypt and vice versa. However, there are two reasons why it is more likely that the Egyptian text influenced the Israelite: (1) A dominant culture (like the Egyptian) is less likely to be influenced by a subdominant culture (like that of Israel). (2) Though the date of the Amenemopet text is uncertain, the evidence leans toward one that is earlier than Solomon.

Sayings of Agur (Prov. 30); Sayings of Lemuel (31:1-9); Poem to the
Virtuous Woman (31:10-31)

The book of Proverbs concludes with three relatively brief, independent sections. The second section, and probably also the first, come directly from non-Israelite sources.

The sayings of Agur are very difficult to translate and interpret. Agur opens on a skeptical note, questioning the possibility of knowing God. His skepticism is answered by an appeal to divine revelation (vv. 5-6). Childs points to these verses as an early canonical awareness (IOTS, 556-57). The section continues and concludes with a long list of numerical proverbs.

The sayings of King Lemuel are actually passed down from his mother. They concern the proper way for kings to behave.

The book concludes with a powerful acrostic poem on the virtuous woman. This woman reflects her association with Lady Wisdom in Proverbs 8. She is capable both in the home and outside. It is intentional that in the Hebrew Bible, the book of Proverbs (and specifically Proverbs 31) is followed first by Ruth and then the Song of Songs. All three texts present positive feminine characters who are capable without being completely dependent on males.
THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

Most readers associate the book of Proverbs with the short, pithy statements that are found in the latter two-thirds of the book. With some exceptions, these proverbs do not refer explicitly to God, the history of redemption, or the covenant. On a surface reading, they strike one as good, practical advice or observations on life, humanistic observations rather than divine authority. The first proverb is a case-in-point:

A wise son brings joy to his father,
but a foolish son grief to his mother. (Prov. 10:1)

Is it, therefore, not surprising to find comments like those of Eissfeldt scattered throughout the literature on Proverbs:

But the piety here commended is of a general human character, and the specifically Israelite contribution is in the background. The basis for the commendation of wisdom and piety is on the one hand purely secular and rational....(OTI, 477)

More recently, it has been noted that, although there is little explicit God-talk in the proverbs (note exceptions like Prov. 10:3, 22, 27, 29, et al.), the introductory chapters of the book provide a hermeneutical grid through which the rest of the book should be read, thus placing a profound theological nuance on the individual proverbs.

We have already observed (see 17. Proverbs, LITERARY ANALYSIS, Literary Structure) how the book may be divided into two main parts. In the first nine chapters, we read extended discourses that give way in the last part to the pithy proverbs characteristic of the book. Here we will observe that the discourses provide the broader context for the
interpretation of the proverbs.

In other words, before encountering the proverbs of chapters 10-31, the reader first hears the teaching of 1-9. The dominant theme of these early chapters is the great value of wisdom and the fearful danger of folly. This teaching comes to a climax in chapter 9, and it is here that we will concentrate our discussion.

The reader encounters two women in Proverbs 9, both beckoning for his attention. These women are Wisdom and Folly. The reader is a part of this extended metaphor and imagined to be a young man walking along the path of life. As he travels, he hears the two voices, vying for his attention. Both women begin with the same appeal:
“Let all who are simple come in here!”

she says to those who lack judgment.

(vv. 4, 16)

The implied reader is male, especially attentive to the feminine voices he hears from the path. But who are these women? What or whom do they stand for?

By the time we come to Proverbs 9, Wisdom is an already established figure in the book. As early as Proverbs 1:20-33, we encounter a woman on the streets who is calling and beseeching men to come in for an education, and in Proverbs 8 Wisdom reflects on her nature and purpose, as well as her relationship with God.

Personified Folly is not as clearly present in the preceding chapters. There is, however, a close similarity with the “strange” woman, the adulteress against whom the wise father warns his son (Prov. 2:16-19; 5; 6:20-35; 7).

A key to understanding the nature of Wisdom in Proverbs 9 is the location of her house on the “highest point of the city” (9:3). In the ancient Near East, only one person had the right to dwell on the highest point in the city, the god of that city. In Jerusalem as well, the building on the highest point was the temple on Zion. This observation confirms what we already know about Wisdom from chapter 8; she stands for God’s wisdom and ultimately (as a synecdoche) for God himself.

On the other hand, the reader encounters Folly, also personified as a woman and also appealing to the naïve young men who are walking by
on the path of life. Significantly, her house too is “at the highest point of the city” (Prov. 9:14). She also stands for the divine, but in this case for all of the deities of the ancient Near East who stand over against Yahweh. Throughout its history, Israel was tempted to worship gods like the Babylonian Marduk or Ishtar, or even more strongly, the Canaanite Baal and Asherah.

The reader is thus confronted with a decision. Both women are calling him to come to them to dine, to share intimacy, and unpacking the metaphor, to worship them. Will it be Wisdom or Folly? Will it be Yahweh or Baal?

Thus now we clearly see the alternative before us as we walk along the path of Proverbs that is really the path of life. We may embrace either Yahweh or another god. Which will it be?

This was indeed the situation that confronted the ancient Israelite. He or she had a choice—Yahweh worship or Baalism. Many tried to synthesize the two, but the prophets sternly pointed out that compromise was equivalent to apostasy (1 Kings 18:21). It was either Yahweh alone or nothing. So the practical situation for the Israelites was exactly that of Proverbs 9. They had a choice of two alternatives. Proverbs 1-9, with its climax in the last chapter, powerfully sets out that choice.

Once passing through the prism of Proverbs 1-9, we recognize how deeply theological the individual proverbs that follow really are. In the light of the
alternative laid out in Proverbs 9, we see how each individual proverb exceeds the “good advice” that it imparts on a surface reading.

Proverbs 10:1, cited above, illustrates the point. If children bring joy to their parents, then they are wise. In the language of Proverbs 9, they have shown by their behavior that they have embraced wisdom, which means that they have committed themselves to Yahweh. On the other hand, if children bring grief to their parents, then by their behavior they have shown their allegiance to Dame Folly, the poetical representative of a pagan deity.

In this light, the alternative between wisdom and folly is more than “how to get along and advance in the world.” It is a matter of life and death. Proverbs 3:18, after all, tells us that those who embrace wisdom embrace life. Moreover, the horrible truth about Dame Folly is that she is a murderess. She invites people in for a fine dinner, but they never come out; “her guests are in the depths of the grave” (9:18).

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

Many Christians use the book of Proverbs as an anthology of “mottos.” The catchy proverbs provide a series of statements on the right way to behave. On a more sophisticated level, Proverbs is often used as a source book for “biblical counseling.”

It cannot be denied that the book provides guidelines for “wise,” that is, godly behavior, and much of the recent writing that stresses this perspective is helpful. However, two pitfalls must be avoided: (1) the tendency to absolutize the proverbs; (2) reading the proverbs in an isolated and abstract manner.

Absolutizing the Proverbs
The individual proverbs must be interpreted and applied within the context of the whole book and, indeed, the teaching of the whole Bible. They are not divine promises for the here and now, but true observations that time will bear out.

*He who fears the Lord has a secure fortress,*

*and for his children it will be a refuge.* (Prov. 14:26)

The book of Job is a corrective to the belief that this proverb is true all the time in the present. A mechanical application of this proverb to the here and now was the impetus behind the arguments of Job’s “three friends.” However, in the light of the biblical teaching about God’s justice and the final judgment, this teaching is certainly true. The Lord is a “secure fortress” even for those who die at the hands of evil men and women.
Furthermore, some proverbs are true, but true only in certain situations. The proverbs embody wisdom, only a wise person knows the situation in which a particular proverb applies.

The most dramatic illustration of the context-bound application of proverbs is seen in a comparison of Proverbs 26:4 and 5:

_Do not answer a fool according to his folly,
according to his folly,
or he will be wise in his own eyes._

In other words, it depends on the fool, and the truly wise person will be so sensitive to human nature that he will know when to apply the one and not the other.

**Isolating the Proverbs**

The other potential pitfall in reading Proverbs is to isolate the individual proverbs from their canonical setting, gleaning the book for little nuggets of good advice. The above analysis of the relationship between Proverbs 1-9 and 10-31 is the first step toward rectifying an exclusively moralistic reading of the book. The next step is to relate the theology of the book of Proverbs to the theology of the New Testament.

One starting point is the New Testament where Jesus is associated with the figure of Wisdom. For instance, when Paul writes, “He is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn over all creation” (Col. 1:15), he is using language from Proverbs 8. Similarly Revelation 3:14, which refers to Jesus as the “ruler of God’s creation,” evokes the picture of Wisdom’s role at creation. At one point, Jesus himself draws the connection. When his behavior angered his opponents, he responded by saying, “Wisdom is
proved right by her actions” (Matt. 12:19). The point is not that Jesus identifies himself with Wisdom, so that Proverbs 8 is a kind of prophecy of Christ; on the contrary, Proverbs 8 is a poetic representation of God’s attribute of wisdom with no narrowly prophetic intention. To believe Proverbs 8 is prophetic would lead to the Arian heresy, since wisdom is described as created at a point in time by a preexistent God. However, the association between Jesus and Wisdom is appropriate because Jesus embodies the wisdom of God. Christ’s wisdom is one of his most frequently foregrounded traits in the New Testament. Jesus Christ is the wisdom of God (1 Cor. 1:30). He is the one “in whom are hidden all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge” (Col. 2:3). Even during his earthly ministry, his wisdom was revealed through his teaching (Mark 1:22). During his youth, he confounded the teachers of the law (Luke 2:41-50), and he “grew in wisdom and stature” (Luke 2:52). His

or you will be like him yourself.

Answer a fool
predominant teaching form was the parable (\textit{parabolhv}, \textit{parabole4} G4130, in Hebrew \textit{lv;m}, \textit{maši4}, H5442 [also translated “proverb”]), a wisdom form.

Thus, as Christians read the book of Proverbs in the light of the continued revelation of the New Testament, they are confronted with the same question as the ancient Israelites, but with a different nuance. Will we dine with Wisdom or with Folly? The Wisdom who beckons us is none other than Jesus Christ, while the folly that attempts to seduce us is any created thing that we put in the place of the Creator (Rom. 1:22-23).

18. Ecclesiastes

Ecclesiastes gives the appearance of being written with our time in mind. Of course, it was not; all biblical books address the time period in which they were written. Ecclesiastes’ main voice, however, calling himself Qohelet, expresses a skepticism that sounds modern. Consequently, many people have turned to this book for help when they have experienced disillusionment with their world and even with their God.
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**HISTORICAL BACKGROUND**

**Date and Authorship**

**Traditional View**. The traditional approach to the question of authorship begins with a close look at the main speaker in the book. He is called Qohelet, which is not his given name, but rather a pseudonym. The verbal root of the name means “to assemble,” thus his name (a qal feminine participle) is literally translated “assembler.” Common English translations, “Preacher” or “Teacher,” are a result of guessing what type of group Qohelet is gathering to instruct. Neither translation is precise,
but “Assembler” sounds awkward in the context.

Traditionalists point to indications that Qohelet is a nickname for none other than Solomon. For one thing, the root of his name (“assemble”) is used frequently in 1 Kings 8 when Solomon gathers the people at the dedication of the temple. Further, Qohelet identifies himself as a king and a son of David (Eccl. 1:1-2). These explicit statements, connected with Solomon’s well-established reputation as a wisdom teacher, confirm Solomonic authorship and date in the minds of many.

Once this point is made, the book of Ecclesiastes is used to fill out the story of the life of Solomon. The historical books tell us only that Solomon was a wise and godly king who fell into apostasy at the end of his life. As far as the book of Kings is concerned, Solomon never returned to a strong devotion to the Lord. Indeed, the split between the northern and southern kingdoms (1 Kings 12) is attributed to his sin.

That so much profound and godly wisdom originates with a man who eventually apostatized is too much for some, and so an early tradition arose that
Ecclesiastes is the writing of a repentant and old Solomon, showing the evils of his apostasy. To make this work, not only must Qohelet be Solomon, but also the voice that addresses Qohelet in the epilogue must be his (Eccl. 12:8-14).

We will call the view that identifies Solomon with Qohelet and dates the book to the tenth century B.C. the “traditional view.” It is not the conservative view, since as we will see, a number of conservative scholars have not agreed with it.

Critical View. With a few exceptions (e.g., Dahood), most critical scholars date the book late in the history of Israel. As we will see below, there are good reasons for dating Ecclesiastes late. What distinguishes a critical from a conservative late dating, however, is that the former feels no compulsion to follow the claims of the book, while the latter does.

Crenshaw and Lauha (1978, 3) are typical in dating Ecclesiastes to the late postexilic, but pre-Maccabean period. Crenshaw is more precise: “A date for Qohelet between 225 and 250 remains most likely” (1987, 50).

The main argument used by critics to promote a late date for the book is language and style. For instance, the vocabulary and syntax of Ecclesiastes is compared to late Hebrew and Aramaic, and this argument pushes some to date the book very late. Even Delitzsch, a well-known conservative scholar, has said, “If the book of Koheleth were of old Solomonic origin, then there is no history of the Hebrew language” (Delitzsch 1872, 190). Fredericks (1988), however, has devoted a careful study to all the linguistic arguments used to date the book late and has concluded that they are unpersuasive. In any case, so little is known about transmission of the biblical text during its earliest stages that we cannot rule out linguistic updating.
Another approach shows affinities between Qohelet’s speech and, for instance, Hellenistic thought. This method too is dubious, since connections can be made with far earlier thought and literary forms (Dahood) and also with much later foreign thought.

All of this is not to dispute the possibility that Ecclesiastes is non-Solomonic and late (see below), but it does question the typical arguments used to support the critical position. In the past it has also been typical for critical scholars to argue that the book contains contradictions, specifically orthodox and unorthodox statements. They have reasoned that the original speaker in the book was a radically unorthodox skeptic whose thought was later mitigated by a redactor or a series of redactors. The orthodox redactor was responsible, for instance, for the epilogue. A reading of the book that takes into account the two different voices of the book (see 18. Ecclesiastes, LITERARY ANALYSIS, Structure) does not have to resort to this hypothesis.

**An Alternative View**. Internal considerations are of paramount importance in determining the date and authorship of a book. Tradition is often helpful and never to be ignored, but even the earliest tradition concerning Ecclesiastes’ authorship does not go back beyond the time of Christ, and theological considerations may have already distorted the truth. As Levine points
Pharisaic Judaism had ascribed the Book of Qohelet to Solomon... not *ad majorem gloriam Salomonis*, but to gain its acceptance into the Hebrew Bible” and “assure that the book would be interpreted in accordance with the letter and spirit of Pharisaic Judaism” (Levine 1978, 66).

While some within the evangelical tradition treat the Solomonic authorship of Ecclesiastes as a litmus test of orthodoxy, many others have questioned the attribution. Stuart, Hengstenberg, Delitzsch, Young, and Kidner have all raised objections against equating Solomon with Qohelet.

Why, after all, would Solomon choose to use a pseudonym? What need would there be for him to hide his identity? No good reason can be given. On the other hand, no one can deny that the author of the book of Ecclesiastes alludes to Solomon as he describes Qohelet’s search for meaning in the first part of the book (Eccl. 1:12-2:26). After this section, the allusions stop and indeed Qohelet speaks of the royal office as an outsider (8:2-8). The pseudonym is better explained as a literary device employed by a skeptical wise man who seeks meaning in life “under the sun.” He, in effect, pretends he is Solomon as he considers wealth, pleasure, and philanthropy as sources of meaning. After all, “what more can the king’s successor do than what has already been done?” (Eccl. 2:12b).

A careful reading of the book will take note of other indications that Qohelet is not Solomon. For instance, Qohelet’s statement in Eccl. 1:16, “I have grown and increased in wisdom more than anyone who has ruled over Jerusalem before me,” is strange to imagine in the mouth of Solomon. After all, there was only one other Israelite king, his father David, who ruled in Jerusalem before him. It is inconceivable that he would be thinking of the Jebusite rulers who preceded David (Young
Young also points out that the use of the past tense in Eccl. 1:12, “I was king over Israel in Jerusalem,” is unlikely for Solomon, since there was never a time when he was older but not ruling as king (348). Also:

The background of the book does not fit the age of Solomon. It was a time of misery and vanity (Eccl. 1:2-11); the splendour of Solomon’s age was gone (1:12-2:26); a time of death had begun for Israel (3:1-15); injustice and violence were present (4:1-3); there was heathen tyranny (5:7, 9-19); death was preferred to life (7:1); “one man ruled over other men to their hurt” (8:9). (Young 1949, 348, based on Hengstenberg).

Thus the internal evidence leads us, at the least, to question the relationship between Solomon and Qohelet. It is much to be doubted that the author intended to equate the two.

In any case, this issue, though important, is irrelevant to the issue of authorship. Traditionalists not only believe that Solomon is Qohelet but that Qohelet=Solomon wrote the book. This view does not take into account the fact that a fair and natural reading shows that there are two voices within the book: Qohelet and a second wise man, the latter being the narrative voice in control of the book.
As explained more fully below under Structure, the book may be divided into three parts: a prologue (Eccl. 1:1-11), the main body (1:12-12:8—an autobiographical monologue), and an epilogue (12:8-14). The prologue and epilogue are a frame that refers to Qohelet in the third person. In the body of the book Qohelet speaks in the first person.

Of most interest to the question of authorship is the epilogue. Those who wish to defend the unity of the narrative voice of the book argue that Qohelet=Solomon speaks in the first person when he recounts his past, but shifts to the third person to evaluate that past from a present perspective. This approach is quite awkward and has no precedents. It is much more natural to understand the second voice as that of an unnamed speaker who is evaluating the words of Qohelet for his son. The intrusive use of the third person in Eccl. 7:27 confirms this view (Fox 1977). As we will see below, both the topic of the book and the interplay between the second speaker and his son betrays a wisdom context, so it is appropriate to refer to this second unnamed speaker as the “second wise man” or the frame-narrator (Fox 1977).

Realizing that Qohelet is not to be identified with the speaker of the epilogue removes the question of Solomonic authorship. The book itself suggests that the second wise man, not Qohelet, is the author of the book. As with many other books of the Old Testament, we do not know the proper name of the author of the book.

LITERARY ANALYSIS

Structure

The book of Ecclesiastes is divided into three parts. It begins with a short prologue introducing some of the themes of Qohelet’s thought (Eccl. 1:1-11), continues with a long monologue by Qohelet (1:12-12:8), and
AN INTRODUCTION to the OLD TESTAMENT concludes with a brief epilogue (12:8-14).

The prologue and epilogue are differentiated from the body of the book by its third-person references to Qohelet. Together they frame Qohelet’s speech. The bulk of the book is Qohelet’s speech that is made up primarily of autobiographical reflections on the meaning of life.

While the general structure of the book is clear, scholars have experienced frustration as they seek a minute analysis of the book. Attempts to discover an underlying structure to Qohelet’s musings (most notably A. S. Wright 1968, 1980, 1983) have not been followed by many other scholars. Close study shows that Qohelet’s thought rambles, repeats (Eccl. 1:12-18 and 2:11-16; 4:1-3 and 5:8-9; 4:4-12 and 5:10-6:9), and occasionally contradicts itself. Such a lack of order, though, far from detracting from the message of the book actually contributes to it (see below).

While Qohelet’s thought does not have a detailed outline, some features may be observed in its progress. His speech begins (Eccl. 1:12) with a formula that is well known in the autobiographical tradition of the ancient Near East (Poebel and Longman). From 1:13-2:26 Qohelet recounts his search for meaning
in life “under the sun” adopting the literary persona of Solomon. From 3:1-6:9 the persona is dropped but the quest for meaning continues. In 6:10-12 there is a kind of transitional summary statement to the second part of Qohelet’s speech. This second part is dominated by advice and instruction. The conclusion of the speech in 12:1-7 is a meditation on death, an appropriate conclusion for an autobiography.

**Genre**

There are no exact parallels to Ecclesiastes in the Bible or in the ancient Near East. Some of the same questions are raised in other Near Eastern texts, and one text from Mesopotamia is even known as “A Babylonian Qohelet”

(ANET, 438-40). Another well-noted parallel is between Ecclesiastes 9:7-9 and the Gilgamesh Epic:

*When the gods created mankind,*

*they set aside,*

*hand retaining.*

*let full be thy belly,*

*day and by night.*

*thou a feast of rejoicing,*

*dance thou and play!*

*sparkled fresh,*
washed; bathe thou in water.

delight in thy bosom!

(of mankind)!

These and other ancient texts from Babylon, Egypt, and Greece show similar thoughts and attitudes to the speech of Qohelet (as opposed to the book of Ecclesiastes [see below]).

Of more interest, though, are texts that bear a rough structural similarity to Qohelet’s speech. While Qohelet has been studied in relation to royal testaments and Egyptian instruction before, the closest similarities may be drawn with the

Death for mankind Life in their own Thou, Gilgamesh, Make thou merry by Of each day make Day and night Let thy garments be Thy head be Pay heed to the little one that holds on to thy hand.

Let thy spouse For this is the task

<- Previous  First  Next ->
wisdom autobiographies (Cuthaean Legend of Naram-Sin, Adad-guppi autobiography, and the so-called Sin of Sargon text) of Mesopotamia (Longman 1991, ch. 6). They both begin with the same type of formulaic introduction and conclude with instruction and advice.

In conclusion, it is best to identify the book as a framed autobiography. This genre identification will be significant as we interpret the message of Ecclesiastes.

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

Ecclesiastes is a shocking book. If we compare the teaching of Proverbs with Qohelet’s teaching, we can see why. On the one hand, Proverbs extols wisdom, large families, and long life (Prov. 3:13-18). On the other hand, Qohelet says:

“The fate of the fool will overtake me also .

What then do I gain by being wise?”

I said in my heart ,

“This too is meaningless,”

For the wise man, like the fool, will not be long remembered ;

in days to come both will be forgotten .

Like the fool, the wise man too must die ! (Eccl. 2:15-16)

A man may have a hundred children and live many years; yet no matter how long he lives, if he cannot enjoy his prosperity and does not receive proper burial, I say that a stillborn child is better off than he. (Eccl. 6:3)
Moreover, some of his advice sounds quite dubious:

*Do not be overrighteous,*

*overwicked, *

*neither be overwise —*

*why destroy yourself?*

*and do not be a fool —*

*Do not be*
**why die before your time?**

*It is good to grasp*

*the one and not let go of the other.*

*The man who fears God will avoid all extremes.* (Eccl. 7:16-18)

Then there are the recurrent refrains, which buzz in our ears as we read through the book: “Chasing after wind,” “What profit is there?” The most frequent refrain and the most skeptical sounding of all is the refrain that also brackets Qohelet’s speech (Eccl. 1:2; 12:8) “Meaningless! Meaningless! Everything is meaningless!”

It is precisely this strong note of skepticism that pervades the book that resulted in early debates concerning the canonicity of Ecclesiastes as well as a convoluted history of interpretation. According to Levine, the history of interpretation is characterized by “censorship, suppression and polemic” (Levine 1978, 64). How is the message of the book rightly understood, and is it in harmony with the rest of the canon?

The traditional approach (see above) answers the second question positively by appealing to the last section, the epilogue. The epilogue, according to this view, expresses the conclusions of Solomon, the repentant apostate, as he looks back over his godless wanderings. In the past, when he excluded God from his life (living “under the sun”), life was meaningless. The final word, however, is “fear God and keep his commandments” (Eccl. 12:13).

According to the traditional view, Qohelet’s speech contains much that is dubious when compared to the rest of the Bible, but the unorthodox and skeptical teachings are part of the rebellious period of Solomon’s life and
therefore not normative theology.

Some recent interpreters have disputed what appears to be a plain reading of the text. They deny that there is anything unorthodox or pessimistic in Qohelet’s teaching. He is rather a “Preacher of Joy” (Whybray) and a paragon of orthodoxy (Kaiser). To achieve such an interpretation, one must suppress and distort many of the plain statements of the book. This approach, while enjoying a minor resurgence, actually dates back to the Targum of the book where one can see clearly the exegetical gymnastics required (Levine).

How then is the book to be read? We take our departure from the literary analysis above. Two voices may be heard within the book of Ecclesiastes, Qohelet’s and the unnamed wisdom teacher who introduces the book in the prologue and evaluates Qohelet in the epilogue. Qohelet is a doubter and skeptic; the unnamed speaker in the frame is orthodox and the source of the positive teaching of the book.

The book of Ecclesiastes, therefore, is similar in structure to the book of Job. It also evokes a similar reading strategy. The bodies of both books contain
dubious teaching when judged in the light of the rest of the canon (the speeches of the three friends, Elihu, and Job). Not that everything that is said is wrong, but nearly so. The same is true of the book of Ecclesiastes. The body of the book that contains the introspective autobiography of Qohelet contains much that offends traditional Old Testament sensibilities. The positive teaching of both books comes at the end with Yahweh’s speech from the whirlwind in Job and with the second wise man’s warnings to his son in Ecclesiastes.

To understand the book of Ecclesiastes, then, it is important to read the epilogue closely. Even the traditional translation of a few phrases in the epilogue is suspect.

Following the suggestive comments of Fox, we interpret Eccl. 12:8 as the beginning of the frame narrator’s last contribution to the book. He summarizes Qohelet’s thought using the latter’s own refrain, “Meaningless! Meaningless! Everything is meaningless!” Next, he pays his respects to Qohelet’s efforts. He acknowledges that he was a wise man who worked hard at his task. It is important, however, to note that, while true wisdom is always characterized by righteousness and godliness (Prov. 1-9), the office of wisdom teacher was occasionally occupied by some wicked people during the Old Testament period (most notoriously Jonadab, cf. 2 Sam. 13).

The next few verses are increasingly critical of Qohelet. Fox (1989, 96) rightly translates verses Eccl. 10-12:

“Utterly absurd,” said Qohelet, “Everything is absurd.” Now furthermore, Qohelet was a wise-man. He constantly taught the people knowledge, and weighing and investigating he composed many sayings. Qohelet sought to find fine words and to write the most honest words of truth. The words of the wise are like goads, and the (words of) masters of
collections are like implanted nails that are given by a shepherd. And furthermore, my son, beware of these things. It is pointless to make a lot of books, and much talking wearies the flesh. Finally, when everything has been heard: Fear God and keep his commandments, for that is the whole duty of man. For God will bring every deed into judgment, (judging) even every hidden matter, whether good or bad.

It is faint praise to say that Qohelet “searched to find just the right words,” since he himself admits that he seldom succeeded (Eccl. 7:1-29)! The metaphors of goads and embedded nails, while usually understood positively, are better taken as negative. Goads and nails are painful! The famous verse 12, quoted by so many students, does not, as thought by many, exclude Qohelet’s speech, but certainly includes it.

So if Qohelet’s lengthy speech is pessimistic and out of sorts with the rest of the Old Testament, why is it included in the canon? Qohelet’s speech (Eccl. 1:12-12:7) is a foil, a teaching device, used by the second wise man in order to instruct his son (vs. 12) concerning the dangers of speculative, doubting wisdom in Israel. Just as in the book of Job, most of the book is given to the unorthodox
speeches of the human participants of the book, only to have it torn down and demolished when God speaks out of the whirlwind.

The positive teaching of the book of Ecclesiastes is found in the last two verses of the book:

Now that all has been heard;

his commandments,

every deed into judgment,

here is the conclusion of the matter:

Fear God and keep

for this is the whole duty of man.

For God will bring

including every hidden thing

whether it is good or evil. (Eccl. 12:13-14)

In brief compass, the second wise man and implied author of the book summarizes the message of the Old Testament. He calls his son to a right relationship with God (fear God), obedience, and a proper understanding of the future judgment. In these verses, we have “the Gospel in a nutshell.”
Ecclesiastes is never quoted in the New Testament, but there is an allusion to the message of the book in Romans 8:18-22:

I consider that our present sufferings are not worth comparing with the glory that will be revealed in us. For the creation waits in eager expectation for the sons of God to be revealed. For the creation was subjected to frustration, not by its own choice, but by the will of the one who subjected it, in hope that the creation itself will be liberated from its bondage to decay and brought into the glorious freedom of the children of God.

The word translated “frustration” is the word used in the Septuagint to translate the motto word of Ecclesiastes, “meaninglessness.” While Qohelet sounds unorthodox in the light of the rest of the canon, he represents a true assessment of the world apart from the light of God’s redeeming love. His perspective on the world and life is restricted; he describes it as life “under the sun.” In other words, his hopelessness is the result of covenant curse without recourse to God’s redemption.
Qohelet sounds modern because he so vividly captures the despair of a world without God. The difference, though, is that the modern world believes God does not exist; Qohelet believed that God existed but questioned his love and concern (Eccl. 5:1-7). As a result, nothing had meaning for Qohelet—not wealth or wisdom or charity. After all, death brought everything to an end. Qohelet is preoccupied with death throughout the book (2:12-16; 3:18-22; 12:1-7) because he sees nothing beyond that point.

On one level, therefore, Qohelet is exactly right. The world without God (“under the sun”) is meaningless. Death ends it all, so he alternated between “hating life” (Eccl. 2:17) and taking what meager enjoyment God hands out (vv. 24-26).

As we have seen above, the message of the book is not the message of Qohelet’s speech; it is rather the simple instruction in the last few verses. Nonetheless, we may still admit that Qohelet has rightly described the horror of a world under covenant curse and apart from God. What he did not have was hope.

As we turn to the New Testament, we see that Jesus Christ is the one who redeems us from the vanity, the meaninglessness under which Qohelet suffered. Jesus redeemed us from Qohelet’s meaningless world by subjecting himself to it. Jesus is the Son of God, but nonetheless he experienced the vanity of the world so that he could free us from it. As he hung on the cross, his own Father deserted him. At this point, he experienced the frustration of the world under curse in a way that Qohelet could not even imagine. “Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law by becoming a curse for us” (Gal. 3:13).

As a result, Christians can experience deep significance precisely in those areas where Qohelet felt most oppressed. Jesus has restored
meaning to wisdom, labor, love, and life. After all, by facing death, Jesus conquered the biggest fear facing Qohelet, and he showed that death is not the end of all meaning, but the entrance into the very presence of God.

19. Song of Songs

The history of the interpretation of the Song of Songs is a fascinating story. Perhaps no other biblical book has been read so differently from one time period to another. In the Middle Ages, very few would interpret the book in connection with human sexuality. Indeed, to do so was dangerous and could result in excommunication or worse (Pope, 112-16). Today, most Christians find such an approach natural and sensible. However, is it correct to interpret the Song in such a “nontheological” manner? Why is a book that has such obviously erotic overtones in the canon?
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**LITERARY ANALYSIS**
Genre

Due to the history of interpretation of the book, two separate issues must be addressed in a discussion of the genre of the Song. First, is the book a drama or a series of love poems? A second, but related, question concerns whether the book is an allegory.

Drama. Many contemporary translations of the Song of Songs show the influence of a dramatic interpretation of the book by adding rubrics in the margins that indicate the speakers. The NIV, for instance, attributes the opening verses (Song 1:1-4) to the “Beloved.” Other characters are the “Friends” and the “Lover.” These rubrics were not in the original; they first appear in Codex Sinaiticus in ca. A.D. 400. While the NIV shows that the rubrics are not original by putting them in italics, they nonetheless influence the interpretation of the book in the direction of drama.

However, upon close study, the dramatic approach is not as clear-cut as the rubrics indicate. As a matter of fact, assuming a dramatic approach, it is difficult to determine even the number of characters required by the text. There are two main schools of thought among those who advocate a dramatic approach: a two-character and a three-character view.

The former approach identifies two main characters in the story. They are Solomon and the Shulammite, the lover and the beloved. They are interrupted only by the daughters of Jerusalem who serve as a kind of chorus.

The plot centers on the love between the king and the woman. The woman is usually pictured as a beautiful “rustic maiden” (Delitzsch, 3). She has captured the heart of the urbane and sophisticated king. He is helpless before her.
The story progresses from their initial meeting and expressions of affection to marriage (often associated with Song 3:6-5:1). The relationship is troubled following the marriage, but at the end (8:5-14) their bond is deep and committed.

Thus the Song has a unified plot that recounts the purifying love shared by Solomon and the Shulammite. It narrates Solomon’s move away from the wickedness of polygamy and sophisticated love toward the monogamy and simple love of a country girl.

Defenders of a three-character approach detect a love triangle in the Song (Godet, Ewald, C. D. Ginsburg, Seerveldt). Solomon and the Shulammite are still main characters, but no longer is the woman thought to be in love with Solomon. Rather, she is in love with a simple country boy, often referred to as a shepherd. Solomon, the brazen apostate and polygamist, has insensitively and lustfully abducted the Shulammite in order to add her to his harem. She is devoted and pure, however, and retains her ardent love for the shepherd.

There are several almost insurmountable difficulties with the dramatic approach to the Song of Songs: (1) It is impossible to definitively assign passages to specific characters. This ambiguity is particularly clear in the debate.
between the two- and three-character views. It should be a relatively simple matter to recognize the number of characters in a drama. The inability to do so with the Song hurts the credibility of the dramatic approach. (2) Dramas are unattested in the Bible and in the literature of the ancient Near East. (3) The book does not show features commonly associated with a narrative. There is much confusion among advocates of a plot-oriented approach to the book as to the events and acts of the play. The only real consistency is locating the marriage before the first obvious act of intercourse between the man and the woman (Song 4:16-5:2). (4) Positively, love poems from Mesopotamia and Egypt (see below) bear interesting similarities with the Song of Songs.

The dramatic approach fails most obviously because it is unable to demonstrate an obvious plot structure. The book does not read like a narrative with an introduction that builds to a climax and then concludes. There are, however, continuities of theme and character, though there is some ambiguity in the latter. As interpreters move further away from the dramatic approach, they move closer to the view that the Song of Songs is a collection of love poems, an erotic anthology.

**Love Poems**. This genre identification has been aided by the relatively recent parallels drawn between the Song and both ancient and modern love poetry. For instance, John White has shown numerous parallels between the Song and Egyptian love poetry, including the reference to the beloved as “my sister, my bride.” In the last century, J. G. Wetzstein demonstrated parallels between the poems in the Song and songs that were sung during wedding ceremonies in the Syrian villages that he visited. (Examples of both Egyptian and Syrian poetry will be given below.) There is thus a growing consensus that the Song of Songs is a collection of loosely related love poems.

Perhaps the best statement of the view that the Song is a collection of
lyric poems about love is that of Maria Falk. In her book *Love Lyrics from the Bible* she analyzes the Song as a collection of thirty-one poems, not united by narrative wholeness, but rather by thematic connections. She then applies a literary analysis to the book that unpacks images rather than imposing a plot.

The weakness of this understanding of the Song is that, as Falk herself admits, it is not possible to demonstrate conclusively that there are exactly thirty-one poems. But neither is it crucial to do so for the interpretation of the book.

On the basis of both internal analysis and the comparative evidence, therefore, the best conclusion is that the Song of Songs is a collection of poetry that extols the love that a man and a woman have for each other. It is on this basis that we will interpret the Song of Songs.

**The Issue of an Allegorical Interpretation**

The identification of the Song as a collection of love poems, however, does not fully decide the manner of the book’s interpretation. Allegory is more a type of interpretive method than a specific genre. Many different genres may be read allegorically.
As a matter of fact, the Song of Songs has been read as an allegory for many centuries (see Pope, 89-229, for a detailed history of interpretation). Allegory was the leading, almost exclusive, way of approaching the book in both Christian and Jewish circles until very recently. Jewish scholars interpreted the book as an allegory of the love between Yahweh and Israel, while Christian theologians argued that the book was messianic and praised the love between Christ and the church (Eph. 5:22-33).

The Targum of the Song (7th century A.D.) is an example of an allegorical interpretation from a Jewish perspective. The Lover is Yahweh and the Beloved is the nation of Israel as in most Jewish allegorical interpretations. In the Targum, the Song is also interpreted as a history of redemption. Israel’s history is characterized by Israel’s love for Yahweh and its desire to be in Yahweh’s presence. However, this desire is marred by Israel’s sin against God. The book is divided into five sections that relate to five different historical periods.

As an example, we will note how the Targum interprets Song of Songs 1:2-4:

*Let him kiss me*

*with the kisses of his mouth —*

*for your love is more delightful than wine.*

*fragrance of your perfumes ;*

*you—let us hurry!*
The king has brought us into his chambers.

Read from an allegorical perspective, this passage is interpreted as a reference to the Exodus. God takes Israel away from Egypt and into God’s own chambers—that is, the Promised Land.

There are other types of Jewish allegories of the Song. For instance, Jewish mystics identified the Lover and the Beloved with the active and passive aspects of the mind (Moses Ibn Tibbon, Immanuel ben Solomon, see Pope, 105). The union between the two describes the ecstasy at the mystical union of the two aspects of the intellect.

Early Christian interpretation was also allegorical. The earliest preserved Christian interpretation of the Song is found in some fragments from Hippolytus (around A.D. 200). He interprets the above passage (Song 1:2-4) as a reference

Pleasing is the
to Christ who brings the saints into the church. A further example is Cyril of Alexandria. According to his allegorical approach, in 1:13:

*My lover is to me a sachet of myrrh resting between my breasts* ,

the breasts are symbols for the Old and New Testaments, while the sachet of myrrh is Christ who “rests between both testaments.”

In order to evaluate the allegorical approach, it is necessary to ask what motivated it. There is, for instance, use of marriage as an image of the relationship between God and his people elsewhere in the Old Testament. Its most frequent form, however, is negative. That is, when God’s people rebel against him and turn to other gods, they are described as committing adultery against him (e.g., Ezek. 16, 23; Hos. 1-3). Below (see 19. Song of Songs, THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE) we will see that this recurrent marriage imagery does inform our understanding of the book, but it does not require a type of allegorical approach that ignores the physical-human references of the images in the book.

In fact, there is nothing in the book itself that suggests an interpretation that transfers the meaning of the clearly erotic language of the book to a spiritual realm. Why, then, did the church through most of its history almost exclusively promote such a reading?

A partial answer is provided by the subtle acceptance by early church and synagogue of certain Hellenistic ways of thinking ("Platonic dualism, stoicism, and Hellenistic-Roman cults"; Davidson, 2) about the relationship between the body and soul. It is well known that early and medieval Christian thinkers imbibed the philosophical system of Plato and Aristotle. The result was a view of the body and its activities as temporary, sinful, and evil. Harsh treatment of the body (for example, fasting and whipping) was promoted. Sexual abstinence was viewed as a
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virtue, a viewpoint culminating in the monastic movement. In this intellectual environment, reading the Song as erotic poetry would have been an embarrassment in the face of its obvious delight in physical pleasures.

As can happen in any age, cultural presuppositions biased interpreters against the original meaning of the text and a spiritual, rather than a sexual, interpretation of the Song was the result. As Pope points out, Origen did to the Song of Songs what he did to his own body—"he denatured it and transformed it into a spiritual drama free from all carnality" (115). Pope also reproduces a letter written by Jerome to Paula, one of his disciples, concerning the proper education that she should give her daughter in the Scriptures (119). He advises:

<- Previous  First  Next ->
Let her treasures be not silk or gems but manuscripts of the holy scriptures; and in these let her think less of gilding, and Babylonian parchment, and arabesque patterns, than of correctness and accurate punctuation. Let her begin by learning the Psalter, and then let her gather rules of life out of the Proverbs of Solomon. From the Preacher let her gain the habit of despising the world and its vanities. Let her follow the example set in Job of virtue and of patience. Then let her pass on to the gospels never to be laid aside once they have been taken in hand. Let her also drink in with a willing heart the Acts of the Apostles and the Epistles. As soon as she has enriched the storehouse of her mind with these treasures, let her commit to memory the prophets, the heptateuch, the Books of Kings and of Chronicles, the rolls also of Ezra and Esther. When she has done all these she may safely read the Song of Songs but not before: for, were she to read it at the beginning, she would fail to perceive that, though it is written in fleshly words, it is a marriage song of a spiritual bridal. And not understanding this she would suffer from it.

We observe in Origen and Jerome a strong impulse to distance the spiritual from the physical in a way that would influence the interpretation of the Song of Songs in the church for centuries, moving away from a natural to an allegorical approach. Indeed the impulse is so strong, that even today when the allegorical approach is in disfavor with a large majority of the academic community of all religious stripes, it is still frequently heard from pulpits and is regarded as correct by many lay students of the Bible.

However, in the middle of the nineteenth century the tide began to turn against the allegorical approach. There were many reasons for the shift, but high among them was certainly the discovery of love poems from Mesopotamia and Egypt (Cooper, Lambert, White). These had many similarities with the Song and could only be interpreted as extolling love between men and women. In the following example from Papyrus Harris
500 (translated by White, 176-77), notice how the beloved is called “sister” as in the Song and also the poem’s frequent references to nature:

Sa’am plants are in it,

by which one is I am your best (As for) me, behold which I planted with flowers and Lovely is the water elevated in their presence.

I am like the Crown Lands with all fragrant h;wt plants.

sister.

canal in it,
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which your hand
in order to refresh A good place for my Your hand is in my My body is at ease . My heart is joyful because of our journeying together .

Pomegranate-wine I live because I If I am seen in it is more splendid for me than eating and drinking . (Poem 19)

Furthermore, toward the end of the nineteenth century, J. G. Wetzstein, the German consul to Damascus, reported his study of wedding songs among the Arab inhabitants of Syria. These songs also bore strong resemblances to the poems of the Song of Songs, particularly the wasf that extolled the physical beauty of the bride and the groom (cf. Song 4:1-5:2; 7:1-9). In an appendix to Delitzsch’s commentary, Wetzstein gave a preliminary report of his findings that included excerpts from the Arabian poems. In this short example (Delitzsch 174-76), it is easy to see the similarities with the above-mentioned passages from the Song:

I say: O fair one, thine attractions I am never able to relate .

And only the few will I describe which my eyes permit me to see :

Her head is like the crystal goblet, her hair is like the black night ,

Her hair is like the seven nights, the like are not in the whole year ;

In waves it moves hither and thither, like the rope of her who draws water .

And her sides breathe all manner of fragrance, which kills me ....

Her nose is like the date of Irak, the edge of the Indian sword ;
digs out ourselves with the northwind.

walking (is) there.

hand.

is my hearing your voice.

every glance,

hear.
Her face is like the full moon, and heart breaking are her cheeks ....

Her spittle pure virgin honey, and healing for the bite of the viper .

Comparable to elegant writing, the Seijai waves downwards on her chin ....

Her breasts like polished marble tablets, as ships bring them to Sidon .

Thereon like apples of the pomegranate two glittering piles of jewels ....

These parallels and many more like them overcame the allegorical approach and resulted in the interpretation of the Song of Songs as a collection of love poems that delight in God’s good gift of sexuality and intimate love between a man and a woman. As such much of the book’s imagery is recognized as sexual. As one example, there are a number of beautiful and provocative metaphors for the woman’s vagina. It is a well or a garden of aromatic spices (Song 4:12-15). In a description of her premarital chastity, her vagina is called a “wall,” and, in keeping with a well-attested Near Eastern image, a promiscuous woman is a “door” (8:10-12). Lovemaking between the man and the woman is described in images that delightfully express the pleasure of the senses: sight (7:1), smell (4:13), taste (5:1), hearing (5:2), and of course touch (7:8).

As a poem that reflects human experience, it is obvious that the Song is a further example of wisdom literature in the Bible. Like Proverbs, it downplays Israel’s covenant relation with God and her unique history or even any kind of direct talk about God. Strikingly, God’s name does not appear in the book (Song 8:6 is not an exception). Interpreted within the context of the canon, however, it does provide divine insight and instruction about an important area of human experience: sexuality.
Before going on to the theological message of the book, one other point should be addressed. That is the connection between the book and marriage. Nowhere in the book are the lover or the beloved said to be married. Also, though there are wedding songs, no marriage ceremony is explicit in the book. However, the canonical context of the book makes it clear that this poem describing such intense lovemaking between the two requires that we presume they are married (Childs, *IOTS*, 575). In other words, the Song must be interpreted within the context of the law of God, which prohibits any kind of pre- or extramarital intercourse.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The issue of authorship and date has been reserved until now because its solution depends on a proper literary analysis. Most significant is the conclusion that the Song is really a collection of songs and not a unified narrative. This fact leaves open the possibility (though it does not settle it) that the Song is an
anthology of poems by different authors and from different times. In this respect it could be like the book of Psalms.

However, first we must take into account the superscription that opens the book: Solomon’s Song of Songs. The title, Song of Songs, is a form of superlative in Hebrew. It designates this song as the apex of all songs, along the lines of the expression “King of kings.”

More to the point of authorship, how does Solomon relate to the book? In the Hebrew Solomon’s name is connected to the title by means of the preposition le. Hebrew prepositions have a wide semantic range and many functions and so are often difficult to interpret especially in a place like Song of Songs 1:1 where there is not a broader context to help narrow down the meaning.

A similar problem is found in the titles of the Psalms. There we saw that the evidence leans heavily in favor of Davidic authorship. Such an interpretation of the meaning of the titles of the Psalms gives us a strong presumptive argument in favor of the view that sees the opening verse of the Song as ascribing authorship to Solomon.

However, there are vigorous arguments brought against an early date for the book. Perhaps the most frequent is the linguistic argument that points to various forms that for one reason or another are considered late. Linguistic arguments, though, are rarely determinative. For one thing, it is hard to be dogmatic about signs of lateness. Until recently, for instance, the use of the relative pronoun נַ ¥reu (as opposed to r¥,a} , v́ל, H889) was taken as a sure sign of lateness. On the contrary, as Pope has pointed out (33), the short form occurs in early poetry (Judg. 5:7) and cannot be evidence of a late date. Pope also counters the argument for a late date that points to Aramaism in the text by simply pointing out that Aramaic “is as old as Hebrew” (33).
More troubling, though, is the contrast between the love described in the Song and the picture that the book of Kings gives us of a man with many wives and concubines (1 Kings 11). The historical books also specifically pinpoint Solomon’s sexual life as the source of his notorious apostasy (1 Kings 11:1-13).

Further, those passages within the book that mention Solomon by name seem to look at him from a distance (Song 3:6-11; 8:10-12). There is also a contrast between 3:6-11, which extols Solomon, and 8:10-12, which rebuffs him.

On the other hand, there are many features of the book that are best explained as originating in the Solomonic period. The interest in flora and fauna in the Song of Songs has been compared with 1 Kings 4:32, where Solomon’s interest in such things is described. Detailed arguments in favor of assigning the book to Solomon’s age (though not necessarily to Solomon) have been made by M. H. Segal (1962), G. Gerleman (1962), and C. Rabin (1973). Short of taking the ambiguous superscription as a dogmatic statement of authorship, it is impossible to definitely settle the issue. Perhaps the most likely hypothesis, taking the superscription seriously, is that a few, but not all, of the thirty-odd poems of the book are Solomonic. We have a clear instance of partial Solomonic authorship in the book of Proverbs.

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE
The above genre analysis leads to what might be considered a negative conclusion concerning the theological message of the book. The book’s primary aim is not to portray the relationship between God and his people, but rather to extol sexual love between a man and a woman.

However, such a message is as important today as it has ever been. Both society and the church have often perverted human sexuality, so it is important to be reminded that sex within the parameters of marriage is a God-given gift.

The perversion of sexuality comes in two forms. On the one hand, our society makes sex an idol. Sex is a major obsession. It does not matter what kind of sexuality it is: heterosexual, homosexual, adulterous—our society promotes the idea that a life without some type of sexual stimulation is boring at least, perhaps even meaningless. What has happened is that sexuality has been made into an idol. Many have rejected the Creator and have tried to fill the void in their lives with sexual relationships.

On the other hand, the church at times perverts sexuality by making it unclean or taboo. There is still an ongoing bias against the body in many parts of the church that suggests that sexuality is base or wicked even within the context of marriage.

The Song of Songs, however, is a canonical corrective to the perversion of sexuality. It reminds us that sex is good and pleasurable. It is not evil when enjoyed within the parameters of marriage.

However, the Song is more than a canonical sex manual as some recent treatments have implied. The book contributes to a biblical-theological study of sexuality. The lovemaking that takes place in the garden (Song 2:3-13; 4:12-5:1; 5:2-6:3; 6:11; 7:10-13; 8:13-14) should remind us of the
Garden of Eden.

Genesis 2:18-25 is the story of the creation of woman and the resultant intimate relationship between the man and her. This intimacy is given sexual significance in verse 25, which states, “The man and his wife were both naked, and they felt no shame.”

However, in the next chapter Adam and Eve give in to the temptations of the serpent. As a result, there is a disruption of the perfect relationship between them and God. Furthermore, sin produces alienation between Adam and Eve. This estrangement is given a sexual cast in Song 3:7: “Then the eyes of both of them were opened, and they realized they were naked; so they sewed fig leaves together and made coverings for themselves.”

When we turn to the Song of Songs, we see the man and his wife in the garden naked and feeling anything but shame! As Trible puts it (1978, 144), “The Song of Songs redeems a love story gone awry.” The book pictures the restoration of human love to its pre-Fall bliss.

But the story does not end here. While the primary reference is to human sexuality, the book does teach us about our relationship with God. Although God is never mentioned by name in the book, the marriage metaphor is a strong one in the Old Testament. God has a covenant with his people much like the marriage covenant: it promises and requires exclusive allegiance when Israel
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commits adultery against the Lord. They in effect seek to divorce him (Ezek. 16, 23; Hos. 1-3).

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

The New Testament uses the same metaphor positively. Ephesians 5:22-33 teaches that the relationship between a man and his wife is an analog to the relationship between Jesus and the church. The intimacy of marriage pictures the intimacy of God’s love for us. It is, thus, not inappropriate to read the Song of Songs as a poem reflecting on the relationship between God and his people, as long as the primary reference to human sexuality is not repressed.

20. Isaiah

For sheer grandeur and majesty probably no book in the Hebrew Bible can be compared with Isaiah. Because the New Testament writers made frequent appeal to the book in presenting their claims about the nature of Jesus and the church, Isaiah assumed a role of particular importance in Christian interpretation. The important place of the book and its length combined also to make it the testing ground—and battleground for the place of historical criticism. Traditional rabbinic and Christian interpretation had viewed the book as the work of the prophet Isaiah who lived in Jerusalem in the late eighth and early seventh centuries B.C. Critical scholarship, beginning in the late eighteenth century, argued that the book was largely the product of at least two or three different authors widely separated in time and place. For a time interest in Isaiah was seemingly less in the grandeur and majesty of the book’s message than in the battle over its unity and compositional history.
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**HISTORICAL BACKGROUND**

**Authorship**
Writing about the history of research into Isaiah is a daunting task; entire books could be devoted to this subject. While many of the prophetic books have generated little interest and research, it seems that nearly every line of Isaiah has been the subject of widely ranging opinion. At the cost of an unavoidable oversimplification, we will try to sketch the movement in this research on a broad scale.

**The Traditional Approach.** Jewish and Christian interpreters alike regarded Isaiah son of Amoz (Isa. 1:1), the eighth-century prophet, friend and confidant of Hezekiah, as the author of the entire book. Isaiah lived in Jerusalem at least until the death of Sennacherib (37:38). This opinion prevailed until the last two centuries. Interpreters prior to the Enlightenment had no difficulty in accepting the reality of divine intervention into human history in prophetic inspiration; they did not regard detailed prophetic utterance about the future to be impossible or consider such prophecies as evidence that a passage was spurious.
The Critical Approach. Beginning at the end of the eighteenth century with Doßerlein (1789) and Eichhorn (1783), scholars began to question the unity of the book of Isaiah and to divide the book at the beginning of chapter 40. Scholars began to distinguish between Isaiah ben Amoz (or “Isaiah of Jerusalem”) and Second Isaiah (or Deutero-Isaiah). There were three major lines of argument advanced for attributing Isaiah 40-66 to another author.

1. The historical situation. The first half of the book presumes a setting in Jerusalem in the eighth century during the period when Assyria was dominant in the region. However, in the second half of the book, the audience addressed is already in exile in Babylon (Isa. 48:20). They anticipate an imminent redemption and return to Zion (40:9-11; 42:1-9; 43:1-7; 44:24-28; 48:12-22; 49:8-23; 51:11; 52:1-12) and divine judgment against their captors (43:14-15; 47:1-15; 48:14; 49:24-26; 51:21-23). They live at a time when Jerusalem and the temple were in ruins, but they anticipate reconstruction (e.g., 45:13; 51:3; 54:11-14; 58:12; 60:10; 61:4). In the days of Isaiah ben Amoz, Babylon had not yet become a world empire, nor had it been the oppressor of Israel such that the Lord would take vengeance on Babylon. Cyrus the king of Persia is within the immediate foreview of the prophet and is mentioned by name (44:28; 45:1, 13). The putative audience of Isaiah 40-66 is different from that presumed in Isaiah 1-39. Isaiah 40-66 does not predict the exile as something future; rather, it is presupposed. It is the release from Exile that is predicted. The author then lived in the circumstances that his prophecy presupposed (Driver 1905, 237). He wrote toward the end of the exile, predicting the coming conquest of Babylon by Cyrus and the restoration of the Jews to Jerusalem; in this regard he was doing just what Isaiah had done earlier in predicting the failure of the coalition between Rezin and Pekah (Isa. 7) or the defeat of Sennacherib (Isa. 36-39). Both prophets spoke of the future, but it was a more immediate future.
2. **Theological differences**. Isaiah 1-39 is said to emphasize God’s majesty, whereas Isaiah 40-66 emphasizes his universal dominion and infinitude. In the first part of the book, the nation is led by a king descended from David (Isa. 11:1); in the second, however, leadership belongs to priests, Levites, and princes (61:6; 66:21), and there is no mention of the Davidic dynasty (however, see 55:3-4). The messianic king of the first half of the book (9:6-7; 11:1-11) is replaced in Second Isaiah by the Servant of the Lord, a figure not mentioned in the earlier portion. The doctrine of a faithful remnant is a distinctive element of Isaiah 1-39, but is far less prominent in the second half of the book. The first portion of the book mentions concrete historical details as background for many of the oracles, whereas no historical setting is provided in the second half. In the second half, rather than concern with the circumstances surrounding the prophet’s utterances, Isaiah himself is not specifically named.

3. **Language and style**. Judgments about style are precarious at best. The second half of the book is often described as more “lyric, flowing, impassioned, hymnic” than the first. These labels are impressionistic generalizations for which
numerous examples can also be found in Isaiah 1-39; as subjective impressions, they cannot have much evidential weight. However, other stylistic features are more amenable to description and measurement. For example, in Isaiah 40-66 the writer often repeats elements (e.g., “awake” in 51:9; “I, even I” in 51:12; “comfort” in 40:1; cf. 43:11, 25; 48:11, 15; 51:17; 52:1, 11; 57:6, 14, 19; 62:10; 65:1). Others emphasize the frequent use of interrogative pronouns, imperatives, word-plays, and rhetorical questions in Isaiah 40-66. Yet many of these items are also found in the first part of the book, even if with somewhat reduced frequency.

Others have pointed to vocabulary for evidence that the two halves of the book are from differing authors. Scholars drew up lists of words and constructions occurring only after chapter 40 (e.g., Driver 1905, 238-40) and argued that they point to the style of a different author.

It was important to explain how two books written by two different authors could have coalesced into a single volume. Pfeiffer (1941, 415) suggested that a scribe had room left on his scroll after copying Isaiah 1-39 and that he filled out the scroll with the writings of an anonymous prophet (Isa. 40-66). Since no superscription or title separated the works, they were soon read as one book.

Once the door was opened to prying beneath the book of Isaiah to find the underlying sources and to separate out the genuine utterances of the historical Isaiah, the theories multiplied. Scholars soon noticed a different perspective and background for the last chapters of Isaiah (Isa. 56-66) and attributed them to a Third Isaiah who lived in Palestine after the initial wave of returnees had arrived. There was disagreement over where Trito-Isaiah began, whether at chapter 56 or 58 or earlier. The arguments were difficult since there is so much similarity between Second and Third Isaiah and since Third Isaiah did not show the coherence that
characterized Second Isaiah. Nevertheless, Isaiah 56-66 was regarded as reflecting the conditions of the restoration community back in Israel: the walls of Jerusalem were standing (62:6), and the people were frequenting the high places (57:3-7) in hilly terrain uncharacteristic of Babylon. The distinctions continued to multiply. For chapters 40-66 alone, various scholars began to identify a second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth Isaiah.

The dissection of the book also continued unabated in Isaiah 1-39. Isaiah 36-39, since it is similar to 2 Kings 18:13-20:19, was described as a secondary narrative appendix to Isaiah 1-35. Most modern critics also questioned the genuineness of Isaiah 13-14: these chapters are uttered against Babylon, whereas at a time of First Isaiah, Assyria was the enemy; prophecy of the destruction of Babylon by the Medes (Isa. 13:17) would be more at home in the sixth century at the time of Second Isaiah instead of in the eighth century. Isaiah 24-27 has an internal cohesion and unity, such that it is often called “the Isaiah apocalypse”; but since the eighth century is too early a date for such apocalyptic literature according to the critical consensus, these chapters too must come from some other author and a later date. Because chapter 12 resembles a psalm that may have been composed during the Exile or after, some assign it to a later date as well. Any element of Isaiah 1-39 that critical scholars felt did not clearly show relevance to events in the eighth century was excised. In its most extreme form, critical dissection of the book left between 20 and 40 percent of Isaiah 1-39 as
genuinely from the hand of Isaiah (Robinson, Duhm, Cheyne—cf. Radday 1973, 9).

The Traditionalist Response. The division of Isaiah at least into two major parts attained the status of one of the assured results of modern critical study of the Bible early in the twentieth century. However, not all were persuaded. Although they were a minority, many scholars from both Jewish (e.g., Kaminka 1935; Margalioth 1964) and Christian (e.g., Allis 1950: Young 1954, 1958) viewpoints continued to defend the unity of the book. They sought to undermine the confidence in the critical consensus by refuting the individual arguments on which it was based, by presenting evidence of common themes and vocabulary that united the book and by calling attention to dependence on Isaiah by other preexilic prophets. For evangelical Christians who held to the infallibility and inerrancy of Scripture, two additional arguments were also important: the attribution of the book to Isaiah ben Amoz (Isa. 1:1), and the citations in the New Testament that spoke of the entire book as from the hands of Isaiah.

1. Themes and vocabulary. Margalioth argued that there was not a single chapter in Isaiah 1-39 that was not reflected in Isaiah 40-66 and that hundreds of words and phrases peculiar to the book of Isaiah occur in both halves (1964, 35). She argued from fifteen different subject areas in the book, showing that both halves had common designations: (1) for God, (2) for Israel, (3) for introductory formulas for oracles, (4) for pairing Zion and Jerusalem, (5) for the ingathering of the exiles, (6) for messages of consolation and encouragement, (7) for expressions of joy and gladness, (8) for hopes of a universal millennium, (9) for words of admonition and (10) chastisement, (11) in the use of thesis-antithesis pairs, (12) in distinctive words and linguistic forms, (13) for word pairs, (14) for similar constructions, and (15) for parallel groups having similar
content. Since so large a number of specific parallels between any other two books of Scripture by different authors cannot be found, she concluded it was more reasonable to maintain the unity of Isaiah. For example, God is called the “Holy One of Israel” twelve times in the first part and thirteen in the second. Israel is described in both halves of the book as “blind” (29:18; 35:5; 42:16, 18, 19; 43:8; 56:10) and “deaf” (29:18; 35:5; 42:18; 43:8; 52:19), recalling the prophet’s call and commission (6:9-10). The people of Israel are the “ransomed of the LORD” who will return to Zion (35:10; 51:11) in both halves. The common prophetic formula, “the word of the LORD came to me,” found at least fifty times in Jeremiah and Ezekiel, is not found in Isaiah, but instead both sections use “the LORD will say” (1:11, 18; 33:10; 40:1, 25; 41:21; 66:9) or “the mouth of the LORD has spoken” (1:20; 40:5; 58:14) or “a voice calls” (6:4; 40:3) or other phrases. In both halves the Lord sets up an ensign as a gathering point for the dispersed nation (11:12; 49:22) and commands the preparation of a highway (11:16; 35:8; 40:3; 52:10). In both halves “the law shall go forth from Zion” (2:3; 51:4); in both the Spirit of the Lord rests upon the messianic king/servant (11:2-4; 42:1; 61:1). In both halves the
wolf, lamb, and lion are peaceable companions (11:6-9; 65:25). Margalioth calls attention to dozens of such examples.

2. Dependence on Isaiah by other prophets. Zephaniah, Nahum, and Jeremiah contain passages quite similar to utterances in Isaiah 40-66. If this dependence could be established beyond question, it would mean that Isaiah 40-66 itself was also preexilic. Zephaniah 2:15 resembles Isaiah 47:8. The announcement of “feet bringing good tidings” is found in both Nahum 1:15 and Isaiah 52:7. Jeremiah’s reference to the stirring sea and roaring waters (Jer. 31:35) is close to a similar statement in Isaiah ( Isa. 51:15), and Jeremiah refers to Israel as “my servant” (Jer. 30:10), possibly reflecting the famous servant songs of Isaiah ( Isa. 41:8-9; 42:1, 19; 44:1-2, 21; 45:4; 48:20; 52:13; 53:11).

3. New Testament citations. Isaiah is cited by name about twenty times in the New Testament, and such citations include references to both halves of the book. John cites Isaiah 6:10 and 53:1 in consecutive verses, identifying both as Isaiah (John 12:38-41); Isaiah said these things because “he saw Jesus’ glory and spoke about him” (John 12:41). Luke says that the Ethiopian eunuch was reading from “the book of the words of Isaiah the prophet” when he was approached by Philip (Acts 8:30); the passage the Ethiopian was reading was Isaiah 53:7-8. New Testament citations of Isaiah by name are drawn from twelve different chapters, seven from Isaiah 1-39 and five from Isaiah 40-66. As Allis remarked (1950, 42-43), such evidence carries great weight with every Christian who values the testimony of the New Testament.

It is, of course, not just the New Testament that regards the book as the product of a single author; no references to the book before the eighteenth century ever clearly raise the issue of additional authors. The earliest extrabiblical evidence regarding attitudes to the authorship of Isaiah is found in Ecclesiasticus, a book from the mid-second century B.
C. There the author says that at the time of Hezekiah, Isaiah “comforted them that mourn in Zion” by revealing things before they took place (Ecclesiasticus 48:24-25), thereby assigning the second half of Isaiah to the time of the eighth century. The great manuscript of Isaiah from the second century B.C. recovered at Qumran shows no awareness of a break in the book at Isa. 40, but rather begins with 40:1 as the first line at the bottom of a column; this suggests that ancient scribes accepted the unity of the two sections of the book and had no notion that Isaiah 40-66 was a secondary appendix.

4. The superscriptions. The most obvious reason for regarding Isaiah as the author of the book that bears his name is the superscription to the book (Isa. 1:1). All fifteen books of the “latter prophets” in the Hebrew Bible begin with a similar heading; in each case the heading is most naturally understood as providing the name of the prophet whose utterances are found in the book. In addition to the superscription to the book as a whole, the individual passages attributed to Isaiah reiterate the point (2:1; 7:3; 20:2; 37:2, 5-6; 38:1, 4; 39:5). The oracles against Babylon in Isaiah 13-14, a passage almost routinely assigned to
a later exilic redactor in critical scholarship, begin by identifying them as things that “Isaiah son of Amoz saw” (13:1). If lesser prophets were faithfully remembered in the superscriptions to the books that they wrote, how could this greatest prophet of Israel (the author of Isaiah 40-66) have been forgotten and fallen into anonymity?

More Recent Critical Scholarship. Although earlier critical scholarship tended to describe the composition of Isaiah as in part the fortuitous or accidental joining of two independent works (e.g., to fill out the available space at the end of a scroll), most recognized to various degrees the common themes and vocabulary in the two parts of the book. The most common way of explaining such was by assigning the composition of Isaiah 40-66 to the prophet’s disciples or a “school” of his followers (8:16-18; 50:4) that preserved his memory and applied his perspective in later generations. These otherwise unknown individuals saw in later events situations to which they could apply Isaiah’s earlier preaching.

Arguments for multiple authorship based on language have also come into more careful scrutiny. Earlier generations had been content with lists of vocabulary or constructions unique to each half of the book to establish an argument for different authors. With the advent of computer technology, far more sophisticated linguistic studies were possible. Y. T. Radday (1973) took account of many linguistic discriminators (sentence length, word length, relative frequency of parts of speech, use of transitional markers, vocabulary in discrete semantic domains, vocabulary concentration and richness) that had not characterized earlier studies. Radday’s studies confirmed (1) two different parts for the book (Isaiah 1-35 and 40-66, omitting chapters 36-39 from consideration); (2) he found chapters 1-12 and 40-48 to be linguistically quite dissimilar, whereas (3) Isaiah 13-23 were sufficiently similar to Isaiah 1-12 that attributing both to Isaiah was highly probable; (4) Isaiah 49-57 and 58-66 had so many affinities together and so many differences with the rest of...
the book that they most naturally required a third author. Radday’s work both confirmed and challenged traditional critical thinking about the book. Yet Radday’s own methods were also subjected to vigorous critique in terms of his linguistic and statistical models (F. I. Andersen 1976; cf. S. Portnoy and D. Petersen, *JBL* 103 [1984]: 11-21).

The development of a critical approach usually called “canon criticism” also focused attention on Isaiah in its canonical form. Rather than insist on divorcing biblical texts from their context as Scripture in order to recover a presumably earlier and more valid context through the tools of historical criticism, canon criticism has emphasized the function of biblical texts within the context of the biblical canon as Scripture. Rejecting the atomism and fragmentation of the text, canon criticism has tended to focus more attention on the received form of the book rather than on its history of composition. As an approach, it fosters reading biblical books as a unity in their present form. When this approach is applied to Isaiah, B. Childs (1979, 324, 337) insists that (1) regardless of the provenance of the individual pericopes in the book as a whole, the book itself presents Isaiah 40-66 as the word of an eighth-century prophet speaking to the
future, and (2) this literary context for the book cannot be turned into a historical fiction if the reader wants to interpret the book correctly.

The emphases of canon criticism and literary analysis called increased attention to the thematic and theological connections in both halves of Isaiah. Symptomatic of this heightened interest was the formation of a consultation on the unity of Isaiah within the Society of Biblical Literature at annual meetings in the early 1990s. In many respects the arguments of Ackroyd (1978), Rendtorff (1984, 1990), Melugin (1990), Seitz (1988, 105-26), and others had already been anticipated by earlier Jewish and Christian scholars who had argued for the authorial unity of Isaiah. Instead of finding Isaiah the end product of more or less accidental and arbitrary historical developments, scholars increasingly viewed the book as the result of careful, deliberate, and thoughtful theological and literary work. In some respects the debate about the unity of Isaiah has come full circle, with one crucial difference: rather than a unity resulting from the hand of a single author, the book is now widely viewed as a redactional unity. Instead of viewing Isaiah 40-66 as an independent work accidentally appended to the work of the eighth-century prophet, some scholars now argue that Isaiah 40-66 never existed apart from the first half of the book and that it was composed (through what could yet be a complex redactional process) in light of the earlier material.

**An Assessment**. In many respects contemporary critical opinion about Isaiah has recovered from the excesses that characterized scholarship in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The consensus among critical scholars has moved in the direction of acknowledging much of what was dear to conservatives: that Isaiah is not the result of a haphazard accident and internally contradictory, but rather that the book as a whole shows a unity of themes and motifs. The tenor of much of the debate has shifted from focus on dissecting the text to recover sources and settings to efforts to expound the coherence and unity of the text as it
exists. Arguments from conservatives for unity of authorship based on common themes and vocabulary have now in large part been taken over and pressed into service as arguments for a redactional unity in the book.

To be sure, critical and conservative opinion remain divided on the issue of authorship. Although there is a growing consensus about the overall unity of Isaiah, for critical scholarship it is a unity forged through a history of redaction rather than a unity that derives from a single individual author.

Conservative opinion is anchored in its theological conviction (1) about the reality of prophetic revelation—that the Spirit of God did give to ancient writers insight into the future, and (2) about the integrity and trustworthiness of the Scripture as a whole—that its statements in the superscriptions and New Testament citations require acceptance. The sustained polemic of Isaiah 40-66 is that Yahweh has announced the future and is able to bring it to pass (40:21; 41:4, 21-29; 43:12-13; 44:6-8, 24-28; 45:11-13). Already in Isaiah 1-39, the Exile and restoration are anticipated in passages almost universally considered genuinely Isaianic. In his call the prophet anticipates the day when Jerusalem would be destroyed and depopulated (6:11-12), and he names a son in light of the anticipated restoration (7:3—“Shear-Jashub” means “a remnant will return”).
The prophet’s pervasive use of the remnant motif in Isaiah 1-39 anticipates the threat that will come from Babylon (39:5-8). The prophet made clear his own understanding that aspects of his prophecy were not related to the immediate, but to the distant future (8:16).

Critical opinion is anchored most particularly in the fact that Isaiah 40-66 presumes a historical setting other than that of Isaiah in Jerusalem in the eighth century, as outlined above. Both positions need scrutiny.

On the one hand, if one accepts the reality of a sovereign God and prophetic inspiration, he cannot say, “God could not have revealed himself to Isaiah this way.” Such naive confidence in the historical critical method is every bit as much a theological statement as insisting that he did. Yet, on the other hand, when critical scholars conclude from the setting of Isaiah 40-66 that the author of these chapters lived fairly late in the Babylonian exile, this is not in principle a different argument from that which conservatives are ready to make, for example, about Deuteronomy 34. Whatever one concludes about the historical relationship between Moses and Deuteronomy, it is clear that Moses did not write the account of his own death (Deut. 34:1-8); the person who wrote this final section of the book lived at a time when a number of prophets had come and gone, but none like Moses (Deut. 34:10-12). This is to say that the setting presumed by this chapter (a time after the death of Moses) precludes Moses’ having written it. Although the New Testament cites Deuteronomy and attributes it to Moses (Deut. 24:1-3 in Mark 10:4; 2:4 in 1 Cor. 9:9), no one would seriously argue that this includes Deuteronomy 34.

Recognizing that the setting of Deuteronomy 34 requires an author living later than Moses, the author traditionally assigned to the book, is not materially different from recognizing that the background of Isaiah 40-66 presumes an author living during the Exile. Isaiah is not mentioned in the second half of the book. However, the reality of prophetic inspiration is not thereby eliminated: an author living later in the Exile foresaw through
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divine inspiration what God was about to do through Cyrus, just as Isaiah foresaw what God would soon do with Tiglath-pileser III (Isa. 7). This later author saw in Isaiah’s prophecies of exile and a remnant events that were transpiring in his own day, and he wrote to develop and apply Isaiah’s preaching to his fellow exiles. Although the anonymity of this great prophet is a problem, it is no more unusual than the anonymity of the historical books or the book of Hebrews.

A labyrinth of theological, hermeneutical, and exegetical questions surrounds the issue of the composition and authorship of Isaiah. Such complex questions are not often amenable to being settled once and for all by slogans or theological dicta. Rather, only careful study and patience with the efforts of others investigating the same issues can contribute to progress. The question of the authorship of Isaiah probably should not be made a theological shibboleth (Judg. 12:6) or test for orthodoxy. In some respects the end results of the debate are somewhat moot: whether written by Isaiah in the eighth century or others who applied his insights to a later time, Isaiah 40-66 clearly was addressed in large measure to the needs of the exilic community. As noted by E. J. Young (1958, 71), chapters 1-39 provide “a staircase, as it were, which gradually leads one from the Assyrian to the Chaldean period. The two belong together, since
the former is the preparation for the latter, and the latter is the completion of the former.”

Historical Period

Isaiah ben Amoz was a resident of Jerusalem. He began his prophetic ministry in the year that King Uzziah died (740 B.C.—Isa. 6:1) and continued through the reigns of Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah (1:1). Although the superscription to the book does not make the point, he probably continued to live into the reign of Manasseh (696-642 B.C.); he reports the death of Sennacherib (681) in 37:38. The apocryphal book Assumption of Isaiah preserves the tradition that he was sawn in two during the reign of Manasseh (cf. Heb. 11:37); the Talmud also reports that he was related to the royal house, a cousin of Uzziah (Meg 10b). He was married to a prophetess and was the father of at least two sons (Isa. 7:3; 8:3). The sources used by the author of Chronicles attribute to him a history of Uzziah’s reign (2 Chron. 26:22).

He lived during the period of the ascendancy of the Assyrian Empire. When Tiglath-pileser III (745-727 B.C.) had expanded Assyrian control into Aram, Isaiah warned Ahaz against participating in an anti-Assyrian coalition led by Aram and Israel (Isa. 7). This coalition then turned against Ahaz to press him into allying Judah with their efforts, and Ahaz looked to Assyria for help. For Tiglath- pileser III this show of weakness on Ahaz’s part was an invitation to assert Assyrian domination over Judah (2 Chron. 28:16-21). After the death of Tiglath- pileser, Shalmaneser and Sargon moved against the northern kingdom, destroying Samaria and deporting the population (722 B.C.). When Sargon died in 705, Sennacherib faced rebellions both among the Syro-Palestinian states and in Babylon. Merodach-baladan of Babylon sent envoys to Hezekiah to enlist his participation in a coalition that would force Sennacherib to fight on two
fronts (Isa. 39:1-8; 2 Kings 20:12-19; 2 Chron. 32:31). Sennacherib was busy for a few years dealing with the revolts in other regions, but he turned his attention to Judah in 701. Although Jerusalem was miraculously delivered from destruction, Hezekiah was reduced to paying tribute to Sennacherib (Isa. 36-39; 2 Kings 18:13-16). The mission of Merodach-baladan’s emissaries to Hezekiah is reported out of its chronological sequence in Isaiah 36-39; the announcement that all the wealth of the royal palace would be carried off to Babylon (39:6) signals the transition from the first half of Isaiah and its concern with the Assyrian crisis to the affairs of the Judean exiles in Babylon (Isa. 40-66).

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

Many regard Isaiah as the theologian of the Old Testament. His description of God and the divine attributes and acts in history, are both profound and beautiful. Yet Isaiah is not a theologian of the abstract; he applies his apprehension of God’s nature and purpose to the practical issues confronting Israel. Several themes predominate his utterances.
God as the Holy One of Israel

When Isaiah received his call to prophetic ministry in the year that King Uzziah died (Isa. 6), he saw the Lord seated, high and exalted, on his throne, surrounded by seraphs calling out “Holy, holy, holy is the LORD Almighty; the whole earth is full of his glory.” The prophet’s experience in his call set the tone for the remainder of his ministry. Throughout the book, Isaiah’s favorite designation for God is “the Holy One of Israel” ( Isa. 1:4; 5:19, 24; 10:17, 20; 12:6; 17:7; 29:19, 23; 30:11-12, 15; 31:1; 37:23; 40:25; 41:14, 16, 20; 43:3, 14-15; 45:11; 47:4; 48:17; 49:7; 54:5; 55:5; 60:9—cf. 2 Kings 19:22). Outside of Isaiah this phrase occurs only six times in the remainder of the Old Testament.

From the outset of Israel’s national election, God’s command to his people was “Be holy as I am holy” (Lev. 11:44-45; 19:2; 20:7; cf. 1 Peter 1:16). Isaiah recognized from the first moments of his call that this national mandate had not been realized in the life of Israel; the prophet lived among an unclean people who were calloused and without understanding (Isa. 6:5, 9), a people whose refusal to heed the prophetic message would bring destruction and deportation (6:11). Yahweh’s moral perfection would not be ignored by the nation with impunity.

God as Savior and Redeemer

But God’s holiness also meant that he would be faithful to his own promises. It was because God was holy that he would not utterly abandon Israel, but he would be her savior and redeemer (Isa. 41:14; 43:3, 14; 47:4; 48:17; 49:7; 54:5). Isaiah’s own name (“Yahweh will save” or “Yahweh is salvation”) reflects this aspect of God’s character. He would deliver the nation from the Syro- Ephraimite coalition (8:1-14), from
Assyria (17:10; 11:10-12:3), and from Babylon (45:17; 48:14, 20; 49:25-26). The Lord would vindicate himself before the eyes of the nations by saving his people (52:7-10). Their real father was not Abraham, Isaac, or Jacob, but the Lord himself, and he would have compassion on his children (63:16).

In the Hebrew Bible the term la'G: (גויֵל, H1457, (“redeemer”) is closely associated with the semantic domains of salvation and deliverance. In particular the laws regarding the kinsman-redeemer were designed to protect the individual Israelite from losing his property and/or falling into debt bondage. The kinsman-redeemer would cover the debt of the individual in order to protect his inheritance or freedom (Lev. 25:47-49; Ruth). Just as Yahweh had redeemed Israel from Egypt (Exod. 13:15; Deut. 7:8; 9:26; 13:5; 15:15; 24:18; 2 Sam. 7:23; 1 Chron. 17:21; Mic. 6:4), so also he would redeem them from bondage in Babylon and restore them to the inheritance he had provided in Canaan (e.g., Isa. 1:27; 29:22; 35:9; 41:14; 43:1, 14; 44:6, 22-24; 47:4; 48:17, 20; 49:7, 26; 51:10). They had been “sold for nothing” and would be redeemed “without money” (52:3). Israel would be redeemed by her near kinsman, her very own husband (54:5). Instead of a blind and deaf nation, they would become “the Holy People”; instead of being held in bondage, they would become “the Redeemed of the Lord”; instead

The Remnant Theme

Isaiah’s concern to present God both as the Holy One of Israel and as her savior and redeemer leaves a profound tension. How can the divine holiness and the resulting just judgment against sin be reconciled with divine grace and promise? In the Old Testament this theological tension is addressed most often through the remnant theme (Dillard 1988, 1833-36).

The remnant is that group of people who survive some catastrophe brought about by God, ordinarily in judgment for sin. This group becomes the nucleus for the continuation of humankind or the people of God. This surviving remnant inherits the promises of God afresh; the future existence of a larger group will grow from this purified, holy remnant that has undergone and survived divine judgment. The remnant motif distinguishes between (1) the true and false people of God and (2) the present and future people of God. Those who survive divine judgment become a purged, purified, and faithful remnant, the nucleus of a renewed and chosen people.

The remnant theme can emphasize the holiness of God: God is on the verge of destroying his people because of their sin; the very continuation of the nation may be threatened. They will be left like “a shelter in a vineyard, a hut in a melon field” (Isa. 1:8-9), the stump of a felled tree (6:13), a few olives in a treetop (17:4-6), a pole on a hilltop (30:17). Yet it also speaks equally well of divine grace, election, and mercy: new life will sprout from that stump, a righteous Branch for the Davidic line (4:2-3; 11:1-16). This purified remnant will make Jerusalem a “city of righteousness, the faithful city” (1:21-26). Out of destruction a remnant
will return, those who truly lean on the Lord (10:20-23); they will take root in the land and be a fruitful people (37:30-32). The names of Isaiah’s sons reflect this two-sided dimension of the remnant theme: Maher-shalal-hash-baz (“quick to the plunder, haste to the spoil”—8:1-3) bespeaks the certainty of coming judgment; Shear-Jashub (“a remnant will return”—7:3) speaks of future hope. Isaiah’s sons were portents to Israel about the intent of God (8:16-18).

The Servant of the Lord

Few items in the study of the Old Testament have generated as much interest as the so-called servant songs. Already in 1948 C. R. North could list over 250 works devoted to these passages; the rate of publication has continued unabated since. The servant of Isaiah 40-66 has been variously identified as a collective group or as an individual. Collective interpretations identify the servant as the nation Israel or as the faithful remnant or as some other ideal representation of the nation. Individual interpretations have identified the servant as a particular person (Zerubbabel, Jehoiachin, Moses, Uzziah, Ezekiel, the prophet himself, a leper, Cyrus) or an eschatological figure (the Messiah or Jesus as Messiah). In some respects this debate is a dead-end, for the passages
themselves will not be pinned down to a collective or individual interpretation alone; instead they require both approaches. The key to this dilemma is also found in the remnant motif.

Scholars have often contrasted the theology of Isaiah 1-39 with the remainder of the book by saying that the remnant theme plays no important role in the second half. However, the so-called “servant songs” are directly related to this theme. There can be little question that Isaiah’s servant is at least to be identified as Israel; the servant is specifically called “my servant Israel/Jacob” (41:8-9; 44:1-2, 21; 45:4; 48:20; 49:3-6). It is because the faithful remnant arises from a period of judgment that surviving Israel could be called the “suffering servant.” God had been with them through the fire and through the deep (43:1-2), and now he will make “little Israel” strong again (41:8-14). His servant would be righteous and would bring justice to the nations (42:1-9). God would bring his people from the ends of the earth to be his witnesses, his servants (43:5-13). He will pour out his Spirit on the offspring of the servant of the Lord, and they will flourish like grass in a meadow (44:1-4). Though the nation had sinned, this surviving remnant-servant would be faithful.

Yet Isaiah’s servant also points beyond the nation Israel. Isaiah had already made a distinction between Israel as a nation and Israel as a faithful remnant/servant (Isa. 49:5-6). Isaiah also individualized this servant: he is born of a woman and he comes as one who is distinct from the nation, one who will restore the tribes of Jacob and bring back Israel (44:24; 46:3; 49:1).

The remnant community in the restoration period did not attain Isaiah’s lofty goal of being a purified nation, purged from its sin and living in obedience to divine command, a holy people, righteous and blameless before God. Isaiah himself spoke of the injustices in the restoration community (Isa. 58-59). Zechariah notes the incongruity: in one of his
night visions, he sees a scroll of the law hovering over the restoration community, bringing it under the judgment of a curse. The scroll is followed by a basket containing a figure representing the iniquity of the people; two winged creatures carry that basket back to Babylon, back to the place of judgment and purging (Zech. 5). Ezra too sees the anomaly of sin in the remnant community. At the end of a lengthy prayer of praise and confession of sin (Ezra 9:1-15), he asks God, in the event that the people continue in their sin: “Would you not be angry enough to destroy us, leaving us no remnant or survivor? O LORD, God of Israel, you are righteous! We are left this day as a remnant, yet here we are before you in our guilt, and because of it, not one of us can stand in your presence.”

The restoration prophets see the problem clearly: the period of judgment and refining in the Exile had not produced a pure people, an Israel wholly faithful to the commands of God.

Christian readers can readily understand how the New Testament writers were following the lead of Isaiah himself. In their eyes, Jesus had become a remnant of one. He was the embodiment of faithful Israel, the truly righteous and suffering servant. Unlike the remnant of the restoration period, he committed no sin (Isa. 53:9; 1 Peter 2:22). As the embodiment of the faithful remnant, he would undergo divine judgment for sin (on the cross), endure an exile (three days forsaken by God in the grave), and experience a restoration (resurrection) to life
as the foundation of a new Israel, inheriting the promises of God afresh. As the remnant restored to life, he becomes the focus of the hopes for the continued existence of the people of God in a new kingdom, a new Israel of Jew and Gentile alike. As the nucleus of a renewed Israel, Christ summons the “little flock” that will receive the kingdom (Dan. 7:22, 27; Luke 12:32) and appoints judges for the twelve tribes of Israel in the new age (Matt. 19:28; Luke 22:30). The church is viewed as the Israel of that new age (Gal. 6:16), the twelve tribes (James 1:1), “a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, God’s own people” (Exod. 19:6; 1 Peter 2:9). A sinful nation, Israel could not suffer vicariously to atone for the sins of the world. The sinfulness of the nation made it unacceptable for this role, just as flaws would disqualify any other offering. Only a truly righteous servant could bear this awful load.

The Spirit of the Lord

In much of the Old Testament, and particularly in the prophetic books, the Spirit of God is the spirit that inspires and enables the prophets (Num. 11:25-29; 1 Sam. 10:6, 10; 18:10; 19:20-23; 1 Kings 22:22-23; 2 Kings 2:15; Neh. 9:30; Ezek. 13:3; Joel 2:28; Zech. 7:12—cf. Luke 1:67; Acts 2:17-18; 19:6; 28:25; 1 Cor. 14:1, 32, 37; Eph. 3:5; 2 Peter 1:21; 1 John 4:1; Rev. 16:13; 19:10; 22:6). This emphasis is not missing in Isaiah: the Spirit of God gives wisdom and understanding (Isa. 11:2); the Lord’s servant, anointed by God’s Spirit, responds by proclaiming good news (61:1). In 40:7-8 the prophet may be engaging in a pun on the ambiguity of the Hebrew word j’Wr ( ruah[ , H8120), a term which means both “spirit” and “wind.” Although the grass withers when the wind/breath ( j’Wr , ruah[) of the Lord blows upon it, the word of the Lord (which also comes from his j’Wr , ruah[) stands forever. The Spirit of the Lord makes possible the announcing of the purposes of God (48:16).

However, in the remainder of Isaiah, the Spirit of God is the Spirit that
brought order out of chaos (Gen. 1:2). Where once God’s Spirit was active in creation, in Isaiah it is God’s Spirit that brings re-creation to desolate land (Isa. 32:15; 34:16-35:2; 59:21-60:2; 63:10-14). Out of moral chaos the Spirit brings order and justice (28:6; 42:1; 44:3).

God’s Rule Over History

The major criterion used in the Old Testament for distinguishing the word of the true prophet from that of the false is the fulfillment of the prophet’s utterances (Deut. 18:21-22). The premise of this criterion is that the Lord who reveals his plans to his prophets (Amos 3:7) rules over the course of history to bring his purpose to fruition.

This celebration of God’s rule over history has reached its height in Isaiah 40-66. Just as Israel had seen what God had announced and done in the former Assyrian crisis, now they could believe him when he announced that he was about to do a new thing for the nation (42:9; 43:9, 19; 48:3, 6). Because he had spoken with power and authority before past events, God can be believed when
he speaks about the future. The idols have never done this, and their inability shows that they are not gods at all (43:8-11). Only the Lord God of Israel has revealed, saved, and proclaimed his actions (v. 12): he announces his intent beforehand, he brings it to pass, and he sees to its proclamation. Isaiah exults in the sovereign rule of God over the course of history (41:21-24; 43:8-13; 44:6-8; 45:20-21; 46:8-10).

Isaiah’s description of Israel’s God was a radical contrast to the theological thinking of the people of Mesopotamia among whom the exiles lived. In their respective mythologies, the gods of the nations lied, schemed, seduced, deceived, and made war on one another; they were caught up in all the contingencies, vagaries, and uncertainties of human life. They had to effect their individual purposes for and against one another through trickery and brute force; their wills could be realized only by carefully manipulating the balance of power among the gods. The God of Isaiah was sharply different: he faces no contingency or surprise, and he but speaks to effect his will. His purposes cannot be frustrated. His purpose was in part to do good for his people, and they could take confidence that his announced purpose would soon be realized among them.

LITERARY STRUCTURE

Isaiah is one of several Old Testament books that have a similar structure in broad outline. The first part of the book is largely taken up with issues of the immediate present and impending judgment on Israel (Isa. 1-12). This portion is then followed by an extended series of oracles focusing on judgment against foreign nations (chs. 13-35). The remainder of the book is given to describing future blessing for the people of God (Isa. 40-66). Chapters 36-39 provide a narrative transition from the time of the Assyrian crisis to the concerns of exilic and later times (see above, 20. Isaiah, HISTORICAL BACKGROUND). A similar structure is found in
Ezekiel, Zephaniah, Joel, and the Septuagint of Jeremiah.

Brownlee (1964, 247-59) suggested that the present form of the book of Isaiah was the result of a deliberate effort to arrange the book as a two-volume work in which chapters 1-33 (volume 1) are parallel to chapters 34-66 (volume 2). His argument was based in part on the presence of a three-line gap between chapters 33 and 34 in the great Isaiah scroll discovered at Qumran and on the suggestion of earlier scholars that chapters 34-35 should be attributed to Deutero-Isaiah. His suggestions about the structure of the book have been followed by R. K. Harrison (1969, 764) and C. A. Evans (1988). Here is a summary of the “bifid” approach to Isaiah:

Brownlee (1964) and Evans (1988) both explore these parallels more fully. In section 1, both halves summon creation to listen (Isa. 1:2; 39:1) and order the nations to hear (1:10; 34:1). God threatens revenge in both (1:24; 34:8; 35:4). He promises to ransom Zion (1:27; 34:8; 35:10) and to destroy transgressors in fire.
Certainty of these things is due to the mouth of the Lord that has decreed them (1:20; 34:16). Other parallels are found in 5:24 and 34:3; 5:17 and 34:10; 1:20 and 34:5-6; 1:11-15 and 34:6-7; 4:3 and 35:8.

In section 2, both narratives report the appearance of the prophet before the kings of Judah on issues pertaining to Assyria (Isa. 7:3-17; 37:5-7, 21-35; 38:1-8; 39:3-8). Both kings hear messages from God by the “conduit of the upper pool on the highway to the fuller’s field” (7:3; 36:2). Both chapters 6 and 40 open with scenes set in the divine council and report visions of God’s glory (6:3; 40:5) In both the prophet replies with a question (6:11; 40:6). In Isaiah’s call the people are described as unwilling to hear, see, know, or understand (6:9-10), whereas in chapter 40 they will hear, see, know, and understand (40:5, 21, 26, 28).

In section 3, both volumes depict an ideal king (Isa. 9:1-7 [MT 8:23-9:6]; 11:1-10; 41:1-43:13) and a second exodus (11:11-16; 41:17-20; 42:15-16; 43:14-44:5). Both ideal king and servant will be a light to the nations (9:1-2 [MT 8:23-9:1]; 42:6), dispel darkness (9:2 [MT 9:1]; 42:7), and establish justice (9:7 [MT 9:6]; 42:1-4) and righteousness (11:4; 42:6, 21). The Lord’s Spirit rests on this king and servant (11:2; 42:1), and because of him others will know the Lord (9:9; 45:6). Both volumes speak of a highway prepared for the exodus of the Lord’s people (11:11-16; 43:16-21), who are gathered from the ends of the earth (11:11; 41:9; 43:5).

In section 4, oracles against Babylon bracket the oracles against foreign nations in volume 1 (Isa. 13:1-14:23; 22:1-10), a way of underscoring the importance of Babylon parallel to the second half of the book. In both volumes the king of Babylon is removed from his throne and forced to sit on the ground (14:9; 42:1; cf. 66:1). Babylon will experience the fury she directed against others (14:6; 47:6, 11) and will suffer the loss of her children (13:16; 14:22; 47:9). Her images will be smashed (21:9; 46:1).
In section 5, the parallels are not as plentiful or as clear. In both volumes the Lord summons guests to his banquet (Isa. 25:6; 55:1-2). God will swallow up death and sorrow (25:7-8; 49:19), and sorrow will flee away (25:8; 51:11). Joy is the lot of the righteous (25:9; 51:3; 55:12). The Lord is the one who slays the sea monster (27:1; 51:9). The everlasting covenant, broken by the people (24:5), will be renewed (45:3); God will once again have compassion on his people (27:11; 29:10-15; 54:8-10; 55:7).

In section 6, the issue is the removal of the sins of the nation. Judah is guilty of falsehood (Isa. 28:15; 59:3-4) and of divided allegiance, seeking refuge in foreign nations instead of God (28:15, 17; 30:2-3; 57:13). Her prophets are drunk (28:1, 7; 29:9; 56:12) and blind (29:18; 56:10) and know nothing (29:12; 56:10-11), but this spirit of stupor will be replaced with the Spirit of God (29:10; 59:21). Judgment hangs over them like a breach in the wall (30:13; 58:12).

In section 7, where once the land mourned and Sharon was like a desert (Isa. 33:9), in the renewal of the world, mourning will end (61:2-3; 66:10) and Sharon will become lush pastureland (65:10). Rivers will flow in Zion (33:21; 66:12). Jerusalem will be restored (33:20; 66:13-14), and there will no longer be sickness or sorrow in Zion (33:24; 65:19-20). God’s Spirit will make the renewal and restoration possible (32:15; 61:1; 63:14).
Although not all sections have strong parallels in language and concepts, the parallels in sections 2, 3, and 4 appear strong (Evans 1988, 145).

**APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT**

It would be difficult to overstate the importance of Isaiah for the Christology of the church. The New Testament writers appealed to Isaiah repeatedly to explain events in their own day. John the Baptist was the voice crying in the wilderness, preparing the way for the coming glory of God (Isa. 40:3; Matt. 3:3; Luke 3:4-6; John 1:23). Isaiah spoke of the virgin birth of Jesus (Isa. 7:14; Matt. 1:23; Luke 1:34). The obduracy of Isaiah’s own generation explains why Jesus taught in parables and why his message was not received by hearers (6:9-10; 29:13; Matt. 13:13-15; 15:7-9; John 12:39-40; Acts 28:24-27). Jesus was identified with the suffering servant of Isaiah; this identification explained in part his rejection and suffering (Isa. 53:1; John 12:38; Acts 8:27-33) and his miracles of healing (Isa. 53:4; Matt. 8:17). Isaiah’s utterances provided the rationale for Jesus’ mission to the Gentiles (Isa. 9:1-2; Matt. 4:13-16); when challenged in Nazareth, his hometown, about his preaching and miracles in Galilee of the Gentiles, Jesus identified himself as the servant spoken of in Isaiah and justified his mission in that role (Isa. 61:1-3; Luke 4:14-21). Jesus’ avoidance of notoriety was explained in an appeal to Isaiah (Isa. 42:1-4; Matt. 12:13-21). For John the glory of the enthroned Lord that Isaiah had seen in his inaugural vision was the glory of Jesus (Isa. 6:1-3; John 12:41).

The impact of Isaiah on the early church included far more than Christology, however. Paul appeals to the prophet both to explain the incorporation of the Gentiles into the people of God (Isa. 11:10 in Rom. 15:12; 65:1 in Rom. 10:20) and to proclaim a remnant for Israel (Isa. 1:9 in Rom. 9:29; 10:22-23 in Rom. 9:27-28). Apart from explicit citations of Isaiah, the New Testament writers make use of a panoply of themes
found in the prophet—for example, the renewal of creation in paradise regained (Isa. 65:17-66:24; Rom. 8:18-25; Rev. 21-22), God’s Messiah and people in arboreal imagery (Isa. 5:1-7; 6:13; 4:2-3; 11:1-3, 10-11; John 15), warnings against hypocritical practices (Isa. 58:1-14; Matt. 23), divine armor (Isa. 59:15-17; Eph. 6), and many others.

21. Jeremiah

In the Hebrew text, the book of Jeremiah is the largest book of the prophets, longer than the twelve so-called minor prophets combined. The prophet Jeremiah is among the most accessible personalities of the Old Testament: we have a wealth of historical and biographical material bearing on his life, and the prophet openly bares his soul in a number of his prayers.

Jeremiah ministered during the tumultuous years surrounding the decline of Assyria and the rise of the Babylonian Empire. Judah passed quickly through
rapid cycles of independence and subjection first to Egypt and then to Babylon. The prophet’s ministry is set primarily against the background of the rule of Josiah’s three sons and a grandson, the last four rulers of Judah. The nation’s independence was at an end, and Jeremiah would witness the destruction of the city and the temple.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

In this section we will discuss the authorship and historical period of the book, considering (1) the political situation, (2) the prophet himself, and (3) historical-critical approaches.

The Political Situation

Although the Assyrian Empire had dominated the ancient Near East for over two centuries, its demise came very quickly. After the death of Ashurbanipal (ca. 631 B.C.), the last great king of Assyria, the great Assyrian Empire contracted and disintegrated in just over thirty years. Nations that had once been great empires in their own right were once again free of the Assyrian yoke; both Babylon and Egypt began to reassert their own imperial ambitions in the wake of Assyria’s demise. Nabopolassar and then his great son Nebuchadnezzar spurred the advance of Babylonian armies northwest along the Tigris and Euphrates. In Egypt Psammetichus and his successor Neco pressed northward through ancient Israel and Syria. Both armies were making a bid to control the remnants of the once-great Assyrian Empire. The Medes under Cyaxeres captured Asshur by 614 B.C. The Babylonians, then in league with the Medes, besieged Nineveh until it fell in 612. The armies of Egypt under Neco en route to assist what remained of the Assyrian state advanced toward Haran in 609; Josiah of Judah had sought to interdict Neco’s progress, and it cost him his life at Megiddo. Eventually the major battle for influence and control over the remnants of Assyria would be fought in north Syria at Carchemish (605); here Nebuchadnezzar gained a decisive victory. The future of the states of the ancient Near East would lie with the Babylonians until Cyrus and the Persians came to power in 539.

In Judah Josiah (640-609 B.C.) had become king when he was eight
years old. By the time he was twelve, he began a series of religious reforms that led to the discovery of the law book in the temple when he was eighteen. As Assyria’s control and fortunes declined, Judah too was freed from the Assyrian yoke. Josiah sought to reestablish the influence of the dynasty of David over territories that once had been part of a united kingdom. As part of his own territorial ambitions, and possibly even in league with the Babylonians, Josiah sought to block the northward expansion of Egypt by interdicting the armies of Pharaoh Neco at Megiddo. Josiah died in that battle. The citizens of Jerusalem anointed Josiah’s second son Jehoahaz as king, but Neco promptly replaced him with his older brother Eliakim, assigning him a regnal name Jehoiakim (609-598 B.C.). Jehoiakim tried his hand at power politics—alternately feigning subjection to Egypt and Babylon, until his refusal to pay tribute provoked a Babylonian siege of Jerusalem. Jehoiakim died before the siege was concluded, but his own son Jehoiachin was then taken into captivity to Babylon along with the royal establishment, the leading citizens and craftsmen of Judah. Nebuchadnezzar placed Mattaniah, yet another son of Josiah, on the throne and changed his name to Zedekiah (598-586 B.C.). In 588 the Babylonians again laid siege to Jerusalem, and a year and a half later destroyed the temple and city. Judah now
became a province of Babylon, under the rulership of Gedaliah who had been appointed by Nebuchadnezzar.

Jeremiah was an eyewitness and participant in these tumultuous years when Judah was striving to maintain her independence in the flow of the crosscurrents and riptides of the imperial ambition of the surrounding states. The book vividly describes the nationalism, the paranoia, the competing interests of pro-Babylonian and pro-Egyptian groups, the struggle between the “hawks” and the “doves” in Judah. In the midst of it all, Jeremiah was called to proclaim the word of God, first offering God’s blessing if the nation would repent, but then assuring her of a future restoration when divine judgment could no longer be averted.

The Prophet Himself

Jeremiah’s career runs from the time of his call to prophetic ministry during the thirteenth year of Josiah’s reign (627/26 B.C.; Jer. 1:2) through the destruction of Jerusalem and his subsequent departure into Egypt (Jer. 41:16-44:30). Although Jeremiah probably died in Egypt, it is not possible to establish the date of his death with certainty; the book ends by citing the release of Jehoiachin from prison during the reign of Evil-Merodach (562-560; Jer. 52:31-34), but chapter 52 is largely drawn from the parallel in 2 Kings 25 and was appended to the book probably after the prophet’s death (cf. Jer. 51:64b).

Although an approximate range of dates for his ministry is secure, Jeremiah’s age during his ministry is more difficult to establish. Jeremiah called himself “a child,” that is, a youth (Jer. 1:6-7) when he received his call. Following a traditional approach, many suggest that he was about the age of twelve in 627 B.C. (Josiah’s thirteenth year). However, if he was actively engaged in
prophetic ministry as a young man during the years of Josiah’s reform, it is problematic that none of his oracles can be dated with certainty to the period of Josiah’s reign, and there is no direct reference to the reforms or the discovery of the Book of the Law. Apart from the reference to Josiah’s thirteenth year in the superscription (1:2), the earliest dated event in the prophet’s career is the temple sermon delivered during the year of Jehoiakim’s accession to the throne (609, 26:1). Furthermore, since Jeremiah’s call to celibacy is the sign of Yahweh’s irrevocable decision to punish his people (16:1-4), it would presumably have been issued after Jehoiakim burned Jeremiah’s first scroll (36:9; Jehoiakim’s fifth year, c. 604), by which time the offer of repentance (36:7) appears to have been superseded by the announcement of irrevocable judgment (36:31). If Jeremiah had been born around 640, he would have been in his mid- to upper-thirties at the time of his call to celibacy (see Holladay 1989, 2:25-26). Oracles about a “foe from the north” would also be unclear: Assyria was already in decline by 627, and the Babylonians were yet to attain power in the region.

For these reasons other scholars (e.g., Holladay, Hyatt) have taken a lower chronology for Jeremiah’s life, identifying the thirteenth year of Josiah (Jer. 1:2) as the year of Jeremiah’s birth (1:5). On this basis there would be no need to explain the apparent period of silence during Josiah’s reform (627-622 B.C.)
since the prophet would only have been about five years old when the
law book was discovered. Jeremiah would have begun his career in 609
(26:1) at about the age of eighteen. He would have been called to
celibacy in his mid-twenties, an age at which this decision would be the
more poignant. Babylon would also have begun its resurgence by this
time.

However, several arguments also cast doubt on identifying the thirteenth
year of Josiah (627 B.C.) as the date of Jeremiah’s birth and 609 (the
date of Josiah’s death and Jehoiakim’s accession) as the beginning of his
preaching. Jeremiah specifically speaks of an oracle received during the
lifetime of Josiah (Jer. 3:6-14). The prophet’s allusion to Assyria (2:18)
also suggests a time when it was still a military power to be reckoned
with, which Assyria no longer was by 609 if Jeremiah did not begin to
preach until that date.

The arguments regarding when the prophet began his public ministry are
inconclusive. However, the language of Jeremiah 1:2 (“The word of the
LORD came to” an individual) occurs over a hundred times in the Old
Testament, the word always coming to an adult person, and ordinarily to
a prophet during the course of his ministry. The phrase serves ordinarily
to introduce a message that the prophet will presumably deliver to the
nation, and as such it would scarcely be applicable to an infant.

The prophet was born into a family of priestly lineage in Anathoth, a scant
two or three miles from Jerusalem. Although born of priestly lineage, his
own family would eventually oppose him (Jer. 11:21-23; 12:6); the
reasons for their plot against him are not given.

Jeremiah often withstood the political and religious establishment of his
day, and, as with many others in the succession of prophets in Israel, he
would suffer for it. He was persecuted for his message, whipped and put
in stocks by a temple overseer (Jer. 20:2), accused of treason, sedition, and desertion (ch. 26; 37:11-16), plotted against (18:18; 12:6), imprisoned in a cistern (38:1-13), and held under arrest in the courtyard of the guard (38:14-28). The prophet’s own suffering may be in part the background for the intensely personal outcries and prayers commonly called Jeremiah’s “confessions” (11:18-12:6; 15:10-21; 17:12-18; 18:18-23; 20:7-18). The prophet gives expression to feeling abandoned by God or prays that God will take vengeance on his enemies or questions the goodness and constancy of God in the face of his suffering.

Historical-Critical Approaches

Part of the difficulty in studying the book of Jeremiah is the seeming disarray of the materials. Oracles from many different periods of his ministry are arranged in sequences for reasons that are difficult to discern, and most are not assigned a specific date whereby one can assess how Jeremiah responded to the various international and social crises he encountered (see the appended list of datable materials in Jeremiah at the end of the chapter). The assignment of undated materials to various periods of his life can only be done on the basis of the “fit” various interpreters find between the oracles or narratives and the particular socio-geo-political situation of Judah at a given time. For this reason
there has been wide disagreement over the historical setting for much of the book. The materials are not in a chronological sequence and do not seem to follow a coherent plan, or, at least, if there is some inner logic to the arrangement, it has escaped interpreters.

The discussion about Jeremiah in historical-critical scholarship has revolved around the question of the relationship between Jeremiah the man and the book that bears his name. Two broad approaches have characterized the history of scholarship about the book. One approach finds in the book an essentially accurate picture of the man Jeremiah and his words and deeds. The other approach finds in the book collections of independent materials gathered and arranged by later editors; proponents of this approach concentrate instead on recovering the history of the book’s composition through various redactional stages.

Scholars following this second approach have seen little connection between the man and the book; Jeremiah as we meet him in the book becomes largely the creation of later editors rather than the historical figure depicted there. During the heyday of the older criticism, Duhm argued that only the poetic oracles were original with Jeremiah; even among the poetic material, Duhm assigned very few verses to the prophet himself. Mowinckel followed Duhm’s lead, but distinguished further three types of material in the book: the prophetic oracles themselves (“A”), biographical accounts (“B”), and prosaic sermons (“C”). The sermons were, as with Duhm, attributed to a “Deuteronomic” source. Mowinckel later spoke of three layers of tradition instead of three distinct literary sources. For example, Jeremiah’s temple sermon is reported twice, once as biographical prose (ch. 7) and once as sermonic prose (ch. 26). Many scholars subsequently followed this tripartite division of the material, but took varying positions on how historically to relate poetic materials (“A”) with the prose sermons (“C”). A considerable discussion has surrounded the question of the extent of Deuteronomic redaction in
the book. Some find extensive evidence of Deuteronomistic theology and language in the poetic oracles as well as in the prose passages; by contrast, McConville (1991, 82-83) emphasizes the theological contrast between Jeremiah and the Deuteronomic History in Kings. The more recent commentaries of Carroll (1986) and McKane (1986) exemplify an approach that does not see much connection between the book of Jeremiah and the historical figure by that name.

Other scholars have argued for a close association between the book and the man and credit Jeremiah or his amanuensis Baruch with most of the material. Among recent commentaries, Holladay (1986, 1989) and Thompson (1979) are representative of this approach. Holladay argues from Deuteronomy 31:9-13 that the book of Deuteronomy was read in a public assembly every seven years. He dates these readings to 622, 615, 608, 601, 594, and 587 and uses these supposed readings to provide a chronological structure for Jeremiah’s career. Holladay thus feels that he can locate most of the undated material in the book at precise moments in Jeremiah’s life when the prophet would have preached to the assembled pilgrims in Jerusalem.
The contrast between these two methods can be illustrated in many different passages. For example, for scholars emphasizing the close connection between man and book, Jeremiah’s “confessions” (above) are received as autobiographical statements by the man Jeremiah; they reveal his personal religious struggles with faith and calling, his doubts about himself and about God. For those seeing little connection between man and book, these same confessions are anonymous contributions from later editors, similar to the anonymous communal laments in the psalms.

Scholars working on Jeremiah have also sought to recover the contents of the original scroll that Jeremiah read before Jehoiakim in his fourth year of reign (605 B.C., Jer. 36). After Jehoiakim had cut this scroll into pieces with a scribe’s knife and had burned it in a brazier, God commanded Jeremiah to rewrite the scroll. Jeremiah “took another scroll and gave it to the scribe Baruch” and “as Jeremiah dictated, Baruch wrote on it all the words of the scroll that Jehoiakim king of Judah had burned in the fire, and many similar words were added to them” (Jer. 36:32). But once again, scholars have had widely differing opinions regarding what portions of the book were included in this first edition. There is little question that portions of Jeremiah reflect different emphases in his preaching. Much of Jeremiah’s preaching is aimed to produce repentance on the part of his hearers (e.g., the temple sermon, 7:1-5; 26:2-6), whereas in other parts of his preaching there is only the announcement of certain doom and disasters to come (e.g., 4:5-8, 19-21).

These differences may well reflect different stages in Jeremiah’s preaching, such that there was a transition to a time when repentance and averting disaster was no longer possible, and there remained only the certain expectation of judgment and exile. The prohibitions against the prophet’s intercessory prayer (Jer. 7:16; 11:14; 14:11-15:1) presume
such a transition. In the vision of the two baskets of figs (ch. 24), those who go into exile are the good figs; they have accepted God’s purpose and will yet be blessed by him. But the bad figs are those who remain in the land and who will be rejected. As McConville notes (1991, 87), the preaching of repentance gives way to an acknowledgment of its failure and the certainty that God will act in some other way. This transition may have come in connection with Nebuchadnezzar’s rise to power and his conquests south along the Mediterranean coast in the fourth year of Jehoiakim (605-604 B.C., 25:1-38), the year after Jehoiakim had burned the scroll (36:8) and Jeremiah had announced irrevocable judgment (36:27-31). But this prophet of inevitable annihilation is yet a preacher of hope and restoration, a possible third phase in his preaching (e.g., the “Book of Consolation,” chs. 30-33). Yet these distinctions and other efforts to trace a chronological development in Jeremiah’s preaching may be too rigid and simplistic; oracles of divine judgment may always have aimed at repentance even when not explicitly mentioned, and the relationship between judgment, repentance, and restoration in the book may be theologically more sophisticated or complex than such a solution allows. McConville (1991, 95) suggests that the materials are indeed the authentic words of Jeremiah ben Hilkiah, but are recorded for us in the light of his own later and mature reflection on God’s dealings with Judah.
THE TEXT OF JEREMIAH

Jeremiah presents us with the clearest example of the intersection of the concerns of so-called “lower criticism” (textual criticism) and “higher criticism” (historical-critical, literary-critical approaches). For generations it has been recognized that the Septuagint of the text of Jeremiah does not contain the equivalents for about 2,700 words in the Masoretic text of the book, about one-seventh of the total. Not only is the LXX shorter, but the materials are arranged in a different order; most notably, the oracles against the foreign nations (Jer. 46-51 in the MT) have been relocated to a position after Jeremiah 25:13, and the order in which the various nations are introduced has also been altered. Scholars debated for generations whether this represented an abridgment and editorial recasting of the MT by the LXX translators, or whether the LXX translators had followed a different Hebrew text than that represented by the MT. The debate remained largely unsettled until the discoveries in the caves at Qumran.

From the excavation of cave 4 at Qumran, fragments of three manuscripts of Jeremiah emerged. Of these, two (4QJer a, 4QJer c) represent a text very similar to that in the MT and provide the earliest witnesses for the MT in this book. However, 4QJer b, although quite fragmentary, agreed in the main with the type of Hebrew text that was used by the translators of the LXX. In particular it showed the two major features that distinguish the reconstructed Vorlage of the LXX from the MT: both the shortness and the arrangement of the text.

The differences between the two versions of Jeremiah cannot be explained solely by the ordinary dynamics of textual transmission in which scribes occasionally lose their place and leave out material (haplography), accidentally repeat material (dittography), misread or otherwise make spelling errors, introduce short explanatory notes, etc.
Here, however, we are looking at issues that involve the compositional history of the book; two distinct editions have been preserved in the MT and LXX, and apparently existed side-by-side in the library of Qumran. The debate since Qumran has shifted, focusing now on the relationship between these two different text types. If we are able to see the final stages of a process of literary growth in Jeremiah, it is important to ask also whether other books of the Old Testament were not edited and rewritten in a similar way, even though the earlier editions may no longer be preserved.

At first impression it is natural to assume that the shorter text represents an earlier stage in the textual history of the book; this earlier stage would have been expanded or elaborated by later copyists attempting to clarify, explain, or otherwise assist the reader. In most instances, the additional material in the longer text (the MT) is the result of the typical changes scribes introduce into their work. Tov (1981) classifies these broadly as (1) editorial and (2) exegetical changes. Editorial changes include such subcategories as (a) text arrangement (e.g., the position of the oracles against foreign nations); (b) the addition of headings to prophecies (Jer. 2:1-2; 7:1-2; 16:1; 27:1-2), somewhat analogous to the addition of headings to various psalms in the LXX; (c) repetition of sections (e.g., 6:22-24 = 50:41-43; 10:12-16 = 51:15-19); (d) addition of new verses and
sections (see below); (e) the addition of details (e.g., 25:20, 25, 26); and (f) modifications of content or reformulations (e.g., 29:25; 35:18; 36:32). Exegetical changes include such subcategories as (a) harmonistic additions that fill out the patronymic of personal names, amplify divine titles, or give to similar verses the same textual form (harmonistic additions are the most frequent and characteristic feature of the MT as over against the LXX); (b) contextual exegesis (adding material to clarify words or phrases (e.g., 27:5, 8; 28:3, 15, especially in the prose sections); and (c) insertion or amplification of formulaic expressions, often at the beginning or end of prophetic utterances (e.g., the phrase “says the LORD” occurs 109 times in the LXX but an additional 65 times in the MT). These changes are most easily understood as later modifications to an earlier text rather than as abridgment of a previously existing longer edition. Although in Jeremiah the LXX differs perhaps more widely from the MT than in any other book of the Old Testament, one should not overstate these differences. Fairly few involve extended passages, and most represent spelling out or clarifying material already present or implicit in the text.

Who was responsible for the later and expanded version of Jeremiah represented by the MT? The majority of scholars view the additional material in the MT as originating with later scribes and interpreters and seek to investigate the date and social setting under which these later materials were inserted. Most additions have been assigned to the postexilic period. On the other hand, some have suggested that Jeremiah himself or his amanuensis, Baruch, created these two different surviving editions (e.g., Archer 1991). We do know that there were at least two editions of the book in the one destroyed by Jehoiakim and then replaced at God’s command (Jer. 36). It is certainly possible that the shorter text of the LXX rests on a Hebrew Vorlage originally produced by Jeremiah or Baruch during their time in Egypt (41:16-44:30); this edition would have circulated in Egypt where it became the basis for the LXX translation of
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the book made there. Later in his life Jeremiah may have expanded on the book, or Baruch may have incorporated additional material after his mentor's death. Tov (1981, 154) dismisses the skepticism that would deny attributing any of the additional material in the MT to Jeremiah; for example, he argues that the burden of proof is on those who deny 33:14-26 (absent in the LXX) to the prophet in whose name it has been transmitted.

Although the expanded version (MT) of Jeremiah may well contain material that originates with Jeremiah or Baruch, some of the material gives clear indication of originating at a later time from different hands. Two examples will have to suffice. (1) The LXX does not contain the section heading that is found in the MT at Jer. 27:1-2 (see comparison of texts below, 21. Jeremiah, LITERARY ANALYSIS, Table 13: Jeremiah 27:1-11 in the MT and LXX). The heading of this section assigns the following material to the reign of Jehoiakim (27:1), though the oracle that follows in fact concerns Zedekiah (27:3, 12) and events after the reign of Jehoiachin (27:20), i.e., events and rulers that came after Jehoiakim. In this instance the individual who provided a section heading for this part of Jeremiah appears simply to have been mistaken, and since neither Jeremiah nor Baruch would likely make such a mistake, it is more easily understood as the work of

<- Previous  First  Next ->
someone who added the gloss at a later time. (2) In Jeremiah 25:15-32 the prophet describes how all the nations of the ancient Near East would taste the cup of the wine of God’s wrath through the warfare and disaster that the king of Babylon would bring to them. In 25:26b, however, there is a small problem: the king of Babylon is bringing divine judgment not only against all the other nations, but also against “Sheshak,” a coded writing for “Babylon.” It is somewhat anomalous that the king of Babylon, while bringing judgment through the conquest of all these other nations, should somehow bring judgment on himself the same way. The LXX of Jeremiah does not contain either passage in the MT of the book that mentions “Sheshak” (25:26; 51:41). The insertion of this short note into Jeremiah 25:26 appears to be a later gloss that disturbs the context of the passage, and it too is most readily understood as the work of a later hand than that of the original author(s).

LITERARY ANALYSIS

As mentioned above, part of the challenge represented by Jeremiah is that the materials in the book are not presented in a sequence or structure that is readily discernible, or at least an overall coherent structure for the book has eluded interpreters. There are, however, a number of smaller collections of material in the book that reflect a topical arrangement; Jeremiah is in this regard a “book of books,” built up by amassing these smaller topical collections. A number of these smaller collections are introduced with their own titles: “The word of the LORD that came to Jeremiah concerning the drought” (Jer. 14:1-15:4); “concerning the royal house of Judah” (21:11-22:30); “concerning the prophets” (23:9-40); “This is the word of the LORD that came to Jeremiah the prophet concerning the nations” (46:1-51:64); “This is the word the LORD spoke through Jeremiah the prophet concerning Babylon and the land of the Babylonians” (50:1-51:64). Other notices appear to call attention to the end of a section: “I will bring upon that land all the things I
have spoken against it, all that are written in this book and prophesied by Jeremiah against all the nations” (25:13); “The words of Jeremiah end here” (51:64).

Several other collections of material are commonly identified in the book. The largely poetic announcements of judgment against Judah and Jerusalem in chapters Jer. 1-25:13 may have originally been one such unit. In 25:1-3 the prophet refers back to the beginning of his ministry reported in chapter 1; furthermore there are a number of verbal similarities between 25:3-9 and 1:15-19 that suggest that chapter 1 and 25:1-13 form an inclusio beginning and ending a larger section. The reference to “all that are written in this book” (25:13) also suggests the end of an earlier collection of material. Some have identified 1:1- 25:13 as containing essentially the poetic oracles from the first scroll written by Jeremiah, the scroll destroyed by Jehoiakim (ch. 36). Within this larger unit there may have been other smaller collections, for example, the passages concerning the prophet’s own struggles with his call, his doubts about himself and his questioning of God, often grouped together as “Jeremiah’s Confessions” (above).
Chapters 30-33 are often called the Book of Consolation or the Book of Comfort. The two chapters primarily of poetry (Jer. 30-31) and two chapters of prose (32-33) express hope for the future restoration of Jerusalem. But even this little book of hope is interlaced with the somber expectation of imminent judgment (30:5-7, 12-15, 22-23; 31:15, 18-19; 32:26-35; 33:4-5).

Chapters 46-51 form the collection of Jeremiah’s oracles against foreign nations. In the LXX these materials are introduced after 25:13 in the MT (25:14 is not found in the LXX). The order of the oracles against the nations also differs in the two texts: the order in the MT is roughly geographical, moving from south to north and west to east; the order in the LXX appears instead to approximate the order of political importance (Thompson 1980, 31). Almost all of the prophetic books contain utterances directed to foreign states. Moses’ call to prophetic office was first to deliver the word of God to a foreign power (3:10-12); like his great predecessor, Jeremiah was “appointed as a prophet to the nations” (1:5, 10).

Two other blocks of material are found between these three larger collections (chs. 26-29; 34-45). These largely consist of biographical narratives recounting incidents from Jeremiah’s life, though these are not in a chronological order.

Other smaller units of material appear to have been gathered around particular themes or catchwords. For example, chapters 4-8 often mention the “foe from the north”; the themes of “youth” and “harlotry” combine in chapters 2-3.

The book also contains a large number of symbolic actions. Like preachers today, Israel’s prophets used stories in their sermons. But they
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also used “props” or “object lessons” to make their points, and these devices are ordinarily called by Old Testament scholars “symbolic actions.” Jeremiah hid a linen belt in a rock crevice to show how Judah would become ruined and useless (Jer. 13:1-11). He bought an earthenware jug from a potter and smashed it at the Potsherd Gate as a symbol of the way in which God would destroy both city and people (ch. 19). He made a yoke and wore it around his neck to proclaim the way that Nebuchadnezzar would bring the nations under his yoke (27:1-15); the false prophet Hananiah broke the yoke as another symbolic action to contradict the preaching of Jeremiah (28:1-4). An enterprising cousin saw that exile was imminent and wanted quick cash from some property; since Jeremiah had been preaching that there would be a restoration for Judah, the cousin urged Jeremiah to “put his money where his mouth was” and act as the kinsman-redeemer for the piece of property. Jeremiah bought the field and used the deed as a symbolic token that “fields and vineyards will again be bought in this land” (32:6-15). A scroll announcing God’s judgment on Babylon was sent to the exile community in Babylon with the command that it be thrown into the Euphrates as an illustration of how Babylon will “sink to rise no more” (51:59-64). Once Jeremiah arrived in Egypt with those fleeing Jerusalem after the murder of Gedaliah, he took large stones and buried them at the entrance to a royal palace in Tahpanhes; the stones were a visual proclamation that one day the king of Babylon would set his
royal throne also in Egypt, above these very stones (43:8-13). The symbolic actions of Jeremiah and the rest of Israel’s prophets were part of their preaching, and they were, therefore, the efficacious word of God.

Some of the prophet’s symbolic actions did not involve manipulation of physical objects. These included his renaming Pashhur the priest with a symbolic name (Jer. 20:3), the command that he remain celibate as a sign to the nation (16:1-3), and his refusal to observe customary mourning rites at a funeral (16:5-9).

Jeremiah not only used physical object lessons, but he also saw symbols in other aspects of the physical world. An almond branch (=read, H9196) reminds Jeremiah that God is a “watcher” (read, H9193), watching over his word to bring it to pass (Jer. 1:11-12); a boiling pot tipped away from the north illustrates for the prophet how disaster will soon spill over the nations from the north (1:13-16). Two fig baskets (ch. 24) illustrate the separate fates of those going into exile and those remaining in the land. A visit to the house of a potter (ch. 18) provides instruction about the sovereignty of God.

Commentators have long recognized a probable relationship between Jeremiah and Hosea. The two prophets made common use of some figures and language. Jeremiah lived a bit north of Jerusalem, just at the southern edge of the northern kingdom, and he may have known of traditions about Hosea in part through geographical proximity to the north. Some have suggested that Jeremiah’s own family was descended from a line of priests through Abiathar (1 Kings 2:26-27) reaching back to Eli at Shiloh (Jer. 7:1-2; 26:6) in the north. It is particularly in Jeremiah 2-3 that Jeremiah’s debt to Hosea is prominent. Hosea spoke often of God’s “loyalty, faithfulness” (read, H2617) to Israel (4:1; 6:4, 6; 12:6). Just as Hosea had typified Israel as an adulterous wife, so too
Jeremiah describes Israel as an unfaithful wife turned to pursue her lovers (3:1-5, 20; Hos. 2:14-15 [MT 16-17]). Jeremiah longs that Israel return to the devotion (דְּשֶׁד, H2617) of her youth as a bride in the wilderness (Jer. 2:2). But like Gomer, the wife of Hosea, Israel too became promiscuous and a harlot (3:1-20), even though the Lord would remain her husband (3:14; Hos. 2:2, 16 [MT 4, 18]). Jeremiah’s instruction to Israel, “Break up your unplowed ground and do not sow among thorns,” may be a citation of Hosea 10:12. Both prophets were also concerned with “the knowledge of God”: Hosea complained that there was no knowledge of God in the land (Hos. 4:1) and that the people were destroyed for the lack of that knowledge (Hos. 4:6). Through Jeremiah God complained that those who dealt with the law did not know him (Jer. 2:8) and declared, “My people are fools; they do not know me” (4:22). Both prophets foresaw a day when Israel would “know” the Lord (31:34; Hos. 2:20 [MT 22]). Both prophets indicted the nation for lists of offenses that violate the Decalogue (Jer. 7:9; Hos. 4:2). These are a few of the items that appear to indicate some possible familiarity with Hosea on the part of Jeremiah.

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE
Jeremiah never gathered his teaching under the traditional headings and categories of systematic theology. His “theology” was formed in the dynamic relationship the prophet had, on the one hand, with the God for whom he served as a messenger and, on the other hand, with the citizens of Jerusalem as they encountered the changing geo-political and religious conditions of Jerusalem shortly before the city was destroyed. Although the pronouncements and implications of Jeremiah’s preaching reach in all but innumerable directions, several distinct themes provide a window into Jeremiah’s teaching.

**Jeremiah’s God**

In an earlier period of critical scholarship, the prophets were often described as the creative innovators of Israel’s theology. But this idea would be quite foreign to Jeremiah. Jeremiah does not introduce any “new ideas” about God—quite to the contrary, he proclaims Yahweh to the nation in much the same way as other prophets did before him. Jeremiah implores the nation to “ask for the ancient paths, ask where the good way is, and walk in it” (Jer. 6:16). The prophet thought of himself as one who called the nation to fidelity in her ancient covenant with God. Yahweh was the living God, the source of life-giving waters (2:13).

For Jeremiah, Yahweh was absolutely sovereign over the world. He was the creator of the universe, but he could also withhold his hand from the creation and allow it to dissolve again into primeval chaos as he executed judgment upon the world (Jer. 4:23-26; 18:1-11). The Lord held absolute sway over his creation and all that was within it. Although Yahweh was uniquely the God of Israel (2:3-4; 10:16; 17:13), he held dominion over all nations. Jeremiah was sent not to Israel alone but to be “a prophet to the nations” (1:4), to be “over nations and kingdoms, to uproot and tear down, to destroy and overthrow, to build and to plant” (1:10). Jeremiah’s extended oracles against foreign nations are a testimony to the prophet’s
confidence in Yahweh’s universal rule.

By placing a tremendous emphasis on the sins and wickedness of Israel, the prophet also drew attention to the holiness of God. God was just, and he would punish the stubborn, rebellious, and unrepentant nation as their sins required. But alongside the holiness and justice of God, Jeremiah found God to be patient, compassionate, merciful, and long-suffering (Jer. 3:12; 13:14; 15:16). Even though God’s compassion would be strained to its limits and his wrath would be poured out on Jerusalem, yet he would again show his people compassion and favor (12:15; 30:18; 31:20; 33:26; 42:12).

The People and the Covenant

For Jeremiah Israel was God’s elect nation, those whom he had chosen (Jer. 33:24). The prophet uses many images to portray this unique national status: Israel was the Lord’s “firstfruits” (2:3), his “choice vine” (2:21), his beloved bride (2:2; 3:14), his “flock” (13:17), his “vineyard” (12:10), his own inheritance
(12:7-9); the Lord was father to a wayward son, husband to a faithless wife (3:19-20).

Israel was a nation in covenant with God. The prophet called the nation back to the days of the Mosaic Age, that pristine time when Israel was Yahweh’s devoted bride (Jer. 2:2). The nation must live in faithful obedience as required at Sinai; they must love God with all their heart and soul and flee from idols—if they are to possess the land (ch. 11). The blessings and the curses from Mount Ebal and Mount Gerizim remain relevant to the generation of Jeremiah’s day (11:26-32; 22:9; cf. Deut. 27-28). God’s ancient covenant with Israel represented the nation’s claim on his mercy and favor (Jer. 14:21), but Israel must keep torah (5:4-5; 8:7).

But Judah in Jeremiah’s day was not the devoted bride. From the time of the conquest onward, she had become the harlot (Jer. 3:1-20). She followed the Baals, pursued her lovers, and became a she-camel in heat, a wild donkey sniffing the wind in her lust (3:23-24). She refused correction (2:30; 5:3; 17:23; 32:33; 35:13), and so the curses of the covenant sanctions would come upon the nation (Deut. 28:49-68).

In his sermons Jeremiah warns against a false confidence in God’s covenant with Israel. The Lord’s choice of Zion did not mean that the city was inviolable if the nation did not heed his commands. In his famous temple sermon (chs. 7, 26), Jeremiah indicts the nation for disobedience to the Decalogue: the temple would be no refuge for those who steal, murder, commit adultery, give false testimony, and commit idolatry; the temple is not a safe haven when it has been made a den of robbers (Jer. 7:9-11).

Nor should there be false confidence in God’s covenant with David. Here in Jeremiah as in other books of the Old Testament we meet this paradox
of the relationship between God’s promises to David and his insistence on obedience. On the one hand, God’s covenant with David is conditioned on obedience (Jer. 17:24-25; 21:12; 22:1-5, 20). On the other, it cannot be broken irrevocably, for God will make a new covenant with David and his descendants (23:5; 30:9; 33:15-17, 21-22), a covenant as sure as the day and night (33:23-26).

God’s Word in Jeremiah

Jeremiah was the royal messenger of a heavenly king. The prophet was quite conscious of his standing in the succession of prophets deriving from Moses (see below). In this regard he knew that God’s word was in his mouth as Moses had promised the prophets that would follow him (Jer. 1:9; Deut. 18:18); Jeremiah’s utterances had the validity and power of the words of God delivered by Moses from Mount Sinai (Deut. 18:14-22). God’s word for Jeremiah was powerful and self-authenticating (Jer. 1:12; 4:28). It could not be restrained; the prophet himself could not hold it inside: “If I say, ‘I will not mention him or speak any more in his name,’ his word is in my heart like a burning fire, shut up in my bones. I am weary of holding it in; indeed, I cannot” (20:8-9). It was overwhelming for Jeremiah: “My heart is broken within me; all my bones tremble. I am like a drunken man, like a man overcome by wine, because of the Lord and
his holy words” (23:9; cf. Acts 2:13). God’s word was the hammer that smashed rock, the consuming fire in the straw (Jer. 23:29). Even when Jeremiah was tried for treason and under threat of death, his defense could only be that the Lord had sent him to speak in his name (26:12, 16).

Yet in spite of this certainty and authority on the part of Jeremiah, the people still would not listen; instead, they rebuked and reproached him (Jer. 6:10, 19; 8:9; 17:15; 20:8; 38:4). They chose instead the comforting and reassuring words of the false prophets (14:13; 28:1-3). But the false prophets had not stood in the divine council to hear the word of the Lord, and they ran as messengers without having been sent, proclaiming the delusions of their own minds (23:16-22).

Jeremiah and Moses

Beyond the question of the larger influence of Deuteronomy on the book of Jeremiah, many have also noted the way in which the man Jeremiah also appears in the book as a kind of “second Moses” (cf. Seitz 1989). Moses set the model for the prophets who came after him. Just as God had put his words into the mouth of Moses, so that what he spoke was in truth the very word of God, so God put his words into the mouth of his prophet Jeremiah (Jer. 1:9; Deut. 18:18). Moses had been called at the outset as a prophet sent to a gentile nation (Exod. 3:10), a fact mirrored in Jeremiah’s own call (Jer. 1:4, 10). Both Moses and Jeremiah protested, pleading their inability to speak (1:6; Exod. 4:10).

Moses was also a prophetic intercessor: his duty was not simply to represent God to the people, but also to represent the people before God. Moses interceded for the nation after the rebellion at Kadesh (Num. 14:17-19; Deut. 9:23-29), offered his own life at Sinai (Exod. 32:31-32; Deut. 9:15-21; Ps. 106:19-
23), and pleaded for Miriam (Num. 12:9-15). Jeremiah would again follow the example set by Moses (Jer. 21:1-2; 37:3; 42:2-4), but with an ironic twist: Jeremiah, who had presumably interceded with God over many years in behalf of the nation, was now commanded to intercede no longer; God’s irrevocable judgment was about to break out against the nation, and he would hear their prayers no more (7:16; 11:14; 14:11-15:1). Moses had saved the nation from destruction through his intercessory prayer, but now Jeremiah was commanded to no longer exercise this responsibility. Moses had once led the nation out of Egypt, and now in the end Jeremiah returns there (43:1-7). Thus we have come full circle in the history of the nation: as at the time before the entrance into the land, there is no longer a state, a king, a priest, a temple, or even a population. Because of their faithfulness, Ebed-Melek (38:7-12; 39:16-18) and Baruch (45:1-5), like Caleb and Joshua before them, are contrasted to the generations of which they are a part (Seitz 1989, 17-18).

Hope for the Future

When Jeremiah purchased the field belonging to his cousin (Jer. 32:6-15), his deeds spoke as loudly as his preaching of his confidence that the Jews would
yet return to Jerusalem, and “fields and vineyards will again be bought in this land.” He comforted those in captivity, telling them that though the exile would be long instead of short, the Lord still had a message of grace: “I know the plans I have for you...plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future” (29:11). Although the well-known passage in 31:31-34 is not found in the Septuagint of Jeremiah, many concur that Jeremiah’s proclamation of a new covenant, while perhaps not embodying the exact words of the prophet, reflects the prophet’s own teaching. In place of law written on stone, God would yet write his law on hearts.

Jeremiah also expressed messianic hopes for the future. God would raise up a “righteous Branch for David” (Jer. 23:5-6; 33:15-16). Jeremiah is probably drawing on imagery from Isaiah in describing the Messiah as “Branch” (Isa. 4:2; 11:1, 10); Zechariah would follow Jeremiah’s lead (Zech. 3:8; 6:12). Jeremiah appears to be making a wordplay on the name of King Zedekiah. When Nebuchadnezzar placed Mattaniah on the throne, he changed his name to Zedekiah, which means “Yahweh is righteous.” To know that Yahweh is righteous was to know him in judgment. But Jeremiah speaks of a day when Israel’s king will be known by the name “The Lord Our Righteousness” (Jer. 23:6; cf. 33:16). To know that Yahweh is “our righteousness” is to know him in grace. God’s purpose for Jeremiah was not only to “uproot, tear down, destroy, and overthrow,” but also to “build and plant” (1:10).

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

The book of Jeremiah made a strong impression on the writers of the New Testament. There are about forty direct quotations of the book in the New Testament, most in Revelation in connection with the destruction of Babylon (e.g., Jer. 50:8 in Rev. 18:4; Jer. 50:32 in Rev. 18:8; Jer. 51:49-50 in Rev.
Jeremiah was a man who knew great sorrow of heart as he saw the divine judgment about to overtake Jerusalem; in tradition he has become known as “the weeping prophet.” One cannot but wonder if Luke does not have the image of Jeremiah in mind when he writes that Jesus wept over the city of Jerusalem, lamenting that the city would not experience peace, but rather a siege and destruction.

Jesus, like Micah and Jeremiah before him, made pointed announcements about the pending destruction of Jerusalem and the temple (Jer. 7:1-15; 26:1-15; Mic. 3:9-12); but at Jesus’ trial for sedition, the crowd did not cry out, “This man should not be sentenced to death!” (Jer. 26:16). The crowds in Matthew’s account of Jesus’ entry to the temple clearly regarded Jesus as a prophet (Matt. 21:11-12, 46). Jesus’ cleansing of the temple draws its rationale from Jeremiah (Jer. 7:11; Matt. 21:13).

Winkle (1986) has noted a number of strong parallels between Matthew 23:29-24:2 and Jeremiah’s temple sermons (Jer. 7 and 26). (1) God had sent the prophets to Jerusalem (7:25; 26:4-6), but the people refused to listen; Jesus also sent prophets to the nation (Matt. 23:34; cf. Matt. 5:12; 10:16). (2) Jeremiah warns about shedding innocent blood in the temple precincts (Jer. 7:6), and after
his temple sermon, his own death becomes the issue (26:15). The Old Testament records the explicit murder of only two prophets: Zechariah (2 Chron. 24:18-22) and Uriah (Jer. 26:20-23). In Matthew 23:29-37, Jesus also teaches about the murder of the prophets and the shedding of innocent blood, and it is his own blood that will be shed in the city. (3) Jeremiah had warned that the temple could be abandoned just as God had abandoned Shiloh (Jer. 7:12, 14; 26:6). As he himself left the temple precincts for the last time, Jesus also warned the people that their “house” [temple/city/country] would be left desolate (Matt. 23:39-24:1). But in Matthew’s gospel, the God who abandons the temple is none other than Jesus himself (Winkle 1986, 171); he goes out, never to return.

It was perhaps the fact that both Jeremiah and Jesus made pronouncements against the temple and city or the fact that there was a resemblance between the “Man of Sorrows” and the broken-hearted prophet Jeremiah that prompted the populace to associate Jesus with Jeremiah (Matt. 16:13-14). There was a conspiracy against Jeremiah, and he compared himself to a lamb on the way to slaughter; this became reality for Jesus (Jer. 11:19; Isa. 53:7; Acts 8:32).

Stephen would later repeat Jeremiah’s denunciation of Israel as uncircumcised in heart and ear (Jer. 6:19; 9:26; Acts 7:51) in an address that cost him his life.

Paul took the lessons from Jeremiah’s visit to the house of a potter as instruction about God’s sovereignty in his calling of the Gentiles (Jer. 18; Rom. 9:20-24).

22. Lamentations

The physical, psychological, and spiritual devastation of Jerusalem in 587 B.C. was horrific. The extent of the destruction is described in 2 Kings
25:1-21— city walls torn down, palace and great houses burned, but perhaps most debilitating of all, the temple set on fire and its precious metals carted away as plunder. In addition, the Babylonian officials led all but the poorest inhabitants off into exile.

The narrative account of the exile well captures the event, but it is the poetic book of Lamentations that records the utter despair felt at this momentous time. This book expresses the emotion following the discovery that the power behind the carnage was ultimately not the Babylonian war machine—it was God himself.
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**Articles and Monographs**


**HISTORICAL BACKGROUND**

**Author and Date**
Like so many other biblical books, Lamentations is an anonymous work. Also as with many other biblical books, tradition has ascribed the name of the missing author—for this book, Jeremiah.

This tradition is certainly not impossible, but neither is it certain. Further, it is not worth argument, since the text does not insist on it and its interpretation does not depend on it (Provan 1992, 7-11).

The Hebrew textual tradition does not even hint at a connection between Jeremiah and Lamentations, since the book is found in the third part of the canon, the writings (Ketubim) and not with Jeremiah in the second, the prophets (Nebi’im). The order varies somewhat within the writings, but it is usually listed with the other Megilloth, books that are associated with specific Jewish festivals, in this case the Ninth of Ab.

The Greek Old Testament, however, makes the connection between Lamentations and Jeremiah obvious in two ways: (1) it places Lamentations immediately after Jeremiah and before Ezekiel, and (2) it adds the following
words to the beginning of the book: “And it came to pass that Jeremiah sat weeping and composed this lament over Jerusalem and said—” (Hillers 1972, 11). The Targum, the Peshitta, the Babylonian Talmud, and the Vulgate all follow the Greek tradition.

Those who depart from Jeremiac authorship of the book are occasionally open to accepting multiple authorship. H. von der Hardt, who was the first to depart from the tradition in 1712, argued, humorously enough, that the five chapters were written by Daniel, Shadrach, Meshach, Abednego, and King Jehoiachin respectively (see Kaiser 1982, 24). Although based in part on the fact that the five chapters may be read as five separate elegies (see comments below on acrostic structure, 22. Lamentations, LITERARY ANALYSIS, Structure), multiple authorship is an unnecessary hypothesis.

Apart from the specific identity of the author, vast agreement attends the issue of the relative date of the book (Provan’s skepticism [1992, 7-19] is an exception). Because of the vivid description and the sincere emotion expressed in the book, few would date the composition more than seventy-five years after the destruction of Jerusalem. Most date Lamentations much earlier, but one school of thought argues that the genre is associated with the rebuilding of temples (see below), the rebuilding of the temple on Zion occurring around 520-515 B.C.

HISTORICAL PERIOD

The book was written in reaction to the destruction of Jerusalem at the hands of the Babylonians in 587 B.C. Thus it is a composition of the exilic period.

According to the perspective of the biblical historians and prophets, the
Exile was the climax of a long struggle that pitted the people of Israel and Judah against their God. God had warned them long before through Moses that their presence in the land depended on their obedience to the covenant relationship that he established with them on Sinai (Deut. 28:15-68). Nonetheless, he remained faithful to them through long years of rebellion and sin, sending prophet after prophet to call them back to a sincere and vital relationship with him.

The final spiral began with the death of Josiah in 609. Josiah and his supporters had tried to turn the tide of religious apostasy by instituting reforms into the society and cult (2 Kings 22:1-23:30). His reign experienced momentary relief from foreign domination, but when he was killed on the battlefield, Judah became a pawn in the power play between the great superpowers of the day: Egypt and Babylon.

Josiah’s son Jehoahaz became king in his place. Although he was likely a younger son (Bright, 324), he succeeded his father with the expectation that he would continue his father’s anti-Egyptian, pro-Babylonian policy. Because of this political stance, when Neco, the Egyptian pharaoh, was repulsed by Babylon, he tried to solidify his power base in the Levant by deporting Jehoahaz and placing his brother Eliakim, whom he renamed Jehoiakim, on the throne. Jehoiakim was a vassal of Egypt and is notable for his conflicts with Jeremiah (Jer. 1:3; 24:1; 27:1, 20; 37:1; 52:2).
In 605 B.C. Nebuchadnezzar the Babylonian general crushed the Egyptians at Carchemish and then chased the Egyptians back to their homeland. Now all of Syria and Palestine was ripe for the picking. After a momentary delay caused by the death of Nabopolassar, king of Babylon, the now King Nebuchadnezzar returned to Judah in 604 and made Jehoiakim his vassal (2 Kings 24:1). However, as soon as the opportunity presented itself, Jehoiakim turned to Egypt again, and this led to the Babylonian incursion of 598.

Jehoiakim was not there to meet Nebuchadnezzar, having died in the meantime. The biblical text gives no indication of the cause of his death (though the speculation is that he was assassinated), but it led to the coronation of his son Jehoiachin, who had the unenviable task of awaiting the onslaught of the Babylonian army. Jehoiachin, only eighteen at the time, did not last long before he surrendered. He was carried off to Babylon, and an ostensibly pro-Babylonian member of the royal family, Mattaniah (renamed Zedekiah), was placed on the throne.

Zedekiah made the fatal mistake of rebelling against Babylon (2 Kings 24:21b), and this led to the final destruction of Jerusalem in the year 587/6. Lamentations was written in reaction to the physical devastation of the city and expresses the psychological and spiritual anguish over God’s abandonment of his people and his hostility toward them.

LITERARY ANALYSIS

Genre

Hermann Gunkel initiated the modern discussion of the genre of Lamentations by concluding that it was a Mischgattung, a combination of several different types of literature. He argued that Lam. 1, 2, and 4 were funeral songs, chapter 3 an individual lament, and chapter 5 a communal
Recent studies have tended to view the book more holistically, a position typified by Grossberg’s extensive studies of the literary features that not only create variety within the poem but also unify it. Ferris is typical in his conclusion that Lamentations is to be classified as a communal lament, similar to those found within the Psalter. He defines a communal lament as a composition whose verbal content indicates that it was composed to be used by and/or on behalf of a community to express both complaint, and sorrow and grief over some perceived calamity, physical or cultural, which had befallen or was about to befall them and to appeal to God for deliverance. (Ferris 1992, 10)

The tone, content, and structure of the work all support its identification as a corporate lament. Indeed, the various titles given to the book indicate an awareness of its proper genre. In antiquity the book was referred to by its opening word: ḫk;ye ( ’eka= H377, “how?”). The rabbis referred to the book as qi<no=t; the Greek Old Testament entitled the book Threni ( Qrhnoi ), and the
Vulgate referred to it as *Lamenta*, all meaning lamentations and leading to the title given to the book in English translations.

Debate has surrounded the question of whether the poem is consistently corporate, especially in the light of 3:1-21. This unit begins “I am the man who has seen affliction...” and is often understood as the expression of a single individual. Much effort has been spent in an attempt to identify the speaker. A sample of suggestions include Jehoiachin, a defeated soldier (Lanahan, 45), and Jeremiah himself. More likely is the interpretation that the speaker is personified Jerusalem, but even if it is an individual, that individual gives utterance to the suffering and pain of the whole community. Thus, although there is variety of expression, the book as a whole is still correctly identified as a corporate lament.

Ferris (1992) rightly associates the book of Lamentations with the communal laments in the Psalter. He identifies about twenty examples in the Psalms, some of which could be debated, but especially relevant are the five which give expression to the despair of the people after defeat in battle (Pss. 44, 60, 74, 79, 80).

The content of the book of Lamentations makes it clear that it is defeat in battle that evokes the poem’s composition. It is interesting that although there is little doubt of its association with the devastation of 587 B.C., the precise historical event is not explicitly named. This lack of historical specificity is in keeping with the nature of the type of poetry found also in the Psalter (see pages 210-12, 214ff.). Nonetheless, the setting of Lamentations is wartime defeat.

Ferris insightfully speaks of yet another setting in life, perhaps to be described as textual or conceptual, in Solomon’s prayer at the time of temple dedication in 1 Kings 8. Among a number of national calamities that he names, calamities that occasion corporate prayer, he specifically
mentions defeat in battle (Lam. 8:33-34). Solomon envisions Israel turning to God when they experience military defeat. The book of Lamentations is just such a prayer.

Other scholars have argued that the setting may be more closely specified than simply following a defeat in battle. By analogy with Mesopotamian laments, they believe that the book was composed on the occasion of the reconstruction of the temple. However, the analogy between the biblical book and the Mesopotamian genre has been disputed, and it is to that discussion that we now turn.

**Mesopotamian Laments**

The lament genre is not unique to Israel. Most significant in the book of Lamentations are the six city laments, written in the *emesal* dialect of Sumerian, five of six of which were composed within the century following the defeat of the Ur III Empire (2004 B.C.):
These six literary compositions bemoan the military defeat of cities, attributing the actions of the attacking armies to a divine cause and sharing many other themes with the biblical book of Lamentations (Gwaltney 1983, 205-11). S. N. Kramer (1959 and 1969) popularized the comparison, advocating the view that the biblical book was influenced by the Sumerian precursors. His view, shared in part by Gadd, Kraus, and others, came under attack by McDaniel, who drew attention to the large time and culture gap between the Sumerian and the biblical texts.

Recently Gwaltney, whose view is accepted by Hillers, has attempted to defend Kramer’s old view by citing the continuation of the lament genre in Mesopotamia in the form of the balag and ērsēmma lamentations, written in Akkadian from the Old Babylonian period on into the first millennium. To Gwaltney, this removed the objection of cultural and chronological distance and
permitted him to highlight the common themes and structures of the Mesopotamian and biblical genres.

Ferris has analyzed Gwaltney’s arguments and assessed the strength of his proposal that the Sumero-Akkadian lament tradition influenced the book of Lamentations. His conclusion is that Gwaltney tended to overstate the connections and that the best solution to the similarities and differences may be found in a common cultural and literary tradition (Ferris 1992, 174-75, quoting Mowinckel).

The loose connection between the Sumero-Akkadian genre and the biblical one renders doubtful the hypothesis that the book of Lamentations was written at the time of the rededication of the temple. Much more likely is the view that it was composed closer to the time of the destruction, when the pain and suffering of the event were still quite fresh.

Structure

On the one hand, the book neatly divides into five units correlated with the five chapters of the book. On the other hand, the structure of the book is a complex multilevel matter, the description of which will be treated only in a preliminary way in this book. We may begin with a reminder of Grossberg’s conclusions that the book demonstrates literary forces that contribute to a unified reading (centripetal) as well as those that draw our attention to the individual parts (centrifugal). Or, in the words of Gottwald (1954, 23), “Like a great cathedral, its unity is broken in innumerable pleasing ways, never distracting but always contributing to the total impression.” Primary among the latter is the use of the acrostic pattern in the book.

The first four chapters are individual, complete acrostics, though they
differ in their detail. Chapters 1 and 2 are three-line acrostics, that is, the first letter of the three-line stanza begins with the relevant letter. Chapter 3 also contains three-line stanzas, but in this case all three of the lines begin with the relevant letter (similar to the stanzas of Psalm 119). Lamentations 4 has two-line stanzas, more in keeping with the style of chapters 1 and 2. Most interesting of all is chapter 5, which is not an acrostic at all, but nonetheless alludes to the acrostic structure by having twenty-two lines.

The purpose of such an acrostic is not at all clear. Guesses have ranged from its being a mnemonic device to its giving a sense of completeness to the subject of the poem, in Lamentations this being a kind of “A to Z” of suffering (Ferris 1992, 102-3, citing de Wette). From a literary point of view, what is notable is that although the author subjected himself to what is really a rather rigid poetic self-discipline, this does not minimize the spontaneity of the poem’s emotional expression.

And it is the emotional expression of the book that allows for one of the most interesting entrees into the structure of the book. W. Kaiser helpfully charts the way the book reaches a high point of hope in the middle of the third chapter, only to descend to the pits of despair again (as he graphically portrays it in figure 3 [1982, 24]).
The third chapter contains the most explicit statement of hope in the midst of the destruction. However, the poet does not reach resolution in a state of calm but descends once again into the fray. He concludes the remaining two chapters with the plaintive cry of Lam. 5:19-22:

You, O LORD, reign forever;

forget us?

Why do you forsake us so long?

Restore us to yourself, O LORD, that we may return;

renew our days as of old unless you have utterly rejected us and are angry with us beyond measure. (Lam. 5:19-22)

By the end of the poem we have the hope, not the fact, of reconciliation. Gordis (1974, 292-93) argues that the last poetic line should be rendered:

even though you had despised us greatly

and were very angry with us.

While this may make the plea for restoration more confident, it too nonetheless ends the book looking to the future for an uncertain divine intervention.

Style

your throne endures from generation to generation.
Why do you always
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The poetic style of Lamentations has many facets. We can treat only three representative characteristics in this brief chapter (see also above on acrostic form, 22. Lamentations, LITERARY ANALYSIS, Structure): qinah ( hn:yqi , H7806), persona, and “the ministry of language.”

Qinah . Earlier, we discounted the presence of meter in Hebrew poetry (1. Introduction, LITERARY ANALYSIS, The Conventions of Old Testament Poetry, Meter, p. 28). A special kind of meter has been associated with Lamentations and other lament literature, which receives the label qinah ( hn:yqi , H7806). The main characteristic of this meter is that the second colon of the parallel line is consistently shorter than the first. It is usually described as a 3:2 meter, as opposed to the more balanced 3:3 form. The unbalanced meter has often been described as a kind of “limping” rhythm, supposedly appropriate for the mourners who are dragging themselves along in a funeral procession.

Garr has studied the syntax of this poetic form and has concluded that the first colon does not deviate from the regular word order of prose, while the second takes its cue from the first.

There is little doubt that the poetry of dirge and lament often has this characteristic of a long first line and shorter second line, but it is doubtful that we are dealing with meter here, as opposed to some kind of consistent rhythm. Also, the fact that this form is also found with non-lament poetry (Hillers 1992, 18) weakens the close connection drawn between the hn:yqi ( qinah , H7806) and the lament.

Persona . As Mintz points out, language is often inadequate to express profound suffering (1982, 1-2). However, one important strategy to overcome this weakness “was to transfer to the collective the attributes of individual experience and to view the nation as a whole in the aspect of a single individual; simply put: personification. The nation is represented as
an abandoned woman or, in a more complex instance, as a persecuted man.” The former occurs right from the start of the poem:

*How deserted lies the city,*

*she,*

*queen among the provinces has now become a slave.*

*once so full of people!*

*who once was great among the nations!*

*She who was*

*How like a widow is*
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Bitterly she weeps

Among all her

there is none to comfort her.

All her friends have

they have become her enemies. (Lam. 1:1-2)

at night,

lovers

betrayed her;

tears are upon her cheeks.

1:1-2)

The latter waits until chapter 3. As mentioned above, there have been innumerable attempts to identify this male figure with a specific individual. This search is fruitless and unnecessary—the unnamed sufferer stands for the collective whole:

I am the man who has seen affliction away and made me walk

turned his hand against me again and again, all day long. (Lam. 3:1)

Both of these literary figures make graphic and vivid the suffering of the survivors of Judah as they face the years following the destruction of Jerusalem.
In a seminal study, Lanahan has furthered our understanding of the use of persona in Lamentations by identifying five personae including the two we have already described. The five speak in the following locations in the book:

. City of Jerusalem (as a woman; 1:9c, 11c-22; 2:20-22)

*by the rod of his wrath*.  

*in darkness rather than light; indeed, he has*  

*He has driven me*

. A first person male sufferer (ch. 3; Lanahan calls him “a soldier”)
. The bourgeois (ch. 4)
. Choral voices of Jerusalem (ch. 5)

The effect of this use of personification is captured by Ferris (1992, 136): “By means of various personae, the covenant people appear to talk the issues over among themselves as they recount their former glory in light of their current grief.”

“The Ministry of Language.” The phrase comes from Mintz (1982, 7) and refers to use of language in Lamentations that goes beyond description of the destruction. The purpose of the author of Lamentations is not merely that of analyst but also that of healer. Language is inadequate, but through the use of “inadequate metaphors” the poet can communicate with God just how incredibly shocking and devastating the ruin of Jerusalem is, and thus he can appeal to God to intervene.

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

In a sense, the book of Lamentations grapples with the question of corporate suffering in much the same way as the book of Job struggles with the issue of individual suffering. As may be implied from what was said above, the theological purpose of Lamentations is to acknowledge God’s judgment against Jerusalem and move him to intercede for and restore (see the conclusion to the book) his people.

Over the past few decades a lively debate has sprung up concerning the theological traditions that propel the book. Gottwald (1954) began the discussion when he proposed that the theological message of the book may be found in the contrast between the Deuteronomic version of faith
and historical reality as
represented in the destruction of Jerusalem. Deuteronomy promises blessings, security, and prosperity to the people of God, but the people experience God’s presence as an enemy (Lam. 2:4).

Albrektson (1963), however, is certainly correct when he states that Gottwald’s is a facile understanding of Deuteronomic theology. Nowhere does Deuteronomy promise Israel unconditional blessing. When Israel sins, they will be cursed, and Lamentations recognizes that God’s movement against them is the result of their sin (Krasňovek 1992, 223). In the place of Deuteronomic theology Albrektson simply places Zion theology. When impregnable Zion fell, so did the people’s faith.

In fact, many theological traditions are at play in the book of Lamentations and all in continuity with their use in other parts of the Bible. Two interrelated traditions that are especially noteworthy but infrequently mentioned in articulations of the theological message of the book are the covenant and the Divine Warrior themes (Longman and Reid 1995).

Covenant may be a broader term for what Gottwald refers to as Deuteronomic traditions, but the point is that the destruction of Jerusalem does not occur in spite of the Deuteronomic covenant but because of it:

If you do not obey the LORD your God and do not carefully follow all his commands and decrees I am giving you today,...the LORD will bring a nation against you from far away, from the ends of the earth, like an eagle swooping down, a nation whose language you will not understand, a fierce-looking nation without respect for the old or pity for the young. (Deut. 28:15, 49-50)

Behind this judgment, which is due to the sin of the people, is God himself. It is not the Babylonians, but God himself who will destroy them,
specifically, God the Warrior. Normally, of course, God fought on behalf of his obedient people, but at times of judgment he fought against them (as we see in Lam. 2:4-5; cf. Josh. 7; 1 Sam. 4):

Like an enemy he has strung his bow;

his wrath like fire

his right hand is ready.

all who were pleasing to the eye; he has poured out

on the tent of the Daughter of Zion.

The Lord is like an

Like a foe he has

slain

enemy;
he has swallowed up Israel.

He has swallowed

and destroyed her strongholds.

He has multiplied

up all her palaces

mourning and lamentation for the Daughter of Judah.

But the theological message of Lamentations is not purely negative. There is also hope, but it is of minimal significance in the book. In the heart of the book (Lam. 3:22-33) the poet expresses his assurance that God does not abandon those who turn to him for help. Although Israel has sinned in the past (1:8, 14, 18; 2:14; 4:13), they appeal to God for help, expecting that he will forgive and restore. His compassion is greater than his anger (3:31-33; Krassovek 1992).

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

Lamentations pinpoints God as the enemy. He has waged war against his people because of their sin. The note of hope expressed in the book finds partial fulfillment in the restoration to the land following the decree of Cyrus. However, although the people return to the land, they do not have political independence. Although the temple is rebuilt, it does not reflect its former glory. The people are left expecting more.

The prophets of the exilic and postexilic periods look into the future and have a vision of a future intrusion of God the Warrior into history to fight on behalf of his people (Dan. 7 and Zech. 14). The New Testament identifies Jesus Christ as the Divine Warrior who defeats the forces of evil.
on the cross (Col. 2:13-15) and as the one who will come again in the future for the final battle against all human and spiritual enemies of God (Rev. 19:11ff.). Jesus Christ is the Divine Warrior who fights on behalf of his people against the most powerful enemy of all, Satan.

Although we earlier made a comparison between the book of Job and Lamentations there is one major difference. In Job, the individual’s suffering was not caused by his own sin. By contrast, the corporate suffering of Lamentations was the direct result of the guilt that the nation had incurred through the centuries. However, as Job’s suffering anticipated the suffering of the truly innocent sufferer, so the suffering of Israel at the time of the Exile also anticipates Christ’s hanging on the cross. In this case, however, the sin is not his; it is ours. The church has recognized the analogy, witness the practice of the Roman Catholic Church to read the book during the last part of Passion Week (Gottwald 1954, 112).
23. Ezekiel

Ezekiel was the son of a priest. Since he was called to prophetic office when he was thirty years old, during the fifth year of the exile of Jehoiachin, king of Judah (592 B.C., Ezek. 1:1-2), the prophet must have been born around 623-622. His ministry continued for at least twenty-two years, through the time of the last dated oracle in the book in Jehoiachin’s twenty-seventh year of exile (571, 29:17). His membership in a priestly family reveals itself throughout the book in Ezekiel’s concern with the temple and its rituals.

An eligible man ordinarily began his service in the temple when he reached thirty years of age (Num. 4:3). However, Ezekiel was unable to fulfill his calling as a priest while living in exile far from Jerusalem. Instead, in the year that Ezekiel would have begun his priestly vocation, God called him to serve as a prophet. In his inaugural vision Ezekiel saw God riding in his war chariot—it was an ominous portent, for God would soon abandon Jerusalem (Lam. 10:1-2, 18-22). Rather than defend the city, God would decree, plan, and superintend its destruction.

The exiles among whom Ezekiel lived had come from the upper classes of Judean society. They were a privileged group that had not often heeded prophetic warnings in the past (Lam. 2:3-8). They hoped for a short time of exile and a speedy return to their positions of wealth and privilege. They were hostile to Ezekiel’s message and dismissed his words as entertaining prattle (20:49; 33:30-32). But God would soon vindicate himself and his prophet (33:33). The exile would not be brief, and the city would not be spared.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Ezekiel was born just a year or so before the law book was discovered in the temple as part of Josiah’s reforms (621 B.C.—2 Kings 22-23), and as the son of a priest he no doubt witnessed the consequences of Josiah’s piety in the royal support of the temple and the worship of Yahweh in Judah. The prophet would have been a boy through the period when Assyria’s power continued to decline. He no doubt hoped as a young man that the failing fortunes of Assyria might mean freedom from foreign domination for Judah. He would have known about the ominous recrudescence of Babylon and Egypt as they too escaped the yoke of Assyria. When he was barely a teenager, he would have heard the news of Josiah’s death at Megiddo while seeking to block the advance of Pharaoh Neco (609 B.C.—2 Kings 23:29; 2 Chron. 35:20-25). Ezekiel had probably heard the preaching of Jeremiah and may have known the
ministries of Habakkuk and Zephaniah. He witnessed the period of political instability and vacillation following Josiah’s death when Judah’s fortunes shifted with her allegiance to Egypt and then to Babylon in turn.

After Josiah’s death, Pharaoh Neco deposed his successor Jehoahaz after a reign of only three months and installed Jehoiakim as an Egyptian puppet. When Egypt was defeated at Carchemish in 604, Jehoiakim shifted his allegiance to Nebuchadnezzar, only later to rebel against Babylon and align himself with Egypt once again. Jehoiakim died and left his son Jehoiachin to face the fury of a Babylonian reprisal. Jehoiachin was dethroned and taken into captivity in 597 with the royal household and the leading citizens of Judah, including Ezekiel himself. Nebuchadnezzar placed Zedekiah on the throne in his place, and although Zedekiah would preside over Judah until the destruction of
Jerusalem in 587/6, the exiles continued to regard Jehoiachin as the legitimate king. No other prophetic book contains as many dated oracles as Ezekiel, and these dates are given in terms of the years of Jehoiachin’s exile.

Ezekiel lived with his wife (Ezek. 24:15-27) in a community of Judean exiles along a large irrigation canal (“River Kebar,” 1:1) near Nippur in southern Mesopotamia. From this vantage deep in the heart of Nebuchadnezzar’s kingdom, Ezekiel proclaimed the word of God concerning the rise of the Babylonian Empire to its zenith and the corresponding falling fortunes of his own nation and surrounding peoples. It was only after the destruction of Jerusalem that the prophet turned to preaching dominated by the themes of hope, restoration, mercy, and grace for Israel (Ezek. 33-48).

MAJOR ISSUES IN THE HISTORY OF RESEARCH

In the early generations of critical scholarship Ezekiel was treated with what Rowley (1953, 163) called a certain “critical gentleness.” At the turn of the century and in the early years of the twentieth century, critical scholarship remained impressed with the strong stamp of the single personality that pervades the book. G. B. Gray in 1913 wrote, “No other book of the OT is distinguished by such decisive marks of unity of authorship and integrity as this.” Driver in 1905 said, “No critical question arises in connexion with the authorship of the book, the whole from beginning to end bearing unmistakably the stamp of a single mind.” J. Skinner wrote, “Not only does it bear the stamp of a single mind in its phraseology, its imagery and its mode of thought, but it is arranged on a plan so perspicuous and so comprehensive that the evidence of literary design in the composition becomes altogether irresistible.”

The following years would witness the demise of this consensus. Critical
scholarship was troubled by the tensions it observed within the book. How could Ezekiel be a prophet with a strong sense of social justice and also be a priest concerned with the meticulous details of temple and cult? Traditional critical scholarship had commonly pitted moral and social concerns against the legalistic and cultic interests of the priests. How could a prophetic contemporary of Jeremiah produce literature so different from that of that sober prophet? The book of Ezekiel is full of complex visions and allegories; the prophet seemed to move in a single step to the very dawn of apocalyptic. But such a single step challenged the common unilinear developmental notions for literary genres in critical scholarship. How could this prophet living in Babylon have such detailed knowledge of events in Jerusalem? Ezekiel’s conduct was also cause for concern—his aphasia, his lying motionless for prolonged periods, the mysterious visions: were these the common experience of prophets, or were they symptomatic of some form of mental illness?

It is difficult to group and summarize all the variables, but these issues have stimulated many to question the authenticity of the book or various portions of it. Scholars have pared away what they regarded as secondary accretions in order to uncover the historical Ezekiel. Depending on which of the supposed tensions and inconsistencies the individual scholar chose to eliminate, very
different pictures of the prophet emerged. Scholars not only dissected the book but also provided historical reconstructions of the settings in which the secondary material may have arisen. The following constitute the major issues.

The Authenticity of the Date of the Book

This issue was raised in its most extreme form by C. C. Torrey. The book itself presents all of Ezekiel’s ministry as set among the exiles. However, Torrey argued that the book did not reflect actual conditions among the exiles but was instead a pseudepigraph from the third century B.C. For Torrey, the prophecy was a literary creation, and Ezekiel was not a historical individual. Chapters 40-48 were said to reflect an anti-Samaritan bias against the Gerizim temple. The description of the sins described in Jerusalem in chapters 8-10 suggested that a group of prophecies originally from the days of Manasseh were used by a third-century editor and assigned to the period of the Exile.

The Authenticity of Individual Passages

There are many doublets in the book, and numerous passages have been identified as glosses. Some have argued that chapters 40-48 were not original; others add chapters 38-39 and portions of chapters 27, 36, or other passages to this list. Hollscher and Irwin took the approach to its extreme. Hollscher (1924) argued that Ezekiel was a poet, and so he disallowed all but a very few prose passages as original. He left the original prophet with about one-seventh of the book after identifying only 21 passages as genuine, comprising 170 verses out of 1,273 in the book; the remainder he attributed to a fifth-century editor. Irwin (1943) similarly dismembered the book and left the prophet only 251 verses of the entire book.
More recently Greenberg has provided a holistic approach to Ezekiel, concentrating on the book as it now is rather than on the “slippery ground of assumptions and conventions on which so much biblical scholarship has come to grief” (1983, 19). Other recent scholarship, though generally more restrained than that represented by Hølscher or Irwin, largely continues its preoccupation with the literary growth of the text. Rather than presenting the issue as one of authenticity versus inauthenticity, more recent scholarship has tended to approach Ezekiel by using a tradition-historical method. This method makes allowance for deliberate elaboration, successive adaptation, and updating within the text of the book, but it concentrates on the organic connection of such later elaboration with earlier stages of the text’s growth and on the process of redaction that resulted in the final text. Fresh appreciation of the literary and structuring devices within the book has integrated into the book much material earlier judged inauthentic in critical scholarship.

Zimmerli’s commentary (1979, 1983) has been quite influential and more or less represents the current critical consensus. Zimmerli (1979, 71-74) identifies four passages as later insertions that intrude by breaking the flow of the surrounding context: (1) Ezek. 3:16b-21, (2) chapter 18, (3) the oracles against
the nations, chapters 25-32, and (4) 29:17-21. He also regards the oracles against Egypt (chs. 29-32) and Tyre (26:1-28:19) as originally independent collections having their own redactional history. He considers the program of restoration (chs. 40-48) as an addition in the final stage of redaction.

**Authenticity of the Prophet’s Location**

The book itself places Ezekiel’s ministry entirely among the exiles in Babylon, but chapters 8-11 assume that the prophet is present in Jerusalem to observe the death of Pelatiah, to see the idolatry in the temple, and to observe the departure of the glory of God from the temple. How can one reconcile the presence of Ezekiel in Babylon with his detailed knowledge of affairs in Jerusalem?

Some have suggested that the prophet began his career in Jerusalem and only later moved to Babylon, or that he made a number of trips back and forth between the two cities. Oesterly and Robinson placed the prophet’s call in the reign of Jehoiakim and held that the prophet was deported to Babylon with the exiles, and then continued to minister there. Bertholet followed essentially the same course but dated the initial call slightly later in the time of Zedekiah; he distinguished the initial call to service in Palestine from a second call (the watchman motif, chs. 3 and 33) in Babylon. Others argued that the prophet was in Jerusalem all the time. This position was most recently championed by Brownlee (1986). Brownlee argued that the prophet lived in Gilgal, and that this geographical name was confused by later scribes as the הִלְּכָה (H1583) the Hebrew term meaning “exile.”

There is no question that many of Ezekiel’s oracles are addressed to people living in Jerusalem. However, this is far from adequate evidence to require that they were delivered there. The large collections of oracles
against foreign nations in the canonical prophets did not require that the
prophet travel to those places to deliver them. We need to make a
distinction common in literary theory between the putative and actual
audience to understand this clearly. Nahum provides another good
example: though his ministry and preaching are ostensibly oriented to
Assyria (putative audience), the book itself is intended for an audience in
Israel (actual audience). When Ezekiel proclaimed oracles about events
in Jerusalem, the actual audience to whom he spoke was his fellow
exiles. Furthermore, there is ample evidence for frequent contact
between the exiles and their countrymen in Israel. Letters to and from the
exiles speak eloquently of this. If Shemaiah’s oracles and letters could
reach Jerusalem and receive public attention and awareness (Jer. 29:24-
32), so could Ezekiel’s. One must also explain why an editor would go out
of his way to transfer Ezekiel’s ministry to Babylon if it had been
exercised in whole or part in Palestine (Rowley 1953, 174); cogent
explanations for this have eluded proponents. Ezekiel often describes his
visionary experiences in terms of transport by the Spirit (Ezek. 3:12, 14;
8:3; 11:1, 24; 40:1-3; 43:5). Once again the chariot of God would bear a
prophet away (2 Kings 2; cf. Ezek. 2:11-12, 16; 5:26)—as with Paul, we
do not know whether in or out of the body (2 Cor. 12:1-2).
The Prophet’s Mental Health

Anyone reading the book cannot but be impressed with the power and intensity of the prophet’s experience. By modern Western standards the prophet’s behavior is often judged as pathological. He lies motionless for protracted periods (Ezek. 4:4-7), is dumb, or mute (3:24-27; 24:25-27; 33:22), does not mourn at the death of his wife (24:15-27), has visionary transports (8:1-4), reports extraordinary stories and visions (1-3; 8-11; 15-18; 21; 23-24; 37-48), and engages in almost bizarre conduct (4:12; 5:1-4; 12:3-5).

Psychoanalysis is difficult at best when dealing with a living patient who is a product of one’s own culture, but this has not dissuaded people from making a variety of efforts to assign a clinical diagnosis to Ezekiel’s behavior from a vantage culturally far removed and twenty-five hundred years later. The common language of daily life used by the prophet to describe his experiences in the book gives way to the textbook vocabulary of psychoanalysts, and Ezekiel is identified as psychic, schizophrenic, epileptic, catatonic, psychotic, or paranoid or given other such labels, depending on the particular school of psychoanalysis in vogue at the time. Perhaps the most notorious example of this sort of approach to the prophet was the Freudian analysis offered by E. C. Broome (1946, 291-92), who concluded that Ezekiel was “a true psychotic” characterized by “a narcissistic- masochistic conflict, with attendant phantasies of castration and unconscious sexual regression,” “schizophrenic withdrawal,” and “delusions of persecution and grandeur.” However, similar behavior to that of Ezekiel is reported in other prophetic books (e.g., Jer. 16:2; 27:2; 28:10; 32:8-15), but scholars have not felt compelled to regard such behavior as symptomatic of mental pathology. The book of Ezekiel is different from other prophetic books primarily in the frequency with which such actions are encountered. While modern preachers tend to illustrate their sermons with stories, Israel’s prophets
more often used props and presented their sermons in symbolic actions. Their behavior was the culturally expected and symptomatic behavior of those possessed by God’s Spirit. The prophet so identified with the fate of his people as vicariously to take their suffering on himself and to dramatize their fate in his own agony. Rather than find his behavior peculiar or appalling, we ought to see in it the depths of his commitment to God and to his people and to appreciate the way in which the prophet was bearing the shame that so often accompanied proclaiming God’s Word. Ezekiel became “a prophetic symbol of his people even in his bodily life, as it were submerged in their dying, overwhelmed by the destructive power of the divine wrath which he himself proclaimed, anticipating the punishment of his fellow countrymen by willingly bearing their guilt” (Eichrodt 1970, 33).

The Text of Ezekiel Is Also Problematic

The LXX is 4 or 5 percent shorter than the MT, and this raises the question of whether, as in the case of Jeremiah, we may not be looking at two different editions of the book (Tov 1986; Lust 1981). The MT when compared
with the LXX shows a significant number of short additions or glosses, a
different arrangement of the text in chapter 7, and a substantial addition
to chapter 36. The differences are probably better explained as reflecting
different literary traditions or redactional stages than as the result of the
common sorts of problems that accidentally or occasionally develop in copied texts.

LITERARY ANALYSIS

The book of Ezekiel shows the same literary macro-structure as several
other prophetic books. Isaiah, Zephaniah, and the LXX of Jeremiah all (1)
begin with a series of oracles oriented largely to judgment during the
historical moment in which the prophet himself lived, then (2) turn to an
extended section of oracles against foreign nations, and (3) conclude with
prophecies of blessing more oriented to a distant future. In Ezekiel,
chapters 1-24 concern the prophet’s call and his warnings concerning the
impending destruction of Jerusalem. The call narrative was one way in
which a prophet established his credentials; it provided evidence that he
had been admitted to the heavenly council (Jer. 23:18). See the following
outline:

I. Judgment on Judah and Jerusalem (Ezek. 1-24)
   A. The prophet’s call (1-3)
   B. Symbolic actions about the destruction of Jerusalem (4-5)
   C. Oracle against the mountains of Israel (6)
   Jerusalem (12-24)
   D. The end (7)
   E. A vision of judgment in Jerusalem (8-
   F. Oracles about the sins of Israel and
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. A review of the nation’s history and her future

. Babylon, God’s sword (21)

. The sins of Jerusalem (22)

. A parable of two sisters (23)

. A cooking pot (24:1-14)

. The death of Ezekiel’s wife (24:15-27)

II. Oracles against foreign nations (25-32)

A. Ammon (25:1-7)

B. Moab (25:8-11)

C. Edom (25:12-14)

D. Philistia (25:15-17)

E. Tyre (26-28)

F. Egypt (29-32)

III. Blessing for Judah and Jerusalem (33-48)

A. Ezekiel the watchman (33)

B. The shepherds of Israel (34)

C. Against Edom (35)

D. A prophecy to the mountains of Israel (36)

E. The valley of dry bones (37:1-14)

F. Two sticks becoming one (37:15-28)

G. Gog and Magog (38-39)

H. A vision of a restored Jerusalem (40-48)

(20)
The city gates (48:30-35)

The utterances of woe for Jerusalem continue until the time that Ezekiel’s wife dies; the death of his wife anticipated the news reaching the exiles that Jerusalem had been destroyed (Ezek. 24:15-27).

The oracles of woe against Jerusalem then give way to a series of oracles against surrounding nations, though primarily against Tyre and Egypt (Ezek. 25-32). The prophet addressed short oracles to Israel’s immediate neighbors (Ammon, Moab, Edom, and Philistia) because of their gloating over the fall of Jerusalem and their aid to the city’s enemies (25). Tyre, like Jerusalem, had revolted against Nebuchadnezzar. The Babylonians would besiege the city for thirteen years. The prophet envisages the eventual destruction of Tyre and castigates the city for its complicity in the fall of Jerusalem (26-28) He describes this great port city set on an island as a merchant vessel sinking into the sea (27). Two oracles are directed against the king of Tyre (28). These contain a number of allusions to Canaanite mythology. One depicts the king’s hubris by describing him as a select cherub guarding the gate to Eden (28:11-19).

The oracles against Egypt (Ezek. 29-32) describe that nation’s baneful influence over Israel throughout its history, whether as enemy or ally. Egypt will fall, just as Jerusalem had (29:18). Pharaoh and his army will join the rulers and armies of past empires in the netherworld (32).

After prophesying against foreign nations, the prophet turns to describing a blessed future for Israel (Ezek. 33-48). The final portion of the book begins by reiterating the prophet’s call as a watchman (33:1-20; cf. 3:16-27) and his preaching of individual moral responsibility (33:10-20; cf. ch. 18), and by ending the period of dumbness that had followed his wife’s
death (24:25-27; 33:22). With Jerusalem destroyed, Ezekiel’s focus will now be on the future city and people of God.

The length and nature of Ezekiel’s dumbness is among the most debated features of the book. It is not clear when his dumbness began. The call narrative suggests that Ezekiel would not be totally mute, but rather would speak only when God had given him a message to proclaim (Ezek. 3:26-27). The prophet delivered many oracles to the exiles during the six years between his call and the
destruction of Jerusalem; the chronological notes for his oracles and the very existence of chapters 1-24 attest to this. Whenever it began, this partial muteness lasted until word reached the exiles that the city of Jerusalem had been destroyed (24:27; 29:21; 33:22); then God opened the prophet’s mouth and the tenor of his messages turned to blessing and hope.

Modern readers of the Bible most often think of the prophets primarily in terms of their delivering the word of God to others. However, the traffic was not just in one direction. The prophets regularly represented God’s people before him and interceded in their behalf (Gen. 18:23-33; 20:7; Exod. 32:11-14; Num. 12:10-13; Isa. 37:21; Jer. 10:23-11:14; 14:11-15:1). What sacrifice was for a priest, prayer was for a prophet. At the very least, Ezekiel’s dumbness conveyed the idea that he would not be interceding with God in the nation’s behalf. God’s decree that Jerusalem be destroyed was now irrevocable, and intercession was pointless. The only words from the prophet’s mouth would be announcements of impending doom until that divine decree had come to pass.

The third portion of the book, those chapters oriented to Ezekiel’s pronouncements about the future of Jerusalem and Israel, has long been the subject of intense interest. When reading visions and allegories in the prophets, readers need to be aware of the symbolic nature of such literature. A fair amount of mischief has been done to Ezekiel by interpreters committed to reading visions and allegories in a highly literalistic way. Moses himself warned against trying to do this with these genres of text (Num. 12:6-8).

Many popular preachers wax eloquent whenever there is military unrest in the Middle East; they tend to go straight from the pages of the newspaper to select passages in Ezekiel. This is particularly true of popular speculation about Ezekiel 38-39. In this passage Gog, the chief
prince of Meshech and Tubal (38:2), is often identified as the leader of cities known from current geography. Simply on the basis of phonetic similarity, Meshech is said to be Moscow, and Tubal is identified with the Russian city Tobolsk, both localities geographically far removed from the region Ezekiel is describing. Further, since the word chief in the phrase “chief prince” is the Hebrew word varo (ʁɔ=ʃ], H8031), some have insisted that the phrase means “prince of Russia.” Even if one reached the improbable conclusion that this term should have been translated as a geographical name instead of as “chief,” it would scarcely refer to modern Russia. The word “Russia,” insofar as can be determined, was brought into the region north of Kiev in the Middle Ages by the Vikings, and therefore would not have been in use over a millennium earlier in Ezekiel’s time as a designation for modern Russia. The terms Meshech and Tubal are known from Assyrian documents dated in the twelfth to eighth centuries B.C.; they are also mentioned by Herodotus (7:72) and Josephus (Ant 1:124). In these ancient sources Meshech and Tubal designated tribes that lived in central and eastern Anatolia. One king of the Mushku (Meshech) in the late eighth century was known to the Assyrians as Mitas, the Midas known in the classical historians for his legendary wealth. Since Ezekiel’s terms have recognizable equivalents in use at his own time and geographically proximate to the biblical world, speculation about some
sort of Russian invasion of other lands in the Middle East receives no warrant from this passage.

In describing the threats to Israel’s existence, the Bible commonly refers to foes coming from the north (Isa. 41:25; Jer. 1:13-15; 4:6; 6:22; 10:22; 13:20; 15:12; 25:9, 26; 46:10, 20, 24; 50:3, 9, 41, 49; Ezek. 26:7; 38:6, 15; 39:2; Dan. 11; Zech. 2:6; 6:6-8; cf. Isa. 5:26-29; 13:1-13; Nah. 2:2-10; 3:1-3; Hab. 1:5-11). References to these northern foes in the preexilic period are ordinarily references to Israel’s traditional historical enemies (Assyria, Babylon, Persia); however, in the exilic and postexilic writings, the foes from the north take on a more transhistoric and apocalyptic coloring. In his description of this eschatological conflict with Gog and his hordes, Ezekiel has chosen to mention tribes on the fringes of kingdoms to the north as an embodiment of the foes from the north that already figured in Israel’s eschatology. Rather than fuel concrete speculation about future events, modern readers should probably understand that Ezekiel himself intends to use these nations as symbolic references to all powers arrayed against God’s people. Although Ezekiel does contain many oracles against foreign nations (Ezek. 29-32), Babylon itself, where he and the exiles were held in captivity, is nowhere the subject of an oracle of judgment in this book. Some suggest, therefore, that Magog, Meshech, and Tubal are simply being used as surrogates for what is really an oracle against Babylon.

Similar misreading widely attends Ezekiel’s vision of the restoration community (Ezek. 40-48). Almost all scholars recognize that the return to Jerusalem following Cyrus’ decree (539 B.C.) fell short of the glorious restoration depicted in Ezekiel’s vision. A temple was built, but it was not as spectacular as what the prophet described. Nor were all the tribes resettled in a new geographic distribution (Ezek. 47:13-48:29). The character of the terrain around the Dead Sea did not change (47:1-12).
Since no such temple as Ezekiel describes (Ezek. 40-43) has ever actually been built, many who urge a literal reading of the Bible insist that Ezekiel is providing the blueprint and specifications (cf. 43:10-11) for a future temple that the citizens of modern Israel will build in Jerusalem. However, some elements of the prophet’s vision seem to go beyond a reasonable literal understanding (47:1-12). Since the entire passage (40-48) is a vision, it is better to respect the essentially symbolic character of that genre and to understand the entire vision as a symbolic portrayal of the way in which God would bless his people in the future. The temple preeminently represented the presence of God in the midst of his people. Under the form of vision and symbol (40:2; cf. Num. 12:6), the prophet describes a time when God’s presence in Israel would transcend anything in Israel’s historical experience, a time when Israel would enjoy order, peace, and just rule. For Christian readers, that transcending experience of God’s presence that brought with it peace and justice would occur when God incarnate would walk the streets of Jerusalem and build his church as a new temple. The presence of Immanuel would mark the day that “the LORD is there” (Ezek. 48:35).

It is interesting to note in passing that there are numerous points of detail on which Ezekiel’s ordinances and prescriptions for the new temple (Ezek. 44-
46) differ from the legislation in the Pentateuch. See the commentaries for a discussion.

Ezekiel clearly looked for a new exodus, a return from exile, a new covenant, and a new heart and spirit for the restoration community (Ezek. 36). The revival of the nation would be like the resurrection of the dead (37).

The book of Ezekiel is intensely personal. We cannot but enter into the prophet’s own experience of awe, fear, distress, revulsion, agony, and other emotions when reading it. One reason why this is so is that Ezekiel is the only prophetic book written entirely in the first person. We encounter Ezekiel’s experience, not through a third-person narrator, but as he described it from his own mouth.

The prophet is addressed by God throughout the book as “son of man” (as, for instance, in Ezek. 2:1, 3, 6, 8; 4:1, 16; 5:1; 14:3, 13; 15:2; 16:2; 23:2, 36). This phrase means “person, human being” and emphasizes the humanity and frailty of the prophet, especially as it contrasts with the glory and power of the God whom Ezekiel saw in his visions.

Modern preachers most often use stories to illustrate their sermons; Ezekiel and the prophets more commonly used props as part of symbolic actions. Their symbolic enactments shared in the same efficacy that characterized their other pronouncements. The prophet enacted the siege of Jerusalem by using an iron pan, sketching the events on a clay tablet (Ezek. 4:1-8), and eating siege rations (4:9-17). He shaved his beard, divided and discarded the hair in ways that foresaw the fate of the citizens of Jerusalem (5). He packed his belongings and dug through a wall to depict the exile of the population (12:1-20). A kind of “sword dance” became an object lesson about the sword the king of Babylon was bringing against Jerusalem; the king’s strategy was portrayed in a map drawn in the sand (21:8-23). Everything—from a scorched cooking pot to the death of his own wife—could serve as an object lesson about the coming fate of the nation (24).

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

The book of Ezekiel is of such length and richness that any effort to summarize its themes is inevitably reductionistic. Nevertheless, much of the material in the book can be grouped under several headings.

The Holiness and Transcendence of God
In the book of Ezekiel, God is beyond the creation and beyond the prophet. Revelation to Ezekiel was often mediated by an angelic guide (Ezek. 8, 40-48). The prophet sees angelic messengers and warriors doing God’s bidding (9-10). When the prophet does receive a vision of God, it is “the appearance of the likeness of the glory of the LORD” (1:28) that he sees, a way of speaking that carefully avoids even the hint of actually seeing or describing God.

Because God is holy, he will not brook the sin of Israel. Sin was an affront to the holiness of God. Ezekiel 4-24 are devoted largely to oracles announcing that God will no longer ignore the sin of the nation. Israel had been a rebellious people (2:3-8; 3:9, 26-27; 12:2-3, 9, 25; 17:12; 24:3; 44:6), and the idolatry of the nation could no longer be ignored. The Exile would produce a purged people, a purified remnant ready to live in obedience to a holy God (6:8; 9:8; 11:12-13; 12:16; 14:22-23).

The Grace and Mercy of God

The fact that God would judge Judah and Jerusalem would not frustrate his purpose in electing Israel. God would show mercy to a remnant; these would survive the Exile, inherit his promises afresh, and enjoy restoration to their land. God would again be in their midst (Ezek. 48:35; cf. 11:20; 14:11; 36:28; 36:23, 27). The nation would again live under a Davidic prince (37:24-25; 45:7) who would rule righteously (34:23). God would give to his people a new heart and a new spirit (36:24-28). The God who had abandoned his temple (10) would return to it in glory again (43).

The Sovereignty of God

God rules over the affairs and destiny not only of Israel, but also of all other nations (Ezek. 25-32). He was not tied to a place, to a small room in
the back of the temple in Jerusalem. The nations did his bidding. The words that God spoke through his prophet would be performed. The book is pervasively concerned with demonstrating the trustworthiness of the prophet’s words. The phrase “they/you will know that I am the Lord” or its equivalent occurs with great frequency (2:5; 5:13; 6:7, 10, 13-14; 7:4, 9, 27; 11:10, 12; 12:15-16, 20; 13:9, 14, 21, 23; 14:8, 23; 15:7; 16:62; 17:21, 24; 20:12, 20, 26, 38, 42, 44; 21:5, and in many other verses); it is often called the “recognition formula.” God would vindicate himself and his prophet by fulfilling the words spoken by Ezekiel. When the Lord brought to pass what Ezekiel had announced beforehand, Israel and the nations would know that Yahweh was God (cf. Isa. 43:12). The destruction of Jerusalem did not result from an inability or lack of power in God—to the contrary, it was his own hand at work. The same power that was seen in the destruction of the city could also be trusted for its promised restoration. God rules not only over nations, but also over time.

**Individual Responsibility**
The Exile had come about in part as a result of the cumulative guilt of generations of Israelites who had lived in rebellion against God and his law. While guilt always has this corporate dimension, Ezekiel more than any prophet before him emphasized the individual consequences of both obedience and transgression (Ezek. 18:1-32; 33:10-20). The people had been using a proverb that in effect claimed that God was unjust (18:2) in punishing their generation for the sins of the fathers; by doing this they were shrugging off any need to face their own sinfulness. But God would not allow them to sidestep the issue of their own sin and guilt. The sins of the exiles’ generation also contributed to the destruction of Jerusalem. The writer of Chronicles would later rewrite the history to Israel in part to demonstrate the validity of this approach to punishment.

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

Just as it tends to reductionism to summarize the teaching of the book itself, it is also difficult to summarize the many ways in which the New Testament further develops and reflects on themes from Ezekiel. There are at least sixty-five direct or indirect quotations of Ezekiel in the New Testament, forty-eight of them in Revelation (LaSor; Hubbard; Bush 1982, 478). In the New Testament period, Jerusalem and its temple had once again been destroyed. With the birth of the infant church, a new restoration was under way with a new Israel. Jesus was their faithful Shepherd King (Ezek. 34), and he was building his temple in their midst out of living stones. The early church would see in Ezekiel’s prophecies the same reasons that led up to the destruction of Jerusalem in their own day; the church would view itself as the heir of the promises of restoration. Ezekiel’s vision of the restoration informed John’s portrayal of the new heavens and earth, when a new city of God would descend from heaven and God’s dwelling would be irrevocably and forever with his people (48:35; Rev. 21:3).
Apart from these broad historical parallels between Israel at the time of Ezekiel and the situation of the church and Israel in the first century A.D., numerous other themes and motifs found in Ezekiel are developed in other ways in the New Testament. Space allows sketching only a few representative ways of approaching these individual passages.

Ezekiel had a vision of a river trickling from south of the altar and turning into a great torrent that brought life everywhere it went and turned the Dead Sea into fresh water (Ezek. 47:1-12). Jesus identified himself as the source of this life-giving water when he spoke with a woman at a well in Samaria (John 4:10-14). Later he would tell a crowd in Jerusalem on one of the holy days: “Whoever believes in me, as the Scripture has said, streams of living water will flow from within him”; John remarks that “by this he meant the Spirit” (John 7:38-39). He was what the temple was all about, and he was bringing a transforming presence into the world.

Ezekiel had seen orchards bearing twelve harvests a year; when Jesus left Samaria with the disciples, he taught them that an unending harvest had already begun (John 4:35-36). The great bronze Sea that sat south of the altar in Solomon’s temple was replaced by this life-giving river in Ezekiel’s vision;
in the New Jerusalem, there is no sea, but a river of life flows from the throne of God (Rev. 21:1; 22:1).

Ezekiel condemned the false prophets for their self-interest. When the going got rough and there was risk for them, they were nowhere to be found. They did not “stand in the gap” in the walls when they had been breached. In describing the false prophets this way, Ezekiel is contrasting them to Moses who did stand in the gap before an angry God in behalf of a guilty Israel (Ps. 106:23). Later when God had announced his determination to destroy the city, no one could be found to “stand before me in the gap on behalf of the land so I would not have to destroy it” (Ezek. 22:30). Jesus is that prophet greater than Moses; at his own risk he went into that breach between an angry God and sinful human beings so that those who believe would not be destroyed.

Ezekiel’s vision of the restoration included a glorious temple. He foresaw a time when the presence of God in the midst of his people was so overwhelming that under the form of a vision he could only describe it in terms of size and splendor. John writes that when Jesus came and templed in our midst, we saw “his glory, the glory of the One and Only, who came from the Father full of grace and truth” (John 1:14); Jesus was “the radiance of God’s glory, the exact representation of his being” (Heb. 1:3). There is no historical evidence that the visible cloud of God’s glory ever came to the second temple as it had to the tabernacle and Solomon’s temple; God’s glory came to the second temple when Jesus entered Jerusalem.

24. Daniel

Daniel is a book of polarities. It may be described, for instance, as one of the simplest or as one of the most complex books of the Bible. The stories of the first six chapters are the staple of Sunday school classes
and vacation Bible schools. On the other hand, scholars endlessly debate the complex visions that make up the second half of the book. Other contrasts include the use of two languages, Aramaic and Hebrew, in the book; the predominant use of two genres, story and apocalyptic; and contrasting attitudes toward such things as gentile rulers.

Daniel is a fascinating and a difficult book. It is the source of numerous debates, particularly over historicity and the interpretation of prophecy. As we will see, while the book is a powerful witness to God’s power over evil, aspects of the book remain a mystery to us.
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**HISTORICAL BACKGROUND**

**Author and Date**
Up until the twentieth century, the predominant opinion of both Jewish and Christian scholars was that the book of Daniel was written by Daniel, a statesman and prophet who flourished during the sixth century B.C. The fact that Daniel speaks in the first person in the second half of the book (for instance, Dan. 7:2, 4, 6, 28; 8:1, 15; 9:2; 10:2) provides the internal evidence for Danielic authorship. It is further supported by the angelic command to Daniel to “seal up the book” in Daniel 12:4.

At the least, the internal evidence leads us to believe that Daniel was the source of the vision reports of Daniel 7-12. These vision reports are often framed by third-person introductions (e.g., 7:1), and this leaves open the possibility that the final editing was done by someone other than Daniel. In this connection it is also significant to note that the first six chapters of Daniel are all written in the third person. The New Testament cites the book of Daniel frequently, but names Daniel as the author only in Matthew 24:15-16 mentioning the prophecy of the “abomination of desolation” found in Daniel 9:2; 11:31; 12:11 (all first-person passages).

Thus the internal evidence requires only that the first-person visions of the second half of the book be accepted as directly from Daniel. However, these are precisely the portions of the book that are most contested due to their extraordinary predictions of later history.

Since the turn of the century, scholarship has increasingly challenged the traditional understanding of the origin of the book of Daniel. Porphyry (A. D. 233-304) is an often-cited precursor to this critical view that is today the predominant view of the book. Most scholars now believe that the book of Daniel is a work that was in actuality composed in the second century B.C. and is thus a pseudonymous work that employs “prophecy after the fact” (vaticinimum ex eventu).
Many are confident that the final redaction of the book can be dated almost to the year. According to Eissfeldt (1965, 520), “It can be clearly proved that the book derives from the period between the return of Antiochus IV from his second campaign against Egypt (167) and his death in April 163.” Eissfeldt arrives at this date by a close reading of the end of Daniel 11. He argues that 11:29-39 is a “prophecy after the fact” because it accurately describes the second campaign of Antiochus in 167. However, he feels that Daniel’s attempt at real prophecy in 11:40-45 fails rightly to describe Antiochus’s death. “He will pitch his royal tents between the seas at the beautiful holy mountain. Yet he will come to his end, and no one will help him” (11:45). However, we know from Polybius that Antiochus died in Syria, not in Palestine.

Baldwin (1978, 199-203) represents a conservative reaction to the well-entrenched critical view by appealing to a well-known phenomenon in prophecy—telescoping. Telescoping is a metaphor to describe prophecy’s “compressed” nature. That is, a prophet relates events that, when fulfilled, will actually take place at different periods of time. A commonly accepted example is found in the message of John the Baptist (Matt. 3:1-12). In the same context of his prophecies of the coming of the Messiah, John also describes Christ’s ministry as one of violent judgment: “His winnowing fork is in his hand, and he
will clear his threshing floor, gathering the wheat into his barn and burning up the chaff with unquenchable fire” (v. 12). Unknown even to John (Matt. 11:1-19), his prophecy telescoped the first and second comings of Christ.

Baldwin applies this concept to her understanding of Daniel 11:29-45 and suggests that the whole section applies to Antiochus IV, but not exclusively. It also is relevant to other future oppressive rulers, hinting that the ultimate fulfillment of the passage is the Antichrist, who will embody evil at the end of the age.

At the bottom of the disagreement between conservative and critical scholars are the completely different approaches to the text. These fundamental attitudes toward the text dramatically affect treatment of historical issues as well (see below). In regard to prophecy, Towner in his comments on Daniel 8 (1984, 115) expresses an opinion that appears to be operative in much critical thinking about Daniel:

We need to assume that the vision as a whole is a prophecy after the fact. Why? Because human beings are unable accurately to predict future events centuries in advance and to say that Daniel could do so, even on the basis of a symbolic revelation vouchsafed to him by God and interpreted by an angel, is to fly in the face of the certainties of human nature. So what we have here is in fact not a road map of the future laid down in the sixth century B.C. but an interpretation of the events of the author’s own time, 167-164 B.C....

Towner bases his distrust of Daniel’s prophecy in the “certainties of human nature.” This presupposition is unacceptable, not because he is wrong about human nature, but because he discounts the power of God to speak predictively and, indeed, without error through sinful human
While critical thought dates the prophecies to the second century B.C., it is becoming increasingly popular to date the stories of the first six chapters to an earlier period usually sometime during the third century B.C. The predominant signal for this dating is the positive attitude toward monarchs like Nebuchadnezzar in Daniel 4. It is rightly pointed out that such a positive attitude toward a gentile ruler would not have been appropriate for the time period of the persecutions of Antiochus IV. For a suggested three-stage development of the book of Daniel, see Gammie (1976).

In summary, there are two reasons for moving away from a sixth-century date for the book. The first is the opinion that such exact prophecy is not possible. We have found this to be an unacceptable presupposition. Second, however, there are the supposed historical errors. These are difficult and will be dealt with below. There we will see that reasonable, though not certain, harmonizations are possible.

This chapter will proceed on the basis of the view that Daniel, a sixth-century figure, was the subject and author of the book that bears his name. This view does not rule out the possibility that some later unnamed disciples framed his speeches or even added some or all of the third-person stories. However, it does exclude the idea that the predictive prophecies were given “after the fact.”
We know little about Daniel except what we learn from his book. He is mentioned as a model of righteousness along with Noah and Job (see the debate between Dressler and Day) in Ezekiel 14:14, 20. His name probably is best translated “God is my Judge,” and this fits in with the character of God described in the book.

Historicity

The book opens with this statement: “In the third year of the reign of Jehoiakim king of Judah, Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon came to Jerusalem and besieged it” (Dan. 1:1). The precise dating and the specific and well-known names of kings and places all signal that the author intends to impart historical information to the reader. This initial impression is carried through the whole book and is supported (but not proved) by other passages in the Old Testament (Ezek. 14:14, 20; 28:3) and the New Testament (Matt. 24:15, 16). That particularly the first six chapters bear some resemblances to folk stories does not mitigate their historical intention (Longman 1987, 63-74).

Critical scholars often use the label “fictional” to refer to the book of Daniel (see below under Genre), but most recognize its historical intention (Towner), while also claiming that it is inaccurate in its historical statements. Its claims for a sixth-century B.C. date are frequently rejected because of its supposed historical errors.

Two facts must be stated at the outset. First, there is no doubt that Daniel claims to be a product of the sixth century B.C. and looks forward to the future (including the Maccabean period) with prophetic predictions. Second, it is impossible to prove or disprove definitively a sixth-century date for the book and its contents. The best that can be done is to show that the contents of the book and a sixth century date are reconcilable. The lack of positive evidence is the result of a dearth of detailed
knowledge of the period in question and the nature of harmonization (Dillard 1988).

In the light of the lack of information from the Persian period, it is necessary to restrain critical judgment. Over a century ago it was believed that Babylonian history had no place for Belshazzar on the throne of Babylon. It was learned from the ancient documents that Babylon fell while a king named Nabonidus was on the throne. Many scholars felt that the book of Daniel must have been in error or confused when it referred to King Belshazzar (Dan. 5:1, 2; 7:1; 8:1). However, further study led to the discovery that Nabonidus had a son, Belšaz lawr (Hebrew transliteration=Belshazzar, “God, protect the king”), who ruled in Babylon. Nabonidus, it appears, left Babylon early in his reign to live in Teima, an oasis in northwest Arabia approximately one thousand miles from Babylon. His motives for moving were both religious and political (Beaulieu; von Voightlander, 183-207), but what is important for the book of Daniel is that his son ruled in Babylon during his absence. This strange state of affairs explains why Daniel interacts with Belshazzar, not Nabonidus, at the end of the Babylonian period and likely explains Belshazzar’s cryptic promise that he would reward Daniel by making him the third highest ruler in the kingdom (5:16).
While this historical difficulty has reached a satisfactory resolution, there are still a number of historical problems surrounding the book of Daniel. Not all of them can be dealt with here in any detail. R. D. Wilson devoted two large volumes to these questions (1917, 1938). His analysis, while dated and overly dogmatic, still retains value today. We will content ourselves with looking at two of the stickier problems of the book. We will attempt to show that, while a final solution cannot be reached, the problems are not insuperable. It must be borne in mind, though, that our answers are hypotheses and not certain fact.

Daniel 1:1. “In the third year of the reign of Jehoiakim king of Judah, Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon came to Jerusalem and besieged it.” This chronological statement is said to be in contradiction with Jeremiah 25:1, which synchronizes the first year of Nebuchadnezzar with the fourth year of Jehoiakim. It is further claimed that the Babylonians did not come to Jerusalem until the fifth year of Jehoiakim (36:9). A surface reading of the Babylonian Chronicle appears to support this opinion. According to Hartman and DiLella (1978, 48), the second-century author of Daniel was confused and misled by his understanding of 2 Chronicles 36:6-7 in connection with 2 Kings 24:1.

D. J. Wiseman countered this argument by reminding us that there were two systems of dating current in the ancient Near Eastern world, both of which can be found in the Old Testament (1965, 16-18). The passages may be harmonized by assuming that Jeremiah utilized the Judaean method of chronological reckoning, which counts the first year of a king’s reign as the first year, and that Daniel used the Babylonian system, which counts the first year as an “accession year.” Hasel helpfully diagrammed the results (1981, 47-49):

Wiseman then persuasively argued that the Babylonian Chronicle fails to
mention the siege of Jerusalem because it is preoccupied with “the major
defeat of the Egyptians” and “a successful incursion into Judah by the
Babylonian army group which returned from the Egyptian border could be
included in the claim that at that time Nebuchadnezzar conquered ‘all
Hatti’” (Wiseman 1965, 18).

**Darius the Mede**. After the fall of Babylon, Belshazzar was executed
and Darius the Mede became king (Dan. 5:30; 9:1). He was sixty-two
years old (9:30) and a “Mede by descent” (6:1). He was the king who
reluctantly sent Daniel to the lion’s den (ch. 6) and appointed 120 satraps
over his kingdom (6:1).

Unfortunately, while Darius the Mede is an important character in the
book of Daniel, he is unknown by that name outside of the book.
Furthermore, one would expect that the great Persian conqueror Cyrus
would be the only one given the title “king of Babylon.” In addition, the
earliest extrabiblical evidence for the satrapy system is not until the reign
of a later Darius (Hystaspes) who appointed only approximately twenty
satraps over the entire Persian Empire.

H. H. Rowley set forth the classic critical argument against the historicity
of Darius the Mede in 1935. He argued that Darius the Mede is the
product of
fuzzy historical memory. The account was written centuries after the conquest of Babylon. Darius the Mede never existed and is the “conflation of confused traditions” (1935, 54). The first confusion centers on Darius Hystaspes who reconquered Babylon in 520 B.C. when it rebelled upon the death of Cambyses. Rowley, however, believes the confusion goes well beyond this simple mix-up (1935, 54-60). The writer of Daniel not only transposed Darius Hystaspes back to 539, but merged his identity with Cyrus, who was about sixty-two at the time of the fall of Babylon. In addition, some account must be taken of the biblical claim that Darius was a Mede, since neither Cyrus nor Darius Hystaspes were Medes. According to Rowley, the confusion arose because of passages like Jeremiah 51:11, 28, which look forward to the destruction of Babylon at the hands of the Medes. One last confusion resulted in Darius the Mede’s patronymic, Ahasuerus (Xerxes). In reality, Ahasuerus was the son of Darius Hystaspes, not his father.

In summary, Rowley says that the Bible’s use of the name Darius the Mede is the result of confusion based on a lack of any real knowledge of the Persian period. The author, in the opinion of Rowley and others, must have lived much later and have lost touch with historical reality.

This difficult historical problem has not gone unaddressed by more conservative scholars. A number of possible scenarios have been brought forward in the attempt to rescue Darius the Mede from historical skepticism. Working with hints in the biblical text and a few extrabiblical references, the case has been made for the historical trustworthiness of the text of Daniel.

None of these attempted harmonizations have convinced all scholars, not even those who are conservative. This multiplicity of approaches should not be taken as utter capitulation to skepticism any more than the variety of critical approaches renders the conservative position more likely
(though it has been argued so on both sides). The Bible, while set in history, is not a history textbook, concerned to answer all our modern questions. This reticence on the part of the biblical narrative along with a lack of extrabiblical documentation means that we are dealing with historical probabilities and not certainties. There is, accordingly, more than one way to harmonize Darius the Mede with known history. The three most promising harmonization are those by Whitcomb, Wiseman, and Shea.

Whitcomb. By the time Whitcomb of Grace Theological Seminary wrote his book *Darius the Mede* (1959), conservative scholars had long thought that Darius was a throne name, that is, a name given to an individual along with his new political status. A notable example of this phenomenon is found in 1 Chronicles 5:26, where Tiglath-pileser is also referred to as Pul. With this in mind, it is possible to consider connecting Darius with someone with another name in the extrabiblical materials.

After surveying the evidence, Whitcomb concluded that Darius the Mede is actually Gubaru, known from the Akkadian texts as governor of Babylon. His unique contribution is in differentiating Gubaru from Ugbaru in the cuneiform documents and insisting that he was not the general who took Babylon for Cyrus in 539 B.C. (1959, 21-22). He points out that according to the Nabonidus Chronicle Ugbaru died a few days after the victory over Babylon (but see Shea
below). The confusion between Gubaru and Ugbaru arose because in one of the original translations both names were transliterated Gobryas (like the figure known in the writings of the Greek historians). In the past these two had been combined, rendering the identification of Gubaru as Darius difficult.

Whitcomb still has to deal with a number of objections. For instance, why does the book of Daniel refer to Cyrus’s governor of Babylon as “king”? R. D. Wilson had already answered this objection decades before by showing that the Hebrew word king could be used for a governor of Babylon, and in any case, from the perspective of the Babylonians, Darius was kinglike. Further, Whitcomb as well as others point to Daniel 9:1, which says that Darius “was made king over the realm of the Chaldeans,” not “he became king.” He argues that this language subtly infers the existence of an even greater authority, namely Cyrus. This is much too subtle for many critics of this view, critical (Grabbe, 205) and conservative (Wiseman, 11-12) alike.

Wiseman. D. J. Wiseman is the noted British Assyriologist who, with his publication of works on the Babylonian historical texts (1956), is one of the foremost authorities on the neo-Babylonian period. Wiseman, like many others, has difficulty with the idea that another besides the great conqueror Cyrus was given the title of king. As a result he identifies Darius the Mede with Cyrus the Great (1965, 12-16). He understands the name Cyrus to be the name taken by Cyrus as ruler of Babylon. Historical sources attest the practice of a king ruling two nations under two different names. He, accordingly, translates Daniel 6:28, “Daniel prospered in the reign of Darius, even the reign of Cyrus the Persian.” By so translating, he is treating the waw as explicative not conjunctive. Wiseman points specifically to 1 Chronicles 5:26 as an analogy.

Shea. Perhaps the most attractive of all proposed harmonizations is that
by Shea. He presented his view in a series of articles beginning in 1971 and concluding in 1982. His starting point is an analysis of royal titles in the period of time under question. From his study he reports that there is a shift in the titulature from the late Babylonian to early Persian period. In the neo-Babylonian period, the kings referred to themselves as “king of Babylon.” In the late Persian period, the preferred title was “king of the Lands.” In the intervening early Persian period, the common title was “king of Babylon, king of the Lands.” However, Shea points out:

There is but one significant exception to this pattern and that is the title employed for Cyrus during his accession year and first year of rule over Babylonia. In contrast to the Neo-Babylonian kings who ruled over Babylonia before him, it is clear from the contract tablet evidence that Cyrus did not take up the title “king of Babylon” during his accession year and most of his first year of rule there. Only late in his first year was “king of Babylon” added to “king of the Lands” in titularies of tablets dated to Cyrus so as to make up the full titulary of the early Persian period. (1982, 236)
As an explanation, Shea proposed that during a fourteen-month period Cyrus ruled through a vassal who was styled “king of Babylon.” This vassal he identified with Darius the Mede.

But, as we have seen, the texts know of no person named Darius the Mede at this time. Thus Shea, like the interpreters before him, sought to identify Darius with someone known from the extrabiblical texts. After careful study, he concluded that Darius the Mede is the Gubaru of the Nabonidus Chronicle. This is the Gu/Ugbaru who as a general in the Persian army defeated Babylon, not the governor of the same name with whom Whitcomb associated Darius. In answer to Whitcomb’s objection that Ugbaru the general died a few days after the conquest of Babylon, Shea suggests a “consecutive” and not a “retrospective” reading of the Chronicle at the relevant passage (1982, 240-43). The significant implication is that Gubaru the general died, not a few days after the conquest of Babylon, but a year and a few days after. This period allows for the necessary time for Darius to serve as vassal king of Babylon.

While these three attempts to harmonize the book of Daniel and history have been quietly ignored by most nonconservative scholars, L. L. Grabbe (1988) has recently taken them to task. Against Whitcomb, he argues that Gubaru the governor (whom Whitcomb differentiates from the general) did not come to office until Cyrus’s fourth year, much too late to fit the biblical picture of Darius. Wiseman’s thesis gets a cold shoulder from Grabbe, not because it is possible to prove it false, but because it is motivated solely by the wish to prove Daniel historical, an “exercise in apologetics” as he puts it (1988, 207). Wiseman probably would not disagree with Grabbe’s accusation but would simply say that the burden of proof should be on the person who argues against the veracity of an ancient historical document.
Grabbe has most respect for Shea’s thesis. He agrees that the cuneiform evidence points to an unusual situation in Cyrus’s first year. This is the year in which Shea would place the vassal kingship of Darius. However, other scholars including Grabbe would argue that the unusual titulature is the result of a co-regency with Cambyses during Cyrus’s first year of rule in Babylon. Shea’s original position was to argue that the year-long co-regency should be set within the last year of Cyrus’s rule as is typical in father-son co-regencies. Grabbe argues that the co-regency must be during the first year of rule over Babylon because there are two tablets that correlate Cambyses as “king of Babylon” with “the first year of Cyrus.” Nonetheless, in response to Grabbe, it must be allowed that the Babylonian dating system is used here where the first year is the accession year and the second year is counted as the first year. Then we are back to Shea’s second suggestion that the Cambyses-Cyrus co-regency is dated to the latter’s second year. As Shea argued, the second year is better than the first because “Cambyses’s participation in the Babylonian New Year’s festival is placed at the beginning of Cyrus’s 2nd regnal year” and this “is tantamount to designating him as king” (1982, 240). Thus it appears that Shea anticipated Grabbe’s objection.

To conclude briefly, the matter of Darius the Mede is one of the unsolved mysteries of biblical history. Three attempted harmonizations have been offered.
Whitcomb’s is admittedly improbable, perhaps even impossible. Wiseman’s is possible, but there is little evidence supporting it. Shea’s is the most likely, but there are still difficulties. Conservative scholars have erred in presenting their attempted solutions too dogmatically. It must be admitted that there are theological motives at work here. It is only to be hoped that more evidence will be forthcoming.

The Broader Background

The book is set in the context of world events from approximately 605 B.C. to the mid-530s—that is, from the year that Nebuchadnezzar carried Daniel and his three friends in exile to Babylon (Dan. 1:1) until the third year of Cyrus (10:1). Events within the book are dated to the reigns of Nebuchadnezzar (chs. 1-4), Belshazzar (5-7), Darius the Mede (5:30-6:28; 9), and Cyrus (10-12). Daniel was a public person who interacted with the leading political figures of his day. It is instructive to study the book in the light of political-military history.

When Israel became a nation under Moses, God entered a covenant relationship with his people. The covenant itself is recorded in Exodus 19-24 and its renewal forty years later is found in the book of Deuteronomy. At that time, God warned Israel that, though it would be blessed if obedient, curse would be the result of disobedience. Indeed, God would curse Israel with destruction and exile (Deut. 28).

The books of Kings demonstrate the repeated disobedience of Israel and its leaders. The northern kingdom had been overtaken by the Assyrians as early as 722. Judah had been spared, but had lived under the threat of Assyrian domination for decades. This threat, however, did not stir Judah on to repentance and obedience. Its sins continued and, under Manasseh, reached a horrible climax. Even the reforms of Josiah could not turn away the coming destruction (2 Kings 23:26-27), and when he...
Josiah’s successor, Jehoahaz, ruled for only three months. The Egyptians were controlling Judahite politics at this time, and they replaced Jehoahaz with another son of Josiah, Jehoiakim. Jehoiakim was thus an Egyptian vassal, but, as mentioned in Daniel 1:1 and as recorded in 2 Kings 24, Nebuchadnezzar was able to push Egyptian control out of Palestine and exert his influence.

Nebuchadnezzar was the second ruler of what is now called the neo-Babylonian period. His father, Nabopolassar, had successfully reasserted Babylonian independence from Assyria, establishing Babylon as a fast-growing empire. His revolt, which began in 626, climaxed in 612 with the destruction of Nineveh. A remnant of Assyrian power had survived under a king named Ashur-uballit III, but even with Egyptian help, it dissolved before the army led by the crown prince Nebuchadnezzar. In 605 Nabopolassar died. Nebuchadnezzar was in Syria leading the army. He rode quickly to Babylon to secure his power.

Jehoiakim, however, was pro-Egyptian, and after three years he revolted against Babylon. He likely had hoped that Egypt would come to his aid, but that was not to happen (2 Kings 24:7). Before Babylon could respond, Jehoiakim died and was succeeded by his son Jehoiachin, who was only eighteen years old. He
ruled three months before Jerusalem fell to the Babylonian army. Daniel was by this time in Babylon. This conquest resulted in more booty and people being taken to Babylon. Nonetheless, Judah continued to exist under a Babylonian-appointed but native king (Zedekiah) for eleven years. However, in the year 587, Zedekiah too revolted. This time Babylon completely crushed Judah and exiled most of its inhabitants.

The book of Daniel begins in the early part of Nebuchadnezzar’s reign. The next king cited in the book is Belshazzar, mentioned above as co-regent to Nabonidus, the last king of the neo-Babylonian period. There were three Babylonian kings who reigned between Nebuchadnezzar and Nabonidus but are not mentioned in the book of Daniel. These are Amel-Marduk (562-560), Nebuchadnezzar’s son (known as Evil-Merodach in 2 Kings 25:27-30), Neriglissar (560-556), and his weak son, Labashi-Marduk (556).

Much of the book of Daniel finds its setting during the reign of Nabonidus, who is not mentioned in the text because he had left his royal duties in Babylon to his son and co-regent Belshazzar (see above). Nabonidus’s move angered many in Babylon, particularly the powerful Marduk priesthood. They were upset that the king favored the cult of the moon god Sin. Nabonidus’s devotion to Sin may in part explain his move away from Babylon and certainly gives reason why he neglected the New Year festival in Babylon.

While internal tensions were fomenting in Babylon, a new star was rising in the east. Cyrus, a Persian vassal, rebelled against his Median overlord Astyages and deposed him by the year 550. From this base, he expanded his kingdom by defeating Lydia and taking Upper Mesopotamia and Syria from the control of Babylon. He even apparently expanded his kingdom to the east into what is today Afghanistan.
It was not until 539, however, that Babylon became the object of his attention. By that time, the former great empire was a fig to be plucked. No buffer zone was left, and its own inhabitants were dissatisfied with Nabonidus. Before Cyrus’s general Gobryas reached Babylon, the army had collapsed in a battle at a location called Opis that was on the Tigris River. Gobryas apparently took Babylon without a struggle, and Cyrus himself entered the city a few weeks later to be greeted by enthusiastic crowds. The head of gold was replaced by the chest and arms of silver (Dan. 2:31-32).

Cyrus set up a vassal kingship in Babylon, appointing Darius the Mede as ruler (see discussion above). His vassalship lasted only a short time, and then Cyrus exerted his rule directly. The latest dating in the book of Daniel is the third year of Cyrus’s reign (Dan. 10:1). It seems that Daniel’s ministry was coming to a close around this time.

However, his vision extended into the near and far future, and it is instructive to examine the history of the Near East in general outline at least up to the second century B.C. Since Daniel’s prophecy focuses on the succession of dominant kingdoms, that will be our concentration here rather than reporting on events in Palestine.

Cyrus built an empire that would last for approximately two centuries. His son Cambyses enlarged the empire to include even Egypt. After Cambyses’s
suicide, many vassals revolted. Although Darius Hystaspes was a brilliant ruler and administrator, the empire had stopped its rapid expansion. While his son and successor Xerxes had temporary successes in Greece, he was decisively defeated in an important naval battle near Salamis (479).

Persian power, though, did not disappear overnight, and for the next century and a half its fortunes waxed and waned. However, by the time Darius III became ruler in 336, Greek rule came to Alexander whose father Philip had built up Greek power from his Macedonian base. The bear was about to face the leopard for supremacy in the Aegean world (Dan. 7:5-6).

Alexander’s brief life left a deep mark on the history of the world and earned him the epithet “the Great.” In 333 he encountered the Persian army under the leadership of Darius III in the battle of Issus in Asia Minor. The Persians were no match for Alexander’s army, and Darius fled. Alexander continued his march and took all of Asia Minor. He then turned south and proceeded to take the Levant, including the provinces of Judah and Samaria. Egypt did not resist and was included in his empire.

At this point he turned toward the heart of the Persian Empire. He once again encountered a Persian army under Darius III, this time at Gaugamela. Once again, the Greek forces overran the Persians, and Darius himself was assassinated soon after the battle.

The Persian Empire was Alexander’s, and he continued his campaign east until he reached the Indus in 327. At the age of 30 Alexander had established an empire of unprecedented proportions.

He did not live to enjoy the fruits of his conquests. Alexander died in Babylon at the age of thirty-three (323). He had not consolidated his
empire so that there would be a clear-cut transition of power and, as a result, his four most powerful generals grabbed as much as they could for themselves. The resulting four kingdoms were Thrace, Macedonia, Ptolemaia, and Seleucia. The “four wings” and the “four heads” of Daniel 7:6 may refer to this fourfold split of the kingdom. The Ptolemies and the Seleucid rulers fought for centuries over Palestine. After a period of intense struggle, the Ptolemies were able to control Palestine for a period (301-200 B.C.). Finally at the battle of Paneion in 200 B.C. Antiochus III defeated the Ptolemaic general Scopus and inherited Palestine.

Critical scholars date the book of Daniel to this period. More specifically, they date the book to the period of Antiochus IV Epiphanes (see above). He is usually identified as the “master of intrigue” of Daniel 8:23-25. He is the object of the prophecy found in Daniel 11:21-45.

The beginning of Seleucid rule was favorable for Judah. Antiochus allowed them to be ruled by “ancestral laws,” which in this case meant the Torah (Hayes and Miller, 577). However, he seriously offended Jewish cultural and religious sensibilities. For instance, at the beginning of his reign Antiochus IV, as a result of a bribe, manipulated the high priesthood by inserting Jason in that office, replacing the legitimate occupant Onias.

This cavalier attitude toward the native culture was just the beginning. Allied with the powerful Tobiad family, Antiochus IV aggressively promoted Hellenistic culture in the city. The gymnasium, not the temple, was to be the
social and even religious heart of the city. Even Jason turned out to be too traditional for the Tobiads and Antiochus and was finally replaced as high priest by one Menelaus, who was an ardent Hellenist.

In 170 B.C., though, Jason returned with an army of a thousand men, while Antiochus was concluding a successful war against the Ptolemies in Egypt. When he returned in 169, Antiochus devastated Jerusalem and the temple. He then systematically tried to purge native religious customs out of Judah. The worst was that in 167 he put an altar dedicated to Zeus in the temple—an act that was known in Daniel 11:31 as the “abomination of desolation.”

The book of Daniel, born of the Exile and the political oppression of the Babylonian conquerors, was especially meaningful to those who lived during the time of the Seleucid oppression and persecution. However, the forward vision of the book of Daniel does not halt with Antiochus, but looks beyond the Seleucids to the Romans (the beast with the large iron teeth) and even further to the time when God would directly intervene and bring all oppressive human governments to an end, a day when the people of God will receive the power of the kingdoms of the earth (Dan. 7:23-25). That day, obviously, is still to come.

LITERARY ANALYSIS

Genre

Two genres characterize the book of Daniel: court narrative and apocalyptic prophecy. Intriguingly, the two genres divide the book, but this division does not coincide with the use of Hebrew and Aramaic that also divides the book. The court narratives make up the first half of the book (Dan. 1-6), while the apocalyptic portion is the last part (7-12). Daniel 2, while it is a court narrative, has affinities with apocalyptic in
Nebuchadnezzar’s dream that is highly symbolic and reveals a four-kingdom scheme similar to that found in Daniel 7.

**Court Narrative**. The first half of the book of Daniel contains six separate stories that focus on Daniel and/or his three comrades—Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah. Numerous attempts to define precisely the type of story found here have been made. Collins lists them as “Märchen, Legend, Court Tale, Aretalogical Narrative, and Midrash” (1984, 42). However, all five of these genre labels imply a lack of historical intent.

Court Tale (Collins’ own category) does, however, rightly locate the setting of all the stories in Daniel 1-6. The six stories focus on the interaction between the heroes of the book and the members of the foreign court. Humphreys (1973) and Collins provide a further subdivision that is very helpful between “Tales of Court Contest” and “Tales of Court Conflict.” Daniel 5 exemplifies the former. The king confronts a problem of interpretation. The writing on the wall is clearly oracular, but undecipherable. He calls in the wise men of his kingdom. They fail. Daniel enters, reads the inscription, and is rewarded. Daniel 3 is a “tale of court conflict.” Daniel is not present in this chapter, but his three friends are threatened because they refuse to bow down to Nebuchadnezzar’s golden image. Their
enemies in the Babylonian court inform on them, and they are thrown into
the fiery furnace. God delivers them, and they are promoted to even
higher levels of honor.

Identifying the genre of the first six chapters of Daniel in this way allows
us to see the connections with other biblical texts such as sections of the
Joseph narrative and Esther (Humphreys), as well as extrabiblical texts
such as Ahikar, Tobit, and 3 Ezra 3 (Collins 1984, 42).

We can also recognize a common function in these stories. They have a
clearly didactic function. They are teaching the people of God how to act
in the presence of oppressors. S. Towner has correctly summed up the
moral teaching of these chapters in this way: “Those who trust and obey
God will be vindicated, and they will make it big, even in Babylon” (1984,
21). This message is later relevant to the Jews who are persecuted by
Antiochus Epiphanes, and, again, to Christians who are persecuted in the

The identification of the genre of these texts as court narrative leaves
open the question of the historical intention of the writer. Towner (1984,
22) typifies the conclusions of most writers on the book of Daniel today
when he calls it “fictional.” He explains that “clearly the writer’s forte is
narrative art, not historical detail!” However, as Collins (1984) points out,
the issue of “inaccuracy is compatible with the genre of history writing”
(1984, 41). In other words, the issue of historicity is not solved by the
genre identification and vice versa. Collins himself decides in favor of
nonhistorical reading because of the “folkloristic” pattern of the stories
and the “marvelous” elements. The issue of historicity is discussed above
where the conclusion is that, if one accepts a biblical worldview that
includes the supernatural and the possibility of predictive prophecy, then
there is nothing to prevent a straightforward historical reading of the text.
Apocalyptic Prophecy. Although it is the shorter half, Daniel as a whole is often characterized as an apocalyptic prophecy. After all, it is the only nondisputed apocalypse in the Old Testament. A number of other Old Testament passages are often called apocalyptic (and rightly so)—for instance, Isaiah 24-27 and Zechariah (or at least Zech. 9-14)—but this identification is debated by many. The difficulty arises from the lack of agreement concerning the definition of the genre.

The typical approach to the genre is to isolate a trait or complex of traits that must be present in a text to identify it as an apocalypse. For instance, the genre is often closely identified with a certain type of eschatology, one that looks beyond the historical process to the “end times” when God will intervene and bring victory to the oppressed (P. Hanson 1975). C. Rowland (1982), in a similar vein, has argued that apocalyptic is better defined, not as a specific type of eschatology, but as a specific type of revelation, one that opens up heavenly realities to the seer. Another approach to the definition of apocalyptic has been taken in a very informative article by Collins in 1979. Rather than relying on a single trait, Collins lists a series of traits found in those writings that we identify as apocalyptic. In his definition the essential characteristics reduce to three: a narrative frame, a mediated revelation, and content that is eschatological and
heavenly. J. Carmignac has recently listed the various traits by which scholars have recognized an apocalypse.

Although apocalyptic has been treated as a separate category since the work of F. Lucke in the early nineteenth century, no definite consensus has been reached as to what constitutes the genre. The point is to differentiate apocalyptic from prophecy, of which it is a particular type. We implicitly recognize a difference between texts like Daniel 7-12 and the book of Enoch on the one hand, and Nahum and Jeremiah on the other—but how do we define the differences?

Difficulties have resulted from defining the difference between apocalyptic and prophecy too sharply and too simply. Genres, after all, are not rigid categories built into the nature of things, but rather, they are fluid literary characterizations that have overlapping boundaries. By recognizing the fluid relationship between Hebrew prose and poetry, J. Kugel (1981) broke through the impasse that obstructed the definition of the latter. The relationship between prophecy and apocalyptic is best described in the same way.

There are, in other words, a number of traits that are often (though not in every case) found in apocalyptic texts that are less occasionally found in prophetic texts. These traits include the following:

_Narrow eschatology._ Apocalyptic texts look beyond the near future to the end of time. Daniel, for instance, looks beyond the period of Persian, Greek, and Roman oppression to the time when God will intervene and bring all oppression to an end once and for all. The New Testament understood the book of Daniel to refer to the second coming of Christ. Revelation 1:7 alludes to Daniel 7:13; the Son of Man who rides the cloud into the presence of the Ancient of Days is Jesus returning at the end of history to deliver his people from oppression.
Mediated revelation. God spoke to Jeremiah, who was then commissioned to speak to the people of Judah. When the people responded, the prophet would then go back to God for further instructions (Jer. 12). The prophet is one who brings the word of God to the people. A different dynamic is at work in apocalyptic. God speaks to Daniel through a mediator—usually an angel (Dan. 12:5-13). He is not commissioned to speak to the people, but rather to “close up and seal the words of the scroll until the time of the end” (v. 4).

A second type of mediation occurs by means of an “otherworldly journey” (Collins 1979). That is, an interpreting angel conducts the apocalyptic seer on a journey by which he reveals heavenly and eschatological realities to the seer. An example of this is 1 Enoch.

Unusual imagery. In Daniel, as well as other books identified as apocalyptic literature, there is a heightened use of imagery. While imagery is found in classical prophecy, as well as all poetry, the imagery of apocalyptic borders on the bizarre. Evil is pictured in the most grotesque terms. In Daniel, evil kingdoms are represented by hybrid beasts. Such a mixing of species would
have been particularly abhorrent to the Israelites with their keen sense of creation order and distinctions.

As Collins (1981) has pointed out, the imagery is not created out of whole cloth. Rather, its basis is often found in pagan mythology. The four beasts arise out of the sea. As is well known, the sea is the symbol of chaos and anticreation forces in the mythology of the Near East (Day 1985). Yam (the Sea) fights Baal in Canaanite religious texts, while Tiamat (the Sea) battles Marduk to the death in the Mesopotamian myth Enuma Elish. On the side of the forces of good, the Son of Man rides the cloud into the presence of the Ancient of Days, reminiscent of Baal’s frequent epithet—“Rider on the Clouds.”

Setting: oppression. Apocalyptic literature is the product of an oppressed society or an oppressed class within society. Daniel reflects the period of the Babylonian exile and the following domination by the Persians. It prophetically anticipates the threat of Hellenism, particularly the ruthless behavior of Antiochus Epiphanes. The book of Revelation, the prime New Testament example of apocalyptic, was composed by John who was exiled on the island of Patmos (Rev. 1:9).

Oppression explains in large measure the grotesque pictures of evil and the anguished cries for salvation that we encounter in apocalyptic literature. Hope is in the distant future. The major function of apocalyptic literature in general and of Daniel in particular is to comfort the oppressed. A (overly) neat distinction between prophets and apocalypticists is this: a prophet afflicts the comforted; the apocalyptic seer comforts the afflicted.

One of the most commonly recurring themes in apocalyptic literature is the picture of God as a warrior. Apocalyptic prophets anticipate the violent intervention of God to result in their deliverance and the judgment
of their oppressors.

**Deterministic view of history and attendant optimism**. One of the functions of a classical prophet is to warn the people of God of the coming judgment of God. Accordingly, the prophet calls the people to repentance. Daniel, on the other hand, proclaims the judgment as certain. His prophecy functions to inform the faithful few (the wise [Dan. 12]).

Many have thus characterized Daniel as pessimistic. Judgment cannot be avoided. However, from the perspective of the author and his faithful audience, the opposite is true. God is coming to deliver them. The deliverance may be a hope to be realized in the distant future, but it is nonetheless a sure one.

**Pseudonymity and prophecy after the fact**. Apocalyptic texts are frequently written under an assumed name (Enoch, Zephaniah, Ezra [Charlesworth 1983, 3-772]). However, while many apocalyptic texts are pseudonymous, not all are. Most scholars are agreed, for instance, that John wrote Revelation. The case for Daniel is hotly debated (see above).

Under the cover of pseudonymity, the apocalyptic writer attempts to gain credibility for his prophecy by beginning with a number of prophecies of events.
that had already taken place. In 2 Slavonic Apocalypse of Enoch, for example, Enoch predicts the flood, but, of course, the book was written millennia after Enoch and the flood.

Implications and origins. The latter half of the book of Daniel clearly exhibits most of the traits that we associate with apocalyptic literature. It prophesies of the end of time through an angelic mediator with strange, sometimes bizarre imagery. The purpose of the visions is not to elicit repentance but rather to encourage the faithful in a time of distress.

What are some of the implications for reading the book of Daniel? In the first place, we become sensitive to the imagery of the book. Because it was written during a time of oppression, its imagery serves a double function. It both reveals and conceals. While Babylon is in control (Dan. 7:1), it is much safer to use metaphors and privately circulate the belief that Babylon will be destroyed than to say it in simple prose. The heavy use of imagery will also discourage a literalistic reading of the so-called apocalyptic timetables (e.g., Dan. 9:25-27). To compute the time of the end from Daniel’s seventy weeks is to misuse the text, for “apocalyptic time measurements (highly symbolic) simply provide a framework for important truths for Daniel and his people” (Mickelsen 1984, 196).

The peculiar nature of apocalyptic metaphor will also lead us to investigate possible allusions to Near Eastern mythology. Porter (1983, 15) persuasively argues, for instance, that the animal imagery in Daniel 7 and 8 is “ultimately traceable to Mesopotamian mantic wisdom traditions.”

A genre identification always leads to a literary context for study. Serious students of the book of Daniel will research intertestamental apocalyptic, but especially other biblical examples such as Isaiah 24-27 and the book of Zechariah. Genre identification also highlights the clear interrelationship between the book of Daniel in the Old Testament and
the book of Revelation in the New.

The origins of biblical apocalyptic are within the prophetic tradition. There are also traces of wisdom influence. In the past, it has been fashionable to speak of a Persian influence on later biblical books, particularly the apocalypse of Daniel. However, recent studies have shown that apocalyptic is not evidence for a late date for Daniel, since there are apocalyptic-like texts as early as 1200 B.C. in the ancient Near East (Longman 1991). Yet, it is true that the closest Near Eastern analog to the apocalyptic section of the book of Daniel is the Dynastic Prophecy dated to the Seleucid period (Grayson).

Language

Besides employing two genres, Daniel also used two languages. This extensive use of two languages is unique in a single book. Daniel 1:1-2:4a and 8:1-12:13 are in Hebrew, while 2:4b-7:28 is in Aramaic.

This arrangement raises some problems that do not admit of easy answers. For instance, why does the Aramaic begin in chapter 2? It is introduced by the phrase “the astrologers answered the king in Aramaic,” so some think that the Aramaic begins here because the narrator wants to give the dialogue in the
language in which it was spoken. While it is true that Imperial Aramaic was the language of the neo-Babylonian court, why is the dialogue of chapter 1 not reported in Aramaic? Again, why is the narrative in Aramaic? Lastly, why is chapter 7, which is a vision report, not given in Hebrew like the other visions?

Few doubt that the Aramaic of Daniel was original because “there is not the slightest indication that any part of these chapters is ‘translation Aramaic’ of a Hebrew original” (Hartman and DiLella 1977, 11). However, it is not at all obvious why the book has two languages. Some scholars believe that chapters 2-7 were originally separate from the rest of the book. H. L. Ginsberg (1954) has argued that the whole book was in Aramaic and then the first and last chapters were translated into Hebrew “in order to ensure that the book would receive canonical recognition” (Hartman and DiLella 1977, 14). Perhaps chapter 7 was retained in Aramaic because its message was similar to that of chapter 2.

It is impossible to resolve these issues conclusively. It makes little difference in our understanding of the final text. Of most interest is the way that the language overlaps the various genres and leads us to read the book as a final, if not an original, unity.

**Style**

At least in the modern period, scholars have not given Daniel high marks on style (see these and other quotations in Preminger and Greenstein 1986, 291-98): “There is everywhere incongruity, the very opposite of the Greek laws of harmony” (E. Renan 1896). Pfeiffer says:

The author of Daniel is far more notable for his religious zeal than for his literary art....Daniel’s style is crude, the plots are elementary, and the
happy endings are produced less subtly and more artificially by an abrupt intervention of the *deus ex machina*. (Pfeiffer 1941)

Besides the mixture of genre and language, other characteristics distance Daniel from what is today considered the apex of literary achievement in the Old Testament—texts such as the Joseph and David narratives.

For one thing, the characterization is not profound by modern standards. Daniel and his three friends are rather two-dimensional compared with Abraham, Moses, Samuel—indeed, compared with virtually any other person in the Old Testament. The narrative does not share any doubts or sins on their part. They are the ideal righteous men.

The characterization also leaves the reader with questions about the religious status of the gentile rulers. Nebuchadnezzar proclaims the Lord the God of the universe more than once. Is he becoming a Yahweh worshiper? Is he simply affirming the Lord as one among many gods? Does he apostatize soon after his affirmations? The text is not interested in answering these questions.

That the text is giving us an idealized picture of Daniel does not mean that it is an unhistorical report. Daniel was an exceptionally righteous individual. Idealization is a function of selection not distortion or deception. But the fact that
the text does not report flaws or sins, does not mean that the historical Daniel was without them. The book’s treatment of Daniel reminds one of the Chronicler’s treatment of Solomon. We know from the Deuteronomic account that Solomon committed apostasy. One would never learn that from the Chronicler. The latter had different purposes.

Indeed, it is in accordance with the purpose of the book of Daniel that we look for a reason why Daniel is idealized. The book presents him as a model for behavior during periods of oppression and persecution. He is a historical embodiment of righteousness.

Thus there is no denying that the book of Daniel has simple, fairly episodic plots with idealized characterization in the first half of the book. Nor can we deny that the second part is difficult to understand because of the bizarre imagery and very abrupt Hebrew prose. Nonetheless, it is wrong to write it off as simplistic or crude. The simple plots, idealized characters, and vivid imagery exert a powerful pull on the imagination, not only of children, but also of adults who find in Daniel a source of consolation for the present and a source of hope for the future.

**UNITY OF DANIEL**

The book of Daniel exhibits such variety of genre and language that the issue of the original unity of the book has been debated for a long time. On the one side, most modern commentators believe that the different attitudes toward pagan kings in the first and second halves of the book demonstrate that the first part was written in an earlier period than the second half (Gammie and Collins). On the other side, conservative scholars have defended the unity of the book because of their concern to attribute the authorship of the whole book to the prophet Daniel (Young). Moreover, occasionally nonconservative scholars are persuaded of the unity of the book (Rowley).
It is important to first clarify what is meant by unity. Contemporary biblical scholarship has increasingly focused its attention on the final form of the text regardless of its origin. Even if Daniel was originally composite, it is now a unity and should be interpreted in the light of its canonical shape. Nonetheless, it is still of interest to ask the question about the original unity of the text, particularly in the light of the claims of the text itself. Thus the question of the unity of the text is intertwined with the issues of date and authorship dealt with above. The internal claims of the book of Daniel are only that Daniel was the recipient of the visions in the second half of the book and that he is the object of the stories in the first half. Tradition goes further and assigns the whole book to his authorship. Above, we gave reasons supporting the traditional view of authorship and date.

Even granting single authorship, does this necessarily mean that the author wrote the book at one sitting or even in one period of time? If with tradition we attribute the whole book of Daniel to a single author, this unity does not entail a single time period for its composition. Daniel could have written the book in parts throughout his life. This long period of time could conceivably account for the variety within the book, but even this variety could have arisen in the process of writing the book at one period of time, say, at the end of his life.
It should readily be admitted that it is impossible to solve the issue of unity to everyone’s satisfaction. While the language and the genre are varied, the theme of the book (see 24. Daniel, THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE) is consistent throughout. The use of more than one genre in a book by a single author is not a real obstacle to unity. Indeed the differences of genre and language do not jibe with each other. Generically, the book is composed of stories in Daniel 1-6 and visions in 7-12, but the book is in Hebrew in 1:1-2:3 and 8:1 to the end of 12, and in Aramaic in 2:4 to the end of 7. A clear chiasm also links the opening vision chapter (7) with the stories:

A further issue connected with the unity of the canonical book of Daniel is the existence of three further stories that are found in the Septuagint and, while not included in the Protestant canon, are found in the Apocrypha. The first is The Prayer of Azariah and the Song of the Three Young Men. This addition is connected with Daniel 3 and the fiery-furnace ordeal. While in the fire, Azariah prays and then, afterwards, all three sing a psalm. The second story, Susanna, recounts the wisdom of Daniel as he exposes two elders who try to molest Susanna sexually and, upon their failure, accuse her of sexual sin. Bel and the Dragon is the third apocryphal story. Once again, the story highlights Daniel’s wisdom as he exposes the deceitfulness of the priests of Babylon who fool the people into believing that their gods actually eat the food placed before them.

All three of these books are entertaining and even serve a useful didactic purpose, though they are very likely not preserving historical tradition. These three stories lack the kind of thematic unity of the canonical Daniel, as was noticed by H. H. Watts, who said, “In the Bel and the Dragon stories and in The History of Susannah, Daniel appears not as a seer and a defier of pagan authority [as he does in the canonical book] but in the role of a clever secular man who by his own wit sets matters to
rights” (quoted in Preminger and Greenstein 1986, 294).

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

At first thought, the task of summarizing the theological message of the book of Daniel is daunting. After all, the two halves of the book seem so different and the apocalyptic visions so complex.

Nonetheless, while the book is theologically rich and incapable of exhaustive description, there is a clear message that rings through every chapter of the book. God is sovereign. He overrules and eventually will overcome human evil. This theme is found in both parts of the book.

The initial six stories (chs. 1-6) are admittedly set in a more friendly environment than the second part. The text’s attitude toward the gentile rulers is, for the most part, favorable. However, many of the stories contain either a real or threatened danger to God’s people represented by Daniel and his three friends, and in any case, the Exile looms over the heads of the characters throughout.
In the first half of the book, we see God intervening in the historical circumstances of the characters and delivering them from danger and even using their distress to further their own careers and power. Daniel 6 is a case in point. It is not Darius, but rather his jealous satraps who plot to endanger the hero’s life. They trap the king in a situation where he must impose the death penalty on Daniel. Daniel is thrown to the lions, while the king spends the night in anguish. The next morning Darius rushes to the den and discovers that Daniel has survived. God has intervened by sending an angel to “shut the mouths of the lions” (6:21).

God can overrule evil and bring justice. The evil plotters themselves receive the death penalty that they tried to impose on Daniel (6:24), and the king praises Daniel’s God (6:26-27).

In summary, the stories are a tract directed to the people of God on how to act in times of oppression. The stories are similar to the Joseph narrative and the book of Esther, two books that have been correctly compared to wisdom literature. All three clearly embody and illustrate principles that the sages teach in Proverbs. Daniel is the prototypical wiseman who knows how to handle himself in front of potentially hostile kings. All biblical narrative has a didactic edge to it (Longman 1987, 70), but Daniel especially so.

The second half of the book of Daniel also addresses the people of God as they live under oppression and even persecution. However, here God’s deliverance is more a future hope than a historical reality. Even in the first half of the book, Daniel and his three friends realize that their salvation and vindication may not take place immediately. In a deeply profound statement, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego express their deep trust in God, though they might even die in the fiery furnace: “O Nebuchadnezzar, we do not need to defend ourselves before you in this matter. If we are thrown into the blazing furnace, the God we serve is
able to save us from it, and he will rescue us from your hand, O king. But even if he does not, we want you to know, O king, that we will not serve your gods or worship the image of gold you have set up” (Dan. 3:16-18). They recognize that they might be burned alive, but nonetheless they trust that God will care for them. They are to be obedient.

Daniel powerfully paints evil’s potency in the second half of the book. The imagery of the seventh chapter is illustrative. The vision opens (Dan. 7:2) with a description of a churned up sea. By this time, the sea was an evocative image of evil and chaos. As mountains represented order and the divine, so the sea symbolized confusion and disorder, wickedness and evil (Psalm 46).

A monster of grotesque description rises out of the sea. It is a hybrid, having characteristics of a lion, an eagle, and a man. Whether the symbolism of the beasts has its origins in Mesopotamian mantic wisdom (Porter 1983), Canaanite mythology (Collins 1981) or historical symbolism is unimportant here, though probably all three are operative. That the symbolism with its mixed kinds offended Israelite sensibilities as manifested in the creation order and dietary laws is inescapable. The four beasts above all else represent powerful and grotesque evil.
While there is no doubt that Daniel intends these beasts to stand for the evil strength of pagan states that exploit the people of God (Dan. 7:17), debate has raged for centuries regarding the exact identity of the kingdoms. The traditional identification (Young) suggests:

First Beast: Babylon Second Beast: Medo-Persia Third Beast: Greece Fourth Beast: Rome

This schema seems best, since a low view of predictive prophecy is usually operative with the main alternative that identifies the four kingdoms as Babylon, Media, Persia, and Greece (Rowley 1935), though some evangelical scholars have suggested that Greece is indeed the beast with the iron teeth (Gurney, Walton).

In either case, however, there is no doubt about the power and grotesqueness of human evil, especially on the level of the state. Indeed, the people of God felt the pain of oppression from each of these imperial states. But further, the image of Daniel 7 (as well as the other apocalyptic visions of Daniel) tells us that these evil kingdoms feed on one another. None of them last long. From history, we know that Babylon fell to Persia (with a Median contingent), Persia fell to Greece, Greece to Rome.

Daniel does not leave us in the dark about the source of this horrendous evil. Time and time again Daniel points to human pride that reaches gigantic proportions. For instance, we read about Nebuchadnezzar boastfully claiming: “Is not this the great Babylon I have built as the royal residence, by my mighty power and for the glory of my majesty?” (Dan. 4:30). In the vision of Daniel 11 we read about a king who will come in the future who “...will exalt himself above every god and will say unheard-of things against the God of gods....He will show no regard for the gods of his fathers or for the one desired by women, nor will he regard any god, but will exalt himself above them all” (11:36-37). Pride
propels the evil actors of the book of Daniel.

Daniel does more than graphically picture evil; he also describes its antithesis. In Daniel 7:9, an abrupt transition takes place. We change scenes from the chaotic sea to the divine throne room:

As I looked,

thrones were set in place,

and the Ancient of Days took his seat.

His clothing was as white as snow;
the hair of his head
was white like wool.

His throne was flaming with fire,
and its wheels were all ablaze.

A river of fire was flowing,
coming out from
before him.

Thousands upon thousands attended
him;
ten thousand times ten thousand stood before him.

The court was seated,
and the books were opened. (Dan. 7:9-10)

The first thing to notice in this picture of the Ancient of Days—and the soon-to-be-introduced Son of Man—is that these are not animal images. God is here pictured in human form, as a venerable, wise, and powerful judge. This human imagery contrasts and highlights the bestial imagery used for the realm of human evil. And indeed, that is precisely what this chapter as well as other parts of Daniel are doing—presenting a stark contrast between two kingdoms, the kingdom of man and the kingdom of God. On one side stand human beings who in their pride reject God and attempt to amass power to themselves. On the other side stand the
Ancient of Days, the Son of Man and angels, and men and women who are in conflict with the powers of evil.

The book of Daniel teaches that this warfare between the evil kingdom of man and the good kingdom of God (which includes righteous men and women) takes place on both the heavenly and earthly spheres (Dan. 10:12-14). While Daniel lived and prophesied, the people of God were oppressed and downtrodden, but the message of Daniel’s prophecy is that the kingdom of God will be victorious. This victory will be both certain and complete. Speaking of the boastful single horn that culminates the first half of the vision (7:8), the angel interprets:
But the court will sit, and his power will be taken away and completely destroyed forever. Then the sovereignty, power and greatness of the kingdoms under the whole heaven will be handed over to the saints, the people of the Most High. His kingdom will be an everlasting kingdom, and all rulers will worship and obey him. (Dan. 7:26-27)

In summary, the message of Daniel fits into the message of the whole Old Testament, indeed the whole Bible. God is at war with evil and without a doubt will overcome evil. This message brought comfort to the faithful in Israel in Daniel’s day and does so today as well.

Unfortunately, though, Christian interest in the book of Daniel has too often become obsessed with the puzzle of the time schemes in the book. Do the seventy “sevens” (Dan. 9:25-27) or the 1,335 days (12:11-12) give us a chronological blueprint? Does the book of Daniel tell us when the end time will come?

The obviously highly figurative context in which these numbers occur as well as the New Testament warnings that no man knows the time of the end (Mark 13:32-36; Acts 1:7-8) should keep us from becoming dogmatic in our interpretation of these numbers. Mickelsen (1984, 186) put it best when he said, “Apocalyptic time measurements (highly symbolic) simply provide a framework for important truths for Daniel and his people, and they are not meant to convey exact time periods.”

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

But then does the book have any relevance for the Christian? The story that God will once and for all defeat evil is completed in the New Testament. Jesus battles with Satan and evil during his earthly ministry and, ironically, defeats the powers of evil on the cross (Col. 1:13-15).
However, this victory is anticipatory and will culminate in the second coming of Christ. The book of Revelation, which deals with this future victory, frequently alludes to the book of Daniel, drawing a close connection between them. For instance, the image of ultimate evil in the book of Revelation is the beast that arises out of the sea (Rev. 13), reminiscent of the four beasts that arise out of the sea in Daniel 7. Even more striking is the picture of Jesus Christ as the Divine Warrior who comes to finally end and completely defeat the powers of evil (Rev. 19:11-21). Right at the beginning of the book (Rev. 1:7), he is described by a quotation from Daniel 7:13 as the one who rides the cloud war chariot. The characteristics of the Ancient of Days are also ascribed to him (Rev. 1:12-16).

The book of Revelation confirms that in the book of Daniel we have prophetically anticipated the coming of Christ who will remove all evil from the world and save his people from their oppressors. Just as this message comforted faithful Israelites at the time of the book of Daniel, it also comforts us who live in an imperfect, at times horrifying, world.
25. Hosea

Familiarity with the book of Hosea is usually limited to the first three chapters. In those chapters, Hosea confronts his readers with the striking analogy between his failed marriage and Israel’s relationship with God. While we are left with some profound issues of interpretation in these chapters, Hosea’s message of God’s judgment and love toward Israel is generally clear and indisputably striking.

In contrast, the remaining chapters (Hos. 4-14) are among the most difficult in the entire Bible. Andersen and Freedman’s comment (66) that Hosea “competes with Job for the distinction of containing more unintelligible passages than any other book of the Hebrew Bible” certainly is true for this section of the book.

These difficulties have kept many from delving into this part of the canon. We do not deny the persistent problems, but to avoid studying Hosea because of them is regrettable, for some of the most moving language about God and his relationship to his people may be found in this book.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Date and Authorship

At first sight the date and authorship of Hosea seem straightforward. The
superscription names the author as “Hosea son of Beeri” and gives the
date with a typical formula naming the kings who ruled during his
ministry: “the reigns of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz and Hezekiah, kings of
Judah” and “the reign of Jeroboam son of Jehoash king of Israel” (Hos.
1:1).

Problems arise once we convert these statements into our own
chronological system. While it is true that the superscription places
Hosea’s life and work solidly in the eighth century B.C., there are some
apparent tensions and issues when we try to be more precise.

For example, disagreements exist about the end of the reign of Jeroboam
II (Hubbard 1989, 22-23) due to some confusion over how to handle the
length of

Pekah’s reign (i.e., how much of his reign was over the entirety of the
northern kingdom and how much of it was a co-regency). In any case, the
suggested dates for the end of Jeroboam II’s reign range from 753 to 746
B.C.

The reigns of the kings who are listed from the southern kingdom of
Judah are more secure. The beginning of Uzziah’s rule is 791 (Jeroboam
II assumed the throne of the north around 793) and Hezekiah died in
687/6. Of course,
Hosea could not have served as a prophet for nearly a hundred years, and so it is assumed; and it is indirectly supported by internal considerations, that he began his work late in Jeroboam’s reign and completed his work early in Hezekiah’s (which began in 715).

Thus, the superscription may be interpreted as informing the reader that Hosea was active in the period between ca. 750 and 715 B.C. He was thus one of the earliest (along with Amos and Micah) of the minor prophets. Isaiah completes the list of eighth-century prophets.

**Issues and Alternative Viewpoints**

Before presenting the historical background that informs a reading of the book of Hosea, we need to consider some objections to the biblical picture of its composition.

Indications of a composite authorship begin, according to some, with the superscription itself. Hosea, as we will see, is clearly a prophet of the north, and his prophecy is in the main directed toward the north. This observation raises the question of the long list of southern kings by which the book is dated and the fact that the southern list does not match the northern list in terms of its end point. Furthermore, there are occasional, and, it is argued, added references to Judah throughout the final redaction of Hosea. Emmerson (1984, 56-116) lists and discusses a number of direct references to Judah (Hos. 1:7; 2:2; 4:15; 5:5, 10, 12, 13, 14; 6:4, 11; 8:14; 10:11; 12:1, 3) and a single mention of the Davidic king (3:5). These convince many critical scholars that the book had a later Judean redaction; e.g., “Its origins lie in the northern kingdom, its transmission belongs for the greater part of its history to Judah” (Emmerson 1984, 1).

Salvation oracles directed to Judah are especially the focus of critical
attention. Gone are the days when all of Hosea’s salvation oracles were considered inauthentic (so Marti 1904) simply on the basis of the prejudice that prophets did not speak words of hope. However, it is thought that as Hosea’s prophecies circulated in the south that those who followed him there began applying his message to their own situation, and thus the prophecy grew over time.

While it is up to close studies of the text (such as commentaries on the book) to argue this on the level of individual passages, it must be said that such critical conclusions restrict the future vision of the prophet (judgment and hope) as well as his concern for the whole people of God (north and south). In recent days critical scholarship has been more open to Hosean authorship of larger parts of the book. In the words of Andersen and Freedman (1980, 59, similarly Wolff), “We believe that the book is essentially the work of a single person, and that the text is basically sound.”

Nonetheless, it is not impossible that later faithful followers of the prophet’s tradition saw the analogy between the situation in the south some decades after the prophet’s death and made the connection by inserting Judean concerns into the text. This may account for the occasionally awkward occurrences of Judah in the text. Such additions would be part of the process of
composition of the biblical book and do not in any way impugn the canonical authority of these texts (roughly similar to the updatings found in the Pentateuch [2. Genesis, HISTORICAL BACKGROUND, Text and Tradition pp. 39-40]).

**Historical Period**

Thus Hosea’s prophetic ministry began probably late in the reigns of Jeroboam II in the north and Uzziah in the south and ended early in Hezekiah’s rule of the south.

The beginning of his ministry accordingly took place during a period of expansion and prosperity in both north and south. Assyria was preoccupied with its northern and eastern borders (the Urartians were pressing its borders), and the Arameans were also in a weakened position (Davies 1992, 26); thus Israel did not feel the pressure that normally was exerted on its northern borders (2 Kings 14:25). As may be seen also in the prophecy of Amos, which originates from this period, the increased prosperity of the land led not to increased faithfulness to Yahweh but rather to godlessness and abuse of power and privilege (Amos 3-6).

Hosea’s focus is on the north, and here, after Jeroboam II, the political situation rapidly unwinds. Hubbard (1989, 24-25) succinctly summarizes the history by referring to “the dynastic instability that plagued Israel after Jeroboams’s death and saw six kings toppled in thirty years, three of whom ruled two years or less and four of whom were assassinated (2 Kings 15; Hos. 7:7; 8:4; 10:3; 13:9-11), while the fifth was deposed (2 Kings 17:4-5).” The post-Jeroboam II period also saw a renewed, powerful, and aggressive Assyria, first led by
Tiglath-pileser III (745-727 B.C.), then by Shalmaneser V, who eventually began the conflict that led to the total defeat and annexation of the north to the Assyrian Empire in 722.

But before this final defeat took place, an important conflict took place between the northern and southern kingdoms that also impacted the book of Hosea.

As mentioned, it was not long after Jeroboam II that Tiglath-pileser III began to make incursions to the west. The first was in 738 B.C., when he took Hamath. This shattered the tranquillity of Syria-Palestine because the kings of Israel and Syria knew that the imperial interests of Assyria would not stop with Hamath. However, Rezin of Syria and Menahem of Israel tried to stave off aggression by paying tribute (2 Kings 15:19-20).

It would be four years before Tiglath-Pileser III would again return to the west, and in the meantime Pekah, apparently an anti-Assyrian usurper, assassinated Pekahiah, Menahem’s son (2 Kings 15:23-25).

He and Rezin of Syria then determined to throw off Assyrian vassalage. It is disputed, but likely, that they expected Egyptian help, but they definitely desired the aid of Judah, then ruled by Ahaz.

When Ahaz refused to join an anti-Assyrian coalition, Pekah and Rezin went to war against him to force him to do so (ca. 735 B.C.). This war is commonly referred to as the Syro-Ephraimite War (2 Kings 16:1-9; 2 Chron.)
28:5-7; Isa. 7:1-8:22; Mic. 7:7-20), and with the threat to his borders, Ahaz called on Tiglath-Pileser III to save him from his northern neighbors. The Assyrian king’s attack on the north (ca. 733) resulted in the exile of a portion of its population and the appointment of the pro-Assyrian Hoshea as king of the north. Although not as severe, the impact of this war also led to increased foreign interference in Judean politics as well, since the help of Tiglath-pileser III did not come free (2 Kings 16:7-8).

A number of Hosea’s oracles may be associated with these historical events, but we will mention only a few (for fuller discussion, see Hubbard [1989, 25] and Davies [1992, 28-29]. The opening of the book, for instance, contains a prophecy that the Lord will “soon punish the house of Jehu for the massacre at Jezreel” (Hos. 1:4). This oracle may be dated to the time of Jeroboam II, anticipating the end of the house of Jehu, when Zechariah, Jeroboam’s son and last of the dynasty, was assassinated by Shallum (2 Kings 15:8-12). Davies (1992, 28) also suggests that Hosea 2:2-5, 8-13; 4:1-19; 12:2-10 belong to this early period characterized by economic success and religious impiety.

These and many other oracles show that Hosea’s work is best understood in the light of the historical events that took place during the second half of the eighth century B.C.

**Hosea, the Man**

The prophetic superscription introduces Hosea, who is not known outside of his book, by a typical patronymic; he is “the son of Beeri” (Hos. 1:1).

The only personal information we gain from the book comes from the first three chapters; however, it is subject to great debate. No doubt surrounds the subject matter or the message of the chapters. The prophetic oracles...
AN INTRODUCTION to the OLD TESTAMENT reflect an early and striking use of the analogy between human marriage and God’s relationship with his people (see 25. Hosea, THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE). Israel’s rebellion against its divine partner is reflected in the infidelity of Hosea’s wife. The children of this troubled marriage are given symbolic names indicative of the breaking of the covenant relationship between Yahweh and Israel (Hos. 1:5, 6, 9).

The problems reside in the relationship between the analogy with history and the details of the marriage relationship as they are described in chapters 1-3.

As has often been pointed out, even by those who choose another final conclusion, the text reads like a typical historical narrative. The tension arises because a straightforward reading of the text leads to the conclusion that God ordered Hosea to marry a whore. The problem begins with the divine command “Go, take for yourself an adulterous wife [NKJV ‘wife of harlotry’] and children of unfaithfulness” (Hos. 1:2). The NIV translation already borders on commentary in that it opts for a rendering of the verse that supports a nuanced historical reading of the text. That is, God did not command Hosea to marry a prostitute; rather, he married a woman whose inclinations would lead her to commit adultery against him. Thus God does not issue a command that many commentators feel is unethical.
The tension is felt by critical and conservative scholars alike. Some attempt other solutions. For centuries it has been believed that, though there are no explicit signals in the text itself, the text must be read as a symbolic event and/or as a vision rather than as a historical event (in recent days by Gressmann 1921 and Young *IOT*, 253). Stuart (1987, 11) also disdains the historical view and argues that Gomer is a harlot in the way that all the Israelites were, namely, that she was an idolater. However, one wonders how that saves God’s good character. Although he is not commanding the prophet to marry a woman who broke the seventh commandment, he is to marry one who broke the first two. Most ingenious is the solution of Wolff who rather argues that Gomer was not a street prostitute, nor even a temple prostitute. Rather, she simply took part in the bridal rituals of the Canaanites that involved a single act of cultic intercourse (Wolff 1974, xxii; also Fensham 1984).

We cannot provide a definitive answer to this problem. Stuart is definitely right in saying that these chapters do not intend to provide us with a biography of Hosea (1987, 11). Nonetheless, it needs to be reemphasized that a straightforward reading of the text leads most naturally to the conclusion that Hosea was ordered by God to marry a promiscuous woman in order to symbolize God’s relationship with Israel. It is methodologically dangerous to depart from this reading based on what we consider to be moral problems with the command, and indeed this latter may be questioned. Nowhere does God command anyone but priests to avoid marriage with a prostitute (so Hill and Walton *SOT* 362, citing Lev. 21:7, 14).

In the midst of all the problems, we should not lose sight of the clear teaching of the section. Hosea’s marriage with Gomer (whether historical, symbolic, allegorical, or visionary) is used by God to indicate both his disgust with and his love for his covenant people (see 25. Hosea, THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE).
LITERARY ANALYSIS

Genre and Forms of Speech

The book of Hosea is a prophecy and as such is a collection of prophetic oracles. The superscription signals this genre classification when it describes the work as “the word of the LORD” (Hos. 1:1).

Most of the book is poetic with only two major sections of prose oracles (Hos. 1:2-2:1 and 3:1-5). Typically, the poetic oracles are thought to have an oral origin, but this is uncertain. In any case, unless the original oral utterance of the prophet is wrongly given authoritative value over the literary form (correctly disputed by Yee, 27-50), the issue makes no significant impact on the question of the interpretation of the book.

As in many areas, the prophetic oracles of Hosea 1-3 are much easier to delineate and describe than those found in Hosea 4-14 (see 25. Hosea, LITERARY ANALYSIS, Structure). For instance, it is clear that Hosea 1:2-9 is a
judgment speech (more specifically a prophetic memoir used as a judgment speech) and 1:10-2:1 is a salvation speech.

In the case of Hosea 4-14 it is usually easy to distinguish salvation language from judgment by the tone, but it is much more difficult to distinguish individual oracles from one another. The book of Hosea lacks a number of the typical introductory phrases (such as “thus says the LORD” and closing phrases that are found in other prophecies. It is also difficult to be more specific in distinguishing particular types of, say, judgment oracles, though Wolff has correctly emphasized the pervasive legal language found in Hosea’s speech (Wolff, xxiii-xxiv).

It is also noteworthy to recognize and distinguish first-person speech about God (divine speech) and third-person speech about him (prophetic speech), though Davies rightly points out that the confusion and subtle shifts between the two may point to Hosea’s close identification with God (34-35).

Structure

Hosea’s structure is difficult. While the first three chapters may easily be divided into sections on which the majority of commentators agree, the last eleven chapters may be delineated only in broad outline. We must admit that any general outline of the book misses some of the rapid and subtle transitions of the prophecy and must be taken only as a beginning guide through the book.

Everyone agrees that there is a major break between Hosea 1-3 and 4-14. The marriage analogy dominates through the first part, but the large second part of the book uses a multitude of images.

A further division between Hosea 11 and 12 may also be argued,
resulting in two cycles of judgment and hope in chapters 4-14, which parallel the twofold transition from judgment (1:2-9; 2:2-13) to hope (1:10-2:1; 2:14-3:5 [which may be further broken down into two separate salvation oracles: 2:14-23; 3:1-5]). Other scholars have recognized this threefold division of Hosea, notably Wolff (1974, xxix-xxxii) and Yee (1987, 51).

Superscription (Hos. 1:1)
I. 1:2-3:5 Hosea’s Troubled Marriage Reflects God’s Relationship With Israel

A. 1:2-2:1 Hosea, Gomer, and Their Children
B. 2:2-23 The Lord’s Marriage to Israel
C. 3:1-5 Hosea’s Restored Marriage

Relationship

II. 4:1-11:11 First Prophetic Cycle
A. 4:1-19 God Accuses Israel of
B. 5:1-15 God Punishes Israel
C. 6:1-7:16 Hosea’s Call to Repentance
D. 8:1-10:15 God Punishes Israel for
E. 11:1-11 God’s Love for Israel Overwhelms His Anger

III. 11:12-14:8 Second Prophetic Cycle

A. 11:12-12:14 Israel Sins Against God
B. 13:1-16 God Is Angry With His
C. 14:1-8 Israel Repents and Is Blessed Wisdom Colophon (14:9)

LITERARY STYLE

As mentioned above, the book is primarily poetic, though prose is found in two major places (Hos. 1:1-2:1 and 3:1-5). The single most striking feature of the poetic/literary nature of the book is its use of metaphor and simile.

These images may be divided in the main into two types based on their referent: God or Israel. A second line of demarcation arises as to whether God’s attitude toward Israel is positive or negative.

For instance, God is a jealous husband (Hos. 2:2-13), a frustrated shepherd (4:16), a destructive moth or undesired rot (5:12), a ferocious lion (5:14, cf. also 13:7-8), and a trapper (7:12). However, on the other hand, he is also a forgiving husband (3:1-5), a healing physician (6:1-2), the revivifying rains (6:3), a loving parent (11:3-4), a protecting lion (11:10-11), a life-giving dew (14:5), and a fertile pine tree (14:8).

The book most notably and frequently describes Israel, in particular the northern kingdom but on occasion including the southern kingdom, as an unfaithful wife (Hos. 1:2-9; 3:1-5; 9:1). Other more local images describe
Israel as the rapidly disappearing morning mist (6:5), hot ovens (7:4-7), a silly dove (7:11), a faulty bow (7:16), and a wild donkey (8:9).

God’s coming judgment upon Israel is likened to harvesting the whirlwind (Hos. 8:7), the washing away of debris (10:7), and the yoking of a recalcitrant heifer (10:11).

Other literary devices support these images, perhaps the most important of which is the use of wordplay. Hosea’s children are called “Jezreel,” because God will punish the house of Jehu for the sin that took place in the valley of Jezreel; Lo-Ruhamah (“no compassion”), because God will no longer have compassion on Israel; and Lo-Ammi (“not my people”), because he disowns Israel as his people. Also notable is the wordplay that takes place between Ephraim (µyIr&"p]a, ’prayim, H713), wild ass ( ar<P&, pr’, H7230), and fruitfulness ( yrIP\, pry, H7262).

Unfaithfulness

Ignored Rejecting Him

People
THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

Hosea is a profound book that is difficult to summarize. The prophet presents us with a plethora of metaphors concerning God and his relationship to his people, only some of which we will touch upon here.

The Covenant

Nonetheless, as with all the prophets, the covenant, particularly the Mosaic covenant, underlies and motivates much of Hosea’s message (see Brueggemann 1968). Thus we agree with Stuart (1987, 6-7) when he writes, “Understanding the message of the book of Hosea depends upon understanding the Sinai covenant. The book contains a series of blessings and curses announced for Israel by God through Hosea. Each blessing or curse is based upon a corresponding type in the Mosaic law.”

Stuart draws innumerable connections between Hosea’s judgment speeches and specific covenant curses. One example of many is his analysis of Hosea 4:10-11a (his translation):

_They will eat but not be satisfied; they will practice prostitution but not break forth,_

_because they have abandoned Yahweh, to revere prostitution._

He rightly categorizes this judgment speech as derived from covenant curses of “hunger and infertility” and cites Deuteronomy 28:17-18 and 32:24-28 in support.

Occasionally Hosea will be explicit about the role of the covenant in his message. The Israelites will experience judgment because they have broken the covenant (Hos. 6:7; 8:1).
Hosea’s Marriage

Above (under Hosea, the Man), we noted the symbolic-theological use of Hosea’s marriage. Hosea was commanded to marry a woman whose unfaithfulness represented Israel’s infidelity to God. Although Hosea was one of the first to so draw a connection, the relationship between human marriage and the divine-human covenant was a close one that continued to be used throughout Scripture (see below under 25. Hosea, APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT).

After all, there are only two relationships that are appropriately exclusive: marriage and covenant. Rivals could not be tolerated in either relationship. Thus Gomer’s sexual promiscuity paralleled the Israelites’ religious promiscuity.
Although Hosea explores the relationship between a marriage gone bad and idolatry primarily in the first three chapters of the book, it is not absent from the rest (see particularly Hos. 6:10; 7:4; 9:1).

Judgment and Salvation

From the foundation of covenant, which is symbolized by marriage, flows God’s judgment of a disobedient Israel and also the hope of God’s future salvation (see above under 25. Hosea, LITERARY ANALYSIS, Structure).

Israel’s disobedience manifested itself in many ways, but underlying it all was their apostasy. They left the worship of the true God and substituted idols in his place [see especially Hos. 4:7]; 4:1-13; 5:11; 8:6; 13:2). In particular, it is the leaders of Israel who have led the people astray: the priests (4:6; 5:1; 6:9; 10:5), the prophets (4:5), and the political rulers (5:1, 10; 7:3-7; 9:15). But it is thus that God’s “people are destroyed from lack of knowledge” (4:6). Their lack of trust in God was also manifested in their readiness to enter into foreign alliances to solve their foreign policy woes rather than trust in the sovereign God who promised to protect them (5:13; 7:8-10; 8:9).

Thus God threatens to punish them severely. Above under Literary Style we have listed the many metaphors Hosea uses to describe that coming judgment. One further metaphor comes from the historical traditions of Israel. Hosea likens the coming judgment to a return to the wilderness. They will once again wander away from God (Hos. 2:14). In historical retrospect the immediate fulfillment of his prophetic word came first when the northern tribes were defeated by Assyrian forces in 722 B.C. and then in 586 when Babylon completely subdued Judah, destroyed the temple, and placed most of the survivors in exile.
Nonetheless, Hosea’s message of judgment gives way to a note of hope for the future. In perhaps one of the most profound passages of the book, Hosea describes God’s inner turmoil concerning his people:

*How can I give you up, Ephraim?*

*How can I hand you over, Israel?*

*How can I treat you like Admah?*

*How can I make My heart is changed within me; all my compassion I will not carry out my fierce anger, nor will I turn and For I am God, and not man— the Holy One*

*you like Zeboiim?*

*is aroused.*

*devastate Ephraim.*

*among you.*
I will not come in wrath. (Hos. 11:8-9)

God will not leave his people under judgment and in exile forever. He will cause Israel to experience a second exodus (Hos. 2:14-15). In the end, he will heal Israel of the wounds caused by their disobedience and reestablish them in the land (14:1-9).

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

In the first place, there are a few, but highly significant quotations from Hosea in the New Testament. Paul (Rom. 9:25) and Peter (1 Peter 2:10) both cite the negative to positive use of the prophet’s children’s names to support their contention that the Gentiles are now a part of the people of God. Hosea’s sarcastic call to personified Death (perhaps reflecting the Canaanite god Mot): “Where, O death, are your plagues? Where, O grave, is your destruction?” (Hos. 13:14) is cited by Paul when he celebrates Christ’s victory over death (1 Cor. 15:55). Lastly, and most difficult, is the quotation of Hosea 11:1 (“When Israel was a child, I loved him, and out of Egypt I called my son.”) in Matthew 2:15 as a prophecy of the return of Jesus from his short sojourn in Egypt.

This latter, however, must be understood in the light of the New Testament belief that Jesus was the righteous Son of God who, unlike the Israelites, was obedient to his heavenly Father. Thus much of the gospel, particularly the gospel of Matthew, is a reflection of the book of Exodus (see Stock, Dennison).

A last theme we will mention that extends from Hosea, through other prophets (Jeremiah and Ezekiel in particular) and into the New Testament is the idea that the divine-human covenant is mirrored by
human marriage. Ephesians 5:22-33 is the most explicit development of this theme from a Christian perspective.

26. Joel

The book of Joel is attributed in its superscription (Joel 1:1) to an otherwise unknown Joel son of Pethuel. Although another dozen persons mentioned in the Old Testament are named Joel, the prophet cannot with confidence be associated with any of these other individuals. The fact that no other information is included in the superscription may imply that Joel was well known to his contemporaries and that further identification was unnecessary. The prophet presumably lived in the environs of Jerusalem which provide the setting for the book. Because of his familiarity with the temple and concern with worship there, some have identified him as a cultic or temple prophet (Kapelrud, Ahlströ̈n ).
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

We may outline Joel as follows:

Superscription (Joel 1:1)

I. The locust plague: the immediate disaster (1:2-20)
   A. Effect and extent of the disaster (1:2-12)
B. Summons to fasting and prayer at temple
C. The complaint and prayer (1:15-20)

II. The Day of the Lord: the impending disaster (2:1-17)

A. Cry of alarm, warning of attack (2:1-2)
B. The divine army as locusts (2:3-11)
C. Offer of repentance (2:12-14)
D. Summons to fasting and prayer at temple

(1:13-14)

(2:15-17)
III. The Lord’s answer (2:18-3:21 [MT 4:21])
A. To the immediate disaster: locusts (2:18-27)
B. To the impending disaster: the Day of the Lord (2:28-3:21 [MT 3:1-4:21])
a. All to be prophets (2:28-29 [MT 3:1-2])

b. Deliverance for the remnant (2:30-32 [MT 3:3-5])
a. Slavery for slavers (3:1-8 [MT 4:1-8])

b. Holy war against evil (3:9-17 [MT 4:9-17])

(1) Summons to battle (4:9-11 [MT 3:9-11])

(2) Events in the Valley of Jehoshaphat (3:12-17 [MT 4:12-17])
Since we know little about the prophet himself, we are forced to examine the internal evidence of the book to determine the sociological, religious, political, and cultural milieu in which he lived in the hopes that it may provide additional information about the date and intent of the book.

1. Most would agree that the book was written sometime after the outbreak of a locust plague (Joel 1). However, such outbreaks were probably reasonably common; even if we had some source reporting the history of such outbreaks, we would probably not be able to date the one reported in the book.

2. The book presumes the existence and routine operation of the temple (Joel 1:9, 13-16; 2:15-17); for this reason a date between 586 and 516 B.C. can be eliminated with confidence.

3. A number of other nations are mentioned, primarily as enemies on whom the Lord will take vengeance (Phoenicians, Philistines, Egypt, Edom, the Greeks, and Sabeans—Joel 3 [MT 4]). However, these are largely traditional enemies of Israel; it is probably not possible to assign the date of the book to a period in which these particular foes were known to be active. Greek trade in the Levant is known from Assyriological sources as early as the eighth century (3:6 [MT 4:6]). Although the Sabeans dominated trade routes to the east in the fifth century (3:8 [MT 4:8]), they were also active in trade in the Solomonic period (1 Kings 10; 2 Chron. 9).

What is striking in this regard is less the names that are mentioned than those that are not. One cannot but notice the absence of any reference to the Assyrians or Babylonians, those powers whose military conquests had the greatest impact on Israel and Judah. Although it is of course an argument from silence, it suggests that the book was prior to the hegemony of Assyria along the Mediterranean coast (mid-eighth century)
or after the fall of Babylon (late sixth century).

4. The book presumes a situation in which the leadership of the community is in the hands of elders and priests (Joel 1:2, 13; 2:16); there is no
mention of kings or royal officials. Although once again it is an argument from silence, this suggests a period either without a monarchy (postexilic period) or in which the monarchy has a limited role (such as the minority of Joash in the late ninth century—1 Kings 11-12; 2 Chron. 23-24).

5. Also as an argument from silence, there is no mention of the northern kingdom. The designation of Judah as “Israel” (Joel 2:27; 3:2, 16 [MT 4:2, 16]) most naturally presumes a time when the northern tribes had been carried into exile (722 B.C.); designating Judah as “Israel” is more commonly found in postexilic books.

6. There are numerous agreements in phraseology and concepts between Joel and other prophetic books. This can be explained in several ways: (1) Joel may have made extensive use of earlier prophetic literature, or (2) his prophecy had a decided impact on those who followed and cited his work, or (3) Joel often employed a common stock of prophetic idioms and was not really dependent on other compositions, or (4) each citation must be evaluated on its own merits, to determine whether Joel used or was used by others. Most have concluded that Joel was dependent on the earlier texts (see Gray 1893).

7. The theological concepts in the book may also provide evidence for the date of its composition. God did not reveal himself to Israel all at once, but instead gradually unfolded the nature of his relationship to Israel over a period of time through the prophets. In many instances one can trace the way in which particular themes, motifs, or images were successively used and modified through time so that the development of a particular concept can be arrayed in a chronological order. Joel’s portrayal of the nations assembled for battle against the Lord (Joel 3:9-17 [MT 4:9-17]) is found primarily in late materials (Ezek. 38-39; Zech. 12:1-5; 14:1-7; cf. Isa. 66:18). The description of a fountain flowing from the temple (Joel 3:18 [MT 4:18]) is also found in Ezekiel 47:1-12 and Zechariah 14:3-8.
Although these examples are drawn from the later stages in the growth of biblical literature, it is at least possible that they depended on earlier materials; once again it is difficult to make confident assertions regarding the date of Joel from this evidence.

8. Earlier scholarship often regarded the references to the wall of the city (Joel 2:7, 9) as implying that the date of the book was after the completion of the city wall by Nehemiah. This line of argument is now largely abandoned. Although extensive damage was done to the walls of Jerusalem (Jer. 52:14; 2 Kings 25:10; 2 Chron. 36:19), the statements that at the time of Nehemiah the *breaches* in the wall were repaired (Neh. 2:13; 3:8; 4:1) indicates that the entire wall was not leveled during the destruction of the city in 586 B.C.; further, had the walls been leveled in their entirety, Nehemiah and his workers could scarcely have completed the repairs in fifty-two days (Neh. 6:15). Ahlström (1971, 114-15) compares the references to the wall in Joel 2:7, 9 to the reference to the temple in Jeremiah 41:5: though the temple had been destroyed, individuals could still bring offerings “to the temple of Yahweh”; sufficient structure remained after the destruction that the temple could still be identified, and mentioning it did not imply in this context that it had already been rebuilt.
9. References to the dispersion of the Jews into surrounding lands (Joel 3:1-2 [MT 4:1-2]) may also suggest a postexilic date, though such scattering was by no means limited to the actions of the Babylonians (Zech. 1:18-21 [MT 2:1-4]). Population relocation was a routine policy of the Assyrians; the annals of Sennacherib report that he had already subjected Judah to a major deportation, so that references to a Diaspora need not refer to the Babylonian captivity alone.

10. Arguments from style and date of language are largely inconclusive. While many linguistic features of Joel are held in common with late biblical books, we lack sufficient data to determine whether these features were innovations later in the development of Hebrew or simply coincidences. Arguments from language can have a corroborative role for other arguments, but we lack a sufficient corpus to use them with confidence. Many linguistic features that have been identified as late have been disputed by Kapelrud (1948, 86-87, 111-12) and Ahlström (1971, 1-22).

11. The position of Joel in the Hebrew canon between the eighth-century prophecies of Hosea and Amos has been taken by many as indicative of date; however, in the LXX Joel was found after Micah. Its position between Hosea and Amos is probably the result of the similarities between Amos 1:2; 9:13 and Joel 3:16, 18 [MT 4:16, 18] and the fact that both Amos and Joel mention Tyre, the Philistines, and Edom (Allen 1976, 21).

12. Although once again an argument from silence, it is worth noting the absence of any polemic against syncretized worship or the worship of foreign deities, indictments so characteristic of preexilic prophecy. Even if idolatry had been briefly suppressed at the time of Joash, one would at least expect some references to it in Joel’s preaching, especially since the book is taken up with issues of rainfall and fertility, areas of concern
in fertility cults and the particular areas of Baal’s expertise as a storm deity. Kapelrud (1948) did attempt to read Joel's concern with fertility on the backdrop of Canaanite fertility religion, but by and large his efforts have not proved convincing.

This survey of the major lines of evidence cited for establishing the date of Joel is inconclusive, though it is fair to say that it also tilts toward a date in the postexilic period. In the history of scholarship a wide variety of dates have been proposed for the book. Here is a representative list of some of the dates proposed by various scholars; see the more detailed discussion in Prinsloo (1985, 5-8) and Allen (1976, 19-24):

- Ninth century, time of Joash: K. A. Credner, G. C. Aalders, E. J. Young, M. Bicc]
- Late seventh century: A. S. Kapelrud, C. A. Keller, K. Koch
- Early sixth century: W. Rudolph
- Late sixth century to mid-fifth: W. F. Albright, J. M. Myers, B. Reicke, G. Ahlström, L. Allen
- Late fifth century to mid-fourth: A. Weiser, W. Wolff, J. A. Bewer, F. R. Stephenson
- Early third century: M. Treves
- As late as second century: B. Duhm
D. Stuart (1987, 226) associates the impetus for the book with invasions of Judah by the Assyrians or Babylonians in 701, 598, or 588 B.C.

In spite of Delitzsch’s judgment that the “bringing down of Joel into a postexilc age by Duhm, Merx, Stade, and others, is one of the most rotten fruits of criticism,” the position argued by Ahlström, Myers, and Allen appears to represent the best handling of the evidence.

LITERARY ANALYSIS

The fact that the book of Joel so resists attempts to date it may in part reflect another important characteristic of the book. Several features suggest that the book of Joel as a whole is either a liturgical text intended for repeated use on occasions of national lament or at least a historical example of one such lament.

Some psalms appear to have been composed for such occasions, and a few narratives also provide examples of the practice. In times of natural disaster or military threat, (1) the people were often summoned to a fast at a sanctuary (Joel 1:13-14; 2:15-17; cf. 2 Chron. 20:3-4; 1 Kings 21:9-12; Isa. 22:12; 32:11-14; Ezra 8:21; Jer. 36:8-10; 49:3-6; Jonah 3:7-8) where (2) they would present their complaint to God in prayer and remind him of his past mercies (Joel 1:2-12, 15-20; 2:1-11; cf. 2 Chron. 20:5-13; Pss. 12:1-4; 60:1-5; 85:1-7) and (3) receive an answer of weal or woe from God (Joel 2:12-3:21 [MT 4:21]; cf. 2 Chron. 20:14-17; Pss. 12:5-6; 60:6-12; 85:8-13); see Dillard, 2 Chronicles, 154-55; Ogden, 1983, 97-106.

If the book of Joel was intended to serve as part of a liturgy at the temple, the difficulty in dating the book is all the more easily understood. Repeated liturgical use would call for a composition that could be used on many different occasions, whether natural or military disaster threatened.
Specific historical references would narrow the range of events to which the text could be applied or for which it could be used liturgically. Note also how the text is “dehistoricized” in reference to the confession of sin: although the text calls for repentance (Joel 1:13-14; 2:13-14), no particular sin is mentioned as causing the plight of the people. The less specific a liturgical text is, the wider the range of its applicability. This feature of the book may help explain not only why it is so difficult to date, but also how it achieves the kind of timelessness that makes it such powerful literature in our own day.

Up until the early part of this century the unity of the book of Joel remained essentially unchallenged. However, early in the twentieth century B. Duhm advanced the argument that the book consisted of the work of at least two different individuals. A preexilic prophet delivered oracles concerning a local locust outbreak; his utterances constitute the bulk of Joel 1:1-2:27. A later apocalypticist assigned to the Maccabean period incorporated this earlier prophet’s work into his own utterances regarding the Day of the Lord. Duhm attributed 2:28-3:21 [MT 3:1-4:21], 1:15, 2:1-2, 10-11 to this later figure. Other scholars followed Duhm’s lead, but with minor modifications.
More recent scholarship (Allen, Chary, Dillard, Kapelrud, Keller, Myers, Romerowski, Rudolph, Stuart, Thompson, Weiser, Wolff) has tended to view the book as the composition of a single author, though possibly including smaller redactional additions. The most influential argument in favor of the essential unity of the book derives from appreciating the literary structure of the book as a lament. Those passages identified as interpolations from a later writer into Joel 1-2 are viewed as integrally related to their context.

The relationship between the descriptions of the locust plague in Joel 1 and 2:1-11 is one of the major debates in the history of the exegesis of Joel. There are a number of representative positions with intermediate variations, each having advocates both ancient and modern. We will sketch the representative approaches under three categories.

1. Some interpreters regard Joel 2 as containing simply another description either (1) of the same locust plague or (2) of the outbreak of a historical locust plague in the season following that described in chapter 1. This approach in effect denies the metaphorical character of chapter 2 and argues instead that actual locusts are described as God’s army (2:25). No one seriously disputes that locusts are described in 2:1-11 and that the phenomena described there (darkness, noise, invincibility, being driven by the wind into the sea, stench, etc.) reflect the realities of a locust plague. Further, the statement (2:25) that the Lord would repay Judah for the years devoured by the locusts may imply more than one outbreak.

2. Others regard the description in Joel 2 as either (1) metaphorical for an anticipated invasion by a foreign army, one of Israel’s traditional foes, or (2) allegorical for all of Israel’s traditional enemies. On this approach a recent locust outbreak (ch. 1) becomes the harbinger of an even greater invasion by a historical foe. A recent commentator who identified the foe
in 2:1-11 with the Assyrians or Babylonians was D. Stuart (1987, 206, 232-34, 250). Stuart also considers the description of the locust plague in chapter 1 to be metaphorical for a historical enemy. The invaders are described as an army on the march; the consequence of their invasion is that the Gentiles rule over Jerusalem (2:17). It is Gentile armies that are judged in 3:4-14, 19 [MT 4]), and Judah is promised that she will no longer be humiliated before the Gentiles (2:19, 26-27). All recognize some contact between Joel and Exodus 10; the locust plague in Exodus occurred in connection with a victory over the most powerful nation of that period, and victory over some other powerful nation should be expected in connection with Joel. Israel’s traditional foes were primarily armies from the north (2:20). Other elements from the Exodus events are reused by other prophets in reference to Assyria and Babylon (Stuart 1987, 234). Other traditional foes of Israel are also described as insects (Isa. 7:18). But other aspects of the text do not fit an actual army very well, e.g., the darkening of the sky (Joel 2:2) or leaping over the mountains (2:5). It would also be curious to find the locusts likened to an army if an army is what is actually intended, i.e., the metaphor is in some sense neutralized by the simile.

3. The approach favored by the majority of modern commentaries regards the second description of the locust invasion as an extended metaphor based on
the locust outbreak described in Joel 1; the prophet uses the recent plague as a harbinger of the impending Day of the Lord, the day of judgment when the Lord himself would come at the head of his own heavenly army in Holy War against evil. The threat in this case would not be coming from some particular historical foe, but rather from the Lord’s own army (2:11). This approach is favored by the extensive use of language in 2:1-11 that is most often reserved to describe theophanies. It also preserves the metaphorical character of the language: God’s army is often likened to human armies. Allen (64) describes the earlier motifs of the locust plague as “taken up and transposed into a higher key, a more strident setting and a faster pace” in 2:1-11, such that they cannot be reduced to another description of an encounter between Judah and a mass of insects. Further, in the concluding section of the book, the Lord promises Judah not only relief from the effects of the recent locust outbreak but also freedom from the eschatological day of judgment. All in Israel who call on the name of the Lord will be saved (2:28 [MT 3:5]), and the Lord will be a refuge for his people (3:16 [MT 4:16]), whereas the nations will then face the divine army (3:1-3 [MT 4:1-3], 9-15). The fact that the prophet devotes so much space to his description of the removal of an apocalyptic threat suggests that his second description of a locust army was where this threat was originally introduced.

Each of these approaches and their variations yield reasonably plausible scenarios for understanding the relation of the two accounts, but the approach described last best reflects the flow of the argument in the book as a whole. Yet it must also be asked whether the ambiguity regarding the relationship of Joel 1 and 2 felt by modern readers of Joel is the fortuitous product of our not knowing the circumstances of its original composition, or whether such ambiguity is the deliberate product of the author. If Joel is indeed a liturgical text, the very ambiguity within the book would facilitate its use and application in other contexts than that which originally prompted the book, and in this sense it could be a
THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

Joel preached the sovereignty, holiness, and compassion of God. The holy God would not ignore sin among his own elect people. The prophet saw in the outbreak of a locust plague the hand of God chastening and driving Israel to repentance. This locust outbreak was a warning that if Israel was not repentant, a yet more devastating army would come against the nation. Israel had so often anticipated and hoped for divine intrusion against her historical enemies. But Joel reverses that motif in a somewhat satirical parody (Kline, 119-20): Israel had anticipated the protective presence of winged cherubim, the glorious retinue of the Divine Warrior; the Lord would bring winged warriors all right, but they would come to bring judgment on Israel as a cloud of locusts (Joel 2:1-11).

But God’s sovereignty was not confined to Israel. He rules over the affairs of all nations, and the angelic armies would yet come to vindicate God’s name among the nations (Joel 3 [MT 4]). Joel portrays not simply the victory of Israel over a particular historical foe, as was often the case in oracles against foreign
nations in other prophetic books, but a universal and eschatological, decisive cosmic battle against evil on the Day of the Lord.

This terrible Day of Judgment on the nations would also be a day when God would show compassion and mercy to those among his people who were repentant and who called on the name of the Lord (Joel 2:32 [MT 3:5]).

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

The church too needs to hear God’s message to Israel through Joel—it remains true that God chastens those he loves (Prov. 3:11-12; Heb. 12:5-11) and that he will yet vindicate his name among the nations.


In the Old Testament the Spirit of God is preeminently the spirit that empowers and enables prophecy. Moses said, “I wish that all the LORD’s people were prophets and that the Lord would put his Spirit on them” (Num. 11:29). Joel foresees a day when God would answer Moses’ prayer and the Spirit of prophecy would be poured out on all his people (Joel 2:28-29). Peter saw the fulfillment of Joel’s prophecy in the events of the Day of Pentecost (Acts 2:14-21) with its accompanying fire theophany (Joel 2:30 [MT 3:3]). The fire of the divine presence would not be a threat to the new Israel, the church, but rather would empower their speech.

In ancient Israel the sociological pecking order placed the older free Jewish male at the top. Most of Israel’s prophets belonged to this group. An ancient prayer uttered at daybreak by the Jewish male reflects this structure; in the prayer a man thanks God that he was not born “a slave,
a Gentile, or a woman.” Joel’s prayer envisages a change, for in the
Israel Joel foresees, prophetic endowment will not be for men alone, but
also for women (“daughters...men and women”), not for the older alone,
but also for the young (“your sons and daughters...young men”), and not
for the free alone, but also for the enslaved (“servants, both men and
women”). Joel’s reference to “all people” in Joel 2:28 [MT 3:1] was to the
citizens of Judah, but inasmuch as the new Israel, the church, consists of
Jew and Gentile, even this barrier would fall. Paul may well have this
passage in mind when he says that in Christ “there is neither Jew nor
Greek, slave nor free, male nor female, for you are all one in Christ” (Gal.
“there is no difference between Jew and Gentile”; the “all who call” must
include both. Although in Joel this section is addressed to Israel alone,
Paul interprets it as applying to the true Israel rather than simply Israel
according to the flesh (Rom. 9:6-15). Those who call on the Lord are
those whom he has called (Rom. 9:24; cf. Joel 2:32b [MT 3:5b]), both
Jew and Gentile.

The same Spirit that empowered the prophets of old would also empower
the church, for it too would receive power to bear witness for God after
the Spirit came upon it (Acts 1:8). Protestant theology commonly speaks
of the “priesthood of all believers”; perhaps we should speak too of the
“prophethood of all believers.”
The New Testament often speaks of “calling” on the Lord or the name of the Lord (Acts 4:9-12; 9:14, 21; 22:16; 1 Cor. 1:2; 2 Tim. 2:22). In this regard they recall Peter’s appeal to Joel 2:32 [MT 3:5] in his sermon on Pentecost (Acts 2:21). Peter leaves no doubt that “calling on the name of the Lord” meant calling on the name of Jesus, the only name by which we must be saved (Acts 4:12).

27. Amos

Amos is not a large book, only nine chapters consisting of 146 verses and 2,042 words. However, in spite of its small size, it has been the object of intense study. In his volume Understanding the Book of Amos, G. Hasel (1991, 26) noted that in the three decades from the 1960s through the 1980s, sixty different commentaries on Amos appeared. Hasel (1991, 14) also discovered more than eight hundred publications on this small book written in the period between 1969 and 1990. A bibliographical survey of resources for studying the book was published by A. van der Wal (1986).
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**AUTHORSHIP AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND**

The book tells us a lot about the man Amos. He lived in the first half of the eighth century during the reigns of Jeroboam II (793-753 B.C.) in Israel and Uzziah (791-740) in Judah (Amos 1:1). Estimates for how long Amos acted as a prophet vary from a single occasion consisting of a “twenty-minute harangue” (Rosenbaum 1990, 76, 100) or a single day or a few days to much longer periods; the book does not provide the
information needed to make this decision. The superscription may suggest a relatively short period before a great earthquake (1:1; cf. Zech. 14:5).

His preaching is set in the northern kingdom against the backdrop of the great success that attended the reigns of Jeroboam and Uzziah. It was a period of unprecedented prosperity for the post-schism kingdoms. Under these two kings the territory of Israel and Judah had expanded to encompass almost all the land held during the empire of David and Solomon, just as Jonah had prophesied in reference to Jeroboam (2 Kings 14:25). As a consequence of the military successes and territorial expansion (2 Kings 14:25-28; 15:2; 2 Chron. 26:6-8), great wealth accrued to the two kingdoms. A powerful and profligate wealthy class had developed in Samaria; it was the abuse of wealth, power, and privilege by the wealthy in Samaria that formed the focus of so much of Amos’s preaching. But this period of material and military success was to be only a brief and glorious sunset for the Israelite kingdoms: the Assyrians were already building their empire to the north, and both kingdoms would soon fall under its sway.
Amos’s preaching occurs under the ominous shadow of a threatened invasion (Amos 3:11; 5:3, 27; 6:7-14; 7:9, 17; 9:4).

Although he preached in the northern kingdom, Amos was himself from Tekoa, a town in Judah five miles south of Bethlehem. Traditionally he has been thought to have come from the lower social classes of ancient Israel. He was a shepherd who tended flocks (Amos 1:1). During the hot summer months the shepherds moved flocks to lower elevations where Amos also worked as a “dresser” or “piercer” of sycamore fig trees (7:14), possibly in exchange for grazing rights (Hasel 1991, 53).

In some respects it is the task of scholarship to leave no stone unturned. Although the text’s assertions about Amos appear at first glance to be coherent and straightforward, scholarly scrutiny has prompted questions about almost every statement pertaining to the book and the prophet. These questions include issues regarding Amos’s social status, his relationship to other prophets and to the cult, the location of the Tekoa that was his home, and how much of the book actually reflects the writing or preaching of the prophet himself.

The Prophet’s Social Status. At first glance Amos appears to be a man of humble status, a shepherd and migrant orchard worker; he was counted among the poor and exploited classes in the society, a member of those lower strata of society in behalf of whom he spoke. However, since the 1950s many scholars have argued the exact opposite: that Amos was instead from the upper echelons of Israelite society. Amos’s designation as a “shepherd” (Amos 1:1) is not the common term for that profession (הֹר, ro=e4h, H8286), but rather a different term (דָּקָּנָה, no=qe4d, H5924). A cognate for this term in Ugaritic suggests that Amos may have been a large-scale breeder or a broker of herds (Craigie 1982, 1983). Others appeal to an Akkadian cognate (nāqīdu) which designates a mid-level managerial official on the staff of a Mesopotamian
temple and suggest that Amos supervised or managed the flocks belonging to the temple in Jerusalem. Although the existence of such herds and flocks is clear for Mesopotamian temples, there is no clear indication in the Bible that the Jerusalem temple invested its resources in livestock and landed estates.

Whether a wealthy individual or a manager in the employ of the temple, in either scenario Amos was not a simple farmer or peasant, but rather a member of those wealthier social classes against which he delivered his indictments. For some his further designation as a dresser of sycamore figs is dismissed in light of the fact that Amos 7:10-17 is widely regarded as a secondary insertion into the book (for example, Auld 1986, 40) or by further philological arguments that reinterpret the phrase “dresser of sycamore trees” (7:14) to mean something like “tax collector” or “government commissioner” (Rosenbaum 1990, 48-49).

In the final analysis, however, it is unclear whether Amos was among the wealthier members of Israelite society. Arguments from Ugaritic or Akkadian cognates require a jump of culture, time, and geography and may not actually reflect the use of the term dq´nO (noonad, H5924) in Hebrew. Amos does speak of himself as “following the flock” (Amos 7:15), i.e., as in fact a shepherd instead of a wealthy livestock broker. Philological arguments that assign some other
meaning to the phrase “dresser of sycamore trees” are unconvincing, nor is simply excising 7:10-17 an approach that is methodologically satisfying. The traditional understanding yet has much to commend it.

Which Tekoa? The only village designated by the name Tekoa in the Bible is the Judean village south of Bethlehem, and this is the site traditionally identified as the home of Amos. However, in light of the fact that Amos’s ministry is set in the northern kingdom and the fact that the sycamore-fig tree does not grow in the vicinity of Judean Tekoa, a number of scholars (most recently Rosenbaum 1990) have suggested that Amos must have been from another village with the same name somewhere in the northern kingdom, perhaps in the area around Galilee. The arguments for this position are not very compelling and are easily answered (see Hasel 1991, 49-55).

Amos and Other Prophets. The statement “I was not a prophet, nor the son of a prophet” (Amos 7:14) is one of the most familiar quotations from the Bible, and it is among the most debated verses in the prophetic books. The Hebrew text itself reads more literally “I not prophet; I not son of prophet (or, ‘disciple of prophet’).” If these two clauses are translated with past tense verbs, “I was not a prophet, nor the son of a prophet,” Amos is reflecting on the fact that he had no prior experience in the office or calling of a prophet until God took him from tending the flocks (7:15) and commissioned him to become a prophet.

However, if the clauses are translated with present tense verbs (“I am not a prophet and not the son of a prophet”), Amos is dissociating himself from others who might be identified as prophets and himself never claimed to be a prophet (aybîn: , nābî H5566), at least not in the sense that the northern priest Amaziah would associate with the term. This position challenges the reader to ask why Amos would have avoided the use of the term in reference to himself (1) when it would later become the
standard designation for the office and (2) when in the immediate context (7:12), Amaziah the priest calls him by the title “seer”

(ḥz<jo, ḫẓəh, H2602), a title he does not appear to reject. Many have suggested that the issue here is simply chronology: that aybīn: (nabi < H5566) had yet to become the standard term for designating a prophet. Others suggest that some pejorative meaning attached to the term at the time of Amos and that the prophet was seeking to avoid the label. Petersen (1981) distinguishes the two terms by arguing that ḫz<jo (ḥ ḫẓəh) was the term used in the southern kingdom, Judah, and that aybīn: (nabi < n) was used in the northern kingdom; on this basis Amos would have accepted the designation “seer” (appropriate to someone from Judah) while rejecting designation as a “prophet” from Israel. Yet it is not clear that there is some dissonance in the use of these two terms in the immediate context; it is equally plausible that the use of both ḫz<jo (ḥ ḫẓəh) and aybīn: (nabi < n) in 7:12, 15 suggests that the prophet himself saw them as essentially synonymous. In any event the immediate context suggests that translating with past tenses is the correct approach: Amos had been a herder and tree dresser, but now God had constituted him a prophet, something he had not been before.
Amos’s actions are those of a prophet: he has visions and he preaches. There is little reason to suggest he was avoiding the term. Both Amaziah and Amos describe his activity by the verb “prophesy” (אֲבָנִי הָיִהוּ, hitnabbe’, H5547, 7:12, 13, 15), a verbal root derived from the noun “prophet” (אֱיְבִּן, nabi), further suggesting that both Amos himself and Amaziah considered Amos a “prophet” (contrast Vawter 1985).

**The Prophet’s Relationship to the Book.** Traditional and precritical views of the book identified its first-person oracles as written by the prophet himself; even Amos 7:10-17, a third-person narrative, was associated with the prophet or with someone who was an eyewitness in his own generation. Critical study broke this connection between the prophet and the book to varying degrees. The study of Amos has mirrored the development of various critical methods. Hasel (1991, 20-27) identifies three major stages in this history of critical study.

The first phase, concurrent with the rise and predominance of pentateuchal source criticism, had as its objective to separate the authentic words of Amos from those of later additions. This was the search for the historical Amos, not unlike the then-current search for the historical Jesus in gospel criticism. Scholars sought to isolate the ipsissima verba (the “very words”) of the prophet from the inauthentic and nongenuine material in the book. The commentaries by G. A. Smith (1928) and W. R. Harper (1905) were representative of this approach. Amos was associated with the development of a new phase of Israel’s religious understanding, the innovation of a genuine ethical monotheism that would become the basis for the preaching of Israel’s classical prophets.

The development of form criticism and tradition-historical criticism inaugurated a second phase in critical study of Amos. As these methods
were applied to Amos, the interest was not only the authentic kernel of Amos’s original utterances in the book, but instead moved in two directions: (1) investigation of the social setting and structure of his originally oral pronouncements (i.e., getting behind even the written text), and (2) attention paid to the stages of growth in the written text itself through successive layers of redaction. Giving attention to the relationship between Amos and the traditions of ancient Israel did provide a happy corrective to the earlier critical scholarship: Amos was found to be not an innovator of some new phase in Israel’s religion, but rather to have been deeply immersed in Israel’s historical traditions.

Efforts to investigate the redactional history of Amos approach the book almost as if it were a piece of baklava pastry from which the various thin layers could be peeled and evaluated. As is commonly the case with redactional studies of other Old Testament books, scholars reached a wide variety of conclusions on the number and extent of the various editorial layers in Amos. Wolff and Coote are representative of the approach: Wolff (1977, 106-14) identified six stages of development; Coote (1981, 1-10) found three levels. Redaction critical approaches have in common that they view the book as the result of a gradual process of growth. Some originally authentic oracles of Amos were
supplemented with other materials from disciples of the prophet and yet later editors.

A number of passages in Amos are widely regarded as secondary. The narrative in 7:10-17 is often regarded as a later addition both because it is the only third-person narrative in the book and because it seems intrusive in the series of visions (Amos 7:1-8:3; see above). This biographical narrative interrupts the two visions where Amos is successful at intercession (7:1-3, 4-6) and the two visions where judgment is presented as irrevocable (7:7-9; 8:1-3) by coming between numbers three and four. Numerous theories have been offered to explain why the redactor would have inserted this material at this point (Freedman 1990; Williamson 1990).

Among the oracles against foreign nations (Amos 1-2), the oracles against Tyre (1:9-10), Edom (1:11-12), and Judah (2:4-5) are often viewed as secondary because of minor deviations compared with the forms of oracles against the other nations mentioned. These three do not have the closing formula “Yahweh said,” and they have a more abbreviated announcement of judgment.

A number of “hymn fragments” have been identified in the book (Amos 1:2; 4:13; 5:8-9; 8:8; 9:5-6), and these are often regarded as insertions from an editor in the Jerusalem cult. Others argue instead that these “fragments” are too deeply embedded in the rhetorical argument of their respective passages to be regarded as later insertions (McComiskey 1986).

The salvation promise in Amos 9:11-15 is often considered a product of the postexilic period, reflecting the pro-Judah or pro-Jerusalem stance of a later editor (a summary of the debate is found in Hasel 1991, 12-15). Scholars are troubled, as Wellhausen put it, by the sudden switch to
"roses and lavender instead of blood and iron." However, a great number of scholars also consider this final oracle as authentic (Hasel 1991, 15).

Other short passages are also commonly viewed as secondary additions; for example, the statement about prophecy in Amos 3:7 is often credited to deuteronomistic sources in the sixth century B.C., and the aphorism in 5:13 is attributed to a later editor.

Many scholars have increasingly questioned whether the tools of critical scholarship permit such fine dissecting of biblical books, especially in a book as small as Amos, and especially when such differing results themselves cast doubt on the usefulness of the method.

In a third phase in the study of Amos scholars approach the book with greater interest in its literary structure and rhetorical development. More recent approaches are less fixated on diachronic questions (how the book came to be) and more interested in synchronic issues (the meaning of the book as it exists). Individuals taking this approach tend to view the book as essentially the product of one individual, either Amos himself or an editor who had been a colleague of the prophet and who unified and integrated the materials into a coherent whole. The commentaries by Andersen and Freedman (1989), S. Paul (1991), Niehaus (1992), G. V. Smith (1988), and Stuart (1987) are representative of this methodological shift. A comparison of the two commentaries on Amos in the
Hermeneia series (Wolff 1977; Paul 1991) shows quite clearly the dramatic shift in approach.

LITERARY STRUCTURE

The book of Amos falls into three sections: the oracles against the nations (Amos 1-2), a series of judgment speeches against Israel (chs. 3-6), and a group of vision reports culminating with an oracle of salvation (chs. 7-9).

The Oracles Against the Nations (chs. 1-2)

Amos delivers prophetic indictments against eight nations as he zeroes in to at last deliver his indictment against Israel. These indictments circle Israel in a kind of “geographical chiasmus” (Niehaus 1992, 323): Syria to the northeast, Philistia to the southwest, Tyre to the northwest, and then Edom, Ammon, and Moab to the southeast, Judah to the south, and finally coming home to Israel itself. The gentile nations are indicted primarily for war crimes. Each of the separate oracles uses the numerical scheme “X and X+1” (“for three sins, even for four”) common to wisdom literature. Geyer (1986) notes that Amos’s oracles against the nations lack the mythological motifs that characterize the major collections of oracles against the nations in Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel. Unlike those other collections, these oracles in Amos are largely a rhetorical device leading up to his condemnation of Israel. His listeners would readily have agreed with the denunciation of atrocities committed by neighboring states, only to be surprised at the condemnation of social injustice on the home front. Ryken (1993, 342) sees in these oracles an increasing sense of urgency that culminates in the oracle against Israel. The arrangement of the oracles is itself clever and subversive; oracles that construct a circle of despised enemy peoples turn out to be a trap sprung on an unsuspecting Israel.
Scholars have long debated the basis for the moral authority of Amos’s indictments (see Barton 1980). Is the appeal to some universally recognized international law? Or to some form of natural law? Or does Amos base his indictment on some specific application of Israel’s own covenant law? The use of literary devices characteristic of wisdom literature does suggest an appeal to universally recognized precepts embedded in the moral order. The ancient treaty literature of the Hittites contained specific provisions regarding the conduct of war and the treatment of prisoners, attesting to the broad acceptance of the moral premises that underlie Amos’s words.

**Judgment Speeches Against Israel (chs. 3-6)**

In chapters 3-6 Amos uses a wide variety of literary forms. The prophetic lawsuit speech is prominent. Here the prophet serves as the lawsuit messenger to present God’s case against Israel (Niehaus, 318-19). In the prophetic lawsuits of the Bible, as in their extrabiblical counterparts (Huffmon 1959), the suzerain or lord in a treaty relationship sends a messenger to remind the disobedient vassal
or client of his obligations under the terms of their covenant and of his failure to keep those terms. The setting is judicial: (1) the plaintiff-judge is introduced, (2) the past relations of the contracting parties are reviewed, specifically the recent history of disobedience on the part of the vassal, (3) witnesses are summoned, (4) indictments are delivered, (5) rhetorical cross-examination is common, (6) repentance is offered, i.e., possibilities for repair of the covenant-treaty are announced, and (7) the threatened punishment is specified.

Many of these elements occur, for example, in Amos 3:1-15. The plaintiff and defendant are introduced (3:1a), a short history of the past relationship and the breech in the relationship are pronounced (3:1b-2); the cross-examination is characterized by the use of rhetorical questions (3:3-6), and the status of the prophet-lawsuit messenger is confirmed (3:7-8). Witnesses are summoned from the surrounding nations (3:9) to hear the announced judgment (3:10-15).

In addition to the elements of the prophetic lawsuit, Amos also uses judgment speeches (Amos 4:1-13; 5:1-17) and woe oracles (5:18-27; 6:1-14). Scholarly research has in the past concentrated on the presumed editorial layering and chronological relationship of these speech forms in 3:1-6:14. More recent approaches have tended to observe a deliberate inner coherence and unity in the structure of these materials, somewhat vitiating the need to posit chronological redactions (Hubbard 1989, 119; see Gitay 1980; de Waard 1977; Tromp 1984).

The Vision Reports (chs. 7-9)

The prophet gives an autobiographical account of five visions he received. The first four of these (Amos 7:1-3, 4-6, 7-9; 8:1-3) are similar to one another, but also distinct from the fifth (9:1-10). In the first four God “showed” (7:1, 4, 7; 8:1) the prophet objects or events, and there is
dialogue between God and the prophet. In the last vision the object seen is the Lord himself, and there is no dialogue between God and the prophet; no particular action is seen, and the prophet remains a silent listener to the words of God.

The first four visions are also clearly related to one another and have their own structure as a group. The first two visions portray events (locust plague and drought); the second two, objects (plumbline and fruit basket). In the first two, Amos intercedes with God and successfully pleads that he withhold the disaster; in the second two, the portent of the vision cannot be evaded. The first two visions represented the greatest threats to an agrarian society (locusts and drought) and needed no further explanation, but the second two visions required elaboration. The plumbline represented God’s standards, his law; it was the measure of rectitude that contrasted with Israel’s disobedience. A city with walls out of plumb could not expect to continue standing. In the last vision, the basket of summer fruit, Amos engages in a wordplay similar to visions in Jeremiah (Amos 1:11-14): the summer (6\textit{yIq}{\textsuperscript{}} , q\textit{ayi}s\textsuperscript{[} , H7811) fruit invoked a message about the end (6\textit{q}{\textsuperscript{}} , q\textit{e4}\textsuperscript{[} , H7891) of Israel; the nation had become ripe for judgment. The two groups of paired visions may reflect different chronological moments in the ministry of Amos: his earlier preaching during which averting judgment was
still possible (visions one and two), and his later preaching when his message had been rejected (Amos 7:10-17) and judgment was inevitable.

The book ends with an abrupt shift to an oracle of salvation. The out-of-plumb nation once ruined (Amos 7:7-9) is rebuilt (9:11-12); the overripe people (8:1-3) will once again enjoy restoration to a fruitful land. Israel becomes Eden restored (9:13-15); agricultural plenty is a common motif in the prophets for describing the blessings of the eschatological future (e.g., Ezek. 47; Joel 3:17-21 [MT 4:17-21]; Zech. 3:10). Although many have associated this oracle with a later redactor (see above), the prophet here appears to hold out hopes for the reinstitution of a united monarchy involving both North and South, united under David’s tent (Amos 9:11).

Amos makes use of a wide range of literary devices in presenting his oracles: metaphors, simile, epithets, proverbs, short narratives, sarcasm, direct vituperation, vision, taunt, dialogue, irony, satire, parody, “a virtual anthology of prophetic forms” (Ryken 1993, 342). Extensive agrarian imagery may reflect his own background as a shepherd and orchard worker (Amos 1:3; 2:13; 4:9; 5:11, 16-17; 7:1-2, 14-15; 8:1-2; 9:9-15). The prophet appears to have enjoyed structured repetition (as in the oracles against the nations or the vision reports) and the use of rhetorical questions (3:3-6) and repeated phrases (3:4, 8). He makes frequent use of “summary quotations,” a device in which he cites the words of his opponents (2:12; 4:1; 6:2, 13; 7:11, 16; 8:5-6, 14; 9:10). He uses a few puns (5:5; 6:1, 6, 7; 8:1-2) and often calls for the attention of his hearers with a repeated summons (3:1; 4:1; 5:1; cf. 8:4).

THEOLOGICAL THEMES

Much of Amos’s preaching can be gathered under several distinct themes.
Divine Sovereignty and Judgment

It goes almost without saying that Amos shares with the other canonical prophets his belief in the sovereignty of Israel’s God over the historical process. Amos announces God’s rejection of the religious and social practices of the northern kingdom and his determination to punish that nation for its disobedience. Hubbard (1989, 108-9) sees this process of sovereign rule and judgment operative at four different levels. First, at the personal, divine level, it is Yahweh himself who takes the initiative in judgment (e.g., Amos 1:4; 3:2, 14; 9:4); disobedience has been directed toward him, and his is the obligation to punish. Second, at the level of creation. The cosmos itself rises up in judgment against wickedness; created reality convulses at the presence of the Divine Warrior coming to execute judgment on the nation (2:13; 8:8; 9:1, 5; cf. 1:1). Third, at the level of moral causality, evil directed toward others produces evil in return (3:11; 5:11); rejection of God’s word through the prophet brings the moral consequence of a famine of the word of God (8:11-12). The punishment fits the crime. Fourth, at the level of political history, God’s sovereign rule extends over the nations of the world. They not only are subject to his judgment (chs. 1-2), but
they also do his bidding in bringing judgment on Israel. They come to invade the land (3:11), devastate Israel’s armies (5:3) and populace (6:9-10), seize territory and destroy cities (3:14; 6:14), and exile leaders (4:2-3; 5:27). God displays his sovereign power in all areas of the cosmos. There would be no escaping his judgment—not in the depths of the sea or on the heights of the mountains, in the grave or in the heavens (9:2-4).

**Idolatry and Social Injustice**

Amos’s message of divine judgment is directed at two particular areas: idolatry and social injustice. Idolatry was commonplace in the Israel of Amos’s day (Amos 2:8; 5:5, 26; 7:9-13; 8:14). The worship of Yahweh had itself become corrupt, a religion content with external and perfunctory fulfillment of sacrificial duty (4:4-5; 5:21-26) and Sabbath commands (8:5), all the while missing the “weightier matters of the law.” For others the commandments of God were openly defied (2:7-8).

The material prosperity that had accompanied political and military successes under Jeroboam II had created a powerful and wealthy upper class in Israel (Amos 3:12, 15; 6:4-6). New levels of leisure time and disposable wealth had brought open vice (2:7-8); alcohol abuse had now become a problem even for women (4:1; cf. 2:8). For the wealthy justice could be purchased (5:12) while those less fortunate were reduced to chattel (2:6-7; 8:6); the poor and needy were crushed by the powerful (2:7; 4:1; 5:11; 8:4). God had revealed himself as the protector of the poor, the widow, and the orphan; he would undertake the defense of the downtrodden. The abuse of power and wealth would bring disaster to the northern kingdom. Ill-gotten gains would become plunder for others, and those who had enslaved their fellow Israelites would become slaves in distant lands (9:4). Father and son who had engaged the same prostitute (2:7-8) would witness wives turned into prostitutes and children dying by the
The Covenant and the Remnant

Amos was not the radical religious innovator depicted in earlier biblical criticism. His status as a covenant-lawsuit messenger presupposes the existence of that covenant. The book itself is replete with many allusions to pentateuchal language (see the chart, Niehaus 1992, 322) and also shows familiarity with covenantal ideology. For example, Amos makes explicit use of earlier pentateuchal materials in Amos 2:8 (Exod. 22:26; Deut. 24:12-13); Amos 2:12 (Num. 6:2-21); Amos 4:4 (Deut. 14:28); Amos 4:11 (Gen. 19). Amos saw himself as part of the succession of prophets to follow Moses (Amos 3:7; Deut. 18:14-22). The divine judgments proclaimed against Israel are drawn from the lists of curses in Deuteronomy 28 and Leviticus 26. Amos was not calling upon Israel to adopt some new religious novelty, but rather, like Jeremiah, he urged a nation at
crossroads to choose the “ancient paths” and to “walk in the good way” (Jer. 6:16).

Israel’s status as an elect people, a redeemed nation in covenant relationship with Yahweh, is important in the book (Amos 3:1-2). The Lord had irrevocably committed himself to the descendants of Abraham, but he also required that they be a holy nation. Failure to live in accord with the dictates of the covenant brought divine wrath and punishment. An unavoidable tension arose in Israel between God’s gracious commitment to his people and the nation’s failure to keep his commandments. This tension is addressed in the prophets primarily through the remnant motif (Dillard 1988; Hasel 1991): God’s holiness required that he respond in judgment on the sins of the nation, but his commitment to Israel meant that there would always be a remnant, those who had undergone divine judgment and survived to become the nucleus for the continuation of the people of God. These survivors, the remnant, would inherit afresh God’s promises to his people. For Amos the contemplated divine judgment threatened the continued existence of Ephraim and Manasseh (5:15; 6:9). The nation would be like grain in a sieve: not a kernel would reach the ground, and all the sinners among the people would die (9:9-10). But God would yet again plant and bless his people in their land (9:11-15).

The Day of the Lord

Israel had ordinarily viewed the “Day of the Lord” as the day of national vindication, that time in which the Divine Warrior would move in judgment against the enemies of Israel. But Amos sets this concept in reverse: the Day of the Lord would mean judgment for Israel, and the Divine Warrior would bring enemy armies against his own people in judgment for their sin (Amos 5:18-20). Israel was just like the other nations and would fare no better on the day of his wrath. There has been considerable debate about Amos’s eschatology (Hasel 1991, 5-
8). Some identify the “Day of the Lord” in Amos as a noneschatological concept, others regard Amos as countering the popular eschatology of the people, and still others regard Amos as making an eschatological pronouncement. The answer to this question depends in part on how one understands “eschatology.” If by the term one intends a universal, end-time, cataclysmic event, Amos’s use of the “Day of the Lord” is probably not eschatological; but if one understands Amos’s use of the concept as reference to a definite, future divine intrusion in judgment (though not the absolute end of history), Amos’s use is indeed eschatological.

God’s Word

Amos shares with the other prophets his confidence in the power and efficacy of the divine word as revealed through the prophets (Amos 3:1; 4:1; 5:1; 7:14-16; 8:12). When the Lord speaks from his dwelling, the earth responds and convulses (1:2). The roar of a lion brought a response—but Israel believed they could ignore the divine word revealed by his servants the prophets (3:3-8).
APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT


Amos is specifically cited in several New Testament passages. Paul’s exhortation to “hate evil and love good” may have been drawn from Amos 5:15 (Rom. 12:9). Stephen cites the prophet to recall Israel’s national idolatry during the wilderness wandering (Amos 5:25; Acts 7:42). Perhaps of greatest interest is the citation of Amos 9:11-12 in Acts 15:16-17. Although the source for the actual text cited in Acts is difficult to establish, at the council of Jerusalem James appears to argue that the incorporation of the Gentiles into the church fulfills God’s promise to reunify Israel. Rebuilding David’s fallen tent, repairing its breeches (the break up of the united kingdom), does not apply to the physical nation of Israel alone; it includes the ingathering of the nations.

28. Obadiah

The old adage that “good things come in small packages” is apt for this shortest book of the Old Testament. Conversely many have also come to agree with Jerome’s comment regarding the book: “quanto brevius est, tanto difficilium” (“It is as difficult as it is brief”).
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Authorship and Historical Period

The superscriptions to the prophetic books often contain some information about the time in which the prophet lived, an indication of his home town, and the name of his father. None of the above is provided for Obadiah, and even his exact name is a matter of debate. The Hebrew vocalization of Obadiah means “worshiper of Yahweh”; in the Septuagint (Abdiou, Abdiou) and Vulgate (Abdias), however, his name is read with different vowels and takes the meaning “servant of Yahweh.” Stuart (1987, 406) suggests that these were bi-forms of the same name, analogous to English pairs like Bert and Burt or Beth and Betty. At least a dozen individuals are called by the name Obadiah in the Old Testament; another
very common name, Obed, is a hypocoristcon (a shortened form, a “nickname”) of the name Obadiah. But our prophet cannot be identified with any of these other individuals. The very lack of information about the prophet may suggest that he was well known among his contemporaries. Some scholars contend that oracles against foreign nations were delivered at sanctuaries, and for this reason some have suggested that Obadiah was himself a cultic prophet attached to the temple staff in Jerusalem, and furthermore, that this book may have been associated with a particular festival or cultic event. These conclusions are highly speculative, however. Allen (1976, 136) notes that the historical specificity in the book militates against its having been a liturgical composition, since such compositions tend to be more general in tone.

As with the books of Nahum, Habakkuk, and Joel—books that also provide minimal information about the prophet known from the title—the reader must examine the internal evidence within the book to determine a date and historical setting for it. However, this data has not always led to a unified conclusion in the history of scholarship.

Most scholars have concurred in the judgment that Obadiah should be dated in the sixth century B.C., either reasonably early in the Judean exile or later in that century. The prima facie evidence for this date is Obadiah’s apparent denunciations against Edom for its raids into Judah at the time of Jerusalem’s fall (Obad. 11-16), an event remembered in other biblical passages (Ps. 137:7; Lam. 4:21-22). The apocryphal book 1 Esdras (1 Esd. 4:45) blames Edomites for burning the temple in Jerusalem, but the historical basis for this claim cannot be confirmed.

A few scholars have argued for a yet later date. Bewer (1911) and others regard the prophecies of Edom’s destruction as vaticinium ex eventu (prophecy after the event); they argue that such prophecies must have been issued sometime later than the destruction of Edom by the
Nabateans late in the fifth century. However, Obad. 2-9 are a prophetic threat and not a description of past events.

Keil, E. J. Young, and a few other scholars have also opted for an earlier date in the mid-ninth century B.C. by associating the book with events during the reign of Jehoram (2 Kings 8:20-22; 2 Chron. 21:8-10). A date this early is attractive primarily if one also believes that the present canonical order of the twelve minor prophets was intended to be chronological. Although the books are in a chronological sequence where that chronology is demonstrable, the positioning of the chronologically less certain books appears due to thematic associations and shared vocabulary; the order in the Septuagint is different from that in the Hebrew text.

The book of Obadiah is an oracle against Edom. This land was also known as Seir (Gen. 32:3; 36:20-21, 30; Num. 24:18). It was located to the south and east of the Dead Sea, from the Wadi Zered to the Gulf of Aqabah. It was a fairly narrow strip of marginally arable land. Two major north-south routes passed through the region: (1) the so-called King’s Highway running through the arable regions where water was more readily available, but which also required crossing deep east-west canyons, (2) and the route further east at the outer edge of the
arable zone, but which did not require crossing such steep canyons. These trade routes were the main arteries east of the Jordan. The goods and commodities of Europe, Asia, and Africa were carried along these roads; revenues from taxes levied on caravans provided the foundation for Edom’s income.

The Bible records a long history of frequent contact between Israel and Edom, primarily in military conflict. The Edomites are described as the descendants of Esau (Gen. 36:1, 9), the brother of Jacob/Israel. After the Exodus, Edom denied Israel right of passage through her land (Num. 20:14-21; Judg. 11:17-18). Balaam predicted that Edom would be conquered (Num. 24:18). The kings of the united monarchy—Saul, David, and Solomon—fought the Edomites and eventually subdued that land for a time (1 Sam. 14:47; 2 Sam. 8:13-14; 1 Kings 9:26-28; 11:14-22). During the ninth century Edom allied itself with Moab and Ammon in a raid against Judah at the time of Jehoshaphat (2 Chron. 20). A few years later Edom was more successful in its rebellion against Jehoram and managed to achieve freedom from Israelite domination for about forty years (2 Kings 8:20-22; 2 Chron. 21:8-10). In the early eighth century King Amaziah of Judah conquered Edom once again and inflicted heavy casualties after the battle itself had been won (2 Kings 14:7; 2 Chron. 25:11-12). By the middle of the eighth century, during the reign of Ahaz, Edom was itself able to launch raids into Judah and to take captives (2 Chron. 28:17); at that time she escaped Israel’s yoke and would not be subjugated again.

During the period of Assyrian and Babylonian domination, Edom was reduced to vassal status to these great powers. At one point Edom was involved in plans for a rebellion against Babylon (Jer. 27). After the fall of Jerusalem, Edom took advantage of the moment and either cooperated with the Babylonians or launched independent raids into Judah and Jerusalem that served as the stimulus for the book of Obadiah (see
Archaeological evidence suggests growing Arab influence and infiltration in the area of Edom during the period of the Persian Empire (late sixth to fourth centuries; Neh. 2:19; 4:7; 6:1). By late in the fourth century B.C., the Arab kingdom of Nabatea was centered around Petra. Pressure from the Nabateans displaced many Edomites into the Negev of Judah. This region then came to be called Idumea, preserving the ancient name of Edom.

LITERARY ANALYSIS

From the inception of the prophetic order, the prophets addressed not only Israel but also foreign nations. Moses’ call was to address the pharaoh of Egypt (Exod. 3:10). Jeremiah was “appointed as a prophet to the nations” (Jer. 1:5), appointed “over nations and kingdoms” (Jer. 1:10). All of the prophetic books, with the exception of Hosea and Haggai, contain oracles against foreign nations. Extensive collections of such oracles are found in Isaiah 13-23; Jeremiah 46-51; Ezekiel 25-32, 35; and Amos 1-2.

What would be a single oracle against a foreign nation in one of the other prophetic books has in Obadiah become an independent book. There are other oracles against Edom in Isaiah 34:5-15; Jeremiah 49:7-22; Ezekiel 25:12-14; 35;
Amos 1:11-12; and Malachi 1:2-5. Edom is the subject of more separate oracles against foreign nations and more brief or passing hostile references in the prophetic books than any other nation (Stuart 1987, 404; cf. Joel 3:19 [MT 4:19]; Isa. 11:14; Jer. 25:21; Lam. 4:21). In particular Obadiah 1-9 has many close verbal and thematic links to Jeremiah 49:7-16, such that some literary dependence is all but certain. The direction of this dependence, however, is not clear; Obadiah could have preceded or followed Jeremiah. The two oracles have the same introduction (Obad. 1; Jer. 49:7); both oracles report Edom’s lack of wisdom (Obad. 8; Jer. 49:7). Obadiah 1b-4 resembles Jeremiah 49:14-16; Obadiah 5, Jeremiah 49:9; Obadiah 6, Jeremiah 49:10a. Ogden (1982) regards both as examples of responses to a lament liturgy in the temple.

As with most of the prophetic books, even one this short, critical scholarship has discovered reasons to question the unity and literary integrity of Obadiah. As Stuart notes (1987, 403), scholarly debate on a portion of Scripture often increases in inverse proportion to the data available to decide the question. Efforts to assign stages to the composition of the book follow two major approaches with numerous variations. The first (Bewer, Keller, and others) attributes Obadiah 1-14, 15b to Obadiah and the remainder (vv. 15a, 16-21) to a later individual or several individuals. The primary reason for this division is that the first part of the book deals with a concrete historical situation; it reflects on the fall of Jerusalem and the pending divine judgment against Edom. The remainder, however, is more characteristic of apocalyptic: it announces the Day of the Lord and addresses divine judgment and vindication of Israel against the nations more broadly than against Edom alone. The second approach (Weiser, Rudolph, and others) denies only verses 19-21 to Obadiah and regards verses 15a, 16-18 as a genuine but independent oracle from the prophet.
Verses 15a, 16-18 are concerned with the same historical situation as verses 1-14, 15b. In the first part the nations punish Edom, whereas in the second, the nations are victims alongside Edom. In the first part Edom is addressed; in the second, Israel.

In contrast to these approaches, which find a compositional history in this short book, others have defended its essential unity (Thompson, Allen, Stuart). As with all oracles against foreign nations, although a particular foreign power is addressed as the putative audience, the real audience is in Israel or Judah; the transition from addressing Edom to addressing Judah should come as no surprise. Brockington, Thompson, and Allen have called attention to parallels with the book of Joel: Joel saw in immediate events (the locust plague) a dire portent of an even greater pending and apocalyptic appearance of the Day of the Lord against the nations. This is the same theological progression that is found in Obadiah. Just as Edom had annexed the territory of Judah, this act will be reversed: Edom will be stubble for a fire ignited in Israel, and her own mountains will be occupied (Obad. 18-19); the Lord will amass the nations for battle against Edom (v. 1b), and Mount Zion will produce those who “govern the mountains of Esau” (v. 21). The shift from the immediate historical moment to a more apocalyptic outlook is not a valid criterion for isolating separate editorial layers.
Although the second half of the book concerns Israel and the nations more broadly, Edom is still to the fore (vv. 19, 21).

Structural analysis of this little book has also yielded a wide variety of results. Various scholars have identified two, three, four, five, or six sections and have outlined the book in different ways; see the history of this discussion in Allen (1976, 140-42) or Snyman (1989, 59-71). The prophet presents himself as an envoy from the heavenly court, sent by his Lord to summon the nations for battle against Edom (Obad. 1). The Lord announces his sentence against Edom (vv. 2-9) and expounds the basis for his divine judgment (vv. 10-14). Edom’s experience of the Day of the Lord is but a harbinger of a yet great day of divine wrath against his enemies and vindication for his people (vv. 15-21).

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

The little book of Obadiah shares the theological underpinnings of other oracles against foreign nations. All of these oracles have at least three items in common:

1. They express the universal rule of Yahweh. The God of Israel is not the god of a single nation. He is the Lord of all nations and places. The power of his word is not confined in some way within the borders of Israel; his word effects his will at any time or place to which it is addressed. He orders the history of nations and reveals his will to his prophets.

2. They express the outworking in Israel of the Abrahamic covenant: “I will bless those who bless you, and whoever curses you I will curse” (Gen. 12:3). The long history of warfare between Jacob and Esau, between Israel and Edom, means for Edom: “As you have done, it will be
done to you; your deeds will return upon your own head” (Obad. 15b).

3. They reflect the involvement of Israel’s prophets in Holy War as the messengers of the Divine Warrior. In the historical books, and most frequently in the periods before the appearance of the classical canonical prophets, Israel’s prophets were actively involved in the nation’s warfare, expressing God’s will as to whether to go to battle and giving instructions even about the conduct of the battle. The oracles against foreign nations are extensions of prophetic involvement in warfare; instead of the nitty-gritty details of particular historical battles, the prophets address the Divine Warrior’s intent to nations near and far. It is Holy War transferred to a more verbal plane. The customary speech before the battle becomes an oracle against a foreign power when the armies are not actually arrayed on the field for combat.

A sense of outrage permeates this little book, outrage directed toward Edom. The precise context of the book may be elusive, but a wealth of intertextual associations provoke reading the book in the light of a larger literary context. For the Israelite reader Obadiah would have evoked a whole series of associative allusions beyond the context of the book itself. The repeated use of the name Esau (Obad. 6, 8, 9, 18, 21) and the description of Jacob as his brother (vv. 10, 12) move us beyond the realm of international politics and into the world of family relationships. These two nations—Israel and Edom—are inextricably
bound together from their birth in the tents of Isaac and Rebekah. Obadiah pronounces that Edom will be *despised* among the nations, the same word used to describe how Esau *despised* his birthright (v. 2; Gen. 25:34). Esau’s “blessing” is that he will serve his younger brother Jacob/Israel (Gen. 25:23; 27:27-40), the child who received the promises given to Abraham; Esau’s role in the divine economy was fixed from that moment for all time (Robinson 1988, 92). Throughout its history Edom had attempted to throw off the yoke of its younger brother (Gen. 27:40), but even Esau had never attacked his brother Jacob (Gen. 33). With the dynamic of the divine promises to Abraham and the blood relationship between Jacob and Esau as the literary backdrop for Obadiah, no wonder the sense of outrage at Esau’s treachery. Edom’s attack on Israel was more than simply a matter of international politics and opportunism: it was the betrayal of a brother and a strike against God’s plan for Edom established so many centuries ago when they came from Rebekah’s womb. This plan established in the distant past would yet be realized in the eschatological future: Edom will yet serve his brother as God had purposed (Robinson 1988, 94-95).

In addition to this emphasis on God’s sovereignty and his power to effect his will, Obadiah also shows a pronounced interest in divine justice. For his contemporaries who had suffered great tragedy, Obadiah holds out confidence in the triumph of divine justice and God’s ultimate purposes. The *lex talionis*, the law of compensatory judgment, is pronounced: “As you have done, it will be done to you; your deeds will return upon your own head” (Obad. 15b). Edom had cut down the survivors in Judah, but she will be left without survivors (vv. 14, 18). Edom had occupied Judah’s territory (vv. 13, 16), but ultimately Esau would be governed from Mount Zion (v. 21).

**APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT**
The ancient rivalry and ongoing conflict between Jacob and Esau, Israel and Edom has its echoes in the New Testament. We see it when Herod the Great, an Idumean and descendant of Edom, seeks to destroy Jesus at his birth (Matt. 2:16). An Idumean/Edomite sought to destroy that child who embodied all that Israel was meant to be.

Paul too recalls this ancient saga. He defends God’s own sovereign right of election. Rebekah’s two children had one and the same father, and the sons were twins. But God had determined that “the older will serve the younger” (Gen. 25:23; Rom. 9:13), just as Malachi had said, “Jacob I loved, but Esau I hated” (Mal. 1:2-3).

29. Jonah

Jonah contains one of the most memorable stories in the Bible. Many people know the account of the prophet who was swallowed by a great fish. This
story has evoked wonder in many and ridicule from others. Unfortunately, the debate that surrounds the historicity of this story has obscured its literary beauty and theological significance.

No one can deny that Jonah is a book unlike any other prophetic book in the canon. Most prophecies center around the preaching of the prophet. Jonah, on the other hand, is a prose narrative. The prophet’s preaching is reluctant and contained in a single verse (Jon. 3:4), which does not even mention God’s name. While unique and at times perplexing, the book of Jonah contains a theological message that is relevant for today.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The book contains no indication of author or date of composition (contra Young, IOT, 261). Jonah, the main character of the book, was a real prophet who lived during the reign of Jeroboam II (786-746). He was from Gath-Hepher (el-Meshded), northeast of Nazareth. According to 2 Kings, he prophesied the expansion of the northern kingdom, which took place during Jeroboam’s reign.

Some conservative scholars insist that the book must be a type of historical narration. After all, we know from Kings that Jonah was a real prophet.
Further, the book is closely related in form to the so-called historical books of the Old Testament. Third, advocates of this position argue that Jesus’ reference to Jonah and Nineveh (Matt. 12:39-40; Luke 11:29-30) shows that he believed the book was a historical report.

Objections have been raised against a straightforward historical reading of the book. The most common has been the infamous debate surrounding Jonah’s three days in the fish’s belly. Skeptics have found the story preposterous; others have suggested that it is an indication that the book as a whole is not a simple historical report. Conservative apologists respond by citing occasions in modern times when sailors have survived (though often in a poor state of repair) a stay in the innards of a large fish (Aalders 5-6). Such a line of argumentation leaves careful readers unsatisfied, since the biblical account implies a miraculous intervention by God.

The book of Jonah displays other characteristics that may further signal that the author did not intend his readers to understand his account to be historical. There is, for instance, a level of vagueness in the world of the story. Jonah is the only character with a name. Even the “king of Nineveh” is unnamed, his title being unusual since Nineveh was the name of the capital city, not of the empire itself.

The book is a literary *tour de force*. It is brilliant in its use of structure, irony, and rhetorical ornamentation (see 29. Jonah, LITERARY ANALYSIS). This clear literary artifice is taken by some as a signal that the story should be described as some kind of fiction rather than as a historical report.

Besides the fish incident, there are other elements that are interpreted as fanciful exaggerations. The two most notable are the “repentance of the animals” (Jon. 3:7-8) and the description of the size of Nineveh (3:3-5).
Persuaded by these arguments, a number of scholars (notably Allen) reject the historical interpretation and substitute an alternative in its place. While an allegorical approach was popular in the past, today the main alternative is a parabolic interpretation. One must be careful not to oversimplify by categorizing all people who argue for a parabolic interpretation as deniers of the miraculous. Clearly some are driven to a nonhistorical reading of the book because they do not believe the fish incident is possible. But others, such as Allen, are convinced that the inspired author intended his book to be read as a parable, not as a historical report.

When all the arguments are in, two points emerge. The first is that it is impossible to be dogmatic either way. There are plausible, but not provable, arguments to counter the points against a historical reading (see Alexander for the best defense of a historical reading). For instance, those who identify the genre of Jonah as historical report can point to a text in Herodotus that mentions animals engaged in mourning rites and appeal to Judith 4:10. They can say that when the narrator describes the size of Nineveh what is meant is the administrative district and not the city itself. On the other hand, there are plausible, but not provable, answers to the arguments in favor of a historical reading. The most compelling argument in favor of a historical reading is that Jesus’ reference to Jonah and Nineveh indicates that he believed the book was
historical. However, while this is possible, it is not certain. After all, Jesus could refer to the event in his preaching even if it were a parable. In a similar way, a preacher today exhorts the congregation to be like the Good Samaritan even though few believe that the Good Samaritan was a historical person.

The second point is that the question is irrelevant to the interpretation of the book. This is not to say that the issue is unimportant. If the book intends to be historical, but makes a historical error, that is theologically significant. But the question of the intention of historicity is totally without effect on the interpretation of the book’s theological message or even the exegesis of individual passages.

**LITERARY ANALYSIS**

**Genre**

Since the text’s genre is so closely tied to the issue of historicity, we found it necessary to discuss this issue in the preceding section. In the final analysis, it is impossible to definitively decide the issue. From our chronological distance, the generic signals at times point to a historical reading of the text, but at other times they open the possibility of a parabolic interpretation. Here is an area where room for disagreement must be allowed to exist.

**Style**

Even if Jonah is intended to be read as a historical account, there is no doubt that the prose is highly stylized. The author bolstered his message with close attention to literary Style.

This concern for rhetoric may be seen in the strategic repetition of certain
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key terms (Leitwörter) that provides a thread through the book or a single episode of the book (Magonet). One of those Leitwort is the verb “rise up” (µWq, qam, HH7756). In Jonah 1:2 God commands Jonah, “Arise, go to Nineveh” (RSV). The next verse begins in a way that would lead the reader to expect a typical command-fulfillment pattern “and Jonah rose up....” But instead of completing this sentence with the expected “to go to Nineveh,” the author-narrator inserts “to flee unto Tarshish” (KJV). A further ironic play on this verb is met in 1:6. God pursues Jonah as he flees to Tarshish by stirring up a storm that threatens the safety of the ship. The pagan sailors who are working feverishly to save the ship are dumbfounded to learn that Jonah is asleep in the hold. We still have God’s initial command to Jonah to “rise up” ringing in our minds when we hear the captain of the ship tell Jonah, “Arise, call upon your god!” (RSV). An initial resolution to the story comes in 3:2-3 after Jonah spends a few nights in the belly of the “great fish.” God commissions the prophet a second time by repeating his command “Arise, go to Nineveh.” This time Jonah obeys: he “arose and went” (RSV).

This short analysis is just one example of a common characteristic of the literary style of Jonah. Similar studies could be made of the words “great” (l/dG: ,
Structure

The book may be divided into two major acts with two scenes apiece. The acts are divided by the repetition of God’s commission to the prophet in Jonah 1:1-2 and 3:1-2. The action of the first act takes place at sea for the most part. Its two scenes are (1) on board ship and (2) in the belly of the fish. The second two chapters (3 and 4) constitute the second act, each chapter making up a single scene. In the initial scene of the second act Jonah preaches and Nineveh repents. The setting of the last scene shifts to east of Nineveh where Jonah struggles with God’s ways of judgment and salvation.

Jonah’s Psalm

The only serious issue surrounding the literary unity of the book of Jonah arises with the psalm in the second chapter. Some scholars have expressed the opinion that the psalm fits poorly into the context and presents a picture of Jonah that is out of character with the rest of the book.

On a surface reading of the story, for instance, we might expect a different type of psalm. Jonah has just been swallowed by the fish; we expect him to offer a lament psalm in the midst of his trouble. We are surprised by what is clearly a thanksgiving psalm. Particularly in Jonah 2:1, 6, and 9 he talks as if he is already saved.

Such questions arise, though, due to a faulty assessment of Jonah’s situation. The fish was not an instrument of God’s judgment, but rather of
his salvation, since it saved Jonah from death by drowning.

More perplexing, however, is the fact that Jonah affirms his loyalty to God in a most profound way in the psalm, but then in the following chapter he is the reluctant prophet once again. Indeed, in the last chapter he is antagonistic toward God as well.

In answer to this issue, it is only necessary to say that Jonah is not a flat, but a complex character. That is, in his spiritual ups and downs he acts like a real person. This roundness of character (Berlin, 23-42) is one of the reasons that Jonah is such a fascinating and rich book.

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

As we have seen, Jonah is an unusual book in many ways. One of the most striking characteristics of the book in its Old Testament setting is its attitude toward those outside of the covenant community. It is certainly not unprecedented that God shows concern for Gentiles (Gen. 21:8-21; 2 Kings 5), but neither is it a frequent Old Testament theme.

The book of Jonah focuses in two ways on God’s compassion for those outside of Israel. In the first place, the book contrasts spiritually sensitive pagans
with the reluctant Israelite prophet. In Jonah 1, the pagan sailors shake before God’s wrathful storm while Jonah sleeps in the hold of the ship. They are concerned that God not hold them accountable for Jonah’s death when they cast him overboard. In the last half of the book, Jonah preaches to the people of Nineveh (3:4), but he mentions neither God’s name nor the possibility of repentance. Nonetheless, the people repent (3:5), and the king, who only hears of Jonah’s message secondhand, calls for city-wide repentance (3:7-9). In the second place, the book ends on a note that focuses on God’s feelings toward Nineveh as he rhetorically asks Jonah, “Should I not be concerned about that great city?”

While expressing God’s compassion toward non-Israelites, the book also delivers a stern rebuke to Israel. Jonah represents the Israelites in the book; indeed he is the only Israelite in the book. As a prophet, he should be the apex of spirituality. The prophets were the servants of the Lord. This servant, however, did everything he could to avoid fulfilling the divine command. When he finally went to Nineveh, he did so quite reluctantly. Then when the people of Nineveh repented and God spared them punishment, Jonah sank into a deep depression and anger toward God. Jonah is out of touch with God. How much more Israel!

One issue over which there has been some discussion is the cause of Jonah’s depression. Some believe that Jonah was reluctant to preach to Nineveh because he was afraid that he would be perceived as a false prophet (Rendtorff OT, 226). That is, God wanted him to go to Nineveh and warn the people of coming doom, but since God is a long-suffering God (Jon. 4:2), he might relent of his judgment and the prophecy would then not come true.

As Childs points out against this line of reasoning (OTI, 420-21), the prophet’s purpose was to call a wayward people back to repentance. The
prophet’s message of doom was contingent, in one sense, upon the reaction of the people.

It is better to understand Jonah’s reluctance and resultant depression as stemming from God’s compassion to, not just a Gentile nation, but a vicious and cruel imperial power that constantly threatened his homeland. Jonah felt Israel deserved better than to have its God forgive its enemies. The psalmist constantly calls upon God to destroy his enemies. Here, God forgives them.

We learn, then that God is the God of the universe and not just of Israel. This message is highlighted in another way as well that can be followed by examining another Leitwort, “to appoint,” or “to provide” (הָנִָמ; , mA4na= H4948). Throughout the story Jonah tries to escape God, but God utilizes his creation to bring him back. God provides a great fish (Jon. 1:17), a vine (4:6), a worm (4:7), and a scorching east wind (4:8) to show Jonah that there is no way he can escape God. He is the God of Israel, the God of Nineveh, the God of the entire creation.

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT
The New Testament, of course, proclaims that Gentiles can come to God and be part of the covenant people. Jesus Christ was sent to the world, and not just to Israel (John 1:6-14).

Jesus himself compared and contrasted his ministry with the ministry of Jonah (Matt. 12:38-45; Luke 11:24-32). He was asked for a miraculous sign, and in response he said that he would be three days and three nights in the earth; he compared this with Jonah’s stay in the belly of the fish. His reference was to the time between his crucifixion and his resurrection (Luke 24:46). He is “greater than Jonah,” however, because while Jonah reluctantly preached to save a city against his will, Jesus freely gave up his life to save many.

30. Micah

According to Luther, “the prophets have a queer way of talking, like people who instead of proceeding in an orderly manner, ramble off from one thing to the next so that you cannot make head or tail of them or see what they are getting at” (quoted in Smith, 8). No prophet illustrates this statement better than Micah. It is easy to get lost in the mix of his judgment and salvation speeches. The structure is hard to fathom.

On the other hand, Micah, the sixth of the minor prophets, compares with Isaiah in terms of rhetorical eloquence and power. Also, embedded in Micah are some of the most well-known texts in the Old Testament, texts that describe the elevation of the mountain of God (Mic. 4:1-5), foretells of a ruler who will come out of Bethlehem (5:2), and lists justice, mercy, and humility as those traits God desires to see in his people (6:6-8).
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Authorship and Date

The first verse (Mic. 1:1) is a typical prophetic superscription, which, among other things, names the prophet along with his hometown (Micah of Moresheth) and dates his ministry by listing contemporaneous kings. The name Micah is common in the Old Testament (a longer form of the name is Micaiah) and means “Who is like Yahweh?”

Moresheth was a village approximately twenty-five miles southwest of Jerusalem. The village was located on the edge of the rolling hills of the Shephelah, near the coastal plain. Scholars are not certain why Micah’s parentage is not mentioned, but it may be because his family was not prominent. He is identified by means of his hometown because his ministry took place at a different city (probably Jerusalem).
Micah is mentioned in only one other place in the Old Testament (Jer. 26:17-19). When Jehoiakim came to the throne in Judah, the priests and the false prophets tried to put Jeremiah to death. Some elders interceded for him and cited the ministry of Micah as a justification for Jeremiah’s prophecy of judgment. As opposed to Jehoiakim who wanted Jeremiah dead for his prophecy of judgment, Hezekiah repented.

Typically, critical scholars have raised the issue of authenticity. Was Micah responsible for the oracles he is associated with? A common critical position is that the genuine oracles of Micah are restricted to the first three chapters (see 30. Micah, HISTORICAL BACKGROUND, History of Research, below). If one grants the possibility of predictive prophecy, however, there are no persuasive reasons for denying Micah the authorship of any part of the book.

The first verse is our source of information on the date of Micah’s ministry. Three kings of Judah are listed to provide the period of time during which Micah preached judgment and salvation among the people: Jotham (750-732 B.C.), Ahaz (732-716), and Hezekiah (715-686). Micah’s work may have begun toward the end of Jotham’s reign and ended at the beginning of Hezekiah’s, so we
cannot be certain about the exact length of his ministry. In any case, he overlapped with Isaiah (Smith, 211).

The reference to the coming judgment of Samaria (Mic. 1:6) indicates that Micah’s preaching began well before 722 B.C., the year in which Samaria fell to the forces of Assyria. Another oracle that may be fairly certainly dated is the lament in Micah 1:8-16. The cities mentioned in this section coincide with the probable route of Sennacherib’s army as he approached Jerusalem in 701. The reference in Jeremiah 26:18 cites Micah 3:12 as an oracle delivered during the reign of Hezekiah.

**Historical Period**

A brief overview of the history of Israel and Judah that relates to the prophecy of Micah begins with the downfall of Samaria at the hands of the Assyrian army under the leadership of Shalmaneser V (722 B.C.). During the reign of Sargon II, Israel did not rebel, but upon this strong king’s death and the accession of his son Sennacherib, Hezekiah joined a coalition led by a Babylonian rebel, Merodach-baladan (2 Kings 18ff.). In reaction Sennacherib threatened the independence of Jerusalem (701), but through the ministry of Isaiah and Micah, Hezekiah repented of his sins and God spared the city. Nevertheless, it was not long after Hezekiah’s death that the rulers of Judah turned against the Lord. Manasseh, his son, for instance, brought much grief to Judah. Micah’s prophecy looks forward to the destruction of Judah at the hands of the Babylonians, which took place in 586 B.C., and even further ahead to the restoration from captivity (539).

**History of Research**

As mentioned above, it is almost a commonplace in critical circles to say that authentic Micah oracles are restricted to the first three chapters.
Jeppesen (1978) has written a helpful summary of the research that led to this conclusion, a conclusion that he questions.

The turning point in the history of the interpretation of Micah comes with an article by Stade in 1881. However, before recounting that article, Jeppesen sets the scene for his work by recounting the encroachment of Enlightenment presuppositions in the study of the prophets, which included the denial of supernatural prophecy. The first prophet whose unity came under suspicion was Isaiah at the end of the eighteenth century.

The early decades of the nineteenth century was a time of transition and turmoil concerning the date and authenticity of Micah. But no consensus was reached. One of the matters of dispute concerned the relationship between the prophetic superscription (Mic. 1:1) and the connection drawn between the prophet and Hezekiah in Jeremiah 26. Most scholars felt that all of the prophet’s ministry should be dated to this king’s time period and none before. This conclusion concerns the authentic material. Glosses from later periods were also present. Jeppesen (1978, 114-15) notes that it is during this period of time that
Ewald convinced the academic guild that Micah 6-7 presupposed a different, later setting than chapters 1-5.

It was Bernhard Stade (1881) who first formulated the theory that rapidly became the consensus in the field, namely that Micah’s authentic oracles are limited to the first three chapters and that the final form of the present book dates from the postexilic period. He agreed with Ewald about Micah 6-7 and dated it to the period of Deutero-Isaiah.

Since the time of Stade, it has been a critical commonplace to consider Micah a composite work whose final date is in the postexilic period.

Recent efforts have been expended toward the discovery of the redactional history of the book’s development. These scholars have concluded that the book came into being over a long period of time, and that it was not completed until the postexilic period. However, while agreeing in principle, they have come up with rather divergent pictures of the composition of the book (see especially Jeremias, Mays, and Renaud, and consult Childs [431-34], IOTS, for critique).

**LITERARY ANALYSIS**

Much debate surrounds the structure of the book of Micah. Opinions vary radically. Some argue that the book has no overall structure, but is simply a loose collection of prophetic oracles. Others identify extremely complex and sophisticated structures. A few points are certain:

1. Micah did not speak these oracles at one time. The book is best taken as an anthology of his prophetic messages over the years of his ministry.

2. Chronology is not the key to the structure of the book, though early in the book Micah does predict the capture of Samaria and Sennacherib’s
invasion, while at the conclusion of this book, he looks forward to the Babylonian captivity and the restoration.

3. The prophecy is roughly structured on the basis of alternating messages of threat and hope. God through his prophet disputes with his people in two rounds. The first is found in Micah 1-5. There is a harsh message of judgment (1:2-3:9 [2:12-13 may be an exception]), but also a note of salvation (4-5 [5:10-15 may be an exception]). The second round (6-7) also begins with judgment (6:1-7:7), but concludes on a profound note of hope (7:8-20).

Outline

Superscription (Micah 1:1)

I. First Round of Judgment and Salvation (1:2-5)
A. God’s Judgment of Apostasy and Social Sin in Samaria and Judah (1:2-3:12)
B. God’s Word of Hope to Israel (4-5)

II. Second Round of Judgment and Salvation (6-7)
A. God’s Dispute With Israel (6:1-8)
B. God’s Reproach for Israel’s Social
C. The Prophet Laments Israel’s
D. Psalms of Hope and Praise (7:8-20)

Style

Micah’s powerful literary style has been overlooked for two reasons. First, the Hebrew is difficult, and the structure is not immediately clear to contemporary readers. Second, Micah has been overshadowed by his better-known contemporary Isaiah.

Nonetheless, the prophet Micah was a master with words and images. Perhaps nowhere in the book is this better illustrated than in Micah 1:10-16. Historically, this is a prophetic description of the route taken by Sennacherib’s army as it marched toward Jerusalem. Specific towns and cities are mentioned and Micah utilizes interesting wordplays to narrate what will happen. The wordplays relate the cities’ names to their fate. For the most part, English translations cannot convey the connection, but Moffatt’s paraphrase gives the reader an idea of what is going on (quoted by Smith, 213):

Tell it not in Tellington!

naked.

save,

are down,

Jerusalem, City of Peace,

steeds,
sinning,
crimes.)

Sins (6:9-16)

Condition (7:1-7)

Wail not in Wailing! Dust Manor will eat Dressy Town flee Safefold will not Wallchester's walls A bitter dose drinks The Lord sends Harness the war- O men of Barstead! (Zion's beginning of Equal to Israel's dirt,

Bitterton.

(Towards war.)
To Welfare a last For Trapping

farewell!

trapped Israel’s kings.

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

The theology of Micah is largely concerned with divine judgment against sin. Yahweh commissioned Micah to bring this message of judgment against his people. Israel and Judah both departed from the way of the Lord and angered him by their sin. The sin is cultic (Mic. 1:5-7) as well as social (2:1-2). Israel’s civil (3:1-3) and religious leaders (2:6-11 [prophets]; 3:11 [priests]) have rejected the ways of God. They have a false security in the Lord.

This assertion may be illustrated by the attitudes of the false prophets against whom Micah frequently speaks. They taught that Israel was secure and thus did not speak the word of God. Van der Woude made the case that Micah often quoted his prophetic opponents as, for instance, in Micah 3:11:

Her leaders judge for a bribe,

the LORD and say,

“Is not the LORD among us?

No disaster will come upon us.”

The Lord, accordingly, presses his case against his people, who have broken covenant with him. He reveals himself as a warrior against his people (Mic. 1:3-4). The Lord desires that his people love him and act
justly. He calls them back to himself.

Perhaps one of the most moving passages in the book, and certainly the most well known today, is Micah 6:6-8, taken in Jewish tradition as a summary of the law:

*With what shall I come before the LORD*

*him with burnt offerings,*

*her priests teach for a price,*

*and her prophets tell fortunes for money.*

*Yet they lean upon*

*and bow down before the exalted God?*

*Shall I come before*
with calves a year old?

pleased with thousand of rams,

with ten thousand rivers of oil?

Shall I offer my

Will the LORD be

firstborn for my transgression,

the fruit of my body for the sin of my And what does the LORD require of

soul?

you, O man, what is good.

you?

love mercy and to walk humbly with your God.

While some have tried to read this as a polemic against all priestly religion, Dawes (1988) has rightly pointed out that it is simply to correct an unhealthy emphasis on external religion among some Israelites (see also Amos 5:21-27; Hos. 6:6; Isa. 1:10-17).

While judgment against sin is the dominant note of the book, hope is not lacking. As early as Micah 2:12-13, Yahweh speaks in comforting tones of salvation after judgment. The final picture of God (7:18-20) shows him to be unprecedented in grace and true to his covenant promise to Abraham. The promises to David are not dead, but will be fulfilled in the future (5:1-2).
While Micah directed his oracles of judgment and hope toward Israel and Judah of his day, he used words that transcended the immediate historical crisis and, by doing so, took his readers into the more distant future (see Kapelrud for an analysis of the eschatology of Micah from a moderate critical point of view).

The New Testament authors recognized this. The gospel of Matthew cites Micah 4:2 in references to Jesus’ birth in Bethlehem (see Matt. 2:5). In its Mican context the oracle looks forward to a future Davidlike ruler. That is the significance of the Bethlehem birthplace.

Micah 4:1-5 evokes the picture of the exalted mountain of God and a time when the peoples of the world will flock to the worship of God. There will be peace and no war. This oracle is introduced by the rubric “in the last days.” As redemptive history unfolds, it appears that this prophecy finds several

He has showed

To act justly and to
anticipatory fulfillments before its ultimate fulfillment in the eschaton. In Waltke’s words:

In this vision Micah presents the final, consummating vision with Mount Zion established forever as the cultic and moral center of all nations. In the succeeding oracles he presents the steps by which it will be fulfilled.

The first stage in the fulfillment of this prophecy occurred with the return from Babylon and the rebuilding of the second temple. Its next, and much greater stage, was realized when Christ ascended into the heavenly sanctuary and the earthly type was done away. The third stage, the climactic moment, will be consummated in the new heavens and new earth when kings of the earth bring their splendor into the new Jerusalem that comes down out of heaven (Rev. 21:1, 10, 22-27).

31. Nahum

The prophet Nahum, whose name means “compassion,” delivered a stern message of judgment against Assyria in the seventh century B.C. The tone of the book is harsh, and the message, directed toward a particular nation at a specific time, appears to be irrelevant to many. This assessment, though faulty, has kept many Christians from studying the book. No one denies the book’s aesthetic value, and if understood within its historical and theological context, the book has tremendous significance for us today.
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### HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

#### Authorship

The superscription of the book informs us that the author’s name was Nahum. We know little more about him except that he comes from a town called Elkosh. Unfortunately, we have no firm evidence on this town’s location. Four
hypotheses have been proposed in the history of interpretation: (1) Eastern medieval tradition located Elkosh in the vicinity of Nineveh (at a site called Al- Kush) and argued that Nahum was the descendant of an exiled northern Israelite family. (2) Others (Jerome in antiquity and Van der Woude more recently) place Elkosh in Galilee at a site called El-Kauzeh. (3) A second site in the northern kingdom has also been proposed. This is Capernaum on the northern shore of the Sea of Galilee. A possible etymology of Capernaum is “Nahum’s city.” (4) A still further proposed location is in Judah. In a tradition beginning with Pseudo-Epiphanius and continued today by R. K. Harrison (OTI, 26), Elkosh is believed to be in the area around Begebar, the modern Beit Jibrin.

These four sites cover all the possibilities including Assyria, the area of the former northern kingdom, and Judah. Unfortunately, to say more is to move into the realm of utter speculation and does little to help us understand the book.

**Historical Period**

Nahum is deeply integrated into its historical milieu. Accordingly, it is especially important to understand the historical background to the book in order for its message to make sense to the modern reader.

The prophecy places itself in the seventh century B.C. This date is established by the mention of the destruction of Thebes, which occurred in 664 B.C. (Nah. 3:8), and the major focus of the prophecy: the destruction of Nineveh, which took place in 612. If the prophetic nature of the book is taken seriously, then Nahum must be dated at least a couple of years before the destruction of the city. It is difficult to be more precise. Some scholars (Maier, 35-36) argue that the reference to Thebes is so vivid that the prophecy must be dated closer to the early date than to the fulfillment
of the prophecy. This line of argumentation is weak, however, in the light of the prophet’s poetic power. Nahum’s masterful use of imagery shows that he has the ability to make even the most ancient event “come alive.” However, more plausible is the argument that Nahum wrote before the Assyrian Empire significantly weakened (a process that noticeably began around the year 630 B.C.). This position is based on Nahum 1:12, which describes Assyria as “intact” and large. One should not be inflexible on the precise date, but the most likely time for the prophecy is between 652 (the time of the civil war [see below]) and 626, the year that Babylon began its long war to throw off Assyrian hegemony.

The focus of the prophecy is the judgment of Assyria, so it is important to learn the history of Assyria in the period under discussion. The latter half of the eighth and into the seventh centuries was a period of Assyrian power and expansion. Under such able leaders as Tiglath-pileser III (745-727), Shalmaneser V (726-722), Sargon II (721-705), Sennacherib (704-681), and Esarhaddon (680-669), the Assyrian Empire had reached unprecedented heights of imperial control. Assyrian power and culture climaxed in the early years of Assurbanipal (668-627?). Although his father Esarhaddon had made an incursion into Egypt, it is perhaps correct to say that Assyria hit its imperial high level mark when Assurbanipal captured Thebes, the ancient capital of Egypt (664).
Significant problems, though, arose as early as 652. Babylon had been a political vassal of Assyria for years, but it had always been a problem. Esarhaddon had devised a plan that he thought would solve the Babylonian problem and also the potentially dangerous rivalry that might arise between his offspring after his death. The history of the ancient Near East is full of stories of brothers fighting against brothers for control of the throne. Esarhaddon directed that, upon his death, one of his sons (Assurbanipal) would take the throne of Assyria, and the other son, SHamasH-sHum-ukin, would ascend to the throne of Babylon. Of course, SHamasH-sHum-ukin was subordinate to Assurbanipal, just as Babylon was to Assyria. Nevertheless, this arrangement worked well for over a decade. But in the year 652 SHamasH-sHum-ukin led a revolt of Chaldeans against his brother. While Assurbanipal eventually won the war, it was at a heavy cost. Assyrian energy waned and thus began a long, slow spiral to destruction.

The last few years of Assurbanipal and the years immediately after his death are poorly documented and therefore poorly known, but from Babylonian records (Wiseman) we know that a Chaldean leader named Nabopolassar rallied his people in a revolt against Assyria that waged back and forth for many years. The climax of the war came in the year 612 with the destruction of Nineveh.

There is some ambiguity in the Babylonian and later descriptions of the fall of Nineveh (Zawadzki), but it appears to have been the Medes who actually destroyed the city. Indeed, the Babylonians were very careful in their records to distance themselves from the general looting of the city and especially the temples of this great city. However, it is clear that the Medes were either uninterested or unable to keep the city for a permanent possession, and it fell to their allies, the Babylonians, to possess it.
LITERARY ANALYSIS

Style

Nahum’s poetic style is strikingly good. Its beauty contrasts with the harshness of its message. Bishop Lowth well stated this when he wrote:

None of the minor prophets, however, seem to equal Nahum in boldness, ardour, and sublimity. His prophecy too forms a regular and perfect poem: the exordium is not merely magnificent, it is truly majestic; the preparation for the destruction of Nineveh, and the description of its downfall and desolation, are expressed in the most vivid colours, and are bold and luminous in the highest degrees (234).

Both in his imagery and in his use of compact parallelism Nahum showed himself a master poet.

Genre
The superscription that begins the book has three terms that describe the kind of writing the reader is about to encounter in this prophecy. They are “book,” “vision,” and “oracle” and will be discussed in that order.

The reference to “book” (rp,seper, H6219) indicates that Nahum’s prophecy is somewhat different from others. Most of the prophets were preachers, and their prophecies are later collections of their oral utterances. Nahum, it appears, wrote a book. A number of the poetic devices of the book—for instance, the partial acrostic in Nahum 1 (Longman 1993)—appeal to the eye and not the ear. The written character of the prophecy may also explain why Nahum is such a well-structured prophecy (see 31. Nahum, LITERARY ANALYSIS, Structure), unlike many others that are more like sermonic anthologies (Micah).

The book is further specified as containing a “vision” (^zj, H2606). While the whole prophecy is not a vision, there are two striking passages that contain an event vision (Horst and Sister): Nahum 2:3-10 and 3:2-3.

In some sense, though, the most important indication of genre is the term “oracle” (aC;m, H5363). This term used to be translated “burden,” but modern interpreters have determined that the correct meaning is “oracle” (Naude). Indeed, “oracle” may be too broad a translation since the word occurs predominantly in contexts where the prophet inveighs against a foreign nation. Thus aC;m (mas H5363) appears to be the ancient name for what in English we call the “war oracle” or “oracle against a foreign nation.”

Structure
Superscription (Nahum 1:1)

I. Hymn to God the Divine Warrior (1:2-8)
II. The Divine Warrior Judges and Saves His People (1:9-2:2)

III. The Vision of Nineveh’s Demise (2:3-10)

IV. The Lion Taunt (2:11-13)

V. Woe-Oracle Against Nineveh (3:1-3)

VI. The Sorceress-Harlot Taunt (3:4-7)

VII. Historical Taunt Comparing Thebes and Nineveh (3:8-VIII. Further Insults Against Nineveh (3:11-15c)

IX. Locust Taunt (3:15d-17)

X. Concluding Dirge (3:18-19)

A close analysis of the book reveals its tight structure. The book opens with a fairly typical prophetic superscription (Nah. 1:1) that gives the prophet’s name, the name of the city, and his topic: “an oracle concerning Nineveh.” The prophecy itself begins with a magnificent Divine Warrior victory hymn (1:2-8) similar to many found in the Psalter (Pss. 24 and 98, for instance). This hymn is
historically nonspecific and extols God as judge of the wicked and protector of his people. The next section (Nah. 1:9-2:2) flows naturally from this two-pronged victory song. Unique to the prophets, Nahum intertwines salvation oracles directed to Judah (1:12, 13, 15; 2:2) with judgment oracles against Nineveh (1:9-11, 14; 2:1). The dramatic suspense in this section is heightened by the delayed identification of the recipients of salvation and judgment. Judah is not explicitly mentioned until 1:15, and Nineveh is not mentioned in this section.

The prophecy continues with one or two visions found in the book (Nah. 2:3-10). This is an event vision, and it is as if Nahum were actually present at the final destruction of Nineveh. With the idea of the end of that powerful and oppressive city in mind, Nahum then taunts Nineveh. Nahum 2:11-3:7 has a kind of concentric structure (Schulz). Both 2:11-13 and 3:4-7 are metaphorical taunts with the same structure (note the concluding judgment formulae in 2:13 and 3:5). The first ridicules Assyria as the desolate lion and the second as a sorceress-whore. In the middle, Nahum inserts a woe-oracle with appended event vision (3:1-3). The origin of this form is in the funeral lament. Nahum is saying, in effect, Nineveh is “as good as dead”

The taunts continue virtually to the end of the book. First, Nahum sarcastically compares Nineveh with Thebes in what might be called a “historical taunt.” Then the prophecy continues with a series of short taunts that appear to be based on treaty curses (Nah. 3:12-13). The prophecy ends with a dirge that sarcastically laments the end of Nineveh (3:18-19). Only one other book ends with a rhetorical question, and that is Jonah, the prophecy of salvation toward Nineveh. A conscious contrast is surely intended to be highlighted (Glasson).

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE
Nahum 1:7-8 summarizes the main message of the prophet Nahum:

*The Lord is good*,

*a refuge in times of trouble*.

*overwhelming flood he will make an end of Nineveh; he will pursue his foes into darkness.*

In the book of Nahum God appears as a warrior ready to do battle on behalf of his people. To the Judeans who first read this book in the seventh century B.C., this prophecy was a long-awaited message of hope. They had been living in the shadow of Assyrian oppression for many years; now God was going to act against their wicked foe. The message of the judgment of the Assyrians and, specifically, the destruction of Nineveh communicated compassion toward the people of God.

*He cares for those who trust in him, but with an*
God fulfilled the promise of this prophecy, and Nineveh was destroyed by the Medes and Babylonians in 612 B.C. However, the people of Judah themselves continued to try the patience of God with their sinful rebellion. As a result, they soon found that they were in serious trouble as Babylon turned its attention on Palestine. In 586 the great king of Babylon Nebuchadnezzar subjugated Judah.

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

Many have seen absolutely no relevance to the book of Nahum for the church today. The prophecy is so specific and so bloody that it appears to have nothing to do with Jesus Christ.

We have observed the movement of the book of Nahum from a general to a particular historical situation. The abiding significance of Nahum may be most readily seen by returning to Nahum 1:2-8, the great song of praise to God the Divine Warrior who both delivers his people and judges his enemies.

The picture of God as the Divine Warrior in the Old Testament anticipates the coming of Jesus Christ who is also frequently imaged as a warrior in the New Testament (Longman 1982; 1985a, b; Longman and Reid 1995). However, the object of divine warfare is different from what it was in the Old Testament. In the Old Testament Yahweh warred against the flesh-and-blood enemies of Israel (Canaanites, Philistines, Assyrians, and so forth) and finally against disobedient Israel itself (Lam. 2:6). In Paul, on the other hand, Christ’s death, resurrection, and ascension are seen as the culmination of his warfare against Satan and his cohorts (Col. 2:14, 15; Eph. 4:7-11). The Old Testament picture of God as warrior and Christ’s warfare against Satan anticipate the consummation of this theme in the book of Revelation (see, for instance, Rev. 19:11-21) when evil comes to an end as Jesus leads his army in the final battle against Satan.
and his demonic and human army. Thus, although Nineveh no longer exists, the abiding significance of the book of Nahum is found in the warring Christ of the New Testament.

32. Habakkuk

Little is known about this prophet. His name occurs only in the superscriptions to the book and the psalm it contains (Hab. 1:1; 3:1). The name may be derived from a Hebrew verb meaning “embrace”; others think that his name is from an Akkadian term for a garden plant.

Many have concluded that Habakkuk was a cult prophet. The book does make use of the lament genre, a form of literature associated with the temple; the musical terms in the psalm in Habakkuk 3 also suggest liturgical use. Levitical musicians did have a prophetic function (1 Chron. 25:1-6). The description of a theophany (ch. 3) is perhaps also most natural in a cultic setting. However, the
phrase “cult prophet” is not itself unambiguous. The precise relationship of the prophets with the temple is one of the most debated elements in Old Testament study. If by “cult prophet” one intends a cultic official whose maintenance was drawn from temple revenues and who performed his prophetic duty as a part of temple liturgy, there is insufficient data to warrant identifying Habakkuk in this way, and such an identification is questionable for the other prophets mentioned in the Bible. Some prophets were also priests (e.g., Ezekiel, Zechariah), but they are not prophets by virtue of their priestly office. The prophetic office was not hereditary. However, if one intends to indicate no more than a prophet whose ministry routinely brought him into the environs of the temple, this appellation could apply to Habakkuk and a great number of others. Childs (452) argues that although much of the material in Habakkuk may have originated in a liturgical setting, the autobiographical elements in the book (Hab. 2:1; 3:2, 16-19) show instead that it should not be attributed to the influence of the cult in its present form.

The fact that little is known about the prophet helps to explain why a variety of legends have attached to him. One manuscript of Bel and the Dragon (an apocryphal addition to Daniel) identifies Habakkuk as a Levite, a tradition reflecting his association with the temple. Other rabbinical sources identify him with the son of the Shunamite woman, an identification prompted by the occurrence of the term “embrace” in 2 Kings 4:16. Others identified him with the watchman mentioned in Isaiah 21:6, no doubt prompted by the prophet’s use of this image in Hab. 2:1. None of these traditions provide trustworthy information about the prophet.

The Talmud (Makkot 23b) records the remark of one rabbi that “Moses gave Israel 613 commandments, David reduced them to 10, Isaiah to 2, but Habakkuk to one: the righteous shall live by his faith” [Hab. 2:4].
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AN INTRODUCTION to the OLD TESTAMENT

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Habakkuk was written at the time of the “rise of the Chaldeans” (Hab. 1:6), i.e., at a point late in the seventh or early in the sixth century B.C. Assyria had begun a rapid decline around 625 B.C., approximately the time that Nabopolassar, the father of Nebuchadnezzar, took the throne of Babylon. Nebuchadnezzar became king of Babylon after his father’s death and during the events surrounding the battle of Carchemish (604); the Babylonian armies then overwhelmed the city state remnants of the once great Assyrian Empire and turned their attention to the states of Syria-Palestine. In 598 Nebuchadnezzar carried Jehoiachin king of Judah into exile along with much of the royal family and the leading citizens of Jerusalem (2 Kings 24:8-17; 2 Chron. 36:9-10). The mention of the rise of the Chaldeans (Hab. 1:6) suggests a date between 625 and 604, whereas the mention of the numerous conquests of the Babylonian armies (2:5, 8-10) suggests a somewhat later date. Habakkuk was probably a contemporary of Jeremiah, Zephaniah, Nahum, and possibly Joel.

Although the internal evidence of the book appears to establish a secure range of dates, critical scholarship has not always been content with this data. Scholars have assigned the book to dates ranging from the early seventh to the early second centuries B.C.; Joëken (1977) provides an in-depth survey of this research. The issue of date is largely tied up with the question of the identity of the wicked mentioned in Habakkuk 1:4 and 1:13. In 1:4 the wicked appear to be the evil inhabitants of Judah and Jerusalem; however, some scholars identified them as the Assyrians, the
oppressor of Israel defeated by the Chaldeans. Yet it is unlikely that wicked Assyrians would be described in terms of their “paralyzing the law” (1:4), an idiom more appropriate for internal corruption within Judah. In 1:13 the wicked appear to be the Chaldeans.

Other scholars have questioned whether an earlier edition of the book ended with the psalm in Habakkuk 3. The psalm is introduced with a separate superscription (3:1), a fact that suggests it may have had an independent existence apart from the larger composition it now concludes. Furthermore, the commentary on Habakkuk found in 1948 in Cave One at Qumran ends with chapter 2 and does not include the psalm. However, this fact may reflect that the Qumran sectarians found the material in chapters 1-2 more useful for their purposes, so that no commentary was written on chapter 3. The psalm is found in all complete manuscripts of the LXX and was also found in the Wadi Murabba’at scroll from the beginning of the second century A.D. (Brownlee 1959, 92).
LITERARY ANALYSIS

We may outline Habakkuk as follows:

Superscription (Hab. 1:1)

I. Initial exchange (1:2-11)
   A. The prophet’s complaint (1:2-4)
   B. God’s response (1:4-11)
II. Second exchange (1:12-2:5)
   A. The prophet’s complaint (1:12-17)
   B. God’s response (2:1-5)
III. Woe oracles against the oppressor (2:6-20)
   A. The plunderer plundered (2:6-8)
   B. The conqueror shamed (2:9-11)
   C. The builder undone (2:12-14)
   D. The shameless shamed (2:15-18)
   E. The idolater silenced (2:19-20)
IV. Habakkuk’s psalm of submission (3:1-19)
   A. A prayer (3:2)
   B. The appearance of the divine warrior (3:3-15)
   C. The prophet living by his faith (3:16-19)

The first part of the book (Hab. 1:2-2:5) consists of a dialogue between God and the prophet. In 1:2-4 and 1:12-17 the prophet presents his complaints before God in the form of a lament, somewhat resembling
lament psalms (Pss. 6; 12; 28; 31; 55; 60; 85). Such laments in the psalms are commonly followed by a divine response of assurance that the Lord will hear the writer’s complaint, save and sustain him, and judge his or Israel’s enemies (Pss. 6:8-10 [MT 9-11]; 12:5-8 [MT 6-9]; 28:6-9; 31:22-23 [MT 23-24]; 55:22-23 [MT 23-24]; 60:8-10 [MT 10-12]; 85:8-13 [MT 9-14]).

Habakkuk initially complained about the wickedness, injustice, and violence rampant in Judah (Hab. 1:2-4). The prophet is asking the age-old question, “Why do the wicked prosper?” The Lord’s answer was not what the prophet expected: God will judge the wickedness in Judah by raising up the Chaldeans who will advance on Judah with destruction and death (1:5-11). Not much comfort here! The divine response does not solve the prophet’s question, but rather moves it to an even higher level. God is going to bring judgment on the wicked, but he will do it with an instrument even more wicked than the evil in Judah. Those who are even more wicked will then prosper the more.

This prompts the prophet’s second complaint (Hab. 1:12-17). How can God in his holiness tolerate the treacherous? How can he allow the wicked to swallow up those more righteous than themselves (v. 13)? Are they to continue to prosper, filling their nets and living in luxury (vv. 16-17)? The prophet waits
patiently as a watchman to see how the Lord will answer (2:1). God tells the prophet to write down the revelation he is about to receive, so that it will be a witness when it is fulfilled (2:2-3). God will yet judge the unrighteous. The hubris of Babylon will not escape his judgment (2:4-5). Human opinion about righteousness and wrong lacks the capacity to evaluate God’s actions in history; those who are truly righteous must live in faithful confidence that God will keep his promises (2:4b). Just as Abraham had believed God and had been credited with righteousness (Gen. 15:6), the prophet too must continue to have confidence in God.

The fact that God would yet judge also the Chaldeans is confirmed in the series of five woe oracles that follow (2:6-20). Wickedness will not always prosper. The earth will yet be filled with the knowledge of the glory of the Lord (v. 14) and will stand in silence before him (v. 20). Even when things appear to go from bad to worse, God still rules and will vindicate himself.

The prophet’s response to his vision is a hymn, a victory song describing the appearance of the Divine Warrior in his war chariot. At his coming the heavens and earth convulse (Hab. 3:3-7). The Lord shows his dominion over the chaotic waters as he had done at creation; he comes with his weapons to judge the nations as he had done at the Exodus (3:8-15). Habakkuk takes confidence from the deeds of God in the past and believes, “waiting patiently for the day of calamity to come on the nation invading us” (3:16).

The psalm in Habakkuk 3 appears to be written in an archaic form of Hebrew. Some have concluded that the prophet was consciously archaizing as he recited the deeds of God in the past. Others see this psalm as possibly composed of fragments from a larger and ancient epic poem no longer extant (Patterson 1987).
THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

Habakkuk addressed Judah and Jerusalem during the last act of that kingdom’s role on the stage of history. The kingdom was rife with internal corruption, and the rising power of Babylon would soon issue in the destruction of temple and city. Yet in the face of these twin evils, God seemed to the prophet to be inactive and unconcerned.

Many have compared Habakkuk’s complaints about the prospering of evil and the suffering of the righteous to the book of Job. The prophet learned as had Job that in spite of all appearances to the contrary, and no matter how difficult conditions might become, he must continue to believe, continue to trust the promises of God and have confidence that the Lord of all the earth would do right (Hab. 3:16-19). Habakkuk was learning to live by faith (2:4). In the face of calamity, the prophet was learning to sing the praise of his redeemer and Lord.

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

Hundreds of years after Habakkuk, wickedness and injustice were again flourishing as they had so often before. Once again the temple of God was
threatened—but this time it was the temple represented by the presence of the Christ. People taunted Christ, once again asking, “Where is God?” (Matt. 27:41-43). God did not come to deliver him, and to all appearances evil had triumphed again. Yet he trusted in God (Matt. 27:43; Heb. 10:38a), and God vindicated him by raising him from the dead (Rom. 1:4). The resurrection of Jesus is God’s own proclamation that he is not far, and that evil will not triumph.

Paul goes on to admonish the infant church that Jesus has called his followers to a life of faith. Paul appeals to Habakkuk 2:4 in his argument that righteousness—from first to last, for Abraham, Job, Habakkuk, and for all—is by faith (Rom. 1:17). Although we live in a present evil age (Gal. 1:4), “the righteous will live by faith” (Gal. 3:11). Faith is “being sure of what we hope for and certain of what we do not see” (Heb. 11:1). The ancients were commended for their believing God when the circumstances all conspired to say that such faith would not be rewarded (Heb. 11:2-40). We too are called to that same life of faith, for God will yet come as Divine Warrior and will vindicate his name (Rev. 19:11-16).

33. Zephaniah

Zephaniah is the only prophet introduced with a lineal genealogy of such depth. His ancestry is traced back four generations to a person named Hezekiah (Zeph. 1:1). Although this Hezekiah is not specifically designated as the famous king by that name, there can be little question that this is the reason for the length of the genealogy. His membership in the royal family probably also gave him access to the royal court, a position from which he could observe and then decry the sins of Judah’s leaders (1:8, 11-13; 3:3-4).

The superscription sets Zephaniah’s ministry during the reign of Josiah;
thus Zephaniah was probably a contemporary of both Habakkuk and Jeremiah. The prophet would have grown up in the years of apostasy and Assyrian oppression during the reigns of Manasseh and Amon.
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**HISTORICAL BACKGROUND**

Two issues surrounding the interpretation of Zephaniah are indissolubly intertwined in assessing the historical background of the book: (1) Was Zephaniah’s ministry set before or after the reform of Josiah associated with the discovery of the law book in 621 B.C.? (2) The prophet expects an imminent invasion, but from which foreign power?
The Time of Zephaniah’s Ministry

The book does not contain any clear allusions to the reform activities associated with the discovery of the law book (2 Kings 22-23). This fact alongside the abuses and the low state of popular religion described in the book (Zeph. 1:4-6, 8-9, 12; 3:1-3, 7) has suggested to the majority of commentators that Zephaniah’s ministry took place before 621 B.C. However, the mention of the “remnant of Baal” (1:4) may indicate that Baalism was already being suppressed and that the reform activities were already underway. Nor is it altogether clear that Josiah’s reform did not begin until 621. The book of Kings describes the reform as proceeding in concentric circles from the discovery of the law book in the temple, through the city of Jerusalem, and into the territory of outlying tribes. Chronicles, on the other hand, describes the reform in chronological sequence, so that many of the items associated in Kings with events after Josiah’s eighteenth year (621 B.C.—2 Kings 22:3 // 2 Chron. 34:8) actually began instead in his twelfth year (627 B.C.—2 Chron. 34:2-7) when Josiah at age twenty was no longer a minor. It is also possible that we need to maintain a distinction between the official reforming activities of the king and the abuses among the wealthy and the general populace, such that the sins decried in the book cannot be used with confidence to determine whether Zephaniah was active before or after Josiah’s reform. While the reform would almost certainly have affected the character of popular religious expression, it is unrealistic to think that it eliminated all commercial and religious transgression. In the final analysis it is probably not possible to determine a more precise setting for Zephaniah’s ministry.

Who Are the Invaders?

The prophet does appear to expect an imminent foreign invasion that will bring the destruction of Jerusalem (Zeph. 1:4, 10-13; 2:1; 3:1-4). Scholars
have been divided regarding what enemy the prophet anticipates.

1. Many scholars (e.g., Smith, 123) argue that the enemy anticipated is Assyria. Judah had been an Assyrian satellite through much of the seventh century; annexation by Assyria and the accompanying deportation of the population, both being the fate of the northern kingdom, were constant threats for Judah as well. However, about in the middle of the reign of Assurbanipal (669-627 B.C.), Assyria lapsed into a rapid decline. By the year 627, Assyrian power had been broken, and Assyria represented little threat to Judah. The mention of Nineveh (Zeph. 2:13-15) as a candidate for divine judgment does not mean that Assyria was still a threat to Judah (compare Kapelrud, 122); to the contrary, the prophet appears to reflect on the fact that Assyrian power was already diminished (2:15). Even if one could establish a date for Zephaniah’s ministry before Josiah’s reforms, Assyria is not likely to have been a serious threat to Judah.
2. The Scythians were a group of nomadic tribes inhabiting the southern steppes of Russia, largely an area north of the Black Sea. Herodotus (1:105) mentions that the Scythians conducted a raid against the Philistine city of Ashkelon and against Egypt during the reign of Psammetichus I (664-610 B.C.). This raid would have come between 633 and 610 (Yamauchi, 84). Scholars have long debated whether this raid formed the backdrop for Zephaniah’s anticipation of a foreign attack and for Jeremiah’s prophecies about a foe from the north (Jer. 4-6, 8-9). Many have been skeptical about the reliability of Herodotus’s report, though archaeological evidence increasingly lends credence to the reality of a Scythian incursion (Yamauchi, 87-99). However, the Scythian raid reported by Herodotus was apparently brief and may have been confined to sites along the international coastal highway (Via Maris), such that it had little direct impact on Judah. A distinctive type of arrowhead associated with the Scythians has been found in significant numbers in the excavations of sixth- and seventh-century cities such as Samaria, Lachish, and Amman (Yamauchi, 87). These arrowheads suggest the presence either of Scythian raiding parties or of Scythian mercenary units in the later Babylonian invasions. However, one must also take into account the extensive trade in military hardware and the spread of military technology in the ancient Near East; a technology that may have originated with the Scythians may not always have been used by them alone.

3. Zephaniah is anticipating a disaster on “the Day of the Lord” that will affect the surrounding nations (Zeph. 2:4-12) and even Assyria itself (2:13-15). He appears to expect the destruction of Jerusalem and the deportation of the population, so that he looks forward to the survival and gathering of a remnant (3:10-20). Such a far-reaching disaster seems beyond a Scythian raid; if Assyria is one of the targets, the threat would scarcely originate in Assyria. The only remaining candidate for the source of the threat Zephaniah anticipates would be Babylon. The writer of Kings
reports that the coming invasion by Babylon was already anticipated at the time of Josiah (2 Kings 22:15-20). However, Babylon was only beginning its resurgence to power at the time of Josiah’s death (609 B.C.), and Babylonian incursions into Syria-Palestine would not begin until after the battle of Carchemish (604). Unless one is willing to accept some prophetic insight or prescience on the part of the prophet, one must reject assigning the book to the time of Josiah (1:1) or consider those passages reflecting the Babylonian exile and the restoration as later additions to the text.

LITERARY ANALYSIS

We may outline Zephaniah as follows:

Superscription (Zeph. 1:1)

I. Oracles Against Judah (1:2-2:3)
   A. Universal Judgment (1:2-3)
   B. The Lord’s Sacrifice (1:4-9)
   C. Judgment of Jerusalem (1:10-13)
Traditional critical scholarship has been concerned to separate the original, authentic words of the prophet from later additions and glosses. The criteria by which later materials are isolated have varied with the individual scholars, and therefore the results of such a method have not been consistent. The oracles of salvation in Zeph. 3:14-20 have been widely considered later additions; others also excise 2:7-9a, 10-11, 15, 3:1-4, and other passages or snippets. Langohr (1976) surveys the history of this research and provides a recent example of the approach. The major reasons for isolating some material as secondary are the postexilic perspective of 3:4-20, language and concepts similar to Ezekiel and the latter part of Isaiah, and eschatological expectation resembling apocalyptic (Childs, 458). Childs (461) considers these secondary additions as examples of the canonical process, whereby succeeding generations in Israel reinterpreted the words of Zephaniah in light of the historical circumstances of their own time.

Other approaches have noted the logical, orderly flow of thought in the book and tend to emphasize that Zephaniah is a carefully constructed
unity. The prophet announces universal judgment (Zeph. 1:2-3; 3:8) and then details its effects on Judah (1:4-2:3; 3:1-7) and the nations (2:4-15); this is followed by an announcement of universal blessing and its effects on Judah and the nations (3:9-20). Ball (1987) views the book as a unity resulting from a rhetorical expansion of 2:1-7 and emphasizes the integrity of the work. House (1988) observes the alternation between first-person divine speech and third-person speeches from the prophet; he then identifies the book as a prophetic drama and divides it into scenes and acts. Although not convincing in the final analysis, House’s application of a literary approach to the book highlights many interesting rhetorical features.

Many have recognized the similarity of structure in Zephaniah with that found in other prophetic books. Broadly speaking, Isaiah, Ezekiel, the Septuagint of Jeremiah, and Zephaniah all (1) begin with a set of oracles pertaining to the immediate historical situation of Judah, then (2) turn to oracles against foreign nations, and (3) end with oracles of future eschatological blessing.

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE
Themes of judgment and of grace and mercy predominate in the book. Divine judgment is portrayed primarily through the imagery of the Day of the Lord; divine grace, primarily through the motif of the remnant and the restoration.

1. The Day of the Lord is a frequent theme in the prophets; Zephaniah appears to be aware of the earlier use of similar concepts in Amos (Amos 5:18-20; 8:3-13) and Isaiah (Isa. 2:6-22). This Day is the day when God vindicates his own honor and appears with destructive judgment against sin, whether among gentile nations (Zeph. 2:4-15) or in Israel itself (1:14-2:3). Creation dissolves: the cosmos convulses and returns to the darkness of primeval chaos (1:2-3, 15-18; 3:6-8); the universe reverts to its lifeless and unformed state (1:3). Yahweh comes as a warrior (1:14-16) on that great day of holy war against evil. His presence is signaled by a blazing theophany (3:8). For Zephaniah this great Day was an imminent historical expectation. However, this historical act of divine intrusion also foreshadowed an eschatological judgment when sin would be abolished from the earth (1:3).

2. Alongside this frightening anticipation of divine fury, there is the countervailing theme of God’s faithfulness and mercy to the remnant (Zeph. 3:12-13). The remnant motif is found in many books of the Bible. When a group undergoes some catastrophe ordinarily brought about as punishment for sin, those who survive to become the nucleus for the continuation of the human race or the people of God are called the remnant (see Dillard 1988). The future existence of the people of God focuses in this purified, holy remnant that inherits afresh the promises of God. The prophet holds open the possibility of surviving the Day of the Lord (2:3). The divine fury Zephaniah anticipates will purge the nation so that a sinless remnant will emerge (3:13); that remnant will be gathered from the nations, restored to the land and to divine favor (2:7; 3:19-20).
God’s purposes in choosing Israel will not be frustrated by the imminent outbreak of judgment, but will be realized in an elect remnant. The almighty God will not brook hubris (1:12-13; 2:10, 15), but the meek and humble will be preserved (3:12).

3. The God of Israel is the universal God. He does not have sovereignty only over a stretch of land in the eastern Mediterranean; rather, he rules over all nations, holding them to account in light of his holiness and how they have dealt with his people (Zeph. 2:4-15). He created the earth, and his judgments extend throughout it (1:2-3). He who rules over the universe had always had a gracious intent toward all nations (Gen. 12:3; 22:18). He who assembled the nations to hear his judgment (Zeph. 3:8) will also assemble them to receive his grace (v. 9); all will call on the name of the Lord.

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

Christian readers recognize in Zephaniah many images and motifs that are also used in the New Testament. Zephaniah anticipated an imminent historical threat and outbreak of divine judgment. This historical outbreak of the Day of the Lord in the Babylonian conquest and exile was but a foretaste of that
great and terrible Day on an eschatological and cosmic scale. Paul writes often of the Day of the Lord, the Day of Christ (Rom. 2:16; 1 Cor. 1:8; Phil. 1:6, 10; 2:16; 2 Tim. 4:8) and looks for that final theophany and final vindication of God in history. John describes the Warrior God coming with his armies to execute judgment (Rev. 19:11-16). Zephaniah had announced a terrible sacrifice that God himself would offer (Zeph. 1:7), and John makes use of the same image when he describes the Day of the Lord (Rev. 19:17-18; cf. Ezek. 39:18-20).

Along with other prophets Zephaniah looked to a day when all nations would acknowledge and worship the God of Israel (Zeph. 3:9-10). For the church, the new Israel composed of Jew and Gentile alike (Gal. 3:8-9, 14, 26-29), this is present reality. The church too lives with the knowledge and hope that the world yet acknowledge the rule of its true King (Phil. 2:9-11).

34. Haggai

We know fairly little about the prophet Haggai beyond what can be deduced from the book itself. We do know that he was preaching in Jerusalem at the same time as Zechariah; see the chronological chart in the chapter on Zechariah, Table 18: Dates Correlating Haggai and Zechariah, page 429. The fact that he is simply identified as “the prophet” and is mentioned without any patronymic suggests that he was well known to his contemporaries (Ezra 5:1; 6:14). Zechariah ordinarily gets far more attention as one of the longest of the so-called minor prophets, whereas Haggai is among the shortest books in the Old Testament.

Haggai’s name is derived from the Hebrew word meaning “feast, festival,” a fact that suggests he may have been born on one of the religious holidays of Israel’s liturgical calendar. Compare the Latin Festus or the Greek Hilary. The names Haggi (Gen. 46:16; Num. 26:15) and Haggith
(2 Sam. 3:4) are similar. Compare too a name like Shabbethai (Ezra 10:15, possibly “born on the sabbath”).

According to Jerome’s commentary on Haggai, this prophet was also a priest, as was his contemporary Zechariah, but this tradition cannot be verified. Some of the Psalm titles in the Septuagint and the Peshitta attribute various psalms to him.
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**HISTORICAL BACKGROUND**

See the discussion of historical background also in the chapter on Zechariah (35. Zechariah, HISTORICAL BACKGROUND).

One might have anticipated a mass exodus of Jews from their captivity in Babylon once Cyrus issued his decree (539 B.C.—2 Chron. 36:23; Ezra 1:2-4) authorizing their return. After all, who would not want to “go home” from a period of captivity and deportation? But this was not to be the case. The exiles had followed the advice of Jeremiah to “build houses, settle down, plant gardens, marry and have sons and daughters” (Jer. 29:5-6), and they had prospered as
Babylon prospered (v. 7). Almost fifty years had passed since the destruction of Jerusalem. Most of the generation that had been carried into exile had died; the generation born during the Exile only knew Babylon as home. So rather than joining a mass return to Jerusalem, most of those in Babylon chose to keep the financial security and comfort they had built up during the Exile.

Almost fifty thousand of the exiles chose to make the return trip (Ezra 2:64; Neh. 7:66). When they arrived, they faced a number of difficulties: (1) Land had lain fallow, and ancestral homes were in disrepair. There was much work to be done. (2) The lower classes of Judeans who had been left in the land (Jer. 52:15-16) had taken over the holdings of those who were deported (Ezek. 11:3, 15). A complex legal situation arose, requiring reconciliation of the rights of the returnees with those of the population that had remained. Tensions developed between the returnees and those who had remained, tensions that would still be felt a century later (Neh. 5:6-8). (3) The rebuilding of Jerusalem and the temple also faced external opposition from neighboring peoples and Persian officials appointed in the area (Ezra 4:1-5; 5:3-5); after the initial restoration of the altar in the temple courtyard and efforts to lay the foundation for the building itself, little work appears to have been done (Ezra 3:2-10). (4) Initial efforts to begin construction on the temple were also met with discouraging remarks and onerous comparisons with the grandeur of the first temple on the part of those who had been alive to see it (Ezra 3:12-13; Hag. 2:3; Zech. 4:10).

With these and other issues pressing, it is no surprise that the returnees felt comparatively little urgency about rebuilding the temple but instead poured their energies into reconstructing their homes and restoring agricultural production (Hag. 1:3-11). Years passed until finally in 520 B. C., God raised up two prophets, Haggai and Zechariah, who urged the people to get their priorities straight and to build the temple. The people
responded to the preaching of both prophets, and the temple was completed in 516 (Ezra 6:15).

Although the prophecy of Ezekiel has a larger number of dates than this short book, Haggai, of all the prophetic books, has the greatest “density” of dated material. Each of the four oracles that make up the book is introduced with a notation concerning the date on which it was announced (Hag. 1:1; 2:1, 10, 20; cf. 1:15). All are set in less than a four-month period in the second year of Darius I (522-486 B.C.). Cyrus had died in battle in 530; he was succeeded by Cambyses (530-522). When Cambyses came to the throne, he assassinated his brother Bardiya in order to consolidate his hold on the kingdom and eliminate a potential rival. Cambyses appears to have taken his own life, and Darius arose from the royal entourage to secure the succession for himself. At the time of Darius’s accession to the throne, rebellions broke out in various parts of the Persian Empire. The major rebellion was led by a figure who claimed to be Bardiya; Darius crushed this pseudo-Bardiya by the end of September 522. It is not clear how soon Darius was able to quell the uprisings elsewhere in the empire. Many scholars have interpreted various utterances by Haggai and Zechariah as reflecting this turmoil in the Persian Empire early in Darius’s rule (e.g., Hag. 2:6-7; Zech. 1:11-15; 2:7-9). It may be that instability in the Persian Empire stimulated hopes for freedom from foreign domination and the restoration
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of Davidic rule (Hag. 2:20-23). The restoration community lived with the hopes of a glorious future as proclaimed by Isaiah (e.g., Isa. 40:9-10; 41:11-16; 43:1-7; 44:1-5, 21-23); Cyrus was to inaugurate the new era (Isa. 44:28-45:1-4, 13).

Beyond the four months of his public ministry known from the book, we know nothing of the fate of Haggai. If he had himself originally been one of the citizens of Jerusalem taken into captivity by Nebuchadnezzar, as some deduce from Zechariah 2:3, he would have been an elderly man by the time of his ministry. Once the work on the reconstruction of the temple had begun, his prophetic call had been discharged, and he may have died shortly after that.

LITERARY STRUCTURE AND THEOLOGY

The book of Haggai consists of four oracles dated to the second year of Darius I (Hystaspes). Archaeological records containing astronomical observations have made it possible to convert these ancient dates to dates in our modern calendar with great precision.

Most of the other prophetic books consist of collections of prophetic sermons and oracles. Haggai, on the other hand, consists of direct address oracles set in a prose narrative framework (Hag. 1:1, 3, 12, 15; 2:1, 10, 20) such that the book appears as more of a report on Haggai’s utterances and the effect they had on the hearers (Verhoef, 9). Since Haggai is referred to in the third person in the framework, many scholars have concluded that he was not himself the author of the book but that an editor set the prophet’s utterances into their narrative context. Rudolph identified this editor with a friend or disciple of Haggai who was seeking to enhance Haggai’s role in the rebuilding of the temple over against that of Zechariah. Ackroyd and Beuken both regarded this editor as having lived a century or two later and as having been under the influence of the
Chronicler. However, similarities between Haggai and Chronicles should probably be attributed to the fact that the books of Haggai and Zechariah were already in existence and influenced the compiler of Chronicles, rather than the reverse. Others have maintained that Haggai was himself the author of the book, choosing the third-person narratives in the framework in order to enhance the objectivity and historical reality of the report or to authenticate his oracles as the word of God.

The first oracle (Hag. 1:1-11; August 29, 520 B.C.) consists of a brief disputation and a judgment speech. It was delivered on the first day of the month (according to the ancient calendar), quite possibly at a public gathering to observe the festival of the New Moon (Num. 28:11; 10:10; Ps. 81:3 [MT 4]; Ezra 3:5). The presence of the leaders and the people in the area of the temple ruins would have provided the perfect setting for the prophet’s inaugural oracle. It had been quite easy to rationalize postponing the work on the temple (Hag. 1:2). In spite of the energy devoted to their own well-being in the construction of homes and cultivation of crops, the returnees had been met by crop failure, inflation, and drought; their labor seemed futile. Haggai asserts that these failures were due to their neglect of the temple. Note the displeasure with which God addresses the nation: he calls them “this people” instead of “my people” (1:2). Poor harvests
(Deut. 28:38-40), insufficient food (v. 48), drought (vv. 23-24), and frustrated labor (v. 20) are all curses for covenant disobedience.

Whereas Israel’s response to the preaching of the prophets had often been indifference, mocking, or hostility, here instead the people recognize the rightness of what the prophet has said and respond with enthusiastic obedience (Hag. 1:12-15). The work was begun twenty-three days later (1:15; September 21, 520 B.C.).

Haggai’s second oracle (Hag. 2:1-9; October 17, 520) came less than a month after the work on the temple had begun. The seventh month was Tishri (also called Ethamin), the month during which the Feast of Tabernacles was observed, beginning on the fifteenth day of the month and lasting for seven days (Lev. 23:33-43; Num. 29:12-39; Deut. 16:13-15; Ezek. 45:24). The twenty-first day of the month, then, would have been the last day of that festal observance (Verhoef 1988, 263). The reference to “this house” (Hag. 2:3) also confirms that this oracle was delivered during a public assembly in the temple precincts. The comparison with Solomon’s temple (2:3) was all the more appropriate on this occasion since the dedication of the former temple took place also in connection with the Feast of Tabernacles (2 Chron. 7:8-10; 1 Kings 8:2). Now that the work crews were three weeks into the project, it was apparent that this second temple would be much less grand than the first. Most of those who remembered the former temple would by then have been in their seventies. The prophet provides a message of encouragement to all and assures them that the glory of this second temple would exceed that of the former (Hag. 2:6-9).

Haggai’s third and fourth oracles (Hag. 2:10-19, 20-23) were both delivered on the same day (December 18, 520 B.C.), three months after the work on the temple had begun (1:15). The third oracle has two parts: (1) a question about Torah (2:10-14; see the remarks on Hag. 7:1-3) cast
in the form of the dialogue between Yahweh and the prophet and (2) a message of encouragement (2:15-19). The point of the ruling on the legal question was that holiness was not contagious—just working on the temple would not make the people holy—but ritual uncleanness or defilement was contagious, and the temple itself could be defiled by the uncleanness of the people. The only hope the nation had for divine approval and acceptance was the grace of God. The temple would not be a magical talisman. Perhaps in the three months since the work had begun, the people had become a bit discouraged, and the prophet encourages them in their work with assurances of divine blessing. December was the middle of the growing season, and the prophet assures the people that time away from farm work to work on the temple would not mean poor harvests, but to the contrary, a great harvest was ahead (cf. 1:5-11).

Haggai’s fourth oracle (Hag. 2:20-23) was addressed to Zerubbabel, the governor of Judah and a descendant in the line of David through Jehoiachin. In the book of Jeremiah God had earlier described Jehoiachin as a signet ring on his hand (Jer. 22:24-25), a ring that would be pulled off and discarded. In Haggai God uses the same imagery, but reverses it, this time describing a descendant of Jehoiachin as a valued signet ring on the hand of God. Although Haggai, Zechariah, and their contemporaries may have hoped for the overthrow of foreign
domination and the restoration of Davidic rule in their own day, Zerubbabel would not be this Davidic king, but rather would point forward to an eschatological day when God would shake the heavens and the earth (Hag. 2:6-7, 21).

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

In the Old Testament God’s acceptance of a sanctuary or a sacrifice was often signified by the appearance of fire, more particularly the pillar of fire and cloud that the rabbis came to call the “Shekhinah glory” (Exod. 40:34-38; Judg. 6:21; 1 Kings 8:10-11; 18:38; 1 Chron. 21:26; 2 Chron. 5:13-14; 7:1-3). The same word “glory” could also refer to wealth and riches. In line with the expectation and hope of Isaiah (Isa. 66), the restoration community looked for a time when the wealth of the nations would flow into Jerusalem. Haggai appears to be making use of this ambiguity in the term “glory” by using it in both senses in Hag. 2:3, 7-9 (Wolf 1976). Yet, although the Persians would underwrite the construction and ritual of the second temple (Ezra 1:6-7; 6:7-10; 7:15-18), this fell far short of prophetic descriptions of gentile wealth pouring into the city. In spite of Ezekiel’s depiction of the glory of God returning to the city (Ezek. 43:1-7), there is no hint or suggestion that the pillar of fire and cloud ever appeared above the second temple. So too, although the Jews of Judah would enjoy a measure of autonomy under Persian rule, the power of foreign nations was not broken (Hag. 2:22), and Judeans would continue to serve a variety of foreign masters.

A new era had been inaugurated with the decree of Cyrus, the reconstruction of the temple, and the administration of the Davidic prince Zerubbabel. But it was only a provisional step anticipatory of events yet to come. The visible presence of God would finally appear at the second temple, when Jesus “tabernacled in our midst and we beheld his glory” (John 1:14), for he was “the radiance of God’s glory, the exact
representation of his being” (Heb. 1:3). The wealth of nations comes to Jerusalem in the gifts of gentile wisemen (Matt. 2:1-12) and in a new temple made of living stones, Jew and Gentile alike (1 Cor. 3:16-17; 1 Peter 2:4-10). A new kingdom—one not of this world, one that transcends and rules all others—is introduced by another son of David; he rules now and is putting all things under his feet.

These things too are but a step toward the consummation of all things, when all things will be new, and the dwelling of God will be with men, in a city rich beyond description, where all tears are wiped away (Rev. 21).

The election of Zerubbabel was tied to more than the inauguration of a Davidic prince; it also prefigured a cataclysmic change in the cosmos (Hag. 2:6-7, 21-22). The writer of Hebrews views this eschatological age as already inaugurated in the person of Christ (Heb. 12:26-29; cf. Exod. 19:18.; Matt. 27:51).

35. Zechariah
Zechariah is the longest of the minor prophets. Is is also perhaps the most difficult. Jerome called it the “most obscure” book of the Hebrew Bible, an opinion often cited and widely shared by subsequent readers. The difficulties of the book have spawned many opinions about the date and authorship of various portions as well as the interpretation of the individual pericopes. Yet it is also a very important book to Christian readers: Zechariah 9-14 is the most frequently cited portion of the Old Testament in the Passion narratives (Lamarche, 8-9), and apart from Ezekiel, this book has exercised more influence than any other on the author of Revelation.

Zechariah was apparently a popular name: over twenty-five individuals in the Bible are known by it. The prophet is identified as the son of Berechiah the son of Iddo (Zech. 1:1), probably the same person known in a telescoped form as Zechariah son of Iddo (Ezra 5:1; 6:14; Neh. 12:16). If this identification is correct, Zechariah was a member of one of the families of priests who returned from the Captivity; this would also serve to explain his familiarity with and interest in matters pertaining to the temple (e.g., Zech. 1:16; 3-4; 6:9-15; 8:9, 20-23; 14:16-21).
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**HISTORICAL BACKGROUND**
Zechariah is set against the background of the first generation of returnees from the Babylonian exile. His night visions are dated to the second year of Darius (520/519 B.C.). Although Cyrus the king of Persia had authorized the Jews to return to Jerusalem and rebuild the temple of God in 539, the returnees found themselves facing external opposition (Ezra 3:8-4:5, 24; 5:1-6:22) and a variety of personal and practical difficulties (Hag. 1:5-11; 2:15-19; Zech. 8:9-13). Work on the house of God was delayed until God raised up two prophets, Haggai and Zechariah, to spur the people to tend to the construction of the temple (Ezra 5:1-2). The work on the temple was resumed, and the construction was completed in 516 (Ezra 6:13-15). Since Haggai and Zechariah were preaching to the same audience under the same historical circumstances, it is not surprising to find common themes in their pronouncements (cf. Hag. 1:5-11; 2:15-19 with Zech. 8:9-13, and Hag. 2:20-23 with Zech. 4:6-10).

Essentially the first eight chapters of Zechariah are taken up with issues of more immediate concern to the restoration community. The night visions raise the question of retribution against gentile nations (Zech. 1:7-21 [MT 2:4]; 6:1-8),
the security of Jerusalem (2:1-12 [MT 5-17]), the construction and completion of the temple (4:1-14), and the problem of sin in a supposedly purified remnant (3:1-10; 5:1-11). A delegation comes to the city from Jews in the Diaspora to seek clarification on whether fasts commemorating various stages of the destruction of the city should continue to be observed (chs. 7-8). These chapters reflect the historical background of the community early in the restoration period. The final six chapters, however, seem less oriented to issues of immediate concern; they include instead eschatological and apocalyptic imagery largely pertaining to a more distant future. For this reason and several others, critical scholarship has reached a consensus that chapters 9-14 are from a different author and period.

LITERARY ANALYSIS

The prevailing consensus in critical biblical scholarship that Zechariah 1-8 and 9-14 are from two different periods and authors derives from many lines of evidence. (1) As mentioned above, the two sections focus on different temporal horizons: 1-8 is more concerned with issues of immediate interest to the restoration community, whereas 9-14 reflect more apocalyptic and eschatological imagery. (2) The two sections are also distinguished in terms of literary form: 1-8 is composed essentially of Zechariah’s night visions and the sermons on fasting that followed an inquiry about the practice (7-8); by contrast, 9-14 consists of two larger sections (9-11; 12-14), each designated an “oracle” (אָמַר, masâ'ôn, H5363, 9:1, 12:1; cf. Mal. 1:1). (3) Some vocabulary and syntactic constructions that occur in one half do not occur in the other; this evidence is often construed as pointing to a different author. Radday and Wickmann (1975) evaluated this traditional argument afresh with a far more sophisticated statistical model than had been used heretofore; they also had the advantage of computers to compile the data. Their findings
were that there is insufficient linguistic evidence to suggest a different author in 9-11 from the author of 1-8; however, the statistical data also suggested that it was highly improbable that 12-14 was from the same person as 1-11. Portnoy and Petersen (1984) criticized the statistical methods used by Radday and Wickmann and argued that errors in their statistical model invalidate their conclusions; Portnoy and Petersen proposed a different statistical model, which confirmed the traditional critical consensus of a distinction in authorship not only between 1-8 and 9-14, but also between 9-11 and 12-14.

(4) The internal evidence for the date of 9-14 does not agree with the setting of 1-8 in the early restoration period. For example, references to a king in Gaza (Zech. 9:5) or to Assyria and Egypt as enemies (10:11) favor a setting in the preexilic period, a date too early, whereas the reference to the Greeks (9:13) is ordinarily understood as pointing to a period after Alexander’s conquests, at least two centuries later than the setting of chapters 1-8. (5) The somewhat opaque 11:4-17 is often applied to different scenarios in the Maccabean period. The good shepherd has been identified as Onias III (2 Macc. 4:1), and the three shepherds who are cut off (Zech. 11:8) are identified with Simon, Lysimachus,
and Menelaus, the sons of Tobias. (6) In chapters 1-8 specific historical persons play the major roles (Zechariah, Joshua, Zerubbabel, the participants in 6:10-11; 7:2), whereas in 9-14 no personal names occur. (7) In 1-8 dates are important; 9-14 are undated. (8) In 1-8 Joshua the high priest and Zerubbabel, a Davidic descendant, are the leaders of the community; 9-14 use instead the metaphor of shepherds applied to an undefined referent. These are the major lines of evidence ordinarily advanced in critical scholarship in this form or a variation for dissociating Zechariah 9-14 from 1-8.

Although more specific interaction with these lines of argument is required, a brief response is in order: With reference to 1, 2, 6, 7, and 8 above, these premises have in common that they are based on observed differences in the two halves of the book; the differences are felt to be sufficiently numerous and important as to warrant the suggestion of a different author and historical setting. Yet it must be asked whether or not other suggestions would also account for these differences. If a modern author carefully arranges his material into various groups by subject or literary form, we ordinarily consider this to be evidence of an orderly mind at work and do not feel compelled to suggest the material must be from different individuals. In the same way, if an ancient author separates material by literary form (vision, oracle), subject (immediate issues vs. distant), or other criteria (e.g., dated versus undated), this would seem from our Western vantage the actions of a rational, orderly person. These items scarcely in themselves provide an argument for multiple authorship unless one implicitly adheres to a rather foolish notion that any one author will write only one kind of literature.

With reference to item 3 above, several caveats must be kept in mind. (1) As a generality from observing the discourse grammar of human language, one should expect changes in sentence length, vocabulary, syntactic construction, etc., as the subject of one’s writings also changes.
A current example might be helpful: there is no doubt a great difference in vocabulary, sentence length, and syntactic construction in the editorial writings of a William F. Buckley when compared with his novels; the linguistic data do not reflect a different author in this case, but rather are tied to the different genres in which he writes and the different subject matter in view. The reader could note similar differences between his or her own past academic writings in high school or college as compared to letters home or a devotional writing. Certainly one should not be surprised to see major differences of these types in contrasting essentially prose (Zech. 1-8) and poetic (9-14) literature. Portnoy and Petersen (1984, 12) note the problem that the heterogeneity in the book of Zechariah represents for authorship questions. (2) At the time of this writing, biblical scholarship is still in its infancy with reference to the use of sophisticated statistical models to assess authorship questions. The disagreement on method between Radday and Wickmann on the one hand and Portnoy and Petersen on the other is symptomatic of an area beset with theoretical difficulties; conclusions from such studies cannot be used with much confidence other than as corroborative evidence for hypotheses developed from other arguments. (3) The book of Zechariah is too meager a
body of literature for applying statistical means with any confidence (Portnoy and Petersen 1984, 12).

We know fairly little about the prophet Zechariah. It is certainly within reason that he lived well beyond the events narrated in Zechariah 1-8, and a significant passage of time may also underlie the two halves of the book. While Zechariah 1-8 shows a few features of apocalyptic literature, chapters 9-14 contain these elements with greater frequency; this is commonly viewed as a more “advanced” apocalypticism, and hence, as significantly later. However, one wonders about the validity of a rather simplistic linear view of the development of apocalyptic. It is quite plausible that if chapters 9-14 come from a later stage in the prophet’s life, sufficient time would have passed for the underlying social situation to have changed from the optimism of work underway in 1-8 to the longing for direct divine intrusion that characterizes the later chapters. It is doubtful that such a passage of time is even necessary, however, for both attitudes to co-exist in a single individual or society.

With reference to item 4 above, it is gratuitous to assume that the mention of the Greeks (Zech. 9:13) requires a date after Alexander’s conquests. The inscriptions of Sargon II and Sennacherib show that Greek traders and mercenary soldiers were active in the Near East at least as early as the eighth century (cf. Ezek. 27:13; Joel 3:6 [MT 4:6]).

With reference to item 5 above, there is also considerable disagreement. J. Kremer (1930, 83-87) identified no fewer than thirty proposed identifications for the three shepherds (cf. Harrison, 953).

In summary, it seems fair to say that while an impressive body of evidence can be marshaled to show that Zechariah 9-14 is not from the same time or author as Zechariah 1-8, the evidence does not require that conclusion. To the contrary, most of the arguments advanced in favor of multiple authorship are quite amenable to reading the book as a unity.
Furthermore, a number of themes are held in common in the two halves of the book (Smith 1984, 242, 248; Childs 1979, 482-83): (1) the importance assigned to Jerusalem (Zech. 1:12-16; 2:1-13 [MT 2:5-17]; 9:8-10; 12:1-13; 14:1-21); (2) the cleansing of the community (3:1-9; 5:1-11; 10:9; 12:10; 13:1-2; 14:20-21); (3) the place of the Gentiles in the kingdom of God (2:11 [MT 2:15]; 8:20-23; 9:7, 10; 14:16-19); (4) dependence on the works of the former prophets (1:4; Isa. 58 in Zech. 7:4-10; Amos 1:9-10; 5:27-62 in Zech. 9:1-8; Jer. 25:34-38 in Zech. 11:1-3; Ezek. 47:1-10 in Zech. 14:1-4); (5) the restoration of paradisaical fertility (8:12; 14:8); (6) renewal of the covenant (8:8; 13:9); (7) the regathering of the exiles (2:6 [MT 2:10]; 8:7; 10:9-10); (8) the outpouring of the Spirit (4:6; 12:10); and (9) the Messiah (3:8; 4:6; 9:9-10).

As described above, the consensus among critical scholars has been that Zechariah 9-14 are from a different author or authors than chapters 1-8. However, beyond this assertion there is little unanimity. A bewildering variety of dates and settings have been proposed for the second half of the book, ranging from the eighth century B.C. to the Maccabean period. The references to Ephraim as an independent political entity (9:10, 13) and the mention of Assyria and Egypt as enemies (10:10; 14:19) suggested to some a date before the fall of Samaria. In the seventeenth century a Cambridge scholar, Joseph Mead, had
already suggested that since Matthew 27:9 appears to attribute Zechariah 11:13 to Jeremiah, Zechariah 9-11 were the work of Jeremiah.

Others suggest that the reference to Greece in Zechariah 9:13 presumes a unified Greek empire and that 9:1-8 describes the rapid advance of the Greek armies under Alexander. The warfare and unrest of this period provide the background for chapters 9-14 and explain the rise of messianic hope.

A date in the Maccabean period was championed by scholars who saw the actions and fate of Maccabean rulers depicted in the shepherd imagery of Zechariah 11:4-17 and 13:7-9 and the reference to a murder in 12:10. This identification was also argued from the idea that the more “advanced” apocalypticism of the second half of the book favored a setting in the second century B.C.

In addition to questions about the date of the second half of the book, scholars also questioned its unity. Some scholars proposed different settings for Zechariah 9-11 and 12-14, while others considered 9-14 a patchwork or mosaic to which numerous sources contributed.

Others have sought to locate the second half of the book in the cult of ancient Israel or in the sociological setting of the postexilic period. A. R. Johnson (1955, 58-59) associated Zechariah 9-14 with a New Year festival hypothesized for ancient Israel. However, even the existence of this festival in ancient Israel is questionable; the festival and rituals associated with it are inferences from the surrounding cultures and the indirect evidence of a few biblical texts. P. Hanson (1975) viewed Zechariah 9-14 as polemical literature produced by followers of Second Isaiah and disenfranchised Levites who were opposing the hierocratic, priestly influence and government in the early postexilic period. According to Hanson, the ruling priestly parties were
content with things as they were, a sort of theology for the status quo. A coalition of Levites and prophets (visionaries, apocalypticists) sought to overturn the status quo by insisting that the present structures of society would be overcome and supplanted through divine intrusion. Others have judged Hanson’s polarization of theological parties in the early postexilic period misleading and reductionistic.

Viewed as a whole, once having made the decision to separate Zechariah 9-14 from the earlier chapters, there is scarcely a more vexing problem in Old Testament studies than providing the historical and sociological background for the latter half of the book.

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

Let us look first at the outline of Zechariah and then examine the two halves of the book in closer detail.

I. Zechariah’s claim to authority (Zech. 1:1-6)
II. The night visions (1:7-6:8)

A. The commander and his scouts (1:7-17)
Zechariah 1-8

A number of the prophetic books include an account of the prophet’s call; like Moses before them (Exod. 3), the prophets are given access to the divine presence in an inaugural vision (Isa. 6; Jer. 1; Ezek. 1-2; cf. Judg. 6; 1 Kings 22). These call narratives constitute part of the prophet’s claim to authority. Although Zechariah does not begin with a call vision, the prophet clearly considered himself one who stood in the line of Moses’ successors, who had spoken with power and authority to Israel (Zech. 1:1-6), and these introductory verses take the place of a call narrative. The prophet warns the nation to heed his words, for his words shared in the efficacy of the words of the prophets who had preceded him (1:4-6). The restoration community should reflect on the past and not make the same mistakes as their forefathers.

Zechariah’s eight night visions appear to be arranged in a rather loose chiastic structure. Visions 1 and 8 (Zech. 1:7-17; 6:1-8) both portray four multicolored groups of horses and concern the fate of gentile nations.
The parallels between two pairs of visions—2 and 3 (1:18-21 [MT 2:1-4]; 2:1-12 [MT 2:5-17]) and 6 and 7 (5:1-4, 5-11)—are less apparent: both concern obstacles facing the restoration community, on the one hand opposition from the gentile nations (visions 2 and 3), and on the other, sin within the covenant community (visions 6 and 7). Both pairs deal with God’s judgment (1:21 [MT 2:4]; 5:4) and an exile (2:6 [MT 2:10]; 5:10-11). The central pair (visions 4 and 5 [3:1-10; 4:1-14]) is set within the temple precincts and concerns the civil and cultic leaders of the restoration community (Joshua, Zerubbabel); these visions both mention the seven eyes of the Lord (3:9; 4:10). Taken together the visions form a concentric pattern moving from the gentile world at large (1, 8), to concern with the city (2, 3, 6, 7), to the temple environs (4, 5).

The first night vision (Zech. 1:7-17) addresses the problem of unrealized eschatology: the Jews had experienced the Day of the Lord and had known the fury of a holy God, but the gentile nations appear “at rest and in peace” (1:11). The angel of the Lord, here in the role of the captain of the Lord’s army,
intercedes with God for the end of his anger and the vindication of his people. The prophet hears words of reassurance and comfort that God has not forgotten his people; in words somewhat reminiscent of Isaiah 40:2, the nations are indicted for their excessive zeal when used as God’s instruments to punish Israel. The nations would yet experience the Day of the Lord, and Zion would again be the particular object of his favor.

In the second night vision (Zech. 1:18-21 [MT 2:1-4]), the major interpretive issue has been the identity of the four horns and the four craftsmen. Many interpreters associate the four horns with the fourfold image or the four beasts in the book of Daniel (Dan. 2, 7); others see the number four here as representative of universal opposition, more or less like the use in the “four winds of heaven” (2:6 [MT 2:10]; 6:5). While the details may be difficult, the point of this night vision is reasonably clear: whatever opposition has been directed against God’s people will be smashed.

A city without walls was vulnerable; conquerors commonly pulled down the walls of ancient cities in order to keep them defenseless. The returnees from the exile were no doubt concerned with their vulnerability and small numbers. In the third of the night visions (Zech. 2:1-13 [MT 5-17]), the prophet sees the Lord as a wall of fire around the city, a city overflowing with prosperity. The imagery is that of the entire city being taken within the pillar of fire, the Shekinah glory; no longer is the presence of God confined to the Most Holy Place within the temple, but the entire city has become the dwelling place of God. This theme appears again in Zechariah 14:20-21 and is used as well in Revelation 21:3, 22-27.

Several biblical texts portray a personification of evil as having access to the presence of God (Job 1-2; 1 Kings 22:21-23). In the fourth night
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vision (Zech. 3:1-10) Zechariah sees a judicial scene: the angel of the Lord is seated as judge, and a prosecutor ("Satan" means "accuser") is there to bring charges against the high priest, who stands in his filthy garments. The occasion for this vision is much debated. Several features in the passage make the most probable setting the Day of Atonement: the passage is concerned with an occasion when the high priest would stand in God’s presence; in Israel’s cult this would most naturally be the occasion of his entry into the Most Holy Place on the Day of Atonement. The passage is also concerned with the garments of the high priest, a particular focus also on the Day of Atonement (Lev. 16:4), and with the removal of sin from the land, which was the particular object of the liturgy of that day (Zech. 3:9). Others suggest instead a setting in a ceremony of priestly investiture or some other liturgical occasion. In many ways this vision too anticipates themes later developed in the New Testament, so much so that it could almost be designated “the gospel according to Zechariah.” When God cleanses the high priest and provides for him a righteousness not of his own making (3:4), he effectively removes the basis for any charge the accuser might level. Centuries later Paul would say that “if God is for us, who can be against us?...Who will lay any charge against God’s elect? It is God who justifies” (Rom. 8:31-33). The priestly labors could not remove sin (Heb. 10:1-4, 11-13), but God would remove the sin of the land in a single day (Zech. 3:9). In the context of the historical events of Zechariah’s own day, the high priest represented the nation; his cleansing by
God affirms that the returnees of that generation would be able to build an acceptable temple for God.

In the fifth night vision (Zech. 4:1-14), the prophet sees a lampstand consisting of a single basin with seven lamps around its rim, each having spouts for seven wicks, so that there would be a total of forty-nine flames. The oil for the lamp comes from olive trees and clusters of fruit in the background. Pipes deliver the oil from the trees directly to the lamp. The priests used to tend the lampstands in the temple twice a day, once in the morning and again in the evening, trimming the wicks and refilling the lamps with oil. Here was a lampstand, however, which did not need human tending. The point of the vision was also clear: the work on the temple was God’s work (4:6), and he would see to its completion (4:9). Although some found the temple they were building to be disappointing (Hag. 2:2-3; Ezra 3:12-13), God rejoiced in the work (Zech. 4:10). The translation of the NIV at 4:10 somewhat obscures this point; the verse would have been better translated as “Who despises the day of small things? The eyes of the LORD, which range throughout the earth, rejoice when they see the plumb line in the hand of Zerubbabel.” Zerubbabel and Joshua were those through whom God would accomplish this task (Zech. 4:12-14). John would later modify this imagery somewhat and use it for a different purpose (Rev. 11:4).

The sixth and seventh night visions (Zech. 5:1-11) are in effect two acts from a single play. The flying scroll appears to summarize the Ten Commandments: the first four commandments were offenses against God and are represented by swearing falsely in God’s name (5:4; Exod. 20:7); the last six commandments were offenses against others and are represented by stealing (Zech. 5:4; Exod. 20:15). The Exile had been intended to purge Israel and to produce a purified people. However, the law (the scroll) identifies sin in the restoration community, sin that would still be judged. Then the prophet sees an ephah jar containing a figure
representing sin. This sin would be taken back to Babylonia (Shinar, 5:11), back to the place of judgment. In visions 2 and 3, obstacles to realizing the goal of the restoration community had come from external opposition, but in visions 6 and 7, the obstacles are within the community.

The eighth night vision (Zech. 6:1-8) reuses the imagery of horses of various colors found in the first vision (1:7-17). While some of the details are difficult, the point of the vision is clear: God would avenge himself by punishing the nations.

The remainder of the material in the first half of the book is not in the form of visions, but rather reports or historical events. In Zech. 6:9-15, some exiles visit Jerusalem, bringing gifts for the temple from Jews still living in exile. The gold is used to make a crown for the high priest. Many commentators have found this problematic: a crown would more naturally sit on the head of a royal figure like Zerubbabel, a descendant of David who was eligible for kingship. Although some translations of the Bible actually substitute Zerubbabel’s name for Joshua’s (6:11), no ancient text attests to this change. Although the messianic title “Branch” (6:12) belongs to someone in the Davidic line (Isa. 4:2; Jer. 23:5; 33:15), Joshua has already been associated with that title in Zechariah 3:8.
Christian interpreters have traditionally seen in this passage the blending of the offices of priest and king in the Messiah.

During the period of the Exile, four fasts had been observed, commemorating various events surrounding the destruction of Jerusalem. Now that the Exile was over and the temple was being completed, the Jews began to ask whether they should continue to observe fasts pertaining to the destruction of the city. A delegation came to Jerusalem to ask the priests there for a ruling (Zech. 7:1-3; cf. Hag. 2:11; Mal. 2:7). Zechariah uses their inquiry as an occasion for several sermons about hypocritical fasting and religion preoccupied with details of the law instead of obedience from the heart (Zech. 7:4-8:23). Although Israel was preoccupied with maintaining separation from the Gentiles in much of the postexilic period (Ezra 9-10; Neh. 13:23-30), Zechariah foresees a day when gentiles would worship the Lord on an equal footing with the Jews (Zech. 8:20-23; 14:16-21).

Zechariah 9-14

Some recent scholarship has emphasized the unity of Zechariah 9-14, and further, its unity or proximity in time with the earlier chapters (Bic 1962; Lamarche 1961; Jones 1964; Baldwin 1972). Lamarche has argued that the entirety of chapters 9-14 is an intricate chiasmus from a single author built around recurring themes: the salvation and judgment of both Israel and the nations by war (Zech. 9:1-8; 9:11-10:1; 10:3b-11:3; 12:1-9; 14:1-15), the Day of the Lord introduced with the appearance of a messianic king (9:9-10; 11:4-17; 12:10-13:1; 13:7-9), and the suppression of idolatry (10:2-3a; 13:2-6).

Whether one accepts a division in authorship between the two halves of the book or not, the book as it stands presents itself as a literary unity. An interpreter must pay attention to the way in which each half influences the...
interpretation of the other. Within the prophetic expectation of Israel, the restoration fulfilled many of the promises of God to Israel; the place of the restoration community within the purpose and plan of God is largely the concern of Zechariah 1-8. The return was a new exodus, a new redemption—but it would not be the final redemption. Notwithstanding all that the return from the Exile represented, a yet fuller redemption was still ahead in the future; this complete redemption is largely the concern of chapters 9-14. Although the return from captivity involved many themes from the prophetic hopes of Israel (see above, 35. Zechariah, LITERARY ANALYSIS), the return was only an inaugural and provisional stage in the ultimate redemption God would provide. The restoration from captivity was but a token and taste of the great redemption to come.

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT

Christian readers of this prophet cannot but notice that the coming age of full redemption is inaugurated by a messianic king who makes a humble appearance, bringing righteousness and salvation to Jerusalem while riding on a donkey (Zech. 9:9; Matt. 21:5). He is the shepherd king, but a smitten shepherd
(Zech. 13:7; Matt. 26:31), pierced and betrayed (Zech. 11:12-13; 12:10; Matt. 26:15; 27:9-10; John 19:34, 37). But it is this King who will subdue the nations (Zech. 12:8-9) and establish his kingdom among men (14:3-9).

36. Malachi

The book of Malachi is the twelfth of the Minor Prophets and brings the second part (the *Nebi'im*) of the three-part Hebrew canon to an end. In English translations of the Bible, which follow the Greek tradition, Malachi concludes the canon of the Old Testament. Its position among the twelve is likely due to the fact that Malachi was the last to minister. While the collocation is not intentional, it is notable that the book concludes the Old Testament looking forward to the coming of the prophet Elijah, while one of the early voices of the New Testament period is that of John the Baptist, whom Jesus identifies with Elijah (Matt. 11:15).
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**HISTORICAL BACKGROUND**

**Author**

The first verse reads simply: “An oracle: The word of the LORD to Israel through Malachi.” The form of the verse is a prophetic superscription, but its terseness has led to questions. Unlike other superscriptions, it gives no information concerning the prophet’s ancestry or home town; he is not called “a prophet” or given any other title. While most other prophetic
superscriptions provide one or more of these points of information, Malachi’s simple naming of the prophet is not unprecedented.

However, some scholars do argue that Malachi is not a proper name but simply a noun that is translated “my messenger,” which should be identified with the “messenger” mentioned in Malachi 3:1. However, that messenger is one who is coming in the future (so Childs IOTS, 493) and should not be identified with the author of the book.

To see the impetus behind the view that Malachi is really an anonymous book, we need to revert to the book of Zechariah for a moment. After the night visions, there are two sections that begin with the term “oracle” (אכר; מ', masâ'â, H5363; cf. Mal. 9:1 and 12:1). Since these sections contain predictive prophecy that extends beyond the time period of the historical prophet Zechariah, scholars who do not admit the possibility of predictive prophecy argue that these sections should be taken as anonymous prophecies that have simply been appended to the end of that book. The term “oracle” (אכר; מ', masâ'â, H5363) also begins
Malachi, but it was treated separately only to make a twelfth book, because the number twelve gave the collection a sense of closure and completeness.

This argument has no force for those who affirm supernatural revelation and predictive prophecy (see, for instance, Baldwin, 221).

The most natural reading of the superscription regards Malachi as the proper name of a prophet who is mentioned no other place and about whom we know very little. His name may contain an abbreviated reference to the divine name (in analogy with Abi in 2 Kings 18:2; cf. Abiyyah in 2 Chron. 29:1), thus “Yah is my messenger,” but it more likely does mean “my [Yahweh’s] messenger.”

**Date and Historical Setting**

With little exception scholars agree with Glazier-McDonald (1987, 14) that Malachi is a “child of the Persian period.” The evidence is overwhelming. The temple has been rebuilt, but already disillusionment has set in. Further, the word used for “governor” in Mal. 1:8 (חָזַן, P, הַעַזָּן, H7068) is a technical term from the Persian period.

Although we can place the book in the Persian period, it is difficult to be much more precise. However, since disillusionment about the temple has already set in, it is probable that a few decades have passed since its completion. Furthermore, since Ezra and Nehemiah are not mentioned in the book, it is usually assumed that Malachi preceded them. Thus most scholars conclude that the book was written between 475 and 450 B.C.

The time period was especially gray for Israel. The immediate postexilic period (begun in 539 B.C. with the decree of Cyrus) was a time of great optimism. Access was granted to Palestine; the process of rebuilding had
begun. In particular, the temple, the symbol of God’s presence in the city, was rebuilt.

Nonetheless, Judah remained a relatively insignificant province of the Persian Empire. God did not appear to give success to his people. Thus discouragement set in with concomitant moral lapses. Kaiser has pointed out that many of the problems that Malachi faced are closely similar to the ethical issues of Nehemiah. He lists five (Kaiser 1984, 16):


. Failure to tithe (Mal. 3:8-10; cf. Neh. 13:10-14)
. No concern to keep the Sabbath (Mal. 2:8-9; 4:4; cf. Neh. 13:15-22)

. Social Problems (Mal. 3:5; cf. Neh. 5:1-13)

LITERARY ANALYSIS

Genre and Structure

The superscription (Mal. 1:1) uses native genre labels that indicate that the book is a prophecy (“oracle” and “word of the LORD”). The book’s contents support this genre identification since the author inveighs against cultic and societal evils as well as predicting a future day of judgment that leads to the redemption of the faithful.

A close reading reveals the unique shape of Malachi’s prophecy. As many scholars have seen (Clendenen is a rare exception), the book has at its heart a series of disputations in which the Lord through his prophet describes his character, challenges the abuses of his wayward people, and maps out his judgment.

After the superscription Malachi disputes the people six times.
. The first (Mal. 1:2-5) illustrates the common pattern. The Lord begins by asserting a truth about his nature to the people: “I have loved you.” The people are then provoked to question the Lord, “How have you loved us?” The Lord then responds to the challenge by describing the destruction of the Edomites, the offspring of Esau. Edom had been a particularly annoying adversary to Israel (see Obadiah), and their destruction was most welcome and to be interpreted as a sign of God’s love for Israel.

Five more, and lengthier, disputations follow, having roughly the same pattern:
. Dispute about the contempt the priests show God (Mal. 1:6-2:9)
a. Introduction: God is father and master, deserving of 
b. Question: “How have we defiled you?”
c. Answer: “You have placed defiled food on my

Dispute about Israel’s covenant breaking (2:10-16)

a. Introduction: God is the father and creator of all.
b. Question: “How do we profane the covenant of our fathers by breaking faith with one another?”
c. Answer: By divorcing the “wife of your youth.”

Dispute about God’s justice (2:17-3:5)

a. Introduction: The Lord is weary of the words of his 
b. Question: “How have we wearied him?”
c. Answer: By accusing God of honoring or ignoring

Dispute concerning repentance (3:6-12)

a. Introduction: God does not change, but you must. 
b. Question: “How are we to return?” 
c. Answer: By not robbing God of the tithe.

Dispute about harsh words against the Lord (3:13-4:3 [MT 3:13-21])

a. Introduction: The Lord accuses the people of harsh 
b. Question: “What have we said against you?”
c. Answer: You have said, “Serving God is pointless.”

After this analysis three verses remain, which form a kind of double appendix. (1) Mal. 4:4 [MT 3:23] is a call to observe the Lord; (2) 4:5-6 [MT 3:24-25] announces the future arrival of the prophet Elijah on the eve of the day of the
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Lord. It is on this note that the book of Malachi, the last book [according to the Greek-English tradition], ends.

For the most part, the book’s unity is uncontested with one significant exception: the so-called appendices. R. L. Smith (1984, 340-41) argues that these verses have no formal connection with what precedes and that the content differs in two ways. First, the messenger has a different name and function than in Malachi 3:1. Second, the future Day of the Lord goes by a different name in the appendix than earlier.

Close examination, however, shows that harmonization is possible, even easy. In both cases, the appendix simply describes in more detail the concepts introduced in a general way earlier (Clendenen 1987, 17 n.26). No serious reservations can be marshaled against the unity of the book of Malachi as a whole.

Style

The most striking and creative aspect of Malachi’s style is its disputational form (discussed above).

Debate has centered on whether Malachi is a prosaic or poetic composition (compare W. Kaiser with B. Glazier-MacDonald). The most commonly used Hebrew Bible (BHS) puts it in poetic format, while the most commonly used English version of the Bible consider the book to be in prose (NIV). That such a discussion even takes place is testimony to the difficulty of defining what constitutes poetry in biblical Hebrew, and also to the close connection between these two modes of discourse (see chapter 1, 1. Introduction, LITERARY ANALYSIS, pp. 26-34).

Very early Malachi’s writing was considered an example of the degeneracy of Hebrew literary style at the end of the Old Testament.
period (De Wette, Duhm, quoted by Torrey 1898, 14-15). This is unfair. Malachi’s writing is creative in its form, clear in its message, and compelling in its argumentation.

THEOLOGICAL MESSAGE

At the heart of Malachi’s message to Israel stands the covenant. Three covenants are mentioned explicitly: the covenant with Levi (Mal. 2:8), the covenant of the fathers, and the covenant of marriage (2:10-16). Malachi announces to Israel that God’s love toward them is founded on the covenant (1:2-5) and his judgments are based on their violation of these covenant relationships. Indeed, the covenant of Levi is evoked in order to point out that the priests were not living up to their responsibilities before the Lord. Fishbane (1983) insightfully described how the disputation against the priests (1:6-2:9) uses the language of the priestly blessing in Numbers 6:22-27 in order to curse the priests for their sins. It is difficult to determine whether the covenant with the fathers is a reference to the patriarchal or the Sinaitic covenant, but in any case it lends power to the accusation that the people have broken covenant with the Lord. Malachi cites the marriage covenant because the Israelites were apparently...
divorcing their native-born wives in order to take up with foreign wives who worshiped idols. This act too indicated the direction of the Israelites’ hearts during the period of Malachi’s ministry.

Thus Malachi speaks to show that God, while still showing signs that he loved Israel (Mal. 1:2-5), doubted that Israel loved him. As the Exile proved earlier, covenant violation led to the judgment of exile, so Malachi warns Israel using the disputational style noted above. As Fischer pointed out, each of the six sections of the disputation taught something positive and fundamental about God. Specifically, he analyzed the introductory statement to the disputation and came up with the following theological statements about God and his relationship with his people:

. God loves his people (Mal. 1:2)
. God is Israel’s father and master (1:6)
. God is Israel’s father and creator (2:10)

. God is the god of justice (2:17)
. God does not change (3:6)
. God is honest (3:13)

But Malachi did not just warn Israel to repent in the present because of past sins, he also presented a vision of hope for their future. Malachi, as mentioned above, ministered in a time of disillusionment. Previous prophets presented a picture of restored Israel as a time of glory and power (see Klein 1987, 29-30, for an analysis of the impact of Isaiah 40ff. on the postexilic generation). But now a significant amount of time had passed, and they still lived under foreign overlordship.

Thus, among other things, Malachi intended to rekindle this future hope
of something more glorious. Yes, a day was coming, a day that would see God intervene in the affairs of men and women, bringing victory to those who obey God’s laws and judgment to those who do not (Mal. 3:1-5; 4:1-6).

APPROACHING THE NEW TESTAMENT
The gospel of Mark opens with a quotation that collates Malachi 3:1 with Isaiah 40:3:

*I will send my messenger ahead of you, who will prepare your way—for him.*” (Mark 1:2)

In the so-called appendix to the book of Malachi, this messenger is further identified with Elijah. Elijah will precede the Lord on the day of victory and judgment. In the New Testament the messenger who prepares the way is John the Baptist, who brings the kind of stern message of coming destruction as described in Malachi 3:1-5. He precedes and introduces Jesus’ earthly ministry, and it is Jesus himself who identifies John as Elijah, whose heralding role is anticipated in Malachi (Matt. 11:7-15, see also Luke 7:18-35). Blomberg (see detailed discussion in 1987, 104) notes the high Christology here, since Jesus implicitly identifies himself with the coming Lord of the Malachi passage. In short, the eschatological hopes of the book of Malachi find their fulfillment in the pages of the gospels.

*a voice of one calling in the desert, “Prepare the way for the Lord, make straight paths*